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Preface

THIS book is just what the title indicates: an historical interpretation

of the Latin American policy of the United States. Despite the capital

importance of this subject in diplomatic history and in contemporary

foreign policy, no one hitherto has attempted to trace its evolution from

the independence of the nation to the present world crisis in power and

politics. Dexter Perkinses well-known and adequate studies limit them-

selves to the Monroe Doctrine. William Spence Robertson’s excellent

Latin-American Relations with the United States covers the period only

up to the First World War and does not profess to trace or interpret

the evolution of United States policy. The same is true of works like

Graham H. Stuart’s Latin America and the United States. I am trying

to provide in one volume a history of our Latin American policy.

I am aware, of course, that there are those who would aver that the

Republic’s foreign policy cannot be broken down into regions like

Europe, the Far East, and Latin America. History, I suggest, does not

bear them out. However much it might be desired to encompass the

whole world with today’s Good Neighbor Policy, as already worked out

in this Hemisphere, certainly in the past the Latin American policy of

the United States has had a conspicuous regional basis. It is enough

merely to mention the No-Transfer Resolution, the Monroe Doctrine,

Manifest Destiny, the Roosevelt Corollary, Pan Americanism, the

Panama Policy, the Doctrine of Nonintervention, the Good Neighbor

Policy itself, now globally professed.

Historically the Latin American policy of the United States has been

based on the nation’s own independence under a republican form of

government, on its Manifest Destiny (i.e., freedom for expansion

through an empty continent to the other ocean), and on security for

the resulting Continental Republic which is the greatest single achieve-

ment of American nationalism. These fundamentals naturally favored

independence for the whole New World, republican self-government

for the new states, opposition to European intervention in their affairs,

termination as soon as possible of remaining European sovereignties in

IX
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the Western Hemisphere, and political solidarity of the nations of the

New World against the imperialistic powers of the Old World.

Amidst the new order of sea power and world politics that appeared

at the end of the nineteenth century, a concern for the security of the

Continental Republic and naval communications between its two popu-

lous seacoasts led to a series of interventions by the United States itself

within the sovereignties of the independent republics of the Caribbean

and in certain states of Central America. These interventions led to a

short-lived benevolent imperialism that disappeared as soon as the Eu-

ropean danger seemed to vanish after Versailles. The liquidation of

this ill-fitting imperialism and the resulting Good Neighbor Policy

came just in time to make possible inter-American solidarity In defense

of independence and liberty when the danger suddenly appeared again,

this time from across both oceans.

Today the security of the United States has become identified with

the security and welfare of the whole New World defending itself

under the leadership of the Continental Republic against the portentous

unbalance of power in Europe and Asia and the alliance of the conquer-

ing empires of Germany and Japan. To explain how the Latin American

policy of the United States has developed from a continental basis in

North America and adjusted itself to a Continental basis in the hemi-

spheric sense of the word is the purpose of this history.

The historical evolution of the proper adjective American has made
it, without arrogation, synonymous, at least In the English-speaking

world, with the less euphonious adjective United States. In these pages

I am employing the word American according to its accepted usage

and meaning in English, and sometimes also, when the text Is clear,

in its hemispheric sense. If this work should be translated into Portu-

guese or Spanish I would expect the adjective when meaning United
States to be rendered nortecmiericanoy or even estadunidense^ whichever

be preferred.

The printed source materials and the secondary literature bearing on
the subject have been indicated in Bemis and Griffin’s Guide to the

Diplomatic History of the United States
^
ijj^-ig 2

1

^ published by the
Liorary of Congress in 1935* Since 1935 Handbook of Latin Arner-
km Studies, published annually by the Committee on Latin American
Studies of the American Council of Learned Societies, presents all the
new material, rapidly expanding. The appearance, as this work goes to

press, of an initial volume of what, let us hope, will become a regular
inter-American yearbook, Inter-American Affairs, under the capable
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editorship of Professor Arthur P. Whitaker, gives current bibliographi-

cal notes to its admirable -summaries of political, diplomatic, economic,

and cultural relationships. Therefore it is unnecessary to append a

formal bibliography to my volume. Relying on these aids I have left

a bare trace of the documentation, both printed and unprinted, on

which my work is based. Wartime requirements of space and printing

economy cause most of these notes to be placed in the rear of the book.

For this arrangement I ask the reader^s indulgence.

A publication of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

which every student of Inter-American relations finds indispensable is

The International Conferences of American States
^
i888~ig28y a Col-

lection of the Conventions, Recommendations, Resolutions, Reports,

and Motions adopted by the First Six International Conferences of the

American States, and Documents relating to the Organization of the

Conferences, New York, 1931, and ibid.y First Sufflententy igs3-i940y

New York, 1940. To these volumes, or to the Spanish editions of them,

the reader is referred for the inter-American acts of that period, i888-

1940, which are cited- in this history. It is understood that further sup-

plements will carry the collection beyond 1940.

In presenting this book I must tell how much other people have

helped me get it ready. First there were institutions with their eager

staffs, like the Library of Congress, including the Division of Manu-

scripts and the Hispanic Foundation^ the Columbus Memorial Library
j

the Sterling Memorial Library of Yale University^ the Yale Insti-

tute of Human Relations; the Carnegie Endowment for International

Peace; the Pan American Union; the National Archives; the Depart-

ment of State, including many foreign service officers who assisted me

in Latin America. Then there were various publishers, like Farrar and

Rinehart and Company, the Harvard University Press, Henry Holt

and Company, Alfred A. Knopf, Little, Brown and Company, and

John Wiley and Sons, Inc., who allowed me to reproduce certain mate-

rial. Finally there were numerous friends, colleagues, fellow students,

whom I can only mention generally, for whose interest, time and sug-

gestions I am grateful.

Professor Frederick Sherwood Dunn, Director of the Yale Institute

of International Studies, which sponsored this study and assisted it

materially, read the entire work with great patience and application,

and made most valuable suggestions and criticisms. Professor Dexter

Perkins has read the entire manuscript and afforded me the benefit of

his erudition in the field that he has mastered so matchlessly. Professor
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Julius W. Pratt read it all, too, and gave me the advantage of com-

ments out of his unrivaled knowledge of American expansion. My
learned colleague, Professor Edwin M. Borchard, read the chapters

dealing with international law and other chapters. Mr. Robert W.
Galvin drafted most of the maps. Dr. John H. Adler assembled the

statistics for Chapters XVII and XX. I wish I could do more than

merely enumerate the other people to whom I make acknowledgment:

Jose Arrom, Richard F. Behrendt, Helen C. Boatfield, S. Whittemore

Boggs, George A. Buendi'a, Charles S. Campbell, Jr., Victor J. Farrar,

Margaret S. Feaver, Grace Gardner Griffin, A. Whitney Griswold, Ells-

worth Huntington, Preston A. James, Benjamin Keen, Dorothy M.
Louraine, Constantine E. McGuire, James J. McTernan, Jr., Lawrence

Martin, Phoebe Morrison, Harley Notter, Barbara Bool Oliver, Carl-

ton Savage, St. George L. Sioussat, E. Wilder Spaulding, Nicholas J.

Spykman, George H. E. Smith, Francis White, Dorothy W. White,

A. Curtis Wilgus.

An appointment of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

enabled me to travel in Latin America in the years 1937-1938 as Car-

negie Visiting Professor. This book reflects, of course, only my own
conclusions.

My father, Charles H. Bemis, helped me read the proof and made
stylistic suggestions.

S. F. B.

January 25, 1943.

Yale University
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The Latin American Policy of the United States

AN HISTORICAL INTERPRETATION





CHAPTER I

Introduction

Latitude and Altitude
^

THE purpose of this book is to trace and interpret the Latin American

policy of the United States from the independence of the New World
to the Second World War. No historical interpretation can ignore fun-

damental conditioning factors of altitude and latitude on the twenty-one

independent, sovereign, and juridically equal republics and their peo-

ples, These factors tend to separate what the human spirit tries to bring

together in a common front of liberty. They are the mountains which

faith must move. Let us see them as simply as possible right away and

keep them continually in view from the beginning to the end of this

history.

Before we consider the geographical relationship of North America

and South America to each other it is well to recall their relationship to

Asia, Europe, and Africa. In the northernmost latitudes the New World

is really very close to the Old World. Siberia lies nearly in sight of

Alaska across Bering Strait. The Aleutians almost chain together Asia

and North America, and it was along these islands that our first inhab-

itants reached this continent. The first visitors from Europe to North

America also came by way of short water passages between islands in

northern latitudes: from Norway to the Orkneys, to Iceland, to Green-

land, to the continent. Nor is South America so far from Europe and

Africa as most North Americans conceived it to be before the age of

aerial navigation. From the westernmost point of Africa to the eastern

bulge of Brazil is but eighteen hundred miles, and here the Portuguese

voyagers to India accidentally touched America on their way around

Africa in 150O; Cabral would have discovered the New World then if

Columbus had not found it in 1492. Nevertheless, separation of the

3
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two hemispheres in the habitable latitudes was so pronounced as to keep

them unknown to each other until nearly a thousand years ago, and

without historical significance to each other or influence on each other

until nearly five hundred years ago.

In terms of longitude the axis of the New World runs along the line

MontreaNNew York-Guantanamo-Panama-Lima-Santiago. From, this

axis, South America, hinging on the Andes, extends its vast lowlands

far to the eastward
5
North America swings oppositely far westward.

Thanks to the Panama Canal, the entire west coast of South America

and the northern shore of that continent are much closer to both coasts

of the United States than to any other landmass. On the other hand,

the southeastern shore of South America, from Cape San Roque to the

Plata River region, is as dose (or almost as close) to Europe as to
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the United States, and, of course, much nearer to Africa than to either*

The longitudinal relationship of the New World to the Old also em-

phasizes the extreme separation of South America from Asia, They

scarcely appear together on the same hemisphere.

North America and South America seem at first to have a certain

s^^mmetry and even similarity. Both are widest in the north. Both taper

off to the south. Both have new high cordilleras thrown up on their

western edges. Both have geologically old blocks of land rising in the

east. Both have great interior valleys with continental drainage. Even

in shape they are not altogether dissimilar, particularly wTen seen on

a globe rather than on a Mercator projection.

Such a superficial similarity is deceptive. A vast and fundamental dif-

ference exists between the two continents; that is their respective lati-
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tudes. The widest part of North America lies in the arctic and subarctic,

the narrowest part in the tropics and subtropics. The widest part of

South America is in the tropics—almost on the equator, in fact
3

the

narrowing part falls in the subtropics
3

only tapering Argentina and

Chile are left in the temperate zone, and, of those parts, the southern

extremities are bleak and barren.

This fundamental difference is all the more striking when we com-

pare the interiors of the northern and southern continents as dwelling

places for civilized man. In South America the heart of the continent is

the Amazon Valley, least favored for human abode of all great expanses

of non-arid and non-arctic land. In North America the heart of the

continent is the upper Mississippi Valley and the Great Lakes region,

choicest area on the globe for the habitation and sustenance of civiliza-

tion: fertile, rich in varied natural resources including food, fuel, min-

erals and waterpower, combined with easy resources of transportation
3

and—most important—endowed with a climatological optimum for man,

so necessary for the best of human health, physical and mental energy,

and social progress. One of the great natural handicaps of what we call

Latin America"^ is that it has no share at all of the 'climatological op-

timum. Only in a belt of land across Chile and Argentina, of which the

northern boundary is the latitude of Buenos Aires, do we find a second-

best zone of climatic energy.

It is a scientific fact of political, economic, and social geography, that

the areas of best and of second-best climatic energy coincide geographi-

cally with the more impressive evidences of human civilization, such as

maximum wheat yield, maximum of professional occupations, maximum
of industrial production, greatest number of schools and colleges, of

automobiles and of telephones per capita, maximum of railway net-

works,^ and best human health. All these Imply social progress and
political stability. There are striking exceptions to this index, such as

some of the fine arts
3
but on the whole we cannot escape the conclusion

that favorable climate is a necessary basis of modern civilization,

* The words Latin America and Latin Americans have come to supersede the de-
scriptions Hispanic America and Hispanic Americans because not only Brazilians but
also a majority of other Latin Americans resent the political implications of Hispanic
America and Hispanicism, Latin America is more suggestive of a general regional de-
scription that includes completely sovereign states. Compare Latin Europe and Latin
Europeans.

People in the United States and even Canada dislike similarly the use, by a certain
school of historians, of the words Anglo-America and Anglo-Americans to describe
the Lnited States or Canada, or their respective peoples.
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If the lowland tropics still present a barrier to white populations/

as the best of scientific opinion would suggest, we must reckon with this

fact in any analysis of Latin America. In vast tropical low regions of

the southern continent civilization may be expected to develop, if at all,

on some other than a pure Caucasian basis."* It should be remembered
that in pre-Columbian days the most advanced culture of South America

OPTIMUM by permission, from Principles of Human Geography^ by E.

Huntington, published by John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

MAP 2. DISTRIBUTION OF CLIMATIC ENERGY
MEDIUM

VERY LOW

was limited to the tropical highlands and to occasional fertile river

valleys on the tempered western coast where the air was cooled by the

Humboldt Current. Peru had both, and the favored highlands extended

into modern Bolivia, Ecuador and Colombia. In those more hospitable

regions—as on the Mexican aUiflano—it was neither too hot for vigor-

ous enterprise nor too cold to live without artificial warmth.

Not only do tropical lowlands present a barrier to white civilization
j

it is at least an open question whether today any advancing civilization,

white, yellow, red, or brown, can develop or even endure in the un-

mitigated heat of the tropics^ none has done so yet. In South America

the cultural fruitage of human enei'gy has been limited to the tapering

temperate region, to the tropical highlands and to the cooler fringes of
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the sea. In North America neither Canada nor the United States^ nor

the Mexican plateau suffers from tropical impairment^ although—except

for Mexico—they have their barriers of cold. In temperature^ North

America and South America differ from each other as much aSj if not

more than, do Europe and Africa, northern Asia and India. It is a fun-

damental climatological fact that human science cannot overcome for

a long time if ever.

If the continents of the New World, even in their temperate lati-

tudes, are so different, each is also divided within itself by geographical

obstructions, differences more pronounced in South America than in

North America. In North America the mountain ranges and lowland

regions have had comparatively little influence in separating nation

from nation^ in South America they have had a profound and enduring

effect, both during the colonial regime, and in the national period of

the last hundred years. This is partly because of certain familiar histori-

cal reasons, but principally because of the different latitudes of the two
continents. When the land lies altogether in a temperate zone, the geo-

graphical division of mountains and lowlands is not such a permanent
barrier to the uniform settlement of a new continent by civilized people
living through freezing winters in heated houses. Therefore geographi-
cal barriers have not served much as national frontiers in North Amer-
ica, although rivers and lakes, as well as lines of longitude and latitude,

have made convenient boundaries when political forces have divided
homogeneous areas.

In South America, on the other hand, the falling of the land into
highlands and lowlands is not only more pronounced in its sudden
variations of altitude and of rainfall, but the location of by far the
greater part of the continent causes -these changes in altitude to become
also differences between temperate plateaus and hot tropical jungles

—

note in this respect the striking difference between the valleys of the
Amazon and the Mississippi—a regional separation that has had a deep
sociological effect since mankind first peopled the continent. The more
abrupt character of the mountain ascents also delayed development of
modern transportation and, in at least the case of Chile and Argentina,
served, even in the temperate zone, as a natural and impressive geo-
graphical frontier.

Another fondamental difference between the two continents lies in
the contrasting effect of amounts and variations of rainfall.
More ram falls on South America than on North America, but it falls

mostly on the right places in North America and mostly on the wrona
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places in South America. In North America the eastern seaboard west

to the lOOth meridian^ north to include the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes

basin, and south to the Gulf of Mexico, as well as the West Indies and

Central America (exclusive of the highlands of Mexico), has an ade-

quate supply of rain for staple crops, and there is enough in the western

plains of the United States and southern Canada for dry wheat-farming

and grazing. Deficiencies are mostly in the mountain states where rain

is least useful.

Most rain falls on South America in the more uninhabitable regions

of the tropical Amazon basin, and the least rain falls in the Andean

highlands and on the Pacific coast, otherwise most habitable to man. Of

the choice temperate regions only the Plata basin and central Chile get

enough to support a thriving civilization
j
even there agriculture could

well do with more rain, particularly in Chile. In much of South Amer-

ica, rain is highly seasonal: long rainy seasons alternate with long dry

seasons, which is not so sustaining for staple crops as a more even dis-

tribution throughout the year. Generally good rainfall in North Amer-

ica combines with a large area of other desirable climatic conditions. In

South America most abundant rainfall comes within a climatic zone of

low human energy.® The result of this on crop yields, nutrition, health,

and human vigor is profound. It exercises an ineluctable enervating

effect on the peoples and governments of the tropical lowlands, and

on their economy, sociology, culture, and politics, both national and

international. They cannot get away from it.

Climatic differences between the continents of the New World, and

within each of them, were a primary and controlling force in the racial

history of the New World. They help to explain why North America,

particularly the United States, now has a predominating (90%) white

population, as contrasted with Central and South America, which pre-

sent—except for the overwhelmingly white populations of southern

Brazil, Uruguay, and Argentina—a predominating population of mixed

blood estimated approximately as follows: aboriginal (18%), mestizo

(30%), Negro and mulatto (20%).® This racial mixture has been a

key factor in the central theme of Latin American history, the struggle

for social and political order, and it is a volatile element in the amal-

gam of inter-American solidarity.

The conquests of Mexico and Peru enabled Spain within a few

decades to possess herself of the richest, the most populous and the

most advanced parts of North America and of South America. From

these citadels the conquerors more slowly advanced their power into
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less comfortable climates and regions of both continents. In North

America they crept up the western coast to Alaska^ leaving, in the later

eighteenth century, a few fresidios and missions in California as far

north as San Francisco. Overland they extended their effective author-

ity northward to the dry plateaus of New Mexico and Arizona, to be

stooped by the line of bitterly freezing whnters. Eastward they pene-

trated the plains of Texas and established maritime connections wnth

Florida and the islands of the Caribbean. During the war of the Amer-

ican Revolution, Spain completed a land bridge across Louisiana to Flor-

ida, but the native populations of the lower Mississippi Valley and their

inferior culture produced no riches or temptations for further conquest

before Spain was forced out of that region by the rival colonial powers,

France and England, and finally by the United States.

From the very beginning the Isthmus of Panama was a nodal point

of the Spanish Empire. It connected the first two great viceroyalties

established in Mexico and Peru with the bases of sea power in the

Caribbean, and thus wfith Spain. To some extent it linked the viceroyal-

ties with each other, and it was the route of the conquerors from their

Caribbean islands to South America. From the Andes they pushed their

conquests down to the borders of the Amazonian jungle. Their boldest

explorers could penetrate the jungle^ they could not subdue it. Con-

sequently Spanish power flowed around it to the flat and cooler pampas

of the Plata River valley. From the Atlantic seacoast of South America

—that is, the seacoast of present Brazil—Spain was excluded by her

diplomatic agreements with Portugal dating from 1494, except during

the period 1581-1640 when she possessed Portugal herself. In the

Guianas, rival European powers secured dangerous and permanent foot-

holds. The important fact for us to remember is that Spain, using the

Caribbean islands and the Isthmus of Panama as bases, got a strangle-

hold on the neck of empire in the New World, and so was able to seize

its riches, to cover over its native culture with a layer of western civili-

zation, and to make slaves or serfs of millions of its most advanced
aboriginal peoples.

The numerous Indians of much lower culture who existed beyond
the reach of Spanish arms in the tropical lowlands did not count for

much in the subjection of South America nor In its profitable exploita-

tion. Nor have they been of primary importance in the cultural develop-
ment of that continent since then. It may be a platitude to put It so
simply', but altitude and latitude dictated first the ethnography of Latin
America, facilitated Spanish conquest of the highlands and coastline
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of the New World, and shaped the character of the empire there. On
these fundamentals rest much of the structure of the present independ-

ent republics, their relations with each other, with the United States,

and with the rest of the world.

There is, however, this to note by way of exception: the fortuitous

Portuguese acquisition of the eastern coast, Brazil. It does not seem
likely that the Spanish would have made the Pacific so exclusively their

main avenue of conquest of South America had it not been for the

treaty settlement at Tordesillas, in 1494, by which, with papal sanction,

the monarchs of Spain and Portugal divided up the New World and

the unknown regions of the globe by a demarcation line from pole to

pole. This partition, never surveyed or precisely located, unintentionally

resulted in reserving for Portugal an area which may be roughly de-

scribed as the coast of South America from the mouth of the Orinoco

to the mouth of the Plata. The Portuguese occupied this in coastal cap-

taincies without deep initial penetration into the interior except in the

salubrious highlands of the southeast.

Occupation of the coast of Brazil, so much closer to European ene-

mies, made necessary not only a long defense against rival imperial

powers approaching from the Atlantic
3

it imposed also a slow struggle

against the climate and the jungle. Mineral riches in the hinterland

were undiscovered before the end of the sevententh century. The occu-

pation of the subtropical sertao—in the highlands of eastern Brazil—^had

to await the growth of a mestizo population. It was not until the seven-

teenth century that the aggressive slave-raiding and prospecting bands

of frontier adventurers, the bmdeirantesy stemming from Sao Paulo,

penetrated the Amazonian basin from the watershed of the Parana to

the eastern slopes of the Andes, laying claims to the present western

and southwestern boundary of Brazil, and beyond. Tidewater Brazil

long remained a feebly developed plantation fringe resting in compara-

tive poverty—as contrasted with the riches of the Spanish conquest—on

slave labors at first the slave labor of captured aborigines, who soon

succumbed^ then the enforced services of a swelling importation of

African Negroes.

We have noted how the equable highlands of Central America and

the Andean region produced a much more numerous population than

could live in the freezing latitudes of the northern continent, and how

climatic conditions raised these native peoples to an advanced culture

under a despotic political organization. This made it easy for the Span-

iards to gain control of the masses after conquering their leaders with
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the use of modern weapons. Once the native population was subdued,

the character of the Spanish conquest and colonial system put a premium

on its survival not only because of the teachings of Christianity, but

also because of the value of native man power. This was quite in con-

trast to the home-making settlers of the English colonies, to whom the

nomadic natives were a nuisance and their disappearance a matter of

gratulation.

The conquistadores came from Spain to seek their fortune in the

shape of gold and silver and to return home with it as soon as possible.

The Indians were indispensable, especially in working the mines in high

altitudes. No other labor was at hand there. They served to transport

goods and precious metals, where little other carriage was for a long

time available. Since the conquerors came mostly without families, na-

tive women immediately attained an intimate place in their lives. Thus
a mestizo population quickly developed in the highlands, much more
numerous than the creole or American-born pure white group which
at first was slow to increase in numbers, but on which the soundest prog-
ress has always rested both in South and in North America.

The mixing of blood eventually softened the severities of first con-
quest, and the Catholic Church cast its mantle of charity, of benevo-
lence, and of civilizing influence over the provinces and held them to
the fear of God and loyalty to the King who controlled the ecclesiasti-

cal patronage.® So it was in the most thickly populated regions of the
Spanish colonial empire, the highlands of Mexico, Central America,
Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, and northern Chile, that
the nadve population, infeudated to Spanish and later to creole masters,
continued to be the most numerous element until the heavy European
immigration of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

The indigenous people survived in large fractions principally in those
regions where their labors were most necessary to the whites. Of the
127,340,0)0 people to the south of the United States it is estimated
approximately that at least 48% or 61,123,200 are of Indian blood in
greater or less degree, although the percentage varies in each country.
Approximately another 20% or 25,400,000 of the total population of
Latin America is Negro or mulatto. Aboriginal blood is still the domi-
nant ethnographic factor in Mexico, Central America (except for the
highlands of Costa Rica), Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia
and Paraguay._ Ne^o blood

_

is a powerful factor in the Caribbean
nations. In Haiti it is 100%; in the Dominican Republic 75%, in Cuba
at least -5/b. Except for Costa Rica and Cuba, those countries of Latin
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America where white populations predominate overwhelmingly, as in

southern Brazil, Uruguay, and Argentina, are the regions o£ this

hemisphere most distant from the United States. Most of our natural

neighbors of the New World thus have the heaviest elements of

aboriginal or negroid blood.

The geography and ethnography of Latin America and its colonial

history have conspired to produce twenty independent republics. Only

a few remnants of European sovereignty are left in the Caribbean and

its fringes. These republics are all sovereign and juridically equal, at

least in the concert of the New World. They are not all equal in cul-

ture, in economic development, in political stability, in military power,

or in international responsibility. They vary, generally speaking, with

the geographical divisions and heterogeneity of the continents, and

the resulting ethnic character of their population. These conditioning

factors of geography and ethnography have imposed upon the inde-

pendent states of Latin America a continual struggle for order, both

in their internal and their external affairs. Keeping altitude and latitude

in mind we may now turn to the birth of independent nations in the

New World and the beginnings of the Latin American policy of the

United States.
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APPROXIMATE ESTIMATES OF RACIAL COMPOSITION OF LATIN

Area

Square

Popidatioii

Per

Total Square White

Racial Composition

Indian Mestizo

Negro

and/or

Mulatto

Illiterate

% of Pop-

ulation of

School Age

Comitry Miles (193S) Mile In % of the Total Population and Over

Mexico .
. 760,37^ 19,500,000 26 7 45 45 3 60

Central America

Guatemaia 48,290 3,100,000 65 I 6S 31 3 SO

El Salvador 13,183 1,700,000 133 10 10 77 3 70

Honduras 46.333 1,000,000 22 3 9 85 3 70

Nicaragua 49,200 1,200,000 24 15 5 70 10 70

Costa Rica 23,000 650,000 28 70 4 20 6 32

Panama 34,170 600,000 17 12 8 61 19 60

West Indian Republics

Cuba 44,164 4,200,000 96 70 5 25 40
Haiti 10,700 2,700,000 260 100 90
Dominican Republic 19,325 1,590,000 86 25 75 70

Northern South America

Venezuela . . 393,976 3,600,000 10 10 10 70 10 70

Colombia 476,916 9,300,000 20 10 15 40 35 55

CARIBBEAN AREA . 1,919,728 48,940,000 25 15 25 45 15

BR.AZIL . 3,286,170 44,000,000 14 40 2 18 40 70

Ecuador . 275,936 3,000,000 II 5 70 20 5 75
Peru . 482,133 7,000,000 15 8 55 36 I 75
Bolivia

. 419,470 3,300,000 8 8 55 37 75
Chile 286,396 5,000,000 16 30 5 6$ 55

SOUTH AMERICAN WEST COAST, 1,463,935 18,300,000 13 IS 44-99 40 O.I

Argentina 1,079,965 13,000,000 12 88 2 10 25
Uruguay 73,153 2,100,000 29 86 2 12 20
Paraguay 154,165 1,000,000 6 3 5 92 70

LA PLATA area 1,306,283 16,100,000 12.5 82 3 15

LATIN AMERICA 7,976,116 127,340,000 16 32 18 30 20

CONTINENT.AL UNITED STATES. 3,026,789 130.215,000 43 89.97 0,3 10 4

Practi^Iy all date concerning Latin America contained in this chart are of an approximate nature and based
PPPjp® particularly to the figures on population, its racial structure, and illiteracy.

Considerable differences of opinion exist m some cases even among specialists. These tabulations were compiled
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AMERICA AND THE UNITED STATES, AND OTHER COMPARISONS *

Value of Highways Automobiles RaiiIways

Foreign Trade, IQ38 Miles Mlies Inhabit- Miles

hi Dollars {All- per 1000 ants per 1000

In 1000 -per Chief Export Weather Sg. Mi. Number per Sq. Mi.
Dollars Capita Commodities, 1938 Surfaces) Area 1 940 A uio Miles Area

294,693 15.11 Silver, ores, oil 15,000 19.73 105,470 iSS 14,252 18.75

37,288 12.02 Coffee, bananas 3,000 62.5 4,241 718 600 12.50

20,093 II. 81 Coffee, gold, silver 1,200 92.3 3,407 489 375 28 .84

18,509 18.51 Bananas, gold, silver 400 8.69 1,371 729 641 13.93
11,004 II .00 Coffee, bananas, gold 500 10.2 805 1,408 395 8.95
22,767 35.02 Coffee, bananas, cocoa 400 17.39 3,994 IS4 321 13.95

25.320 42.20 Bananas, cocoa 800 23.52 12,579 44 372 10.94

248,685 59.21 Sugar, tobacco, ores 2,300 52.27 45,212 91 3,079 69.97

14,541 5.38 Coffee, cotton, sugar 500 50.00 2,589 1,000 158 15.

8

25,689 17.12 Sugar, coffee, cocoa 500 26.31 2,650 597 145 7.63

375,932 104.42 Oil, coffee, cocoa 2,500 6.36 33,024 105 576 1 .46

180, 16S 19.37 Coffee, oil, gold 4,200 8.82 11,954 253 1,987 4-17

1,273,004 26.01 31,300 16.31 228,299 215 22,86s II .91

590,937 13.43 Coffee, cotton, cocoa 15,000 4.56 181,000 239 20,571 6.26

23,679 7.89 Cocoa, ores, oil 1,600 5. 81 3,602 765 761 2.76

135.033 19.29 Cotton, oil, copper 5,500 II .41 22,216 297 1,868 3.87
60,187 iS. 23 Tin, silver 1,000 2.38 1,983 1,728 1,399 3-33

244.063 48,81 Copper, nitrate 15,000 52.44 48,954 95 5,434 19.0

462,962 25.29 23,100 15.78 76,755 220 9,462 6.46

729,928 56.14 Cereals, linseed, meats 15,000 13.90 273,500 47 24,919 23.09
"

97,574 46.46 Wool, meats, hides 3,000 41,66 64,766 32 1,700 23.61

17,233 17.23 Cotton, quebracho ex- 300 1.94 2,150 435 752 4 .SS

tracts, hides

844,735 52.46 18,300 14.01 340,416 48 27,371 20.95

3,171,638 24.90 Raw materials, foodstuffs 87,700 10.99 S24.969 154 80,269 10.04

5,054,868 38.81 Machinery, petroleum, 3,065,000 1,012.00 30,041,392 4 248,000 82.50

automobiles, cotton

by Professor Richard F. Behrendt, of the School of Inter-American Affairs of the University of New Mexico, and
are supplied to me by the Division, of Strategic Service of the Yale Institute of Human Relations. They are

reprinted here with the permission of Professor Behrendt.



CHAPTER II

Territorial Trohlems of North America and the

No-Transfer Resolution of i8ll

(iyy6-i8ii)

I

THE Era of Emancipation, most dynamic half-century in the history

of the modern world before our own times, was forged in the fires of

three great revolutions. The Anglo-American Revolution, product

of English political theory and the influence of the American frontier

on colonial thought and action, established the independence of the

United States in alliance with France. The North American Revolution

served as a prelude to the French Revolution. This second revolution

galvanized with the force of nationalism first the French people, then

the other peoples of Europe, finally the whole world. It gave rise to

two decades of wars which gripped the attention and energy of Great

Britain and Spain and France in Europe and left the distant United

States relatively uncudgeled on its continent to organize its nationality,

to redeem its territorial integrity, then to follow its natural path of

western expansion through an empty continent to the shores of the

other ocean. Napoleon’s invasion of Spain, a disruptive phase of those

great wars in Europe, led to the third and final revolution of the era:

the revolt of Spain’s colonies in America and the independence of Latin

America.

To understand the beginnings of the Latin American policy of the

United States we must go back to the great territorial questions that

arose in North America following the independence of the English

colonies. During the Anglo-American Revolution, Spain as the ally of

France but never of the United States—whose independence she would
not recognize until Great Britain had done so—sought to keep the

16
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boundaries of the new republic away from the Mississippi River and

the Gulf of Mexico. After the war she contested the boundaries set up

in the treaty of peace between the United Stales and Great Britain : the

Mississippi River on the west^ and the old boundary of former British

Florida on the south. Spain contended that before the peace she had
occupied ^^British’^ territory as far north as the Ohio River, not to men-
tion Lake Michigan, that the limits of her new conquest of Florida

had never been fixed with the United States. To make good her posi-

tion she established garrisons on the lower Mississippi from the present

Memphis south to New Orleans, and in the Mobile basin. She made
alliances with the Indian tribes of the Old Southwest and furnished

them with arms and ammunition to withstand the advance of white set-

tlement from over the mountains. She intrigued with some of the Men
of the Western Waters, those restless settlers In Kentucky and Tennes-

see of unsteady loyalty to the loose confederation of the thirteen sover-

eign states of the Atlantic seaboard, men to whom the Mississippi River

was an economic if not a political life-line. 7

What Spain did in the Old Southwest, Great Britain did in the Old

Northwest. The treaty of peace and independence had stipulated the

withdrawal of British troops from American territory ^Vith all con-

venient speed.^^ The day before George III proclaimed the treaty and

enjoined its strict observance upon each and every subject, he sent out

to British North America secret orders not to evacuate the strategic

posts south of the new boundary that dominated the river-and-lake

frontier from Michilimackinac to Lake Champlain. British colonial offi-

cials continued close relations with their Indian allies between the Great

Lakes and the Ohio River, stimulating their resistance to the move-

ment of settlers westward from the seaboard States, supplying them

with arms and ammunition, keeping them in reserve as a military in-

strument for the day when a rupture might come with the United

States, this time without a European ally. British officers also tampered

with the loyalty of American settlers In the upper Ohio and the

Champlain watersheds, stressing the convenience to them of the St.

Lawrence as an outlet to the sea.

In sinister symmetry these two great European monarchies and sea

powers, Spain and Great Britain, thus completely encircled the feeble

republic and encroached upon its western territory, overshadowing its

very independence. It looked as though they might coop the United

States up between the Allegheny Mountains and the sea. As long as

Europe remained tranquil and neither great power was engrossed by
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wars in the Old World, it was impossible for the weak Confederation

of the thirteen states to dislodge such tremendous trespassers from its

territories. But in the year 1789 two epochal events took place to make

this possible.

In Europe the French Revolution broke out. In North America the

new Gor^ernment of the United States under the Constitution of 1787

and the presidency of General George Washington was inaugurated.

A national government with adequate constitutional powers (but not

military strength) took the place of the impotent congeries of States

which had barelv existed under the earlier Confederation. The French
j

Revolution soon led to a train of wars that engulfed the nations of

Europe and their colonial dominions overseas for the next quarter of

a century. The British and Spanish Empires became involved first in

1793 as monarchical allies against republican France^ then in 1796 as

enemies against each other, and then again as allies throughout the

tremendous cycle of wars that finally ended in 1815.

Europe^s distresses were Americans advantage. From the exigencies

of the encircling powers. President Washington extracted his own coun-

try’s salvation. In two notable treaties, Jay’s Treaty of lypA. with Great

Britain, and Pinckney’s Treaty of 1795 with Spain, he redeemed the

territorial integrity of the United States according to the boundaries

laid down in the treaty of peace and independence and got the Euro-

pean troops and meddlers out. Spain acknowledged those boundaries

and also the right of citizens of the United States as well as subjects

of his Catholic Majesty freely to navigate the Mississippi River from

its source to the sea, with the additional right of unloading and storing

goods, for re-shipment on ocean-going vessels, at New Orleans or some
other convenient place of deposit in Spanish territory near the mouth
of the river.

These happy consummations in the British and Spanish treaties—ob-

tained in the case of Great Britain at a most serious sacrifice of neutral

rights on the high seas—^were due to the wars of Europe and also to

the perspicacity of natural statesmen In taking advantage of them for

the preservation of their own country.. After Washington it would be a

fimt duty of American statesmanship to conserve the territory on which
independence rested

3
next, to keep the empty West free from the grasp

of European monarchies and open to the continental expansion of the

new republic. Thanks to Europe’s continuing distresses, the te.rritory

was conserved and the continent secured all within this Era of Eman-
cipation. At the same time Latin America freed itself from Spanish and
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Portuguese sovereignty^ and the policy of the United States toward that

region took definite shape.

The security of American territory^ so happily achieved by President

Washington’s foreign policy, could have vanished almost overnight if,

during the shifting wars and alliances of Europe, adjacent Spanish

provinces had suddenly passed into the possession of a stronger Euro-

pean maritime power. If Louisiana, not to mention the Floridas, had

thus gone to Great Britain, it would have meant complete encirclement

by that power from the St. Lawrence River to the mouth of the Missis-

sippi, the sure suffocation of all future expansion, the possible loss of

the newly established boundaries of the Great Lakes and the Mississippi,

perhaps the ultimate extinction of independence itself. If by some sud-

den turn of the European wheel, Louisiana or„. Florida had become

French, a dynamic and aggressive military power would have come

into possession of territory from which it could easily master the whole

Mississippi Valley. French diplomats in Philadelphia were urging their

Government to secure from Spain the retrocession of Louisiana if only

as a means of putting pressure on the United States from the west as

well as from the ocean in order to make it more amenable to the pur-

poses of French foreign policy.

A more remote territorial transfer, in the West Indies, did take place

in 1795 when Spain ceded the eastern half of the island of Hispaniola

(the present Dominican Republic) to France. This does not seem to

have awakened apprehensions, doubtless because it was not adjacent to

the territory of the United States and because no one then seemed to

realize its close strategical relationship to the Mississippi Valley. But

persistent rumors that France was trying to get Louisiana back from

Spain aroused the greatest anxietyd That dreaded event actually hap-

pened in 1800 by the secret treaty of San Ildefonso. Bonaparte was lay-

ing his plans for the re-establishment of a French colonial empire, in

the Mississippi Valley of North America, wfith the island of Hispaniola

as a Caribbean naval base. It was his purpose, to use the words of the

late Frederick Jackson Turner, to ^fintrigue with the Westerners, use

the control of the navigation [of the Mississippi] to influence them,

make of the Indians a barrier, and gradually widen the borders of his

province until the Gulf of Mexico should be a French lake, and perhaps

the Alleghenies the boundary of the United States.”

This was the most serious menace that the nation had faced since its

war for independence. Again the distresses of Europe proved the salva-

tion of America, Facing a renewal of war with Great Britain, Bonaparte
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MAP 3. EUROPEAN ENCROACHMENTS ON THE UNITED STATES
TERRITORIAL MAP OP NORTH AMERICA, 1783
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MAP 4. THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE ENDANGERED

TERRITORIAL MAP OF NORTH AMERICA, 1806
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decided to sell to the United States the whole province of Louisiana.

The lucky Louisiana Purchase not only saved the country from a most

dangerous^ perhaps a fatal^ posture of foreign affairs
j
miraculously also

it doubled at one stroke the territory of the new republic and put it in

a favored position to advance westward to the Pacific Ocean. Before

Europe could recover from the exhaustion of its terrible wars, that ad-

vance had been made and the territorial basis established for the United

States as a great power in the world today.

Louisiana was not safe as long as the Floridas remained out of the

possession of the United States.

Look at the Floridas on the map in relation to the Mississippi Valley

and the West. Consider the East Florida peninsula as the butt of a pis-

tol, Pensacola as the trigger guard, the ^^panhandle” of West Florida as

the long horizontal barrel leveled against the Mississippi just above

New Orleans, and we realize how those provinces in the possession of

a strong and aggressive European power could press with deadly peril

against the very jugular vein of the United States as a continental re-

public.

In those Napoleonic days when a revolutionary war was so rapidly

shaping and reshaping the political map of the world, what Jefferson,

what Madison, what Monroe, what John Quincy Adams could but be

anxious for the future of his country or but tremble for its present se-

curity as he looked upon the Floridas? Their transfer from impotent

Spain to either France or Great Britain would be as menacing as had

been the transfer of Louisiana so recently and so luckily thwarted. The
use of the Floridas by British forces during the War of 1812, British

support of Indian allies there, the dreadful massacre by the savages of

some five hundred American settlers, including the bloody scalping of

two hundred and fifty men, women, and children at Fort Mims north

of the boundary line, not to mention designs to stir up a slave rebellion
^

in the southern States, all these occurrences presented sufficient proof of

the real danger of Florida in the hands of any other power than the

United States.

It is not necessary here to go Into President Jefferson^s arbitrary

claim that West Florida was a part of the Louisiana Purchase, much
less shall I attempt to defend it, although some evidence can be brought
forward which makes Jefferson’s position seem less absurd than histori-

ans generally have been willing to concede. But it is easy to understand
the solid reasons for his interest and that of his successors in the adja-
cent Spanish provinces. They feared that these might pass suddenly into
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the occupation of a more dangerous neighbor than Spain and be used

as a base of attack against the United States. That is why they pushed

so persistently the arbitrary claim for West Florida as a part of the

Louisiana Purchase and demanded East Florida as compensation for

various spoliations and damages committed by Spain against citizens of

the United States since the beginning of the European wars. We shall

not be surprised to find the Spanish borderlands the first consideration

in any formulation of Latin American policy, such as became necessary

when the third great revolution of the Era of Emancipation broke out

in 1808.

2

The immediate cause of the Hispanic American revolutions was Na-

poleon^s usurpation of Spain and the determination of the colonial

peoples not to accept rule by the conquering dynasty. In this and in this

alone they were at one with the revolted Spanish people. They pro-

fessed allegiance to the deposed monarch, Ferdinand VII, but their

refusal to join with the Spanish patriots and England in the war against

Napoleon shows that the fundamental purpose of their revolution lay

deeper than the Spanish question of the Peninsula: it was the Spanish

question of the New World. The revolutionists of the American prov-

inces desired to cut themselves loose from any Spanish rule, from any

European sovereignty. They revolted really for their own independence.

The Hispanic American revolt sprang from centuries of despotism of

the Spanish colonial system, as contrasted with the earlier Anglo-Amer-

ican Revolution for independence in order to preserve liberties long

since grown out of English liberalism. Spain^s colonial despotism rested

on the exploitation of the infeudated aboriginal masses, and political

discrimination against the creole whites and mestizos. There was no

real self-government In Spanish America.

Colonial administration came down to the provincials from Spain

through royal appointment of viceroys and captains-general and the

lower officials set up by them in the king’s name within their jurisdic-

tions, or other colonial officials named directly in Spain to serve as

checks to the viceroys. Royal orders bridled the commerce and Industry

of the American provinces for the exclusive benefit of Spain and ex-

ploited them in the most fantastic way. This system cut off the colonials

from legal contact with the outside worlds and Spain itself, econom-

ically and politically a backward nation, could not furnish them with

the goods or the liberties necessary for the most moderate progress of
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civilized peoples. Already in the period of the North American Revo-

lution protest was stirring in Spanish America, and the king’s authori-

ties had repressed with unexampled cruelty a revolt of the Indians in

the Peruvian highlands (rising of Tupac-Amarii) and of the comuneros

in New Granada. The independence of the United States and the ideas

disseminated by the French Rexmlution had inspired the creole leaders,

and the Napoleonic invasion provided them with the opportunity.

Of all this historical background the people of North America were

generally ignorant, though naturally inclined to sympathize with any

people, particularly fellow-American people who WTre struggling for

independence against a European sovereignty, as they themselves had

done within the time of many men then living, including Thomas Jef-

ferson, James Madison, and James Monroe, leaders in the Anglo-

American Revolution. Geographical separation from the southern con-

tinent, emphasized by the tremendous difficulties of communication in

those days, together with the paucity of information, made South Amer-

ica to most North Americans an exotic tropical region, obscured by

medieval tyranny and populated by a mixture of races alien to English

culture. Even enlightened people in the United States really knew little

or nothing about the other American continent. The few books by Eng-

lish writers available in the first decade of the nineteenth century pic-

tured Spanish rule doubtlessly in darker colors than truth required, but

even this prejudiced information was familiar to only a very small body

of readers. The more widely read periodicals and newspapers of the

day discerned, in the first revolts in Spanish America, mere intrigues

and complications of the Spanish revolt in Europe, stirred up by Na-
poleon’s agents.® They did not wholly grasp the significance of these

events for the destiny of the New World, as one by one in 1809-1810
creole juntas took over authority or attempted to do so in Mexico, Bo-
livia, Ecuador, Chile, Venezuela, New Granada, and Buenos Aires. Not
until after this revolution did the people of the United States really

begin to “discover” Latin America.^ Before then they were interested

more in the adjacent borderlands of Texas and Florida, where only
feeble Spanish authority existed, lands tempting to filibusters like Aaron
Burr and his followers, regions that contained no indigenous elements
for the formation of independent Hispanic American states, contiguous
countries that “in the manifest course of events” could be expected to

be added to the United States. The disputes with England were bring-
ing the nation closer to hostilities, and it was natural that public atten-
tion be engrossed with the danger of war at home rather than the new
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spectacle of revolution in South ilmerica. War with England presuma-

bly would mean war with England's ally^ Spain, and 'would open the

borderlands to conquest.

These preoccupations had not prevented the development of some

contact with the distant Spanish provinces. The European wars had

opened up breaches in the dykes of Spain’s colonial monopoly even as

early as the Anglo-American Revolution. In time of war with England,

which occurred during the years 1779-1783, 1796-1801, and 1805-1809,

Spain’s merchant marine was cut off from adequate communication with

her provinces overseas, and she was obliged to suspend her colonial re-

strictions for limited periods in favor of neutral ships and goods mostly

from the United States—notably in New Orleans, Cuba, and Venezuela.

During those intervals of war Spain tolerated the presence of consuls

in New Orleans, Havana, Santiago de Cuba, and La Guaira, but never

formally recognized them as such. In time of peace the consuls persisted

with their presence unless actually deported.® When the Spanish author-

ities objected too vigorously to consuls within their dominions, the Sec-

retary of State sent ^‘^agents for seamen and commerce,” officials who
undertook functions of consuls but were not presidential appointees and

did not require confirmation by the Senate like consuls. The exigencies

of war also invited neutral ships from the United States to remoter

ports, like those of the Rio de la Plata, Valparaiso, and even Callao

—

harbors which afforded a convenient call incident to the sealing and

whaling enterprises of the South Atlantic, or the trading voyages

around Cape Horn to the northwest coast of America and to China.

These contacts developed into widespread and profitable smuggling,

frequently in collusion with colonial officials, and thus the inhabitants

learned the ways of trade with outside nations. At the same time they

smuggled in, along vdth the contraband goods, dangerous thoughts and

seditious republican ideas.

In this manner the European wars had worked to break down the

Spanish monopoly of commerce and thought before Napoleon’s invasion

of Spain precipitated revolt of the colonies, the opening of their trade

to all nations, and the proclamation of republican constitutions. The

consuls or the ‘^^agents for seamen and commerce” appointed to Louisi-

ana, Cuba, Santo Domingo, and Venezuela—not to mention the West

Indies islands of France, Denmark, Sweden, and the Netherlands

—

during this earlier period made it a quite natural step to send similar

representatives to the revolted communities of Spanish America in iSiO,

after their envoys had first begun to appear in the United States solicit-
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ing succors and making overtures for alliance, even as Silas Deane, the

emissary of the Continental Congress, had once visited France on a

similar mission in early 1776 before the Declaration of Independence

of the United States of North America,

It was the sudden and unprecedented transfer to the New World of

the court of a European monarchy, with all its entourage and royal

trappings, which presented the occasion for the first establishment of a

formally recognized American consul in South America. Early in 1 808

the Prince Regent of Portugal, fleeing in a British squadron from the

invasion of his kingdom by Napoleon’s armies, established himself on

a throne in Rio de Janeiro. President Jefferson was quick to take advan-

tage of this opportunity. On coming into office in 1801, he had sus-

pended the legation in Lisbon for reasons of economy. The transfer of

the Portuguese court inspired him to renew diplomatic relations.

“Inhabitants now of the same land, of that great continent which the

genius of Columbus has given to the world, the United States feel

sensibly that they stand in new and closer relations with your Royal

Highness. . . . They see in prospect a system of intercourse between

the different regions of this hemisphere of which the peace and happi-

ness of mankind may be the essential principle.” ® Such was the message

of congratulation to the Prince Regent which President Jefferson en-

trusted to a consul sent to Brazil in 1808, where he was formally re-

ceived. In the following year. President Madison accredited to the Por-

tuguese Court at Rio de Janeiro a minister plenipotentiary, Thomas
Sumter, Jr., of South Carolina, who tried to secure treatment for North
American commerce equal to that awarded to the most-favored nation,

and protector, Great Britain.'^ It was impossible for Jefferson to over-

come the weight of British patronage in Brazil.® In 1810 Great Britain

negotiated a commercial treaty consolidating her economic preponder-
ance there. Among other concessions it granted to imports from Great
Britain a preferential tariff (15 per cent instead of 24 per cent levied

on imports from other nations). Great Britain retained this advantage
until the conclusion of the first Brazilian-American treaty of 1828. Brit-

ish influence reigned at Rio throughout all the early period of the era,

and Lord Strangford, the British Minister, extended his influence from
Rio powerfully to Buenos Aires. In fact, what with the sudden shut-off
of North American trade, at a most inopportune time politically for
Latin American relationships, by Jefferson’s Embargo and again by the
War of 1812, British influence speedily overshadowed that of the
United States throughout the whole southern continent.
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3

To Thomas Jefferson the rising of the Spanish people in the Penin-

sula and the prospective revolt of the Spanish colonies in America

spelled these advantages^ in this order of importance
:

(
i ) the annexa-

tion of the adjacent Spanish borderlands which had been the objective

of his unsuccessful diplomacy with Spain and France since the Louisiana

Purchase
3 (2) the permanent opening of Spain’s other colonies, hitherto

closed to legal American trade except during the exigencies of war
3

(3) the expulsion of European influence from the New World, thus

completing the Era of Emancipation ushered in by the Declaration of

Independence of the United States, which Jefferson had written with

his own hand in 1776.

The President put to his Cabinet in October, 1808, the question of

what policy to pursue toward the adjacent provinces and toward Cuba,

as the result of the new situation in Spain. Note that this deliberation

did not concern the other Spanish provinces in America.

The Cabinet agreed unanimously (October 22, 1808) on ^^sentiments

which should be unauthoritatively expressed by our agents to influential

persons in Cuba and Mexico, to wit, Tf you remain under the dominion

of the kingdom and family of Spain, we are contented
3
but we should

be extremely unwilling to see you pass under the dominion or ascend-

ancy of France or England. In the latter cases should you choose to

declare independence, we cannot now commit ourselves by saying we
would make common cause with you but must reserve ourselves to act

according to the then existing circumstances, but in our proceedings we
shall be influenced by friendship to you, by a firm belief that our inter-

ests are intimately connected, and by the strongest repugnance to see

you under subordination to either France or England, either politically

or commercially.’ ” ®

With the Spanish Empire crumbling all over the New World what

would be the fate of the Floridas surrounded as they were on land by

the territory of the United States? There was no sufficient creole popu-

lation there to make a new state, as in Chile or Colombia. The predom-

inant white settlers had emigrated from the adjacent United States, in-

duced to settle in West Florida by Spanish land grants. These were the

people that Spain had expected to give body to those border provinces,

to form a buffer of protection against the rising power of the United

States. With Spanish power in universal dissolution they were the only
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social element o£ sufficient stamina for the making of any new state. It

could scarcely have been expected that they would wish to be under

the protection of Great Britain or France, or that they would desire to

continue independent and separate from the country of their origin. Nor

would any President have deserved well of his country who permitted

Great Britain or France to take the place of Spain and grasp the pistol

that pressed against the continental artery of the United States, the

Mississippi River. We cannot be astonished that the United States was

determined to inherit the Floridas from the ruins of the Spanish Em-

pire. No protest arose from the revolutionary governments of the new

states of Spanish America. The only powers to object were Spain, hap-

less and helpless, and Great Britain which wanted to use the Floridas

as a vestibule for invading the United States.

“We consider their interests and ours as the same,^^ the President

instructed Governor Claiborne of Louisiana Territory to tell the inhab-

itants of West Florida, nine-tenths of whom were Spanish American

Snugresj “and that the object of both must be to exclude all European

influence from this hemisphere.^^

In suggesting these ideas to be conveyed to rebellious Spanish sub-

jects of American origin in West Florida, Jefferson touched on the ulti-

mate objective of the Latin American policy of the United States, the

exclusion of European influence from the whole Western Hemisphere,

but his more immediate purpose was to substitute the sovereignty of

the United States for Spanish authority in the adjacent borderlands

from the St. Mary’s River (the boundary between Georgia and East

Florida) to the Rio Grande del Norte (the western boundary of Louisi-

ana as it had been conceived by Bonaparte’s government at the time of

the Purchase), and ultimately in the island of Cuba, the ne flus ultra

to the south.^^

Jefferson, who fathered these pregnant territorial questions, had to

leave them to his successors for solution. President Madison continued
to encourage the inhabitants of West Florida to expect help when the
right moment should come. By i8io Spanish authority had so collapsed

that the local governor in a moment of irresolution agreed to place the
' province in the safekeeping of the United States pending a final settle-

ment of the dispute as to its sovereignty, if he should not receive
succors from his government during the current month. A revolt of
the American emigres in Baton Rouge anticipated him. The President
thereupon took possession (October 27, 1810) of the territory between
the Mississippi and Perdido Rivers and placed it under the jurisdiction
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of Orleans Territory. He was careful to state that it would not cease

to be a subject of fair and friendly negotiations and settlement
j
but in

1 8 12, a few weeks before the outbreak of war with England^ most of

West Florida was annexed to the new State of Louisiana and the Terri-

tory of Mississippi.^^ Actually United States authorities occupied in

1 8 10 only the territory as far east as the Pearl River, thus avoiding a

clash with a small force of Spanish troops that remained in Mobile.

Another feeble garrison existed at Pensacola, just east of the Perdido

beyond the region claimed as a part of Louisiana.

In Washington, the British charge dhajjaires acted as spokesman for

Spain and protested against the taking possession of West Florida.

Madison made use of this officious British protest, and of the offer of

the Spanish Governor of West Florida, in a special confidential message

to Congress, looking to the temporary occupation not only of the re-

mainder of West Florida but of East Florida as well, lest it be trans-

ferred to some ^fforeign^^ power Aroused by the possibility of British

occupation of the Floridas, and remembering the transfer of Louisiana

only a decade before, Congress responded by the prompt passage in a

closed session of the desired resolution and legislation, which became

law on January 15, 1811:

“Taking into view the peculiar situation of Spain and her^^ American
provinces; and considering the influence which the destiny of the territory

adjoining the southern border of the United States may have upon their se-

curity, tranquillity, and commerce: Therefore,

^^Resolvedy by the Senate and House of Re'presentatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembledy that the United States, under the

peculiar circumstances of the existing crisis, cannot without serious inquietude

see any part of the said territory pass into the hands of any foreign Power;
and that a due regard to their own safety compels them to provide under

certain contingencies, for the temporary occupation of the said territory
;
they,

at the same time, declare that the said territory shall, in their hands, remain

subject to a future negotiation.^’

The “Act to enable the President of the United States under certain

contingencies, to take possession of the country lying east of the river

Perdido, and south of the state of Georgia and the Mississippi Terri-

tory, and for other purposes,’’ empowered that executive, by agreement

with “local authorities,” to take custody of East Florida in case it

should be in danger of occupation by a foreign power, if possible

through arrangement with the “local authorities,” but if necessary by

using the army and navy. From the instructions given to the commis-

sioners of the United States sent down to the Florida frontier to treat
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with Spanish ofEcials, it is clear that the phrase “local authorities” could

be interpreted to mean not only the local Spanish authorities like the

Governor of West Florida or of East Florida, but also de facto revo-

lutionary authorities.

General George Matthews, the more powerful personality of the two

commissioners, stirred up a revolution, a la Baton Rouge, across the

frontier, among the immigrants from the United States. Madison’s gov-

ernment had given tacit approval to Matthews’s activities, but prudently

kept in a position to repudiate his conduct and sacrifice him if expedi-

ency should dictate. The British Minister protested against this intrigue

and the ensuing occupation of Amelia Island. At that very time his own

government had been trying through a secret agent—the notorious John

Henry—to encourage sedition in the New England states. Madison

could not very well avow an intrigue in Florida so much worse than

that which he vehemently denounced on the part of Great Britain in

New England.

So the President repudiated Matthews and dismissed him. But the

American army was still in possession of Amelia Island when the war

with Great Britain began in 1812. We have already noted that a few

weeks before war broke out. Congress passed acts for the definitive an-

nexation of all of West Florida.

The No-Transfer Resolution of 18 ii, which crystallized out of the

great territorial questions of North America, so vital to the independ-

ence, security, and continental future of the United States, was the first

significant landmark in the evolution of its Latin American policy.

Older than the Monroe Doctrine itself, it goes back in its unwritten

essence to the retrocession of Louisiana. This principle as formulated in

1811 was carefully restricted to Florida. In 1823 Secretary of State

John Quincy Adams extended it to Cuba. It does not occur specifically

dn the text of the Monroe Doctrine in 1823, but it may be found in a

,
contemporary statement read to the Russian Minister in Washington.
Later (1870) it was applied to all the Western Hemisphere and defi-

nitely integrated with the Monroe Doctrine." In 1939 it became a
jointly declared policy of all the republics of the New World. It is at

|Once the earliest and the most recent expression of the Latin American
policy of the United States.



CHAPTER III

The United States and the lnde'pende?ice of

Latin America

(181^-1822)

THE revolution of the Spanish provinces fitted into the program of

the United States as it faced a second conflict with Great Britain. Instead

of making the wars in Europe the occasion for a large policy of assist-

ing the liberation of Spanish America, Jefferson and Madison subordi-

nated their Latin American policy to the exigencies of the dispute with

England.^ But we must remember that the dispute with England in-

volved nothing less than the mastery of North America, which after all

was more vital to the future of the United States than the destiny of

Latin America. Recent historical scholarship “ has made it clear that,

despite the abundant grievances and just cause for war, Congress would

not have declared hostilities had it not been for the desire of the western

constituencies to use the war to conquer Canada from Great Britain in

the north, and in the south to take Florida and perhaps Texas from

Britain's ally, Spain, while those two powers were desperately involved

in the Napoleonic wars. The object was not only to resist the barbarous

slavery of impressment and to vindicate neutral rights on the high seasj

it was also by conquest to wipe out British alliances with the Indians of

the Northwest and Southwest and their murderous warfare against men,

women, and children of the frontier, withal to win for the United States

in North America such an empire for liberty as the world had not

known since the creation—^to use Jefferson’s words. General revolution

in Spanish America would be certain to loosen Spain’s feeble authority

in the borderlands and make it easier to occupy them in case of war with
i

England and Spain.

If the revolution of the Spanish colonies was thus unquestionably

helpful to the United States, as it faced a war with Great Britain, it

31
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was to the latter country both an advantage and a disadvantage. On the

one handj it opened wide to British ships and commerce a vast new

trading area hitherto forbidden to foreign flags^ and this at a time when

Napoleon was trying to shut England off from Europe by perfecting

his continental system. On the other hand, it weakened the resources of

Spain when she and her ally were fighting against Napoleon in the

Peninsula, British diplomacy, of course, would have preferred to have

its cake and eat it too. It sought to reconcile the colonies to their mother

country so that they might aid Spain and Great Britain in the war

against Napoleon—provided always that their trade were left open to

British commerce and navigation. But the Spanish alliance required the

British Government to turn its back on the cause of the revolutionists.

Consequently it refused to welcome their emissaries or to admit their

ships to British ports or to allow British subjects openly to export suc-

cors to patriot forces. The United States, on the contrary, received the

agents of the new governments in i8io and afterward, in the most

friendly manner, encouraged them and advised them how to purchase

arms, munitions, and even ships within its own ports, and stimulated

their cause in every way short of actual participation in it. The Wash-

ington Government barely stopped short of supplying them with arms

out of its own arsenals. As we might describe it in the language of

1940, the United States was ^‘^non-belligerent’^ in favor of the revolu-

tionists, Great Britain was a ^^non-belligerent^^ more friendly to Spain

than to the revolutionists.

At the outset of the revolt the United States—in contrast to Great

Britain—sent agents to the rebel governments^ at first, in 1810, ^‘^agents

for seamen and commerce,” who were also political observers
3
then, in

18 1 1, actual consuls appointed by the President and duly confirmed

by the Senate, officials who accepted formal exequaturs from the de

facto governments. This was as close to recognition de jure of the new
states as it was possible to go. Representatives from Venezuela (1810),
.Buenos Aires (1811), and especially Mexico (1811) met in Washington
a friendly and solicitous, if technically informal, welcome by the Presi-

dent and Secretary of State. To aid and abet revolution in South Amer-
ica and Mexico was to countenance and stimulate it also in Florida and
Texas, and. to open the way for allies in case the anticipated w^ar with
Great Britain should lead, as everybody expected, to war also with
Spain. All this would promote the acquisition of the disputed border-
lands^ while the Spanish Empire was in process of dissolution. Added
to this plain self-interest in territory so vital to the security of the
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United States was obvious further interest in rapidly growing trade

with the Spanish provinces, and a very genuine ideological sympathy,

evidenced in the instructions to the first agents sent to the revolutionary

governments, for the promotion of ^^the most friendly relations, and

the most liberal intercourse, between the inhabitants of this hemisphere,

as having all a common interest, and as lying under a common obliga-

tion to maintain that system of peace, justice, and good will which is

the only source of happiness for nations.”
^

The early military disasters of the war blotted out all the ambitious

plans of the expansionists of 1812 for conquering an “empire of liberty”

in North America. Fortunate indeed was the United States to escape

with its territory intact, and this was possible only because of the occu-

pation of England's major forces in Europe. After the first reverses of

arms at the hands of England, the United States proved to be as anx-

ious to avoid open war with Spain as Spain was to keep out of formal

hostilities with the United States. So the two nations managed to keep

a precarious peace. Meanwhile, thanks to Great Britain’s victory over

Napoleon in the Peninsular War, the Spanish people found release at

last from foreign thralldom. In 1814 Ferdinand VII returned to his

throne resolved to recover his empire in America, and even ready to

join England in the war against the United States, as a step toward

retrieving Louisiana. But at the close of the same year the Peace of

Ghent ended the war between Great Britain and the United States.

One thing was certain in 1815 when the wars ended in Europe and

North America: the United States having safely extricated itself from

the European gigantomachy did not wish to fight forthwith another

war with Spain—not to mention possible allies of Spain—for the pur-

pose of liberating Spanish America. Rather, it preferred to take ad-

vantage of Spain’s exhaustion in Europe and continuing distresses in

America in order to secure by diplomacy possession of the strategic

borderlands so vital to its own security. Accordingly It adopted a policy

of formal neutrality.

The new policy, contrasting with the more benevolent attitude that

had prevailed before 1812, was confirmed by the acceptance in Decem-

ber, 1815, of Luis de Onis as Minister Plenipotentiary of the restored

King Ferdinand VIL The President now ceased to commission consuls

to the revolted provinces of Spanish America, Where new appointments

were indicated, the Secretary of State reverted to the earliest practice of

sending out rankless “agents for seamen and commerce” who did not

require nomination by the President or confirmation by the Senate, thus
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avoiding; the implication of any constitutional recognition of those gov-

ernments. Such informal agents replaced the consuls in La Guaira^

Buenos Aires, Valparaiso and Lima.^

Even in this stricter neutral status the United States, after the legit-

imist peace settlement of Vienna, remained the only important country

in the world to which the patriots could turn for sympathy and for

military supplies. Great Britain in her alliance of 1814 with Spain had

pledged herself not to allow her subjects to supply the revolutionists

with materials
5
she still refused to admit their ships into her ports

^

and in 1819 she passed the Foreign Enlistments Act to prohibit her

subjects from bearing arms in the rebel cause. Within the bounds of

neutrality in the United States the ships of the new belligerents met

friendly reception. Agents of the revolutionary governments, equally

with those of the Spanish monarchy, could buy contraband of all kinds

and export it either in their own ships or vessels of American citizens,

subject always to the risk of capture at sea under the law of contraband.

They could even build or purchase ships in the United States and ex-

port them if not armed within its territorial waters. In fact, they could

go beyond the limits of the law, with little danger.

So sympathetic to the patriot cause was public opinion that the neu-

trality laws were violated again and again, quite openly, without the

Government being able to get jury convictions. In fact, the ordnance

department of the United States Army ^doaned” some ^^surplus^^ pow-

der to a Venezuelan agent in 1816,° but thanks to Adamses sticking for

neutrality, it did not become a precedent. South American agents bought

and illegally outfitted privateers in ports of the United States, notably

Baltimore and New Orleans, manned them illegally with North Amer-
ican crew^s, illegally commissioned United States citizens as commanders
of these craft under the rebel colors, often providing them with several

sets of fraudulent flags and commissions. The privateers put in with

their prizes at Amelia Island, just outside the jurisdiction of the United

States, at Galveston ^ in Texan territory disputed with Spain, and at

bayous and inlets on the Gulf of Mexico, from which places and other

clandestine rendezvous their booty found illegal sale. In 1817-1818 an
agent of the Buenos Aires government succeeded in constructing two

y^To wipe out this port of privateering operations, degenerated into downright
piracy, United States naval forces occupied Amelia Island, December 23, 1817, while
it was still in undisputed Spanish sovereignty, and continued in control until after the
cession of Florida. In 1824 a naval demonstration off Galveston, then a part of Mexico,
was sufficient to put an end to the freebooters of that port.
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frigates in New York harbor and getting them successfully out to sea,

after a slight brush with the law. In the distant home waters of the

Rio de la Plata they took on guns separately shipped under the Amer-

ican flag from North America.

These violations of neutrality were the subject of continued and bitter

denunciation by the Spanish Minister in Washington. In response to

his protests Congress passed new neutrality legislation in 1817 and 1818

designed to block up loopholes in existing laws and to apply technically

to ^^colonies” and ^^peoples’^ such as the rebel communities, as well as

to ^‘^states” and ^^princes^^ like the Spanish monarchy, but Onis soon

came to realize that he could make little progress at Washington for

the enforcement of neutrality unless his government were willing at

the same time to consider the grievances of the United States and a

new destiny for the helpless borderlands. The United States desired to

have these grievances and claims acquitted by the cession of the Floridas

and Texas. Thus the territorial questions of North America dominated

Latin American policy during all phases of the Hispanic American rev-

olutions.

To preserve the precarious neutrality of the United States, to prevent

recognition of the independence of the revolted colonies, Spain found

herself constrained to discuss these territorial questions so vital to the

present and future interests of the North American republic. She re-

sorted to all conceivable procrastination. While desperately Spain sought

the aid of some European power to protect the Floridas and to recover

her other colonies, the United States on its part threatened to recognize

the independence of the revolutionary governments, or to occupy the

remainder of the Floridas, or to do both, if Spain WTuld not come to

a prompt settlement.

Great Britain, Spain's ally against Napoleon, was willing to mediate

jointly wnth the European powers, or singly by herself, to end the war

between Spain and her American colonies, provided always that no force

be used or implied and that the trade of the colonies remain open to

British subjects. With obstinate folly Ferdinand refused such a peaceful

mediation, hoping that he could persuade the Holy Alliance to inter-

These consisted of: the old unsettled claims for spoliations during- the European

wars in violation of Articles XV and XVI of Pinckney’s Treaty of 1795^ claims for

damages due to arbitrary suspension of the right of deposit at the mouth of the Missis-

sippi, guaranteed by the same treaty
j
new claims for violation of Spanish neutiality

by the recent operations of British forces in Florida against the United States
5
and foi

numerous Indian raids north of the boundary line in violation of Ai'ticle V of Pinck-

ney’s Treaty.
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vene forcibly to restore his absolute authority. The British Foreign

Minister, Lord Castlereagh, purposely kept the American Secretary of

State, John Quincy Adams, mystified as much as possible about these

mediation projects, in order to prevent or at least to postpone recogni-

tion of the Latin American republics. To Castlereagh republics were ana-

thema, as they were generally to the ruling Tory classes in England,

and he hoped peaceably to contrive a recognition by Spain and Europe

of independent monarchies in the New World before the United States

should recognize republics there. This would be a body-blow to the dis-

turbing republican example. Castlereagh declined all overtures from

Washington that the two English-speaking powers lead off in a recog-

nition of the independence of Latin America. Lest the United States

take such a step by itself, he urged Spain to appease it by yielding the

Floridas. He even offered the peaceful mediation of his own gove'-n-

ment to get the best terms possible for Spain at Washington, but Presi-

dent Monroe declined, with thanks, the proffered good offices.®

As soon as John Quincy Adams felt reasonably certain that Spain

could get no aid in Europe, either for the protection of her borderlands

or for the restoration of her other provinces, he began to push that

monarchy in earnest for a new frontier line in North America, In i8i8

General Andrew Jackson, whose burning desire to conquer Spanish ter-

ritory was notorious on both sides of the Atlantic, was allowed to invade

East Florida for the not unworthy purpose of chastising hostile Indians

who had been making murderous raids across the frontier. During his

spectacular operations the American commander executed two British

nationals, Arbuthnot and Ambrister, convicted by court-martial of hav-

ing conspired with the savages. The fact that the British Government
did not choose to defend these “unfortunate” subjects was clear enough

proof to Spain that England would not help her hold the Floridas.

In the treaty signed on February 22, 1819, between the United

States and Spain,^ traditionally called the Florida Treaty, but which a

recent writer more significantly has named the Transcontinental Treaty,

Spain tried, as a condition of her territorial concessions, to pledge the

United States not to recognize the independence of the revolutionary

governments. John Quincy Adams firmly refused to give any such

promise
j
such a guaranty for the uncertain future, he correctly pointed

out, would itself be a violation of neutrality. Under the circumstances

Spain had to take the treaty without this stipulation. More successfully

she resorted to delay in ratification as a means of holding off such rec-
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ognition while she continued to seek the aid of Europe to restore her

sovereignty in the New World.

The Transcontinental Treaty of 1819, if not an absolutely perfect

triumph, was the greatest diplomatic victory ever won by an American

Secretary of State. If Adams had gathered in Texas he would have

made a perfect score. The archives in Madrid reveal that Onis had in-

structions to yield Texas, as well as the Floridas, if necessary to get

a treaty. If President Monroe and the Cabinet had supported him in

the last ditch of the negotiations, Adams WTuld have stuck it out for

Texas too, but Monroe was content with less. Indeed, if the Texas

question had been settled then and there, a later distressing chapter of

Latin American relations could have been avoided to a large extent.

Even without Texas the treaty, unanimously ratified by the Senate,

was an extraordinary achievement, largely due to the foresight and per-

tinacity of one man. In recognition of mutual concessions it canceled all

claims of either party against the other. In return for Spain’s relinquish-

ment of the Floridas and a new frontier line in the west the United

States agreed to assume all claims of its own citizens up to a total limit

of $5,000,000. The old Pinckney Treaty was renewed except for certain

alterations: Spain refused to reincorporate the American dictum of free

ships free goods, and the United States insisted on the omission of the

article that had guaranteed to the citizens and subjects of both parties

the free navigation of the Mississippi—for as a result of the new treaty

the Mississippi had become a one hundred per cent American river.

^^Henceforth the Father of Waters was to roll untinged by any treaty

servitude from its source to the sea.”

The great triumph of the treaty was the fixing of a new boundary

between the United States and Spanish dominions from the Atlantic to

the Pacific Ocean. This was a veritable stroke of genius on Adams’s part,

something that throughout his life he regarded as his greatest contribu-

tion to his native land, to which he had pledged to God the fullest

service of his life. It was he who inserted this stratagem into the nego-

tiation
j

it was he who successfully carried it through.^ The treaty line

began on the Gulf of Mexico at the mouth of the Sabine River, a

stream that corresponded closely to what the Spanish Government in

its secret counsels had determined to be the real western boundary of

Louisiana.^ Ascending that river as far as 32° North Latitude, it then

struck due north to the south bank of the Red River, thence westerly

along that bank to the meridian of lOO*^ West Longitude, thence north

to the south bank of the Arkansas River and again westerly along that
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bank to the river^s source (near present Canon City, Colorado), from

which point it was to proceed either due north or due south (as geog-

raphy might require—it proved to be north) to the qad parallel of

North Latitude and further westerly along that line (northern bound-

ary of the present states of Utah, Nevada, and California) to the Pacific

Ocean. By Adams’s other boundary treaty of 1 8 1 8 Great Britain a few

months previously^ had accepted the parallel of 49° North Latitude

from the Lake of the Woods to the crest of the Rocky Mountains, leav-

ing the unbounded Oregon country beyond the mountains open to the

occupation and settlement of citizens or subjects of either party
5

this

latter treaty had secured Louisiana on the north as far westward as the

mountains and had preserved an equal claim of the United States with

that of Great Britain to the region beyond the Rockies. The Transcon-

tinental Treaty^ with Spain was a wmrthy pendant to the treaty of 1818.

It was the first recognition by a European colonial power of an undis-

puted right of the United States to territory clear through to the Pacific

Coast. It was a mighty supplement to the Louisiana Purchase.

It would be difficult to find in modern history any such successful

diplomacy of peaceful nation-building as that which had occurred so

far within the lifetime of John Quincy Adams. The independence of

the United States was only forty-three years old when the Secretary of

State put his pen to the Transcontinental Treaty. Thomas Jefferson,

author of the Declaration of Independence, was still alive and looking
on, with keen satisfaction, from his hilltop at Monticello. John Jay and
John Adams, who had signed both the Declaration of Independence
and the Treaty of Peace of 1783? were still kindling their early-morn-
ing fires on the shore of the Atlantic Ocean. James Madison, architect

of the Constitution, and President during the War of 1812, w’-as enjoy-
ing a tranquil retirement on his Virginia farm. James Monroe, whom
Jefferson had sent to Paris to help Robert R. Livingston buy New
Orleans and West Florida but who had procured all Louisiana instead,
was President at Washington, and now the illustrious son of old John
Adams, who had been a boy in Europe when his famous father signed
the memorable treaty of peace and independence, had carried his coun-
try’s flag permanently over the mountains to the Pacific Ocean, from
sea to shining sea. All this continental consummation, stemming from
the wars and distresses of Europe, was witnessed by these fathers of
American independence.

What citizen of the United States of the twentieth century would wish
to undo the diplomacy of these natural statesmen, or to talk it down in
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the anaemic accents o£ philosophical pedantry? What present-day coun-

tryman of John Quincy Adams, looking back through the pages of his-

tory on the diplomacy of the Era of Emancipation, would have risked

the success of the Transcontinental Treaty by any premature recognition

of the inevitable independence of the new Latin American states?

A century ago there were politicians who would have invited this risk.

Such a danger harassed Adams all through the negotiation with Onis.

A powerful propaganda was worked up for immediate recognition. At

Philadelphia and Baltimore there fraternized with the duly appointed

agents to Washington of the revolutionan/ governments a score or more

of Latin American SmigreSy refugees from the Spanish reconquest of

Venezuela or dissidents expelled from Buenos Aires by the dictatorial

government of Pueyrredon. In the North American press and periodi-

cals of the day these patriots in exile rendered valiant service for their

homeland.

If before the War of 1812 the people of the United States had been

ill-informed about South America, they were now awakened by this

group of emigres who furnished aliment to native North Kvatviczn

publicists like William Davis Robinson, H. M. Brackenridge, Captain

David Porter, and Joseph H. Skinner, and journalists like William

Duane (of the Philadelphia Aurora)^ Baptiste Irvine (of the New York

Columbian)^ Jonathan Elliot (of the Washington Gazette)^ Thomas

Ritchie (of the Richmond Enquirer')^ and Hezekiah Niles (of the

Weekly Registefy of Baltimore). All of them gave tongue in English

to the patriots of the South.

Throughout the country the sober smaller newspapers reprinted in

their columns the lucubrations of these influential writers. In the news

columns the spectacular exploits of Bolivar and San Martin succeeded

the campaigns of Napoleon and Wellington that already had passed

into history. This publicity, if considerably inspired and primed, was

nevertheless an unpaid * and passionate appeal in the name of liberty

itself that easily frustrated the scribes and writers whom Onis employed

to lament and belabor violations of the neutrality laws. It began to

dawn on the people that the persistent revolutionary movement in His-

panic America was not a mere reflex spasm of the Napoleonic conflict

but rather an heroic and magnificent climax of the Anglo-American

Revolution itself: the achievement of that American System for wTich

* It was tinpaid because the exiles, even the accredited ag-ents of the revolutionary

governments, had no money for it.
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the North American Revolution had pointed the way. It was the third

great and final revolution of the Era of Emancipation.

For this propaganda, directed as it was to a common revolutionary

affinity and to an intuitive readiness for political separation of the whole

New World from the European system, the people of the United States

were already expectantly attuned by their natural hostility to the Span-

ish monarchy and contempt for it, by their anticipations of diplomatic

acquisition of the Spanish borderlands, and by the prospect of profits

for privateers of the War of 1812 made idle by peace, and by their

very history and character. In such a favorable indigenous medium

the patriot propaganda, pointed always toward the recognition of the

independence of the revolted provinces, is a factor to be taken into

account in any interpretation of the early Latin American policy of the

United States, particularly on the question of recognition. Ambitious

political personalities would be sure to capitalize on the prevailing sym-

pathy for the independence of the new governments and the universal

appeal of an American System free from the intrusive politics of the

Old World.

Henry Clay, expansionist of 1812, felt the new current of public

opinion and was quick, too quick, to see political implications in it. The
rising leader of the New West reflected the essential anti-Spanish feel-

ing of his native Mississippi Valley and the Jeffersonian tincture of his

political apprenticeship, but his fight for the independence of the new
republics was not unmixed with personal ambition. A far more popular

politician than the ascetic Adams, he felt that his representative office

of Speaker of the lower house of Congress entitled him to a more valid

pretension to follow Monroe in the Presidency than that of Adams, who
as Secretary of State stood on the traditional stepping-stone of succes-

sion. In Latin American independence he discerned a new issue that

might more than supplant in political appeal that militant expansionism

that had died in the War of 1812. Clay commenced to nag the Admin-
istration, urging upon Congress immediate recognition of the United
Provinces of the Rio de la Plata, where independence had been achieved

most substantially. This would be a first step.

Taking his cue from the propaganda of the day, the Speaker appealed
to his colleagues in the House of Representatives to build for the New
World an American System of politics and economy, distinct from that
of Europe. In March, 1818, he attached to an appropriation bill an
amendment for eighteen thousand dollars to provide for salary and ex-
penses of a minister to Buenos Aires. To support this amendment the
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Speaker^ descending from the chair, summoned all the resources of his

oratory. The new nations, whatever form of government they might

adopt, would be ^^animated by an American feeling, and guided by an

American policy. They would obey the laws of the system of the New
World, of which they would compose a part, in contradistinction to that

of Eiiroped^ They looked upon the people of the United States as their

brothers in freedom, their great example.^^ ^"^At the present moment,”

he told his listeners, ^hhe patriots of the south are fighting for liberty

and independence—for precisely what we fought for ... I ask him

[pointing to a member who was a veteran of the Revolutionary War],

the patriot of ^76, how the heart rebounded with joy, on the informa-

tion that France had recognized usr The moral influence of such a rec-

ognition, on the patriots of the South, will be irresistible.”

The Speaker's rhetoric thrilled but did not convince a majority of

the House. His friends and colleagues obeyed the head rather than the

heart and voted down the amendment, 115 to 45 (March 28, 1818),

and Congress adjourned. A year later the signature of the Transcon-

tinental Treaty convinced the country that the Administration had fol-

lowed the right course. Congress followed the lead of the President,

and the President followed the advice of his Secretary of State, despite

frequent errant impulses to yield to Clay.*

The magnificent "Transcontinental Treaty took the wind out of

* In i8i7j at the beginnings of his administration, before Adams arrived from Lon-

don to become Secretary of State, President Monroe on his own initiative had appointed

a fact-finding commission to visit South xA.merica and report on the actual condition

and viability of the new states. It was finally composed of Theodorick Bland, John

Graham and Caesar A. Rodney, all of them originally enthusiasts for the revolutionary

cause. The secretary to the commission was none other than Henry M. Brackenridge,

wFo had commended himself to Monroe’s attention by his powerful tract, mentioned

above, in favor of South American independence, in which he stressed a ^‘common

American continental interest, in opposition to an European interest.” Taking advan-

tage of the difficulty of organizing this commission, Adams upon coming into office

succeeded in delaying its departure for several months, until December, 1817. In a

Cabinet meeting of October 30, 1817, the President raised the question whether it was

expedient to recognize Buenos Aires or other revolted provinces, and Adams successfully

opposed it. The commission visited Buenos Aires (Bland also went to Chile, more for

personal than official reasons) and made a divided report in November, 1818, on the

whole disillusioning and discouraging to those who favored the recognition of the

United Provinces of the Plata, where the commission had made the greatest investi-

gation. Instructions to the commission, correspondence relating to it, and its reports,

may be found printed in Manning. Brackenridge, the secretary, remained a consistent

devotee of the cause and advocate of recognition. He recorded his experiences and

view^s in his Voyage to South America, Performed by Order of the American Govern-

ment in the Years 18 ly and 1818, Baltimore, 2 vols., 1819 and 1820,
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Speaker Clay^s opposition to the Latin American policy of the Monroe

Administration^ but Florida and the new frontier would not be safely

under the flag of the United States until ratifications were formally

exchanged and the provinces actually handed over. The full powers

from the King of Spain, under which Onis had signed the treaty, con-

tained a solemn promise by His Most Catholic Majesty ^‘^on the faith

and word of a king, to approve, ratify, and fulfill whatsoever might be

stipulated and signed’’ by the plenipotentiary. Now a Spaniard, particu-

larly a Spanish King, is always proud about his fundonor. When the

treaty reached Madrid the King’s Secretary of State read his handiwork

and found it good, but the Council of State objected: too much territory

had been ceded, there was no guaranty against recognition of the inde-

pendence of Buenos Aires, no promise on the part of the United States

better to enforce its neutrality laws. So the Council advised that pre-

texts be sought to delay ratification until more propitious times. Be-

fore these considerations the King’s fundonor fainted forthwith. He
sent another minister on a leisurely trip to Washington, by way of Paris

and London, to see if he could get better terms for doing what his

master had already pledged himself to do.

Spain’s refusal to ratify disgusted Adams, but did not altogether de-

stroy his patience. At first he counseled the President to recommend to

Congress the forcible occupation of the Floridas. In his annual message

(December 7, 1819) on the state of the Union, Monroe asked Congress

for discretionary authority to do this. Then Speaker Clay opened a be-

lated attack on the treaty because it had not included Texas. The com-

mittee on foreign affairs of the House reported a bill for the mandatory

occupation of the Floridas. On sober second thought, the President,

with Adams’s approval, sent in a special message (March 27, 1820)

suggesting delay until the next session of Congress, to give time for

the new Spanish Minister to arrive.

The Minister, General Vives, when he arrived (April, 1820), im-

mediately revealed the new terms which Spain demanded as her price

of ratification: (i) strengthening of the neutrality laws, (2) a formal
guaranty of the integrity of Spain’s American possessions, (3) a promise
not to recognize any of the revolted provinces. All these conditions

Adams refused. The neutrality laws w'ere being enforced, he declared.

The policy of the United States towards the revolutions was neutrality,

and he repeated that it would be a violation of neutrality to agree never
to recognize the independence of any of them no matter what should
happen. Nevertheless he carefully intimated that his Government ^^prob-
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ably would not precipitately recognize the independence of the South

Americans.’^

This gave Spain a last chance to comply. So the President recom-

mended to Congress still further delay before forcible occupation. As

the session of Congress ended, Henry Clay succeeded in carrying (May

10, 1820) a mild resolution:

‘^hhat it is expedient to provide by law a suitable outfit and salary for such

Minister or Ministers as the Fresldenty by and zvlth the advice and consent of

the Senate^ may send to any of the Governments of South America, which

have established, and are maintaining, their independence on Spain.

The passage of this resolution by a vote of 80 to 75 was a tempered

tribute to Clay’s long advocacy of a cause, but it was a triumph for

Adams’s policy, because its qualified language, in the words here Itab

icized, strengthened rather than embarrassed the executive in dealing

with Spain.

A liberal revolution in Madrid, which happened just after VIves had

departed, together with the certainty that the United States would oc-

cupy the Florldas and also immediately recognize the independence of

the revolted colonies, if good faith were not forthcoming, revived the

King’s fundonor and saved the treaty. The Council of State now fa-

vored ratification^ the new constitutional Cortes secretly gave its ap-

proval (September 30, 1820)5 the King finally signed the instrument

(October 24, 1820) and sent it to Washington. Because the original

term of six months stipulated for exchange of ratifications had long

since expired, the President once more submitted the document to the

Senate. Again that body advised and consented to ratification (February

22, 1821). This time there were four opposing votes. Exactly two years

had elapsed between signature and ratification of the treaty. Spain had

gained at least that much time by her procrastination, but to little avaiL

With the Transcontinental Treaty duly ratified and the Floridas

safely annexed, there was no longer any great reason of international

politics to prevent the United States from recognizing the independence

of any of the revolted provinces. It was by now perfectly evident to

Adams that England, if she would not join in such a recognition, at

least would not oppose it
5

it was also clear that all danger had dis-

appeared—at least for the time being—of any formidable European

reaction to such a step. The United States was free to do as it pleased.

In Congress Clay, on the eve of a temporary retirement from public

life, still kept up the fight for recognition. Just before Spain’s ratifica-
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tion of the treaty reached Washington, he had secured the passage of

another resolution. The first clause, carried 134 to 12, stated: ^^That the

House of Representatives participates with the people of the United

States in the deep interest which they feel for the success of the Spanish

provinces of South America which are struggling to establish their lib-

erty and independence.’’ The second, voted 87 to 68, declared: ^hhat

it will give its Constitutional suffort to the President of the United

States, whenever he may deenn it exfedient to recognize the sovereignty

and independence of any of the said provinces.”

The passage of these unexceptionable resolutions and the ratification

of the treaty marked the complete evaporation of the issue between the

Administration and the Speaker on the Latin American policy of the

United States, Shortly thereafter, Clay and Adams, conscious rivals for

the Presidency, had a long talk about Latin America. Each regretted the

difference of views in the past, and rejoiced that they were at an end.

It is w^orth while to record Adams’s words as expressed in this remark-

able interview:

'T have never doubted,” he said to Henry Clay, “that the final issue of
their [the revolted provinces] present struggle will be their entire independ-
ence of Spain. It is equally clear that it is our true policy and duty to take
no part in the contest. The principle of neutrality to all foreign wars is, in

my opinion, fundamental to the continuance of our liberties and of our Union.
So far as they are contending for independence, I wish well to their cause;
but I ha\e not yet seen and do not now see any prospect that they will estab-
lish free or libeial institutions of government. They are not likely to promote
the spirit either of freedom or order by their example. They have not the first

elements of good or free government. Arbitrary power, military and ecclesi-
astical, is stamped upon their education, upon their habits, and upon all their
institutions. Civil dissension is infused into all their seminal principles. YYar
and mutual destruction are in every member of their organization, moral,
political, and physical. I have little expectation of any beneficial result to this
country from any future connection with them, political or commercial. We
shall derive no improvement to our own institutions by any communion with
theirs. Nor is there any appearance of a disposition in them to take any political
lesson from us. As to the commercial connection, I agree with you that little
weight should be allowed to arguments of mere pecuniary interest; but there
IS no basis for much traffic between us. They want none of our productions,
and we can afford to purchase very few of theirs. Time must be the test of
your opinion and of mine; but, I candidly acknowledge that nothing has
occurred hitherto to weaken in my mind the view which I have taken of this
subject from the first.”

The issue over policy now dissipated, the Secretary o£ State was in a
position to pursue unembarrassed his guiding principle of “unequivocal
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neutrality^^ and to. carry out his personal assurances to General Vives

that the United States would not act precipitately in recognizing the

South Americans. Convenient justifications were at hand for leisurely

deliberation. In the first place the military situation at the beginning of

1821 was much blacker than at the close of that memorable year. In

Mexico, m Venezuela, Colombia and Peru, it was not yet clear whether

the revolutions would be successful. In the far south, the present Argen-

tina, and m.ost of Chile, were clear of Spanish troops, but at Buenos

Aires all was confusion and anarchy in the government. Montevideo

was in the hands of the Portuguese, and in the interior of the river

provinces it was impossible to say who was in authority. The essential

requisites for carrying out the responsibilities and duties of a state under

international law—the standard which Adams found it convenient to

demand—did not yet exist in Latin America beyond all doubts. This

was particularly evident in the depredations of the rebel privateers in

many instances turned pirates.

By sweeping the Spanish merchant marine from the seas the priva-

teers had been an important factor in keeping the revolts alive. So had

the occasional frigates clandestinely built in the United States, or con-

verted from American armed merchantmen in rebel ports. Investiga-

tors into the activities of the privateers have established that at least

twenty-one were fitted out at the port of Baltimore alone, most of them

prowling the seas under the flag of Buenos Aires. A dozen more, sailing

(after they left United States jurisdiction) under the flags of Mexico

or Venezuela, went out from New Orleans.

As long as the privateers confined their operations to enemy prizes

they were a vexatious but not impossible problem for the Secretary of

State in answering the protests of the Spanish Minister. Public opinion

tolerated if it did not applaud their deeds, and indulgent juries gener-

ally acquitted them when brought to court for violation of lawj but

when their irresponsible captains began piratically to plunder neutral

vessels, and even the shipping of the United States, their popularity

declined. Despite prevailing sympathies for the privateers and the diffi-

culties of securing condemnations because of local profits and interests

involved, ten men were convicted and hanged as pirates, in iSaod® The
United States had already repeatedly protested to the de facto govern-

ments against these abominations, and Adams was unwilling to recog-

nize the Buenos Aires government until it could demonstrate its power

to stop them. To satisfy the complaints of the United States, that de

facto government revoked all its commissions to privateers on October
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6, 1821. When this became known in Washington, it helped remove

objections to recognition.

At the same time the striking victories of the patriots over Spanish

armies during the year 1821 weakened Spain’s hold on the continent

and made independence seem no longer doubtful, although remnants

of Spanish armies still held some territory in Peru and Colombia.

Adams had consistently maintained that recognition flowed not from

the right to independence but from the fact. That fact had become

now reasonably apparent—provided Spain could summon no aid from

Europe. President Monroe decided that the time had come to recognize

the new states if their good will were to be preserved against the wiles

of European diplomacy. Responding to a welcome call from the House

of Representatives for documents bearing on the state of the war be-

tween the Spanish American governments and Spain, he sent in a special

message (March 8, 1822) declaring that Chile, the United Provinces

of the Plata, Peru, Colombia, and Mexico were all in full enjoyment

of their independence, and that there was not the remotest prospect of

their being deprived of it. Recognition of established independence, he

asserted, could not be considered by Spain as an hostile act, and the

neutrality of the United States would continue unaltered.

Congress immediately complied (May 4, 1822) by appropriating

$100,000 to meet the expenses of ‘^such missions to the independent

nations on the American continent as the President might deem proper.”

The act passed almost unanimously: 167 to i in the House
5 39 to 3

in the Senate. The venerable Monroe signalized the first act of recog-

nition by formally receiving, in a moment of great and sincere emotion,

June 19, 1822, Manuel Torres, as charge dhaffaires of Greater Colombia

(which then included New Granada and Venezuela). An invalid with

only a few weeks to live, the highly respected Torres was the only

accredited diplomatic agent of a Latin American government then in

the United States. One by one the other states received recognition,

either by the reception of their diplomatic representatives, or by the ap-

pointment of regular diplomatic officers to them: the Empire of Mex-
ico, December 12, 18225 Chile, January 27, 18235 the independent
Empire of Brazil, May 26, 18245 Central America (which had sepa-

rated peaceably from the Mexican Empire), August 24, 1824. Peru
was not recognized until 1826, after the last Spanish army there had
been defeated in the battle of Ayacucho (December 9, 1824). Recog-
nition of independence involved no departure from neutrality. Though
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Spain protested indignantlyj she did not break off relations with the

United States.

The friendly Republic of the North was thus the first nation outside

the sisterhood of the new states of Latin America to recognize the in-

dependence of those nations. This recognition was the greatest assistance

rendered by any foreign power to the independence of Latin America.

We shall soon see that this example was eventually to prevail on hesi-

tant England and reluctant Europe. The later succession states of Latin

America that appeared during the nineteenth century received recogni-

tion as soon as their sovereignty appeared indubitable: Uruguay, in

18345 Venezuela, in 18355 Ecuador, in 18385 Bolivia, in 1848, Because

of the opposition of the slaveholding States of the United States, the

independent Negro republic of Haiti had to wait till 1862, the Do-

minican Republic until 1866.

The opposing Latin American policies of Adams and Clay had ap-

proached each other by 1822 so that all differences had melted away.

Warm-hearted Clay, in espousing the ideal of emancipation of the

whole New World and its political separation from the European sys-

tem of divine-right monarchy and power politics, was willing finally

to leave Adams to secure the continental interests of the United States

first. Cool-headed Adams, after reaching the goal of his diplomatic am-

bition, a transcontinental republic, the vital territorial basis for the na-

tion, was later careful to take care of Clay’s broader American concepts,

as the events to be narrated in the next chapter will demonstrate so

abundantly.

Time, the Great Expositor, has been kind to both men. With James

Monroe, the friend of republican liberty, they deserve well of the in-

dependent New World. These three great statesmen fixed the Latin

American policy of the United States at the close of the Era of Eman-

cipation.



CHAPTER IV

Diplomatic Background of the Monroe Doctrine

(181^-182^)

THE initial Latin American policy of the United States had been to

make sure that during the disruption of the Spanish Empire a more

powerful European rival monarchy should not step into Spanish prov-

inces contiguous to or close to the United States in such a way as to

threaten its independence, security, and vital interests, the most vital

interest after independence and security being that of continental expan-

sion, The thesis of the preceding chapters is that the independence and

the territorial integrity of the United States and its Manifest Destiny

—

using the phrase in its most proper sense: the opportunity to found a

Continental Republic by expanding through to the other ocean—de-

pended upon the fate of the Spanish borderlands of Florida and Texas,

and ultimately of the island of Cuba, This inspired the lucky Louisiana

procurement. It provoked the Florida question. It produced the notable

No-Transfer Resolution of January 15, 1811. It resulted in the unsuc-

cessful war with Great Britain of 1812-1815. It elicited the skillful

diplomacy of John Quincy Adams and the magnificent achievement of

the Transcontinental Treaty, It looked to the territorial basis of the

United States of today,

,

To say that the original Latin American policy of the United States

was dominated by self-interest plainly predicated is not to agree that

it was devoid of political idealism. In guiding itself by the compass of

national interest the Government was yielding to a natural magnet that

animates all nations without exception. In following the polestar of in-

dependence and republican government it was pursuing political ideals

so dear to the people as to have produced their nationhood. In cham-

:

pioning the independence and liberties of the republican New World
f against the intrusions of the monarchical Old World it was upholding

j
both Its own interests and its own ideals, which were the interests and

^ 48
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ideals of both American continents^' In the Monroe Doctrine, as pro-

mulgated in the year 1823, there was a perfect union of interest and

ideal. That doctrine expressed for the Western Hemisphere the final

fruitage in policy of the Era of Emancipation: the independence of the

republican New World and its separation from the wars and power-

politics of monarchical Europe. I say it expressed the republican inde-

pendence of the New World, it by no means guarded it effectively or

guaranteed it, neither at the time of its pronouncement nor for a long

time to come.

Occasionally a twentieth-century historian,^ usually writing in the

Spanish language and well aw^are of the transcendent significance of the

pristine Monroe Doctrine as a dictum of America for the Americans,

would forsooth capture for President Monroe’s original message a

Spanish or a Latin American origin, particularly the non-colonization

principle and the concept of two distinct and separate spheres of politics,

American versus European. Such writers point to certain historical but

isolated expressions of theory that by no means prevailed in their day.

Thus the Spanish friar Francisco de Vitoria, exploring in the sixteenth

century the theory of sovereignty and the relations of sovereigns to

each other and to peoples, maintained piously that America and its ab-

original peoples could not be the object of occupation or colonization

by Christian sovereigns, that is to say, by European powers. Neverthe-

less they were conquered and colonized. Again, the Emperor Charles V
in 1519, with great convenience to himself and his Spanish heirs, pro-

mulgated a law, ratified by Philip II in 1563 and by Charles II in

1681, declaring the inviolability and indivisibility and non-alienability

forever of the American possessions and peoples of the Crown of Cas-

tile. But portions of them, like Louisiana and the Floridas, were sub-

sequently ceded to other powers. In 1750 Spain and Portugal settled

their boundary dispute in South America by a treaty which stipulated

that in case of war between themselves in Europe they would remain

neutral in their dominions in America. Notwithstanding this treaty the

two monarchies did fight again in South America, and that soon. Such

writers cite with more force a proposition conceived by John Adams in

the Continental Congress that the United States should stipulate in

* That this involved the recognition of monarchical forms of governmentj unex-

pectedly and momentarily in the short-lived Empire of Iturbide in Mexico, and con-

sciously and deliberately but regretfully in Brazil, does not invalidate the republican

ideal that inspired the Latin American policy of the United States. President Monroe

regretted that Brazil was an empire but rejoiced in its separation from Europe. There

w^as distinction between an American monarchy and an European monarchy in America.
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any treaty o£ alliance the untouchability of the continent of North

America by a European power, even an ally against Great Britain.

Interesting as it may be to compare these ideas with the principles

of the Monroe Doctrine—(i) non-colonization, (2) abstention of the

United States from the wars of European powers in matters relating

to themselves, (3) America for the Americans—it is enough to say that

none of them prevailed at the timie of their utterance, except John

Adams’s proposal, and that on North American initiative in the Franco-

American alliance of 1778. The idea of abstention from European wars

and entanglements was the product of the diplomatic experience of the

Anglo-American Revolution and the relations of the United States with

Europe during the ensuing wars of the French Revolution. The prin-

ciple that the New World was closed to further European colonization

had its roots in the menace of territorial transfer to which we have

given so much attention in the previous chapters, and in the desire to

keep territory in this Hemisphere free from the commercial restrictions

of European colonial systems.^

It was the relationship of legitimist Europe to Spain and to revolu-

tionary Spanish America, and the predicament of British diplomacy

after the peace settlement of 1815 that provoked the Monroe Doctrine

in full concept. From a village capital on the banks of the Potomac

River, President James Monroe in 1823 proclaimed to the world the

two principles already noted, of non-colonization and abstention, plus

the added dictum, a corollary of the doctrine of abstention from Eu-
rope, the nonintervention of European powers in the affairs of the New
World. To the European situation we must now turn,

British policy after the overthrow of Napoleon and the Treaty of

Vienna embraced these principal objectives: (i) international appease-

ment and repose, meanwhile the recuperation and development of the

triumphant British Empire and the expansion of markets for the new
English manufactures thrown up by the Industrial Revolution

5 (2)
as necessary for the first objective, the enforcement of the specific pur-

pose of the Quadruple Alliance (Austria, Great Britain, Prussia, Rus-
sia) as confirmed and restated in 1815: to maintain the peace of Europe
by preventing another revolutionary irruption of France^ (3) coun-
tenance the institution of monarchy but without intervening to protect

particular monarchs against internal revolutions except in France for
the one purpose here noted, for despite their sympathy for repression
of revolution everywhere the ruling Tory classes could not safely deny
the origin of the English dynasty and government in the Revolution
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of 1688; (4) to preserve in Europe the balance of power so favorable

to British prestige and influence not only on that continent but also all

over the world
3 (5) to prevent the rise of any rival empire that might

challenge the absolute supremacj^ of Britain on the seas.

Britain's continental allies, on the other hand, would fain use the

Quadruple Alliance to repress revolution wherever it might raise its

head against a legitimist divine-right ruler. For this purpose Alex-

ander I of Russia proclaimed in 1815 the Holy Alliance, signed orig-

inally by himself, the King of Prussia, and the Emperor of Austria,

and promptly adhered to by all the absolute monarchs and potentates

of Europe except for the Sultan of Turkey, who was not a Christian;

the Pope, who was a Christian but not an hereditary prince; and the

Prince Regent of Great Britain, who was a nominal Christian and an

hereditary prince but not an absolute monarch—he had to content him-

self with a personal letter to the Czar applauding the principles of

the Holy Alliance without binding his government, which was respon-

sible only to Parliament.

For the first few years, that is, until after the Conference of Aix-

la-Chapelie of 1818, Lord Castlereagh, Foreign Minister of Great

Britain (1812-1822) and draftsman of the diplomatic bond that united

the Four, was able to hold the Quadruple Alliance to its strict purpose

as interpreted by his government; but in 1820 the continental allies

got out of British control when liberal revolutions based on the sover-

eignty of the people and representative government took place in Spain,

Naples, Piedmont, Portugal, and threatened to break out all over

Europe, even in England itself. At the Conferences of Troppau-

Laibach (1820-1821) the Holy Allies, despite the dissent of Great

Britain, gave a mandate to Austria to put down revolution in Naples

and in Piedmont lest it spread to their own states. At the Conference

of Verona in 1822 they overrode British opposition and approved

French military intervention in Spain to tear up the new constitution

there and restore the absolute authority of Ferdinand VIL They even

announced that if Great Britain (ally of Spain since the Peninsular

War) should take the side of the Spanish constitutionalists they would

come to the aid of France.

Castlereagh had failed in his task of holding the Quadruple Alli-

ance to the compass of British policy. Overburdened by the Immense

responsibilities and labors of his office, his reason faltered and he made

way with his own life, on the eve of the Conference of Verona. His

great rival, George Canning, never a believer in European conferences.
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succeeded him (1822-1827). France invaded Spain. Britain’s army of

the Napoleonic wars no longer existed, and the fleet was powerless to

stop a continental force from crossing the Pyrenees. Moreover, the

Prince Regent, the Duke of Wellington, and the Tory leaders sym-

pathized with the French intervention as long as it limited itself to

the suppression of revolution and did not extend its force beyond the

boundaries of Spain.

With the Quadruple Alliance in ruins in Europe and the political

front divided at home, the new Foreign Minister went as far as he

could when he stated in the House of Commons that he hoped the

Spanish constitutionalists would win: “Indifference we can never feel

tow^ards the affairs of Spain: and I earnestly hope and trust that she

may come triumphantly out of the struggle.” = As hostilities broke out

south of the Pyrenees, Canning communicated to the French Govern-
ment, through a despatch (March 31, 1823) to the British Ambassador
at Paris, a formal warning implying that war with England would fol-

low if France ( i ) should establish a permanent military occupation of

Spain, (2) should appropriate any portion of the Spanish colonies, (3)
should violate the territorial integrity of Portugal. On the first and
third of these points France had already given assurances, but she re-

mained ominously silent about the Spanish colonies. Since the with-
drawal of the allied army of occupation following the Congress of

Aix-la-Chapelle, French policy had reassumed its traditional character
of opposition to British plans both in the Old World and the New,^
and had begun to design independent monarchies under Bourbon
princes and French influence for Spanish America.®

Canning concluded his despatch of March 31, 1823, which signifi-

cantly was published in England within five days after its signature,
with a grave and measured statement of Great Britain’s position, most
instructive to the student of the origin of the Monroe Doctrine and
the Latin American policy of the United States. It contained these
words:

With respect to the Provinces in America, which have thrown off their
allegiance to the Crown of Spain, time and the course of events appear to
have substantially decided their separation from the Mother Country al-
though formal recognition of those Provinces, as Independent States, by
His Majesty, may be hastened or retarded by various external circumstances,
as well as by the more or less satisfactory progress, in each State, towards a
regular and tettled form of Government, Spain has long been apprized of
His Majesty s opinions upon this subject. Disclaiming in the most solemn
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manner any intention of appropriating to Himself the smallest portion of the

late Spanish possessions in America, His Majesty is satisfied that no attempt

will be made by France, to bring under her dominion any of those possessions,

either by conquest, or by cession, from Spaind’
®

The Quadruple Alliance was dead. British diplomacy had been un-

able to keep it disciplined for the single purpose of preventing the

resurrection of French power. How could the diplomatic defeat ^ in

Europe now be compensated? Where else could Canning enlist sup-

port against possible French intervention in the affairs of Latin Amer-

ica, first step perhaps in the revival of a French colonial empire and

of French sea power? The British Foreign Minister turned to the

United States, where the situation seemed to be favorable to an Anglo-

American entente.

Under Castlereagh’s general policy of appeasement and repose,

Anglo-American relations had been steadily ameliorating, particularly

in regard to the vital territorial questions of North America. After the

War of 1812 Great Britain had abandoned all connection with the

Indians, all thought of blocking the western expansion of the United

States, at least to the Rocky Mountains. The Rush-Bagot agreement

of 1817, providing for naval disarmament of the Great Lakes, con-

firmed this new attitude. The treaty of 1 8 1 8 of boundaries, navigation,

and fisheries, was another evidence of the new policy of live and let

live. Contemporaneously the British attitude toward the Florida ques-

tion evidenced a resolve not to harass the continental position of the

United States.

To be sure, the British Minister at Washington, Stratford Canning,

had objected excitedly to a bill proposed in Congress for a government

establishment at the mouth of the Columbia River, only to be told by

Secretary Adams that the United States would resist the claim of Great

Britain to any new colonial establishments on the North American

continent, but this passage between the diplomatists seems to have

been entirely upon the initiative of the British Minister, and his su-

periors preferred not to pursue it further. It is of interest to us here

as the first expression in diplomatic conversations of the non-coloniza-

tion principle, presently to find expression in the Monroe Doctrine.

On the Northwest Coast both the United States and Great Britain

were protesting the attempt of the Czar of Russia to extend his sover-

eignty southward to 51° North Latitude and out into the high seas

one hundred miles from shore, a claim which gave Adams an oppor-

tunity again, and most pointedly, to assert his non-colonization prin-
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ciple; “I told him [Baron Tuyll, the Russian Minister at Washington]

specially, that we should contest the right o£ Russia to any territorial

establishment on this continent, and that we should assume distinctly

the principle that the American continents are no longer subjects for

any new European colonial establishments.”
®

The opposing attitude of the United States and Great Britain as to

the independence of the new states of Latin America remained the

outstanding difference in policy. If Castlereagh had endeavored, by

talking vaguely about a possible Allied mediation, to hold off recog-

nition by the United States of the Latin American republics. Great

Britain though annoyed had made no protest when Monroe’s Gov-

ernment had acknowledged their independence. Now the two powers

had come to see almost eye to eye on the Holy Alliance and the pos-

sibility of European intervention in the New World.

The United States, like Great Britain, had declined to join the Holy

Alliance, when so invited by the Russian Czar in 1820. In his instruc-

tions to Middleton, Minister to Russia, politely declining the invita-

tion, John Quincy Adams, formulator of the non-colonization prin-

ciple, expressed the other two major dicta of the Monroe Doctrine of

1823: abstention from European entanglements and wars, separation

of the two political worlds of Europe and America. “The political

sy'stem of the United States is . . . extra-European. To stand in firm

and cautious independence of all entanglement in the European sys-

tem, has been a cardinal point of their policy under every administra-

tion of their government from the peace of 1783 to this day. ... It

may be observed that for the repose of Europe as well as of America,

the European and American political systems should be kept as sepa-

rate and distinct from each other as possible.”®

The United States, like Great Britain, looked with apprehension

upon the possibility of support by any European power to crumbling
Spanish sovereignty in the New World. Canning’s course in dealing

with the Spanish question, particularly his published despatch of March
31, 1823, to France, added to the improved tone of Anglo-American
feeling. “Even Adams has caught a something of the soft infection,”

reported the British Minister from Washington. The Secretary of
State had mentioned to him that in separating herself from the coun-
cils and measures of the European alliance, Great Britain had avowed
principles which were emphatically those of the United States and
disavowed principles which the United States abhorred.

“This coincidence of principle,” Adams took occasion to say, “con-
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nected with the great changes in the affairs o£ the world, passing before

us, seemed to me a suitable occasion for the United States and Great

Britain to compare their ideas and purposes together, with a view to

the accommodation of great interests upon v/hich they had heretofore

differed;^

Adams of course was referring to his desire for a settlement of long-

standing issues between the two countries: suppression of the slave

trade with its attendant controversy over visit and search, commercial

intercourse with the British colonies, neutral rights and the freedom

of the seas. He explicitly disavowed any idea of an alliance with Great

Britain.

From this soft American infection, George Canning in London chose

to divine a possibility of cooperation with Great Britain in opposing

European intervention in Latin America. An opportunity came when

Richard Rush, the United States Minister, casually asked about affairs

on the Continent, and remarked that ^^should France ultimately effect

her pui-pose of overthrowing the constitutional government in Spain,

there was at least the consolation left, that Great Britain would not

allow her to go further and stop the progress of emancipation in the

colonies3 ^ The British note of March 31, 1823, to France, Rush

judged, indicated that England would not remain passive.

In this transient remark Canning was quick to see an opening.

‘^What do you think your Government would say to going hand

in hand with England in such a policy?” he asked Rush. “Not that

any concert of action under it would become necessary, because I fully

believe that the simple fact of our two countries being known to hold

the same opinions would, by its moral effect, put down the intention

on the part of France, if she entertains it. I base this belief upon the

large share of the maritime power of the world which Great Britain

and the United States share between them, and the consequent influ-

ence which the knowledge of their common policy, on a question in-

volving such important maritime interests, present and future, could

not fail to produce everywhere.”

“I am unable to say in what manner my Government would look

upon such a suggestion, . . Rush replied, “but I will communicate

it in the same informal manner in which you have thrown it before

me.” Then he added acutely: “I can hardly do this to full advantage

unless you will at the same time enlighten me as to the precise situa-

tion in which England stands in relation to those new communities,
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and especially on the material point of acknowledging their inde-

pendenced^

Canning answered that Great Britain would not object to an accom-

modation between Spain and the colonies w^hich might even secure to

Spain commercial advantages not extended to other nations. Great

Britain would not offer her mediation again^ but would not interfere

to prevent a compromise.

Great Britain at this moment taking any steps,^^ Rush asked

more specifically, ^^or contemplating any which have reference to the

recognition of these new communities, that being the point on which

the United States would naturally feel most interest?^’

^^None w^hatever, as yet,^^ admitted Canning, ^^but she is on the eve

of taking one of a preparatory nature, w^hich will leave her at large

to recognize or not, according to the position of events at a future

period.^^

The “preparatory step” which the British Government was then

“on the eve of taking” proved to be the sending of consuls to Mexico,
Colombia, Peru, Chile, and Buenos Aires, and commissioners of in-

qmr)r to Mexico and Colombia. The United States had sent consuls

as early as i8ii and a commission of inquiry to South America in

1817. It had opened its ports to vessels bearing the flag of the new
states from the beginning of their revolt; Great Britain did not do so

until 1822. Now she still declined to recognize that independence
which the United States had already acknowledged to the world.

This was the first of several conversations between the two men in

August and September, 1823, during which Canning formally proposed
in writing that the United States and Great Britain issue a joint decla-

ration of policy in regard to the Spanish American question as follows;

“i. We concewe the recovery of the Colonies by Spain to be hopeless.
2. We conceive the question of the recognition of them, as Independent

States, to be one of time and circumstances.

3. We are, however, by no means disposed to throw any impediment in
the way of an arrangement between them and the mother country by amic-
able negotiations.

“4- We aim not at the possession of any portion of them ourselves.
“5. We could not see any portion of them transferred to any other Power

with indifference.”

The British Foreign Minister asked Rush if he had powers to sign
a convention on this subject. In repeated conversations until September
26 he urged the desirability of such a joint pronouncement. He stated
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that he had just received ^hiotice'’^ that as soon as the French occu-

pation of Spain was completed a conference of the Allies would be

proposed to discuss the affairs of South Americad^ The American Min-

ister explained that he had no powers on the subject, but hinted that

he might join in the proposed declaration if Great Britain would first

recognize the independence of the Latin American republics. He made

up his own mind to participate in the joint statement if Canning on his

part would recognize the new republics as the United States had done.

If such a step, under this condition, would benefit his own Government,

well and good; if not, Government could disavow him. Rush w^as will-

ing to risk his career for the independence of the New Worldd^

A parallel or even joint recognition of independence is what Mon-
roe^s Administration had been suggesting to London ever since 1818,

in order to detach Britain from her continental allies. Castlereagh con-

sistently had avoided the proposal, that is, to undervvrite the Latin

American policy of the United States: namely, independence and re-

publics. Canning was unwilling to substitute immediate recognition for

point 2 of his memorandum. He insisted on leaving this vital question

to ^ffime and circumstances’^—the most noncommittal formula any

diplomat could conjure. Rush said that he must wait for instructions

from his Government.

Soon the American Minister had misgivings about the wisdom of

his hint to Canning. He became wary of the motives of Great Britain.

They sprang, he suspected, from ^ffhe apprehensions which are now

probably coming upon her, touching her own influence and standing

through the formidable and encroaching career of these continental

potentates. She at last perceives a crisis likely to come on, bringing

with it peril to her own commercial prospects on the other side of the

Atlantic, and to her political sway in both hemispheres. Hence prob-

ably some of her recent and remarkable solicitudes.” He became

convinced of this when Canning suddenly ceased to talk any more

about the subject and begged Rush to regard it merely as a tentative

inquiry rather than a formal proposal.

Canning, uncertain whether Rush could secure the assent of his

government to the proposal, could not wait in the emergency for the

correspondence to cross and recross the Atlantic. He therefore turned

to direct conversations with the French Ambassador at' London, Prince

Polignac, and notified him that Great Britain would not allows France

to intervene in the Spanish American provinces.

It was one thing for the French army, backed by the moral support
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of the Holy Allies, to penetrate the Pyrenees
3

it was another matter

to cross the Atlantic to Spain’s colonies. In the so-called Polignac

Memorandum of October 9, 1823, which was a formal record of these

conversations, the French ilmbassador, speaking for his government,

was obliged to agree:

*^‘That his Government believed it to be utterly hopeless to reduce Spanish

America to the state of its former relation to Spain.

‘^^That France disclaimed, on Her part, any intention or desire to avail

Herself of the present state of the Colonies, or of the present situation of

France toward Spain, to appropriate to Herself any part of the Spanish Pos-

sessions in America. . . .

^Hhat She abjured, in any case, any design of acting against the Colonies

by force of armsd’

It was this British “ultimatum,” which rested on the controlling

force of the navy, that cut short any ambitious plans that France alone

might have developed amidst the ruins of Spanish America. It did

not, however, put a full quietus on plans for a conference of the Allies

to consider the South American question. In the Polignac Memorandum
France had by no means renounced a conference. In November, 1823,

Ferdinand VII requested it. The Allies themselves were divided

as to the wdsdom of such a meeting. Russia, an American power, with

a trading post as far south as California, was eager for a conference,

and the Czar was wdlling as usual to lend himself to the common
purpose of suppressing revolutions. But it is doubtful whether Alex-

ander I would have agreed to any solution of the colonial question

with England absent. Neither Austria nor Prussia had interests in

America^ consistent champions of the principle of legitimacy in Europe
itself they were apathetic about a conference for trans-Atlantic pur-

poses and opposed to any program of intervention across the ocean.

Had there been a conference it is not likely that it would have sanc-

tioned any reconquest of Latin America. As Canning him.self said, the

news of the Monroe Doctrine gave the couf de grace to the whole
idea. There was no conference.

When President Monroe and his advisers discussed the import of

Rush’s despatches they did not know of this Polignac Memorandum,
although the attitude of Great Britain might be divined from the
earlier warning to France of March 31, 1823, or from Canning-’s pro-
posal to Rush. The Government at Washington was excessively wor-
ried, during these weeks of deliberation, in October and November,
over what were esteemed to be significant communications from the
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Russian Minister at Washington. The first of these announced that

the Czar^ in conformance with the principles of his allies^ would not

receive any agents whatsoever from any of the rebel governments in

America. It suggestively expressed satisfaction that the United States,

in recognizing the independence of those governments, had proclaimed

its intention to continue neutral. A second note declared the Emperor^s

policy in general to be that of guaranteeing the tranquillity of all the

states of which the civilhed world was comfosed—this meant the su-

premacy of Spain over her colonies, the Minister explained, when

pointedly asked by Adams at the Presidents request. To Monroe and

his advisers, all except the perspicacious Secretary of State, it looked

as though Alexander I intended to back up an intervention of the

allied powers. Adams was reasonably confident that the British Govern-

ment would oppose such a move even if the Allies could agree on it,

which he considered unlikely. Canning^s very proposal to the United

States suggested that European intervention would not be likely. He
realized that England had already separated from her allies of 1814.

The President and the other members of the Cabinet did not feel

so easy about Europe as did the Secretary of State. Let us now turn to

the deliberations in Monroe’s Cabinet that took place after the Presi-

dent opened Richard Rush’s despatches of the late summer of 1823.



CHAPTER V

Vronoimcement and Effect of the Monroe Doctrine

(182^-1826)

THE “crisis” implied by Rush’s accounts of his interviews with Canning

impressed President Monroe prodigiously. Upon receipt of Rush’s des~

patches^ which arrived in Washington a few days before Adams’s return

from a long visit to Massachusetts, Monroe sought the advice of two

of the three elder statesmen and former Presidents: Thomas Jefferson

and James Madison, both of whom had dealt with the great territorial

problems that had arisen in North America from the disruption of the

Spanish Empire. He did not consult the one other ex-President, John
Adams, perhaps because that elder statesman’s competent son would
soon be at hand. To his fellowWirglnians Monroe declared that he be-

lieved the United States ought to accept the overture of Great Britain.

They agreed. Jefferson, who had been reading the Abbe DePradt’s
new book on Eurofe after the Congress of Aix-la'-Chafelley responded
as follows:

Our first and fundamental maxim should be never to entangle ourselves
in the broils of Europe, our second never to suffer Europe to intermeddle
with Cis-Atlantic affairs. America, North and South, has a set of interests

distinct from those of Europe, and peculiarly her own. She should therefore
have a system of her own, separate and apart from that of Europe. . . o Great
Britain is the nation which can do us the most harm of any one, or all, on
earth; and with her on our side we need not fear the whole world. With her
then we should most sedulously cherish a cordial friendship; and nothing
would tend more to knit our affections than to be fighting once more, side
by side, in the same cause. Not that I would purchase even her amity at the
price of taking part in her wars. But the war in which the present proposition
might engage us, should that be its consequence, is not her war, but ours.
It's [stc] object is to introduce and establish the American system, of keeping
out of our land all foreign fowersf- of never permitting those of Europe to
intermeddle with the affairs of our nations. It is to maintain our own principle,
not to depart from it , ,

60
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Jefferson had considered carefully the coveted island of, Cuba, when

he pondered over Canning^s fourth proposition: ^^That we aimed at no

portion of the Spanish colonies for ourselves.” The sage of Monticello

felt that such a self-denial would be worth the price of making it, par-

ticularly because it would bind England too, and it would not necessarily

prevent the annexation of a free Cuba some day to the United States.’

Madison was entirely in favor of accepting the proposal of a joint

Anglo-American pronouncement. He would even go a step farther: he

suggested that the two powers join also in condemning French inter-

vention in Spain and in a declaration on behalf of the revolted Greeks

in southeastern Europe. ^There ought not to be any backwardness,” he

thought, “in meeting her [Great Britain] in the way she has proposed.

. . . Our co-operation is due to ourselves and to the world: and whilst

it must ensure success in the event of an appeal to force, it doubles the

chance of success without that appeal.” ^

In the Cabinet all except Adams also favored the joint declaration.

Secretary of War John C. Calhoun was the greatest alarmist of all. He
thought this step necessary to detach Great Britain from the Holy Alli-

ance ^—this certainly showed little comprehension of European politics

of that day. If the United States remained neutral, he declared, Great

Britain would join the intervention of the Holy Alliance—then after

South America would come the turn of North America, in order to put

down the original and most successful example of democratic rebellion.

Attorney-General Wirt questioned the wisdom of committing the United

States to any forceful resistance of Intervention, whatever pronouncement

were made
3
he stressed the fact that the people would not fight for the

independence of South America.

We may be sure that no member of the Administration, except pos-

sibly Calhoun, was in favor of war even in alliance with Great Britain.

All agreed that the occasion called for a systematic exposition of foreign

policy. It was the Presidents own suggestion that such a statement

should be Included in his forthcoming annual message to the Congress

on the state of the Vniond Then It would be an executive monologue

rather than a part in a diplomatic dialogue ® which conceivably could be

construed as a position taken In regard to a particular nation.

John Quincy Adams saw a catch in the British proposal. “The object

of Canning,” he said, “appears to have been to obtain some public pledge

from the Government of the United States, ostensibly against the for-

cible interference of the Holy Alliance between Spain and South Amer-

Ica3 but really or especially against the acquisition to the United States
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themselves of any part of the Spanish-flmerican possessions.^^ " He had

in mind particularly Cuba and Texas, which might some day as free

people seek annexation to the United States, but never to England,

Already in April, 1823, Adams had extended the No-Transfer principle

of 18 1 1 (then limited to territory adjoining the southern boundary of

the United States”) to the island of Cuba/ which he felt must not only

never pass into the possession of another European power, but also must

some day be annexed to the United States if only by what he called the

law of political gravitation. Thus did a patriotic and conscientious states-

man, who so recently had won title for his country to the shore of the

Pacific Ocean, launch the No-Transfer principle upon the seaways that

would control the future naval communications between the two coasts

of North America.

We know today that the motive of the Canning proposal was not

frincifdly to pledge the United States against the acquisition of further

territory out of the dissolving Spanish Empire, although an incidental

purpose certainly was just that, particularly as to Cuba." We have seen

that his principal purpose was rather to make convenient use of the

United States in the scale of world politics to balance against setbacks

which British diplomacy had suffered from the continental Allies.

With shrewd instinct Adams sensed this. 'T remarked,'' he records,

^ffhat the communications recently received from the Russian Minister,

Baron Tuyl [Ar]
,
afforded, as I thought, a very suitable and convenient

opportunity for us to take our stand against the Holy Alliance, and at

the same time to decline the overture of Great Britain. It would be more
candid, as well as more dignified, to avow our principles explicitly to
Russia and France, than to come in as a cock-boat in the wake of the
British man-of-war."

In the end Adams s advice on this point prevailed. He further per-
suaded the President not to champion the Spanish or Greek revolutions
in his message. He advised against all interference with the political

concerns of Europe. He urged the President to express the hope and
expectation that the European powers would equally abstain from any
attempt to spread their principles in the American Hemisphere, or to
subjugate by force any part of these continents to their willd'- On this last
point, which coincided with the ideas of Jefferson, Adams was repeating
an idea common to all the elder statesmen. Thus before the pro-
nouncement of the Monroe Doctrine Adams had urged all three of its

principal dicta, the non-colonization principle (which was original with
him, although rooted in the No-Transfer principle and the North Ameri-
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can territorial questions of the period)
,
abstention from European wars

and entanglements (which was instinctive with the statesmen of North

American independence)
3
and exclusion of Europe from the American

Hemisphere, a new corollary of Washington's Farewell Address, which

had crystallized during the many public discussions of policy that at-

tended the revolution of the Spanish colonies. If we mean putting all

these ideas together at the right time and pronouncing them with a

strong republican tone, John Quincy Adams more than any other one

man helped formulate the Monroe Doctrine in 1823. But President

Monroe was responsible for the message, the Secretary of State de-

ferred properly to the President’s leadership, and the Doctrine appro-

priately bears Monroe’s name.

Here is precisely what the original Monroe Doctrine said, in its

principal passages, which are taken verbathn et literatim from the

President’s message of December 2, 1823:^^

^^At the proposal of the Russian Imperial Government, made through the

Minister of the Emperor, residing here, a full power and instructions have

been transmitted to the Minister of the United States at St. Petersburg, to

arrange by amicable negotiation, the respective rights and interests of the two

Nations on the North West Coast of this Continent. A similar proposal has

been made by His Imperial Majesty, to the Government of Great Britain,

which has likewise been acceded to. The Government of the United States

has been desirous by this friendly proceeding, of manifesting the great value

which they have invariably attached to the friendship of the Emperor, and

their solicitude to cultivate the best understanding with his Government. In

the discussions to which this interest has given rise, and in the arrangements

by which they may terminate, the occasion has been judged proper, for assert-

ing as a principle in which the rights and interests of the United States are

involved, that the American Continents, by the free and independent condi-

tion wEich they have assumed and maintain, are henceforth not to be consid-

ered as subjects for future colonization by any European Power, . . .

^Ht was stated at the commencement of the last session, that a great effort

was then making in Spain and Portugal, to improve the condition of the

people of those countries; and that it appeared to be conducted with extraor-

dinary moderation. It need scarcely be remarked, that the result has been,

so far, very different from what was then anticipated. Of events in that

quarter of the Globe, with which we have so much intercourse, and from

which we derive our origin, w^e have always been anxious and interested

spectators. The Citizens of the United States cherish sentiments the most

friendly, in favor of the liberty and happiness of their fellowmen on that side

of the Atlantic. In the wars of the European powers, in matters relating to

themselves, we have never taken any part, nor does it comport with our pol-

icy, so to do. It is only when our rights are invaded, or seriously menaced,

that we resent injuries, or make preparation for our defense. With the move-
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ments in this Hemisphere v/e are of necessity more immediately connected^

and by causes which must be obvious to all enlightened and impartial observ-

ers. The political system of the allied powers, is essentially different in this

respect from that of America. This difference proceeds from that, which

exists in their respective Governments, and to the defence of our own, which

has been atchieved by the loss of so much blood and treasure, and matured

by the wisdom of their most enlightened citizens, and under which we have

enjoyed unexampled felicity, this whole nation is devoted. We owe it there-

fore to candor, and to the amicable relations existing between the United

States and those powers, to declare that we should consider any attempt on

their part to extend their system to any portions of this Hemisphere, as dan-

gerous to our peace and safety. With the existing Colonies or dependencies

of any European power, we have not interfered, and shall not interfere. But

wn'th the Governments who have declared their Independence, and main-

tained it, and whose Independence we have, on great consideration, and on

just principles, acknowledged, we could not view any interposition for the

purpose of oppressing them, or controuling in any other manner, their destiny,

by any European power, in any other light, than as the manifestation of an

unfriendly disposition towards the United States. In the war between those

new governments and Spain, we declared our neutrality, at the time of their

recognition, and to this w^e have adhered, and shall continue to adhere, pro-

vided no change shall occur, which in the judgment of the competent authori-

ties of this Government, shall make a corresponding change, on the part of

the United States, indispensable to their security.

^^The late events in Spain and Portugal, show that Europe is still unset-

tled. Of this important fact, no stronger proof can be adduced, than that the

allied powers should have thought it proper, on any principle satisfactory to

themselves, to have interposed by force, in the internal concerns of Spain. To
what extent, such interposition may be carried, on the same principle, is a

question, in which all Independent powers, whose Governments differ from

theirs, are interested; even those most remote, and surely none more so' than

the United States. Our policy in regard to Europe, which was adopted at an

early stage of the wars which have so long agitated that quarter of the Globe,

nevertheless remains the same, which is, not to interfere in the internal con-

cerns of any of its powers; to consider the Government de facto; as the legiti-

mate for us; to cultivate friendly relations with it, and to preserve those rela-

tions by a frank, firm and manly policy, meeting in all instances, the just

claims of every power; submitting to injuries from none. But, in regard to

those continents, circumstances are eminently and conspicuously different. It

is impossible that the allied powers, should extend their political systems, to

any portion of either continent, without endangering our peace and happiness,

nor can anyone believe, that our Southern Brethren, if left to themselves,

would adopt it of their own accord. It is equally impossible, therefore, that

we should behold such interposition in any form with indifference. If we
look to the comparative strength and resources of Spain and those new Gov-
ernments, and their distance from each other, it must be obvious that she can
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never subdue them. It is still the true policy of the United States, to leave the

parties to themselves, in the hope, that other powers will pursue the same
coursed^

The text of the Monroe Doctrine itself has overshadowed the diplo-

matic communications which were made at the time to Russia and to

Great Britain. These were drafted by John Quincy Adams and dis-

cussed in Cabinet. The President as a result of the discussions modified

them slightly, mostly for amenity^s sake. Not published until many
years later by historians, they fill out the picture of Latin American

policy that was formulated in the historic deliberations of President

Monroe^s Cabinet.

The first of these was a formal note to the Russian Minister, Novem-
ber 15, 1823. It acknowledged his communication of October 16 and

in carefully courteous language explained why the United States, acU

ing in its sovereign capacity on principles different from Russians, had

recognized the independence of the Latin American republics and

received their agents. Later, November 27, 1823, John Quincy Adams
read to the Baron von Tuyll a lengthy supplementary statement en-

titled ^Observations on the Communications recently received from

the Minister of Russia.” The Government of the United States, ex-

plained the Secretary, while recognizing the right of nations to estab-

lish and modify their own governments according to their own judg-

ments, and while itself espousing the republican principle, had not

sought by the propagation of its own principles to disturb the peace

or to intermeddle with the policy of any part of Europe. It had recog-

nized the established independence of the former Spanish colonies and

entered into political and commercial relations with them, ^Telations

the more important to the interests of the United States, as the whole

of those emancipated Regions are situated m their o^jon Hemisfhere^

and as the most extensivey fofulous and powerful of the new Nations

are in their immediate vicinity; and one of them bordering ufon the

Territories of this UnionT^^ In the existing contest between these

states and their mother-country it would remain neutral as long as the

European powers did. ^Tn the general declarations [of the Russian

Minister] that the allied Monarchs will never compound, and never

will even treat with the Revolution and that their policy has only for

its object by forcible interposition to guaranty the tranquillity of all the

States of which the civilized world is comfosedy the President wishes

to perceive sentiments, the application of which is limited, and intended

in their results to be limited to the Affairs of Europe. That the sphere
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of their operations was not intended to embrace the United States of

America, nor any portion of the American Hemispheres^

Finally, this statement to Russia ended with a declaration of policy

that included a principle not wholly embodied in the text of the con-

temporaiy Presidential message, namely the No-Transfer principle:

‘^Hhat the United States of America, and their Government, could not

see with indifference, the forcible interposition of any European Power,

other than Spain, either to restore the dominion of Spain over her

emancipated Colonies in America, or to establish Monarchical Govern-

ments in those Countries, or to transfer any of the possessions here-

tofore or yet subject to Spain in the American Hemisphere, to any

other European power.”

Is it not clear that the expanding territorial questions of the West

and Far West, meaning simply the Continental RefubliCy were moving

the President and his Secretary of State as they formulated these fun-

damental principles of foreign policy so vital to their native land?

The response to Canning^s proposal to Rush was in the form of in-

structions by the Secretary of State to the Minister in London, dated

November 29, 1823. These declared that the United States was in

agreement with the points proposed by Canning Ij there were coupled

to them a recognition of the independence of the Latin American

states. Only on this basis would the United States be willing to move
in parallel but separate action with Great Britain. ‘^^Should an emer-

gency occur, in which a joint manifestation of opinion by the two gov-

ernments may tend to influence the Councils of the European allies,

either in the aspect of persuasion or of admonition, you will make it

known to us without delay, and we shall according to the principles

of our government, and in the forms prescribed by our Constitution,

cheerfully join in any act by which we may contribute to support the

cause of human freedom, and the independence of the South American

nations.”

This, of course, left to Congress responsibility for 'any possible joint

action under the circumstances that might exist in the unknown future.

It should be said that, because Canning had never referred again to

his famous proposals, Rush did not even convey to him the sense of

these instructions.

Nor was Adams willing to concert with Great Britain on the No-
Transfer Policy. In a separate instruction to Rush of November 30,
devoted to the possibility of a European Congress on Spanish America,
the Secretary stressed the policy of his country in recognizing the in-
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dependence of the new states, and in opposing the transfer of sov~

ereignty over American territory. ^^So long as Great Britain withholds

the recognition of that [independence],” he stated, addressing him-

self to the idea of concert of policy with Great Britain, ^Ve may, as

we certainly do, concur with her in the aversion to the transfer to any

other power of any of the Colonies in this Hemisphere, heretofore or

yet, belonging to Spaing but the principles of that aversion, so far as

they are common to both parties, resting only upon a casual coincidence

of interests, in a national point of view selfish on both sides, would be

liable to dissolution by every change of phase in the aspect of Euro-^

pean politics.”

The unexpected news of the Monroe Doctrine piqued Canning and

nettled the continental chancelleries, despite their professions of in-

difference and contempt for it. Nevertheless financial securities of the

new states rose on the London exchange, and those of Spain fell, as

they did also in Paris, as soon as the message became known.^® After

hls settlement directly with Polignac, Canning successfully persuaded

the United States to regard as confidential his proposal, or as he now

chose to call it, his tentative ^^sounding” of Rush. He did not wish

to enhance the prestige of the United States at Britain’s expense in the

eyes of the Latin American nations. He did not want them to know

that the United States had insisted, as the price of any joint demarche^

on Britain’s recognition of the independence of their republics. He
wished Great Britain to get exclusive credit In their eyes—and cor-

responding influence—for frustrating any conceivable European inter-

vention. This is why the Monroe Doctrine vexed him so.

After the President’s message reached Europe, the British Foreign

Minister had the Polignac Memorandum lithographed and passed

around to offset Monroe’s statement and to help undo the diplomatic

defeat suffered at the hands of Richard Rush and John Quincy

Adamsv^ But he soon learned to make the best of the new American

doctrine ostensibly, and he even took some credit for it with his own

diplomatic service. Unblushingly he allowed that the President had

^^asslsted” him In safeguarding Latin America. ^Hhe effect of the ultra-

liberalism of our Yankee co-operators,” he wrote to his minister in

Washington, ^^or the ultra-despotism of Aix-la-Chapelle allies, gives

me just the balance that I wanted.” Without the slightest diffidence

he later personally assumed credit for the independence of the new

states which American diplomacy had by then impelled Great Britain
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to recognize for her best interests. called the New World into

existence/’ he boasted in 18265 redress the balance of the Old.”

However distasteful the use of the pronoun^ or unjustified the asser-

tion itself, it revealed the motive: to use the United States for the pur-

pose of British diplomacy in keeping the balance of power in Europe.

The aim of American diplomacy was exactly the opposite: to keep the

independent republics of the New World separated from the power-

politics of Europe. Whatever the other motives of the Latin American

policy of the United States, that aim remained constant.

In Latin America the liberal elements received the Monroe Doc-

trine most cordially.-^ They did not fail immediately to perceive its

useful diplomatic possibilities for themselves. Two governments, Brazil

and Colombia, endorsed it. But the men who governed the new states

realized that it was the British navy that counted more than the re-

publican ideals of President Monroe. The conservative leaders, those

distrustful of republicanism and leaning toward monarchy, in short the

pro-British contingents, disliked the Doctrine. If there had been any
original doubt in their minds about what governed the situation, it was
removed when the United States declined the overtures of five of the

new states either for actual alliance, as in the case of Chile (1824),
Colombia (1824), and Brazil (1825), or assurance of contingent assist-

ance, as requested by Mexico (1825) and the United Provinces of the

Rio de la Plata (1826) for the enforcement of the Doctrine, and
when it showed no enthusiasm for a general Pan American mutual
defense pact such as was projected at the abortive inter-American con-
ference at Panama in 1826, to which the United States sent delegates
so belatedly that they failed to get there in timed^

If the replies of the United States to these several solicitations were
evasive, it must be noted that except in the case of Mexico the im-
portunities were only nominally against the Holy Alliance^ really it

was the hope of each state to involve the United States in the existing

war against the mother country, or in the instance of the United Prov-
inces, in their war against Brazil.

Colombia was the first to inquire just how the United States in-
tended to enforce the Doctrine, and to ascertain whether it could not
be turned to some immediate advantage. Acting on instructions from
his government, the Colombian Minister at Washington asked;

Hn what manner the Government of the United States intends to resist
on Its part any interference of the Holy Alliance for the purpose of subjugat-
mg the new Republics or interfering in their political forms: if it will enter
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into a Treaty of Alliance with the Republic of Colombia to save America in

general from the calamities of a despotic system; and finally if the Govern-
ment of Washington understands by foreign interference the employment of

Spanish forces against America at the time when Spain is occupied by a French
Army, and its Government under the influence of France and her Allies/’

By this time the Polignac Memorandum was known in Washington.

Everybody realized Spain could get no help in Europe.

Adams answered that the fact that Spain was occupied by France

would not change the neutrality of the United States in regard to the

employment of Spanish forces in America. The action which the United

States might take in any future emergency would depend on Congress.

As to the invitation for an actual alliancOj the Secretary of State re-

sponded:

"^^As however the occasion for this resort [the President laying the matter

before Congress] could arise only by a deliberate and concerted system of

the allied Powers to exercise force against the freedom and independence of

your Republic; so it is obvious that the United States could not undertake re-

sistance to them by force of Arms, without a previous understanding with

those European Powers, whose Interests and whose principles would secure

from them an active and efficient co-operation in the cause— This there is

no reason to doubt, could be obtained, but it could only be effected by a nego-

tiation preliminary to that of any alliance between the United States and the

Colombian Republic, or in any event coeval with it,”

That is to say^ in John Quincy Adams’s own words, the effectiveness

of the Monroe Doctrine depended not only upon Congress but also

upon Great Britain. After such a statement it was not unnatural that

the Latin American states leaned heavily on British patronage in the

rivalry for prestige, trade, and influence that ensued between Great

Britain and the United States.^® British predominance as a low-cost

manufacturing nation and as a source of loans to the new governments

also proved irresistible attractions.

Nothing is clearer from these diplomatic exchanges of the United

States with some of the new states, and from debates in Congress, par-

ticularly on the Panama Congress, than the unilateral and non-bind-

ing character of the Doctrine. As President, John Quincy Adams would

have been willing to have the United States delegates to Panama em-

powered to sign a convention aJEirming, as doctrines of inter-American

public law, the principles of nonintervention and non-colonization, with-

out any pledge to enforce them other than in the territory of each sig-

natory. But the debates left no doubt that Congress was opposed even
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to this. Perhaps the best exposition of the equivocal force of the Doc-

trine is to be read in a despatch sent to the United States Minister in

Buenos Aires, in 1828:

^^The declaration of the late President^ explained Secretary of State

Henry Clay, ^hvas that of the head of the Executive Government of the

United States. Although there is every reason to believe that the policy which

it announced was in conformity with the opinion both of the nation and of

Congress, the declaration must be regarded as having been voluntarily made,

and not as conveying any pledge or obligation, the performance of which

foreign nations have a right to demand. When the case shall arrive, if it

should ever occur, of such an European interference as the message supposes,

and it becomes consequently necessary to decide whether this country will

or will not engage in war, Congress alone, you well know, is competent, by

our Constitution, to decide that question. In the event of such an interference,

there can be but little doubt that the sentiment contained in President Mon-
roe^s message, would still be that of the People and Government of the

United States.”

Great Britain was no more willing than the United States to pledge

herself, after the Polignac Memorandum, to help the new states of

Latin America resist any future attack.^*^

Historical scholars have agreed that there was no real danger of

Allied Intervention by force to restore Spanish America to Spain. Any
conceivable danger that there might have been, from France, was

stopped by the Polignac Memorandum. Because of this, there has been

a tendency to dismiss the Monroe Doctrine as a mere trumpet-blast

safely and somewhat impudently blown behind the protection of the

British navyq and from that to conclude that it did no real good to

Latin America.

This is an exaggerated and distorted view. We have observed that

Monroe and his advisers did not know of the Polignac Memorandum.
Canning had them scared. Except for John Quincy Adams they really

feared that some sort of European mischief was afoot in the New
World at the cost of republican independence, and even he was nervous.

^T consider the cause of that country [South America], as essentially

our own,^^ wrote the President to Jefferson sending him a copy of the

message just off the press. ^^That the crisis is fully as menacing, as has

been supposed, is confirmd {sic\ by recent communication, from an-

other quarter [Russia]. , . Under these circumstances the an-

nouncement of the Monroe Doctrine was a courageous' and independent
act calculated to suit the policy of the United States rather than that
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of Great Britain. It is true that the Doctrine had no real force behind

it. It was only a pronouncement, if you please, but it contained power-
ful words nevertheless, words that both served the immediate interests

of the United States and exalted for the whole Hemisphere the ideals

of independence and the sovereignty of the people. Xhe immediate

service to the New World of the Monroe Doctrine at the time of its

origin was not in preventing European intervention against the inde-

pendence of an American state but in galvanizing the preponderant

refubUcan character of the new states at the outset. In doing this it

was loyal to the ideology of the Anglo-American Revolution and the

French Revolution, both of which were anathema to the Holy Alli-

ance and to Tory England. It would be a long time, if ever, before

the United States would be in a position alone to make good all these

words in the face of any conceivable challenge, but they did honor as

they were uttered to the statesman who formulated them, to the

President who spake them, to the republic which sponsored them, and

to the New World which listened to them.

The Monroe Doctrine, following the earlier recognition by the

United States of the republics of Latin America, had the effect of im-

pelling Great Britain at last to recognize the independence of the new

states de jure in 1825, despite their distasteful form of republican gov-

ernment. Her immediate consolation was the continuation of monarchy

in Brazil after the separation from Portugal In 1822. British good

offices in 1825 brought about a peaceful recognition by the King of

Portugal of his son as Emperor of Brazil. ‘^Tt was a blow,^^ records the

British authority, Professor Webster, ^ffo the United States, which

had sought by the inculcation of republican institutions and separation

from Europe to enforce its own leadership of the New World.”

Later, in 1828, British diplomacy won another triumph by mediating

successfully between Brazil and the United Provinces of the Plata to

establish the independent Republic of Uruguay.

Following the Era of Emancipation the principal objective of the

United States in dealing with the South American nations, and one of

the purposes of its diplomacy with all of Latin America, was the nego-

tiation of treaties of amity, commerce and navigation that would con-,

form with the model Plan of 1776 for treaties with foreign powers,

on which the general treaty structure of the nation rested. These prin-

ciples were: reciprocal equality of commerce and navigation on the

conditional most-favored-nation basis, and the mooted dicta of inter-
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national law known as the Freedom of the Seas/^ Great Britain had

refused to accept such treaties with the United States^ and after the

Napoleonic period France and Russia had gone over to British prac-

tice. In her treaties with the Latin American nations Great Britain

rejected the American dicta. Thus the treaties of the United States with

the new republics during the period 1824 to 1854 were a distinct con-

tribution to the new liberal order of trade, navigation and international

law for the opening to foreign commerce of the British colonial em-

pire and the eventual adoption of the Freedom of the Seas by the great

naval powers in the Declaration of Paris of 1856. It was the Anglo-

American Revolution of 1776 which began this political and economic

liberation. The Industrial Revolution ensured its final success.

After 1826 South America ceased to have for the United States the

dominant interest which had animated the nation since the War of

1812. Latin American policy focused again on continental borderlands

that stood in the pathway of expansion to the Pacific Ocean, and then

on the seaways and their island outposts that controlled the isthmian

transit between the two ocean coasts of North America. This was a

renewal and an extension of the great territorial questions of North

America that had controlled that policy from the beginning. We must

now turn to the Manifest Destiny of the United States as it worked

itself out in the establishment of a Continental Republic and to its

further expression in the Latin American policy of the United States.

* These dicta were

:

Free ships free goods, except for contraband of war.

Freedom of neutrals to trade between port and port of a belligerent, except for

contraband of war.

A carefully defined and restricted list of contraband, expressly excepting naval stores

and foodstuffs.

Blockades to be binding must be real, that is to say, maintained by a sufficient num-
ber of ships really to prevent access to an enemy port.



CHAPTER VI

The Majitjest Destiny of Continental Rxfansion

(182J-1860)

I

THE Monroe Doctrine, which capped the foundations of American

diplomacy in 1823, was not a self-denial ordinance. The last thing

that the statesmen who formulated it would have wished to do was to

deny to the United States any further expansion in that part of the world

where the Doctrine said hands-off to Europe, particularly in contiguous

regions of the former Spanish Empire in North America, and the

island of Cuba. We have seen that one of the purposes of the inde-

pendent pronouncement of the Doctrine was to avoid such a self-denial.

At the same time there was no thought of other than peaceful expan-

sion. John Quincy Adams had gone further than the strict requirements

of national security against a sudden transfer of territory from one

European monarchy to another. His treaties with Great Britain (1818)

and Spain (1819) were deliberate steps of transcontinental expansion,

taken in the seven-league boots of Adamsonian diplomacy. His goal

was the Pacific Ocean. As during the Era of Emancipation the Latin

American policy of the United States focused first and foremost on

the Floridas and on Cuba, so after the settlement of the Florida ques-

tion and the independence of continental Latin America it concentrated

on the next contiguous borderland, and still on the island of Cuba.

South America speedily slipped away from official interest and public

notice. After 1823 we can no longer explain Latin American policy

by the requirements of national security, that is security of the original

territory of the republic of 1783, not to mention the Louisiana Pur-

chase
5
we must interpret it in terms of the Manifest Destiny of a fu-‘

ture Continental Republic and the larger problems of security that

developed from that.

73
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The actual phrase Manifest Destiny does not appear until the high-

tide of the expansionist movement in 1845/ The feeling of it was in

the air and the meaning of it was in the minds of North American

statesmen^ and the people sensed it from the time of the Louisiana

Purchase
5
in fact^ it was as old as the westward-moving frontiers Jef-

ferson, who had started Lewis and Clark across the continent before

he knew he had bought Louisiana from Napoleon, had long believed

that it was in the manifest course of events for the United States peace-

ably to displace Spain and even Britain in North America. We have

seen that John Quincy Adams thought so too, that he believed that

^hhe world [should] be familiarized with the idea of considering our

proper dominion to be the continent of North America.” Peaceful con-

tinental expansion came to be the most popular credo of American na-

tionalism in the first half of the nineteenth century, and this despite

the political division on the issue of slavery in the new territories. The
United States acquired the whole western territory from the Missis-

sippi River to the Pacific Ocean without unjustly despoiling any civi-

lized nation, and this statement holds good for the war with Mexico
presently to be discussed. From these territorial acquisitions there re-

sulted no appreciable dominion over alien peoples (always excepting,

of course, the aborigines, if they can be called alien).

There are those historical philosophers who deprecate the Manifest

Destiny of an agrarian continental expansion equally with a later more
spurious Manifest Destiny of twentieth-century imperialism and who
pitilessly pick to pieces its catchwords and its slogans. These same
thinkers would fain believe that the United States must exercise its

power and its resources to lead the whole world toward great humani-
tarian ideals. They, forget that such elements of greatness rest upon
the position of the'nation and the character of its people as a Conti-

nental Republic. The. Manifest Destiny of continental expansion has

been the strongest and most enduring expression of American national-

ism, and nationalism is still the strongest historical force in the modern
world.

When the United States recognized the independence of Mexico
'^SLSt northern territories of that republic were almost

devoid of civilized inhabitants—indeed the passes of the '^ocky Moun-
tains and the great interior basin between them and California (western
Colorado, Utah, Nevada) were still unexplored. Filibustering raids and
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frontier anarchy had all but depopulated Texas of its frontier out-

posts of Spanish colonists. In the upper Rio Grande Valley, from El

Paso north to Santa Fe and Taos, lived the most numerous population,

about 40,0005 of these a third were Pueblo Indians, the remainder

mostly mestizo Spanish-speaking inhabitants.® California contained

about thirty-five hundred settlers who had gone there under Spanish

sovereignty, grouped in little clusters at meager river valleys near the

sea, from San Diego to San Francisco Bay, the most northern outpost

of the old authority. On the eastern fringe, above the new States of

Louisiana and Missouri, the great plains of the Louisiana Puixhase

stretched unsettled by civilized people. North of them the continent

extended still empty to the freezing seas of the Arctic Ocean, except

for a few score of British traders in the Columbia Valley and a handful

of Russians at Sitka.

Mexico was the seat of an ancient aboriginal people upon whom the

Spanish had imposed a feudal structure of colonial administration, re-

placed after 1822 by the rule of a narrow creole minority. There was

little indication that independent Mexico would people and govern

those empty areas of the north to which she had won unquestioned

sovereignty by her successful revolution from Spain. She could popu-

late them only by the risky expedient of inviting colonization from

the outside. In Texas, California and New Mexico, the Mexican Gov-

ernment exerted only the feeblest authority.

There was little possibility of effectively administering or even po-

licing capably the uninhabited appanages marked by the political fron-

tier that Spain had ratified in 1821. From the Mississippi Valley into

the Louisiana Purchase the advance pioneers of a westward-moving,

state-making population were trekking toward that new frontier from

the United States, with nothing but an unsurveyed boundary to bar

them in those solitudes of the continent. It did indeed seem the mani-

fest destiny of the United States to spill over into these empty western

spaces and to push its political frontiers through at least to the Rio

Grande River and the coast of California.

No sooner had Adams become President in 1825 than he tried to

“rectify” the boundary of that Texas from which the advice of Presi-

dent Monroe and his Cabinet had deflected him in the negotiation of

the Transcontinental Treaty. There was no longer any aivided counsel

on Latin American policy, for the new President had appointed his old

fival Henry Clay as Secretary of State, thus apparently settling him

in the traditional succession to the White House.
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It was Clay who sent the instructions to Joel Poinsett, first Minister

of the United States to Mexico, to approach that government. After

failing to secure ^^rectification’^ by simply asking for it, the United

States was willing in 1827 to offer graduated prices for a ^ffectification^^

of the frontier of 1819 as far westward as possible: to the Rio Grande

and Pecos Rivers; if not, then the line of the Colorado River (of the

Gulf of Mexico), or at least the Brazos. For the boundary of the Rio

Grande Adams was willing to pay one million dollars, for the Colorado

half a million. In any of these proposed rectifications the new boundary

WTuld run north from the river source to meet the old treaty boundary

of iSipd Clay thought that the difficulties which Mexico was already

having with American immigrants in Texas might induce her to sell

to avoid later trouble. Poinsett sensed so much opposition to a rectifica-

tion—unless it were to move the boundary back to the Mississippi!—
that he refrained from making a formal proposal.

Of course it w^as not improper to offer to buy territory from a

neighbor. The peaceful nature of the proposal is to be measured by

the reaction to an unwillingness to sell. When it was apparent that

Mexico 'would not sell, Adams gave up the idea, and Poinsett signed

a treaty of limits which confxrmed the boundary of the Transcontinental

Treaty with Spain. If Mexico had been willing to sell she would have
avoided the whole later Texas question, and the Mexican War that

resulted from it, and the ensuing great territorial cession of 1848.

Andrew Jackson was a far more fiery apostle of Manifest Destiny
than the peaceful ildams. As Clay had done in Congress, he blamed
Adams for having lost Texas in 1819. As President he countenanced a

boundary dispute with Mexico as to the identity of the Sabine River.

He too tried in vain to buy Texas, and more than- Texas, from Mexico.
He authorized his minister plenipotentiary, Anthony Butler, to offer

any reasonable price for a new transcontinental frontier below Adamses
line of 1819: the Rio Grande north to 37° North Latitude and thence
due west to the Pacific Ocean so as to include San Francisco Bay—

a

million square miles of territory which at that time seemed of little

value. Mexico refused to sell even Texas, not to mention the territory

to the west. She further refused to ratify a treaty of amity and com-
merce, which Jacksoffis plenipotentiary had signed in 1826, until the
United States would ratify the boundary treaty of 1828. The two
treaties leceived ratification together in 1832; this again evidenced
the restraint of the United States even under President Jackson.

Meanwffiile the Texas question had arisen in Mexico. One would
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suppose that with the example of the Floridas so fresh in the history

of the borderlands, the Mexican Government would not repeat the

mistake of Spanish policy and invite immigrants from the United

States into Texas in order to plant a putatively loyal frontier colony

that would defend Mexican sovereignty over those vast distant north-

ern lands. As well might the United States today encourage Japanese

immigration into Alaska or the Argentine Republic seek for such a

reason to populate Patagonia with Nazi Germans, going through the

forms of naturalization and oaths of allegiance. Mexico actually offered

land bonuses, tax concessions, and other inducements to immigrants to

settle in Texas, well realizing that they would come mostly from the

adjacent southwestern States of the United States. While fearing such

colonization, the Mexican Government really did invite it, cautiously re-

serving to itself the right later to take such precautionary measures as

it might deem expedient for the security of the Mexican Confederation

in respect to the foreigners settling within it. Of this policy, so strange

and suicidal, the United States Government remained a passive spec-

tator. It did nothing to check emigration in that direction. A nation

of immigrant origin, it has been a constant champion of the right of

expatriation.

The immigrants from the United States for the most part proved

to be only nominal expatriates, inscribed as naturalized Mexican citi-

zens and Catholics. As ranchers and farmers they scattered over the

prairies of Texas. They retained their frontier habits, their American

customs, their English language, their Protestant religion, their state-

making proclivities. Some of them brought their slaves and were vexed

by Mexican attempts to abolish slavery. All the elements of friction
®

were present and none of effective control. Too late the Mexican Gov-

ernment realized its folly and began to restrict the privileges of the

obnoxious immigrants. This only caused more trouble and In 1835

the sudden abolition by the dictator Santa Anna of the Federal Con-

stitution of 1824, thus doing away with their constitutional state rights,

gave to the eager Texans abundant justification for secession and a

war for independence. Such an act would have caused secession and|

revolution even had the Texans lived in Ohio instead of the Mexican

state of Coahuila y Texas. At the battle of San Jacinto, April 21, 1836,

the Texans under General Sam Houston routed an army under Gen-

eral Santa Anna, and captured the dictator-President himself. Mexico

was not able to exercise sovereignty In_Texas after that date.

President Jackson has been loosely accused of plotting with his turb-
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ulent intimate and fellow-Tennesseanj Sam Houston^ who returned

to Texas in 1833 promising revolution and annexation, but there is no

convincing proof of this.® We may doubt the actual existence of un-

proven complicity if only because there was no need to conspire if the

President wanted a revolution. One was obviously in the making by

spontaneous combustion. More serious are the charges that the United

States violated the canons of neutrality in favor of the Texans during

their war against Mexico.

No one can deny the good-will of the Government, and of the people

particularly, for the embattled Texans. It reminds one of the partiality

manifested toward the earlier patriots of Spanish America, notably of

Mexico, in their struggle against Spain, although the aid to Texas was

to closer kin and on a larger scale. But Jackson coldly refused the

pleas of the Texans for armed help. He even refrained from a procla-

mation of neutrality, which would have given moral encouragement

to the cause of Texan independence by recognizing belligerency. Thus

there was no obligation on the United States as a neutral according to

the requirements of international law. Nevertheless the President in-

structed the appropriate officials to enforce the neutrality laws, which

have never prohibited citizens of the United States from expatriating

themselves, or from enlisting in the service of a foreign state, prince,

or people, once they find themselves outside the United States, or from

exporting contraband of war.

We recall all the activity of this kind, doubtless so pleasing to the

sensibilities of the reader, that went on during the Spanish American

revolution two decades earlier. What the United States neutrality laws

did prohibit was the fitting out within the United States of expeditions

to go to fight in Texas. These the Federal Government conscientiously

prosecuted when evidence was presented, but it proved impossible to

get convictions from sympathetic juries in the southwestern States just

as it was difficult to get jury convictions of privateers illegally fitted

out within the United States by South American revolutionary govern-

ments and by Mexico during the Latin American wars for independence

from Spain. But the fact that the very next year, 1837, during a rebel-

lion in Canada, the United States revised its enforcement legislation

so as to enable the seizure of vehicles as well as ships suspected of being

used to violate the law, is sufficient testimony to irresponsibility on
this score in 1836. In the case of the Texans, public opinion would not

have tolerated a neutrality stricter than that previously manifested

toward the original Latin American patriots, including Mexico. The
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wonder is that^ notwithstanding the sympathy and acts of its citizens,

the Government of the United States itself furnished no aid, overt or

covert, to Texas, and made not unreasonable efforts to prevent private

individuals from violating the neutrality lawsd

Until Texas actually declared and made good its independence,

Jackson hoped to buy the country, at least as far as the Rio Grande^

from Mexico, After the Texan victory, he thought he might arrange

through the exiled Santa Anna, who w^ent from Texas to Washington,

a purchase of Texas by treaty with Mexico. Also in Washington was

William H. Wharton, whom the Texan government had sent to

solicit recognition and annexation. A plebiscite had voted almost unan-

imously for union with the United States. Jackson told Wharton that

in order to bring about annexation Texas should immediately claim

territory through to the Pacific Coast.

^Ueneral Jackson says that Texas must claim the Californias on the

Pacific in order to paralyze the opposition of the North and East to

Annexation,^^ wrote Wharton, after a strictly confidential talk with

the President. “That the fishing interest of the North and East wish

a harbour on the Pacific; that this claim of the Californias will give

it to them and will diminish their opposition to annexation. He is very

earnest and anxious on this point of claiming the Californias and says

we must not consent to less.”
^

The Texan commissioner feared that if a treaty negotiated by Santa

Anna were rejected by the United States Senate or repudiated by

Mexico, it would leave Texas neither annexed nor recognized as inde-

pendent. Jackson responded that he would rather perish than do any-

thing injurious to Texas. No one could reasonably dispute the accom-

plished fact of Texan independence. Congress was urging recognition.

Before Jackson went out of office he yielded to Texan importunities

and recognized the independence of the new republic, March i, 1837,

a little less than eleven months after the battle of San Jacinto. This

compares with the recognition of the independence of Mexico itself

by the United States about fifteen months after the surrender of the

Spanish Viceroy in 1821. Jackson heeded WhartoTs protest the more

readily because he feared that Great Britain might recognize inde-

pendence ahead of the United States, perhaps in turn for special com-

mercial privileges, and that Texas might get tangled up diplomatically

with non-American nations in such a way as to hinder her ultimate

annexation to the United States.^

Here the President's instinct served him surely. The British Minister
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in Mexico had warned the Mexican Government of the danger of its

colonization policy and urged it to restrict the immigrant colonists.

He worked to block the efforts of the United States to buy Texas.

After the revolution Great Britain sought by diplomacy to bring about

the abolition of slavery in Texas, to prevent annexation, to erect a

barrier against Manifest Destiny, to maintain the continent divided and

balanced against the rising power of the United States, to preserve

Texas as an independent low-tariff market for British manufactures,

to have in the new state an alternate source of cotton supply and pos-

sible ally in case of trouble with the United States, in short, to keep

Texas a client state, the Uruguay of North America.

Powerful humanitarian antislavery influences in Great Britain sup-

ported and at the same time hampered this anti-United States policy:

supported it because annexation would confirm slavery in Texas, ham-
pered it because the British Government delayed recognition of Texas
hoping to secure abolition of slavery as an equivalent.

Meanwhile France recognized Texas, 1839, and in 1840 Belgium
and the Netherlands did the same. In November, 1840, Great Britain

followed suit and signed in London three treaties with Texas: (i) a

treaty of commerce and amit>4 (2) a treaty for the suppression of the

African slave trade with a (nominal) mutual right of visit and search

of suspected slavers
3 (3) ‘^a convention containing arrangements rela-

tive to the public debt,’^ which provided for British mediation between
Mexico and Texas on the basis of independence

3
if this should result

in a treaty of peace Great Britain would assume £1,000,000 sterling

worth of the foreign debt contracted by Mexico before January 31,
1835. Texan delay in ratifying the anti-slave-trade treaty prevented
the ratification of the other treaties by Great Britain. This in turn held
up the formal exchange of diplomatic representatives until both parties

had ratified all three treaties in 1842. Henceforth it became a major
effort of British policy and a minor effort of French diplomacy to block
annexation by bringing about a peace between Mexico and Texas.
Andrew Jackson left annexation to his successor and former Secretary

of State, Martin Van Buren. Notwithstanding the ardent solicitations

of Texas to be admitted into the Union, President Van Buren did not
dare to advocate it. He feared to stir up a sectional issue that might
throw his party out of power. The antislavery crusade had gathered
such force as to impede the expansionist movement, particularly into
territories propitious for slavery.

Competent scholars have disproved the old abolitionist charge that
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the slavocracy of the southern States purposefully colonized Texas with

emigrants from their section in order to bring about a revolution there

and annexation to increase the number, territory and power of slave

States in the United States. ^^The Anglo-American settlement of

Texas,^^ says Professor Barker, “begun in 1821, was a phase of the

westward movement which had already carried the frontier line from

Atlantic tidewater across the Mississippi and was soon to carry it to

the Pacific. Texas once settled, the revolution was the inevitable result

of the racial inheritances of the two peoples thus brought into political

union with one another.^^ But these immigrants carried slaver)^ into

Texas, as their fathers and brothers had brought it into Mississippi and

Missouri, and their revolution established its legality, embedded it in

their constitution.

Annexation was sure to mean a great increase in the political power

of slavery In the United States. This strengthened annexationist desires

in the South, and by the same token it weakened them in the North.

John Quincy Adams, who as Secretary of State had tried to get Texas

from Spain In 1819, and as President had tried to buy it from Mexico,

now became the most earnest opponent of annexation because it would

bring in more slave States. With Adams It was a firm stand on prin-

ciple; he had no further political ambitions. Henry Clay, expansionist

of 1812, champion of recognition of Latin American independence,

who had attacked the Transcontinental Treaty because it did not take in

Texas, who as Adamses Secretary of State had charge of the proposals

to purchase the territory, this same Henry Clay as Senator in 1837

temporized on the recognition of Texan independence. It was not that

he was an uncompromising antislavery man. What he feared for was

his political fortunes in the Whig Party. He would rather have his

country lose Texas than see himself lose the presidency.

These remarkable personal transformations illustrate the profound

effect of rising antislavery sentiment on the strongest national instinct

of the nation’s history. The antislavery leaders would deny their coun-

try’s Manifest Destiny rather than see slavery seated in further acquisi-

tions of territory. Slavery did not bring about the annexation of Texas;

on the contrary, It made it more difficult; it postponed it for eight years,

during which period Texas enjoyed a career as a full-fledged republic

of the New World, recognized as such by the United States, Great

Britain, France, Belgium and the Netherlands, and enjoying treaty rela-

tions with them all. One thing is clear to any unbiased student: neither

the United States as a government nor slavocracy as a political power
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was responsible for the settlement of Texas, its revolution, or its inde-

pendence. If any nation was responsible it was Mexico, just as Spain

was responsible for the revolution of Mexico herself and the other

Latin /American states.

O

We come now to annexation. Disappointed at being rejected by the

United States, the Texans turned to the alternative career of an inde-

pendent nation. The perennial political disturbances in Mexico and

sporadic revolts in the northern States presented a likely field for Texan

expansion by the erection of a new confederation stretching through

from the Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific, another transcontinental repub-

lic/^ rich in natural resources, a rival cotton-producing nation possessing

the finest port on the Pacific Coast, a natural medium for the diplomacy

of European powers who preferred to see North America divided into

several republics like South America rather than one strong continental

union. Sam Houston in his most expansive flights of fancy imagined

that if Texas remained independent it might some day include even

Oregon! Discount as we may the diplomatic purpose of such dreams,

the possibility of an independent Texas raised troublesome prospects

for Manifest Destiny.

President John Tyler was responsible for the annexation of Texas

in 1845, if it can be said to be due to any one man. After Van Buren^s

rejection of the Texan proposal of marriage, interest in the Lone Star

State slumbered during the remainder of his Administration. The new
Whig President of 1841, William Henry Harrison, and his Secretary

of State, Daniel Webster, were both Northerners and antislavery men,

and they were no more willing to stir up a convulsing sectional issue

in their party than Van Buren had been in his.

The Whigs represented the brains of the country more than its heart.

They were less interested in expansion than the Democrats, at any rate

more In the acquisition of Oregon and California, which would not

meet antislavery opposition, than Texas. They never were truly enough

in tune with the national continental instinct to have any real hold on

political power. Their first victory came only when they made no plat-

form and appealed to the emotions of the people in the ^dog-cabin and

hard-cideP^ campaign of 1840 (^Hippecanoe and Tyler too”). Then
they floated into office on a tide of popular weariness with the party

held responsible for panic and depression. To catch wavering votes they
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had nominated for Vice President the former Democrat, John Tyler,

of Virginia.

As a result of HarrisoTs death a few weeks after his inauguration,

Tyler unexpectedly became President. The Whigs promptly read him

out of their party when he vetoed their favorite measure, Senator

Henry Clay^s bill to reestablish a national bank. The Democrats whom
he had deserted to become a Whig Vice President would not welcome

Tyler back to their camp even after their opponents had made him

President of the United States for them. Finding himself in this pre-

dicament of a man without a party, Tyler began to stimulate popular

opinion in favor of the annexation of Texas, a measure which he be-

lieved would win him new political adherents. His Whig Secretary of

State, Daniel Webster, was opposed to the annexation of Texas but

eager to secure California. Tyler conceived the project of uniting the

annexation of Texas with that of California and a settlement of the

Oregon question in a projected tripartite agreement between the

United States, Great Britain and Mexico: Britain would be conceded

the Oregon country as far south as the Columbia River, except for the

Olympic Peninsula
5

the United States would buy California from

Mexico
3
and Mexico would set aside the purchase money to satisfy

claims of both British subjects and American citizens.

Webster liked the California-Oregon part of this plan. He sounded

Lord Ashburton informally on the idea and got a favorable response.

Webster desired to go to London to put through such a deal, thus

gracefully relieving himself of the office of Secretary of State, but he

could not persuade his friend, Edward Everett, to be shifted from the

London legation to China. So Webster fulfilled his party obligations

by resigning anyway, now that his negotiations with Lord Ashburton

over the northeastern boundary and other issues were successfully

completed. Whether Webster in this proposed tripartite coup would

have worked for Texas too, is a question.

Tyler now turned to Texas without California. He was certain that

it would be popular with both parties in the South, and he expected

that it would have so strong a national appeal that Clay and North-

erners like Van Buren and Webster would not dare to oppose it. Fur-

ther, it might rally the patriotic against a meddling England, Tyler

feared the efforts of British diplomacy to abolish slavery in Texas by

mediating between the new republic and Mexico on the basis of a recog-

nition of independence by the parent state. Abolition in Texas would

rob the South of political advantage from the absorption of that State,
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and a British ascendency in Texas might block annexation under any

circumstances. Southern leaders professed to see in British policy a step

toward abolition in the United States itself. In Webster^s place Tyler

appointed as Secretar}^ of State a well-known annexationist, Abel P„

Upshur of Virginia, close friend of John C. Calhoun, the proslavery

leader and states^ rights champion.

To Upshur fell the agreeable duty of negotiating a treaty of annex-

ation. Andrew Jackson, in retirement, urged Tyler on to obtain Texas.

The hero of New Orleans feared that, if that country should pass under

the influence of British diplomacy, its capacious harbors and firm level

plains would present an easy approach for a flank attack on the Missis-

sippi Valley—to undo the Louisiana Purchase—just as once he feared,

and with abundant reason, that Florida opened to the same danger

from the other side of the river. Texas should be ^he-annexed,” said

Old Hickory from his Hermitage in Tennessee, peaceably if we can,

forcibly if we must. He urged Sam Houston to get Texas to accept

the treaty. Upshur believed that he had lined up a constitutional major-

ity of the Senate in favor of the treaty,^® when he perished suddenly

in an accident before he had finished the negotiation. It was Calhoun

who succeeded him and signed the treaty. Thus within a few months

and without a national election did the great nullificationist follow in

the office of Secretary of State the defender of national unity and

international appeasement, Daniel Webster. Harrison^s death had

changed the whole aspect of foreign policy.

^Hhis Texan question will ride dowm and ride over every other

[question],^’ so Congressmen quoted the President as telling them.^^

Tyler sensed more fully than his political opponents the national sig-

nificance of Texas, as the events of the year 1844 will show, but his

treaty unfortunately came before the Senate, and before the people,

clothed, not in the radiant raiment of Manifest Destiny as Tyler in-

tended, but in proslavery habiliments, dressed up by Calhoun. In an

exchange of diplomatic correspondence, the Secretary of State declared

publicly to Great Britain that the United States had signed the annexa-

tion treaty precisely for the purpose of preventing abolition of slavery

there. He did this in order to identify annexation with a defense of

slavery in foreign policy as well as in domestic affairs.

Thus did Calhoun ride away on Tyler’s Texan mustang. The per-

verse display of sectionalism killed the treaty in what had been so re-

cently a tolerably w^ell-disposed Senate (35 votes against, 16 for it).

But it did not kill annexation. While the treaty was under debate the
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Whigs nominated for the presidency Senator Henr}-" Clay, who had

led the attack on annexation, and the Democrats rejecting both Tyler

and Van Buren put up James K. Polk of Tennessee, friend of Andrew

Jackson, and a downright annexationist. Ardently and unequivocally he

campaigned on the Democratic platform that called for the ^Teannexa-

tion^^ of Texas and the ^hxoccupation^^ of all of Oregon—"^Tfty-four

forty or fightd’

Old Andrew Jackson eagerly urged Polk on. Here was a double-

barreled appeal, north and south. With w^eakening emphasis Henry

Clay continued to oppose annexation. Too late he felt the ground-swell

of the continent under him. Then his political knees buckled. He hesi-

tated. In a conditional, equivocal way he declared at last for Texas:

^%ithout dishonor, without war, with common consent of the Union,

and upon just and fair terms.” He lost.

Had Clay stuck to his old popular ground as an original expansion-

ist that first made him a rising leader of the West on the eve of the

War of 1812 he might at last have become President. One cannot say,

though, that the election of 1844 was a clean-cut national decision, be-

cause an independent Free-Soil candidate sprang up in New York State

and split the antislavery opposition, throwing that decisive Statens elec-

toral votes to Polk. Nevertheless the country very definitely inter-

preted the election as the verdict for Manifest Destiny, just as many

years later the people construed the curious election of 1920 as a repu-

diation of the League of Nations. Chastened by Polk’s victory, the

Senate that had so recently wrecked Tyler’s treaty joined the House

of Representatives to support the President’s demand for annexation of

Texas by act of Congress. The necessary joint resolution was carried

just three days before Tyler left the White House. Texas now became

an international issue between the United States and Mexico, and back

of that, between the United States and Great Britain.

To block annexation, Anglo-French mediation had brought Texas to

sign a protocol of preliminaries of peace by which Mexico would con-

sent to acknowledge the independence of Texas and Texas would agree

never to annex herself or be subject to any country whatever. After the

passage of the resolution for annexation by the United States Congress,

Mexico, by an act of her Congress, signed by her President, accepted

this protocol.^^ Mexico had proposed that the mediating states guarantee

Texan independence forever. Great Britain was willing to do this, but

France refused to go that fard^ The European rivalry of Great Britain

and France prevented any genuine cooperation in the New World.
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France served to checbnate British diplomacy in North America, Eng-

land acted as a brake on French designs in South America. This is an-

other example of America’s advantage from Europe’s distresses.

The Texan Congress had a choice between annexation to the United

States and the Mexican treaty of independence. Unanimously both

houses voted for annexation, and unanimously the Senate rejected the

proposed treaty with Mexico. Thus was Texas cleared of European In-

fluence.

The Mexican Secretary of Foreign Relations had declared in 1843

that his government “would consider equivalent to a declaration of war

against the Mexican Republic the passage of an act for the incorpora-

tion of Texas with the territory of the United States
3
the certainty of

the fact being sufflcient for the immediate proclamation of war.”

When the joint resolution passed Congress in the face of this declara-

tion, the Mexican Government ended diplomatic relations with the

United States but did not Immediately declare war. Following the

Mexican warning Polk sent troops into Texas to protect the country

during the legislative process of annexation, and he made appropriate

dispositions of naval forces.

During this critical period President Polk also had his eyes on the

Pacific Coast. Like Tyler, Webster, and Jackson, not to mention John

Quincy Adams, he coveted California. He feared that Great Britain

was determined to possess that remiote Mexican department.''" This

would block the United States off from a window on the Pacific Coast

and put British pincers on Oregon north and south. He Instructed

Larkin, the Amercian consul at Monterey, to use the greatest vigilance

to prevent any European nation from acquiring possession and said that

he “could not view with indifference the transfer of California to Great

Britain or any other European Power.’”-® This confirmed, under the

mantle of the Monroe Doctrine, that interpretation which John Quincy

Adams had given to the No-Transfer Policy in 1823: not only to stop

* Historical research in British archives has shov7n that although British consuls in

California, and the British Minister in Mexico, urged their government to acquire that

Mexican province lest the United States should do so, Great Britain had no territorial

designs on it. See Ephraim D. Adams, ‘^Tnglish Interest in the Annexation of Califor-

nia,” Am. Hist. Re^j.y XIV (July, 1909), 744-63. Prof. Robert G. Cleland, A History

of Califomiay the American Feriody New York, 1926, believes that the intrigues of
these British representatives later gave Polk ample reason for believing that Great
Britain was determined to possess California. The publication of the instructions and
despatches of Thomas Murphy, Mexican Alinister in London, shows Lord Aberdeen,
the British Foreign Minister, working to prevent the annexation of California, as

well as Texas, Lord Aherdeeriy Texas y Californiay of. ciL
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the transfer of an American colonial possession (Polk restricted the

Monroe Doctrine to North America) from one European sovereign to

another^ but also to prevent any (North) American state from annexing

itself to a non-American power. Polk was determined not to admit the

European system of the balance of power to North Americad^ To offset

this he hoped for an independence movement in California"*^ to be

followed by annexation to the United States a la Texas.

Notwithstanding British attempts to block the annexation of Texas

and of California, and the Mexican posture of war, President Polk

made a decent effort to come to peaceful terms with Mexico. After

being informed by his diplomatic agents that the Mexican Government

would receive a ^ffommissioner^’ empowered to discuss outstanding dis-

putes, he sent to Mexico City a new minister plenipotentiary, John

Slidell of Louisiana, to offer terms which stopped short of insistence

upon any undisputed Mexican territory. Slidell was to try to get a new

transcontinental frontier between Mexico and the United States on the

line of the Rio Grande to El Paso and thence due west to the Pacific
5

for this he could offer $25,000,000. Indeed ^^money would be no object

when compared with the value of the acquisition.^’ If he could not

get that he could offer $5,000,000 for New Mexico (that is, the water-

shed of the Rio Grande above El Paso). The indispensable minimum
was the line of the Rio Grande which Texas had claimed as her bound-

ary without being able to occupy it successfully
3
for Mexico’s acceptance

of this, Polk’s minister could agree that the United States would release

Mexico from completing payment of about $2,000,000 of adjudicated

claims to citizens of the United States. This minimum demand is not

far from what Mexico had been willing to accept at the hands of the

Anglo-French mediation earlier in the same year 1845.

Reasonable as that was, President Polk did not get a chance to put

his peace offer before Mexico. The Herrera Government hesitated to

receive a diplomatic agent of the United States after the annexation of

Texas, for fear that such an unpopular act w^ould precipitate a revolu-

tion, When a revolution did occur without such Incitement, the succeed-

ing Paredes Government refused to see Slidell and resorted to the tech-

^ Lord Aberdeen told Murphy, the Mexican Minister at London, that the annexation

by the United States of Texas, or of California, would be contrary to British interests,

but he would not go to war to prevent either. He urged Mexico to recognize the inde-

pendence of Texas, subject to a condition of never being annexed to any other state

5

otherwise Texas would be driven into the arms of the United States
j
and he warned

the Mexican envoy that a war -with the United States would mean the loss of California

as well as Texas. Lord Aberdeen'^ Texas y Califorfria^ of, cit.
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nical objection that he was a minister plenipotentiary and not a ^Vom-

missioner^^ ad hoc such as the previous Mexican Government had agreed

to receive.-^ To have accepted Slidell as minister plenipotentiary would

have seemed to tolerate the annexation of Texas, and this Mexico would

not do, although she had been willing in the Anglo-French mediation

to recognize Texan independence providing the new republic should

never be annexed to any other power. The question was clear: was it

to be the United States or Europe that was to decide the continental

future of the United States?

Mexico had given formal notice that she would regard the annexa-

tion of Texas as equivalent to a declaration of war. Instead of taking

this challenge at its face value, Polk had gone out of his way to procure

a peaceful settlement. Only by refusing to acknowledge the undeniable

fact of Texan independence and the consequent sovereign right of self-

determination can one justify Mexico^s quibble over a technicality, her

reckless refusal to treat and her persistence in a posture of war. Below
the Rio Grande many people believed that the numerically larger army
of Mexico, particularly the reputed prowess of its cavalry, would be at

least a match for such troops as the United States would be able to put

in the field. They even hoped that Great Britain, then at odds with

the United States over the Oregon question, would come to Mexico^s

aid.~^ Was it not British policy to divide continents into as many na-

tions as possible and keep these smaller units balanced against each

other, as in South America?

It is true that it was British policy to lock the westward rolling wheels
of American continental expansion: the diplomatic history of Texas
shows that sufficiently

j
but Great Britain did not really want to fight

to prevent the United States from acquiring Oregon or Texas or Cali-

fornia. She was heavily involved in a joint intervention with France in

Uruguay and the Plata River, and in Europe the two powers were
at odds over Mediterranean questions. The British Empire was already
in a state of wearied satiation. The Little Englanders were sounding
the counsel of retreat. By 1845 London had decided to yield Oregon
to the United States up to 49 North Latitude.''" President Polkas un-
flinching nerve had won the day for Manifest Destiny, his country's
greatest urge.

Only when Polk heard that Mexico had refused to receive his emis-
sary of peace did he fall back to the use of force. He sent troops under
Geneial Taylor from Texas proper well into the disputed area between
the Nueces and the Rio Grande, with orders to repel force by force if
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Mexican troops should move north of the latter river. On April 235

1846, President Paredes of Mexico declared war, and on April 25 some

Mexican cavalry met Taylor^s forces on the Texan side of the river.

Today it seems fantastic that Mexico should have made Texan annexa-

tion a cause of war, after that republic had been so long independent

and so widely recognized, and should have actually attacked United

States troops on the disputed side of the Rio Grande. By doing so the

Mexican Government played into PolUs hands, who, after failing to

make peace, preferred to make a war—just as Napoleon III served

Bismarck’s purposes in 1870.

In the ensuing war United States troops quickly and easily occupied

California and New Mexico, meeting only a modicum of resistance.

General Taylor’s army penetrated northern Mexico, and General Scott’s

troops fought their way from Vera Cruz to the gates of Mexico City.

The de jacto government of Mexico had to make the best terms pos-

sible. That peace, imposed by a conquering army, corresponded to no

more than the maximum terms which Polk had tried so patiently to

offer through Slidell in 1845: the line of the Rio Grande to El Paso,

and thence west to the Pacific, not as conquered soil but as a purchase.

For this territory—the last real popular goal of Manifest Destiny, fol-

lowing the Oregon treaty of 1846—^the United States, w^hich had just

defeated Mexico, actually paid $18,325,000.“^ The war itself cost the

United States $100,000,000 more, and a still greater loss: several thou-

sand lives. Another article of the Treaty of Peace of Guadalupe

Hidalgo of 1848 illustrated the continental purpose of Polk’s policy.

It provided for a future agreement for the construction and use of a

road, canal, or railway via the Gila River valley.^’^ After surveys had

established the desirability of this, Mexico sold the strip to the United

States in 1853: the Gadsden Purchase, for $10,000,000 more.“®

The peace treaty contained an unique article, for those times, calcu-

lated to prevent any future wars between the two countries. Perhaps

not because of the letter of this article, but because of the spirit that

grew into it, it has been successful. Article XXI provided that in the

case of a future dispute between the two parties, they would endeavor

to settle it by peaceful process: ^^And if, by these means, they should

not be enabled to come to an agreement, a resort shall not, on this ac-

count, be had to reprisals, aggression or hostility of any kind, by the

one Republic against the other, until the Government of that which

deems itself aggrieved, shall have maturely considered, in the spirit of

peace and good ndghhourshify whether it wmuld not be better that such
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difference should be settled by the arbitration of Commissioners ap-

pointed on each side, or by that of a friendly nation. And should such

course be proposed by either party, it shall be acceded to by the other,

unless deemed by it altogether incompatible with the nature of the dif-

ference, or the circumstances of the case.”

Sober reflections on the Texas question and the War with Mexico

suggest that political anarchy and folly on the part of Mexico was as

responsible for the conflict as much as was the urge of expansion in the

United States
3
that the peace was not lacking in forbearance

5
and that

James K. Polk correctly interpreted and achieved the Manifest Destiny

of his country. The war between the United States and Mexico was

only one of numerous wars fought in the New World as well as the

Old World during the nineteenth century. It was by no means as dis-

turbing to the nations of Central and South America as the contempo-

rary British interventions in the Isthmus and the British and French

interventions in the Plata River countries. Certain it is that no country-

man of President Polk today would desire to undo either the annexa-

tion of Texas or the Mexican purchases of 1848 and 1853. They stand

with the Louisiana Purchase and the Transcontinental Treaty as the

most enduring expressions of American nationality. When in 1917 the

German Government invited Mexico, in case of a war between Germany

and the United States then impending, to make an alliance with Japan

and to fall upon the ^ffost provinces” and recover them, it met no re-

sponse either in Mexico or in Japan, and it threw the people of the

United States into a paroxysm of uncompromising patriotism. So would

any such suggestion result again.

4

The Gadsden Treaty marks the completion of continental expansion

by the United States, if we except the Alaska Purchase which belongs

to another chapter of American history. It was the only achievement of

the Neo-Democrats, who came into power in 1853 following the passive

Whig Administrations of Taylor and Fillmore (1849-1853). It had
been the tremendous task of the Whigs to reconcile the cession of 1848
from Mexico to the exigencies of domestic politics, to the sectional divi-

sion over the question of slaveiy in the new territories. By the Com-
promise of 1850 they barely succeeded in preventing a secession of the

slaveholding States from the Union, and postponed civil war for an-
other decade, fortunately for the fate of the Union*
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The Compromise of 1850 proved to be a sham. The slavery problem

came back to be an irrepressible conflict. From 1853 the Demo-

cratic Party was nominally headed by northern Presidents who won

their ofEce by conceding real leadership to the southern slavocracy. At

home they were led on by the defenders of slavery to accept the fateful

Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854 ^b^^t opened the road to civil war. In

foreign policy they sought to rally the national spirit of Manifest Des-

tiny, expressed in the Young America^^ movement, for an expansionist

program overseas: ^he Hawaiian Islands in the Pacific, even a naval base

in the distant Loochoo Islands on the fringe of eastern Asia; and in the

Caribbean the islands of Cuba and Santo Domingo. They wanted more

of Mexico/^ and were not unsympathetic to the filibuster William

Walker, who set himself up briefly as President of Nicaragua and re-

established slavery there. It was soon obvious that the slaver}^ expan-

sionists had taken over foreign policy, too; they were more interested

in the acquisition of more slave territory and possible slave States

than in the very real strategical requirements of continental security.

If these designs had been successful they w^ould have constituted an

ineffaceably dark chapter of American histoiy, but the stirring tide of

antislavery opposition blocked them at every turn until the Civil War

wiped out the slavocracy and emancipated their slaves in the United

States and ended forever their black foreign policy. One of the reasons

why Lincoln, at the cost of civil war^ rejected the Crittenden Com-

promise in early 1861 (which would have left the Union half slave

and half free along a dividing line of 36"^ 30' w'-est of Missouri) was

his fear that this would only turn the slave power—symbolized by such

provocative organizations as the Knights of the Golden Circle—to fresh

efforts for the annexation of neighboring southern countries and the

introduction of slavery there, in a continual struggle politically to out-

balance the forces of freedom in the Government at Washington."^

The establishment of a Continental Republic was indeed the Manifest

Destiny of the United States, the groundwork of its full nationhood

and power in the world, and we shall see that control of the Isthmian

communication between the two seacoasts became a fundamental com-

plement of Manifest Destiny, but slavery expansion, whether at home

or abroad, could mean only the manifest disunion of the Continental

Republic so recently achieved. Fortunately the antislavery opposition

saved the Latin American policy of the United States from this shame-

ful involvement. Those historians who have denounced the disgraceful

diplomacy of the slavocracy when in power at Washington and have
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falsely identified it with the United States itself, have never paid suffi-

cient tribute to the forces of freedom that frustrated the sinister pro-

gram. This requires us to say a word about Cuba before closing this

chapter.

The aura of Manifest Destiny was forever drifting over the island

of Cuba. We recall that Jefferson^s original Latin American policy was

limited to the Spanish borderlands and Cuba which he considered des-

tined inevitably to inclusion within the American Union. ^Tf you remain

under the dominion of the kingdom and family of Spain, we are con-

tented
j
but we should be extremely unwilling to see you pass under the

dominion or ascendancy of France or of England. In the latter cases

should you choose to declare independence, we cannot now commit our-

selves by saying we would make common cause with you. . . In

contrast to the attitude toward the new states of continental Latin

America, the United States never manifested any particular eagerness

for Cuban independence, because the people of the island might re-

main content with that, whereas if they stayed under the misgovern-

ment of Spain they might someday prefer annexation. Meanwhile eco-

nomic and cultural ties and the attraction of the republican example

were working to bind Cuba more closely to the neighboring continent

of North America than to the distant Spanish monarchy. An eminent

Cuban historian in a confessedly polemical history of Cuba in her rela-

tions with the United States and with Spain, has listed as a secret or

avowed annexationist every President of the United States from Jeffer-

son to Theodore Roosevelt, wfith the exception of Lincoln, the Emanci-

pator, whom the oppressed Cuban people regarded as the hope of their

soul. A bit of Cuban folklore among the oppressed colored population

ran as follows:

. . Avan’z.a^ Lincoln^ avanza^

Que tu eres nuestra esferanza. ...”

“Onward, O Lincoln,

The hope of our soul.”

Certain It was—just as certain as it is that Cuba has never been an-

nexed—that the United States expected one day to have Cuba If only

by the operation of what John Quincy Adams called the ^ffaw of politi-

cal gravitation,^^ but there was little real urgency about it before the

advent to power of the slavocracy. The principal concern was lest the

island pass suddenly into the possession of Great Britain, thus threaten-

ing the security of Florida and the Mississippi Valley, to say the least.
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At the same time the United States refused to bind itself against ever

acquiring Cuba. Adams^ we remember^ had suspected that Canning^s

purpose in proposing a joint Anglo-American pronouncement on the

Spanish colonies in 1823 had been just thatj
""

this was one of the rea-

sons that led to the independent declaration of the Monroe Doctrine.

President Polk feared that Great Britain or France might seize Cuba

as security for heavy Spanish debts held by their subjects. He offered

Spain $100^0005000 for the island in 1848 at the close of the Mexican

War only to meet the response that the Spanish people would rather

see it sunk in the ocean than have it transferred to any other power.

This was doubtless true!

The milder Whig diplomatists wTo succeeded Polk reverted to the

traditional policy of contentment with Spanish sovereignty, continued

opposition to the transfer of Cuba from debilitated Spain to any other

European power5 and persistent refusal of any self-denial on the part

of the United States. At that time the Cuban planters feared an inde-

pendence movement in the island that might abolish slavery and per-

haps bring on the horrors of the well-remembered slave rebellion of

a half-century earlier in the neighboring island of Santo Domingo.

Rather than independence under such conditions they preferred annexa-

tion to the great slaveholding Republic of the North.

Working in this atmosphere the Cuban leader Narciso Lopez re-

cruited filibustering expeditions in. the United States with the aid of

proslavery leaders in the southern States and in defiance of Federal

authorities, only to meet extinction at the hands of Spanish troops in

the island. The administrations of Taylor and Fillmore seem to have

done their best to prevent these enterprises and to prosecute violators

of the law against the fitting out of expeditions against a friendly power,

but sympathetic juries in the South acquitted all the accused. Alarmed

by the filibusters and impressed by the good faith of the Whig Govern-

ment in Washington, Great Britain and France, acting as they said upon

the ^‘^anxious desire’^ of Spain, proposed to the United States in 1852 a

tripartite agreement that the three powers ‘^^everally and collectively

disclaim, now and for hereafter, all intention to obtain possession of

the Island of Cuba, and they respectively bind themselves to discoun-

tenance all attempt to that effect on the part of any power or individuals

whatever, or to ‘^'^obtain or maintain, for themselves, or for any one

of themselves, any exclusive control over the said island, [or] assume

[or] exercise any dominion over the same.^^ This was the language of

the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty, to be applied to Cuba, an island even more
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intimately related than the Isthmus to the strategical defense of the

United States. This time no grave domestic danger^ like the sectional

crisis of 1850, compelled the Whigs to accept another such estoppel.

It is true that the famous reply of Secretary of State Edward Everett

to this European proposal was delivered after the Democrats^ with their

strong “Young America” expansionist sentiment, had triumphed in the

election of 1852, but the Whig answer is none the less expressive of

the traditional Latin American policy of the United States, now focused

again on the island of Cuba, as a result of the victories of continental

expansion. Everett disclaimed for his Government any coveting of

Cuba, but refused to bind his country against ever acquiring the Pearl

of the Antilles:

“The United States . . , would . . . disable themselves from making
an acquisition which might take place without any disturbance of existing for-

eign relations, and in the natural order of things. The island of Cuba lies

at our doors. It commands the approach to the Gulf of Mexico, which washes

the shores of five of our States. It bars the entrance of that great river which
drains half the North American continent, and with its tributaries forms the

largest system of internal water communication in the world. It keeps watch
at the door-way of our intercourse with California by the Isthmus route. If

an island like Cuba, belonging to the Spanish Crown, guarded the entrance
of the Thames and the Seine, and the United States should propose a conven-
tion like this to France and England, those powers would assuredly feel that

the disability assumed by ourselves was far less serious than that which we
asked them to assume. . . . The history of the past—of the recent past

—

affords no assurance that twenty years hence France or England will even
wish that Spain should retain Cuba. . , . Even now the President cannot
doubt that both France and England would prefer any change in the condi-
tion of Cuba to that which is most to be apprehended, viz: An internal con-
vulsion which should renew the horrors and the fate of San Domingo.”

The Secretary of State from New England was conscious of the

popularity of expansionist feeling, and he played up to this sentiment.

His note is another landmark in the Latin American policy of the

United States. It represented that policy more truly than did the de-
signs of the Neo-Democrats that burst out to a pained public in the

notorious “Ostend Manifesto” of 1854,"^ and their persistent efforts,

until 1861, to get Cuba by hook or by crook.

Following the Civil War, the expansive force of Manifest Destiny
sublimated itself for a generation in the nervous national energy of ex-
ploiting the newly won western territories and in the industrial revo-
lution of those years. Not until the turn of the century was there an-
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Other invocation of the spirit of Manifest Destiny, this time In the shape

of a dominion over alien peoples. The Manifest Destiny of imperialism,

as we shall see presently in this volume, was not the true spirit of

American nationality, nor altogether a permanent feature In the history

of the Republic.

The reader, I think, so far must be convinced that American foreign

policy was based on the requirements of national security and continen-

tal expansion. After 1848 this came to mean continental security, which

in turn meant a conflict with British diplomacy in the Caribbean Sea

and the Isthmus of Central America, a conflict which was not fully re-

solved until 1902. The paramount place of North American territorial

questions and the Isthmian question—that is to say, of security for the

Continental Republic—In the Latin American policy of the United

States will appear constantly as we follow the evolution of the Monroe

Doctrine during the nineteenth century.



CHAPTER VII

Develofmetit of the Monroe Doctrine

(1826-18^^)

I

THE primary concern of the United States with the territorial prob-

lems of North America and the ocean waterways of the continent, as

its Latin American policy took shape, becomes all the more apparent

v/hen we review the development of the Monroe Doctrine during the

nineteenth century. So completely did the focus of policy and public

attention shift from South America to North America after the fiasco

of the Congress of Panama in 1826 that very little was heard of the

Doctrine either in the United States or elsewhere for the next fifteen

years. During this period of quiescence the European powers paid abso-

lutely no attention to it. They flouted it not only in South America but

also nearer to the United States itself, In Central America and Mexico,

in a way which would seem greatly scandalous to a more Indoctrinated

public opinion of a later age
5
but these early challenges provoked no

protest from Washington. Rather it was Great Britain, when she herself

was not intervening in the affairs of the New World, that manifested

the most concern about European Intervention in this early period. To-

day we cannot seek as pious children to post-baptize the pronouncement

of President Monroe with strength and virtues acquired in later times.

Until 1842 the country almost completely forgot about the Doctrine,

attached little more significance to it than to many another ephemeral

presidential pronouncement. The phrase itself, Monroe Doctrine, did

not come into usage until 1830/

The history of the Monroe Doctrine shows plainly enough that its

authority depends upon what force the United States can use to

back it up. For a long time after 1823 the Republic of the North had

no power to spare beyond its own territorial claims and the waters

98
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near by. The position of British North America as a hostage enabled

the United States^ as long as it enjoyed health in union at ho'me^ to

protect its continental homeland against dominant British sea power.

The only other countries that could possibly challenge the Doctrine

before the end of the nineteenth century were France and Spain^ and

neither of them could single-handed oppose the United States in North

America unless the latter^s hands were tied by war with another power

or by domestic strife.

To secure observance of the Monroe Doctrine in North America, in-

cluding the Isthmus and the islands of its strategic area, was one thing;

to defend the whole of South America against any European interven-

tion was altogether another problem, and still is. As a matter of fact,

there was never any serious thought of actually enforcing the Monroe

Doctrine anywhere until President Tyler resurrected it to apply to the

Texas question. ^^Carefully abstaining from all interference in questions

exclusively referring themselves to the political Interests of Europe,

he told Congress in his annual message of 1842, ^hve may be permitted

to hope an equal exemption from the interference of European Govern-

ments in what relates to the States of the American continent/^ Even

then the United States was more jealous of the independence of the

Hawaiian Islands than of that of any South American republic, as in-

dicated a few days later (December 30, 1842) In a special message from

the President declaring that the United States, while having no designs

of its own on those islands, would be ^dissatisfied” at a threat by any

other power to take possession of them, colonize them, or overthrow

the native government there. There was no application of the principles

of President Monroe to the states of Central America until the new

territorial titles on the Pacific Coast made so imperative the strategical

significance of the Isthmus.

2

To review the early floutings of the Monroe Doctrine is to emphasize

the comparative indifference of the United States of those days to the

inviolability of the republics of South America and even of Central

America.

We have noted that the Doctrine was a unilateral statement of policy

that bound the United States to no nation. The discussions in President

Monroe^s Cabinet in 1823 and the exchanges with Latin American gov-

ernments from 1823-1826 have shown us that no American statesman

of that time was prepared to go to war to defend a Latin American'
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nation against European intervention, unless possibly in alliance with

Great Britain, and there was no agreement as to the advisability of

joint Anglo-American action even in such a contingency, hence the in-

dependent utterance of this preachment of policy. If the United States

was not ready to go to war, even with Great Britain as an ally, for the

defense of the new states, it was all the more inconceivable that alone

it w^ould fight Great Britain to prevent any extension of British sover-

eignty anyw^here in the New World. If any North American statesman

could have been so foolish as to think of making war on Great Britain

at a time when that power was at peace in Europe, the last place in the

Western Hemisphere which he would have picked to fight for was the

distant Falkland Islands, lying some tw^o hundred fifty miles east of the

Straits of Magellan in the South Atlantic Ocean.

When Great Britain took over that bleak archipelago in 1833, despite

the protests of the United Provinces of the Plata, it was with the com-

plete acquiescence of the United States. Many years later, in 1886, when
the nation had become more Monroeified, a Secretary of State, Thomas
F. Bayard, resorted to a legal sophistry to explain away that British

occupation of 1833: it was only a ^heoccupation” of islands that once

had been occupied before 18233 thus it really had not been a violation

of the Doctrine. This attempt to comfort a later age does not satisfy

the historian of consistency.^

Similarly the United States overlooked distinct challenges to the

Monroe Doctrine in the interventions in the Plata River region, by
France in 1838-1840, and by Great Britain and France jointly in 1845-

1849, a temporary French occupation of Vera Cruz in 1838 to en-

force the collection of claims against Mexico. In the case of the French
actions in the Plata River and in Vera Cruz in 1838 it was British diplo-

macy—suspicious of the French program—that successfully mediated
between France and the invaded American republics on both continents^

In the case of the much more serious Anglo-French invasion of the

Plata River countries in 1845-1849, it was not the Monroe Doctrine
but the rough resistance of the dictator of the pampas, General Rosas,
and the dissension between the intervening allies that defeated that ag-
gression. The United States had to stand aside. It was too much occu-
pied with the great territorial problems of continental expansion in

North America: Texas, Orepn, California, and finally the Mexican
War and the Isthmian question.

Southern South America was still too far awuy to be of vital interest.

When the British Minister at Washington complained of the newspa-
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pers in condemning the Anglo-French intervention in the Plata country

—a press campaign which was stirred up by the modest subsidies of

the Argentine Minister, General Alvear —President Polkas Secretary

of State assured him that the Government of the United States had no

intention of interfering with or opposing in any w'ay the elforts of Her

Majesty^s Government and the Government of France for the pacifica-

tion of the two South American republics^ He even recalled the United

States charge d'affaires from Buenos i^ires for having presumed with-

out instructions to offer to mediate between the Argentine dictator and

the intervening powers. In the opinion of the foremost authority on

this episode, Polk’s Government deliberately connived at this violation

of the Monroe Doctrine in South America in order the better to protect

its continental position in North America.^

The facts are that Polk would not and simply could not defy Anglo-

French intervention in the Plata River when he had such vital territo-

rial problems to face in North America. This is apparent in his invoca-

tion of the Monroe Doctrine, in his annual message of December, 1845,

in such studied language as to invoke its principles in the northern

rather than in the southern continent. This anxious pronouncement he

delivered only a few months after the failure of Anglo-French efforts

to block the annexation of Texas and keep it a North American Uru-

guay. This was when the President feared the possible intervention of

those powers in California and their desires to balance North America,

like South America, into as many independent republics as possible,

thus Europeanizing it diplomatically and preventing the United States

from establishing a Continental Republic, ^What is the interest of

France?” the French Premier, Guizot, had just asked the Chamber,

referring to the Texas question. ‘^Tt is that the independent states re-

main independent,' that the balance of forces between the great masses

which divide America continue, that no one of them become exclusively

preponderant. In America, as in Europe, by the very fact that we have

political and commercial interests, we need independent states, a balance

of power.” ^ The reader recalls that British diplomacy rested on the

same concept. Polk’s continental policy defeated this ominous menace

to the Manifest Destiny of the United States, but in formulating It he

had to desert the Monroe Doctrine in South America in order to defend

it in North America.

Students of the text of the message to Congress of December 2,

1845, may see reflected the disapproval of the United States toward

the Intervention in the Plata River, particularly in the affirmation: “The
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people of the United States cannot, therefore, view with indifference

attempts of European powers to interfere with the independent action

of the nations on tMs continent , That might have been a statement cast

in a sort of hemispheric caveat to come back to some time in the future,"^'

but in reasserting the Doctrine, notably the non-colonization principle,

the President again and again in this message applied it to ^^North

America-/^ for example: ^^No future European colony or dominion shall

with our consent be planted or established on my fart of the North

American continent?^ f He thus made perfectly plain to the world what

he had already conveyed to the European powers through the channels

of diplomacy, that while the United States might disapprove of inter-

ventions in South America the only place where it would try to stop

them, indeed where there was any chance of stopping them, was in

North America. In his subsequent message on the Monroe Doctrine in

1847 (anent California) affirming that it must be maintained on the

North American continent, and in 1848 (relating to Yucatan, where

abortive secessionists, rebuffed by the United States, talked of asking

Spain or Great Britain for protection) President Polk made no refer-

ence to the Anglo-French intervention in the distant Plata River. The
Mexican War occupied the United States completely, and while the

Republic of the North was thus so fully busy near at home the Monroe
Doctrine met another challenge, this time on the Isthmus.

Did Polk include Central America and the Isthmus of Panama when
he restricted the enforcement of the Monroe Doctrine to the continent

of North America? Before PolUs Presidency the United States Gov-
ernment had paid no attention to the gradual encroachments of Great

Britain on the independence of the Central American states. Any of

these trespasses would have been considered a violation of the Monroe
Doctrine fifty years later. The first was in Belize, along the southern-

most eastern shore of the Yucatan peninsula where, under the Spanish

regime, treaties of 1783, 1786 and 18x4 had confirmed a right of

British subjects to reside between the Sibun and Hondo Rivers, and
nowhere else, for the purpose of getting out logwood, the sovereignty

being reserved to Spain. After the fall of the Spanish Empire these

* Secretary of State Buclianan’s diplomatic correspondence clings to the hemispheric
coverage of the word ^VontinenU’ (Perkins, of. cit.y Ch. Ill, notably pp, 152-53, 168,
and J. B. Moore, Digest of International Law’j VI, 436, 473), but the restriction to

North America in the solemn public messages to Congress on the state of the Union
overrode in the weight of official exegesis the phraseology of the unpublished diplo-

matic correspondence, certainly during Polk’s Administration.

f Italics inserted.
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settlers overstepped their old Spanish treaty boundaries. Great Britain

ignored the protests of the Central American Confederation and by

1836 was claiming the Sarstoon River instead of the Sibun to be the

southern boundary of the settlement, thus doubling its area. A self-

governing British community began to take shape, under a British ^^su-

perintendent,^^ who in 1840 declared the law of England to reign in

the ^^settlement or colony of British Honduras.” The Monroe Doctrine

had declared in 1823 against any future European colonization. Here
was certainly a large measure of new European colonization and that

since 1823d The United States never did anything about it, even when

the new republic of Guatemala appealed for aid in 1835. It acted, as

did Great Britain, precisely as if the Monroe Doctrine had never ex-

isted.® In 1838 the British Government took over control of the Hon-
duran island of Ruatan in the Bay group without a murmur from

anybody.

Nor did the United States before the war with Mexico take any no-

tice of the new protectorate and de facto colony which Great Britain

established at the expense of Central American sovereignty over the

Mosquito Indians, who inhabited the eastern shore of the republics of

Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and New Granada, from Cape Gra-

cias a Dios southward to Boca del Toro. If Great Britain could make

good her political control over this shore, and also secure mastery of

the Pacific termini of practical canal routes, she would still have a

check on the continental position of the United States in North America,

from which she had retreated before President PolUs steady eye.

The expanding British protectorate over the miserable Mosquito

Indians alarmed the Republic of New Granada, particularly when

Great Britain, as well as France, refused a Colombian proposal for an

international treaty for the neutralization of the Isthmus. In 1 846 Gen-

eral Flores, an exiled Ecuadorean leader and ex-president, who had

been engaged in monarchist plots in Spain and France, was in London

openly preparing a filibustering expedition which had threats for the

integrity of the Republic of New Granada.^® Despite earlier British

affinities that dated back to BolivaFs days, the Government of New
Granada now grew frightened at the aspect of British policy, far more

concerned at that than at any implications of the war that had broken

out between the United States and Mexico. It appealed to the Republic

of the North.

The Colombian Minister at Washington reminded PolUs Secretary
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o£ State of the solemn protests his nation had made ^‘^at all times^ and

particularly at the presenf^ (i.e., Polkas message of 1845)5 against all

European intervention in the political affairs of America, and expressed

the hope of effective cooperation and aid. At Bogota President Mos-

quera took time by the forelock. Certain minor negotiations were then

Reprinted, by permission, from The Diplomadc History of the Vfitted States by Samuel Flagg

Bemis, published by Henry Holt and Co.

Mx^P 7. THE ISTHMIAN QUESTION

under way for the removal of duties discriminatory against American

commerce. The New Granadan President offered to make a satisfactory

treaty of commerce and navigation providing the United States

would guarantee the sovereignty of New Granada over the Isthmus

of Panamad^ Without instructions on that point, the United States

Minister seized the ‘^‘^golden moment” and signed a treaty (the Bid-

lack Treaty of 1846) sti-h sfe ratk It guaranteed to the United States

and its citizens the right of way or transit across the Isthmus of Panama
upon any modes of communication that then existed, or that might

thereafter be constructed, for lawful commerce, with tolls
.
no higher

than charged to the citizens of New Granada. Article XXXV contained
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the words so momentous for the later Latin American diplomacy of

the United States:

^'And, in order to secure to themselves the tranquil and constant enjoy-

ment of these advantages, and as an especial compensation for the said ad-

vantages, and for the favours they have acquired by the 4th, 5th, and 6th

articles [regulating tariff duties] of this Treaty, the United States guarantee

'positively and ejficaciously to Nem Granada^ hy the present stipulation^ the

perfect neutrality of the before mentioned IsthmuSy with the view' that the

free transit from the one to the other sea, may not be interrupted or embar-

rassed in any future time while this Treaty exists; and in consequence, the

United States also guarantee^ In the same mannery the lights of sovereignty

and of property which New Granada has and possesses over the said terri-

toryN

This is the only occasion in the nineteenth century on which the

United States accepted the overture of a Latin American state to defend

its sovereignty.

This treaty arrived in Washington during the first year of the Mex-

ican War. It fortified tremendously the position of the United States

on that very Isthmus which the results of the war were making so

vitally interesting to the future defense of the new continental position.

So strongs however, had become the traditions of American diplomacy

against an alliance with any nation, even on this side of the Atlantic,

that even Polk, the expansionist President, had to overcome inveterate

hesitations in order to commit his countiy to such a guaranty. But he

perceived its relation to the contemporary^ territorial acquisitions on the

Pacific Coast and urged the Senate to ratify it.^'^ The Senate so delayed

action that the Colombian Government sent a special mission to Wash-

ington to urge ratification. The Mexican territorial cession of 1848, in-

cluding California, to the United States clinched the argument for

accepting the pact. On June 8, 1848, the Senate advised and consented

to the Bidlack Treaty, by a vote of 29 to 7. At that time both New
Granada and the United States were ready to admit European states

to this guaranty, but none came in.

3

Signature of the treaty with New Granada and the results of war

with Mexico stimulated British agents to greater activity to secure

control of the Nicaraguan canal route in order to checkmate the position

of the United States at Panama. This in turn provoked Polk to block
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British diplomacy on the Isthmus. Acute rivalry came to an ugly head

under Polkas Whig successor. General Taylor, in the midst of the bitter

sectional controversy over the status of slavery in the new territories

acquired from Mexico.

Both Governments found it desirable to compromise, the United

States because it faced the danger of civil war at home, Great Britain

if only because undefended Canada was a hostage for the beneficent

conduct of the British navy toward the United States. Under these con-

ditions it was the United States that made the larger concession—for

the control of the Isthmus was more vital to the Republic than it was

to Great Britain. The result of this appeasement was that ambiguous

arrangement, the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty, perhaps the most unpopular

treaty in the history of the United States, a big trouble-maker in subse-

quent Anglo-American affairs. Considering the danger of civil war in

1850, when that treaty was ratified (during the debates on the Com-
promise of 1850), and the actual fact of civil war from 1861 to 1865,

it was fortunate for the United States that the treaty kept Great Britain

from a complete domination of the Isthmus. For the student of the

Latin American policy of the United States it has an impressive lesson:

when the nation^s life was threatened at home it had to tolerate a vio-

lation of the Monroe Doctrine not in the remote Falkland Islands off

- the Straits of Magellan, nor in the distant estuary of the River Plata,

'd)ut right in a region where its vital interests were most concerned.

The Clayton-Bulwer Treaty, placed any Isthmian railway or canal

of the future under the joint control of the United States and Great
Britain, guaranteed its neutrality, and provided that transit tolls or

charges should be equal for citizens or subjects of both parties. Each
power agreed not to fortify the canal or its vicinity, nor to colonize

nor assume any dominion over Central America. Ingeniously ambiguous
wording also declared:

"^^Nor will either make use of any protection which either affords or may
afford, or any alliance which either has or may have, to or with any State
or People for the purpose of erecting or maintaining any such fortifications,

or,of occupying, fortifying, or colonizing Nicaragua, Costa Rica, the Mosquito
coast, or any part of Central America, or of assuming or exercising dominion
over the same- nor will the United States or Great Britain take advantage
of any intimacy, or use any alliance, connection, or influence that either may
possess, with any State or Government through whose territory the said Canal
may pass, for the purpose of acquiring or holding, directly or indirectly, for
the citizens or subjects of the one^ any rights or advantages in regard to com-
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merce or navigation through the said Canal, which shall not be oilered on the

same terms to the citizens or subjects of the other.’’

Under cover of this language Great Britain refused to abandon her

protectorate over the Mosquito Indians, arguing that the treaty was

prospective, not retrospective, in its obligations, and had not abolished

existing relationships on the Isthmus. She further declared the Bay

Islands to be a British Colony (1852), taking advantage of an equivo-

cal exchange of notes that had accompanied ratification of the am-

biguous treaty.

Freed, so it seemed, from the danger of civil war, the next Demo-

cratic Administration in 1853 protested the new British colony as a

violation of the Monroe Doctrine. President Pierce declared in his

inaugural address, without distinguishing between North and South

America: “The rights, security, and repose of this Confederacy [sic]

reject the idea of interference or colonization on this side of the ocean

by any foreign power beyond present jurisdiction as utterly Inadmis-

sible.’^ But again, as In 1846,^® Congress refused to Implement this state-

ment by any supporting declaration of its own. During the ensuing

controversy, sharpened by the aggressive proslavery Caribbean policy

of the new Administration, Lord Clarendon declared to James Bu-

chanan, now United States Minister at London, that the doctrine laid

down by President Monroe in 1823, concerning future colonization on

the American continent by European states, was only the “dictum of

the distinguished personage who announced it, and not ... an interna-

tional axiom which ought to regulate the conduct of European states.”

After six squally years of disputation with the United States, Great

Britain in 1859 handed back the Bay Islands to Honduras, and the

Mosquito Coast to Nicaragua, and finally abandoned all political con-

trol in Central America outside of British Honduras, fortunately be-

fore the Civil War broke out in the United States. But when that con-

flict was well under way Great Britain formally proclaimed Belize or

British Honduras to be a crown colony.

British colonial incursions into Central America had violated the

Monroe Doctrine. In a time of urgent domestic crisis the United States

had found it expedient to compromise with these violations In the terms

of the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty, to accept the existence of new colonial

dominions In the New Worlds but In 1850 American public opinion

did not regard an international guaranty of the projected canal as a

violation of the Monroe Doctrine.’’^ For the remainder of the century
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the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty remained an estoppel to the exclusive con-

trohhy the United States of any inter-oceanic transit by way of Central

America.';

4

The Civil War of 1861-1865 presented another invitation to the

naval powers of Europe who had never recognized the Monroe Doc-

trine and who would violate it whenever they found it expedient to

do so. This time Great Britain^ with her exposed and undefended flank

of Canada open to overland invasion, was more cautious about joining

her rival France as she had done in the less risky distant Plata River

region when the United States had been involved in disputes with

Mexico. It was Spain and France, in Santo Domingo and in Mexico,

who were to take advantage of the new opportunity to set up Euro-

pean protectorates or colonies on the ruins of republican governments

in the New World. They had no contiguous frontiers in North America

to defend against the consequences of such an aggression.

One month after the firing on Fort Sumter Queen Isabella II pro-

claimed the reannexation of Santo Domingo (May 19, 1861) pro-

fessedly in response to the requests of the oppressed Dominicans.^^ An
immediate revolt of the population against the Spanish regime belied

this touching deference to the principle of self-determination. Although

Spain had placed 25,000 troops in the island by 1864, she could not

overcome the native resistance aided as it was by the ravages of yellow

fever, that loyal ally of Caribbean independence. After suffering stag-

gering losses in life and treasure the Spanish Government was com-

pelled to withdraw, in May, 1865, just after the surrender of General

Lee at Appomattox. At first, Secretary Seward had protested vigor-

ously against the impending intervention. ^^The President will be

obliged,^’ he had said on April 2, 1861, to the Spanish Minister in

Washington, to regard such proceedings as manifesting an ^Unfriendly

spirit toward the United States, and to meet the further prosecu-

tion of enterprises of that kind in respect to either the Dominican

Republic, or any part of the American continent or islands with a

prompt, persistent, and, if possible, effective resistanced’ This was the

day after Seward penned his famous ^Uome Thoughts for the Presi-

denPs Consideration^ (April i, 1861), in which he proposed a foreign

war under his own full direction as a panacea to put an end to civil war
in the United States. Lincoln quietly pigeonholed this amazing docu-

ment of his eminent subordinate
j
the Civil War came on precipitately.
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and Seward had to pipe down his protests against violations of the

Monroe Doctrine^ for nothing could have been more foolhardy, as he

himself quickly came to realize, than for the United States to invite a

foreign conflict while engaged at home in internecine strife. The Span-

ish intervention in Santo Domingo broke down from its own weight,

but it seems likely that the Monroe Doctrine, too, had something to

do with the decision In May, 1865, to get out.-^

FranceT contemporary invasion of Mexico was no more flagrant a

violation of the Monroe Doctrine than Spain^s invasion of Santo Do-
mingo, but it was on a larger scale and involved more inordinate proj-

ects of power. If only because of MexIco^s geographical situation, con-

tiguous to the United States and lying for thousands of miles along

both ocean flanks of communication with the Isthmus, it was far more

menacing. It was the most spectacular and dangerous outright challenge

which the Monroe Doctrine had yet encountered. It typified the clash

of European and American systems as nothing had done since the days

of the Holy Alliance. It was a move to check the United States and

the whole republican movement in the New World. This time Great

Britain did not oppose intervention. She controlled the seas, as in 1823,

but she took no step to stop Napoleon III in Mexico or Spain In Santo

Domingo. On the contrary, she and Spain escorted the EmperoFs forces

to Vera Cruz.

Since the Independence of Mexico there had been a strong minority,

mostly creoles submerged in the spongy mass of aboriginal republican-

ism, who yearned for a restoration of monarchy, if not under Spanish

authority then monarchy of some kind under the protection of a great

power of Europe. In the years 1853-1858 it dominated the Govern-

ment of Mexico as the slavocracy dominated the Government of the

United States. When the Liberal Republican leader Juarez of Indian

blood gained power the monarchists WTnt into open revolt. Mexico

again collapsed Into chaos. Whether in power or out of power the

monarchists and their clerical allies were steadily soliciting European

protection, British, Spanish, or French, or even all three jointly.

The unscrupulous expansionist designs on Mexican territory of the

proslavery Democratic administrations in the United States gave the

power of alarm to these monarchist leanings. On the other hand, the

Mexican drift toward Europe disturbed the United States, particularly

after the end of the Crimean War in 1856 had disengaged Great Britain

and France. It led to provocative expressions like those of President

Buchanan In 1858, and in 1859, he actually proposed the occupa-
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tion of Mexico in the name of the Monroe Doctrine and the Good

Neighbor. In his annual message of 1859 the Congress^ he declared

that Mexico was “a wreck upon the ocean^ drifting about as she is im-

pelled by different factions. As a good neighbor/’ he continued^ ^^shall

not we extend to her a helping hand to save her? If we do not it would

not be surprising should some other nation undertake the task^ and thus

force us to interfere at last^ under circumstances of increased difficulty,

for the maintenance of our established policy.”

This w^as like the policy of protective imperialism which fifty years

later Theodore Roosevelt grafted onto the principles of President

Monroe, except that in 1859 a design first and foremost to ad-

vance slavery
3
Roosevelt’s, as we shall see, was not an acquisitive im-

perialism. Buchanan’s Mexican policy, rejected by the Senate, might

well have served as a model for Japan’s Twenty-One Demands on

China in 1915; but it cannot be affirmed too strongly that the United

States as a nation refused to follow the banner of this Pennsylvania

President’s black imperialism. Witness the gigantic Civil War of 1861-

1865, fought to stop the spread of slavery and make the Union indis-

soluble.

As soon as the great struggle within the United States became con-

firmed, a French army invaded Mexico and put an emperor, the Aus-

trian Archduke Maximilian, under French protection on the throne of

the ancient Montezumas, a new monarchy in America, promptly recog-

nized by the great naval powers of Europe. Originally this intervention

had a tripartite sanction—France, Great Britain, Spain—under the guise

of ensuring the satisfaction of just claims for damages to their na-

* Under Buchanan’s direction the United States Minister to Mexico, Robert M.
McLane of Maryland, neg-otiated with the Juarez Government a treaty (the McLane-
Ocampo Treaty) which in return for a loan of 14,000,000 (of which $2,000,000 was
reserved for the satisfaction of American claimants) would have strapped Mexico back

and forth with perpetual rights of way for the United States, with the added right

to protect the transits with military force, for troops, mail, merchandise and military

supplies across Mexican territory by the following routes : across the Isthmus of Tehuan-
tepec (where a right already existed by the Gadsden Treaty of 1853)5 from Mata-
moras, or some other convenient point on the Rio Grande by way of Monterrey to

Mazatlan on the Pacific Coast 5 and from Nogales, on the Arizona frontier, to Guaymas
on the Gulf of California

5 with free ports of entry at the end of these routes, and
a right to intervene, in case of great danger, without the consent of Mexico. A separate

convention gave to the United States a general police power over Mexico. The United
States Senate rejected these treaties by the overwhelming vote of 27-18, May 21, i860.

Fourteen southern and two northern senators voted for the treaties
5
twenty-three north-

erners voted against them. See J, M. Callahan, American foreign Policy in Mexican
Relations^ New York, 1932, pp. 267-^7 c.
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tionals that had arisen out of civil chaos in Mexico^ the same pretext

which President Buchanan had unsuccessfully urged upon Congress for

intervention by the United States there. The British partners to the

original landing forces backed away from Mexican soil when they

sensed the full scope of French designs. It was not that the British

Government was unfriendly to the idea of monarchy, but because it

realized the hostility which this move was bound to provoke in the

Reprinted from Maximilian and Carlo tta of Mexico^ by Eug-en Count Corti, published by

Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.

MAP 8. DANGER TO THE MONROE DOCTRINE DURING THE CIVIL WAR

United States, even in both opposing sections, and it had to think of

Canada. Isabella IPs Government had long flirted on its own account

with the monarchists of Mexico, but it jealously preferred a Bourbon

to a Hapsburg prince to rule there
5
soon Spain became fully occupied

in Santo Domingo
5
she also withdrew her troops from the risky Mexi-

can enterprise before it was too late.

In its most grandiose concepts the puppet empire Inspired visions

of marriage alliances that would have united Mexico and Brazil and

the intervening countries as well as Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia. What

a vast unbalance of liberty in the New World would have been brought

about by such mad romantic dreams of monarchy for the Americas,

had it not been for the Latin American policy of the United States!

It is not unsafe to assert that the Monroe Doctrine was one of the
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principal barriers to these visions of power politics. We cannot say posi-

tively that it was the United States alone that saved the New World

from this menace to its liberties, but it is certainly true that it was the

only power that exerted any influence hostile to the intervention. The

United States was a deterrent to full British cooperation in the Mexican

intervention, as we have just seen. The uncertainty of the American

Civil War was also a continual anxiety to the French Emperor. In

these unfavorable circumstances Napoleon^s costly Mexican interven-

tion, like the Spanish war in Santo Domingo, began to buckle under the

weight of its own difliculties. By the end of the American Civil War the

Emperor had made up his mind to let go the beaFs tail as soon as he

safely could, to get out of Mexico, to abandon his hapless puppet to

the vengeance of Juarez’s troops. The known opposition of the United

States, which Secretary of State Seward cautiously had made clear from

the beginning, the clamorous demands of public opinion for the en-

forcement of the Monroe Doctrine, backed by an unanimous resolution

of Congress in April, 1864, the rising tone of Seward’s protests after

Appomattox, the concentration of 25,000 veteran troops under General

Sheridan on the Rio Grande frontier, all this made the French Em-
peror’s predicament perfectly plain: he had to get his troops out of

Mexico or the United States would put them out by force. On February

12, 1866, Seward demanded that the French Government set a time

limit for the completion of evacuation. Napoleon’s last soldier got out

on time in the spring of 1867. Austria, too, expressly accepted a pointed

admonition by Seward, in April, 1866, that the United States would not

tolerate any military aid or protection to Maximilian by the puppet-

Emperor’s fatherland.

The victory of the Union meant victory for the Monroe Doctrine.

At first the words of Monroe had been no more than a paper no-tres-

pass sign to Europe: hands off the New World! The French imbroglio

in Mexico, confronted by the spectacular triumph of the Union in 1865,

minded the people of the United States of the Monroe Doctrine and

transformed it into a major national policy, applauded in the New
World, respected in the Old World as something for which the United

States would fight and could do successful battle, at least in its own
neighborhood, had become a true national dogma,” says the his-

torian of the Doctrine, Dexter Perkins, ‘^^endorsed by all parties, awaken-
ing an instantaneous response in the breasts of patriotic Americans.”

The Doctrine made itself felt as far south as Peru. In the spring
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of 1864 a Spanish naval force seized the Chincha guano islands off the

coast of that republic in reprisal for a brutal attack on some nationals

working a plantation on the mainland. The naval commander, who also

had the title of commissioner, announced that Spain had never recog-

nized the independence of Peru, therefore she could recover her rights

in the islands—presumably in all Peru too. Secretary Seward instructed

the United States Minister in Madrid to protest this seizure and this

principle, to make it clear that his Government could not regard with

indifference an attempt to reduce Peru by conquest and reannex its

territoiy to the Kingdom of Spain. This was Monroe Doctrine lan-

guage, direct and clear. The Spanish Prime Minister immediately as-

sured the American Minister that the Monroe Doctrine would not be

called into question by any proceeding of Spain in or against Peru. In

1865 Spain gave up the islands after obliging Peru to settle claims and

pay reparations of $3,000,000. Obviously what applied to Peru held

good in principle also for Santo Domingo: doubtless it had its effect in

influencing Spain to withdraw from her fiasco there.

In South America hostilities between Spain and Peru spread to Chile,

Ecuador, and Bolivia. The Spanish Minister at Washington, Tassara,

in 1866 suggested that his Government might have to occupy the

Chincha Islands again. The United States was then in a much stronger

position. Seward once more instructed his diplomatic representative in

Madrid to let the Spanish Foreign Minister know-that any reoccupation

of the islands would disturb harmonious relations with the United

States. It was enough merely to let Mr. Tassara see this instruction;

he promptly withdrew the notice that he had tendered to the Secretary

of State.^^

From the point of view of present tendencies toward inter-American

solidarity it is interesting to observe that Seward, in dealing success-

fully with these threats to the Monroe Doctrine, declined overtures of

Peru and Chile in 1862 for Pan American action against the French

and Spanish interventions. This would have been impossible in 1862,

if only because of the desperate nature of the Civil War in North

America, but Seward would have none of such joint policy anyway.

When a conference of Latin American states met at Lima in 1864 the

United States was not invited, any more than it had been on the occa-

sion of earlier such congresses since that of Panama of 1826. Chile and

Colombia, after Seward^s earlier aloofness, deprecated North American

participation.
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5

The French and Spanish intrigues and interventions during the

North American Civil War got welcome only from the enemies of self-

government and the champions of monarchy for the New World. The

republics feared Europe—France^ Spain, and Great Britain—more than

they did the United States. They sympathized with the abolition of

slavery and the preservation of democratic principles, for which the

Federal Government stood. They realized that if the United States

broke up, the Monroe Doctrine would perish and European interven-

tions would succeed. The victory of the Union drew the United States

and the sister republics of the w^estern w’^orld into closer bonds of friend-

ship.

Henceforth the United States Government and the people of the

country remained keenly sensitive to the possibility of a violation of

the Monroe Doctrine, particularly in the Caribbean area. Whenever

diplomatic despatches reported rumors of European powers planning

to acquire naval bases in the Caribbean, whether Great Britain, or

France, or the new kingdom of Italy, or the new German Empire,

successive Secretaries of State were prompt to instruct the appropriate

diplomatic representatives to protest any such possibility. These pro-

tests rested directly or indirectly on the Monroe Doctrine. The Euro-

pean governments either laughed off the rumors or actually disavowed

any intention to brook the United States in the specific circumstances.

But none accepted the policy. Bismarck later went so far as to charac-

terize it, not to an American diplomat but to one of his German inti-

mates, as ^^a species of arrogance peculiarly American and inexcus-

able.^^ But neither the Iron Chancellor nor any of the statesmen or

governments of Europe chose to challenge it directly. They had come

to realize its grip on the American imagination and to have a healthy

respect for the national power behind the Doctrine. It had become a

force to be reckoned with. It gave pause to any thought of intervention

in the New World.

President Grant would have made use of the new prestige of the

Monroe Doctrine to acquire naval bases for the United States in the

Caribbean, even to annex the Dominican Republic, over rumors of

European plots, lest a European power should violate the Doctrine by

doing soj but the Senate would have none of this. Grant’s inclination

to intervene behind the no-trespass sign which President Monroe had
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set up against Europe foreshadowed Theodore Roosevelt^s famous later

Corollary. Following the Civil War there had come a sag of indiffer-

ence, nay even positive reaction^ to expansion in any direction^ whether

advocated by President Johnson and Secretary-^ Seward, or by President

Grant and Secretary Fish, whether in Canada or Cuba or the Virgin

Islands, The purchase of Alaska—a one-man job for which Seward was

almost solely responsible—and the occupation of the Midway Islands in

the Pacific Ocean were ail that the people of the United States would

then tolerate of these ambitious plans of the new Republican apostles of

Manifest Destiny, Their attention was taken up with the settlement of

the Far West and the exploitation of the Industrial Revolution in

North America.

When Ferdinand de Lesseps organized a French corporation, the

Panama Canal Company, and began to dig a canal through the Isthmus

of Panama under a concession from Colombia, public opinion in the

United States, and statements in Congress, alleged that the control of

such a canal by any foreign fewer would be a violation of the Monroe
Doctrine. President Hayes in 1880 went out of his way to pronounce in

favor of an American canal under American control. Secretary of State

Blaine stated to the European powers in 1881 that control by any of

them of an Isthmian canal would be a violation of the Monroe Doc-

trine. The French Government had already disclaimed any such inten-

tion. All the powers except Great Britain received Blaine^s communica-

tion noncommittally. The British Government declared that so far as

it was concerned the Ciayton-Bulwer Treaty had settled the Isthmian

question. Fortunately for the United States the French Panama Canal

Company collapsed and with it any danger to the Monroe Doctrine

from that quarter. Had the French Government taken over the com-

pany, or had any other power bought it up—as Disraeli did the Suez

company in 1877 for Great Britain—the United States undoubtedly

would have considered it a violation of the Monroe Doctrine.*

It was not until 1912 that the Monroe Doctrine was expanded to

provide for such a contingency, by the Lodge Resolution, which passed

the Senate unanimously:

^ In the summer of 1898 the German shipping- magnate Albert Ballin proposed that

German capital, with the support of the German Government, absorb the reorganized

French New Panama Canal Company in order to make possible a non-American canal.

As long as Germany had to confront the British Beet in the North Sea the German

Foreign Office was unwilling to challenge the Monroe Doctrine in the Caribbean,

though the Admiralty had projects for naval bases there. Alfred Vagts, Deutschland,

U7id die Verdnigten ^taaten in der Weltfolitik. New York, 1935, II
j 1495 et fasshn.
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. . when any harbor or other place in the American continents is so

situated that the occupation thereof for naval or military purposes might

threaten the communications or the safety of the United States, the Govern-

ment of the United States could not see without grave concern the possession

of such harbor or other place by any corporation or association which has such

a relation to another Government, not American, as to give that Government

practical power of control for national purposes.’’

If the British Government had attempted to do in Panama or in

Nicaragua what Disraeli did in Suez^ the United States would have im-

mediately claimed, under the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty, a joint control,

but there w^as little satisfaction in basing a position upon that disagree-

able document. There w^as growing up in the Republic in the closing-

decades of the century a persuasion that this annoying Clayton-Bulwer

Treaty that had admitted the principle of joint control, back in 1850

—

in the dark days of the sectional crisis of that year—was itself a viola-

tion of the Monroe Doctrine."®

We recall from earlier chapters that a landmark in the early Latin

American policy of the United States was the No-Transfer Policy,

crystallized by the resolution of Congress of January 15, 18 ii, a prin-

ciple older than the Monroe Doctrine and, as we have seen, coupled

with its dicta in the diplomatic exchanges of 1823, although it did not

find expression in the actual text of President Monroe^s famous mes-

sage. In 1 81 1 that policy had declared against the transfer of Spanish

provinces contiguous to the United States from Spain to any ^Toreign”

power. It w^as a matter of life or death for the United States to stop that.

John Quincy Adams had extended the policy to Cuba in 1823, as we

have seen. President Grant connected the No-Transfer principle with the

Monroe Doctrine: ^‘^These [European] dependencies,” he declared in

his annual message to Congress of December, 1869, ^^2,re no longer

regarded as subject to transfer from one European power to another.

When the present relationship of colonies ceases, they are to become

independent powers, exercising the right of choice and self-control in

the determination of their future condition and relation with other

powers.”

Grant had in mind the Danish West Indies, for the purchase of

which Secretary Seward had made in 1867 a treaty with Denmark
(never ratified by the United States)

j
and Santo Domingo, for which

a personal agent of the President negotiated in 1870 a treaty of annexa-

tion (likewise never ratified by the Senate, to Grant^s infinite chagrin).

Doubtless he had more remotely in mind Cuba, and Canada. He came
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back to the subject again in a special message of May 31, 187O5 to the

Senate urging the ratification of his annexation treaty with Santo Do-

mingo. ^^The doctrine promulgated by President Monroe has been

adhered to by all political parties,” he declared, ^^and I now deem it

proper to assert the equally important principle that hereafter no terri-

tory on this continent shall be regarded as subject of transfer to a Euro-

pean power.” Secretary of State Hamilton Fish in a memorandum of

July 14, 1870, explained to Congress that this meant that the No-

Transfer Policy was part and parcel of the Monroe Doctrine. Since then

it has been so regarded.

One indiscretion blemished the chastity of this formal union of No-

Transfer principle to the Monroe Doctrine. A Secretary of State of the

United States, William M. Evarts, in 1878 complacently tolerated the

transfer by Sweden-Norway of their West Indies island of St, Bar-

tholomew back to France, who had possessed it before 1815* Repeatedly

since 1798 Sweden-Norway had tried to sell, or even to give away,

to the United States this Insignificant and economically worthless islet.

Again and again the United States had declined the offer, although in

1869 Secretary Fish discouraged a plan of the Swedes to transfer it to

Italy. The timid Evarts in President Hayes’s Administration did not

lift an eyebrow when Sweden-Norway announced its cession to France

in 1878.“^ He thereby lost a splendid chance to force the acceptance

by France of the No-Transfer principle and thus to add to the prestige

and strength of the Monroe Doctrine in the opinion of European

powers and in the imagination of his countrymen. This is the only vio-

lation of the Monroe Doctrine since the Civil War. The No-Transfer

principle assumed new significance during the Second World War when

the danger arose that Germany, having conquered France and the

Netherlands, might take over their West Indies islands, which would

bring the Monroe Doctrine to the greatest challenge of all its history.

The tiny spot left by the transfer of St. Bartholomew upon the

newly furbished escutcheon of the Monroe Doctrine went unnoticed in

the popular mind.“® Rather, the Doctrine nursed itself upon the tri-

umphs of Seward and the increasing national strength of the Republic

of the North which had made possible those successes. The dogma and

its ever-popular dicta grew in strength and favor until it reached its

apogee of pretention In the great diplomatic victory which President

Cleveland scored from an embarrassed Great Britain in 1896.
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6

The reader recalls from the earlier pages of this chapter that by means

of arbitrary boundary claims Great Britain between 1823 and 1836 had

doubled the territory of the questionable cle jacto colony of British

Honduras^ and that the United States at that time, when the Monroe

Doctrine had not taken hold of the popular imagination of the nation,

nor much even of the meditations of its Jacksonian statesmen, when

there was little power to enforce the Doctrine anyway, had cordially

acquiesced in that British action, despite the plaints of Guatemala. The

disposition in precisely the opposite manner of a strikingly analogous

controversy over the boundary between Venezuela and British Guiana

illustrates as nothing else can the virile development of the Monroe

Doctrine during the nineteenth century.

This dispute had slumbered ever since the disruption of the Spanish

Empire, which had left no agreed boundary, only the highly dis-

putable ancient utl fossidetis as a basis for limits. At first Great Britain

had made not immoderate proposals for a line run by her own survey-

ors, but the Venezuelan Government would not accept these; British

proposals came too suspiciously close to the mouth of the Orinoco

River; and the Venezuelans countered with extravagant claims to the

Essequibo. In turn the British expanded their claims. The discovery

of gold in the hinterlands sharpened the boundary dispute, as it always

does, and increased the pretentions of the contestants. The Statesmards

Year-Book indicated the area of British Guiana in 1886 as 40 per cent

larger than in 1885! On the Spanish Main within uneasy distance of

the Isthmus, the boundary history of British Honduras was repeating

itself in Guiana. Like Guatemala in 1836, Venezuela appealed to the

United States in the name of the Monroe Doctrine as early as 1881,

and tried, in vain, to strengthen her appeal by granting concessions to

American citizens and corporations within the disputed area! The
United States consistently exhibited a friendly concern for Venezuela’s

territorial integrity and offered its good offices to the disputants, for the

purpose of settling their difficulties, by arbitration if necessary. Great

Britain was not willing to submit the question to arbitration unless her

territorial rights up to a minimum mark, set by herself, were first

admitted.

The controversy did not arouse much interest in the United States

during Cleveland’s first Administration (1885-1889). The sequent Re-
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publican interim awakened new visions of imperialism that had re-

mained dormant since the Civil War, and glorified the Monroe Doc-

trine, but President Harrison made no move to do anything about the

Venezuelan boundary. Just what impelled Cleveland to throw down

the gauntlet to Great Britain over that question in 1895 has not been

determined. No one can safely accuse him of imperialistic purposes

—

one has only to glance at his Samoan and Hawaiian record—nor even

of beating, as Seward had thought of beating in 1861, the big drum of

a foreign dispute in order to deafen political radicalism that so dis-

quieted him at home. The most recent historian of the subject has

attributed the decision partially to the influence over Cleveland of the

forceful Richard Olney, who succeeded the tranquil Gresham as Secre-

tary of State upon the latteris death in 1895. It seems strange that a

man of Cleveland’s stubborn and resolute character could be so easily

and immediately ^^pushed about” by his new Secretary of State.

A more likely explanation was the rising pitch of public insistence

upon the Monroe Doctrine,^® and the occasion that this presented to

close his Presidency with a spectacular success in foreign policy that

would deserve well of his countrymen. Cleveland’s own explanation is

that he felt that the Monroe Doctrine was plainly challenged, and that

if it meant anything to the United States, he must make it good by

insisting that Great Britain arbitrate.^^ In his annual message, Decem-

ber 3, 1894, Cleveland referred to his patient efforts to get the Vene-

zuelan boundary dispute arbitrated, and Congress responded with an

unanimous joint resolution (February 22, 1895) earnestly recommend-

ing it to both parties. It is not unlikely that the President and his Sec-

retary of State perceived the unparalleled opportunity to press the

issue because of Great Britain’s contemporary stresses in the Old World,

where she stood without an ally, at odds with France and Russia and

nervous over the new German naval policy, with an imminent war on

her hands in South Africa. ''Great Britain has just now her hands full

in other quarters of the globe,” wrote Ambassador Bayard to Secretan^

of State Gresham, just after he had taken up his new post in London

early in 1895. "The United States is the last nation on earth with

whom the British people or their rulers desire to quarrel, and of this

I have new proofs every day in my intercourse with them. The Euro-

pean nations are watching each other like pugilists in the ring.” The

moment could not have been more propitious for a bold and wholesome

stroke of American diplomacy.

Cleveland allowed Olney to state the issiie in the form of instruc-
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tions to Ambassador Bayard of June 20
j 1895, for communication to

Lord Salisbury^ Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs, This

note recapitulated the history of the dispute and demanded^ in the

name of the Monroe Doctrine, to know whether Great Britain would

consent or would decline to submit the boundary to impartial arbitra-

tion, In the text of these instructions Olney took occasion to define and

to explain the Monroe Doctrine at great length and in high tone, and

to link to it the continental security of the United States and the cause

of popular sovereignty in the whole New World. It was the most

significant exposition of the Doctrine since its original pronouncement.

•^Ts it true, then,” asked the Secretary, ‘^hhat the safety and welfare

of the United States are so concerned with the maintenance of the inde-

pendence of every American state as against any European power as to

justify and require the interposition of the United States whenever that

independence is endangered? The question can be candidly answered

in but one way. The States of America, South as well as North, by

geographical proximity, by natural sympathy, by similarity of govern-

mental constitutions, are friends and allies, commercially and politically

of the United States. To allow" the subjugation of any of them by an

European power is, of course, to completely reverse that situation and

signifies the loss of all the advantages incident to their natural relations

to us. But that is not all. The people of the United States have a vital

interest in the cause of popular self-government. They have secured

the right for themselves and their posterity at the cost of infinite blood

and treasure. They have realized and exemplified its beneficent opera-

tion by a career unexampled in point of natural greatness or individual

felicity. They believe it to be for the healing of all nations, and that

civilization must either advance or retrograde accordingly as its su-

premacy is extended or curtailed.”

Olney backed up the Doctrine with a blunt and confident boast of

power:

“To-day the United States is practically sovereign on this continent, and its

fiat is law upon the subjects to which it confines its interposition. Why? It

is not because of the pure friendship or good will felt for it. It is not simply by
reason of its high character as a civilized state, nor because wisdom and jus-
tice and equity are the invariable characteristics of the dealings of the United
States. It is because, in addition to all other grounds, its infinite resources
combined with its isolated position render it master of the situation and prac-
tically invulnerable as against any or all other powers.

“All the advantages of this superiority are at once imperiled if the principle
be admitted that European powders may convert American states into colonies
or provinces of their own.”
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The climax of the note characterized the Monroe Doctrine as ''a

doctrine of American public law, well founded in principle and abun-

dantly sanctioned by precedent, which entitles and requires the United

States to treat as an injury to itself the forcible assumption by an Euro-
pean power of political control over an American stated^

How times had changed since 1823!

Lord Salisbury provoked Cleveland by delaying a reply until too

late to be included in the President's annual message of December,

1895, to the Congress, and when he did make answer it was only to

instruct the President of the United States that the Monroe Doctrine

was acceptable in itself when properly understood, but that really it

did not apply to this particular case. The thoroughly aroused Cleveland

immediately laid the subject before Congress in a special message, and

the correspondence became public property.

Anaemic academic folk and timid intellectuals in the United States

deplored the implied ultimatum, but Professor Woodrow Wilson wel-

comed itj vocal politicians like the Republican Senator Henry Cabot

Lodge and Theodore Roosevelt applauded it lustily; the press in gen-

eral rallied to it (except for the financial and commercial journals);

the public responded enthusiastically, and Congress supported it heart-

ily. In London the message fell with all the weight of a shell from

a trans-Atlantic twenty-inch gun. People there were dismayed at the

prospect of a war with the United States over the distant jungle fron-

tiers of Guiana. The Monroe Doctrine meant less to England then than

it did to the United States. Like the people of the United States the

English people were interested first in their own affairs. A menace had

appeared in the possibility of a German alliance with the recalcitrant

Boers of South Africa at a time when Britain stood in splendid but

dangerous isolation. The German Kaiser^s telegram of congratulation

(January 2, 1896) to the Boer President, General Kruger, revealed

this like a flash of lightning. Europe^s distresses once more were Amer-

icans advantage.

Even before the Kruger telegram a tide of reaction against the

British Government's position had set in, in London. Anxious to have

the friendship, if possible the alliance of the United States rather than

its enmity, Lord Salisburyns Government capitulated to President Cleve-

land, and agreed to arbitrate with Venezuela. After considerable bicker-

ing over details, and delay in procedure, the arbitration took place,

and the disputants accepted an award made October 3, 1899, after the

Spanish American War had taken place, which did not very much

vary from the first moderate British claims, except that it left the
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mouth of the Orinoco fully within Venezuelan territory. Vindication

of the Monroe Doctrine lay in the fact that Great Britain had agreed

to settle the controversy in a manner regarded by the United States as

reasonable.^®

The acceptance of the Monroe Doctrine under these circumstances

by the greatest naval power of the century brought to it unprecedented

power and prestige. Cleveland had boldly plucked from the Anglo-

Venezuelan nettle the flower of a spectacular diplomatic victory. No
foreign diplomatist, no international lawyer whether a citizen of the

United States, or of any other American nation, or whatever country,

could accept Olney^s pretension that the Doctrine then was ‘^^American

public law2^ Not until our own day, not until the Buenos Aires Con-

vention for the Maintenance, Preservation and Reestablishment of

Peace, and the Havana Convention of 1940, can it be said that the pris-

tine principles of 1823, together with the No-Transfer Policy of 1811,

have become a doctrine of American public law. But ever since 1895

Great Britain has been willing to abide by the doctrine as defined by

the United States. In Polk’s time she had dropped back from North

America to the Isthmus to check at that point the expanding power

of the new Continental Republic. After 1895 she no longer contested

it even there. Beset and bedevilled by Old World dangers to her ex-

posed empire, she began to point her foreign policy away from any

inter-American balance of powers for her part she left the New World
to the American System, and henceforth she tried to bring the United

States, thus strengthened, to cast its balance on her side in the world

politics of the twentieth century.

‘During the Era of Emancipation it had been the destiny of the bor-

derlands and the independence of the New World that determined the

Latin American policy of the United States. In the period of Manifest

Destiny it was the vision and realization of the Continental Republic^

Since then security for that Continental Republic, resting primarily on

a naval defense against attack from beyond either ocean, has been the

real touchstone of our policy toward the other peoples of the New
World. The Monroe Doctrine, as an aegis of independence, of popular

sovereignty and of continental security, fitted perfectly into that policy

in all its phases. 'So great a hold did the Doctrine have on popular

imagination by the end of the century, so sacred a formula had it be-

come for the foreign policy of the United States, that it would be easy

for a future President to invoke it in good faith as an instrument of

protective imperialism and in so doing to bring the Latin American
policy of the United States to a parting of the ways.



CHAPTER VIII

The Advent of Ini'perialism

(i8g^-i8gg)

I

IN the last decade of the nineteenth century Imperialism laid its mantle

over Manifest Destiny and galvanized that traditional faith of the

American people in their expansive future with a purpose and a philos-

ophy that went beyond the old blind instinct for the achievement and

security of the Continental Republic, even one including all of North

America.

The reasons for the ‘^^New Manifest Destiny^^ were several. First,

the Far West was filling up^ the official frontier, as marked on the

United States census maps, disappeared some time between i88o and

1890. The passing of the frontier released a formidable energy hitherto

occupied with the settling of the prairies and the mountain valleysd

Secondly, the political economy of the nation had absorbed the first

great impact of the industrial revolution. It was widely believed that

the home market for manufactured goods was saturated, that in the

future the United States must compete for w^orld markets with the

great industrial nations, the world powers, and that to sustain this com-

petition it must be prepared to have a na\y and naval bases more than

enough to protect the continental United States. Thirdly, there were

the expanded necessities of strategical security for the Continental Re-

public itself, requirements represented more and more imperatively in

the Isthmus and the islands of the Pacific and Caribbean that controlled

its maritime approaches. Fourthly, there was the beginning of a new

modern navy ^d the support of it by a public opinion made anxious

by Monroe Doctrine scnres in the Caribbean and by the war crisis of

1891 with Chiler Fifthly, there were the naval teachings of Captain

Alfred T. Mahan and his political apostlesd Sixthly, there was the new
123
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prestige and power that President Cleveland had given to the Monroe

Doctrine.

Cleveland's interpretation pretended to nothing less than a hemi-

spheric hegemony. Such a continental bugle-call sounded at a psycho-

logical moment^ so to speak, in the history of a youthful nation con-

scious of its dynamic strength. Finally there blossomed forth an

ideology based on Darwinism, a new and evangelical Manifest Destiny

overseas for a chosen race, the ^‘^Anglo-Saxon race.” So these new

prophets called it, in words as unscientific as later invocations of the

Aryan raced The Anglo-Saxon race, they believed, was selected by the

process of nature and the endowment of the Christian religion not only

peaceably by irresistible attraction to federate all North America into

one blessed republican union—the greatest goal of the old Manifest

Destiny—^but also to share with fellow Anglo-Saxons of the remaining

British Empire the tasks of civilization in the darker places of the

world, notably the Pacific regions.^

It was this new imperialism, this imitation of British policy, that

misled the later exuberant apostles of the New Manifest Destiny into

areas of the globe beyond the real interests of the United States—like

the Philippine Islands. Even in this new age the vital interests of the

United States did not touch any remote archipelago on the shores of

eastern Asia—^the American people before 1898 knew no more about

the Philippine Islands than they know today about Zanzibar—^but they

were concerned vitally in the Hawaiian Islands, the Caribbean Sea and

the Isthmus of Central America. To the significance of these places the

people were wide awake. The Monroe Doctrine had long since been

invoked to maintain their existing status. As a future canal became a

certainty its meaning for the protection of the Continental Republic

became axiomatic, and the relation of these islands of the continent to

its defense became more and more indisputable.

.

We must keep constantly in mind the compelling geographical fact

of the strategical significance of the Isthmus of Central America for a

two-ocean nation as w^'e seek to understand the foreign policy of the

United States in its new role of imperialism. It will reinforce the his-

torical Interpretation that has been the thesis of the preceding chapters

of this volume: the establishment of the Continental Republic and the

fixing of its security in the New World. However enticing the novel

cast of Manifest Destiny at the end of the century, whatever mistakes

committed by a youthful power In the name of those false gods, world

power and imperialism, the sound core of American imperialism was
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essentially protective, conceived to defend the continental homeland.

The proof of this is that within a third of a century^ after 1898 the

Republic has largely sloughed off that dominion over alien peoples that

is the badge of imperialism but has clung to the strategical outposts

that are the ramparts of the continent even though they involve a cer-

tain minimum control over foreign folk.

0

The New Manifest Destiny found expression during the Administra-

tion of Benjamin Harrison, which intervened from 1889 to 1893 be-

tween the two disparate terms of the anti-imperialist President Grover

Cleveland. The Republican Party in its victorious campaign of 1888

had indicted Cleveland’s first Administration for its idle complacency

in tolerating the extension of foreign influence in Central America

while doing lip-service to the Monroe Doctrine.^ The drift of opinion

appeared in the press, in periodicals, in lectures by the professors of

history—a relatively new metier—in debates in Congress, and in diplo-

matic notes.

It was a paramount purpose of President Harrison to strengthen

political and commercial relations with Central America and South

America. He had this in mind, along with other political considerations

of a domestic nature, when he appointed James G. Blaine, the enfmt

terrible of the Republican Party,^ as Secretary of State. During his brief

term of office under President Garfield in 1881 Blaine had conceived

an active Latin American policy. He had been a strong exponent of the

Monroe Doctrine particularly in regard to the Isthmian question. He
had favored the re-confederation of the Central American states as a

means of preventing European intrusion in the Nicaraguan canal route.

He had sought protection for the im^estment of American capital in

Mexico. He had tried to make the United States instead of non-Amer-

ican powers the arbiter of disputes between the American republics, and

between American republics and European states, and had gone so far

as to invite all the independent states of the New World to meet in

Washington in 1882 to perfect ways and means of maintaining peace in

the Western Hemisphere.®

With Harrison’s approv^al, Blaine reviv^ed in 1889 Seward’s old

projects to buy the Danish West Indies, to get naval bases in Haiti and

Santo Domingo In the Caribbean
j

in the Pacific he sought to prevent

Samoa, where the United States had secured right to a naval base at
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Pago Pago in 18785 from slipping under the exclusive dominion of

Germany or England5 and finally he wanted to pick forthwith the ^hipe

apple^’ of Hawaii. Blaine was interested in the possibility of a naval

base as far south as Chimbote ^ in Peru5 that magnificent harbor that

vies for capaciousness and anchorage with AcapulcOj San Francisco Bay,

Puget Sound, and Pearl Harbor. Such a program projected a wider

circle into the Pacific than even Sew^ard had contemplated: a broad arc

of naval bases represented by the line Puget Sound-Pearl Harbor-

Samoa-Chimbote, that would have been ideal for the defense of the

future canal. Like Seward, these later apostles of Manifest Destiny also

expected peaceable union with Canada some day. But Secretary Blaine

soon became entangled in the indefensible controversy with Great

Britain over control of seals in Bering Sea, and diverted by an absurd

war crisis whth the distant republic of Chile arising from a murderous

mob attack on United States sailors on shore leave in Valparaiso. This

regrettable episode distracted the foreign policy of President Harrison

from its basic concepts. At the same time it served to emphasize the

need of a larger naval force to defend the new cities of the West Coast,

as well as the desirability of an Isthmian canal, for the quick passage

of an Atlantic squadron in case of necessity. The outstanding feature

of Blaine^s Latin American policy wus the meeting finally at Washing-

ton in 1889 of the First International American Conference.

After President Garfield’s tragic death and Blaine’s resignation,

President Arthur caused the invitations to the conference at Washing-

ton to be withdrawn, although approximately one half of the states had

accepted. The project became increasingly popular, and was agitated in

Congress, resulting in the act of May 10, 1888, providing for a con-

ference to consider economic and commercial problems and to draw up

a scheme of arbitration. This became law without President Cleveland’s

signature. It was his Secretary of State, Thomas F. Bayard, who issued

the invitations in response to the law. On his successor, Blaine, fell the

grateful task of presiding over the assembly.

The Secretary’s ostensible purpose in assembling the Conference seems

to have been the promotion of trade and arbitration, and the meeting

did not really accomplish muchj but, as we shall see later on in this

volume, it was the harbinger of a memorable movement that was to

yield richer results in riper times, as Blaine himself prophesied in his

closing address to the delegates.

In the national campaign of 1892 the new foreign policy of Hard-
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son^s Administration was put before the electorate, but not to a clear

test. The Republican Party reafErmed its approval of the Monroe Doc-

trine and registered its belief in ^hhe achievement of the manifest des-

tiny of the republic in its broadest sensed^ It declared the construction

of the Nicaraguan canal, under the control of the United States Gov-

ernment, to be of the highest Importance to the American people, both

as a measure of national defense and for the building up and the

maintenance of American commerce.

The Republicans met defeat, but not on Issues of foreign policy,

Cleveland's victory only held back the New Manifest Destiny, and

even he blew a clarion note for a certain protective Imperialism, in his

Venezuela ^Uictate’^ to Great Britain in 1895. But Cleveland was satis-

fied with international control of the canal route, and he did not desire

dominion or protectorates over alien peoples, even In Hawaii or In

Cuba, not to mention Samoa. We can say that it was Harrison, not

Cleveland, who represented the deeper instincts of American national-

ism in tune with the spirit of a new outlook—toward the Isthmus.

In the next campaign, in 1896, the Republicans reasserted Cleve-

land’s interpretation of the Monroe Doctrine. They came out for a

^^firm, vigorous and dignified” foreign policy that would watchfully

guard American Interests in the Western Hemisphere at all times.

^Hhe Hawaiian Islands should be controlled by the United States, and no

foreign power should be permitted to interfere with them; the Nicaragua

canal should be built, owned and operated by the United States; and by the

purchase of the Danish islands we should secure a proper and much-needed

naval station in the West Indies. . . . We reassert the Monroe Doctrine in

its full extent, and we reaffirm the right of the United States to give the doc-

trine effect by responding to the appeal of any American State for friendly

intervention in case of European encroachment. We have not interfered and

shall not interfere with the existing possessions of any European power in this

hemisphere, but those possessions must not on any pretext be extended. We
hopefully look forward to the eventual withdrawal of the European powers

from this hemisphere, and to the ultimate union of all English-speaking parts

of the continent by the free consent of its inhabitants. ... We believe that

the government of the United States should actively use its influence and good

offices to restore peace and give independence to the island [of Cuba]

No more than in the previous election was it the issue of foreign

policy which determined the choice of the people in 1896. Even Presi-

dent Cleveland voted against Bryan, populism, and free-silver. Never-

theless, Republican foreign policy by 1897 represented the prevailing
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temper o£ the people, and it focused on the convenient Cuban question,

which furnished the opportunity for the New Manifest Destiny, for a

protective imperialism.

3

Without the Cuban question there would not have been any war

With Spain, certainly, but back of the Cuban question there was the

Isthmian question, that is to say, what power w^as to control the future

waterway between the two oceans and the naval communications that

would unite the increasingly populous seacoasts of the United States In

an approaching new order of sea power. Given the independence of the

island of Hispaniola with its tw^o harmless republics long since free of

European power, the islands of Cuba and Puerto Rico under the con-

trol or possession of the United States would throw out to the south-

east a long earthly arm of protection for vital American interests in the

Caribbean, in effect a barrier reef stretching as far as the Leeward

Islands and commanding the principal approaches from the North

Atlantic to this mediterranean area of the New World. East of Puerto

Rico lay the Danish West Indies. Under the flag of the United States

they could control the northern passages through the Leeward archi-

pelago. So far so good, but a perfect embracement of the Caribbean

would take in the French and British islands of the Windward group

as far down as Trinidad
3
even then there would still remain that

American Malta, the island of Jamaica, inside the barrier.

There was in 1898 no expectation of dislodging France and Great

Britain from their historic positions In those strategic islands, and no

plausible pretext for attempting to do so, but the condition of Cuba

offered much hope and even some reason for displacing Spain in au-

thority over the Pearl of the Antilles where her sovereigns had reigned

since Columbuses time. If those Spanish islands could be annexed, or

even made independent under the protection of the United States, that

nation would be in a position henceforth to gainsay any European at-

tempt to dominate a region of the seas so vital to the mastery of the

future Isthmian canal; that is, to the defense of the Continental Re-

public which was the supreme achievement and the very basis of Amer-
ican nationality.

Such was the strategical frame of the Cuban question, the inspiration

of the expansionists of 1898 and their ^flarge policy^’ of protective im-

perialism.

Long before 1898 Secretary Seward had seen this frame, and the
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islands in the picture
5
so had Grant and Fish, but in the midst of the

reaction against expansion that followed the Civil War the Senate

would have none of Seward’s treaty for the purchase of the Danish
islands, and voted down Grant’s treaty for the annexation of Santo

Domingo. During and after the Civil War the spectacular transconti-

nental railroads supplanted the maritime routes and the Isthmian cut-

off in the popular imagination, particularly when no new naval power
could yet be discerned in the Pacific. After the ^dast spike” was driven

in the Union Pacific Railroad—on May 10, 1869, at Promontory Point,

Utah, in a dramatic ceremony transmitted all over the nation by tele-

graph, blow by blow—few people went to the Coast by Nicaragua or

Panama. The Cuban question was just as distressing, just as annoying

to the United States in those years of the dreadful ten years’ insurrec-

tion of 1868-1878, as it was in 1895 to 1898. If at that timie the Gov-
ernment had been seeking a war in order to detach Cuba from Spain,

the Virgini'us affair of 1873 would have offered a convenient pretext.

But in this earlier period the United States was looking in upon itself

instead of out upon the maritime world. Polemical Cuban historians

have waxed warmly indignant over the perfect propriety which the

Grant Administration observed toward their heroic struggle
5
one can

not fail to compare it with the benevolent neutrality shown toward the

earlier revolutions of 1808-1822 for Latin American independence.

It is passing strange that Spain should not have learned from her

own disastrous colonial history or from the exemplary constancy of

Canada under home rule within the British Empire, that real self-

government was indispensable for the continued loyalty of a civilized,

albeit a benighted people, accursed by centuries of tyranny. There were

in Spain statesmen of luminous intelligence who understood this, and

nowhere can we find more flaming rebukes of Spanish policy, but they

availed nothing against the inveterate insouciance and hopeless pro-

crastination of the monarchy. A new generation of Cubans, fed with

funds from juntas of exiled insurrectionists who collected money and

supplies in the United States, rose up to revolt again in 1895.

They could not face the large and well-equipped Spanish army in

open combat with any reasonable prospect of success. Their only hope

lay in wracking the island with fire and machete by guerrilla warfare

so that no army, no ^^peninsular” society, could exist there. To use a

later phrase, they resorted in the name of liberty to a "^^scorched earth”

policy. They were ^^determined to unfurl triumphantly, even over ruin

and ashes, the flag of the Republic of Cuba.” The only w^ay the Span-
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ish could cope with this type of ruthless warfare, in which a Cuban

patriot might appear one day in the tatters of an armed and gruesome

guerrilla and the next in the rags of an unarmed and guileless civilian,

was to herd all the inhabitants of an insurrectionary district into con-

centration camps, as the British did in the Boer War and the United

States did in the Philippine insurrection, and to treat as a dangerous

combatant every able-bodied man met outside. Unlike the British and

the Americans, the Spanish authorities proved unequal to the tasks of

sanitation and sustenance of the civilian reconcentradoSy who perished

pitifully by the tens of thousands.

These dreadful scenes went on only a few score of miles from the

shores of the United States. They aroused universal sympathy among
good people in the neighboring republic, even as Armenian horrors in

Asia Minor shocked men and women through the United States. Secre-

tary Olney had gone so far as to declare that the United States would

not be altogether unwilling to join Great Britain under certain cir-

cumstances in ^^putting the ilrmenian charnel house in order.” Is it

any wonder that the American people revolted at the harrowing Cuban
panorama of woe in an island so strategically vital, so close to their own
Gulf coast, and that they began to feel that at last they must do some-

thing about it?

President Cleveland, whose anti-imperialism went so far as to blind

him in the case of Hawaii to imminent strategical requirements of con-

tinental security in the new age, pursued the same unexceptionable

—

except to the insurrectos—^path of conduct toward the Cuban question

that Grant and Fish had followed a generation earlier: determined

protection of the treaty rights of American citizens in Cuba, and offers

of mediation to both sides, lest another protracted period of hostilities

put further long strain on Spanish American relations. Like previous

Presidents in 1849-1853 and 1868-1878, Cleveland put into execution

the domestic neutrality laws which forbade the fitting out or recruiting

within the United States of hostile expeditions against the authority

of a friendly power. The Cubans disliked this restriction^ Spain com-
plained at its laxity. The President importuned Spain to accept his

good offices to end the insurrection on the basis of home rule for Cuba,
like Canada. He assured that power that the United States had no
designs on Spanish sovereignty. He even expressed his belief that it

was necessary for Cuban stability. We are constrained to believe that

the Spanish Government made a big mistake in declining that offer,

and in responding in a cavalier manner that the United States would
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do better to enforce its neutrality laws more effectively.* Secretary

Olney warned Spain that if a new administration should come into

authority in the United States election of 1896, it might not be able to

curb the forces of intervention that were rapidly gathering headway.

The Spanish Government, not unaware of this contingency, was then

formulating a futile appeal to the powers of Europe to unite to prevent

any intervention in Cuba by the United States in the event of a Re-
publican victory/^ Even the patient Cleveland, following the Republi-

can triumph of 1896, declared in his last message to Congress, after

reviewing calmly the Cuban question, that a situation conceivably could

develop in the island, ^Sn which our obligations to the sovereignty of

Spain will be superseded by higher obligations, which we can hardly

hesitate to recognize and discharge.”

The victorious Republican Party had declared for the Independence

of Cuba. The new President, William McKinley, was a sincere and

pious Christian who would have preferred to see Cuba free without war.

Despite his party’s platform, he w^as willing, like his predecessor, to

bring about a peace that would have stopped short of independence:

home rule within the empire, letting such autonomy ripen some day

to Independence. He does not seem to have sensed the strategy of the

^darge policy” of continental defense, that Captain Mahan, Theodore

Roosevelt, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, Dr. Leonard Wood, and the

apostles of the New Manifest Destiny were talking and writing about

to each other. He had seen the dead piled up in one war and he did not

* Most of the expeditions carrying munitions and men to the Cuban insurrectionists

naturally put out from the United States instead of England or Europe because it was

so much nearer. On the other hand, revolutionists in Spain in former years, like the

CarlistSj had sought their succor in England or Europe.

The most distinguished Spanish authority on international law, the Marquis de

Olivartj made a thorough analysis of these hostile expeditions and their fate in his

study of “Le differend entre PEspagne et les Etats-Unis au sujet de la question Cu-

baine,” published in Revue genh^ale de droit international fublic, IV (1897)1 577"

6205 V (1898), 358-422, 499-5555 VII (1900), 541-6295 IX (1902)5 161-202. Of

the 71 expeditions known to have been attempted from all sources he found that 27

were successful. Spanish forces intercepted 5 on the coasts of Cuba 5
while the United

States stopped 33, Great Britain broke up 2, storms frustrated 4. The Cuban historian

Portell Vila {of. cit.j III, 130, 193) bitterly indicts the ^^unfairness” of the United

States in enforcing these neutrality laws whilst permitting Spain to take away military

supplies of all kinds for use in suppressing the Cuban insurrection. There is a good

review of the subject in Elbert J. Benton, International Lmx> and Diflomacy of t/ie

Sfanish-American Warj Johns Hopkins Press, 1908. He points out that earlier decisions

of the lower federal courts gave some latitude to the operations of the filibusters, but

this was later restricted by the Supreme Court.
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want to see another/* He made no radical move to profit by the Cuban

situation^ as the young iinperialists wished. He too was patient and

conciliatory. Six months passed by, and then he merely repeated Cleve-

landY proffer of good offices. Apparently Spain interpreted this to mean

that a change in administration did not mean intervention, after all.

The Madrid Government answered McKinley as they had replied to

Cleveland. Then in October, 1897, a new Liberal Government came

into power, under Praxedes Manuel Sagasta, and made prompt and

genuine efforts to solve the Cuban question by grants of a large meas-

ure of self-government, including ail rights enjoyed by subjects in

the kingdom at home, and the electoral laws of Spain itself. They also

quickly recalled General Weyler, the sponsor of reconcentration, no-

torious for the harshness of his military methods.

This would have satisfied the Cubans completely before their in-

surrection. Now they would have none of it. They beheld in the offing

their complete independence. They knew that every day, every hour,

their cause was more and more popular in the United States. They

hoped for the intervention of their great friend and neighbor, the re-

public of the mainland, to free them from their monarchical mistress

in the Old World. Traditionally through her history Spain had pro-

crastinated for fear that action might mean loss, and yet she lost. Now
the delay of action meant loss of the last vestige of Spaiffis historic

empire in the New World.

Still the peaceful McKinley made no move. He waited to see if

the reforms announced in Madrid would bring peace without interven-

tion. Behind him the people were increasingly restive, stirred up by the

competition of the New York ‘^‘^yellow” press that was boosting Its rival

circulations by the exploitation of Spanish atrocities, true and false,

with never a word of Cuban irregularities. Had not the Republican

Party pledged itself to Cuban independence? Nevertheless, the Presi-

dent declared to Congress, In his first annual message (December 6,

1897) that before taking the next step, whether recognition of belliger-

ency (as Congress had demanded), or of actual intervention (which

the country would certainly support at any time), but never of forcible

annexation (that would be unthinkable, a ^^criminal aggression”)
5
the

United States would stand by and allow time for testing the sincerity

and effectiveness of the new Spanish reforms. No American citizen,

said the chief magistrate, was illegally detained in Cuba. At great ex-

pense and effort, he explained for Spain^s notice, the Government was

enforcing its municipal neutrality laws. These were not the words of
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a jingo. Nor were there any jingoes in McKinley^s Cabinet, nor among
his close advisers.

It was the people who wanted intervention, roused as they were by

sentimental feelings played upon by irresponsible journalists, by the

instinctive awareness of their continental position, by the new outward

urge of national feeling, and by provocative incidents (the mysterious

destruction of the U.S.S. Maine in Havana harbor, the publication of

the Dupuy de L3me letter) which chance timed so well. All this

delighted the deliberate interventionists: the Roosevelts, the Mahans,

the Lodges, the Beveridges, and their disciples. The politicians felt the

pulse of popular excitement. Congressmen of all political complexions

spoke up for war. Ambitious young statesmen on the make catered

lovingly to the demand. McKinley weakened. He was afraid that if

he resisted the tide it would sweep him off his feet
5
Congress w^ould

declare war, even over his head. ^^He well knew that his reputation was

at stake.” He would be left a President without a party, a John Tyler

with no hope for a second term. The instinctive national urge for war

overwhelmed the President and his advisers. On March 27, 1898, after

a series of representations, he submitted to Spain the famous demands,

in a despatch to the United States Minister at Madrid:

‘^Believe the Marne report will be held in Congress for a short time with-

out action. A feeling of deliberation prevails in both Houses of Congress. See

if the following can be done:

^Tirst. Armistice until October i, negotiations meantime looking for

peace between Spain, and insurgents through friendly offices of President of

the United States.

“Second. Immediate revocation of reconcentration order so as to permit

people to return to their farms and the needy to be relieved with provisions

and supplies from United States, cooperating with authorities so as to afford

full relief.

“Add if possible

:

“Third. If terms of peace not satisfactorily settled by October i, the Presi-

dent of the United States to be final arbiter between Spain and the insurgents.

“If Spain agrees as above, President will use friendly offices to get in-

surgents to accept the plan. Prompt action desirable.’’

Unfortunately Spain did not take these demands for the ultimatum

that they were in fact if not in form. The Queen did revoke (March

30) the reconcentration order, but delayed an armistice because the

Cubans would not ask for it. Characteristically she called to Europe for

help, as the King of Spain had done three-quarters of a century before

at the time of the Holy Alliance. At the eleventh hour, on the eve of
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her final exit from the American scene at the end of the century^ Spain

again appealed to the powers of Europe, this time to block any inter-

ference by the United States in Cuba.

The Queen Regent sent personal entreaties to the crowned heads

of the monarchical powers, two of whom (the Emperor Francis Joseph

and Queen Victoria) wtrt her relatives. The Madrid foreign office im-

portuned also the French Republic, whose citizens held a billion dol-

lars^ worth of investments in Spanish railways, government bonds and

other securities. To the five monarchies a plea was made to save the

throne itself, for most observers believed that if the Queen lost Cuba

to the United States the Spanish Republicans would overturn the mon-

archy. The German Kaiser in 1896-1898, like the Russian Czar in

1818-1823, was eager to prevent any European lesion in the monarch-

ical principle. More than this, he wanted to avoid any disturbance, by

a Spanish American war, of the status of the Philippines and other

Spanish islands of the western Pacific for which German diplomacy

was then casting its net. But he did not wish to assume the initiative

in a collective move, for fear that Great Britain might exploit It to cul-

tivate closer relations with the United States. Therefore the German

Government persuaded the Catholic Emperor of its ally, Austria-

Hungary, to take the lead.^®

Under this covert impulsion the great powers of Europe (Austria-

Hungary, Germany, Russia, Italy, France, and Great Britain) tried first

in Washington, then in Madrid, to prevent the war. In Washington

they instructed their ambassadors to present a note to President Mc-
Kinley (April 7, 1898) while his message to Congress still lay locked

in his desk awaiting the last departures of United States citizens from

Cuba. This move on the part of Europe to regulate the affairs of the

New World had only a gilded semblance of collective unity. Again it

was the British Government that broke the maneuver, more gracefully

than in 1823. It consented to participate in the demwrche only If the

United States knew about it beforehand and did not object. Thus re-

hearsed and made harmless, the joint expostulation became innocuous,

like the routine speech of an ambassador at his first reception. McKin-
ley had his note of reply all written out in advance. The six ambassa-

dors made their collective bow at the White House and in the name
of their governments presented a joint and ^‘pressing appeal” to the

^ffiumanity and moderation” of the President and of the American
people. ^Hhey earnestly hoped that further negotiations would lead to

an agreement which, while securing the maintenance of peace, would
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afford all necessary guaranties for the reestablishment of order in

Cuba.” By polite and studious prearrangement President McKinley

bowed the ambassadors back over the threshold with similar language

friendly couched like theirs: “The Government of the United States

appreciates the humanitarian and disinterested character of the com-

munication now made on behalf of the powers named, and, for its part,

is confident that equal appreciation will be shown for its own earnest

and unselfish endeavors to fulfil a duty to humanity by ending a situa-

tion the indefinite prolongation of which has become insufferable.”

So the matter passed off harmlessly.^®

The powers next shifted their attention to Madrid. They submitted

to the Spanish Government (April 19) a note similar to the one pre-

sented to President McKinley. At the same time the Pope, at the in-

stance of Austria-Hungary, actuated by her German ally, sounded out

the United States and Spain as to his mediation on the basis of Cuban

independence. This move failed, too. Finally the Pope, and the powers,

urged Spain to grant an armistice, even to sacrifice Cuba if necessary.

At last Spain capitulated. Senor Gullon, Minister for Foreign Affairs,

responded that same day to the note of the powers: at the solicitation

of the Holy Father, he announced, and on the friendly advice of the

six powers, the Queen had ordered a cessation of hostilities in Cuba.

Actually the term and arrangement of armistice were left to the regu-

lation of the Governor-General, and did not meet unequivocally the

full specifications of President McKinley’s demands, but the concession

was as great as could be accepted short of a formal and absolute ulti-

matum. The American Minister, Woodford, telegraphed from Madrid

that he was sure with these concessions he could get peace. “Would the

peace you are so confident of securing mean the independence of Cuba?”

answered the Secretary of State, William R. Day, impatiently, “The

President cannot hold his message longer than Tuesday.” Woodford

thought he could secure independence.®®

The President had decided to turn the matter over to Congress, de-

laying a few days to get Americans out of Cuba. Before he sent in

the message of April ii, which meant intervention, he knew that Spain

had revoked the reconcentration order and had ordered a cessation of

hostilities. Whether the Cuban insunectos would accept an armistice

McKinley did not know, but he did not wait to see. Conscientiously, he

did not fail to mention the last Spanish concession: it was for Congress

to decide the Cuban question, he concluded. That Congress would

vote for war, he well knew. He believed that he could not stop it.
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Quickly and overwhelmingly the House of Representatives passed, by

a vote of 311 to 6 (April 15), the resolution that meant war.

Before the Senate voted* (April 19) another European dSnmrche

took shape in Washington. Apparently at the personal behest of Queen

Victoria, Sir J. Pauncefote, British Ambassador and dean of the diplo-

matic corps, lent his pen and name, if not his actual initiative, to the

formulation of a new remonstrance. Behind embassy portals on Con-

necticut Avenue the six ambassadors met again and drew up a second

note saying severely that American intervention was ^^unjustifiabled^

But none dared to join his colleagues in presenting such a statement

without referring it first to his government, and none of the govern-

ments (save Austria-Hungary) would sanction such a second step. As

in 1823, Europe was too divided, in rival camps—with Great Britain

a worried and isolated onlooker, courting the United States for her

own purposes—to unite in any real action. The British Prime Minister

long since had passed the word to Washington that what the United

States did about Cuba was no affair of England’s."^ For higher reasons

of state Lord Salisbury overbore Queen Victorians monarchical and fam-

ily sympathies. ^Hhe Powders are sorrowfully agreed, he mournfully

informed the Queen, ^ffhat at this stage nothing further can be done

to arrest the war. Even the very temperate and guarded note which

was addressed by the Powers to the U. S. Government was very much

resented by a large portion of the community as an undue interference,

and had no other effect than to harden the war feeling.nn

Once more Europe^s distresses were Americans advantage. The speedy

dissipation of this shadow of another Holy Alliance at the end of the

nineteenth century was a triumph for the traditional Latin American

policy of the United States.

It is difficult to find a sober historian, of whatever nationality, who

does not seem convinced (like Benton, Jeronimo Becker, Callahan,

Chadwick, Flack, Porteli Vila, Pratt, Robinson, Vagts) that the United

States could have won its way in Cuba without intervention. But Mc-
Kinley was not strong enough to do it without war. Against his own
will, he became a war President

3
not against his will he became a

second-term President.

The war was thus a people’s war, not an Administration war, not the

work of politicians. Had there been such a constitutional device as a

popular referendum on a declaration of war, the people of all sections

* The Senate vote on the resolutions for intervention, including the Teller Amend-
ment, was 68 to 21 ,
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would have voted for it with a whoop, Including William J. Bn-an,

the radical Populist leader On the other hand, Senator Mark Hanna,
the Republican Party “boss,” was opposed to war in 1898. Above
all, the war was not a plot of “big business,” which was definitely op-

posed to intervention."^ Not more than $50,000,000 had been invested

by citizens of the United States in Cuba, and practically nothing in the

independent republics of Central America and the Caribbean whose po-

litical geography was inevitably bound to the Cuban question and to

the Isthmian question behind it. What American capital there was in

Cuba was more opposed to insurrection and the turbulence of interven-

tion than in favor of it, even if presented with the prospect of possible

annexation of the island. The Sugar Trust, w-'hich had got control of

most of the investment in cane plantations and grinding mills, had been

powerless to prevent passage of the Wilson Tariff Act back in 1894,

which placed a tariff on the importation of raw sugar w'hich had been

free since 1890."“ Had “big business” controlled the policy of the

United States toward Cuba, it would never have tolerated this feature

of that tariff act.

The young imperialists of 1898 knew exactly what they wanted to

get out of the Cuban question and the war that the people had clam-

ored for with Spain: that was to make Cuba independent if not to annex

it, to acquire Puerto Rico, to hold the Philippines, and at last to annex

definitively the Hawaiian Islands. “You must get Manila and Hawaii
5

you must prevent any talk of peace until we get Porto Rico and the

Philippines as well as secure the independence of Cuba,” wrote Lieuten-

ant Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, ci-devant assistant secretary of the

navy, from an army transport sailing for Cuba, to his friend Senator

Henry Cabot Lodge, who needed no reminder. The imperialist Senator

had already assured him: “Unless I am utterly and profoundly mis-

taken the Administration is now fully committed to the large policy

that we both desire.”

4

In his study of the Expansionists of i8g8, Julius W. Pratt has shown

how the imperialists prevailed over the more timid business interests of

the nation, even to the taking of the Philippines; again how, after the

accomplished fact, many business interests were converted.

Some of the men of 1898, like Albert J. Beveridge and Whitelaw

Reid, were for out-and-out annexation of Cuba as well as Puerto Rico

and Hawaii. Others, like Leonard Wood, expected that an independent
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Cuba^ by the choice of its own people^ would seek annexation and, of

course, not be denied. As military governor of Cuba he labored to pro-

mote a feeling for annexation. But historians of Cuba in its relations

with the United States and Spain have tended to stress the forces that

made for annexation and to overlook the forces that have opposed it.

It is the latter which have decided the question, almost to the dis-

appointment of those investigators who seek to impart a taint of selfish-

ness and annexation, rather than of continental security, republican self-

government, liberty and idealism to the Latin American policy of the

United States. When, possibly at the suggestion of a professed friend

of Cuban independence,^' Senator Teller of Colorado, an apostle of the

New Manifest Destiny—that dictum of self-determination as well as of

peaceful expansion—proposed his famous amendment to the joint reso-

lution of April 20, 1898, for intervention in Cuba, It was accepted with-

out debate. This famous self-denial ordinance, which some of the im-

perialists may have regretted, undoubtedly expresed the instinct of the

people of the United States toward Cuba, as well as of the McKinley
Administration: ^^That the United States hereby disclaims any disposi-

tion or intention to exercise sovereignty, jurisdiction, or control over

the said island except for the pacification thereof, and asserts its deter-

mination, when that is accomplished, to leave the government and con-

trol of the island to its people.^’

These words sounded hollow to a cynical Europe and Asia hardened

to a contrary practice. They have been made good.

A century of experience had confirmed the No-Transfer Policy, par-

ticularly in regard to Cuba: that the island, so vitally situated for the

security of the United States, should not pass from weak Spain to

a stronger non-American power. The Latin American policy of the

United States—if we except the repudiated and punished plottings of

the slavery expansionists—had never called for the annexation of Cuba
against the will of its people. It had willed the ejection of Spain at the

right moment—that came in 1898—and the strategic control of the ap-

proaches to the future canal so vital to the continental security of the

Republic
5

that was accomplished by the war with Spain and the Platt

Amendment which settled in 1902 the relation of Cuba to the United
States at least for the time being.

Nowhere is the real purpose of the United States in the War of 1898
with Spain stated more frankly and concisely than in the Platt Amend-
ment reserving to the United States the right to intervene in Cuba to

protect life, property, and individual liberty, to preserve the independ-
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ence of the island, and to facilitate the defense of the United States^

including naval bases. No historian can better explain the Latin Amer-
ican policy of the United States, as expressed in the Cuban question and

the war with Spain, than did Secretar}^ of War Elihu Root, the author

of the Platt Amendment. He stressed the duty and interest of the

United States under the peace treaty of Paris to ^Lssumm and discharge

the obligations that might, under international law, result from the fact

of the occupation [of Cuba], for the protection of life and property,''

but he insisted equally on the traditional policy of the United States, so

stressed in this volume, not to permit, under any circumstances, any for-

eign power other than Spain to acquire possession of the island of Cuba.

^^It would be a most lame and impotent conclusion," declared Root, in

laying down the terms which the United States should insist upon in

regulating its relations with Cuba, "^hf after all the expenditure of blood

and treasure by the people of the United States for the freedom of

Cuba, and by the people of Cuba for the same object, we should,

through the constitution of the new government, by inadvertence or

otherwise, be placed in a worse position in regard to our own vital in-

terests than we were while Spain was in possession. , .

The Amendment was embedded in the constitution of Independent

Cuba and in a ferfet'ttal treaty with the United States that by its nature

could be modified only by the consent of both parties. Its purpose was

to give unexceptionable legal bulwark to intervene, not for the purpose

of meddling or interference with the affairs of a Cuban government, but

to prevent the possibility of any justification or even pretext for a non-

American power to intervene in Cuban affairs and thus to imperil the

continental security of the United States by threatening the naval com-

munications between its two seacoasts. It was not to exploit Cuba; on

the contrary the treaty of commercial reciprocity which followed in

1903 gave to her people unique and valuable passageways through the

United States tariff wall for their principal crops. The treaty ^‘^froze"

the existing freedom of entry of all goods coming untaxed into either

country from the other, including sugar, and gave to imports from

Cuba a 20 per cent preferential; in return Cuba gave concessions from

20 to 40 per cent on ‘^^products of the soil or industry of the United

States," but tobacco from the United States got no tariff reduction in

Cuba.^° Without this generous treaty Cuba could not have flourished,

because sugar and tobacco, particularly sugar, were her principal profit-

* For text, see note at end of chapter.
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able crops, and her dependence on these could not be altered quickly.

Independence, under United States protection, and commercial reciproc-

ity brought unheard-of health and prosperity to the Cubans, yet there

are some Cuban historians who accuse the United States of fixing Cuban

economy to a single crop and believe this to have been a device to tie

Cuba economically to the United States, like Hawaii, as a step toward

annexation.

It cannot be justly said that these benevolent relationships with Cuba

were designed as a step toward annexation. Neither Secretary Root, the

constitutional architect of the Cuban protectorate, nor his chief, Presi-

dent Theodore Roosevelt, worked for that.^^ What they wanted, we

repeat, was to preserve the right of intervention in order to insure the

defenses of the United States against any cause for intervention by a

European power. There were those statesmen, however, and the mili-

tary governor during the first occupation (Major General Leonard

Wood was the most ardent of them) who hoped the Cubans would be

so pleased with their protectors that of their own will they would seek

to come into the United States, but Wood would not have forced the

marriage, even if he did a-wooing go, with sugar and with reciprocity.

The New Manifest Destiny, the Cuban question and the war with

Spain had ushered in a new era in the Latin American policy of the

United States, an era of protective imperialism focused on the defense

of an Isthmian canal in a passageway between the two seacoasts of the

Continental Republic vital to its naval communications and to its secu-

rity. The security of the Continental Republic has always been the

primary consideration of foreign policy, and to this its Latin American

policy has been a major adjunct. As the United States entered the twen-

tieth century, highly conscious of its new rank as a world power, we
must now turn again to the Isthmian question, that is, to the Panama
Canal, or, as I prefer to put it, we must examine the Panama Policy

of the United States in the new epoch of protective imperialism.

THE PLATT AMENDMENT

At Secretary Roods suggestion Senator Teller appended the conditions

upon which the United States would evacuate Cuba as an amendment to the

army appropriation bill of March 2, 1901, thus making it plain that Congress
was overwhelmingly behind the stipulations. As expressed in the text of the

treaty concluded on May 22, 1903 (proclaimed July 2, 1904), the terms of

the Platt Amendment were:
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Article I

Xhe Government of Cuba shall never enter into any treaty or other com-
pact vrith any foreign power or powers w^hich will impair or tend to impair
the independence of Cuba, nor in any manner authorize or permit any for-

eign power or powers to obtain by colonization or for military or naval pur-
poses, or otherwise, lodgment in or control over any portion of said island.

Article II

Xhe Government of Cuba shall not assume or contract any public debt to

pay the interest upon which, and to make reasonable sinking-fund provision

for the ultimate discharge of which, the ordinary revenues of the Island of

Cuba, after defraying the current expenses of the Government, shall be in-

adequate.
Article III

Xhe Government of Cuba consents that the United States may exercise

the right to intervene for the preservation of Cuban independence, the

maintenance of a government adequate for the protection of life, property,

and individual liberty, and for discharging the obligations with respect to

Cuba imposed by the Xreaty of Paris on the United States, now to be as-

sumed and undertaken by the Government of Cuba.

Article IV

All acts of the United States in Cuba during its military occupancy thereof

are ratified and validated, and all lawful rights acquired thereunder shall be

maintained and protected.

Article V

Xhe Government of Cuba will execute, and, as far as necessary, extend

the plans already devised, or other plans to be mutually agreed upon, for the

sanitation of the cities of the island, to the end that a recurrence of epidemic

and infectious diseases may be prevented, thereby assuring protection to the

people and commerce of Cuba, as well as to the commerce of the Southern

ports of the United States and the people residing therein.

Article VI

Xhe Island of Pines shall be omitted from the boundaries of Cuba specified

in the Constitution, the title thereto being left to future adjustment by treaty.

Article VII

Xo enable the United States to maintain the independence of Cuba, and

to protect the people thereof, as well as for its own defense, the Government

of Cuba will sell or lease to the United States lands necessary for coaling or

naval stations, at certain specified points, to be agreed upon with the President

of the United States,

Treaties and Conventions
^
ijjd-igog^ I,



CHAPTER IX

The Roosevelt Corollary and Dollar Diplomacy

(i8gg-igis)

I

THE intervention in Cuba and the war with Spain took place while

men^s minds were still fixed on the old order of sea power. The victory

of Japan in the first Sino-Japanese war, of 1895, and the beginnings of

the new German navy as evidenced in the naval law of 1898, had not

yet begun significantly to concern American naval strategists, let alone

American public opiniond It was rather the British navy which had

blocked the way in the Caribbean, together with the Clayton-Bulwer

Treaty that went back to the foreign and domestic crisis of 1850. If the

future Isthmian canal and naval control of its approaches had been

esteemed necessary in the old frame of naval strategy that closed the

nineteenth centuiy, they were to become triply important as the twen-

tieth century ushered in a new order of sea power.

Three new naval powers were born at the beginning of the present

century. One was the United States. The other two were Germany and

Japan. Neither of the new powers of the Old World had a hostage

like Canada on the other side of an undefended land frontier from

a people whose industrial strength and manpower was doubling and

redoubling generation by generation." The German and Japanese naval

power created new problems of defense for the United States as well

as for the British Empire. They became finally joint problems.

As British diplomacy reoriented itself to the new order, Her Maj-
esty's Navy became even less an anxiety of American defense; the

Venezuelan boundary crisis of 1895 demonstrated that. If Venezuela

had not been enough to clinch this conclusion one could have reflected

on the necessity to England of North American supplies in time of war,

142
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both from the Dominion of Canada and from the neutral United States.

With British naval power withdrawing from the Caribbean Sea, there

emerged in the twentieth century the greater and more complex prob-

lems of defending North America against the new potential ocean

dangers: first, defense against either the German or Japanese nawj
after 1914, the conceivable possibility of having to defend the Atlantic

and the Pacific coasts against both at the same time. This last, double

danger 'was postponed in 1918, to appear in our present days. It is in-

dispensable that we bear in mind constantly the situation handed on by

the expiring nineteenth century^ as we seek to understand the foreign

policy of the United States in its new role of imperialism. The purpose

of this chapter will be to explain in this light the interventions by the

United States in the Caribbean and Central America in the period be-

tween 1898 and 1913 in order to secure the approaches to the Isthmus

against a lodgment of non-xAmerican power and control while the

Panama Canal was a-building.

2

The first and immediate problem w^as adjustment of Anglo-xAmeidcan

relations to the results of the war with Spain: this required the abroga-

tion or at least amendment of the old Clayton-Buhver Treaty. As the

peace treaty was being concluded with Spain in Paris, President McKin-

ley in his annual message to Congress, December 5, 1898, turned from

the successful conclusion of the war to the Isthmian question which lay

back of that conflict. More than ever, he declared, the results of the

war made necessary a maritime highway betw^een eastern and western

seaboards; more imperatively than ever national policy called for its

control by the United States, propositions which he doubted not the

Congress would duly appreciate and act upon. He did not say anything

in this message about the Clayton-Bulw^er Treaty.

The President was shrewdly needling Congress with the Isthmian

elixir of Manifest Destiny to make it threaten to jump the treaty ob-

stacle if Great Britain should not help get it quickly out of the way.

Already Congress had created a canal commission to study the engineer-

ing problems of rival canal routes, and even then there was a bill before

the Senate looking toward American control over the construction of a

canal. Of course, this would not have been allowable under the Clayton-

Bulwer Treaty, which required joint Anglo-American control and com-

plete neutralization of an unfortified waterway. Before the war with
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Spain, Secretary Olney had sounded out the British Ambassador about

modification of the treaty of 1850 on the ground that times had

changed. He met no rebuff. After the peace Great Britain, anxious

for American friendship, even alliance, admitted the new situation all

the more readily, particularly when it appeared that Hay was not un-

willing to continue the absolute neutralization of the projected canal

(even in respect to an enemy of the United States).

In this new frame of international politics, Secretary John Hay and

Lord Pauncefote quickly initialed (January ii, 1899) the draft of a

new canal treaty that modified but did not supersede the treaty of 1850.

But all that the new treaty did was to permit the United States to build

the proposed canal at its own expense and operate it on terms of entire

equality for all nations, free and open in times of peace as of war. This

^Trsd’ Hay-Pauncefote treaty specifically prohibited fortification of the

canal, and the continuing residue of the old Clayton-Bulwer Treaty

prohibited the United States (as well as Great Britain) from exercising

dominion or sovereignty over an Isthmian canal or state. The British

Government delayed signature of the treaty in an endeavor to couple

a favorable settlement of the Alaska boundary with this putative con-

cession on the Isthmus.

Hay would not go as far as Alaska to make a bad bargain worse.

After a year’s delay the British Government, pressed by distresses in

the Old World and in Africa, signed the treaty (February 5, 1900)

without reference to Alaska. Hay actually preened himself on a diplo-

matic triumph. Certainly his treaty was nothing to boast of. It would

have renounced much of the strategical winnings of the war with Spain.

The expansionists of 1898 were quick to denounce it. Governor Theo-

dore Roosevelt of New York pointed out that it would weaken rather

than strengthen the naval power of the United States vh-a-vls a supe-

rior navy, which could send its fleet through the canal to attack either

seacoast. ^^One prime reason for fortifying our great seaports,” he said,

^fis to unfetter our fleet, to release it for offensive purposes; and the

proposed canal [under the terms of the ^^first” Hay-Pauncefote treaty]

would fetter it again, for our fleet would have to watch it; and there-

fore do the work which a fort should do; and wTat it [a fort] could

do much better.” ^ It was contrary to the Monroe Doctrine, Roosevelt

believed, for any non-American power to have any control over the

Isthmian canal. Both political parties confirmed Roosevelt’s opinion in

their platforms for the national election of 1900. The Republicans de-

clared, for ^ffhe construction, ownership, control and protection of an
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isthmian canal by the Government of the United States.’^ The Demo-
cratic platform condemned the Hay-Pauncefote treaty as a ‘^^urrender

or American rights and interests^ not to be tolerated by the ilmerican

people.”

By a stroke of the pen Hay would have hamstrung the future naval

defenses of the Continental Republic, had his treaty been ratified. From
this blunder the Senate, with the help of Senator Lodge, saved him
(much to his disgust). It refused to ratify his treaty except with radical

remedial reservations unacceptable to Great Britain. McKinley per-

suaded his crestfallen Secretary to stay in office and try to make another

and better canal treaty. This he was able to do because Great Britain in

her dangerous isolation so much needed the friendship of the United

States. It was President Theodore Roosevelt, successor of the murdered

McKinley, who was able to proclaim (February 22, 1902) the new and

definitive Hay-Pauncefote Treaty, ratified by the Senate." It superseded

the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty. The United States gained the right to

build, to own, and to operate an Isthmian canal, and, by unexceptionable

implication from the negotiations and the studious omissions of the

treaty, to acquire sovereignty over the site, to fortify the canal, and to

defend it against enemies. The way was now' open for the passage of a

law' to make possible the construction, operation, and defense of an

Isthmian canal by the United States alone, a work for wffiich Congress,

under a diplomatic bridle, had been champing its bitj and for further

negotiations, wnth the appropriate Isthmian sovereign state, to secure

the chosen canal site.

3

The Hay-Pauncefote Treaty w'as the token of Great Britalffis real

decision, in the midst of diplomatic stresses of the Old World, to leave

to the United States, in the new" frame of w'orld politics, mastery over

its own continental life-line. But Great Britain did not immediately

diminish her forces in the Caribbean or straightway acknowdedge the

hegemony of the United States in that area. It was the Venezuelan debt

imbroglio of 1902-1903 that gave to the token its real decisive test.

'This Venezuelan intervention and its aftermath, the decision of the

Hague Permanent Court of Arbitration, of February 22, 1904, has a

most important relationship to the development of the Latin American

policy of the United States in the decades w'hen the Panama Policy was

taking shape.

* Notably, of provisions in the first unacceptable Hay-Pauncefote treaty.
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In Venezuela the dictator Cipriano Castro was playing fast and loose

with foreign contracts and properties. His courts, packed after the fash-

ion of irresponsible dictators, would not give aliens justice, nor in some

instances even hear their cases. Castro^s attitude led some of the Euro-

pean powers to consider the use of force to secure justice for their own

nationals, as indeed they had a perfect right to do despite the objec-

tions of Latin American governments. A resort to force might mean the

occupation of Venezuelan ports or territory. However just, the use of

arms might result in lodgment, a VEgyfte^ to a European naval force

within easy striking distance of the Isthmian canal site. Such a violation

of the Monroe Doctrine would checkmate the United States in its newly

won strategical position. One would suppose that it would have seemed

scarcely admissible to an ardent expansionist of 1898 like President

Theodore Roosevelt, but at first Roosevelt proved strangely compla-

cent.

Apparent security behind the Monroe Doctrine seems to have braced

Castro in his contumacy. Both Theodore Roosevelt and John Hay gave

Great Britain and Germany and Italy quite clearly to understand that

the Monroe Doctrine w^ould not protect an American state in ^^misbe-

havioP^ or ^^misconduct’’ against a European power, providing the en-

suing chastisement did not take the shape of occupation or, at any rate,

of ^^permanent” occupation of American territory. Thus assured, the

German Government prepared for an Intervention In Venezuela, and

accepted an unsolicited British proposal for joint action. The two powers

got ready a naval expedition for December, 1902, to March, 1903, to

support their ultimata to Castro. When he refused to accept their de-

mands for payment they withdrew their legations from Caracas, seized

four Venezuelan gunboats, and sank three of them. Great Britain or-

dered a blockade of the five principal Venezuelan ports and the mouth
of the Orinoco River, in which Italy presently joined with two cruisers

j

and British and German forces bombarded two forts at Puerto Cabello

as ^Aetaliation’^ for the seizure of a British steamer and alleged insults

to the British flag. Castro now quickly transmitted, through the United

States, a request for arbitration.

The State Department handed on the Venezuelan request, at first

without comment, but presently ^%ith strong commendation.^^ The in-

tervening powers forthwith accepted arbitration, in principle, provided

that certain preferred claims, small in amount (arising from particularly

flagrant torts), be paid without question,^ and they kept up the blockade

until this last matter was settled. President Roosevelt urged the British
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and German Ambassadors to have the whole dispute settled promptlv,

because public opinion was heating up fast in the United States. After

some haggling Castro came to terms. It was agreed that the remaining

claims or all foreign nationals (the United States, Belgium, France,

Germany, Great Britain, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, and

Norway) should be arbitrated by a series of mixed claims commissions,

and that Venezuela should set aside 30 per cent of the customs revenues

of the two principal ports of La Guaira and Puerto Cabello for pa\^-

ment of the claims of all foreign nations when ad indicated. The ques-

tion then arose whether the use of force should entitle the three inter-

vening powers to a prior claim on these specified assets over the peace-

ful powers. By a special protocol Venezuela and the several creditor

powers agreed to submit this question of priority to the jiidgment of

the Hague Permanent Court of Arbitration.

It was during the controversy that Dr. Luis M. Drago, Foreign Min-

ister of the Argentine Republic, submitted to the United States his cele-

brated dictum: ^hhat the public debt cannot occasion armed intenmn-

tion nor even the actual occupation of the territory of American na-

tions.^^ President Roosevelt had just declared suggestively in his recent

message of December 3, 1901, to Congress: ^AVe do not guarantee any

state against punishment if it misconducts itself, provided that punish-

ment does not take the form of the acquisition of territor}.^ by any non-

:

American power.^^ This did not invoke complete immunity from Inter-

vention as did the Drago Doctrine: Theodore Roosevelt believed that

if an American power misbehaved toward a European power the Euro-

pean power might “spank” It." Secretary Hay noncommittally but not

unsympathetically referred Dr. Drago to President RooseveltV mes-

sage; but at the next Hague Conference ( 1907) the United States sup-

ported this proposition, subject to the first requirement of arbitration,

and got it adopted as an international convention.

Historians of American diplomacy have searched the archives of the

United States and Germany to find out just what impelled Germany

and Great Britain to stop short of an occupation and to arbitrate. A
great deal of published research boils down to this: ilmerlcaii public

opinion, rather than the United States Government, flared up against

this intervention
;
British public opinion became so alarmed at a possible

Anglo-American break that it threatened to overturn the Government

in London if it did not settle the case without a rupture with the

United States; the German Government feared that a new British

Liberal Government would be more difficult than the existing Con-
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servative Government, and wished to avoid any damage, to Brltain^s

profit, in its relations with the United States. If a new British Ministry

had come in and independently backed out of the Venezuelan imbroglio,

Germany would have been left alone to deal with the United States

na\7}', concentrated conspicuously if not too confidently in the Caribbean

under the command of Admiral Dewey. So Germany also agreed to

desist and arbitrate. Italy perforce followed suit.

The Germans had been feeling out by this venture the sensitiveness

of the United States as to the Monroe Doctrine. The German Ambassa-

dor had correctly represented to his superiors the attitude of the Gov-

ernment in Washington but he had misread egregiously American pub-

lic opinion and its power over a young and ambitious President. The

British Government, whatever its motives, chaperon to Germany or

resolute seeker for justice for its nationals, had bungled the affair al-

most as badly as it could. If the outcome was not altogether the triumph

for American diplomacy for which Roosevelt in later times took in-

ordinate personal credit,® it did have a soothing influence on Anglo-

American affairs, and an opposite effect on German-American relations
j

and it had, through the final decision of the Hague Tribunal on the

question of preferences, a significant reaction on the Latin American

policy of the United States in the hands of the first Roosevelt. Before

we come to this we must turn back now to the question of the Isthmian

canal, for which the Hay-Pauncefote Treaty had cleared the road diplo-

matically.

4

With the Clayton-Bulw^er estoppel out of the way Congress promptly

passed the Spooner Act (June 25, 1902), wTich called for the construc-

tion of the canal through the Nicaragua route unless the French New
Panama Canal Company were willing to sell its works in Panama so as

to undercut the total Nicaragua cost
5
and calling on the President to

make the necessary treaty with the appropriate Isthmian republic, either

Colombia or Nicaragua, as contingency might require. This piece of

legislation represents one of the most extraordinarily successful achieve-

ments of lobbying by a special interest in the history of that Congress

which the people elect to sit at Washington to define and guard the in-

terests of the whole nation. Originally and up to the passage of this act

through the House of Representatives, the best technical opinion had ad-

vised the Nicaraguan route as shorter (between the two sea-coasts of the

United States), cheaper, and better (requiring less lock construction).
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If this route had been selected, the French company would have sal-

vaged nothing from its partly dug ditch and rusting ruins at Panama,

into which thrifty French bourgeois had poured so many hundred mil-

lions of francs of their hard-earned saidngs. Speculators had bought up

many of the shares of this bankrupt concern, which represented one of

the great scandals in French financial histoiy. Mm Philippe Bunau-

Variila, of Pans, former chief engineer of the original company, held,

according to his own statement, one hundred and fifteen thousand dol-

lars^ worth (he never said by what valuation) of this stock in the New
Panama Company. After the reorganization he had endeavored In vain

to sell the company’s concession and abandoned works, first to the Rus-

sian, then to the British Government, To the Russians he had argued

this would be a great couf against the Anglo-Saxon world. We do not

know what he said to the British to get them to buy
5
but we do know

that Joseph Chamberlain in early 1896—when England was capitulat-

ing to President Cleveland on the Monroe Doctrine—told Bunau-

Varilla that his government could not take up the matter until the

Transvaal question was settled.^ After the Spanish American War
Bunau-Varilla sensed the way the diplomatic wind was blowing. He
crossed the ocean and worked most assiduously to get the United States

to build the canal in Panama, instead of Nicaragua. By prodigies of

personal lobbying he prevented the Senate from committing itself to

Nicaragua, and finally swung the great Republic over to Panama, after

his company had dropped its price from $109,141,500 to $40,000,000.

President Theodore Roosevelt, influenced by wBat honest considera-

tions we cannot tell, had meanw^hlle Induced the Isthmian Canal Com-

mission, of engineers and specialists, to sanction the sudden change of

sites from Nicaragua to Panama, almost as if by sleight of hand. Then

a lavyer for the French company, one William Nelson Cromwell of

New York, helped John Hay draft a treaty with Colombia (the so-

called Hay-Herran Treaty) enabling the United States to step in and

take full charge of the construction and control of the projected canal.

It stipulated, In twenty-eight detailed articles: (i) complete authoriza-

tion for the New Panama Company to transfer its rights and concessions

to the United States (the lawyer Cromwell saw to this), (2) right of

the United States to construct, fortify and control the canal, and a io~

kilometer zone without affecting the sovereignty of Colombia, (3) Co-

lombia to receive $10,000,000 gold upon exchange of ratifications of

the treaty, and an annuity of $250,000.
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Article XXVIII said: “This convention when signed by the contract-

ing parties, shall be ratified according to the laws of the respective conn-,

tries and shall be exchanged at Washington within a term of eight

months from this date, or earlier if possible5 ^ Such an article could not

be construed to oblige ratification any more than an article similar in

nature in the first, unratified, Hay-Pauncefote treaty, could have

obliged its ratification by the United States. Each party was free to

ratify, or not to ratify, as its constitutional authority saw fit. The United

States, eager to begin the canal, ratified promptly. Colombia, unwilling

to let the New Panama Canal Company sell its property without pay-

ing a big fee to the state, anxious to get much more money for the

canal servitude, and palsied from recent revolutionary turbulence, re-

jected ratification. As a sovereign state this was her privilege.

Colombia’s rejection of the signed treaty irritated the impatient Pres-

ident Roosevelt, who so recently (when Governor of New York) had

opposed ratification of the first Hay-Pauncefote treaty. It alarmed the

resourceful Frenchman, Bunau-Varilla, who hastened on a voyage to

urge Roosevelt to go ahead, regardless of Colombia, in what he denom-

inated an act of international eminent domain, and dig the canal anyway

“in the interests of collective civilization”—and to buy the French com-

pany’s property. Professor John Bassett Moore, former assistant secre-

tary and legal adviser in the Department of State, had similar thoughts.

He showed the President and Secretary of State how they could seize

hold of legal subtleties to get around the obligation of the treaty of

1846 guaranteeing Colombian sovereignty: “Once on the ground and

duly installed, this Government would find no difficulty in meeting

questions as they arose.”

Bunau-Varilla skillfully instigated and financed and carried through

a revolution of the Colombian State of Panama, hoping, without any

guaranties, that Roosevelt would not allow the outraged parent republic

to land troops and stop the secession. He guessed right. The President-,

did not allow it. In later years Roosevelt boasted: “I took the Isthmus.”:;

Such must be the verdict of history. Despite the treaty of 1846 by^

which the United States had guaranteed “positively and efficaciously”

the sovereignty of New Granada (Colombia), President Roosevelt took

the Canal Zone. The United States ratified a canal treaty with the se-

'

cessionist state giving it the rights sought in vain from Colombia, and
more: the United States could act in the lO-mile Panama Canal Zone
“as if it were sovereign.” It was Bunau-Varilla who signed the treaty

as plenipotentiary of Panama! It w^as the people of the United States
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who re-elected Roosevelt in 1904. It was the sovereign states of the

worlds including the Latin American republics (except Colombia) who

promptly recognized the independence of the new state of Panama^ thus

receiving her into the international communitv.

This intervention of 1903 is the one really black mark in the Latin

American policy of the United States, and a great big black mark, too.

It has been rubbed off, after much grief, by the reparations treaty of

1921 j
but as long as ex-President Roosevelt lived, no succeeding Presi-

dent could get through the Senate a treaty of reparation ($25,000,000)

and regret. The great Rough Rider unjustly labeled any such settle-

ment ^Tlackmail.” We may now hope that all the rancor of a genera-

tion of Yankeephobia that followed Roosevelt's rash and lawless act has

been buried in the grave of the impulsive statesman who perpetrated it.

This hope is not weakened by the fact that the Panama Canal has be-

come a bulwark of defense for the whole New World.

Historical investigators have searched the sources thoroughly, as

much as they can get into them, of this chapter of special privilege and

unjustifiable intervention. The big mystery left is who got the $40,-

000,000 that went to the New Panama Canal Company,

5

The day before the Senate of the United States advised the ratifica-

tion of the Hay-Bunau-'lTrilla Treaty with the new republic of Panama,

a most significant juridical verdict was announced on the other side of

the Atlantic. The Hague Court of Permanent Arbitration on February

22, 1904, rendered its decision on the issue of preferential rights of the

intervening powers to the designated \Ynezuelaii assets for satisfaction

of the adjudicated claims of foreign nationals. Unequivocally it decided

that Germany, Great Britain, and Italy, the powers which had resorted

to force to secure justice, had a right to payment ahead of the powers

who had been content with a peaceful solution.

There is no question but that this decision placed a premium, in inter-

national law, upon forceful interv’^ention against a delinquent state. In

so doing, it put to American diplomacy’^ a very^ serious dilemma. Within

the strategic radius of the Panama Canal there were other Latin Amer-

ican republics, in the Caribbean and in Central America, whose irrespon-

sibility toward their just obligations to foreigners was almost as con-

firmed as in Venezuela, and whose political stability was continually

uncertain. Either the United States must recognize this sanctioned right
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of European intervention—now juridically sanctioned—and the contin-

gent possibilities of foreign danger to the Monroe Doctrine in the

neighborhood of the Panama Canal or it must itself vicariously assume

responsibility for justice to the foreign nationals so that their govern-

ments would not have to intervene. The assumption of such responsi-

bility entailed intervention by the United States itself. This was the

dilemma, then: should the United States stand by v/ith folded arms

while non-American powers, backed in principle by a Hague Court de-

cision, intervened and perhaps ensconced themselves in strategic posi-

tions from which in the future they might cut the Panama life-line and

the security of the Continental Republic^ or should it intervene itself

to guarantee justice and responsibility in strategically located countries

whose condition invited foreign intervention, and thereby run the risk

of incurring by its own intervention the misunderstanding and animosity

of the neighboring republics?

These questions were not new. Before the Civil War, Senator Sam
Houston of Texas had advocated a protectorate over Mexico which

would include a service on her foreign bonds. He urged it as a means

of extricating Mexico from the British lion^s mouth, and thought that

Great Britain might even welcome it. John Forsyth, United States

Minister to Mexico, had negotiated a treaty in 1857, by which the

United States would have loaned money to Mexico to pay off British

bondholders, the loan to be secured by a portion of that republic’s cus-

toms revenues. Secretary of State Seward, in an effort to stave off Euro-

pean intervention, had negotiated a loan with the Juarez Government

to enable it to pay the interest—at only 3 per cent—on its foreign debt

for five years at least, but he never ventured to submit it to the Senate.

The French intervention in Mexico was an historic example of how
such European loans could lead to political and military intervention,

to loss of independence itself. Secretary Hamilton Fish in 1869 favored

collection of Venezuelan customs by United States officials in order to

service that nation’s defaulted foreign bonds—with a priority in pay-

ment to United States nationals. Except for this last condition, Fish’s

proposal anticipated the “dollar diplomacy” of the twentieth century.

Again in 1881 Secretary of State James G. Blaine had suggested that

the United States might place an agent in charge of the pledged customs

of Venezuela to pay off foreign creditors pro rata in a secure and orderly

way.

On all these occasions since the Civil War, British creditors,

at least, expressed themselves favorable to such a collection by the
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United States. After the Venezuelan boundary controversy the British

Government frequently hinted that if the United States expected to

assume authority in the Caribbean region, it ought also to assume re-

sponsibility for the foreign debts of those states. Before the interven-

tion in Venezuela in 1902 the German charge in Caracas had asked the

United States Minister there whether his Government would participate

in a joint intervention. The latter, Herbert W. Bowen, said no: his

Government could scarcely join in any forceful measures with European

powers against an American republic
j

if any policing were to take place

it ought to be by the United States alone, w'ho could take care com-

petently of the concerns of the European powers.^^ As the Venezuela

crisis of December, 1902, eased off, by the agreement in principle to

arbitrate, the British Prime Minister, A. J, BaJfour, had intimated that

his government would be glad to see the United States take the trou-

blesome republics of South America in hand
5

it had no objection to the

Monroe Doctrine—on the contrary.^'^ ‘^Tf the United States could see

their w^ay,” declared a government spokesman in the debates on the

Venezuelan affair in the House of Commons, ^ffo the adoption of some

effective course by which these almost periodical difficulties arising be-

tween the great powers and some of the states of South America could

be pre\^ented, I think I may say it would meet with cordial concurrence

in this country.^^ The London press chimed in with the same note. It

w^as a welcome contrast to Great Britain's attitude at the beginning of

the American Civil War. Then on the occasion of threatened Spanish

invasion of the Dominican Republic, the British Ambassador at Wash-

ington had told Secretary Seward that he could not ^‘^allow’’ him to

assert the Monroe Doctrine without reminding him that Great Britain

repudiated it altogether!

Thus there w^as adequate reason to believe that Great Britain would

welcome intervention by the United States alone, to clean up the bad

finances of these shaky republics in case of another lapse of justice, and

that Germany wmuld not object to it. It proved that France and Bel-

gium, too, W'Cre ready to acquiesce in such a procedure. To the United

States such a course was preferable to participation in a joint receivership

as proposed at various times by representatives of the European powd-

ers, which would have meant an ^"-'ottomanization^^ of the strategic

Caribbean area. The events of the previous five years, together with the

European situation, had induced—w^e will not say reconciled, unless in

the case of Great Britain—the powders tacitly to accept the hegemony

of the United States in that region.
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The decision of the Hague Tribunal had hardly been announced

when the Venezuela claims situation with all its implications for the

Monroe Doctrine, implications so sharpened by that decision, repeated

itself in the Dominican Republic. Anarchy, confusion and disaster had

there become the order of the day. In April, 1904., the United States

Minister in Santo Domingo reported—^vi^hat was subsequently denied

to the American Ambassador at Rome by the Italian Minister of For-

eign Affairs—that Italy was about to intervene with naval forces to se-

cure the rights of Italian nationals, fixed by a protocol of 1903. “I un-

derstand,^^ he said, ^ffhat the action of the Italian Government is based

upon the recent decision at the Hague5 ^

The total Dominican debt in default was $32,000,000. Various na-

tional revenues had been hypothecated to Belgian, French, German,

Italian, and Spanish creditors. Amidst alternating dictatorships and rev-

olutions, the Santo Domingo Improvement Company, a New York cor-

poration, had refunded some of the older defaulted foreign loans and

floated new ones for public construction work. The United States Gov-

ernment was unwilling to intervene diplomatically to support this

American corporation or importunate Individual citizens until it became

evident that it was more than a question of securing justice for the

financial contracts of a national: it was a matter of defending by diplo-

matic arrangements the independent status of the island republic against

j'U^sti'fiahle forceful interventions a la Venezuela, justifiable interventions

that might grow into more or less permanent occupations for other pur-

poses, as In Egypt
3
that would menace the safety of the canal, the se-

curity of the two-ocean republic.

During the Venezuelan imbroglio the Department of State in 1903

peaceably arranged a diplomatic settlement
.
by which the Santo Do-

mingo Improvement Company ceded to the Dominican Government

its holdings in the National Bank and the Central Dominican Railway,

and accepted $4,500,000 in acquittal of a total credit claimed of $11,-

000,000. By this agreement a mixed commission of arbitration laid

down (July 14, 1904) a schedule of payments, secured by stipulated

customs revenues, to be made to an agent appointed by the United

States Government and paid over to the creditor. At the first default

the agent should have full power and authority to step in and to fix

and collect customs and port dues of Puerto Plata, Sanchez, Samana,

and Montecristi, and apply them, after expenses of collection, to the

scheduled liquidation of the debt.^^

Straightway the Dominican Government defaulted, and the agent
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took over collection (October, November, 1904). To this the other for-

eign creditors, with their colliding special hypothecations, quite natu-

rally objected. They clamored for the support of their governments.

President Roosevelt had to look forward to a foreign iiiteiwention or

take the responsibility for interi^ention by the United States. He had

little choice other than to intervene to secure justice for all the foreign

creditors. Public opinion, as evidenced by the recent Venezuelan im-

broglio, would not have tolerated an European inten^ention, nor would

it have accepted participation by the United States in a joint interven-

tion in an island that dominated so strategically the Caribbean Sea and

the Atlantic approaches to the Panama Canal.

The Hague Court decision of February 22, 1904, significant as it was,

was not necessary to convince President Roosevelt of the need of inter-

vention by the United States.^® ^^San Domingo is drifting into chaos,”

he wrote to his eldest son, at the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese war,

^^for after a hundred years of freedom it shows itself utterly incompe-

tent for governmental work. Most reluctantly I have been obliged to

take the Initial step of interference there. I hope it will be a good while

before I will have to go further. But sooner or later it seems to me in-

evitable that the United States should assume an attitude of protection

and regulation in regard to all these little states in the neighborhood

of the Caribbean. I hope it will be deferred as long as possible but I

think it is inevitable.”

The first step in dealing with this dangerous Dominican dilemma

had been to send Admiral Dewey and Assistant Secretary of State F. B.

Loomis to investigate conditions in the Dominican Republic. Loomis’s

confidential report of March, 1904, stressed the chaotic situation there

and the cross-claims of the foreign governments, and suggested an

American receivership Despite repeated importunities of successive

Dominican Governments, and none more insistent than that which "was

temporarily and precariously in power In 1904, Theodore Roosevelt

had no Idea of annexing the island republic, or Its neighbor Haiti, or

even of establishing a naval base there. None was necessary between the

United States naval base at Guantanamo, on the eastern tip of Cuba,

and the United States island of Puerto Rico to the east of Hispaniola.

The President went out of his way to repudiate in the most explicit

manner, by personal statements/" and by a note from the Secretary of

State to the Haitian Minister in Washington/^ any thought of annexa-

tion, What he wanted was to accept, with the Implied mandate of the

European creditor powers, and at the request of the tottering Dominican
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Government^ responsibility for the efScient and honest collection of the

customs—pledged and cross-pledged as they already were—and a pro

rata payment by an United States receivership of the foreign debt

within the capacity of the island government. The reason for this, we

cannot repeat too emphatically, was to remove any justification for in-

tervention by foreign powers, after the fashion of Venezuela, within

this strategic area so vitally related to the new Atlantic-Pacific life-line

of the United States.

Diplomacy sealed the arrangement in the form of a protocol with

the Dominican Government calling for a receivership in the hands of

an agent appointed by the President of the United States, who would

collect the customs under the protection of the United States Govern-

ment if necessary, and pay out 45 per cent of the proceeds to the cred-

itors pro rata, after satisfying the expenses of the receivership, and turn

the remaining funds over to the Dominican Government. It does not

seem, fromThe manner in which the negotiations were carried on, that

the President had intended any more than an executive agreement
5
but

apparently on mature consideration he decided that it was his duty to

submit the document to the Senate for advice and consent as to formal

ratification. At first the protocol contained a guaranty of the territorial

integrity of the Dominican Republic. Since the Senate might stick at a

guaranty, there was substituted in the final treaty a pledge to respect

the territorial integrity of the Dominican Republic.-^ Even so, the Sen-

ate postponed for two years its acceptance of the arrangement. A par-

tisan minority resented Roosevelt^s original intention not to consult it

at all.^^ But the strategic significance of the island was too vital to be

neglected. In 1907 the Senate approved a new treaty, somewhat modi-

fied by dropping the territorial pledge and all references to the danger

of foreign intervention, retaining the essential financial provisions^®

Meanwhile President Roosevelt had been executing its terms under a

modus vivendi based on executive agreement. Controlling forces of the

United States navy hovered in Dominican waters, if only to overawe

the presence of Italian, French, and German units, but there was no
occupation of the island, no interference (before 1912) with its internal

affairs beyond the receivership of customs. An expert appointed by Pres-

ident Roosevelt was able in 1905 to scale down the debt, with the agree-

ment of the creditors, from $32,000,000 to $17,000,000, and start a

scheduled payment of new 50-year 5 per cent bonds issued, at the re-

quest of the Department of State, by New York banks to refund the

adjusted debtd^ The result was a novel prosperity for the republic ac-
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companied by a frustration of revolutionary habits hitherto confirmed.

Theodore Roosevelt confused the Latin American policy of the

United States by identifying intervention in the Dominican Republic

with the Monroe Doctrine^ thus making that Doctrine, which had said

^Tands off^^ to Europe, seem to say ^Tands ord^ for the United States.

Actually, as many a responsible statesman has pointed out since Wood-
row Wilson^s time, the Monroe Doctrine did not give to, nor did it

withhold frorh the LUited States a right or policy of intervention. But

President Roosevelt honestly and resolutely thought that because the

Monroe Doctrine prohibited European intenmntion to secure justice,

it ought to follow as a logical corollary that it sanctioned intervention

by the United States in order to prevent it by Europe. In presenting

the ^^protocoP’ to the Senate (Februarj'’' 15, 1905), he said:

^^An aggrieved nation can without interfering with the Monroe Doctrine

take what action it sees £t in the adjustment of its disputes with American
States, provided that action does not take the shape of interference with their

form of government or of the despoilment of their territory under any dis-

guise. But, short of this, when the question is one of a money claim, the only

w^ay which remains, finally, to collect it is a blockade, or bombardment, or

the seizure of the customhouses, and this means what is in effect a possession,

even though only a temporary possession, of territory. The United States then

becomes a party in interest, because under the Monroe doctrine it can not

see any European power seize and permanently occupy the territory of one

of these republics; and yet such seizure of territory, disguised or undisguised,

may eventually offer the only way in which the power in question can collect

any debts, unless there is interference on the part of the United Statesd^

This was the well-intended but withal portentous ‘^‘^Roosevelt Corel-
.

lary” to the Monroe Doctrine, the so-called policy of the "‘^Big Stick’’:-

benevolent United States intervention to prevent non-American inter-

vention, a bit of necessary diplomacy—at that time—^but bad logic,

which has required a generation to cast off.

Thoughtful scholars, like Professor Rippy,“® have wondered why it

never occurred to Roosevelt to let all alien investors shift for them-

selves in the Dominican Republic, As a matter of fact, Roosevelt did

announce in 1905 that his Government had always refused resort to

the use of force for the collection of contract debts/^ and Secretar}^ of

State Root later repeated this in South AmericaP^ Indeed, the United

States had just ratified the inter-American convention of 1902 for the

arbitration of pecuniary claims,^" and was preparing to support the

Drago Doctrine at the coming Hague Peace Conference.

The obvious answer to the question just noted is that the other great
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powers would not renounce the right of intervention to secure justice^

including contract debts
5

it had proven impossible in Venezuela a year

previously for the United States to leave alien investors to shift for

themselves. The European powers had intervenedj and the Hague

Court had just put an impressive sanction of international law on the

justice of their use of force. If Roosevelt had stood aside in 19043 an-

other intervention would almost certainly have followed and the control

of the United States over the Panama Canal might have been check-

mated at the very start of construction. Certainly the danger of this

was sufficiently imminent to cause grave concern. Roosevelt was acting

upon the traditional motive of security for the Continental Republic as

hej and his compatriotSj sensed it at the time. Not until the menace of

European intervention had temporarily disappeared as a result of the

First World War could a President of the United States safely think

of liquidating the protective imperialism that had been established in

the vital Caribbean area at the beginning of the century
j
not until then

could there be a reasonable expectatiouj during the period between the

two great wars, that the non-American powers w^ould refrain from in-

tervention in the New World to secure justice denied to their nationals.

This Dominican receivership does not appear to have awakened con-

temporaneously any appreciable resentment or distrust of other govern-

ments, even of the Latin American republics,^® although the press of

France and Germany was caustic. The Latin American literary Yankee-

phobia that flamed up later was fanned to life in the intellectual foyers

of the very European nations whose governments,^^ under the circum-

stances of 1904-1907, had been so willing, even anxious, to have the

rights of their nationals secured by the United States.®^

^^The powers granted the United States by the Customs Convention

of 1907,’^ concluded Mr. Sumner Welles in a history of Santo Do-
mingo which was to be of great significance for the formation of the

Latin American policy of the United States as well as a contribution to

Dominican history, ^Uid not constitute a greater infringement of the

sovereignty of the Dominican Republic than that which had already

existed since the time when President Heureaux had alienated the con-

trol of Dominican customs from the Dominican Government itself. The
negotiation of the Convention was of practical benefit 40 the Dominican

Republic in that it established the credit of the Republic, provided the

Dominican Government with a sure source of revenue, and removed
the danger of European intervention. It safeguarded the national inter-

ests of the United States by abolishing permanently the danger of any
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infringement of the Monroe Doctrine through the resort by European

powers to intervention in the Dominican Republic under the guise of

satisfying the just claims of their nationals. While the negotiation of

the Convention, therefore, was in accord with the missionary spirit of

the times, it implied no danger in itself to the sovereignty nor the right

of self-government of the Dominican people. The helpful spirit mani-

fested by the Roosevelt Administration in its dealings with the Repub-

lics of Central America, as evidenced by the Central American Confer-

ence held in Washington in 1908 [i.e., 1907] was likewise an outgrowth

of the same belief in the nation’s mission, but also contained no element

of danger to the complete liberty and freedom of these American Re-

publics.”

6

The Central American Conference to which Mr. Welles had referred

was another reflection of Theodore Roosevelt’s Latin American policy

that sprang from concern at the perennial revolutions and international

wars of the Central American states north of Costa Rica. Before the new

canal diplomacy took shape at the beginning of the twentieth century

the United States could afford to be comparatively Indifferent to the

chronic turbulence and state Irresponsibiltiy in that area of both terres-

trial and political earthquakes. Under the old order of sea power there

was little likelihood after 1867 ^^at any European pow='er other than

England w^ould intervene on the Isthmus, and Great Britain had been

pledged by the Clayton-Bulw^er Treaty not to set up new colonies or

protectorates there or exercise any influence over the canal route to the

detriment of joint Anglo-American control. There was also ahvays

Canada as a British hostage.

The acquiescence of the European powers to an implied American

mandate for the Dominican receivership in 1905 raised the question

how far Roosevelt would carry his Corollary in the changing order of

sea power. It was just as important strategically to apply it to a Central

American state or to Colombia or Venezuela as to a Caribbean island

republic. Such an extension of power might expand the responsibilities

of the nation more rapidly than the people—with their aversion to

dominion over alien folk—would accept. Roosevelt, tempered by the

cautious advice of his new Secretary of State, Elihu Root, shrank from

advancing his Corollar}^ to logical extremes. For example, when Castro

continued to ride roughshod over the juridical rights of foreign nation-

als (including those of the United States) in Venezuela, the President
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showed himself not unwilling, in contrast to his action in the Dominican

Republic, to allow France to use force there and take over the customs-

houses, provided the French Government would solemnly pledge itself

against any ^‘^permanent occupations^ of Venezuelan territory
3
but thanks

to patience, on the part of France as well as of the United States, Castro

fell from power before his arbitrary actions brought further chastise-

ment to his country/^

Ratfier than intervening in Central America as in the Dominican

Republic, Root persuaded Roosevelt first to try to get those turbulent

republics to reunite in one strong block that would do away with their

chronic wars and revolutions. The President acted on Root^s sugges-

tion to invite the cooperation of another American republic, Mexico,

in offering joint good offices to the warring Central American states.

This was the first step of a practice of inter-American cooperative thera-

peutics that Woodrow Wilson afterward expanded to include, first the

ABC republics of South America, and later six Latin American states,

in his disputes with Mexico
3
and wTich Franklin D. Roosevelt extended

to the hemispheric peace machinery of the Good Neighbor Policy.

Following out Roods policy, Presidents Theodore Roosevelt and

Porfirio Diaz in 1906 jointly offered their good offices in a current war

between Guatemala, El Salvador, and Honduras. This resulted first in

an armistice (the Marblehead truce, 1906)3 next a peace conference at

San Jose, Costa Rica, in which all the Central American states except

Nicaragua took part
3

finally an international Central American con-

ference at Washington in 1907,* under the tutelage of the United

States and Mexico, whose representatives were present ‘^ffo lend their

good and impartial offices in a purely friendly way toward the realiza-

tion of the objects of the conference, namely: permanent peace, ob-

ligatory arbitration of present and future differences, and promotion of

Central American international solidarity. For the success of their good

offices in stopping war in Central America the two Presidents received

the plaudits of the third Pan American Conference meeting at Rio in

1906, in a formal resolution.

The eight peace conventions signed at Washington in 1907 by the

Central American republics under the good offices of the United States

and Mexico set up a Central American Court of International Justice

for the compulsory settlement of all international disputes
3
neutralized

* Between the San Jose truce of 1906 and the Washington conference of 1907 an-

other war had broken out between Honduras and Nicaragua that threatened to infect

Honduras and El Salvador.
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the State of Honduras, so that neighbors north and south could not

make war against each others registered agreements not to shelter revo-

lutlonar}." movements against each other (a common cause of war)
^
and

agreed not to recognize new governments set up by revolution until

they had become hallowed by the people through free electiond^ This

was the Tobar Doctrine which South American diplomatists later

came to condemn as ^hndirect interventiond^ Althouo-h the UnitedO
States and Mexico did not sign these treaties, they found themselves

morally committed, by their good offices, to the principles thus sanc-

tioned in Central American international politics, particularly not to

/harbor revolutionists and not to recognize governments created by

revolutions/^ These treaties w^ere more than the Central American re-

publics could live up to: they proved more than Mexico (in the matter

of harboring revolutionary movements) and even the United States

(in the determination not to recognize a revolutionary government)

could practice.

General Zelaya, dictator-President of Nicaragua, soon upset the Cen-

tral American apple-cart that Theodore Roosevelt and Porfirio Diaz

had constructed and started trundling on its way toward regional peace

and solidarity. By this time Roosevelt’s Latin American policy—the

famous Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine, and the resort to joint tute-

lary sponsorship, with Mexico, of Central American stability and sol-

idarity—had passed into the hands of his successor, President Taft.

Discerning students have blamed Taft and more particularly his

Secretar}-^ of State, Philander C. Knox, for carrying the Roosevelt

Corollary to^vard a more active and less disinterested intervention,

notably in Nicaragua. They have stigmatized this action with the de-

rogatory phrase of ^^dollar diplomacy,” taking their cue from some

frank avowals of the President that he considered it a most useful

function of government to advance and protect the legitimate trade

and investments of United States citizens in foreign countries, par-

ticularly in areas of competition like China, where they served to

chaperon or neutralize imperialistic designs. In the course of this study

we shall have more to say of dollar diplomacy. It was not designed to

profit private interests. It was intended rather to support the foreign

policy of the United States
5
in the instance of Latin America to sup-

port the Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine. In these inter-

ventions in Central America and the Caribbean there was also a cer-

tain characteristic missionary impulse to help the people themselves,

willy-nilly, by stabilizing their governments and economies.
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Zelaya resented the diplomatic intrusion of the United States and

Mexico because it interfered with his own ambition to unify all Cen-

tral America under his mastery by overturning governments in the

neighboring states and putting in his puppets. He had consistently op-

posed the whole movement toward Central American solidarity by

diplomatic and by constitutional processes. In his resentment he had

also been very hostile to American private capital legally invested in

Nicaragua. For example^, he wished to cancel the United States-Nica-

ragua Concession, a mining property owned by a Pittsburgh corpora-

tion which represented the principal ilmerican private capital in the

Isthmian republic. He wanted to take back this concession and sell It

over again to somebody else for better terms. As a Pennsylvania lawyer

and counsel to the corporation, Philander C. Knox, before he became

Secretary of State, had himself passed upon the validity of the con-

tract. It became clear that the Nicaraguan dictator was the greatest

single menace to the whole treaty structure, as well as to American

private contracts
5
that the Washington conventions would have little

effect in stabilizing and uniting the five republics as long as Zelaya

remained President of Nicaragua.^"^ There is no evidence to show that

President Taft and Secretary Knox were more charitable toward the

ambitious Isthmian general because of the latteFs high-handed vio-

lation of these concessions,^^ like Castro in Venezuela- on the contrary!

Nor did reports of Zelaya’s plans to make secret advances to Japan for

a canal treaty ingratiate the dictator with the United States Govern-

ment.^®

United States intervention in Nicaragua followed a revolution which

broke out in 1909 against Zelaya in Bluefields and had at least the

sympathy of the company wrhich operated the United States-Nicaragua

Concession. Zelaya^s forces captured two United States citizens, named
Cannon and Groce, professional dynamiters, who were laying mines

in the San Juan River for the revolutionists, and executed them after

court martial. They held commissions in the revolutionary army and
considered themselves prisoners of war.^^ President Taft made this the

occasion for dismissing Zeiaya^s representative at Washington and land-

ing marines to protect foreign nationals and property at Bluefields.

Secretary Knox declared that the United States was convinced ^hhat

the revolution represented the ideals and will of a majority of the

Nicaraguan people more truthfully than does the government of Presi-

dent Zelaya.^^ As a result of this intervention Zelaya was overthrown.

President Porfirio Diaz of Mexico, who had cooperated throughout
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with the United States to bring stability to Central America, advised

Zelaya to quit. Soon a revolution in Mexico dethroned Diaz himself

and left the United States as the sole sponsor of the precarious regional

peace structure.

After a confusing interlude of shifting personnel in the revolutionar}-

Nicaraguan government;, Adolfo Diaz^ who had been secretary of the

United States-Nicaragua Concession emerged in 19 ii with the assist-

ance of American diplomacy as ^RonstitutionaP^ President, recognized

by the United States. Secretar}' Knox negotiated with the new Gov-

ernment a treaty (the Knox-Castrillo convention), signed June 6, 1911,

generally similar to the treaty of 1907 with the Dominican Republic,

and identical to one that had just been signed with Honduras (January

10, 1911), for the purpose of refunding the debt of Nicaragua through

new loans from New York bankers (Brown Brothers, J. and W. Selig-

man & Co.). This would have taken the old debt entirely out of the

hands of an English syndicate, and put the new loan in a schedule of

payment under an American receivership like that in the Dominican

Republic. A separate executive agreement provided for a mixed com-

mission to arbitrate the claims of American citizens against Nicaragua.*'^

The Senate of the United States rejected both of these treaties, but

the bankers, at the request of the Department of State and with its

assistance, put through private contracts with Nicaragua which set up

much the same sort of regime without treaty guaranties. On this basis

they made a much smaller loan, $1,500,000 instead of $15,000,000,

upon condition of securing control of the contemporaneously estab-

lished National Bank of Nicaragua and the Nicaraguan state railways.

Knox may have felt that he had the precedent behind him of Theodore

Roosevelt’s modus vivendl with the Dominican Republic after the

Senate had first rejected the “protocol” of 19055 but unlike the Do-

minican example, the Senate never ratified the Knox treaties^

A new revolution against Adolfo Diaz’s regime threatened to drift

into the control of Zelaya’s followers. If they should have gained con-

trol of the government, “all of the efforts of the State Department

[says an historian of Central America] to place Nicaragua on her feet

politically and financially would have been useless, and the interests

of the New York bankers, who had undertaken their operations in the

country at the express request of the United States Government, would

be seriously imperiled.” Accordingly, at the request of the Diaz Gov-

The Nicaraguan Government ratified its treaty. The Honduran Go\'ernment acted

contrariwise.
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ernment the United States landed some 2^700 marines In 1912 and

occupied the principal cities of the interior after a sharp engagement

at Leon. From 1912 to 1933 (except for a brief interval following a

trial withdrawal in 1925) a small force of United States marines maim

tained the Government of Nicaragua in office, supervised and policed

elections, and trained up a Nicaraguan constabulary.

Thus fortified the government kept up payments on the old loans

by the London bankers and the new loans of the New York bankers

Meanwhile, continued political agitation, crime, periodic revolts, dis-

ease, grasshopper plagues, and earthquakes worried, robbed, harassed,

ravaged, devoured, and shook the already impoverished country and

its people. The intervention of the United States was barely adequate

to maintain elected governments in power and thus keep the pledged

finances in order, it was not enough to regenerate Nicaragua as an

effective protectorate had done in Cuba. Light as the intervention was,

it was sufficient to arouse the animosity of other Latin American coun-

tries to whom Nicaraguan dissidents made their appeal. A full protec-

torate would not have been more hateful, and could have benefited the

people much more.

After the failure of his financial treaties, Secretary Knox, alarmed

at rumors of German interest in the Nicaraguan waterway, signed an-

other treaty agreeing to pay Nicaragua $3,000,000 for an exclusive

right of way for a canal, a naval base on the Gulf of Fonseca, and a

ninety-nine-year lease of Great Corn and Little Corn Islands in the

Caribbean near the Atlantic terminus of the route. This treaty was sub-

mitted to the Senate too late to get ratification before the end of the

Taft Administration, but President Wilson took up the idea, with some

modifications, and put it through, as we shall see In a later chapter.

It was one thing to build up, by cooperative measures short of actual

military intervention, a structure of preventive diplomacy, designed to

remove any justification for intervention by a non-American power in

the Caribbean region. So Roosevelt and Root had done in Cuba and

the Dominican Republic, in the latter instance with the implied man-
date of the European powers, and this Roosevelt had rested on his

famous Corollaiqn It was another step that Taft had taken under Knox’s

legal guidance: outright military intervention to safeguard the stra-

tegical interest of the United States in the Isthmian region. This

smacked more of Roosevelt’s intervention in Panama than it did of

his diplomatic intervention in the Dominican Republic carried through

under Root’s guidance. By the same token;» and other appearances (that
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of serving private interests), it created greater resentment both in Latin

America and at home than did the Dominican receivership,

IntenTntion in Nicaragua and the occupation of that republic were

certainly high-handed, uncalled for by any immediate exigency of

foreign policy or national security, and actually contrary to the prin-'

ciples of the Washington conventions of 1907. Its effect, after the

Senate rejected the Knox treaties of 19 ii, was to place the finances of

that Isthmian country in the hands of private bankers for the next

eight years. Their strict measures, alleviated by the Bryan-Chamorro

Treaty ratified in 1916, and terminated by the Financial Plan of

1917,®“ achieved the fiscal redemption of the country, but it is doubtful

whether the local governments thus supported by United States marines

furthered the concept of Central American confederation and union.

Knox would have imposed financial receiverships on Honduras and

Guatemala too, if the Senate would have stood for it.^®

The Taft Administration took great pains to justify the Nicaraguan

intervention constitutionally before Congress. Mr. J. Reuben Clark,

Jr., Solicitor of the Department of State, compiled a long memorandum

on The Right to Protect Citfzens in Foreign Countries by Landing

Forces^ as established in international law and by United States prece-

dent.^'^ Even after these arguments, the candid historian may be critical

of the whole episode, but it certainly would be most unjust to attribute

even the occupation of Nicaragua—cited so profusely as the standard

illustration of the evils of dollar diplomacy—to the controlling power

of private vested interests over the United States Government. Back

of that intervention was an honest intent, at least, to stabilize and

strengthen the international relations of Central America by substituting

for Zelaya’s focus of revolution and wars a truly representative and

independent government and to further a union of all the Central

American states on the foundation of the Washington conventions. The

United States was interested in promoting this regional peace structure

principally in order to remove any conceivable danger, even a remote

one, of ultimate foreign intervention that might give military lodgment

in the neighborhood of the Panama Canal, then advancing toward com-

pletion, or any possibility of a rival canal route falling under non-

American influence.

Unfriendly foreign critics quickly used the phrase ^Hollar diplomacy^^

to suggest a deliberate design by the United States to dominate the

nearest Latin American republics, even the whole Western Hemisphere,

for the private profit of ^^Wall Street.’^ While not losing sight for one
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moment of the mistakes of foreign policy in the hands of the blundering

Knox and Taft—and it is fortunate that the United States did not have

to confront under their leadership any major crisis of diplomacy dur-

ing the years 1909-19 13—it is only fair to say that dollar diplomacy

was more an easily misusable journalistic alliteration, alliterative un-

fortunately in all the principal languages of the New World and west-

ern Europe, that easily lent itself to hateful propaganda and exag-

gerated Yankeephobia, than it was a truthful characterization of the

protective foreign policy of the United States.

In their owm uniquely inept w^ay Taft and Knox were also following

the instinct and traditions of continental security rather than the lead

of selfish private interests. Nicaragua, like the Dominican Republic,

like Panama, like Haiti (where Woodrow Wilson was soon to send

marines as well as to Santo Domingo), was one of the states of the New
World, indeed of the entire world, where the least American capital

was invested. It is a well-known fact that before the First World War
indigenous capital found more lucrative employment in the United

States than outside of its boundaries, that it was only with difficulty that

the Department of State was able to persuade bankers to invest their

funds for political purposes in foreign countries. The larger holdings

of capital invested abroad in the New World were in Cuba, where

“big business^^ had opposed intervention in 18983 in Mexico, where

the United States Government and public opinion have certainly been

averse to intervention for nearly a century; in Canada, and in the

larger and more stable republics of South America.

It seems to be an historical fact that the more capital a country of

the New World has accepted from private investors in the United

States the less danger there has been of inteiwention. Such investments

have brought a wealth of good to Latin American countries, but in the

large it is doubtful whether they have been profitable to the economy

of the United States, not to mention the investors. This is because they

have not been wholly safe. They represented an overflow of luxury that

the United States, unlike the great powers of the Old World, had not

been willing, with its deep continental instincts of nonintervention, to

guarantee and to secure by the use of force. But American diplomacy

has always been sensitive to the strategical requirements of continental

security. This, and not selfish private interests, really explains both

the Roosevelt Corollary and the dollar diplomacy of Taft. It also ex--

plains in large measure the Latin American policy of Woodrow Wilson.
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ADOLPH A. BERLE, JR.^ ON CARIBBEAN INTERVENTIONS

^^Many of our own major mistakes, indeed, in this hemisphere have been

due more to the fear of European domination than to any desire to increase

the area of our territoryu Conspicuous among these were the interventions be-

ginning at the time of the Panama Canal incident, the Nicaraguan occupa-

tion, and the occupations of Haiti and Santo Domingo. It has been customary,

particularly among students who hold the Marxist view of history, to ascribe

these to desire to protect American capital, which thus became the forerunner

of imperialism. Yet as the history becomes increasingly clear, and as the docu-

ments are more completely available, the Marxian student finds that the facts

do not bear him out. In many cases the intervention of American capital in

Central America and in the West Indian republics was undertaken not at the

instance of American capitalists seeking outlet for their funds. It was under-

taken at the direct instance of the American Government; and the motive

appears to have been the fear lest European capital, ailected with European

politics, might find foothold on this side of the Atlantic. An example may be

found in the occupations of Haiti and Santo Domingo. In each case American

banks had purchased the control of the banks previously serving those island

countries; but the documents today make it clear that the American financiers

did so rather unwillingly, at the direct urging of the Department of State;

and that the Department of State urged the American financial moves as a

means of eliminating European financial m.oves. It may also be noted that

alone among the great powers of the world, having accomplished that objec-

tive, public sentiment in the United States swiftly mobilized against the con-

tinuance of the occupations, they were withdrawn freely and without reser^^%

largely in consequence, first, of the continuous urging of the present L’^nder

Secretary, Mr. Sumner Welles, then a staff member of the. Department of

State, and finally, as a part of the broad policy laid out and executed by Sec-

retary Hull. The final result has been the firmer establishment of independ-

ent nations who owe their safety not to their military force but to the strength

of the pan-American idea.’’ From Address of Assistant Secretary of State

Adolph Berle, Jr., on Policy of the United States in Latin America,”

delivered at the Academy of Political Science, New York City, May 3, 1939.

Department of State, Press Releases^ XX, No. 501, Publication 1328, p. 378.



CHAPTER X

Woodrow Wilson and Mexico

(i9i3-i9iy)

AS a student and teacher of history and political science Woodrow Wil-

son had been interested chiefly in constitutional origins and the devel-

oment of representative self-government in Anglo-Saxon practice and

German theory. Like most of his predecessors in ofiice since the Era

of Emancipation, he had never paid much attention, before he became

President, to the peoples, politics, languages and cultures of Latin

America. Historians already have worked through his voluminous

printed writings and personal papers without discovering significant

allusion to those other republics of the New World where constitutional

government was on trial under conditions of climate, economy, race,

and tradition so alien to those of northwestern Europe, the British

Isles, and North America. He did express rather casually in some

earlier essays (1889-1901) the unstudied view that the peoples of

Latin America did not seem to have developed the character and ex-

perience necessary for democratic self-government.^ And in his very

general and popular History of the American Peofley published in

1902, he incidentally branded the war with Mexico of 1846-1848 as an

^inexcusable aggression” and conquest on the part of Polk. This was

then the prevailing view, which more recent historiography has greatly

modified.

The basis of Wilson’s world was the Bible, Burke, and Bagehot. His

thought and even his politics and diplomacy were rooted deep in

morality. But what is morality, O philosophers and seers? To Wilson

the supreme expression of morality was the Christian religion. But,

O teachers and preachers, precisely what is the Christian religion? To
Wilson it was revealed in the Presbyterian creed, the covenanting

faith of his Scotch-Irish forbears. He was son of a Southern Presby-

168
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terian pastor of stalwart intellectual fiber. This President kept his

Bible and his watch by his bedside and every day he read the Book.

To such a man the political reflection of morality was popular sover-

eignty and self-government. Of this the democratic form was the su-

preme expression. Wilson believed that the democratic process had

reached its greatest perfection in the United States. As symbolized

by the Statue of Liberty in New York harbor, the mission of America

—

that is to say, the United States of America—was to hold this torch

aloft to the world, particularly to the Western World. From such an

ideal much felicity would flow to all mankind.

Hardly had he taken his oath of oifice when relations with Latin

America rose to plague the new President and to test his fundamental

political concepts. Mexico presented the first problem to challenge the

inexperienced idealist who entered the White House in March, 1913.

Relations with Mexico had been generally good ever since thCp

American Civil War when the attitude of the United States and the

concentration of troops on the Rio Grande had helped to bring about

the withdraw^ai of French forces and the collapse of Maximilian’s em-

pire. During most of the years since 1876 Porfirio Diaz had been the

nominally elected President. He was a strong-handed dictator. It was

Diaz’s policy to make Mexico safer for people to live in, including

foreigners who would bring in capital and technical training to develop

as quickly as possible her fabulous natural resources and thus advance

the standard of living, particularly for the elite, toward European and

North American levels. In Mexico most of the land was owned in

large holdings, coming down from old prodigal Spanish land grants,

and wmrked by peons; Diaz continued and confirmed this practice, and

foreigners bought up farms and ranches. His government granted lav-

ish concessions to capitalists from European countries and the United

States to build railroads, to open mines, to establish public works. Under

Diaz, Mexico was better off than ever before in histonq but the greater

part of the population was still in a state of semi-feudalism. The illiter-

ate people, nine-tenths of them pure Indian or mestizo and half of

them not speaking Spanish, worked mostly for the foreigners and for

the W’-ealthy and cultured creole hacendados. They labored for grovel-

ing and shamefully low w^ages, but even so they got more pay from

the foreigners than they did from Mexican employers.

By wealth alone Mexico could not reach the cultural development

desired by Diaz, whether that \vealth w^ere massed in the larger hold-

ings of a comparatively few capitalists or shared by the benighted
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populace. Universal education was and still is the key to Mexican

progress. It is a slow process especially when fevered by revolution.

Porfirio Diaz knew this but he did not get sufficiently well advanced

with his educational program before the revolution of 19 ii swept him

from the heights of Chapultepec into exile in Europe. He had not

used his power to acquire huge wealth for himself at Mexico^s expense.

He died a poor man.

With the exception of Cuba, Mexico w^as the only Latin American

country into which large investments of private capital had poured from

the United States in the generation before the First World War. Diaz

had welcomed this, and successive Governments in the United States

had encouraged it. They quite approved of the dictator. In an ex-

change of encomia in Mexico City in 1907 Elihu Root had referred

to President Diaz as ^^one of the great men to be held up for the hero

worship of mankind.” “ This was laying it on a bit thick. President

TafPs more deliberate opinion was that Diaz had done more for the

people of Mexico than any other Latin American had done for any of

his people.^ By 1910 the holdings, large and small, of United States

citizens in Mexico amounted to approximately one billion dollars. Rail-

roads constituted over half the property. Next came mines and ranches,

and small business. Only fifteen millions of pioneer capital had been

ventured then in petroleum concessions from which the great geysers

of ^Tlack gold” were so soon to gush forth. Most of the oil money

flowed into Mexico after the great revolution of 1911. The chief con-

cern of the United States Government during those years was to en-

sure protection for its nationals and their property in Mexico according

to domestic and international law, and this was not difficult under Diaz.

United States nationals were not the only foreigners with large direct

investments there
j
English, German, French, Spanish, and others, to-

gether owned another half a billion dollars."^ Indeed, foreign holdings

totaled a greater value than native property, and of the foreign hold-

ings citizens of the United States owned more than all other foreigners

combined. More than 40,000 of them lived and worked in Mexico.

Their proprietary character, their dynamic energy, their protestant out-

look, disturbed and alarmed some of the disinterested creole aristocracy,

despite the excellence of diplomatic relations between the two govern-

ments. With grossly exaggerated fears this patriotic elite felt that even-

tually Mexico might go the way of Texas.

This feeling furnished food to the political opposition to Diazes dic-

tatorship. Beneath the orderly crust of Mexican stability there was gen-
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crating with volcanic pressure the force of a great social revolution to

convulse the country once the political cap of Porfirianisni blew off.

The first eruption came in 19 ii in the form of revolt against the arbi-

traiy electoral methods of Diaz. Following a revolution surreptitiously

organized in the United States^ the pure-hearted but weak Madero
came into elected ofiice.

In dealing with this Mexican revolution Wilson’s predecessor had

shown great patience and much sympathy. Taft’s chief desire was to

avoid intervention. His experience in the Philippines had convinced

him that it would be an unending burden and thankless task, involving

the expenditure of hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of

lives, to enforce peace on Mexico. He had hoped against hope that, at

least as long as he remained President, old Porfirio Diaz might be able

to stay in power and hold down the lid in Mexico.^ After Madero’s

election Taft promptly recognized that government. When Madero

complained that insurrectionists were obtaining arms and munitions

across the border, Taft prevailed on Congress to pass a joint resolution

empowering the President to regulate the flow of such materials from

the United States to any American country where conditions of domestic

violence might existP

The executive power first had recourse to an embargo on arms and

munitions of war, as an implement of foreign policy, during the Domini-

can crisis of 1905, wTen it intervened to prevent the shipment of these

articles to rebels against the Dominican Government with which the

United States entered into the modus vksa-ndi of 1905, and the subse-

quent treaty of 1907. Now in 191-2 Congress formally gave the execu-

tive such a discretionary power in dealing with American republics.

Enacted to cooperate with the new regime in Mexico, this power be-

came most significant in moulding the Latin American policy of the

United States, particularly as conceived by Woodrow Wilson. By its

use the President could make or unmake revolutions and governments

in such American republics as depended upon the United States for

military supplies. Taft straightway proclaimed an embargo in effect

vis-a-vis Mexico, thus cutting off supplies to Madero’s enemies, while

allowing the material to be exported to the recognized government^

Despite such aid the new’* authorities were not able to maintain order

or to protect the lives and property of foreigners. Taft and Knox put

off the importunities of Henry Lane Wilson, United States Ambassador

at Mexico City, to place warships and troops at the latter’s disposal to

use for intervention if that vigorous diplomat should deem it neces-
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sary to protect foreigners
j
but the President did mobilize 100,000 reg-

ular troops and volunteers on the border to guard against contingencies,

and he advised American citizens to leave the areas of disturbance.

In the elections of 1912 in the United States the Democratic Party

tried to make capital out of the Republican President's patience. Its

platform vigorously pledged adequate protection to nationals abroad.

Pressed by political exigency before the election the Administration

presented the Mexican Government with a quasi-ultimatum (Septem-

ber 17) listing discriminations and outrages, including murders, and

demanding better treatment of United States citizens and their prop-

erty. The Mexican Government responded, not until after the defeat

of Taft at the polls, with an able argument, nothing morej but in

subsequent interview's in Washington the Mexican Minister of Foreign

Affairs, Lascurain, show’ed an earnest disposition to make every effort

to meet the demands of the United States. Secretary Knox gave him to

understand that if this were not done Congress would be likely to re-

peal the law" that enabled the President to prohibit the export of muni-

tions to Madero’s enemies. During the last weeks of Taft^s Adminis-

tration, Madero fell victim to the treachery of one of his own generals

responsible for the security of the capital, Victoriano Huerta, of Porfi-

rian antecedents and sympathies.

After a successful military revolt, Huerta compelled the resignation

of President Madero and the Vice President, and held them as pris-

oners in the National Palace. February 18, 1913, he proclaimed himself

provisional President, just like that, in Mexico.® The deposed President

as well as the Vice President, Suarez, met death (February 23) trying

to escape, so it W"as said, from an armed guard that was transferring

them to the penitentiary at two oAlock in the morning. Huerta had

sworn on a scapulary of the Virgin of Guadalupe, and also on a

medal of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, and again by the memory of his

mother who once had worn these sacred images on her breast, that he

would permit no one to attempt the life of Sehor Madero.^ A reign

of terror ensued as the general tried to establish himself in power to

withstand the inevitable revolt against such treacherous and savage

deeds of counter-revolution.

Dreadful as were these scenes in the halls of the Montezumas, they

had happened before in Latin American history, and the successful

revolutionists, as soon as they had gained undeniable authority over

their respective countries and were able to fulfill international obliga-

tions, had received recognition from foreign powers, including the
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United States, without scrutiny of the constitutionality of their origins

or the justice of their causes. Such was accepted international practice.

Was it now for other governments, however shocked and revolted, to

sit in judgment, to insist that regimes must succeed each other in

Mexico by peaceful and orderly constitutional process f If so, must each

and every revolution in the New World, or the whole world over,

await a diplomatic verdict as to its propriety? And where would revo~

lutions find unbiased diplomatic judges? Certainly not in the case of

Panama. If revolutions in Mexico and Central America alone were to

be held up for diplomatic judgment, while recognized elsewhere, then

would not this be diplomatic Intervention by the United States for

the guaranty of constitutional forms in neighboring regions strategi-

caily interesting? It is true that the Central American regional peace

structure recently set up at Washington by the United States and

Mexico in 1907 had set an example for novelty by pledging the

signatories not to recognize governments coming into power within

the treaty region by revolutionaiy means, at least not until they had

been sanctioned and regularized by a popular election. But even in

Central America, the United States and Mexico, moral sponsors al-

though not signatories of those treaties, had recognized the revolution

against Zelaya’s dictatorship in Nicaragua in 1909 as expressing the will

of the people of that Isthmian republic more than Zelaya’s government^

this in itself had been a diplomatic judgment.

Right here, when he searches for the will of the people outside his

own land, the Wilsonian is overwhelmed, or certain ultimately to be

overwhelmed, even on the basis of his own principles of self-govern-

ment, by a tangle of difficulties in applying his policy of judgment on

revolutions against other constitutions than his own. In many Latin

American countries, not to mention the rest of the world, governments

have been republican only in form and letter. Once ensconced in con-

stitutional authority, a government, that is to say a strong man, by

control of electoral machinery, the police and the army, can extend his

power under color of the constitution. To deny the right of revolution

against such a regime would be to frustrate real self-government. Wil-

son’s answer to this, as suggested by his action in. the case of Peru/^

presumably WDuld have been that the revolutionary government might

* In advocating this doctrine in 1907, Dr. Carlos R. Tobar, after whom it was

namedj called it '^dndirect intervention.” In later years it has been called ‘^Mlpiomatic

intervention.” It is now declared inadmissible by the Anti-War Treaty of 1933, and

by the Buenos Aires Protocol of 1936. See below, p. 268.
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be recognized if sanctioned by the will of the people. But what is the

will of the people^ O Robespierre^ Napoleon I and Napoleon III, O
Porfirio Diaz, and Zelaya, O Woodrow Wilson, Kerensky, Lenin,

Gerardo Machado, Mussolini, O Adolf Hitler? At best the tasks and

responsibilities of sitting in judgment on revolutions, even if judg-

ment could be politically unbiased, extend to infinite gradations, de-

grees, circumstances, difficulties, diplomacies, and inconsistencies. That

is why traditional international practice has avoided the danger of

dogma in dealing with this problem. That is why, since Wilson^s time,

the United States has jettisoned his nonrecognition policy.

During the spring and summer of 1913 the European governments,

including Great Britain, and Japan and China, all recognized Huerta

de ]acto^ following traditional practice. The Latin American republics

(except Guatemala, dangerously close to Huerta) withheld recognition.

The South American states, particularly Argentina, Brazil, and Chile,

showed a disposition to follow the lead of the United Statesd^

Ambassador Henry Lane Wilson had been unsympathetic to the re-

former Madero when it became apparent that he was not strong enough

to preserve order and to protect foreign citizens and property. As dean

of the diplomatic corps, but acting on his own responsibility, he had

called together his colleagues who accepted a motion advising Madero

to resign. The Ambassador counseled Huerta intimately in the ^^crisis,”

so intimately that Secretary Knox had to caution him to use ^Circum-

spection,^’ He recommended to Washington that the murders of the

President and Vice President be considered a closed incident so far as

the United States was concerned, and that the provisional government

of Huerta be recognized in return for speedy settlement of all out-

standing issues between the two countries (which concerned the secu-

rity of American citizens and property in Mexico). This Huerta had

promised to do as soon as recognized. Had President Taft extended

such recognition, as the other powers did, a new dictatorship might

have been set up and Woodrow Wilson spared a great international

problem at the outset of his Administration. That is, if Huerta had

kept such a promise
5
but we must suspect that his pledge was accom-

panied by mental reservations, because the general did not swear it on

any sacred scapulary nor even on the memory of his dead mother. The
murders of Madero and Suarez so shocked the American public that

official Washington wdthheld recognition pending inauguration of the

recently elected Democratic Administration on March 4, 1913,

The professional advisers of the Department of State, particularly
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the Assistant Secretaiy, Huntington Wilson, in charge of Latin Amer-

ican affairs^ counseled prompt recognition, as Henry Lane Wilson had

advised. But President Woodrow Wilson, now diplomatic judge, was

preconditioned by his background of thought and principle against

recognizing the overthrow of constitutional self-government. To him

that would be imiinoral. Within a week he made public, Alarch ii,

1913, a ^^Declaration of Policy with Regard to Latin Americad^ which

he caused to be dispatched to American diplomatic officials. It added

a new” principle to the Latin rlmerican policy of the United States: op-

position to governments established by force in violation of the con-

stitution and against the will of the people. It declared:

‘‘^One of the chief objects of my administration will be to cultivate the

friendship and deserve the confidence of our sister republics of Central and

South America, and to promote in every proper and honorable w^ay the in-

terests which are common to the peoples of the two continents. I earnestly

desire the most cordial understanding and cooperation betw'een the peoples

and leaders of America and, therefore, deem it my duty to make this brief

statement.

^Cooperation is possible only when supported at every turn by the orderly

processes of just government based upon lawg not upon arbitrary or irregular

force. We hold, as I am sure all thoughtful leaders of republican government

everywhere hold, that just government rests always upon the consent of the

governed, and that there can be no freedom without order based upon law

and upon the public conscience and approval. We shall look to make these

principles the basis of mutual intercourse, respect and helpfulness betw^een

our sister republics and ourselves. We shall lend our influence of every kind

to the realization of these principles in fact and practice, knowing that dis-

order, personal intrigues, and defiance of constitutional rights weaken and

discredit government and injure none so much as the people who are unfor-

tunate enough to have their common life and their common affairs so tainted

and disturbed. We can have no sympathy with those wTo seek to seize the

powder of government to advance their owm personal interests or ambition.

We are the friends of peace, but W’e know^ that there can be no lasting or

stable peace in such circumstances. As friends therefore, w^e shall prefer those

who act in the interests of peace and honor, who protect private rights, and

respect the restraints of constitutional provision. Mutual respect seems to us

the indispensable foundation of friendship between states, as between indi-

ffiduals.

‘^Hhe United States has nothing to seek in Central or South America ex-

cept the lasting interests of the peoples of the two continents, the security of

governments intended for the people and for no special group or interest, and

the development of personal and trade relationships between the two con-

tinents which shall redound to the profit and advantage of both and inter-

fere with the rights and liberties of neither.
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^Trom these principles may be read so much of the future policy of this

Government as it is necessary now to forecast, and in the spirit of these prin-

ciples, I may, I hope, be permitted with as much confidence as earnestness

to extend to the Governments of all the Republics of America the hand of

genuine disinterested friendship, and to pledge my own name and the honor

of my colleagues to every enterprise of peace and amity that a fortunate

future may disclose/’

To this statement of policy must be added the later (October 27,

1913) Mobile address, stating specifically that ^fihe United States will

never again seek one additional foot of territory by conquest”—some-

thing which both Roosevelt and Taft had declared in principle; and

the project for a Pan American liberty pact, which the President pro-

posed to the republics of the Western Hemisphere in 1914, to be dis-

cussed in the following chapter. Together they constitute the distinc-

tive Latin American policy of Woodrow Wilson. Back of them stands

unexpressed in any declaration the traditional Latin American policy

of the United States: security of the Continental Republic in an inde-

pendent republican New World.

It was a big order to implement such an insistence on constitutional

regularity throughout the whole w^orld, or even in all of Latin Amer-

ica/^ not to mention Mexico alone.

Despite the sympathetic inclination of the European powders toward

Huerta, and contrary to the recommendations of the experienced Henry

Lane Wilson, Woodrow Wilson determined to unseat the dictator and

thus save self-government for the people of Mexico. Lacking full confi-

dence in the foreign service of the United States in Mexico, including

the Ambassador, the President sent personal agents of his own—^who

knew much less about the country than did the regular officials of the

Department of State there—^to inform him directly upon the situation.

One of these, the journalist William Bayard Hale, reported that there

had been a suspicious intimacy between Henry Lane Wilson and

Huerta. The President removed Wilson. Hale himself recommended

military intervention to put Huerta out and set Mexican affairs in

order, just as Ambassador Wilson had urged the same action to keep

the dictator in power in order to restore peace and stability. Then

President Wilson sent Secretary BryaTs friend, John Lind, former

Governor of Minnesota, who knew nothing about Mexican affairs, to

try to reach a settlement with Huerta. Lind was to propose an imme-

diate armistice, Huerta to eliminate himself on condition of a free

election of his successor by the Mexican Congress.^'^ If Huerta would
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agree to this, Wilson was willing to ask American bankers to loan him

money to keep his regime financially afloat until he stepped out at the

elections. The dictator refused to admit this intrusion of foreign in-

fluence, and hoped for the diplomatic support of the powers that had

recognized his regime cle jacto; from them he might import munitions

of war which could not reach his opponents if only because he con-

trolled the seaports, and perhaps secure loans. He purged the Mexican

Congress and made the subservient rump elect himself as President,

thus defying completely his adversary at Washington.

The President of the United States now tried to bring the European

powers into line with his Mexican policy, particularly Great Britain to

whom he promised to urge Congress to repeal the Panama tolls act

which had discriminated in favor of United States coastal shipping

destined to pc^ss through the new waterway, in \oolatlon, so it was

contended, of the Hay~Pauncefote Treaty of Under orders

from London the British Ambassador faced about and led a troop of

European diplomats into the Palace of Chapuitepec to urge Huerta to

yield to the demands of the United States and give up the Presidency.

The dictator rejected this perfunctory advice. He knew the European

powers were not really opposed to him.

When persuasion met only obstinacy and sarcasm, even contempt

thinly concealed, the President's personal emissary John Lind urged

Wilson to promote civil war in Mexico as a means of getting rid of

Huerta: to throw the support of the Lhiited States to the Constitution-

alist forces operating in the north under Carranza and Villa, to open

the frontier to the export of munitions to their armies, to institute a

naxH blockade to prevent Huerta from getting such supplies from

overseas; if that did not succeed he recommended armed intervention

by the United States to impose self-government, peace and liberty upon

Mexico by force, after the fashion of Cuba, Woodrow Wilson shrank

from the prospect of direct use of force. He decided rather In favor

of encouraging further civil war. On Februar}=^ 3 , 1914, he removed

the embargo on the shipment of arms to Mexico, so the Constitutional-

ists who controlled the northern frontier could get them. Even before

then he had allowed munitions to go through the embargo to Carranza

and Villa.

Now the dictator was doomed, and desperate. He began to snap

back at his opponent in Washington, whose warships were patrolling

the coasts of Mexico ready to impose a blockade if necessary. Under

these circumstances of tension, one of Huerta^s subalterns at the port
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of Tampico arrested some sailors stepping on shore from a tender to

buy supplies for the U.S.S. Dolfhiny and publicly paraded them as

captives through the city. A superior officer quickly released them, on

demand, with an expression of regret, In which Huerta himself joined.^®

In view" of the flagrantly conspicuous circumstances Admiral Mayo de-

manded an unconditional salute of tw^enty-one guns to the United

States flag, and the President backed him up, only to get deeper into

trouble in Mexico. The salute he never got, never. When apology and

salute were not immediately forthcoming, more ships were sent to

Mexico, and on April 2i, United States armied forces occupied the port

of Vera Cruz,^”^ not wdthout considerable bloodshed, in order to cut off

a shipment of arms due to arrive on a German merchant shipd®

At the moment of crisis with Mexico, President Wilson, following

the tradition of United States presidents, placed the matter before the

Congress, in a special message of April 20, 1914, asking approval of

his proposal to use armed forces to secure respect for the United States.

Congress voted him that approval on April 22, after the President had

felt obliged, by the approaching shipment of arms, immediately to

exercise his powers as military commander, In anticipation of the ap-

proval of Congress. All contending factions In Mexico resented the

intervention. Huerta hoped it wmuld unite them under his command
against a foreign aggressor.

Strange as it may seem in view of his several interventions in Mexico,

the Dominican Republic, Haiti, and Nicaragua, and his greatest inter-

vention of all In the European War in 1917, Wilson considered him-

self a noninterventionist. But his diplomatic interpositions led him to

forceful Interventions, as he saw" It, to save constitutional government

in the New World by conserving its forms in Mexico and elsewhere,

finally to make the wffiole world safe for democracy. The occupation of

Vera Cruz w"as infinitely distasteful to him and he wanted to get out of

there as promptly as he could, but characteristically he had put himself

into such a place that he could not withdraw until he had overthrown

Huerta, without damaging his country's prestige and stultifying his

own moral purpose. To stay there was to remain an interventionist in

the face of all his professions for peace and amity with Latin America,

to bring into question nothing less than his owm earnest sincerity. From

) this dilemma he was rescued by the joint mediation proffered by Ar-

gentina, Brazil, and Chile in the Mexican imbroglio. This he accepted

in the hope that the mediators might find ^ffhose who spoke for the

several elements of the Mexican people willing and ready to discuss
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terms of satisfactory and, therefore, permanent settlement^’ Such was

the public explanation* behind the scenes the President made it clear

to the mediators that he would not deviate from his positionv^

The ABC demarche offered the possibility of getting out of an ugly

situation without fuither shooting and without incurring the ill will of

the rest of Latin America, At the same time it advanced the policy of

inter-American collaboration for peace begun bv Elihii Root and Theo-

dore Roosevelt in the joint Mexican-American mediation in San Jose

and Washington in 1906 and 1907. Now the most important and stable

states of South America presented their mediation to compose a differ-

ence in North America between those republics which recently had

been mediators together in Central America. The acceptance of this

was an unchallengeable earnest of Wilson’s sincerity. It was a further

long step toward the Pan American peace structure of our own da\^s.

Huerta accepted mediation and sent representatives who partici-

pated with those of the Lhiited States in discussions with the ABC
diplomats in the neutral city of Niagara Falls, Ontario. Carranza ac-

cepted in principle but not in fact. In the long and detailed confabu-

lations it was the desire of the United States Government that Huerta

should immediately resign after turning over his power to a “constitu-

tionalist” provisional government pledged to agrarian reforms and the

protection of foreigners and their property.'^ President Wilson never

abandoned the legitimate rights of nationals of the United States in

Mexico, but he always placed first the human rights of the Mexican

people, or what he considered as such, and he had become convinced

that future tranquillity and constitutional government in Mexico re-

quired a better distribution of the land,““ The adjudication and satis-

faction of claims could wait until that was achieved and permanent

peace had followed.

Huerta now was willing to quit. His spokesmen opposed turning

over his authority, such as it was, to a Constitutionalist regime. They

insisted on a “neutral” stop-gap. Ultimately, just before the outbreak

of war in Europe, the mediators recommended that a provisional gov-

ernmient be agreed upon by delegates representing the opposing parties

in Mexico, and that the temporary regime, to be followed by free elec-

tions, be then recognized by the United States and the mediating gov-

ernments. This plan fell to the ground because the Carranzlstas re-

fused to treat wdth their enemy Huerta. The dictator, his position

increasingly untenable, resigned after appointing his Minister of For-

eign Affairs as Provisional President. Huerta died in exile, a poor man.
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Wilson^s first purpose—the elimination of Huerta—thus was achieved,

and with the not over-enthusiastic cooperation of the most prominent

South American governments, consequently without alienating the other

governments and peoples of the New World, above all, without war.

He was not so successful In his second purpose, quick transfer of author-

ity to the Carranza regime and stabilizing peace in Mexico under a

liberal constitutional government and a program of agrarian reform.

United States forces evacuated Vera Cruz, November 23, 1914, but

Mexico City became the shifting prize of partisan armies when in those

savage days the several revolutionary forces, Carranzistas, Villistas,

Zapatistas, swept In and out of the beautiful capital with their rival

hordes. Nobody knew what the government was. To some It seemed

that the forces of anarchy had been let loose only to justify the con-

viction of the former ambassador, Henry Lane Wilson, that nothing

but a strong and dictatorial man could keep that hapless land from re-

verting to confusion and violence.

Anxiously Woodrow Wilson cast about for some authority to take

hold of and recognize and support in Mexico, and so to bring order

without further military intervention—for there was a vociferous mi-

nority of his countrymen demanding intervention to protect American

rights and property. He foresaw that if the Mexican problem were

not settled before the war ended in Europe, non-American govern-

ments—whose nationals he was even now urging the rival bands in

Mexico to protect—^would have grounds for intervention in a region

so strategically interesting to the United States and its naval communi-

cations, interesting in the most vital sense of the word. No one then

knew that the European War would last years longer or what its re-

sult would beg® in fact the President was becoming more and more

engrossed in problems of maritime neutrality and anxious to bring about

peace in Europe lest the United States itself become Involved. Funda-

mentally, then, behind his insistence on self-government and agrarian

reform as the pattern for permanent peace in Mexico, back of the Wil-

sonian moral concepts of politics and diplomacy, there lay the tradi-

tional motive of security for the Continental Republic of the United

States fronting on the two great oceans, east and west, and the newly

opened Panama Canal connecting the two.

Again the President sought the collaboration of sister republics.

Robert Lansing, Counselor of the Department of State, had conceived

an impractical but interesting project of an ABC-US joint military

intervention to restore peace and security in Mexico, the ABC nations
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to contribute only small naval contingents."" Instead of this, Wilson

contented himself with instructing Lansing, now Secretar*}'^ of State ad

interim following Bryan’s resignation over the Lusitania crisis, to call

into common counsel the diplomatic representatives at Washington of

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Guatemala, and Lmuguay to advise

on what regime to support as a provisional government pending honest

elections—the President was iiweterately sanguine in assuming that such

were possible in Mexico. The ABBCGU-L^S conferees pronounced in

favmr of Carranza as the best all-American hope for self-government

and peace south of the Rio Grande; consequentlv all those gov~ern-

ments recognized him (October 19, 1915) as the chief executive of

a de jactG gov^ernment. Simultaneously President Wilson proclaimed

an embargo on the shipment of arms and munitions to Mexico, but gave

instructions to appropriate officials to make an exception in izvor of

those destined to the newly recognized de facto government."®

This incensed Carranza’s northern rwal, his erstwhile colleague, the

bandit general Villa, who now tried to provmke actual interv-ention by

the Lhiited States so that he could gain power by rallying all his coun-

trymen under his own leadership to repel the inv^ader. This picturesque

butcher incited his troops to murderous border forays. His outlaws

caught and slaughtered in cold blood sixteen young American engi-

neers, recent college graduates, as they stepped off a passenger train

from California, at Santa Tsabel, to reopen a mine under promises of

protection from Carranza. An angry Congress in Washington passed a

resolution (March 7, 1916) for armed interv^ention if necessar}' to pro-

tect American citizens, but Wilson accepted the worthless promise of

Carranza to punish the murderers. Finally Villa’s nondescript cavMry-"

invaded the United States and ^%hot up” the frontier communities of

Columbus, New Mexico, where seventeen innocent citizens vv'ere killed

in their home town under their country’s flag (March 9, 1916), and

Glenn Springs and Boquillas, Texas (May 5, 1916), where the out-

laws shot down three troopers of a border patrol of nine men, killed a

little boy, and kidnapped two men. Such gruesome episodes, repeating

with old-time savagery^ the bloody Indian raids of a previous centurvq

could scarcely be more provmcativ^e at a time when increasing uncertainty

of American neutrality in the European war (the Sussex crisis) was

threatening to involve the United States in a vv^orld conflict.

On general principle Woodrow Wilson was dead set, as w^e hav^e

seen, against intervention in the neighboring republic; much less did

he want to entangle the small army of the United States in an onerous
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and costly pacification and create a war front in North America at the

very time when all military resources soon might be needed elsewhere.

Nor did he wish to wreck what he considered to be the morally regnant

position of the United States in the Western Hemispheres' After the

Columbus raid he ordered regular troops to cross the boundary in hot

pursuit of Villa, and reinforced the army by maistering the national

guard, 150,000 strong—really 150,000 weak, soft, and wretchedly un-

prepared for war, as the mobilization vividly demonstrated to the na-

tion. But Viliams trail soon got cold. Contingents of American troops

remained in northern Mexico, without catching the bandit, until Febru-

ary 5, 1917, a few days after the rupture of diplomatic relations with

Germany. During this time Presidential orders prudently canceled all

permission for export of arms and munitions through the embargo to

Carranza’s de jacto government. xA total embargo remained in exist-

ence to be merged eventually into one comprehensive war-time em-

bargo of July 9, 1917, for the conservation of war materialss^

Carranza was far from cooperating with pursuit of his enemy Villa

into northern Mexico, despite readiness of the Wilson Administration

to agree to reciprocal crossing of the boundary by Mexican or United

States troops, in pursuit of Mexican bandits. He w^as not without suspi-

cion of Wilson’s motives, and he was above all unwilling to let his

rival have any chance to pose exclusively as the liberator of Mexico.

He considered the presence of Pershing’s troops an invasion of his

country, and demanded that they get out. Clashes between some of the

American general’s command and Mexicans at Parral, and a collision

with a force of Carranza’s troops at Carrizal in June, 1916, together

wnth the firing on American ships evacuating citizens from danger zones,

nearly led to actual war.

In the presidential elections of 1916 the Republicans attacked Wil-

son’s complacence, just as the Democrats had assailed Taft’s patience in

dealing with Mexico in 1912. But the President resisted rising demands

for vigorous intervention. To avoid further hostilities he adopted Lan-

sing’s suggestion of a joint Mexican-American commission to settle the

trouble. After weeks of fruitless negotiation with their Mexican col-

leagues at New London, Connecticut, the United States Commissioners,

though they refused to make any joint pronouncement to that effect,

advised the President that, as the lesser of two evils, the troops be with-

drawn, full diplomatic relations be re-established with Mexico, and the

border rigorously patrolled against further raids. Such was, really,

what the Mexican Commissioners had demanded. It was another tri-
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umph for Carranza. Wilsonrs decision was not precipitated directly b\-

the contemporart^ crisis with Germany. Orders to Pershing went out

a week before receipt of the German note announcing renewal of un-

restricted submarine warfare on Februarv N 1917*''' FundamentalKp

of course, the First World War was a decisive factor. Woodrow Wilson

did not want to have one hand tied behind him at the very moment

when the nation might need all of its forces to meet the European

situation.

Following the break with Germany, with a first-class war In the off-

ing, Wilson was as eager to be quits with Carranza as that chieftain was

to be rid of the Presbyterian of the Potomac. The Mexican Congress

was assembling as an electoral college to make Carranza president and

to draw up a new constitution as Wilson hastily completed a de jure

recognition by exchanging ambassadors (March 3, 1917). Formal ele-

vation of Carranza to the presidency, and adoption of a constitution

embodying the reforms of the revolution so dear to Wilson’s own heart,

enabled him to consider his principal objectives satisfied. On ilpril 6

Congress declared war against Germany, and the Mexican problem

dropped out of sight.

Woodrow Wilson’s Mexican policy, based on his principle of not

recognizing an usurper’s overthrow of constitutional government, can

hardly be called an unqualified success. He intervened diplomatically

to save the Mexican people from a new dictator. This novel action, the

product of idealism and inexperience, involved him against his will in

limited mdlitary interventions, and it veiy nearly brought the United

States into an unnecessary war with Mexico at an extraordinarily critical

moment of its history. He opened full wide the sluiceways of a revolu-

tion that distressed and ravaged the people bevond measure. Hundreds

of American citizens lost their lives in the ensuing violence. Most of the

survivors left the country, abandoning their homes and property. In

subsequent decades, hundreds of millions of legitimately invested

American capital was lost. Destruction of property of the Mexican

dentifeos naturally turned against the United States the survivors of

that elite, the most intelligent and able fraction of the population. The

interventions in the port of Vera Cruz and the northern states alien-

ated the remainder. For a long time afterward neither the suffering

people of Mexico nor their successive governments were sincere friends

of the United States.

One significant credit, however, can be placed to Wilson’s Mexican

policy. The great noninteryentionist intervened in Mexico, both diplo-
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rnaticail\" and bv force^ without antagonizing overmuch the other Latin

American republics. On the whole they trusted him. His collaboration

with them to end intervention^ to prevent war, convinced the New
World in general of the sincerity of his good intentions and laid a

foundation for the later political solidarity of the Western Hemisphere,

and this despite the other interventions for which the idealist of the

White House was responsible in Central ilmerica and the Caribbean.

When the great test of Wilson’s policy of dealing with his neighbors

came in 1917, they did not turn against the United States. Mexico re-

mained cold to the notorious Zimmermann proposal of January, 1917,

for an alliance with Germany and Japan to reconquer the ^dost prov-

inces'’ from the United States.



CHAPTER XI

The Latin America?! Policy of Woodf'ccjc Wilson

(igi^-ig2i)

SINCE the turn of the century and the appearance of the new order

of sea power the Caribbean and Central American areas had become

increasingly important as primary concerns of American defensive strat-

egy? expressed in what I have been designating as the Panama Policy

of the United States. In that policy, itself a major chapter of Latin

American policy, the Roosevelt Corollary now held a paramount place.

Wilson and Bryan had no idea of repudiating it; rather they strove to

strengthen influence and control in these regions in order to remove

further than ever justification for any European intervention. All this

they covered with a sincere Wilsonian zeal for saving the people from

bad government, tyranny, and economic exploitation in order that they

might be made fit and stable for self-government, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness under protection of the United States, as in the

case of Cuba. All this the missionaries of Democracy desired in order

that “benighted^^ peoples might be saved from themselves for them-

selves.

The new missionaries professed to be more jealous of the power of

special interests over national interests, of the baleful ^^doilar diplo-

macy’^ which they imputed to their less moral predecessors; but their

pious endeavors were never in conflict with strategic demands for de-

fense of the Continental Republic which always boxed the compass of

the Latin American policy of the United States. In pursuing their

idealistic and strategic purposes they traveled farther along the path-

way of protective imperialism than did their precursors.

William Jennings Br}'an had a homeopathic cure for the ills of dollar

diplomacy, a putative remedy which was a quarter of a century in ad-

vance of his time, like so many of Bryan’s ideas good and bad. Doubtless

185
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he did ncr knew about proncsals of his predecessors Seward^ Fish, and

Blaine nointinc in the same direction. He proposed that the United

States Government be a “modern cood Samaritan^’ and loan enough

mcnev to Nicaragua, or indeed to anv Latin American republic that

was in serious trouble with private foreign creditors, to free them from

their debts.

“'Thee [the Latin American republics] are now compelled to pay a high

rate of interest and to sell their bonds at a discount. ... If the United

Stares oners to loan them its credit to the extent that such a loan is safe, the

hones could be made to draw four and a half per cent, which would be an

immediate saving to them in the way of interest and the difference of a

[per] cent and a half between their bonds and ours could go into a sinking

fund wliich would, in a reasonable time, at compound interest, pay off their

debts and leave them free. We could, in this way, relieve them of the debts

which embarrass them, and enable them to construct such railroads as are

imperarivelv necessary for the development of their countries.

^‘The second advantage would be that the flan would give our country

such an increased influence , . . that -ive could freve7it revolutions^ fro^

7note educatlony and advance stable and just government. . . .

'h . . We would in the end profit, negatively, by not having to incur

expense in guarding our own and other foreign interests there, and, posi-

tively, by the increase of trade that would come from development and from

the friendship which would follow the conferring of the benefits named.’’ ^

The pitfalls hidden in this formula were the assumption that public

loans would have to be guarded less carefully than private loans, and

that invited borrowing makes debtor governments friendly to creditor

governments. Despite the evangelical appeal, Woodrow Wilson po-

litely set aside the Great Commoner’s panacea. Its political implications

at home and abroad were too startling, at least for those times. Quite

distinctly Bryan’s plan is the formula of the newer dollar diplomacy of

our dayff

Wilson’s veto of Bryan’s revised version of dollar diplomacy forced

the Secretary to fall back on Knox’s old-fashioned dollar diplomacy as

a means of relieving the financial distresses of Nicaragua under Amer-
ican occupation. In doing so he did not overlook the Panama Policy.

After the Senate had balked at Platt Amendment articles that would
have imposed, at the request of Adolfo Diaz, a protectorate d la Cuba,

Brj^^an fell back on the model of Knox’s unratified Nicaraguan canal

treaty, with naval bases at each terminus, Atlantic and Pacific, of the

envisioned waterway. Such was the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty, ratified in

1916.* In return for the grant of perpetual proprietary canal rights and

^Signed August 5, 1914.
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renewable leases of naval bases the United States paid to Nicaragua

$35000;,0007 to be expended under the supendsion of both parties tor

the relief of the public debt and ether measures for the welfare of

Nicaragua. This money went to satisfy in part the numerous creditors,

including a portion of the awards of the Mixed Claims Commission, and

the bankers, who asserted preferential claims on the treaty fund. To
this preference the United States would not consent. Therefore, to get

any share of the treaty money, the bankers had to accept a new Finan-

cial Plan for the governance of Nicaraguan finances over which thet^

had been in full charge since 191-2. Under this Plan a joint High

Financial Commission took over the supervision of Nicaragua^ finances.

Another special commission ad hoc scaled down the republic's debts in

cooperation with all classes of creditors.

The $3,000,000 canal money was not enough to rehabilitate Nica-

raguan finances. In 1917 the Nicaraguan Congress approved a new in-

ternal bond issue of $4,000,000 cordo^as^ also guaranteed b)' customs

collections under the receiver-general,t like the loans of 1912, to pay

or refund the remainder of Nicaragua’s debt. Under this Plan, which

rested on diplomatic understandings rather than any treaty, Nicaraguan

finances prospered, and the state was able to purchase back from the

bankers the National Bank in 1920 and the Pacific Railroad in 1924*

Thus did the republic free itself, with the aid of American diplomacy,

from the control which the bankers had installed in 1912 when the

Senate rejected the Knox-Castrillo treaty, and thus ended the problem

of claims and debts which had disturbed the Isthmian country ever

since 1909, and earlierr* By finally taking control of Nicaraguan finances

out of the hands of the bankers and putting them under the joint

High Financial Commission, Wilson’s diplomacy had mitigated to a

slight extent the dollar diplomacy of Knox, but generally speaking

there was little fundamental difference, aside from some expressions

of moral fervor, between the Nicaraguan policy of Knox and Taft and

that of Bryan and Wilson.

Nicaragua continued under American occupation,*^ its burden of debt

gradually lightening by bonded schedule, and its prosperity now stead-

ily increasing, aided by the First World War, until it should be upset

*A cordo^'a to equal a dollar at par. C$3,744.,000 of the loan was issued.

f The receiver-general of customs, an American citizen appointed by the Nicaraguan

Government and approved by the Secretary of State of the United States, was to step

in and collect the customs only if the monthly yield fell below C$60,000 a month

for a period of three consecutive months.
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b\' another revolution as soon as the United States marines were with-

drawn in 1925. Most significant of all^ the one other practical Isthmian

route, offerina; 2. rival or a supplemental canal for naval communications

between the two ocean seacoasts/ was brought under the exclusive con-

trol cf the United States. In the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty, the article

providing for renewable leases of the naval bases was declared to be

specifically ‘ho enable the Government of the United States to protect

the Panama Canal and the proprietary rights granted to the Govern-

ment of the United States by the foregoing [Nicaraguan canal] article,

and also to enable the United States to take any measures necessary to

the works contemplated hereind^

Surely there could have been no more explicit embodiment of the

Panama Policy, unless it were the inclusion of Bryan’s Platt Amend-
ment features that the Senate had thrown out of his treaty as first pre-

sented. ilnd this was the work of the idealists themselves.

After the new adjustment of Nicaraguan relations, and partly as a

result of it, a most unfortunate controversy arose in 1914 to weaken
and well nigh ruin the Washington peace structure of 1907 in Central

America. Costa Rica asserted certain proprietary rights to the San Juan
River, lengthy eastern sector of the proposed canal route, rights which
she contended were confirmed by a treaty of 1858 with Nicaragua, and
by a later arbitral award of President Cleveland in 1888. Nicaragua,

she asserted, had violated those rights by ceding to the United States

exclusive proprietary title to the canal site without consulting Costa
Rica. Honduras and El Salvador entered protests also against cession

to the United States of a naval base in the Gulf of Fonseca which
washed their shores as well as those of Nicaragua. The Senate of the
United States took cognizance of these protests. It attached to its rati-

fication of the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty in 1916 the following careful

reserx^ation, too often ox^erlooked by students of the subject:

T'lnd whereas, the advice and consent of the Senate of the United
States to the ratification of the said Convention was given with the fol-

lowing proviso: Provided, That, whereas, Costa Rica, Salvador and
Honduras have protested against the ratification of the said Convention
in the fear or belief that said Convention might in some respect impair
existing rights of said States’; therefore, it is declared by the Senate
that in adxfising and consenting to the ratification of the said Convention
as amended such advice and consent are given with the understanding,
to be expressed as a part of the instrument of ratification, that nothing
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in said Convention is intended to atfect any existing right of any of the

said named States.”

Costa Rica and El Salvador filed suit against Nicaragua in 1916 in

the Central American Court of Justice, Nicaragua refused to respond,

on the ground that the Court had no competence over a treaty between

a Central American state and an outside power. The United States did

not see its wa}’ clear to act as a bailiff of the Court and to make Nica-

ragua obey it. When the Court pronounced judgment against Nicaragua,

that republic gave the necessar}’ one yearns notice for the abrogation of

the convention of 1907 which had established the tribunal. Since the

Court was tied into the general treaty of peace and amity of Washing-

ton of 1907, Nicaragua's withdrawal pulled the keystone out of that

structure. The war against Germany, in wTich all the Central American

states except El Salvador were co-beiligerents with the United States,

now intervened. The broken Court and the weakened peace structure

had to wait until after the war to be taken up at Washington in I9'22.

In Santo Domingo and Haiti Br\’an pursued, with President Wil-

son’s support, the Panama Policy as vigorously as in Nicaragua. Theo-

dore Roosevelt’s treaty of 1907 with the Dominican Republic had given

to the United States the right to protect the receix’er-general of customs

in the performance of his duties. It had conferred no further right of

intervention for other purposes. In 1912 the repressed folUkos of the

Dominican Republic had broken out into revolution after the assassina-

tion of the cooperative President Caceres and rapidly dissipated all the

gains in good government of the previous five years. President Taft

interfered, beyond the letter of the treaty of 1907, to ^^dictate a policy

beneficial to the country,” in the words of advice from the United

States Minister there.® Under persuasion that the stilling of internal

strife was necessary for peaceful collection of customs, Secretary^ Knox
sent special commissioners to the republic, escorted by a force of 750
marines, to insist upon the removal of a trouble-making cabinet officer,

the granting of general amnesty to political offenders, and other re-

forms deemed necessary for the restoration of quiet and contentment.

Knox and Taft then used the power of recognition to depose a constitu-

tional but unruly government. The existing authorities were informed

that if they remained in office they would no longer be acknowledged

and the Dominican Government’s treaty share of customs revenues

would be withheld pending the creation of a government that could

be recognized. Under irresistible pressure from Washington President

Victoria perforce resigned, and the local Congress elected a President
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ind:ca;ed hv Washinston as the alternative to armed Interventionj a-

£ocd man, an archbishop, but too weak to keep the peace, so it proved.

To reuair the fiscal damages of revolution Kjiox arranged for the Na-

tiornil Cirv Ba;ik of New York to issue a new loan of $1,500,000 to

the harassed reoublic.

Taft'S interposition brought onlv temporary stability. When Wood-

rc'^.v Wilson took office in IVIarch, 1913, the Dominican Republic once

more was on the \urge of anarchy. It was apparent that another costly

revolution would break down all stability in the country, would bring

on aamiri those dangers o£ foreign intervention that Theodore Roose-

velt's financial protectorate had been designed to forestall.

Like Knox, Bryan ” was for dictating a policy beneficial to the Do-

minican Republic. He and Woodrow Wilson were just as anxious as

Eiihu Root and Theodore Roosevelt had been that the island of His-

paniola should not present any ground or pretext for European inter-

vention in strategic proximity to the Panama Canal. In line with Presi-

dent Wilson^s general pronouncement of Latin American policy, of

March ii, 1913, the new Secretarj' of State served notice that the

United States would not tolerate any insurrection in Santo Domingo,

that it would withhold the treaty share of customs collections from any

unconstitutional regime that might spring up there. Under Bryan’s

direction the United States interfered to supervise elections in 1914,

and gave it to be understood that it -would support the newly elected

government by force if necessarv\ To do this troops occupied the capital

in 1916, at the beginning of an intervention that continued until 1924.

A military government under the United States flag supervised the

island republic until 1922 when a provisional Dominican government

W'as set up as a first step in preparation for evacuation. Meanwhile a

program of public works, sanitation, and agriculture got under way,

administered by ilmerican experts. In 1924, after administering a fair-

and-free election of a constitutional government, the military authority

of the United States ceased, and the marines departed, not until after

a convention had been signed betw^een the two governments ratifying

all the acts of the intervention, and recognizing the new bond issues

of 1918 and 1922 as binding and irrevocable. During the life-time of

these bonds the treaty of 1907 and the United States receivership were
to remain in force.

All this interference was not immediately necessary for the mere
sanitation of the debt and the protection of foreign nationals. It was
partly missionary zeal to do good to Dominicans despite themselves.
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The material and moral benefit resulting to the Dominicans from this

encroachment upon their sovereignty—these people claimed the same

sovereign equaiit}^ as other nations—was indubitable; but the inter-

vention did suppress their insurrectionary habits, indeed their sovereign

right of revolution, that is to sa\', in this island at that time, their

sovereign right of suicide. It would seem that the long occupation, and

the educational and economic improvement flowing from it without any

exploitation of the island by the United States and its nationals, has

had a certain proven therapeutic effect on political stability. In recent

years, after this timely tutelage, the Dominican Republic has been

^ffunning on its own’^ very successfully

Brt'an had urged intervention in Haiti also for similar reasons. Be-

fore the European war commenced in August, 1914, there was good

reason to suspect that European powers were ready to establish a cus-

toms control there to protect the just interests of their nationals, if the

United States did not do something. Both Bryan and Wilson were

acutely aware of the importance of this Negro republic to the defence

of the Panama Canal, particularly the value to a non-American power

of the harbor of Mole St. Nicholas, w'here a naval base could control

the passage between Hispaniola and Cuba. am satisfied, wrote

Bryan to Wilson, ^hhat it will be of great value to us and even if it

were not ... it is worth while to take it out of the market so that no

other nation will attempt to secure a foothold there.^^ ® As in the case

of Venezuela in 1902, and the Dominican Republic in 1904, European

powders—in this instance France and Germany—proposed respectively,

in March and July, 1914, that their governments participate with the

United States in a joint customs receivership for Haiti.^

Wilson and Bryan were as emphatically opposed to such a non-Amer-

ican intrusion into the Western Hemisphere as Theodore Roosevelt

had been. They reacted in precisely the same way, even more posi-

tively, as the European situation obviously invited. ^Uhe Government

of the United States,” said President Wilson in his own words to Ger-

many, September 16, 1914, well known to have taken for many
years and without variation of policy the position that neither foreign

mercantile influences and interests, nor any other foreign influence or

interest proceeding from outside the American hemisphere could with

the consent of the United States be so broadened or extended as to

constitute a control, either in whole or in, part, of the government or

administration of any independent state.” The President and his

Secretary of State wTnt back to Theodore Roosevelt^s Dominican treaty
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cf 1Q07 as their basic model for a similar arrangement with Haiti when

complete anarchn^ compeiied them to intervene in that republic too.

In the summer of 1915 all law and order disappeared in Port-au-

Prince. President Vilbrun Guillaume Sam^ who had received recogni-

tion from France, Germany, and Great Britain, but not from the United

States, suddenly slaughtered 167 political hostages whom he had taken

into custody from the forces of his opponents. A maddened populace

then attacked the tyrant, chased him into the French legation, violated

that asvlum, took him out, and pulled and hacked Sam into small

pieces, "^'dismembered him,^^ as the gentle Ray Stannard Baker puts it.

In these riotous conditions the lives of foreigners were not safe. The

British and French diplomatic representatives begged the United States

naval commander in those waters to land and restore order and safety.

Immediately President Wilson caused marines to be landed, assured

the British and French Governments that their nationals would be pro-

tected, and asked them not to land forces.^ Busy with other Important

affairs in that year 1916, they were glad enough to leave the policing

of Haiti to the United States, as they had left other Caribbean re-

publics. There followed a treaty with Haiti, accompanied by new bond

issues from American banks, for the consolidation and refunding of

the debt and the support of treaty services for the welfare of the

Haitians.

The treaty was written to last for twenty years, the anticipated life-

time of the bonds. It contained some stronger articles than the Do-
minican treaty of 1907, the lesson of experience with that republic. An
American financial adviser and a receiver-general of customs were pro-

vided for, as well as a native constabulary under American training and

control, and the cooperation of American experts for sanitation and

public improvements. More significant were Articles XI and XIV, em-
bodying the principle of the Platt Amendment and making Haiti into

a formal protectorate of the United States, something which Bryan

had not been able to get by the Senate In the case of Nicaragua:

^hArticle XL The Government of Haiti agrees not to surrender any of

the territory of the Republic of Haiti by sale, lease, or otherwise, or jurisdic-

tion over such territory, to any foreign government or power, nor to enter

into any treaty or contract with any foreign power or powers that will im-
pair or tend to impair the independence of Haiti,

“Article XIV. The high contracting authorities shall have authority to

take such steps as may be necessary to insure the complete attainment of any
of the objects comprehended in this treaty; and, should the necessity occur,

the United States will lend an efficient aid for the preservation of Haitian
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Independence^ and the maintenance of a government adequate for the pro-

tection of lifcj property and individual liberty/’

Franklin D. Roosevelt^ Wilson's Assistant Secretary' of the Navyq

later acknowledged that it was he who wrote the new constitution im-

posed on Haiti under American occupation. He added that it was

pretty good constitutionj too.” The marines in Haiti met resistance in

the interior of the country. The so-called ^^Caco revolt” during the

midst of the war with Germany in 1918, was quelled, not without some

disagreeable measureSj for which public opinion demanded just account-

ing in calmer times after the First World War. Of the military occu-

pation^ which did not end until 1934, and the protectorate, the same

may be said as that of the Dominican Republic.

The purchase of the Danish West Indies by the treaty signed on

August 4, 19165 has never been branded as dollar diplomacy any more

than the Louisiana Purchase. Denmark sold for American dollars her

entire sovereignty over the islands, specifically reserv’ing sovereignty

over Greenland, her remaining possession in the Western Hemisphere,

which the United States formally acknowledged. Wilson had long been

interested in the purchase of these islands, but he realized that the

Senate had rejected Seward^s treaty of 1867 for their acquisition, and

he remembered that the upper house of the Danish Parliament had

rejected, by one xmte, a later treaty, negotiated upon Theodore Roose-

velt^s initiative in 1902 for the same object. The European war made

it possible that a victorious Germany might acquire them either by pur-

chase or by the conquest of Denmark. This would have been a direct

and spectacular challenge of the No-Transfer principle of the Monroe

Doctrine which the United States would prefer not to have made. Ne-

gotiations whth Denmark were begun again in June, 1915- Secretary

Lansing veiy^ frankly told the Danish Minister in Washington that

circumstances might arise which would compel the United States to

take possession of the islands/'^ After such a notice one could scarcely

blame the Danish Government for holding out for as exorbitant a price

as possible. They got $25,000,000 cash. This was five times w^hat they

asked in 1902. The islands were a poorhouse surrounded by salt water,

but they stood up in a most strategic spot, across the Mona passage

from Puerto Rico. The only objection in the United States to this piece

of diplomacy was the high price paid. This was less than the price today

of two naval destroyers. In 1940 the United States Government gave

fifty destroyers for the ninety-nine-year lease of five island sites in the
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Wes: Indks plus one in British Guiana for naval bases/'" The Danish

deal was cheap insurance, as the events of our day have proven.

Xotwithstaiiding the rapid projection of American influence in the

Caribbean azid Central America effected by Woodrow Wilson’s inter-

\'ant:cns in pursuit of the Panama Policy, the Latin American people

in eeneral trusted his professions more than they did those of Theo-

dore Rcoseveit and William Howard Taft, when he said that the

United States did not wish to take the territory of those nations where

it had inteiwened, nor to infringe upon their independence, nor even

to interfere in their internal concerns any more than was necessary

iot'ally to redeem their liberties.

Like his immediate predecessors, Wilson drew a distinction between

the politically shaky states of the Caribbean and Central America, on

the one hand, and on the other hand the relatively stable republics of

South America, particularly Argentina, Brazil, and Chile. The latter he

thought had grown up to the estate and power of responsible self-

government, and were able to take care of themselves.^® His acceptance

in 1913 of their mediation in the Mexican imbroglio, as well as the

later ABBCGU conferences of 1916, had a wonderfully sympathetic

reaction on public and official opinion in Latin America. In 1914 he

proposed to the ABC republics his celebrated project for a Pan Amer-
ican liberty pact. This idea has been attributed to Colonel Edward M.
House of Texas, but it has an earlier history.

The germ of the idea appeared in a resolution introduced in the

Trans-Mississippi Commercial Congress at San Antonio, Texas, in

November, 1910. This body passed a resolution, introduced by Repre-

sentative James L. Slayden of Texas, to request the President and Sec-

retary of State to enter into negotiations for a treaty that would quiet

forever the territorial titles of the various American states. The resolu-

tions committee dropped this resolution, but that body reported and the

Congress adopted Skyden’s second proposal, calling for the arbitration

of ^rill” international disputes and their settlement, if necessary by the

Hague Courtd®

Representative James L. Slayden, of Texas, who meanwhile had
been appointed a trustee of the recently established Carnegie Endow-
ment for International Peace, introduced in the House of Representa-

tives, January 26, 1911, a resolution expressing ^ffhe propriety of a

joint agreement between the United States and the various govern-

^ The bases in Newfoundland and Bermuda were declared to be a free gift, the
others in the West Indies in exchange for the destroyers.
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merits of America for the mutual guarantee of their sovereignty and

territorial integrity/'^ and commending to the President for action

accordingly the resolutions of the Trans-iMississippi Congress* The res-

olution was referred to the Committee of Foreign Aifairs^ and reported

favorably by Mr, Garnerj of Texas, who suggested that the United

States as a ^''government of commanding strength and resources” should

take the first step to bring about such a guaranty: the Alonroe Doctrine

was a guaranty against European aggression; in this resolution

merely extend that guaranty as against each other,” Congress did not

act on the resolution at that session, Slayden waited for a more pro-

pitious time.

In the spring of 1912, Mr, S. Perez Triana, Alinister of Colombia

in London, addressed to the President of each American republic a long

memorandum to the effect that ^ffhe era of conquest which President

Monroe declared as closed in 1823 to European Powers, should be

declared as dosed to zAmerican nations as among themseUes, that is, in

other words, to declare that conquest, fer se is objectionable, irrespective

of the conqueror,” This had an obvious disciplinar}-^ implication for the

United States, particularly when coming from the pen of a Colombian

diplomat. The essence of the Perez memorandum, as extracted in the

Department of State, was that the United States, and incidentally the

other American governments, should solemnly declare that conquest was

proscribed forever from the American continents, and that all should

pledge themselves not to practice nor to tolerate the conquest of ter-

ritory.

The Taft Administration was not ready formally to accept such a

self-denying ordinance, which foreshadowed the Keilogg-Briand Treaty

of Paris of 1928 and the Pan American declarations of 1928, 1933, and

thereafter. A circular to diplomatic officers of the United States in

Latin America instructed them to ^Telittle” the idea if It came up, and

to quote Secretary Knox’s speech of March 6, 1912, to the Nicaraguan

National Assembly at Managua, assuring that his Government not

covet an inch of territory south of the Rio Grande.”

As soon as the new Democratic Administration came into office in

1913, Slayden of Texas, and of the Carnegie Endowment for Inter-

national Peace, introduced his resolution again in the House of Repre-

sentatives. The Committee of Foreign Affairs, to which it was referred

once more, requested the opinion of the Secretary of State on the sub-

ject. It was John Bassett Moore, serving temporarily, at President A¥ii-

son’s request, as Counselor for the Department of State in the early
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weeks cf :he Wilson Administration, who disposed of the inquiry with

a rerfunctorv statement that the Hague Convention for the Pacific

Settlement of International Disputes would be sufficient for the pur-

poses of the Siavden resolutions^ But President Wilson found the idea

“striking^' and reserved it for further discussion with the Secretary of

Stated" After Wilson's Mobile speech asserting that the United States

would never again seek one additional foot of territory by conquest,

Perez. Triana broached to Secretary Bryan, through the United States

Ambassador in London, a renewal of his proposal of 1912 for a treaty

outlawing conquest. Bryan passed the suggestion along to Wilson, in

Januant, 1914. Again the President expressed interest, but deferred dis-

cussion."" He also acknowledged with an expression of lively interest

a letter of Andrew Carnegie in September, 1914, urging the President

banish war from the American continents by a league of the twenty-

one republics that would be an example to the world.”

As first drafted by Wilson during a conference with House on De-

cember 16, 1914, the proposed Pan American Pact read:

Mutual guaranties of political independence under republican form

of government and mutual guaranties of territorial integrity.

^ffind. Mutual agreemient that the Government of each of the contracting

parties acquire complete control within its jurisdiction of the manufacture and

sale of munitions of v/ar.”

The first article contains the Bolivarian essence, although Wilson

must have added the phrase ^ffinder republican form of government,”

which was traditionally North American and Monrovian rather than

Bolivarian.

The second article undoubtedly sprang from contemporary experience

wdth the Mexican imbroglio.

The project underwent further elaboration and drafting by Lansing,

then Counselor of the Department, and by Secretary Bryan, who added

an article providing for a commission of inquiry for international dis-

putes, similar to his famous ^Aooiing off” conciliation treaties wffiich he

had concluded with so many states, including ten of Latin America.*

Wfilson then added another article providing, as a condition precedent

for the mutual guaranty of territorial integrity, the settlement of all

^Treaties were signed with all except Colombia, Cuba, Haiti, and Mexico. The
following states did not ratify: Argentine Republic, Dominican Republic, Nicaragua,
Salvador, Venezuela, Panama. The completely ratified treaties were with Bolivia,

Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala, Honduras, Paraguay, Peru, and Uru-
guay. See tabulation by Pan rlmerican Union, Juridical Division.
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territorial disputes ^^pending and unconcluded- and a further article

embodying the United States formula tor the arbitration of disputes

not affecting the honoFj independence, or vital interests of the nations

concerned, or the interests of third parties. In the form of four articles

BiU'an formally presented the proposal to the ambassadors of Argentina,

Brazil, and Chiled'^^

There is no space here to study the various changes that took place

in the diplomatic discussions that followed,"* although mention might

be made of an article, added in a four-article draft of April 13, 1916

(which telescoped into one article the previous two on conciliation and

arbitration), prohibiting the departure, from the respective jurisdictions

of the contracting parties, of any military or naval expedition hostile to

the established government of any of the contracting parties.

The primary reason for the failure of the republics to accept the pact

was the dispute then raging between Chile and Peru as to sovereignty

over Tacna and Arica, that “Scyila and Charybdis of Chilean diplo-

macy” which entered into almost every phase of Chilean foreign pol-

icyd^ Chile would not bind herself to a covenant which might take from

her, even by arbitration, the territory that she claimed by conquest from

her neighbor. There were other reasons of domestic politics that mili-

tated against the pact in some states, including the xABC republics; but

at least six governments of the smaller states, to be sure, announced

their readiness to signd^' The continuing Mexican imbroglio and the in-

terventions of the United States in Nicaragua, Santo Domingo, and

Haiti were a further deterrent, and finally the entrance of the United

States into the World War in 1917 postponed the subject until the

Peace Conference of 1919, when Woodrow Wilson presented the big,

Bolivarian article, as Article X of the League of Nations, ^^the heart of

the covenant,” omitting, in a global setting at Paris, the Monrovian re-

quirement of ^Tepublican forms of government” as necessary to the

guaranty of independence and territorial integrity.

That Woodrow Wilson and his advisers had their eyes first, fore-

most, and all the time on the security of the United States, as the Pres-

ident developed his Latin American policy, is attested by some docu-

ments published by the Department of State in 1939, the Lansing Pa-

fers. In releasing these documents the Department went out of its way

to explain that they did not necessarily reflect the official positions taken

by the United States Government; they represented only ^Uiscussion”

concerning the Monroe Doctrine. In this discussion Robert Lansing sub-

mitted two thoughtful memoranda on the Monroe Doctrine: one dated
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June 1

6

, IQ I A, while he was still Counselor for the Department of State

—this was iusr before the outbreak of the First World War^ the other

dated November 24, 19 15, when the author was Secretary of State* The

gist of these memoranda was that non-American powers by securing

economic control over American republics could thereby secure political

contrcl. "hi European power whose subjects own the public debt of an

American state and have invested there large amounts of capital, may

control the government of the state as completely as if it had acquired

sovereign ri.chts over the territory through occupation, conquest or ces-

sionr'-’ It would be "ris great a menace to the national safety of the

United States^' whether the control were secured peaceably by financial

means, or forcibly in obvious violation of a republic^ sovereignty. ^^Has

the time arrived, as a result of modern economic conditions,” the Secre-

tary’ of State inquired of President Wilson, ^Svhen the Monroe Doc-

trine, if it is to continue effective, should be restated so as to include

European acquisition of political control through the agency of financial

supremacy over an American republic?” His own answer to this rhetori-

cal question was yes, and he urged the President to make a new pro-

nouncement on the Monroe Doctrine.

Wilson wisely avoided such a public declaration. He agreed with

Lansing^s argument. ^^Just now,” he wrote, November 29, 1915, take

it for granted, it is only for the guidance and clarification of our own
thought, and for informal discussion with our Latin American friends

from time to time, semi-confidentially and for the sake of a frank un-

derstanding.^-’ This was at the very time that Woodrow Wilson was

in the midst of his negotiations for a Pan American liberty pact mutu-

ally guaranteeing the political independence and territorial integrity of

each party under republican forms of government. That proposed pact

would be a guaranty that in the future the United States would not by

its financial power do what it feared a non-American power might do.

Latin America in the earlier years of Woodrow Wilson’s presidency

tested at once his concepts of political morality and his understanding

of the fundamental interests of the United States. Valiantly he strove

to combine the two. He did not find them incompatible—indeed, they

are not irreconcilable—but he kept his Bible hand on the customary

touchstone of American diplomacy: the security of the continental two-
ocean Republic of the United States, the Panama Policy of his imme-
diate Republican predecessors. Against his w^ill, he too became an inter-

ventionist, the greatest interventionist of them all, but not without tem-
pering his interventions in Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean
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with inter-American mediation and the lofty proposal for a Pan Amer-

ican liberty pact.

Thus Latin America served as Woodrow Wilson’s proving ground

for the basic principle of the League of Nations. He came to identify

the continental security of the United States with that of the whole

Western Hemisphere, In so doing he laid the groundwork for the pres-

ent Latin American policy. After entering the First World War, in

which the Lmited States had the support, nather than the enmity, of

the other republics of the New World/" Wilson tried in vain to apply

the ideals of his Latin American policy, worked out in greater detail,

to the world peace settlement of 1919, including the League of Nations.

The League of Nations was not Wilson’s original idea, but he was

its greatest champion and its real founder. Similar!}', the several prin-

ciples of the four articles of the proposed Pan American liberty pact

may not have been original with him, but he was their greatest advo-

cate. In the next generation most of them found their places in various

inter-American instruments. Very justly the Sixth International Confer-

ence of States, upon starting its meetings at Havana in 1928, rendered

a tribute the memory of the eminent citizen of America, Woodrow
Wilson, apostle of international peace and justice.”

Truly, Woodrow Wilson was the man who inspired the new Latin

American policy of the United States, carried forward by his successors,

and baptized by Franklin D. Roosevelt with the happy appellation, the

Good Neighbor Policy. But first it was necessary to liquidate the pro-

tective imperialism which had been developed bv Woodrow Wilson

and his Republican predecessors. This was the task of the Republican

Restoration that immediately succeeded Woodrow Wilson in the Gov-

ernment of the United States.
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CHAPTER XII

The Repuhlican Restoratmi and the Liquidation

of Imperialism

(1921-19^3)

I

THE auspicious outcome of the World War of 1914-1918, and its

diplomatic aftermath in the Far East and the Pacific—the Washington

treaties of February, 192a—marked the beginning of a new chapter in

the Latin American policy of the United States: the liquidation of im-

perialism.

In 1922 the two oceans were safe. No danger of non-American inter-

vention was in sight in the Caribbean and Central America. The prin-

cipal powers of Europe accepted as a matter of course the Roosevelt

Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine. They were willing and eager to look

to the United States for protection of their nationals in case of domestic

turbulence in those regions. In the preciously safe post-war decades an

inherently anti-imperialistic nation was ready and eager to turn to dis-

armament and to liquidation of its political controls in the American

mediterranean area, down to the bare requirements of security of the

Panama Canal. Public sentiment responded more sensitively to accusa-

tions of imperialism, particularly the liberal and labor constituencies of

the country. It was especially articulate in academic and cultural circles,

and among women^s organizations. A phase of the larger crusade for

peace, it branded the imperialism of other countries as a cause of war.

To overthrow" imperialism and enthrone peace, its fond advocates at-

tacked, in the strategy^ of example, the imperialism of the United States.

They called for investigations Into the conduct of occupying forces, they

questioned policy, they demanded removal of marines from the occu-

pied countries.

202
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Responding to the new situation, iit was the policv’ 0 f Seer•etarV of

State Charles E. Hughes, spokesman for the foreign pci of the ^Re-

publican Restoration, to liquidate the iinterventions of the Un'it(id S:lates

in the Caribbean and Central Americai as promptly as pclitical stabllity

should seem to be established and the safety of foreign ratio:cals rea-

sonably assured. He was not prepared. express!V to abandon rht^ tre;aties

permitting intervention in Cuba, Panama, the Dominican RepuOl ii-, and

Haiti, if not expressly in Nicaragua; nor was he willing to for‘Sake the

right of United States nationals in foreign countries to a minimum
standard of justice in International law, and the legal right of interven-

tion to secure it when denied. In this he did not differ from, his pred-

ecessors, but it was his particular task, in the new frame of world

politics, to convince Latin America that the Big Stick did not really

mean imperialism.

In this new era Secretarj^ Hughes repeated, at Rio de Janeii-o on the

occasion in 1922 of the centenary of Brazilian independence, what pre-

vious Presidents and Secretaries of State had consistently declared in

more dubious times:

^^You, my fellow countrymen of the United States/’ he said, speaking

to a group of fellow citizens in that foreign capital, “know full well how
sincerely we desire the independence, the unimpaired sovereignty and po-

litical integrity and the constantly increasing prosperity of the peoples of

Latin America. We have our domestic problems incident to the expanding

life of a free people, but there is no imperialistic sentiment among us to cast

even a shadow across the pathway of our progress. We covet no territory;

w^e seek no conquest; the liberty we cherish for ourselves we desire for others;

and we assert no rights for ourselves that we do not accord to others. We
sincerely desire to see throughout this hemisphere an abiding peace, the reign

of justice and the diffusion of the blessings of a beneficent cooperation/’
^

2

Hugheses first step in the liquidation of imperialism was to work out

a plan for the early evacuation of the Dominican Republic: as soon as

public order, the security of life and propert^q and fair-and-free elec-

tions could be assured by the organization and training of a native con-

stabulary, he promised that the forces of occupation tvould be with-

drawn under a new convention of evacuation.

The military governor made these intentions known to the people of

that country, in a proclamation of June 14, 1921, by instruction from

the Secretary of State. He announced an eight months^ period of prep-
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arat'on to meet the required conditions and complete all necessary^ ar-

rangements. This was in conformity with a policy already stated to the

Dominicans under President Wilson’s Administration. The period of

preparation was prolonged until 1924, when the marines were with-

drawn under a new treaty which confirmed the acts of the military gov-

ernment and secured the customs receivership and service of the bonds

issued since 1907 for the economic rehabilitation of the republic. In the

words of Sumner Welles, the United States Commissioner who had

prepared for the evacuation, it was dawn of a new era” “ of liberty

and independence for the Dominican Republic.

Hughes next turned to the problem of Central America,^ where the

regional peace structure set up by the Washington treaties of 1907

threatened to collapse altogether. Following her contumacy before the

Central American Court of Justice in 1916, in the case of the Bryan-

Chamorro canal treaty, Nicaragua had abrogated the convention estab-

lishing that Court, after giving the required one year’s notice. Since the

Court had been worked into the general treaty of peace and amity of

1907, Nicaragua’s abrogation pulled the keystone out of that little trial

temple of peace. Central America was again on the verge of war in the

summer of 1922. Only the mediation of the United States had averted

a new conflict between Honduras, El Salvador, and Nicaragua. War
not only would undo all the recent good w^orks in Nicaragua, but also

might jeopardize the vital proprietary interests of the United States in

the canal route. It threatened to break dowm the wTole promising move-

ment originally initiated in 1907 by the United States and Mexico un-

der Elihu Root’s inspiration.

Through the none-too-straightforward conduct of the Republican

Party the United States had repudiated the Treaty of Versailles and

the League of Nations in 1921. The Harding Administration, particu-

larly Secretary Hughes, one of the Thirty-One eminent Republican

proponents of the League during the political campaign of 1920, wanted
to do something for peaceful international association and disarmament,

as if to demonstrate that the party had never deserted a sound idealism.

First fruits of this zeal were the spectacular Washington treaties of

1922, freezing the diplomatic status in the Pacific and China and halt-

ing the naval race of the great powers, at least in capital ships. It was
public opinion amidst the new security after Versailles which impelled

Hughes to summon the Washington Conference for the Limitation of

i\.rmaments. He was convinced that Congress would not vote the ap-

propriations necessary for a successful international race in naval
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armaments. Following the spectacular treaties for the adjustment of

Far Eastern affairs and the problem of the Pacific, Central America

now presented another problem and offered another opportunity along

^ffhe pathway of peace.’’

Nothing would tend more to stabilize Nicaragua3 and ail the neigh-

boring states, against internal disorder, and thus m.ake it possible to

withdraw the small force of one hundred United States marines remain-

ing at Managua, than the revival of the Washington treaties of 1907,

including particularly the pacts that mutually denied pvssistance or rec-

oo;nition to revolutionary governments, and also the convention estab-

lishing a Central American Court of Justice. To these agenda Flughes

added his recently acquired enthusiasm for the limitation of armaments,

when, at the invitation of the United States, the five republics of Cen-

tral America again convened at Washington in the last dat’s of 1922.

The Washington Conference of 1922-1923 on Central American

Affairs produced, under Secretary Hughes’s chairmanship, thirteen

treaties between the five republics of Central xlmerica for the general

purpose of conserving peace and solidarity among themselves, for dis-

armament, for free trade (except Costa Rica), for the study and in-

auguration of elaborate programs of education, labor legislation, social

welfare, finances, transportation, common jurisprudence, and reciprocal

rights of citizenship.

Outstanding were the conventions that established a Central Ameri-

can Tribunal and international commissions of inquiry into disputes be-

tween the states. In certain respects the peace structure set up in 1923

was less rigorous than that of 1907, although probably more compatible

with reality. For example, the Central American Tribunal of 1923

a court of arbitration rather than an international court of justice like

that of 1907, the first of its kind in history.*^ The Central American

Court of Justice of 1907 had provided for the settlement of all disputes

between the contracting parties not adjusted by diplomacy, disputes of

whatever nature, without exception
5
but k had no sanction to enforce

its justice. Lacking that sanction, it was more prudent not to prescribe

obligatory arbitration for the most vital disputes, as Nicaraguan recal-

citrance had demonstrated
j
therefore controversies involving the sov-

ereign and independent existence of any of the signatories were ex-

cluded from the competence of the Tribunal of 1923. The convention

providing for international commissions of inquiry into disputes not

settled by arbitration, nor yet adjusted by diplomacy, was even more

limited in its scope: It excluded not only disputes which affected the
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scvereiA^ and indeoendent existence of the signatories^ but also those

involving 'National honor” or ^Aital interests.”

These Centrai American arbitration and conciliation conventions of

10:3 were so drafted as to invite arbitration of, or at least inquiry into,

the protests of Honduras, El Salvador, and Costa Rica against alleged

infringement of their rights by the Bryan-Chamorro canal treaty of

iQip." To this end the Tribunal was made competent to decide inter-

national questions which any of the Central American governments and

the go\'ernment of a foreign nation (presumably the United States)

miUit acrree to submit to it bv a special convention. This allowed the

possibiiitv of arbitration of the recent grievance against the United

States. To the convention for establishing international commissions of

inquir}' into disputes between the signatories the United States itself

was a formal party. Depending on how individual contracting parties

might interpret the excluded ^ridtai interests” or ‘^^national honor” the

conciliation treaty opened the W2,y for investigation and report on the

famous controversy caused by Bryants canal treaty.

If these were invitations, the United States has never chosen to take

advantage of them to settle the Nicaraguan canal issue by arbitration or

conciliation. But in 1923 it did sign a protocol with Costa Rica agreeing,

before ever proceeding to the construction of a canal by the Nicaraguan

route, to negotiate with that republic a settlement of ^hhe rights which

Costa Rica possesses in the San Juan River or in Salinas Bay, and such

portion of the territoiy now belonging to Costa Rica as may be desirable

and necessar}^ on which to construct a canal.” ® In this way diplomacy

has quieted the principal litigant to the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty by

agreeing to settle out of court when the time comes. We have just noted

that the Washington treaties provide for the arbitration or investiga-

tion only of such disputes—of a limited nature—-in Central America as

cannot he settled by diplomacy.

The conciliation convention which we have just mentioned was really

a sexpartite adaptation, somewhat watered down, of the ^Tooling off”

principle of conciliation embodied in the treaties which Secretary Bryan
had concluded wdth the Central ilmerican states individually,* and
with many nations, including seven other Latin American republics, in

1913 and 1914, except that the Bryan bilateral treaties had included all

disputes of whatsoever nature, while the Central American multilateral

treaty with the United States excluded disputes relating to ^Hational

honor” or "Vital interests.” This six-party convention with the Central

^ Only Costa Rica, Honduras, and Gnatemala bad ratified these Bryan treaties.
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xlmerican states in 19^3 served as a protou'pe for the more

famous Pan ilmerican conciliation convention, the so-called Gondra
Convention, signed later in the year at Santiago de Chile, and ratified

by the United States and all the other Central American signatories ex-

cept Honduras. Like the Bryan ^fireaties for the advancement of peace/'

the Gondra multilateral convention extended to any unsettled dispute

of ^ojhatsoever nature arising between the parties. The Gondra Conven-

tion of 1923 in turn became the model for the Washincrton inter-

American conciliation treaty of 1929, and an inspiration for the latteris

twin treaty, the Washington inter-American comTiition for the arbitra-

tion of justiciable disputes.^

The hub of these Washington treaties of 1923, about which all the

others were constructed, was the treaty of peace and amitv. It pledged

the five republics mutually to the Tobar Doctrine, repeated in more

specific detail than in 1907: not to assist or recognize revolutions

or coups d’etat of the Huerta type of Mexican history. They agreed

not to intervene in their neighbors’ affairs in case of civil wars. The sig-

natories consecrated themselves to the constitutional principle—so salu-

tary at least in tropical countries—of non-reelection to the office of

president or vice president.^ Further, each party agreed ^ffiot to inter-

vene, under any circumstances, directly or indirectly, in the internal

political affairs of any other Central American republic.” This last-

mentioned article was a model for a similar provision in the later

famous Pan American Treaty on the Rights and Duties of States,

signed at Montevideo in December, 1933, and for the special non-

intervention protocol of 1936.

Although the United States was not a contracting party to twelve of

the thirteen treaties, every one of them contained in the preamble this

direct testimony of its tutelage and its moral responsibility (similar to

the preambles of 1907, except for the absence of Mexico in 1923):

^^By virtue of the invitation sent to the Government of the United

States of America by the governments of the five Central American

republics, there were present at the deliberations of the Conference, as

delegates of the Government of the United States of America, the Hon-

orable Charles E. Hughes, Secretary of State of the United States of

America, and the Honorable Sumner Welles, Envoy Extraordinary and

Minister Plenipotentiary.”

These Central American treaties of 1923 were another miniature ex-

periment in inter-American peace and solidarity worked out in a Wash-

ington laboratory, this time under the general superintendence of Dr.
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Huahcs, with Mr. Sumner Welles as the trained technician. The new

pacts fashioned a regional precedent for that greater continental solidar-

it\‘ that expresses the Latin American policy of the United States today,

fhev contain provisions, and phraseology—witness the article on non-

intervention—that have come down into the present Pan American peace

structure. It was Secretai*}^ Hughes’s younger colleague, Envoy Ex-

traordinary and iMinister Plenipotentiary' of the United States at this

conference, namely Sumner Welles, who was even then arranging the

details for the evacuation of the Dominican Republic, who later became

a deleo;ate to the Inter-American Conference for the Consolidation of

Peace at Buenos Aires (1936), and the later meetings of foreign minis-

ters at Panama (1939), Hay^ana (1940), and Rio de Janeiro (1942)5

and a memPer of ancillary continuing committees, a constant adviser on

Latin American policy after 1933. To him has been ascribed the elabo-

ration if not the inspiration of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s Good

Neighbor Policy. The Central American policy of the United States

therefore was part and parcel of its evohdng and expanding Latin

American policy in the last third of a century: Root to T. Roosevelt to

Bryan to Wilson to Hughes to Welles and F. D. Roosevelt and Hull.

Except for the treaty provdding for a limitation of land and air arma-

ments and the abolition of naval forces (not including coast-guard cut-

ters), which was to last until 1929 and thereafter unless denounced

with one year’s notice, the treaties of Washington of 1923 y^'-ere to ex-

tend to the year 1934, and beyond that year until denounced with one

year’s notice. They are still generally in force, yvith the vital exception

that Costa Rica and El Sah^ador, after due notice, yvithdrew from the

general treaty of peace and amity—the treaty with the anti-revolution

articles—as of January^ i, 1934.* If the Washington treaties have not

achieved all of the ambitious internal programs outlined in their de-

tailed articles, at least, and this is much, they did serve to keep the

peace among these little nations until they stepped into the larger Pan
American peace structure set up at Montevideo and Buenos Aires in

^ The most important of all the pactSj the general treaty of peace and amity—with
its anti-revoIution provisions—did not outlive its stipulated term. It came to an end in

1:934, after Costa Rica and El SaK^ador had given due notice of withdrawal, and
with it collapsed the particular recognition policy of the United States in that region,

a policy 'which had been based on that treaty and its precursor of 1907. The other

subsidiary treaties of 1923 are still (1943) in force, together with a new treaty of
Central American Fraternity of 1934, containing no articles forbidding recognition of

revolutionary governments. See below, p. 2S2.
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1933 and 1936. Since 1923, in fact since 1907, there has been no inter-

national war in Central America.

Some notice is now in order of the salutary effect, notabK' in Hon-
duras and Nicaragua^ given the moral support of the United States, of

the principles of the quintuple treaty of peace and amity in mltiRatino:

for a period of years that other curse of Central American politics and

life, perennial revolution.

Before the treaties of 1923 could be ratified, a defeated presidential

candidate in Honduras resorted to revolution. Promptly the United

States declared its intention (June 30, 1923) to follow out the policy

of the new pacts.*' It broke off formal relations, sent warships to both

coasts of the republic, and landed m.arines. But instead of occup\':ng the

countr)/^ a la Nicaragua, after the fashion of Knox and Bryan, President

Harding’s Administration, under the guidance of Secretan' Hughes,

followed the precedent of President Wilson’s ABC and ABBCGU con-

sultations in the Mexican imbroglio. Sumner Welles entered into a con-

ference at Amapala with delegates of the other four Central American

states. They selected and recognized a provisional government for Hon-
duras pending fair-and-free elections. Through the diplomatic efforts

of the United States the newly elected and recognized government en-

tered into an agreement in 1926 with the British bondholders that scaled

down a nominal debt of $150,000,000 to $6,000,000, refunded for a

thirty-year payment! A presidential em.bargo on the shipment of muni-

tions from the United States to Honduras, proclaimed March 22, 1924,

strengthened the established government’s hand against revolutionary

threats.

Thus did dollar diplomacy, assisted by the new spirit of the Wash-

ington treaties, score a notable success. It set Honduras steadily on its

feet, politically and financially; and this without impairing its independ-

ence or sovereignty in any way, without intervention, without the in-

stallation of a Wilsonian or even a milder Rooseveltian protectorate

like that in the Dominican Republic, Nicaragua, or Haiti.

Anticipating ratification of the Washington treaties,''^ the United

States had given notice to Nicaragua (November 14, 1923) of its inten-

tion to take away the last forces remaining in that republic, a legation

guard and instructors for a native constabulartq just as soon as a newly

elected government should be installed in January, 1925, following a

Completed in 1925. Costa Rica rejected tlie convention for the Central American

TribunaL Other signatories failed to ratify some of the social and juridical conven-

tions.
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free expression o£ the wiii of the people in the 1924 elections that were

:o be carried cut under a new electoral law drafted by an American ex-

pert. I:i making this announcement the Department of State repeated

a warning delivered to Honduras earlier in the year: that because of

the new treaties no revolutionary government could hope to come into

recognized authority, and that the United States would act in complete

consonance and accord with the stipulations of Article II of the General

Treavr of Peace and Amitv, as signed by the delegates of the five Cen-

tral American republics at Washington on February 7, 1923.^°

A relativelv fair-and-free election resulted in the victory of a coali-

tion gcn'ernment under President Carlos Soldrzano, inaugurated in Feb-

ruar\3 1925, and recognized by the other govenimmiits of Central

America and by the United States. President Coolidge ordered the

withdrawal of the last legation guard in August of that year, after post-

ponements due to the importunities of the Solorzano Government to

keep the marines in Nicaragua. The newly elected Nicaraguan President

feared a revolution of the defeated party.

Withdrawal of troops from the Dominican Republic in 1924 and

from Nicaragua in 1925 were the first steps in the liquidation of Amer-

ican imperialism. The Nicaraguan step proved premature. A revolution

promptly followed, and the work had to be done all over again. Gen-

eral Chamorro, the same who had signed for Nicaragua the canal treaty

in 1914 with Bryan and the Washington treaties of 1923, executed a

coup d^etat and forced a purged and subsendent Congress to declare

him President, giving the color of constitutionality to the procedure in

the same way that Huerta had done in Mexico in 1913. Aside from

all debate as to the constitutional technicalities of succession to office in

these forced circumstances, this coup was directly in violation of Article

II of the general treaty of peace and amity of 1923.^^ The United

States therefore joined with Costa Rica, Honduras, El Salvador, and

Guatemala in refusing to recognize Chamorro.

Again the United States intervened with armed forces, dictated an

armistice between contending factions, and brought forth a provisional

government, followed by the designation, in 1926 by a restored Con-
gress, of Adolfo Diaz as President pending popular elections under a

reformed electoral law. Honduras, El Salvador, and Guatemala recog-

nized the Diaz Government, although Guatemala, close neighbor to

Mexico, later withdrew her recognition. France, Germany, Great Brit-

ain, Italy, and Spain also recognized Diaz, quite in contrast to their

policy toward Huerta in Mexico before the First World War.
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The Belgian;, British, Chinese, and Italian Governments formally re-

quested the United States to protect their nationals in Nicaragua. Thus

it was almost with an implied international mandate of non-American

powers that the United States kept marines in the country to preserve

order and protect the Dfaz Government. Backed by a vote of 45 to lO

of the Congress in joint session, Diaz solicited a treaty of alliance to

secure Nicaraguans territorial integrity and peace, and to guarantee to

the United States its canal rights—in short, he again filed application

at Washington for a Platt Amendment.

The international situation was perfectly propitious for the installa-

tion of such a protectorate, but President Coolidge would not go as far

as Bryan had wanted to go in 1913, and Ciibanize Nicaragua, He de-

clared an embargo on the shipment of arms to Nicaragua, and suggested

the same to Mexico. Mexico refused. She recognized as President the

dissenting Sacasa, who as Vice President had fled the country at the

time of Chamorro’s coup, and had become, now with hlexican support,

the political leader of the revolution—bv remote control,

have the most conclusive evidence,” declared President Coolidge

in a special message to Congress on January 10, 1927, "^hhat arms and

munitions in large quantities have been, on several occasions since Au-

gust, 1926, shipped to the revolutionists in Nicaragua. Boats carrying

these munitions have been fitted out in Mexican ports/” and some of

the munitions bear evidence of having belonged to the Mexican Gov-

ernment.” Accordingly he permitted the Dfaz Government of Nicara-

gua to purchase arms and munitions in the United States, directly out

of the public arsenals, on long-term credit.^^ Not only did this revolu-

tion threaten to upset the Washington treaties, declared the President,

but also it imperilled the settled policy of the United States in Nica-

ragua, based on the Bryun-Chamorro Treaty, and menaced the lives

and property of- United States citizens. ^Hhere is no question,” he con-

cluded, ^^that if the revolution continues, American investments and

business interests in Nicaragua will be veiw seriously affected, if not

destroyed. The currency, which is now at par, will be inflatedd‘^’ Ameri-

can as well as foreign bondholders will undoubtedly look to the United

States for the protection of their interests,” Consequently, he declared

his intention to use the powers committed to him, to insure adequate

protection of American interests in Nicaragua, whether they were en-

dangered by internal strife or outside interference in the affairs of that

republic, and particularly to protect the proprietary interests of the

United States in the Nicaraguan canal route and the implications of
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that for the Panama Canal.'" The President sent substantial naval units

and marines—up to 4500 men and officers—to Nicaraguan waters to

make aood his determined announcement. Neutral zones were estab-

lished to protect nationals of the United States and of European powers

on the east coast and at the Pacific port of Corinto, and a detachment of

marines appeared again at the capital, Managua. They were vrelcomed

back not unjQvfully b}' a distressed people confronted with the ravages

of civil war and anarchy, a terror resulting from no defense of prin-

ciple, no great human cause, only from the bloody politics of rival parti-

sans in a tropical land of weak law.

It would have been the easiest thing in the world for an Imperialistic

power to have taken advantage of this situation to restore law and order

under its own continuing suzerainty—and how many examples of such

imperialism the world has witnessed within the times of men, even of

children, indeed of infants now living! Even if the great majority of

the bedeviled common people of Nicaragua should have welcomed

such a consummation, it would never have been tolerated by the people

of the United States unless as an ineluctable and hateful alternative to

conquest of the strategical Isthmian republic by another foreign power.

Conquest did not threaten from any quarter in 1927, although Secre-

tary of State Kellogg feared that Nicaragua was in danger of falling

into the control of Bolshevists inspired and assisted from Mexlcod'^

Instead of more drastic action, President Coolidge followed the sugges-

tion of Secretar}’ of State Kellogg, and sent to Nicaragua Colonel Henry

L* Stimson, formerly Secretary of War in the Taft Administration, as

a wise mian to study the trouble and recommend a solution. want

you to go down there, and if you can see a way to clean up that mess,

I want you to do itk^

Colonel Stimson very quickly perceived that the cause of Nicaraguans

political calamities was the impossibility under existing conditions, of

free-and-fair elections in fact, as well as in law. He called together the

leaders of the contending forces, headed by President Diaz on the one

hand, and General Moncada, commander of the revolutionary forces,

on the other hand, and arranged a truce. So convulsed and torn was

the almost expiring republic that both leaders showed a high-minded

disposition to stop the deadly strife and let the United States police a

settlement. By the terms of this truce President Diaz was to continue

in office until the 1928 elections, taking into the government a certain

representation of the opposition
3

the revolutionists were to give up
their arms, each man turning in a rifle to the custody of the United
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States to get ten dollars from the Diaz Government; and a Nicaraguan

constabulary v'as to be established under the instruction and comni-and

of United States ofEcers (as had been done in the Dominican Repubiic

and as was being done in Haiti) to restore law and order and ultimately

make possible withdrawal again of United States forces. The elections

of 1928 were to take place under the supervision and policing of United

States forces and authority.

At the request of the Diaz Government, President Coolidge extended

the assistance recommended bv Colonel Stimson. General Frank R. Mc-

Coy, U.S.A., enforced fair-and-free elections in 1928, and a United

States naval ofncer performed the same service in 1932. A colonel of

marines again organized a Nicaraguan constabularvq ofncered and com-

manded by non-commissioned officers from the United States Alarine

Corps, This action and tutelage restored orderly self-government in

Nicaragua, brought back peace and prosperity, and made it possible by

1931 to taper off the forces of occupation in anticipation of another full

withdrawal from the countrny as soon as could be possible without a

breakdown.

All this took place with general satisfaction in Nicaragua, except for

the followers of one subaltern hisurrecto who refused to lay down his

arms in the truce of 1927: '‘General” Sandino kept on fighting even

after his own commander. General Moncada, had been elected Presi-

dent in the Liberal triumph of 1928. Denounced by the leaders of both

sides, this partisan took to jungle resistance and was finally killed,

treacherously, by the Nicaraguan constabulary in 1934., as he was nego-

tiating with the President near Managua to complete arrangements for

surrender. Sandino, a curse to the common man of Nicaragua, became

a mythical hero to anti-Yankee polemicists in Latin America and

Europe, and even to some anti-imperialist writers in the United States,

In his own account of his mission, so impressive because of its utter

sincerity, Colonel Stimson put the Panama Policy, or, as he called it, the

Isthmian Policy of the United States, simply and truly: the United

States had no designs on Nicaraguan territor}^ or Nicaraguan Independ-

ence; it wanted only peace and stability there, political and economic,

in order that there might never be any danger to its naval communica-

tions, present or future, which were its most vital interest.
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3

Ir G.!:v further example than these given above^ out of the post-

\''ersa:iles relations of the United States with the republics of Central

America and the Caribbean, were needed to demonstrate the essentially

non~inmerialistic character of the Latin American policy of the United

States, as enitomized in the total Panama Policy, we find it in Mexico,

This exanmle is a negative rather than a positive one. The unfairness

of those polemical writers who have attacked the United States for its

alleged imperialistic appetite is revealed by their tendency to play up

the action of the Lhiited States in Nicaragua and to soft-pedal the re-

straint exercised toward Mexico under conditions which would have

brouo;ht about immediate inteiwention by any other great power in the

affairs of such a provocative next-door neighbor, and a defaulting

debtor, rich in natural resources and raw materials. Witness Korea,

Manchuria, China, Algiers, Nlorocco, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Ruma-

nia, Greece, and Russia. In the twentieth-centur}' world of imperialism

Mexico has had a forbearing neighbor north of the Rio Grande.

While the United States fought the war with Germany, and was en-

grossed in the peace settlement of 1919 and the great debate of 1920

over the Treaty of Versailles and the Covenant of the League of Na-

tions, iSIexico continued in turbulence. We recall that, just before the

break vrith Germany, Woodrow Wilson had recognized the Carranza

regime, hopefully and precipitately, without insisting on any conditional

settlement of outstanding issues with the United States. Meanwhile the

claims of American citizens for outrages against their persons and prop-

erty thickened the files of the Department of State.

At the close of the war with Germany a vociferous minority de-

manded inten'eiition—and there v^ere practiced military veterans and

equipment to use for it—^but this demand quieted down when the nine-

year Mexican Revolution finally came to an end in September, 1920,

with the constitutional election by popular suffrage of General Obregon,

who had overthrown Carranza. In Washington a Senate committee,

under the chairmanship of Senator Albert B. Fall of Ne’w Mexico,

spokesman for the Doheny petroleum interests, which had been dili-

gently listing and publicizing outrages and torts against United States

citizens, limited itself to recommending diplomatic pressure for the se-

curity of American citizens and their property, and no recognition of

the Obregon government without an accompanying agreement for set
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tlement of all outstanding issues and claims
3
cnlv in case

should intervention be considered.

Wilsoids Latin American policy had insisted on the consecration of a

revolutionary government by a fair-and-free election under the will of

the people as a condition precedent to recognition bv the United States^

but he had never abandoned the legal rights of American citizens.

Charitably he had declined to press them decisivelv in the case of

Mexico until that country should have passed safely through her ordeal

of revolution and reforin. In the national election of 1900 in the

United States^, which followed by a few weeks Obregon’s victor}- at the

polls in Mexico, both political parties pledged themseKus not to recog-

nize the Mexican government without a specific understandino- for the

adjudication (i.e., by arbitration in some form) and pa\ ment of Ameri-

can claims. No such arrangement was possible during the remainder of

the Wilson Administration, and Obregon continued unrecognized, al-

though he possessed the constitutional accolade of popular election.

The claims, like those of other foreigners against xvlexico, were mul-

titudinous and heaw. They consisted of an ordinary number of routine

cases that had come up in the natural course of relationship since the

last mixed claims commission In 1868; of a vast number of claims for

damages during the revolution since 19115 of expropriations, without

real compensation, of lands belonging legally to citizens of the United

States, for carrying out the program of agrarian reforms; and of dam-

ages by virtue of the nationalization of petroleum deposits and conces-

sions held by United States citizens hejcre the constitution of 1917,

which, as interpreted by the Mexican Supreme Court in five decisions

of 1921, had reassured pre-1917 owners against any retroactive appli-

cation of the nationalization which that constitution proclaimed for the

future. In addition to these claims, there were the importunities of the

holders of $ Mex i,0CX)5000,000 defaulted Mexican government bonds.

The United States Government, having never had any hand directly

or Indirectly in the placement of these bonds, did not espouse officially

the demands of their owners, nor did the governments of the European

creditors, whose countries were exhausted by the recent war. The Hague

Convention II of 1907 had forbidden the use of force for the collection

of contract debts, except when arbitration was refused or frustrated.

The United States did not even demand arbitration. It left the bond-

holders to their own representations to the Mexican Government. The
European bondholders followed the lead of American bankers in long

and futile negotiations with a debtor state which had come to feel that
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nobodv ^oul.d real’v make it pay up. In 1922 and again in 1925 and

193" the iNIexican Government entered into agreements with an inter-

national committee of bankers to pay off its debt, with easements, but

did net carrv them out. Another such arrangement was made November

26, iQuc, ratified by the Mexican Congress on December 23, 1942, to

retire, during the period 1943-1968, $235,000,000 of the direct bonded

cbligations in -pesos (a peso being worth in 1942 about 20 cents U. S.).

If executed this agreement will represent a loss to the bondholders of

at least 80 per cent of their investment at 1942 rates of exchange.

It was Secretarv HughesY desire to make recognition of the Obregon

crcvernmwnt contingent, not upon an executive agreement to take care

of these claims, but upon a solemn treaty. A succeeding Mexican gov-

ernment could disavow an executive agreement made by a former

regime, and it was not binding on the Congress anyway, but a treaty

would hold to its obligation the Mexican nation. Obregon refused this.

Hughes softened. He accepted a group of executive agreements, known

as the Bucareli agreements, worked out by a joint diplomatic commis-

sion in 1923, b\' which the Obregon government satisfied the Depart-

ment of State as to the future security of American property, particu-

larly petroleum holdings, and agreed to adjudicate before mixed com-

missions the various claims: a general mixed commission for the old

routine claims, and a special mixed commission for the claims arising

out of the revolution. Thereupon the United States recognized Obregon

de jure.

After two years of diplomatic fencing, the Department of State, to

its subsequent chagrin, accepted in a gesture of good will the designa-

tion of Latin American umpires, a Panamanian for the general com-

mission, a Brazilian for the special commiission. The United States ob-

jected to the decisions of the umpire in the special commission—he

threw” out altogether the formidable Santa Ysabel claims—and the

United States refused to present any further cases before it. Finally in

,1934 the United States agreed with Mexico, in a formal treaty, on a

lump sum, to be calculated by a ratio (2.64%) based on the reality of

awards in proportion to original claims as evidenced by the analogous

decisions of similar mixed commissions adjudicating other foreign claims

against Mexico, and to be paid in instalments by Mexico, beginning

Januar}^ i, 1935, of $500,000 annually.

The regular mixed claims commission, United States and Mexico,

labored wearily on until in 1941 the two governments concluded a

convention (ratified 1942) by which Mexico agreed to pay the lump
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sum of $40j000,000 in full settlement of outstanding property claims

(other than petroleum expropriations).

Hugheses fear that future IMexican governments might not respect

the Bucareli agreements proved only too well grounded. The United

States had enabled the orderly succession of the Calles Government in

1924 by furnishing Mexico with arms and munitions, on long-term

credit with which to put down a revolution on the eve of elections. In

this case, as in the case of Nicaragua, the Republican Administrations

of Harding and Coolidge went a step further than Wilson. President

Wilson had embargoed the side he wished to unseat in Mexico and

allowed munitions to go to the constitutional party he wished to have

in power. Coolidge kept the embargo on private exports, but furnished

to the constitutional side that had his approval munitions out of the

veiy arsenals of the United States.

Notwithstanding these vital favors, the Mexican Congress passed

petroleum laws in violation of the Bucareli agreements, and denied

that it could be bound by them later. When the prospect of such new
legislation threatened to upset the understanding of 1923, Secretary

Kellogg, who succeeded Hughes in 1925, declared to the Mexican Am-
bassador that there were clouds in the sky of friendship. They blew up

much blacker when Mexico refused to cooperate in Central America

and allowed shipment of arms to the revolutionists in Nicaragua, quite

conceivably some of those arms wTich the United States had ^*^sold^^ to

Obregon to ensure a peaceful and constitutional election in his own

country. Clamor for intervention rose again in Washington, particularly

on the part of those property owners whose legal rights were thus made

sport of
3
but the significant, the really revealing feature of the Mexican

policy, indeed of the Latin American policy of the LTnited States, was

a resolution, passed unanimously by the United States Senate, Januar}"

25, 1927, for the arbitration, if necessary, of all outstanding issues with

Mexico. It spiked the guns of the interventionists.

After this determined expression for peace. President Coolidge

turned to the same expedient he had just resorted to so successfully in

Nicaragua: to send a wise and good man to look into the trouble and

find a peaceful and honorable solution. At the suggestion of Secretary

Kellogg, he appointed his old college friend, Dwhght W. Morrow,

banker and Morgan partner, as Ambassador to Mexico. ^^My only in-

structions,^^ said the President, ^^are to keep us out of war with Mex-
koS’

With patience and sympathetic insight Ambassador Morrow secured
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horn Mexico recognition of the substance of American contentions with-

cut .lesion to the theorv of Mexican constitutional and sovereign rights.

He also persuaded the Cailes Government to go a little easier with its

anti-Cathcric legislation, so revolting to a major constituency of voters

in the United States. After a silence of three years the church bells

ranc auain briefly in Alexico."'^

Morrcw'S diplomacy was greath" applauded in both countries;; but the

controlling factor was the unanimous resolution of the United States

Senate for arbitration of disputes with Alexico not settled by diplomacy.

Decisions of the Alexican Supreme Court in Januaiwy 1928, undid

the \’iolatioris of the Bucareli agreements, and the Mexican Congress

passed an amendment to the petroleum laws of 1925 in conformity

with those decisions. The Department of State then made a formal

statement (March 28, 1928), just after the meeting of the Sixth

(Havana) International Conference of American States, that it consid-

ered that all future questions could be left to settlement by the Mexican

courts. It was a temporary triumph for friendship and conciliation on

both sides, but it is difficult to believe that it would have been achieved

if the United States had forsworn beforehand the right of interven-

tion to secure justice when, diplomacy and arbitration failed. Future

events were to prove—following the great self-denial at Buenos Aires

in 1936—that confidence in the Alexican courts was prematurely san-

guine.

4

The Alexican policy of the Republican Restoration, most notably the

Senators unanimous resolution of Januar)" 25, 1927, was another nega-

tive step, after the positive Dominican and Nicaraguan steps, In the

liquidation of imperialism. Two other most important measures of pol-

icy followed in short order, negative steps of the most positive nature,

if one may speak thus paradoxically: first, the Kellogg-Briand Pact of

Paris, signed on August 27, 1928, and second, the resulting ofiicial

repudiation of the Roosevelt Corollar}'^ to the A^onroe Doctrine.

Acceptance of the Kellogg Pact was testimony to the confidence

which the United States felt in this age of apparent security for the

Continental Republic. ^^Even without this treaty,’^ said Secretary Kel-

logg to the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, December ii,

1928, ^Hoes anybody believe that the present governments of Europe
are in any position to attack any one of the South American countries

and impose upon them their form of government?”
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Such indeed was the atmosphere in which the expiring Coolide;e Ad-
ministration took steps to repudiate the Roosevelt Corollary, which

now seemed to belong to a former age of danger never to recur.

In theor}' at least, repudiation of the Coroliar\* followed the Pact

most logically. In the Pact of Paris the United States and nearly all

the other nations of the world, including the republics of Latin America

(except Argentina, Bolivia, El Salvador, and Uruguay), renounced war

as an instrument of national policy and solemnly agreed that the solu-

tion or settlement of all disputes or conflicts which might arise among
them, whatever their nature or origin might be, should never be sought

except by pacific means. No government ever subscribed to a pledge

more seriously and enthusiastically than did the United States to the

Pact of Paris. Official posters displayed the text of the two momentous

articles in all the post offices big and little throughout the countr)^ for

the people to see, and read, and memorize, and think about. To appease

the national conscience, the Republican Restoration had outcovenanted

the author of the League of Nations. Such a pledge must have made

Woodrow Wilson turn over in his grave, unless his spirit were beguiled

by the latitudinous reservations attached to the treaty by some of the

great potvers.

Great Britain in accepting the pact, it is remembered, declared that

there were ^kertain regions of the world” which constituted a special

and vital interest for her peace and safety, consequently she reserved

the right of defending them against any attack on the British Empire.

France, in the correspondence leading up to signature of the supposedly

epoch-making document, raised the question wffiether it prohibited re-

sort to war for self-defense. Secretary Kellogg answered of course not
j

each nation was alone competent, regardless of treaty provisions, to de-

cide whether circumstances required recourse to war in self-defensev^

The United States itself did not reserve freedom of action in certain

regions of the New World, which wt have discussed so persistently

throughout this book, as essential to the security of the Continental

Republic. But in a contemporary declaration to the Senate Committee

on Foreign Relations, December 7, 1928, iriost distinctly not a reserva-

tion to the treaty, Kellogg affirmed: ^^The Monroe Doctrine is simply

a doctrine of self-defense.”

Secretary Kellogg^s definition of self-defense, we may suspect, threat-

ened to get him into an unexpected difficulty, because eveiy administra-

tion since Theodore Roosevelt’s time, up to but not including Secretary

of State Charles E. Hughes, had accepted the Roosevelt Corollary as
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a part cf the Moaroe Doctrine. Hughes had taken pains^ in public ad-

dresses, to disclaim any right of intervention or protection in any ilmer-

ican republic, under the Monroe Doctrine."® But he upheld the right of

at least ‘'temporary interposition/’ notably as head of the United States

delegation at the Sixth International Conference of American States, at

Havana early in 1928.“'^ He did not derive it from the Monroe Doc-

trine, He had got it from ^international right and national security as

freely as if the iMonroe Doctrine did not exist.” But since Mr,
Hughes had left the ofnce of Secretary of State, Colonel Stimson, who
settled the Nicaraguan turmoil with full authority from the Depart-

ment and the President, had publicly endorsed the Roosevelt Corollary

.as an article of faithd^ And Sumner Welles, in his long and notable

book on the Dominican Republic, praising the ^‘^preventive” policy of

Root and Hughes as contrasted with the ^Aemedial” policy of Knox
and Brv'^an, had extolled the New York statesmen in strong accents on

the Roosevelt Corollary. ^Mhat corollary to the Monroe Doctrine,” he

concluded in this volume w^hich came out in the very year of the Kel-

logg Pact,®- “has now unquestionably become a portion of the estab-

lished policy of the United States.” President Coolidge had allowed

Welles to drop from the diplomatic service,®® but the Latin American
trouble-shooter’s book was not to be taken lightly. In view of these very

recent authoritative expressions of opinion, it certainly was at least

doubtful whether former Secretan' Hughes’s speeches had fully exor-

cised the Roosevelt Corollar}’ from the traditional Monroe Doctrine.

Did Secretary Kellogg, then, in saying that the Monroe Doctrine sig-

nified self-defense of the United States, mean that the United States

reserved the right to use armed force for the maintenance of the Monroe
Doctrine, including the Roosevelt Corollary? That is, did he suggest

that it had a right under that Doctrine to intervene in a strategical

Latin American country if necessary^ to preserve political and economic
stability and thereby remove justification for non-American interven-

tion r W’as such inten^ention any longer necessary, or even possible, now
that the nations had pledged themselves to the Pact of Paris, not to

mention the League of Nations? Clearly the Roosevelt Corollary still

stood in the way of the professions of the United States in this new
covenant, of Kellogg’s own handiwork, outlawdng war and pledging the
peaceful settlement of all disputes.

As if to forestall any embarrassment arising from these questions,

Secretary Kellogg had put J. Reuben Clark, Jr., Undersecretary of

State, at work on an historical exegesis of the Monroe Doctrine to prove
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1

that the Roosevelt Corolhry was not really a leshimate offsprinc- of

the principles of 1823. In two months^ time^ during such periods as he

could snatch from other urgent official duties, Clark prepared his cele-

brated Nlemorandmn 07i the hlcnrce Doctrine^ transmitted to the Sec-

retary^ of State on December 17, 1928. Replete with passages from state

papers^, mostly culled from John Bassett IMocre^s Digest of Intertia-

tioml Lasv^ and Digest of Internatio-nal Arbitratmts^ the Undersecre-

tary^ came quickly and plausibly to the conclusion that “it is not believed

that this corollar}^ is justified by the terms of the Monroe Doctrinej

howexmr much it may be justified by the application of the doctrine

of self-preservationd^ "" This brief substantiated the interpretation of

Hughes: it repudiated the Corollaiy^ but preserved the right of inter-

vention. Meanwhile the Pact of Paris had limited the right of inter-

vention.

With the Washington inter-ilmerican treaties of conciliation and ar-

bitration of 1929^ as capstones of Latin American policy under Cooiidge

and Kellogg, it will be more convenient to deal in Chapter XIV.

Herbert Hoover completed the foundations for Franklin D. Roose-

velt’s Good Neighbor Policy. Between his election and his inauguration

he made a trip to the principal countries of South America for the pur-

pose of better understanding their relations with the United States. One

consequence of this was personal understandings reached with the polit-

ical leaders of Chile, Bolivia, and Peru, that resulted in a diplomatic

settlement of the long-standing Tacna-Arica dispute which previous

good offices of the United States had failed to settle, through the ad-

ministration of a plebiscite to determine sovereignty over the disputed

territory.®^

Another result, interesting to us at this point, was Hoover’s deter-

mination to bring the remnants of United States imperialism to further

liquidation by the withdrawal of all forces from Nicaragua and Haiti,

following the recent commitments to the Kellogg-Briand Pact of Paris

of 1928 and signature of the Washington inter-American treaties of ar-

bitration and conciliation of 1929. Under his orders, the last marines

left Nicaragua in January^ 1933. The Hoover Administration did not

exercise treaty rights to intervene: in Panama, on the occasion of a revo-

lution in 1931 ;
in Haiti, wffien that government defaulted on amortiza-

tion service of its dollar bonds in the same year. After investigation

and recommendation by a special commission sent to Haiti, President

Hoover announced that the remaining United States military forces

would be evacuated in the year 1933. After negotiating a new^ “ac-
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cord'^ in I9'>3 in the form of an executive agreement, replacing an un-

ratified treatv negotiated by Hoover, President Franklin D, Roosevelt

carried out his predecessor’s promise in October, 1934.

Colonel Stimson, former advocate of the Roosevelt Corollar)’ and

friend for many years of the Rough Rider, became Secretary of State

under President Hoover, It now became Stimson^s duty to proclaim the

official repudiation of the famous Corollary which so recently he had

commended to his countrymen as the soundest of policies. The dis-

claimer appeared in the publication in 1930 of the Clark Memorandum

as an official Department of State document. Public addresses of Secre-

tarv Stimson and the Undersecretary of State, William R. Castle, Jr.,

reinforced in the public mind this new step of policy. Stimson declared:

^Hhe Monroe Doctrine was a declaration of the United States versus

Europe—not of the United States versus Latin America.^^ Castle ex-

plained that the Monroe Doctrine ^konferred no superior position on

the United Statesd’

Application of the Clark Memorandum to the Latin American policy

of the United States, and preparation for the evacuation of Nicaragua

and Haiti, were not the only steps taken by the Hoover Administration

in reforming the Latin American policy of the United States, At the

outset Hoover repeated what Theodore Roosevelt and other Presidents

since 1905 had declared: ^Tt has never been and ought not to be the

policy of the United States to intervene by force to secure or maintain

contracts between our citizens and foreign States or their dtizens.^^ In

1932 a revolutionary government in El Salvador, not recognized by the

United States, defaulted on its dollar bonds
5
and the Department of

State refused to support the American bankers in enforcing their private

contract which called for a customs receivership; that is, it abstained

from intervention d la Dominican Republic, Nicaragua, and Haiti. Dur-

ing the lifetime of the Central American treaty of peace and amity

—

to 1934—the United States still continued, however, to give moral sup-

port to the article against revolutions in that particular region, and

refused to recognize the Salvadorean de facto regime, even though the

other Central xAmerican states were weakening on this score. But in the

wider sphere of Latfti American relations Hoover abandoned Woodrow
Wilsorris policy of using nonrecognition as a sanction against the instal-

lation of unconstitutional revolutionary governments. Secretary Stim-

son announced (June 6, 1932), anent a revolution in Chile, that while

the United States would adhere to the principles of the Washington
treaties of 1923 in refusing to recognize revolutionary governments
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thrown up in any of the five republics of Central America, it would

return to the traditional policy of basing recognition of new novenm
merits in other parts of the world, including South America, on de facto

control of the country and ability to fulfill international obligations/®

5

A further expression of Latin American policy developed ven-^ nat-

urally from the “Stimson Doctrine^ dias the ^'Hoover DoctrineA pro-

voked by the critical Far Eastern situation. The United States had co-

operated with the League of Nations in protesting Japan’s invasion of

Manchuria, which was a violation of the Nine-Power Treaty of 1922,

and of the Kellogg-Briand Pact of Paris, as well as of the Covenant of

the League. On January 7, 1932, Secretary Stimson issued his famous

caveat to China and Japan, declaring that the United States did not

intend to recognize any situation, treaty, or agreement which might be

brought about by means contrary (among other things) to the cove-

nants and obligations of the Pact of Paris of August 27, 1928, to which

treaty both China and Japan, as well as the United States, were parties.

This was later (March ii, 1932) repeated in essence by the Assembly

of the League of Nations: ^fit is incumbent upon the members of the

League of Nations not to recognize any situation, treaty or arrange-

ment which may be brought about contrary to the Covenant of the

League of Nations or to the Pact of Parisd^ Refusal to recognize legally

the fruits of force did not stop Japan from tasting them and taking

them
5
in fact, empty protests of the nations placed the world in a suc-

cession of wmeful events. After Manchuria an odious procession of ugly

issues leaped out of our planet’s Pandora’s box of evil, the lid of which

had loosened in 1932: Abyssinia, the Rhineland, Spain, Austria, Munich,

Prague, and European war in September, 1939.

HowTver impotent the ‘^^Stimson Doctrine” may have been against

evil acts in the Old World, the Secretary of State was repeating the

essence of an old Pan American formula^’- Later in the year he had

occasion to apply it to the New World, anent the Chaco War in South

America.

Bolivia and Paraguay, neither of whom were parties to the Pact of

Paris, nor to the League of Nations, became engaged in distressing hos-

tilities originating in the disputed Chaco area. The United States and

four Latin American nations (Colombia, Cuba, Mexico, Uruguay) be-

came involved in long and complicated peace maneuvers undertaken by
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an inter-American Neutral Commission, at the initiative of the inter-

American Conference on Arbitration and Conciliation of Washington in

jQzq. When these efforts reached a stalemiate, the United States and

eighteen other republics of the New World—all of them except Bolivia

and Para^uav—in the Declaration of August 3, 1932, invited the two

belligerents to arbitration or conciliation, and then solemnly stated:

“The American nations further declare that they will not recognize

any territorial arrangements of this controversey which have not been

obtained bv peaceful means, nor the validity of territorial acquisitions

which m.ay be obtained through occupation or conquest by force of
'

5
'^

arms*

We shall have occasion in a later chapter to observe further the

significance of the Chaco War, and the Declaration of August 3, 1932,

as the background of the Argentine Anti-War Pact and the Pan Ameri-

can Conference at Montevideo in 1933.

6

In years of continental security, between the First World War and

the rise of Hitler, the Republican Restoration had very largely liqui-

dated the protective imperialism of the United States, down to the bare

strategical requirements of the Panama Policy. It had done this in an

age when the Old World quite willingly acquiesced in continuance of

the militar}' occupations, when the European powders were actually re-

questing the United States to protect their nationals and property In

Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean region. But the United

States governed itself not by the requests and interests of the Old

World, rather by the susceptibilities and regards of the New. Instead

of taking advantage of an implied mandate, the “Colossus of the

North, more powerful than ever after the victorious war of 1917-1918,

had seized the occasion of apparent safety to withdraw its forces and to

make friends with the sister republics of the Western Hemisphere. This

policy met full public approval
3

in fact, public opinion of a non-im-

perialistic people dictated it.

War had been renounced as an instrument of national policy, the

Roosevelt Corollary had been exorcised officially, the stolen fruits of

force had been placed beyond the pale of legaiit}^ and imperialism had

been plausibly liquidated^ but the right of intervention, direct or in-

direct, still remained in, international law as a means of self-preserva-

tion, to protect nationals, to secure justice, particularly when arbitration
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\¥as refused; and Wilson’s nonrecognition policy s:

morally supported by the Washington treaties of 1923,

least in relation to the Central American republics.

It will now be our interest to observe how the Unite

finally to bind itself, by most solemn multilateral treatis

tions, not to intervene by itself alone, directh- or ind

whatever reason, in the internal or e.\'ternai affairs of air

ican state.
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CHAPTER XIII

The Doctrine of Noninter-vention and the Codification

of American Interjiational Daw
(i8go-igij)

ONE of the most significant influences on the Latin American policy

of the United States in our times has been the movement for the codifi-

cation of an American international public law. It is a highly technical

subject^ little known to the latmian, not to mention the student of his-

toiy. Only recently has the average enlightened citizen awakened to the

significance of a comparatively obscure diplomatic movement which has

bound the Republic of the North to the unqualified Doctrine of Non-

intervention. In this and the following chapter we shall have to trace

in some detail the evolution of this vital subject, as a basis for our com-

plete imderstanding of the Good Neighbor Policy.

The Doctrine of Nonintervention is a new doctrine of distinctly

American origin, still not accepted in its entirety by the great powers

of the Old World. Before the American republics abolished the right

of inteiwention among themselves, it is fair to say that international law

recognized the right of one state to inten^ene in the affairs of another

state under the following circumstances or conditions: (a) for self-

preservation or self-defense, necessity . . . instant, overwhelming,

leaving no choice of means, and no moment of deliberation,” (b) as an

empowered mandatory for collective civilization acting under multi-

lateral treaties, (c) after all justice has been denied to nationals of one

country being mistreated in a foreign countrtq including refusal of an

offer of arbitration, (d) in case of the disappearance or effective break-

down of all government, law and order, so that there is no organ of

protection to which a foreign government can appeal on behalf of its

nationals, (e) at the invitation of a state, (f) upon the stipulation of

treaties between the parties.

^6
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It is doubtless difiicult to iustif\^ the interventions of the United

States,' following the Spanish American War, on strictlv* lecal ground.

Including the case of Panama—for which the United States later paid a

reparation to Colombia—the original purpose of these intenvntions (the

Dominican Republic, Nicaragua, Haiti) was strategic: to forestall Euro-

pean intenTiitions. Neither the preventive character or this protective

imperialism nor the missionary spirit under which it was later extended

into military occupation prevented mistrust bv the other renubiics of

the New World. Even if it is more difScult to justifv these intenwn-

tions on legal ground than before the bar of historv, the truth remains

that there has been a right of intervention.—i.e., approved intervention

—in international law. How did the United States finally come to Rive

up in 1936 not only the policy of intervention (which it exercised under

its own responsibility in the above mentioned instances), but also the

right of intervention under international law which all other Rxeat

powers have held in reseiwe for the protection of their nationals: This

question will engage our attention in this and the following three

chapters.

The history of the principle of nonintervention is a highly significant

chapter of the diplomatic history of the United States which desert'CS

more extensive historical research than it has vet received. The Doc-

trine of Nonintervention came into beinR from two fountain-heads;

(i) the foreign policy of the United States^ (2) the evolution of native

Latin American principles of jurisprudence which resisted not only non-

American interventions but American interventions in the New World,

which denied the right of intervention. The Doctrine of Noninterven-

tion is thus altogether a New World product. Before considering the

Latin American impulse to the doctrine, let us examine briefly the con-

tributions of the United States.

The foreign policy of the United States contributed heavily to build

up the Doctrine of Nonintervention, in the following ways: (i) the

Monroe Doctrine itself, little more than a pronouncement before 1865,

but since then an effective obstacle to European intenmntion, as attested

on specific occasions
j (2) the very character of the North American

interventions themselves, w^hich, however mistrusted by some Latin

American neighbors, were principally strategic actions intended to fore-

stall European intervention without extinguishing the independence of

the states in which the United States intervened- this character can be

established by the history and liquidation of those interventions
5 (3)

by championing, subject to one vital qualification, the doctrine sub-
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niitted during the "I’enezuelan crisis of 1903 by the Argentine states-

man. Dr. Luis LI. Drago, that ^‘^the public debt cannot occasion armed

inten'ention nor even the actual occupation of the territory of Amer-

ican nations by an European power/^ and subscribing to that principle

at the Hague Conference in 1907, (4) by pursuing in general on its

own part, particularly during the last generation and since the outbreak

of the Llexican Revolution, a policy of leaving bondholders of de-

faulted Latin American governments to the risk and mercy of their

sovereign debtors. But at no time before 1936 did the United States

entirely abandon the right of intenmntion as commonly understood in

the law' of nations.

We m.ust at this point note particularly the Drago Doctrine. At the

Hague in 1907 the Linked States supported the policy of Dr. Drago,

with the qualification that no recourse to force for the collection of

^Lontract debts claimed from the government of one country by the

government of another” should be permissible until an offer of arbi-

tration had been refused, or an arbitration frustrated.

The proposal of the United States, embodying substantially the

Drago Doctrine, subject to the requirement of arbitration, was accepted

by the Hague Conference, in the form of Convention II, Article I:

Contracting Powers agree not to have recourse to armed force for

the recovery of contract debts claimed from the Government of one country

by the Government of another country as being due to its nationals.

^^This undertaking is, however, not applicable when the debtor State re-

fuses or neglects to reply to an offer of arbitration, or, after accepting the

offer, renders the settlement of the comfromis impossible or, after the arbi-

tration, fails to submit to the award.”

The same convention provided for a procedure of arbitration accord-

ing to the Hague convention for the pacific settlement of international

disputes, i.e., by a tribunal of five jurists: each party to select two, of

whom only one could be Its national or chosen from among persons

selected by it as members of the Hague Permanent Court of Arbitra-

tion, and the arbitrators together to chose the umpire. Such a tribunal

would be adequately representative of the backgrounds of jurisprudence

represented by both parties. It would not necessarily be overweighted,

for example, with Latin American jurists. The Conference rejected an

amendment proposed by Dr. Drago himself, of the Argentine delega-

tion, which would have required that recourse must first be had to the

courts of a debtor state, and would have permitted a demand for arbi-

tration only in case of a denial of justice. Says the English authority,
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Dr. A. Pearce Higgins: ^'The rejection of this amendment was due to

the existence of states whose judiciaries are iniperfectlv crRanized and

in which it was common knowledge that even in cases where a creditor

could in theory sue in the courts of the debtor state, he had no pros-

pects of success, whatever the intrinsic merit of his claim.” “ This condi-

tion of affairs has not disappeared in some of the Latin American states

of today.

The United States ratified this Hague Convention II with the reser-

vation that any arbitration before the Hao-ue Court could be onlv bv

agreement thereto through general or special treaties of arbitration,

which, of course, must have received the approval of the Senate. All

the great powers, except Italy, ratified it. It is highly significant that,

despite the advance which the convention signalized in the Doctrine of

Nonintervention, not a single South American republic ratified it. Only

Mexico, Panama, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Haiti, and El Salvador rati-

fied, and of these only Panama and Mexico without reservation. Panama

owed its existence to the wholly arbitraiy intervention of the United

States in Colombian affairs. Mexico was then under the rule of Porfirio

Diaz who conceived justice to foreign contractors to be essential to the

progress of the nation. Following the revolution of i9io-i9‘20, Mexico,

in 1931, denounced the convention according to Article 6 which allows

withdrawal after one year’s notice^ and at the Eighth International

Conference of American States (Lima, 1938) the Mexican delegation

presented a draft resolution, not accepted by the Conference, recom-

mending the denunciation of the convention by the few American states

that had ratified or adheredd

The refusal of all of the South American states, and most of the

other Latin American states, to accept Hague Convention II w^as due

to their reluctance to admit the implied obligation to arbitrate and the

right of intervention in case of a refusal to arbitrate. This fear of arbi-

tration is easily explained by the unstable political history of the region.

Latin America, because of conditioning geographical and climatic rea-

sons, has been a region of mixed racial composition (except in the Ar-

gentine Republic and Uruguay), of retarded industrial development,

low crop-yield (in many republics) with resulting consequences on diet

and all its physiological and psychological implications for human en-

ergy, social development, and political stability. For progress in modern

civilization these countries have had to depend upon the importation

of foreign capital and energy, first from Europe, and, in the twentieth

century particularly, from the United States as well, recently a little
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frciA Japan. The nations themselves have recognized this by their gov-

ernment contracts tvith foreign nations, for public loans and for public

works, and b\' concessions contracting with foreigners for the exploita-

tion of natural resources or the operation of public services. Similarly

the United States and Canada have been receiving-areas for foreign

canital;, energv, and skill. But the very factors which require the im-

poitation of foreign capital, energy, and skill, have conspired to pro-

duce political instability at various periods of the history of the repub-

lics of Latin America, and for their contractual irresponsibility. The

history of Latin America is notoriously full of revolutions and defaults

on state contracts, particularly after revolutions. In recent years some

states have seized foreign property without full compensation, in which

cases grave charges of denials of justice have arisen.

The concept of the sovereign immunity from external intervention,

no matter what the state's degree of political stability or the quality

of its courts, stems from the Argentine jurist, Carlos Calvo, whose

treatise on international law first appeared in the year 1868, just after

the Argentine Republic was recovering from a period of intense political

turbulence. Calvo’s work rested on the principle of the absolute equal-

ity of sovereign states. Admitting that his principle imposed the same

duties as well as the same rights on ail states, this famous publicist

maintained that the complete independence of the legislature and ju-

diciary of every state must be recognized. From this flows the conclu-

sion that the courts of the country are not subject to appeal in cases

where the rights of foreign nationals are involved. Even Calvo ad-

mitted that there were cases where ^finterpositioT^ rested upon an

incontestable right;^ Calvo is the learned jurist wTose name is asso-

ciated noth the so-called Calvo clause, inserted by most Latin American

governments in contracts with foreign nationals, which stipulates that

in case of any doubts or disputes arising out of the contract, the foreign

party to the instrument agrees that they shall be settled by the courts

of the country, and forswears the right to appeal to his own govern-

ment for the defense of his rights. Some of the republics, like Vene-

zuela, have a constitutional prohibition of recourse by aliens to the

protection of foreign governments, or, like Peru, a constitutional re-

quirement for a Calvo clause in all public contracts with aliens. Ever
since Calvo's time, it has been the tendency of Latin American jurists to

assert that foreign claims need not be taken beyond the courts of the

country, even wTen denial of justice is alleged, that is, that they need
not be submitted to international arbitration.
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The historic abuse of the right cf intervention foreign govern-

ments, particuiariy European governments, in dealing with Latin

America, partially explains the increasing reluctance cf iurists in those

republics to accept the legality of intervention under anv princinie, but

it is a confession of mistrust in the c-^teral impec:abilit\' of their courts,

measured according to minimum standards " of international justice,

both substantive and procedural, which makes them shrink from the

real test of justice: willingness to arbitrate when there is an iiiternationai

dispute about the denial of justice. Even states which have had for

some years records of complete stability and responsibility have an his-

torical background not too remote, which makes their governments

instinctively shy away from commitments to arbitration of disputes over

contract debts or expropriation without just compensation; it is still not

impossible that a revolution may bring into power suddenlv some ir-

responsible radical who might, appealing to latent xenophobia, upset

the courts, or pack them, or exclude foreign cases from them, or intimi-

date native lawyers seeking to represent them in the courts of the

country, or otherwise make justice for foreigners impossible, refusing,

of course, to arbitrate. Such an overturn—and these things have hap-

pened even in our day—might conceivably create a real justification for

intervention.^ And histor}^ shows that foreign intervention does not

always stop with a mere enforcement of justice in the particular denial

that has caused the intervention.

I am speaking, so far, of the jurists and their sincere arguments

against agreement to arbitrate foreign claims on contract debts, when

it is claimed that justice is denied. In addition to this instinctive position,

there is also an argument, so devoid of respect that it is never openly

voiced, and much the less by reputable publicists, for absolute noninter-

vention which appeals greatly to unscrupulous political leaders, namely,

that under cover of this doctrine, it may be possible with impunity to

violate any or all the rights under international law or domestic law, of

foreigners living within the countr}n In a continental region of twenty

Latin American republics, it is not unlikely that sometime or other,

given the conditioning geographical and climatic factors already men-

tioned, there will be some one or more republics under the sway of

such unscrupulous politicians—men who do not represent the real en-

lightened public opinion of the countiy which they dominate, not to

mention the enlightened opinion of the New World in general. There

is also an increasingly articulate opinion, on the part of those republics

in which a long suppressed aboriginal element or the population is now
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coming and inore to enjoy respect and power, that they are un-

just i\' exnlcited b\' foreign capital and may, therefore, justly appro-

priate it for themselves as an act ot social revolution. This is a tendency

particularly evident in those countries with a large aboriginal population

base which presents a medium of political appeal not only for sincere

and thcughtful men but for unscrupulous demagogues as well.

Ail these considerations explained the popularity of the principle of

absolute nonintervention as advanced by Latin American jurists since

Calvo'S time. We may now briefly review the progress of this drive,

which was embodied in a movement for codification of an American

system or international law—as distinct from universal or global inter-

national law. For this purpose the Latin American states, with the active

help of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace (established,

1910), and (after 1933) of organized labor in the United States, have

successfully mobilized the forces and the machinerv' of the Pan Amer-
ican movement.

During the nineteenth century, proposals for the codification of an

American version of international law took the form of conferences

for agreement upon private international law, or as the Latin Americans

call it, the conflict of domestic laws of different states. Quite inevitably

the United States has alwaj/s declined to participate in such labors,

because of the great and fundamental difference in the English com-
mon law and the Roman civil law, and further because these matters

mostly concern state rather than federal law in the United States. These
differences make codification of international private law extremely

difficult with states which derived their domestic law from principles

of Roman jurisprudence, and which have full national definition of

their internal law. International conferences for this purpose took place,

however, in Latin America, the last one (before the assembly of the

first Pan American Conference—i.e., International American Confer-

ence—at Washington in 1889) at Montevideo in 1888-1889, which got

so far as to draft at that early date eight projected treaties for uniform
rules for international private law.

The committee on international law at the first International Con-
ference of American States (Pan American Conference) of 1889-1890
w^as also empowered to consider the subject of arbitration of disputes

and differences, and under this head accepted for consideration a pro-
posal made by a Venezuelan delegate denouncing diplomatic repre-

sentation for the support of claims of foreign nationals. This committee
was composed of one delegate each from the Argentine Republic, Chile,
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Ecuador, Guatemala, and the United States. A maior:t\- reuort, of the

four Latin American members, contained a resoiution bv which the

International American Conference would recommend to the acnurn-

ments of the countries therein represented ^The adcution, as principles

of American international law, of the following:

"^(i) Foreigners are entitled to enjov all the civil riaiits enicved hv na-

tives; and they shall be accorded all the benefits of said riohts in ail that is

essential as well as in the form or procedure, and the Laai remedies incident

thereto, absolutely in like manner as said natives.

ds. nation has not, nor recognizes in favor of fmeianers, anv other

obligations or responsibilities than those which in favor of the natives are es-

tablished, in like cases, by the constitution and bv the lawsd^

William Henry Trescot, a delegate of the L^nited States, presented

a minority report of this committee to the 1889 conference. He ob-

jected to the term ^h^merican international law.”

^^There can no more be an American international law [he said] than

there can be an English, a German, or a Prussian international law. Inter-

national law has an old and settled meaning. It is the common law of the

civilized world, and was in active recognized and continuous force long be-

fore any of the now established American nations had an independent exist-

ence. We accepted it as one of the conditions of our recognition, and we have

no right to alter it without the consent of the nations who really founded

it and who are and must be to-day, notwithstanding our increasing power

and consequence, large and equal factors in its maintenance.

“I of course recognize the right of any one nation or combination of na-

tions to suggest such amendments and improvements as the progress of civili-

zation renders advisable, but to make such changes a part of international law

requires the consent of the civilized worldd’ Turning to the proposed resolu-

tion, he admitted, ‘Svith serious reservations, that the resident foreigner in all

contracts wdth private natives and in relation to violations of municipal law

has no right to ask more protection than is given to the native citizen. But

even here there is the underlying assumption [which Mr. Trescot chal-

lenged] that what is granted by native law and procedure, what is given

to the native citizen, is substantial justice. If under any peculiar law, under

any absolutism of frocedursy under any habit or usage of traditional authority

to which natives are accustomed and willing to submit, the native process or

judgment does not afford this substantial justice, the right of the foreigner to

such substantial justice wmuld be nevertheless complete, and how can it be

assured to them? But if this be so even in cases of private contention, how is

it with the cases where the reclamation of the foreigner is against the Gov-

ernment itself?

^Mnto what court will the Government allow the sovereignty of the nation

to be called to answ^er its responsibilities to the claimant and how is its judg-

ment to be enforced?’’
"
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The conference adopted the inaioritv report of the committee by a

vote of 15 to A the United States voting negatively. This recommen-

datiorn of course^ had no binding rorce on amTody, and really there

was no necessitv of recommending to individual Latin American re-

Dublics the adoption of these principles as "'American international law''

—thev had alreadt' done so, or were in the process of doing so. The

problem for the Latin American nations W'as to affly them as prin-

ciples of international law b\' getting the United States to assent to

them. Nevertheless, the ^"recommendation” undoubtedly gave prestige

in the New World to these novel principles, despite the dissent of the

United States.

It is worth observing at this point that the first subject to be con-

sidered in anv Pan American, deliberation on ^Wmerican international

law^'’ was this principle of denial of the right of diplomatic protection

to foreigners residing in an American republic. It is the Latin Amer-

ican ultimate conception of nonintervention. It has been the real objec-

tive of the subsequent efforts of those states for codification.

Accompanying the movement for codification of international law

there has run through the Pan American conferences a demand for

international arbitration, which first appeared in the signature in 1890

at Washington of a multilateral convention signed by some of the states,

including the United States, but never ratified by the signatories. At the

Second Pan American Conference in Mexico, however, in 1902, the

states adhered to the Hague Permanent Court of International Arbi-

tration of 1899, afforded the means for voluntary arbitration.

Further, nine of them (Argentina, Bolivia, Dominican Republic, Guate-

mala, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, El Salvador, Uruguay) signed a five-

year treaty agreeing to submit to arbitration by the Hague Court all

claims for pecuniary loss or damage presented by their respective citi-

zens and which could not be amicably adjusted through diplomatic

channels, and which claims were of sufficient importance to w’arrant

the expenses of arbitration. The United States was not one of the orig-

inal signatories, but it joined eight other republics (Colombia, Costa

Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Peru, and El Salvador)

which ratified the convention. This treaty was renewed for five years

in 1906 at the Third Pan American Conference at Rio de Janeiro, At
Buenos Aires in 1910 the Fourth Pan American Conference substituted

for It a new treaty e.mbodying the same principles, to continue in force

indefinitely unless denounced by any party with a two years^ notice.

Today the following nations are parties to the treaty: the United States
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of America, Brazil;, Costa Rica, Dominican. Republic, Ecuador

mala, Honduras, XicaraRua, Panama, tCruaoav." At the tm

origin this treat}' was a great step aheaci in the develcmient

intervention. Its most noteworthv feature, from the point oi \'ie

interest here, is that it provided for the arbitration of dispute

a tribunal with a majority of Latin American riidcres, but by th

a Guate-

le cf its

ct non-

:W of our

:s not by

e .Hacue

Tribunal. Such a tribunal would apph' universal than regional

principles of international law. It would be likeh’ to decide a pecuniary

claim involving a Calvo clause rather differenth' than would a LatinO
American majority of judges. In 190c when, the pecuniar}' claims con-

vention was first agreed on b}’ approximately half the American re-

publics—and it still remains in force among half cf them—there was

very little agreed code of international law to guide the Hague Per-

manent Court of International Arbitration.

The first proposal for the codification of a system of public inter-

national law to prevail among the nations of the .New World was made

by the delegate of Brazil at the Second International Conference of

American States (Pan American Conference) at Mexico in 190c. He
presented a resolution by which the executive committee of the Pan

American Union would name a commission of seven jurists, five from

American nationalities, and two Europeans, charged with the duty of

drawing up a code of private international law and a code of public

international law ^ho govern the relations between the American re-

publics^’—these codes to be printed and submitted for the crltidsin of

the several governments in order that the}/ might make such sugges-

tions as they deemed advisable. The committee of jurists was then to

classify the suggestions and revise the codes in conformity with them,

after wTich the revised codes were to be submitted to the governments

of the American republics to be adopted by those who might desire to

do so, either in the next American International Conference or by

means of treaties negotiated direct!}-/' At this time there was no specific

mandate for a code of ^hAmerican international law,” although the pro-

posed commission was to be weighted five to two with American jurists
^

presumably at least one of these would be from the Linked States,

which would have given the committee a bare majority of Latin Amer-

ican jurists. Such a committee would not be so likely to legislate rather

than codify international law. We must remember that this was before

much codification of international law had been established anyw^here.

This Brazilian proposal %vas a first step toward the codification of in-

ternational law to prevail at least among the American republics, in
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advance of the rest of the world. Not ratified^ the treaty never became

operatived®

At the Third Pan American Conference at Rio de Janeiro in 1906

the representatives of the various republics signed another convention

setting up a commission of jurists to meet in that city, to be composed

of one representative from each of the signatory statesj each state to

have one vote in the drafting of codes of international public and

private law. The convention enjoined the Fourth Pan American Con-

ference (scheduled for Buenos Aires in 1910) to embody the drafted

codes thus anticipated from the hands of the jurists^ in one or more

treaties, and to endeavor to secure their adoption and ratificationd^

The American as distinct from the global character of this commis-

sion, is evident from the sources for codification to which the convention

directed the particular attention of the jurists, as well as In the exclu-

sively American composition of Its members: ^^They shall give special

attention to the subjects and principles which have been agreed upon

In existing treaties and conventions, as well as those which are incor-

porated in the national laws of the American States,” with special at-

tention ^ho the treaties of Montevideo of 1889 and debates relating

thereto, as well as the projects of conventions adopted at the Second

International Conference of American States held in Mexico in 1902,

and the discussions thereon
;
also all other questions which give fromise

of juridical frogressy or which tend to elirmmte the causes of misun-

derstanding or conflicts between the said Statesd^ This last clause, here

italicized, invited the proposal of any judicial innovation.

Notwithstanding this gateway for legislation

y

as well as codification,

of “American international law,” and despite the fact that in such a

commission of jurists the United States would be hopelessly outnum-

bered, conceivably twenty to one, by delegations of Latin American

jurisprudence, the United States ratified this treaty promptly, but slow-

ness of the other signatories in ratifying delayed the convention in

coming into force until 1911. So the codes were not ready, as originally

anticipated, for consideration by the Pan American Conference at Buenos

Aires in 1910. Nevertheless, the matter came up for discussion there.

Doctor Alejandro Alvarez, speaking for the Chilean delegation, favored

not only the codifination of international private law and international

public law, but also the separation of principles of universal application

from those of American application, the former to be presented in a

^ These concerned the codification of private international law.
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separate code at the next (third) Hague Conferenced'^ To this geo-

graphical separation of spheres of international law^, Mr. John Bassett

Moore^ of the United States delegation, took exception as Trescot had

done at Washington in 1890.

The proceedings of the Pan American Conference at Buenos Aires

record no action taken upon the Chilean resolution. Meanwhile the

Second Hague Conference of 1907 (to which, on the proposal of the

United States, the American republics were all invited) and the London
Naval Conference of 1909 had made great advances in the codification

of international law, despite faulty ratifications of the agreements by the

nations that had participated. Never in the history of mankind had

the world witnessed such progress in the codification of international

law, not from a restricted regional, not fromi a hemispheric point-of-

view, but from a universal purviewa The United States Senate approved

the great bulk of the Hague Conventions of 1907, also the Declaration

of London, but in the latter case the President withheld final ratification

of that code of the law of naval warfare because of the failure of Great

Britain to ratify.

The Hague codifications, notably Convention II (not ratified by the

South American republics), had set up a barrier to intervention for the

collection of contract debts of a state that was willing to arbitrate any

such dispute and loyally to carry out, the arbitration. The United States

had further advanced the cause of arbitration by ratifying a series of

five-year bilateral treaties agreeing to arbitrate disputes that could not

be settled by diplomacy, and which were of a legal nature or related to

the interpretation of treaties, providing they did not affect the vital

interest, the honor, or the independence of either party, or the interest

of third powers. With such qualifications, these were really general

treaties of voluntary arbitration. Among* the twenty-five nations which

ratified such treaties with the United States were Costa Rica, Ecuador,

Haiti, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, and El Salvador.

To the Latin American states this codification at The Hague and

London v/as less satisfactory, because (by Hague Convention II) it

implied the obligation to arbitrate, when justice was allegedly denied

to a foreign national, or possibly to suffer the consequences. Latin

American jurisprudence strained toward the Doctrine of Noninterven-

tion under whatever circumstances, toward the absolute and unham-

pered sovereignty of the state, even toward its complete irresponsi-

bility to foreign governments. It was the supreme diplomatic objective

of the twenty Latin American republics to write this into a code of
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^^American international iaw,^^ and to get the United States to ratify it.

That would bind the United States against further interventions, even

of a protective nature, to prevent European intervention. It would not

only secure a renunciation of the right of intervention as commonly

understood by the law of nations in the global or universal sense; it

also would line the United States up against the right of intervention

in the New World by a non-American state, even to protect its sub-

jects against denial of justice. It would do away with the Roosevelt

Corollary and place the Republic of the North in a position where if

it desired to maintain the Monroe Doctrine It would have to resist

intervention by a non-American state in the New World no matter how

great the provocation might be.

For such a radical departure the United States w^as not ready In 1912

when the Commission of Jurists finally met at Rio de Janeiro, although

it had championed the principle of arbitration in step with the other

nations of the world, and ahead of some of them. Secretary of State

Philander C. Knox confidentially instructed the United States Ambas-

sador In Brazil that the Department of State was not favorable to the

movement for codification of American international lawd® Professor

John Bassett Moore, the jurist representing the United States on the

Rio Commission, had instructions, largely formulated by himself,^® to

work along with his colleagues but to do little more than arrange for

committees to study further the problems of codification, above all to

avoid disputable matters and to insist on rules of unanimity for agree-

ment on anything.^^

The net result of the Rio Conference of Jurists of 1912 was an agreed

report on extradition, approved by the United States delegate with

amendments and reservations,^® and the creation of six committees to

meet in the future at so many different American capitals to study sub-

jects for codification. The Commission further agreed that any draft

from one of these committees that should be adopted by two-thirds

of the delegates at the next meeting scheduled for Rio de Janeiro in

June, 1914, would be ^^considered^’ by the next International Confer-

ence of American States.

Although the Government of the United States had been unfavor-

able to the work of codification, individual enthusiasts were eager to

promote it through other channels. One of these was Professor Alejan-

dro Alvarez, the delegate of Chile, Ecuador, and Costa Rica to the

Rio Commission. For years—since 1905—he had been advancing the

idea that because of geographical, ethnological, historical, social, polit-
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icalj economic, moral, and spiritual reasons the states o£ the New World

were developing an /American international law which supplemented

existing international law and would eventually lead the way in mould-

ing the future of nations. Another w^as Dr. James Brown Scott, trustee

and Secretary of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,

w’hich had set up a Division of International Law in Washington under

his direction. These tw’-o men had met in that capital in June, 19 ii.

There they planned to found an American Institute of International

Law, to be composed of delegations of five members each from con-

stituent societies of international law established or to be created in

each of the twenty-one American republics—a representation of twenty

to one, let it be repeated, of Latin American jurisprudence compared

with Anglo-Saxon. For their plan, the gradual codification of inter-

national law ^hhat would represent the enlightened thought of the

American publicists and be the result of systematic cooperation/^ they

secured the patronage of Senator Eiihu Root, former Secretary of State,

original temperer of North American imperialism, a sturdy champion

of international codification, arbitration and adjudication, trustee of

the newly established Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.

The Carnegie Endowment actively sponsored and financially assisted

(after 1916) the American Institute and the ensuing movement for

the codification of American international law. It is not too much to

say that without the Endowment’s material and moral support, the

movement would not have succeeded.

One of the six committees appointed by the Rio Commission of

Jurists for leisurely study of various problems of codification was the

Third Committee, on international law in time of peace, designated to

sit at Santiago de Chile. Before the closing of the Rio sessions it had

a preliminary meeting and elected Professor Alvarez as its fonente or

mfforteurr^ It further adopted a significant resolution ^^commending

the Initiative taken to found an American Institute of International

Law, as the Committee considers an institution of this kind of great

usefulness to assist the work of codification that the statesmen of the

New World have in view.”

It is apparent that Secretary of State Philander C. Knox was not one

of the statesmen of the New World who had the work of codification

in view.

Mr. Alvarez’s committee got to work Immediately at Santiago in the

early months of 1913 and drafted five projects of a code, the most im-

portant of which was a general Declaration of Principles that ought to
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govern American international law. This subjected all foreigners to the

laws of the state in which they reside and guaranteed them the rights

of nationals with specified particulars."^

The projected American Institute of International Law was legally

founded at Washington, October 12, 1912. The Governing Board of

the Pan American Union later bestowed on it a formal resolution of

commendation, December i, 1915, as step of the highest importance

in the moral advancement of the continent and in the strengthening of

the sentiments of friendship and harmony among the Republics. At

its inaugural meeting in Washington in 1916, on the occasion of the

Second Pan American Scientific Congress, it adopted unanimously a

Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Nations, as a basis for American

international law. Every one of these principles, explained the presi-

dent of the Institute, Dr. Scott, rested on decisions of the Supreme

Court of the United States. This declaration stressed the sovereign in-

dependence and equality of every nation before the law, the exclusive

jurisdiction of each over its own territory and over all persons whether

native or foreign found therein, and stated that: ^^Every nation en-

titled to a right by the law of nations is entitled, to have that right

respected and protected by all other nations, for right and duty are

correlative, and the right of one is the duty of all to preserved^

It was at this same Second Pan American Scientific Congress that

President Wilson surprised the world with the announcement of his

proposed Pan American pact for a mutual guaranty of the political in-

dependence and territorial integrity of all the republics of the New
World. A preconception of this pact, we recall, was resort to concilia-

tion and arbitration. It does not appear, however, that Wilson, or

House, was interested in the drive for codification, or aware of its sig-

nificance. So far as the United States Government was concerned, it

remained a technical subject handled by specialists in the Department

of State, who were opposed to it, even in the Wilson Administration.

Thus, before the First World War engulfed the Western Hemi-
sphere in 1917, a notable movement had got under way for the con-

servation of peace among the American republics upon the basis of

sovereign equality of all states before the law, a law which was to be

codified as a foundation for the settlement of disputes by arbitration.

To a large degree it had offset the opposition of the Department of

State to a separate American system of international law that would,

in effect, legislate into existence principles not universally agreed upon.
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DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF NATIONS

“I. Every nation has the right to exist, and to protect and to conserve its

existence, but this right neither implies the right nor justifies the act of the

state to protect itself or to conserve its existence by the commission of unlaw-

ful acts against innocent and unoffending states.

Every nation has the right to independence in the sense that it has

a right to the pursuit of happiness and is free to develop itself without inter-

ference or control from other states, provided that in so doing it does not

interfere with or violate the rights of other states.

Every nation is in law and before law the equal of every other nation

belonging to the society of nations, and all nations have the right to claim

and, according to the Declaration of Independence of the United States, To

assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the lawn's of nature and of nature’s God entitle them.’

Every nation has the right to territory within defined boundaries

and to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over its territory, and all persons wffether

native or foreign found therein.

Every nation entitled to a right by the law of nations is entitled to

have that right respected and protected by all other nations, for right and duty

are correlative, and the right of one is the duty of all to observe.

^‘VI. International law is at one and the same time both national and

international: national in the sense that it is the law of the land and applicable

as such to the decision of all questions involving its principles; international

in the sense that it is the law of the society of nations and applicable as such

to all questions betw^een and among the members of the society of nations

involving its principles.”

James Browm Scott, The American Institute - of International Lavj: Its

Declaratioii of the Rights a7id Duties of Nations,



CHAPTER XIV

The Rio Commission of Jurists and the Havana
Ran -American Conference

(igiy-ig2g)

NO further meetings of the Commission of Jurists occurred until after

the First World War. The entry of most of the Latin American nations

into the League of Nations, their acceptance of the Court of Interna-

tional Justice, with its application of international law, dispelled for the

time being their enthusiasm for a distinctive code of American inter-

national law.

For all intents and purposes the Commission of Jurists had expired

from pernicious anaemia, although the Department of State carried it

along as a contingent item on its appropriations. John Bassett Moore,

who accepted an appointment on the International Court of Justice , in

1921, resigned his ofEce as United States delegate on the Commission.

That body might have given up the ghost in the summer of 1922

if it had not occurred to a scrupulously conformist oiEcial in the De-

partment of State to ascertain the views of the other governments con-

cerned before withdrawing that item from the budget. And even this

thought would not have occurred to that ofEcial had it not been

prompted by Dr. Moore^s resignation.^ On such a thin thread of life

did the codification of American international law dangle in the year

1923, only to be rescued accidentally by the unimaginative bureaucratic

routine of Washington! Fascinated in their comings and goings to

Geneva and The Hague the representatives of the Latin American

states seem to have forgotten all about the subject. When consulted,

they appeared either indifferent to the existence or non-existence of the

Commission, or actually regarded it as defunct, or at the most felt that

the question was up to Brazil, the host of the Commission, or that the

question should be answered at the next Pan American Conference
242
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scheduled to meet at Santiago de Chile in March, 1923. None appeared

to be really anxious about its continued existence^

At the instance, actually, of the United States,^ the Governing Board

of the Pan American Union put on the agenda for the Santiago Con-

ference a consideration of the results accomplished by the Commission

of Jurists at Rio de Janeiro. Secretary Hughes, in contrast to his prede-

cessors, was thoroughly sympathetic to the movemient for codification by

the American republics, although he was careful not to commit himself

to an ^^American international law.” He too was a devotee of the World
Court.^ ^Hhe government of the United States should take a leading

part,”' he instructed the delegation to the Fifth Pan American Confer-

ence, ^hn the effort to develop a true body of international law, and to

this end to provide appropriate means for the authoritative statement

of accepted principles of rules and for the harmonizing of differences.”
®

At Santiago the United States contributed to the Pan American

movement by accepting the Gondra Convention, a multilateral ^ffool-

ing-off” conciliation treaty on a Br}^an chassis, similar to those which

Secretary Bryan had negotiated bilaterally with so many states, in-

cluding Latin American states, in 1913 and 1914. At Santiago, too, the

Pan American Conference fully revived the Commission that Mr.

Hughes had fanned to life in Washington. As Secretary and technical

adviser of the Chilean delegation, Alejandro Alvarez delivered to the

juridical committee of the Fifth Pan American Conference a report on

the meaning and expression of ^^American international law,” which the

Conference recorded without commitment in its minutes.® It is the best

summary of the views that Professor Alvarez had developed since 1905

on numerous occasions and in many publications.'^ Particularly pertain-

ing to our interest in the Doctrine of Nonintervention is the following

statement:

^Hhe States of America, even before reaching a mutual agreement,

have proclaimed certain regulations or principles different and even

contradictory to those ruling in European countries, and which these

latter are compelled to respect in our Continent, for instance, noninter-

vention and the non-occupation of territories of the States of America

by ultra-continental countries.

^Hhere are institutions, practices and laws applied in Europe which

are not enforced on the American Continent, because the States that

form it are not in favor of them. It is said, for instance, that political

equilibrium, and armed peace [i.e., the balance of power] are contrary

to the principles of American Public Law.”
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Alvarez also submitted a report on the ^^Codification o£ American

international law^^ ® to date^ including the five projects worked out

largely by himself as fonente of the third (Santiago) committee of the

six committees set up by the 1912 Rio Commission of Jurists. In its

Final Acts the Fifth (Santiago) Pan American Conference formally

re-established the Commission of Jurists and its six committees, called

for a meeting of the Commission at Rio de Janeiro in 1925, with two

delegates from each republic, recommended that codification should be

^^gradual and progressive^’ (Alvarez’s words), and enjoined the Com-

mission to accept as a basis for its work the Alvarez report.^

As delegates to the second Conference of Jurists at Rio, Secretary

Hughes appointed in November, 1923, Jesse S. Reeves, Professor of

International Law at the University of Michigan, and James Brown

Scott, Secretary of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

and President of the American Institute of International Law. They

were twm learned men of opposite temperament and outlook. Professor

Reeves was a distinguished historian of American diplomacy, as well as

a jurist. Conservative, cautious, an apostle of the common law of Anglo-

Saxon precedents, he was willing to codify existing agreed law, averse

to legislation, opposed to regional concepts, expositor of international

law in the global sense. Dr. Scott was imaginative, eager and ex-

perienced. A former Solicitor of the Department of State, he was a pro-

fessional advocate of international peace, member, adviser, and mixer in

many technical international conferences, collaborator of Alejandro Al-

varez in the creation of the American Institute of International Law,

and advocate with Alvarez, if not his apostle, of an American system

of international law. He had recently drawn up and presented to Sec-

retary of State Hughes a project for a Pan American Court of Justice

to be ^^the very cap and crown of Pan Americanism,” fitting in with

George Washington’s concept ^fihat ^Europe has a set of primary in-

terests which to us have none or a very remote relation,’ ”—to be sub-

mitted to the Fifth Pan American Conference at Santiago. A particular

purpose of this court wmuld be the judicial settlement of disputes aris-

ing from alleged breaches of contracts between nationals of the United

States and the governments of Latin American republics, In which dis-

putes the Latin American governments invoked the Calvo clause and

the United States contended that its nationals could not divest them-

selves of diplomatic protection by their Government. The two cham-

bers of the court would each have eleven judges, of whom one must be
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a spokesman of the common law, i.e*, the basis of the law of the United

States.

Dr. ScotFs proposed Pan American Court of International Justice

reflected a will to create on American soil a bridge between the rights

and the duties of states in international law, to reconcile the principle

of nonintervention with international justice. But unlike the Perma-

nent Court of International Justice that had been set up in Europe as

an organ of the League of Nations, the judges of the proposed Amer-

ican court would have been overwhelmingly representative of Latin

American jurisprudence by the proportion of ten to one. Whether such

a court were a safe refuge for justice for the United States was de-

batable.

Immediately following his appointment as one of the two co-equal

United States delegates to the second meeting of the Commission of

Jurists, Dr. Scott brought all his energy as well as the financial re-

sources of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace to prepare,

through the American Institute of International Law, a concrete pro-

gram: in sum, an integrated draft (rather than six separate committee

reports) to present to the Rio jurists. Since the next meeting of the

Institute was projected for Montevideo in 1925, that would be too late

to prepare, under the guidance of Messrs. Alvarez and Scott, any de-

tailed recommendations. But the arrangement of all meetings of the

Institute, and the topics to be discussed at them, were in the hands of

an executive council which consisted of the principal officers: the honor-

ary president, Elihu Root
5
the president, James Brown Scotty the secre-

tary general, Alejandro Alvarez, and the treasurer, Luis Anderson of

Costa Rica, with the eminent Cuban authority on international private

law, Dr. Antonio Sanchez Bustamente y Sirven. Since the six com-

mittees bequeathed by the first meeting of the Commission of Jurists

of 1912 and confirmed by the Fifth Pan American Conference at San-

tiago in 1923, could not lightly be set aside, it was brought to pass —
this time with the cooperation of the Secretary of State—that the Gov-

erning Board of the Pan American Union adopted a resolution, Janu-

ary 2, 1924, proposing to the executive council of the American In-

stitute of International Law’' the desirability of holding a special session

of the Institute in 1924 in order that the results of its deliberations

might be submitted to the Commission of Jurists in 1925.^" In a hur-

ried session at Havana the executive council in this same month of

January arranged for a special meeting at Lima in connection with the

Third Pan American Scientific Conferenced^
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The executive council;, that is to say Messrs, Scott;, Alejandro Alvarez

and Luis Anderson^ now got together and worked like beavers. During

the summer of 1924, while in Europe on various other duties, they

drew up a new code of international public law, in the form of thirty

projects, taking as a basis Alvarezes report to the Santiago Conference

of 1923, minutely revised and expanded/^ Tension between Chile and

Peru, arising over the Tacna-Arica controversy, caused the Chilean

Government to request its nationals who w^ere members of the Insti-

tute not to meet in any ofiEciai sessions in the capital of Peru^ conse-

quently the Institute met in a series of informal luncheon sessions there,

as guests of Dr, Scott in December, 1924,^® and discussed the projects

submitted to them by the triumvirate, Messrs. Alvarez, Anderson, and

Scott.^^ There were present at the time in addition to Messrs. Anderson

and Scott, only eight members, not including Professor Alvarez of

Chile nor any Peruvian member. With some amendments they ap-

proved all the projects, except one.^^ They recommended that the

executive council—that is to say, the triumvirate—go over the amended

projects from the point of view of form and style and then present

them to the chairman of the Governing Board of the Pan American

Union—that is to say, the Secretary of State of the United States—to

be transmitted to the Commission of Jurists at Rio de Janeiro,^® on

which the triumvirate, so it proved, were to sit as representatives of

their respective countries. It was Secretary Hughes himself, one of the

ablest law}^ers in the United States, later Chief Justice, who submitted

the projects to the Governing Board of the Pan American Union, ap-

parently without referring them to the legal advisers of the Depart-

ment of State.-^ It was the Minister of Panama in Washington who
transmitted them, on behalf of the Pan American Union, to the Com-
mission of Jurists.“^

The ^fundamental Rights of American Republics^^ was the title of

Project No. 8. The first article brought forth the Doctrine of Noninter-

vention. It prohibited occupation by any nation of any portion of the

territory of an American republic ^fin order to exercise sovereignty

therein, even with the consent of the said Republic.” It declared that:

^^No Nation has a right to interfere in the internal or foreign affairs

of an American Republic against the will of that Republic. The sole

lawful intervention is friendly and conciliatory action without any char-

acter of coercion.”

Even these principles if adopted would not have done away with the

right of intervention altogether, although they would henceforth make
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legally impossible such major interventions as had taken place by the

United States in the Caribbean and Central America.

We have pointed out above that the original convention of 19065

creating the Commission of Jurists, had jarred open the gate for legis-

lation in the guise of codification. The Fifth (Santiago) Pan American

Conference swung it still wider, in its instructions to take the Alvarez

report as a basis for consideration. The Pan American Union^s resolu-

tion of January a, 19245 pushed it open all the way for the shiny new

Institute omnibus and its triumvirate of expert coach drivers, dispatched

from Washington by Secretary Hughes, with twenty-one horses har-

nessed in one team, their vehicle loaded with twenty-nine ^ trunkfuls

of law, many of them new with distinctively American labels, billed for

Rio de Janeiro and ultimately destined to consignees at Havana (Sixth

Pan American Conference, 1928). Professor Reeves, Dr. ScotPs col-

league of equal rank in the delegation of the United States on the Com-

mission of Jurists, was not an officer or member of the Institute. He
does not appear to have been privy to all these quasi-official arrange-

ments, abetted by the Department of State during Mr. Hughes’ Secre-

taryship, to provide baggage for the jurists on their road to Rio, though

of course he must have read the bills of lading when they were pub-

lished in the journals, and the publications of the Carnegie Endow-

ment for International Peace. Meanwhile for reasons of domestic poli-

tics in Brazil, the meeting of the Conference of Jurists was postponed

until I927.t Reflecting on the task facing the Commission when these

twenty-nine trunkfuls of proposed American international law should

be delivered to it at Rio, Dr. Reeves prepared a memorandum for the

Department of State.

^^Codification,” he stated, ^hs clear, systematic, and authoritative state-

ment of existing law. It is not expected, therefore, that the delegates

of the United States on the Commission should favor the drafting of

international legislation embodying material changes in the existing

legal rights and duties of the nations of the Western Hemisphere. It

is true that existing international law does not provide rules for all of

the relations between States. That there are gaps in substantive inter-

national law is recognized. But there is also recognized the extreme

difficulty of formulating satisfactory drafts of proposed substantive rules

to fill these gaps, a matter for international legislation in the form of

* They had dropped off one trunk at the Lima way-station.

f This time, in contrast to 1914, the Department of State was opposed to postpone-

ment.
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treaties. With rejerence to these^ the existing treaty arrangements and

established policies of the United States are to be considered,

^^The draft plans for the reorganization of the existing Pan American

Union; Project numbered 9, of the projects of conventions formulated

by the American Institute of International Law, and for a Pan Amer-

ican Court of Justice, Project numbered 28 of the same, would require

international agreements far reaching in character and apparently of

doubtful advantage. As to them the delegates of the United States

should take no fosition from^ -which official affroval of these frojects

might be inferred,^^

In Washington Frank P. Kellogg had succeeded Hughes as Secretary

of State, on March 4, 1925. An ardent enthusiast for the Permanent

Court of International Justice set up at The Hague later, he served

as one of its justices—Mr. Kellogg did not want to see a regional Pan

American Court, overwhelmingly dominated by Latin American juris-

prudence and judges, set up in the New World as a rival to the World
Court. If any regional tribunal were to be considered, he preferred some

improved plan for arbitral settlements like the Central American court

of arbitration established by the Washington treaty of February 7,

1923.-^ Secretary Kellogg took over the Reeves memorandum and em-

bodied it in his instructions to the United States delegation, Messrs.

Reeves and Scott. The new Secretary’s instructions very considerably

curbed the program of the triumvirate that had been launched with the

cooperation of Secretary Hughes on January 2, 1924, particularly the

Scott project for an American Court of International Justice. Secretary

Kellogg did not want the delegates to commit the Government of the

United States to anything that might be drafted at Rio.

The Commission of Jurists at Rio boiled down the twenty-nine

projects of the triumvirate, and the reports from some of the six com-

mittees surviving from 1912, into twelve projects for codification.^

These they recommended to the next (Havana) Pan American Confer-

ence for adoption in treaty form.

Article 3, of Project No. 2, on ^^States: existence—equality—^recogni-

tion” contained the Doctrine of Nonintervention in the following words:o
^^No State has a right to interfere in the internal affairs of another.”

*The twelve projects were: (i) Fundamental bases of international law
5 (2) States,

their existence, equality and recognitions (3) Status of foreignersj (4) Treaties; (5)
Exchange of publications; (6) Exchange of professors and scholars; (7) Diplomats;
(S) Consuls; (9) Maritime neutrality; (10) Rights of asylum; (ii) Obligations of
states in the event of civil war; (12) Peaceful solution of international conflicts.
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The legal advisers of the Department of State went over the twelve

projects of the Rio jurists with a fine-tooth comb. The United States

delegates had declared that there was no provision in any of them (with

the exception of one on asylum), which was contrary to or inconsistent

with anything in the proposed code (of the triumwirate) ^^transmitted

by the Pan American Union.^’ It was recalled that while the Depart-

ment had not formally approved the latter, nevertheless it had not

disapproved it, and that it w^as Mr. Hughes himself who had submitted

it, with a supporting discourse, to the Governing Board of the Pan
American Union.“® From his vacation at Prouds Neck, Maine, Professor

Charles Cheney Hyde, former Solicitor under Mr. Hughes, sent a

philosophical memorandum on the problem of codification in general,

with reference, apparently, rather to another Hague Conference than

to the work of the jurists at Rio de Janeiro. He recognized the diffi-

culties of legislation, but the statesman, he avowed, should not be satis-

fied with a known and rigid law beyond which no code could ever ad-

vance. Like the mariner creeping along a misty coast he must strain to

see the great headlands of the law as he moved through the sea of

politics.^^ The reaction of the Undersecretary appears to have been that

the Rio projects were too Latin American and might seriously hamper

the Government in the protection of United States interests, particu-

larly in certain Caribbean states
j

if there w^as any thought of becoming

a formal party to the proposals, they should receive the most careful

study and consideration.

After a careful study of the proposed codes, the Solicitor of the De-

partment felt that none was wholly free from objection: in many cases,

he said, the Commission of Jurists had properly set forth existing law;

in others they had merely presented what they thought the law' should

be. His principal objection w^as to the “unqualified” statement that no

state may intervene in the internal affairs of another He stressed the

necessity of willingness^ as well as capacity to discharge pre-existing in-

ternational obligations, as a criterion for the recognition of governments

(Project II, Article 8). On these major points the proposed projects,

for obvious reasons, were favorable to the Latin American states and

unfavorable to the United States. He also called attention to the recog-

nition of states as fixed and irrevocable (IT 6). There were numerous

other novelties which should be weighed well before acceptance in trea-

ties, many debatable details, much looseness of language and drafting.®^

At the Sixth Pan American Conference at Havana the twenty Latin

American states had no serious objection to any of the Rio projects.
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They would have accepted them all if the United States had been

willing. Their real object in the codes was to condemn henceforth in-

terventions such as the United States had been responsible for in the

Caribbean countries^ to make such action impossible in the future, to

demolish the Roosevelt Corollary of the Monroe Doctrine, to swear the

United States to the equality of all states before the law, to the doctrine

of absolute nonintervention, to the sovereign irresponsibility of each

state. They wished to confirm their ^Tights’’ in international law by

these proposed conventions, they were less eager to pledge their ‘^Un-

ties. The principal purposes of the United States under the Republican

Restoration were to maintain unimpaired its position in the strategic

radius of the Panama Canal
3

to maintain the full integrity of the

Monroe Doctrine, as defined by the United States, including the Roose-

velt Corollary
3
to justify its protective imperialism pending a liquida-

tion of existing interventions to the bare strategic requirements of se-

curity of its own continental position, to avoid being maneuvered into

giving up diplomatic protection of citizens and their property abroad,

meanwhile to pledge itself against war or conquest, to the machinery

for conciliation, to arbitration of justiciable questions. It was willing to

accept that major portion of the codes, even their new legislation, which

worked to that end, but it was not willing to abandon the protection

of its citizens against denial of justice, or to give up the right of inter-

vention W’hen a nation refused to arbitrate a dispute involving such

a denial.

Hitherto it had been the policy of the United States to exclude all

controversial matter at the Pan American conferences, to concentrate

on the many topics which could be regulated without much political

difference of opinion. But Mr. Hughes himself in 1924 and 1925 had

let the debatable projects of codification into the Pan American areop-

agus. For the first time, in 1928, diplomatic issues of fundamental sig-

nificance already were in the agenda. Conscious of the great importance

of the Havana Conference, the United States Government assembled

an unusually able delegation. President Coolidge determined to go him-

self to address the Conference at its opening. “In the international

system which you represent,” the President was to say to the repre-

sentatives of twenty-one republics at Havana on January 16, 1928, “the

rights of each nation carry with them corresponding obligations, defined

by laws which we recognize as binding upon all of us.” At the sug-

gestion of Secretary Kellogg, then deep in the negotiation of the Pact

of Paris to outlaw war as an instrument of national policy, the Presi-
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dent appointed Mr. Hughes to lead the delegation.^^ is an estab-

lished principle of our international policy/^ began the instructions to

the Delegation, ^hhat: ^Among the Foreign Relations of the United

States as they fall into categories, the Pan American policy takes first

place in our diplomacy? ” More specifically the instructions enjoined

the delegates to govern themselves by the spirit of mutually beneficial

cooperation, disavowing all tutelage, proffering no assistance even in

the realms of science and industry unless solicited. They were to strive

to keep off the agenda all controversial subjects not already there, and

to resist the doctrine of absolute nonintervention.'""^

Before leaving Washington Mr. Hughes carefully reviewed the

Solicitor’s memorandum on the Rio projects. At once he appreciated

the force of the objections and their significance for the Latin American

policy of the United States. Forthwith he determined to oppose the

two most significant of the projected conventions of codification of

American international law: the one on ^^Fundamental Bases of Inter-

national Law,” and that on ^^States, Existence—Equality—Recogni-

tion”
5
and to tighten up the drafting of any of the other projects to be

adopted.

The Havana Conference thus presented a diplomatic battleground

between the rights and duties of states.^^ Despite the opposition to his

program, led by Argentina, El Salvador, Chile, and Mexico,^® Mr.

Hughes succeeded in holding the discussions to the topics on the pre-

pared agenda,^^ including the Rio projects, and in blocking the two

objectionable conventions, including notably the doctrine of unqualified

nonintervention. In the committee on codification of international law

Mr. Hughes supported the motion of Dr, Maurtua of Peru, to substi-

tute for the two exceptionable conventions (on the fundamental bases

of international law
5
and the existence, equality and recognition of

states) the declaration on the rights and duties of states drawn up by

the American Institute of International Law in 1916 and endorsed by

Mr. Hughes, when Secretary of State in 1923?^ On the other hand,

Dr. Guerrero of El Salvador insisted that the Conference at least pass

a resolution; ^Hhat no state has a right to intervene in the internal

affairs of another.”

Intervention was the bone of contention at Havana. The sharpest

debates that had ever occurred in the history of Pan American confer-

ences took place in a special sub-committee to which this issue was re-

ferred. It resulted in a postponement of the issue: a resolution to refer

the disputed projects and other subjects of codification to further
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meetings of the Commission of Jurists under the auspices of the Pan

American Union for study, the results to be considered at the next

(Seventh) Pan American Conference at Montevideod^ The Conference

adopted a resolution to this effect, one of fifty-two resolutions (includ-

ing another tribute to the work of Professor Alvarez). Mr. Hughes

finally expressed the hope—and not an empty one, so the near future

proved—that the day would come when all such matters might be

solved harmoniously by the codification of all these ^^postulates’^ of in-

ternational lawd^ It was at Havana that the United States made its

last defense of the interventions still unliquidated in the Caribbean^

The pillars of Pan Americanism, said Mr. Hughes, were independence,

order, and political stability to secure independence, together with good

will and cooperation. He declared that the interventions then in evi-

dence were only for ensuring stability as a means of securing inde-

pendence. ^^We have no desire to stay. ... We entered to meet an

imperative but temporary emergency, and we shall retire as soon as

possible.’^

Mr. Hughes did not deny that the actions of the United States in

certain of the states of Central America and the Caribbean had consti-

tuted intervention, but he preferred to describe them as temporary

^finterposltion.^^ ^^Let us face the facts, he frankly told his fellow dele-

gates. ^Hhe difficulty, if there is any, in any one of the American Re-

publics, is not of any external aggression. It is an internal difficulty, if

it exists at all. . . . What are we going to do when government breaks

down and American citizens are in danger of their lives? Are we to

stand by and see them killed because a government in circumstances

which it cannot control and for which it may not be responsible can no

longer afford reasonable protection? . . . Now it is a principle of in-

ternational law that in such a case a government is fully justified in

taking action—I would call it interposition of a temporary character

—

for the purpose of protecting the lives and property of its na-

tionals. . .

Despite the refusal of the United States to accept the Doctrine of

Nonintervention, the conventions and resolutions signed at Havana in

February, 1928, took long steps ahead on the codification of inter-

national law, including distinctively American features, as contrasted

with the universal law of nations. The United States supported the

principle of arbitration at the Havana Conference in 1928, and it rati-

fied a resolution of that conference branding aggression (without de-

fining it) as an international crime against the human species and pro-
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hibiting it as illicit. It joined with other American republics in signing

—

and subsequently ratifying—those conventions for the codification of

public international law on: the Status of Aliens, Treaties, Diplomatic

Agents, Consuls, Maritime Neutrality, Asylum, Obligations to States

in Event of Civil War.^^

The United States took the position at Havana that the duties of

states, as well as the rights of states, must be consecrated: a state could

not have its rights unquestioned when it refused to perform its duties.

The United States then asserted and has always maintained that a

citizen could not sign away by contract with a foreign state the rights

of protection by his own government against denial of justice. The Gov--

ernment of the United States in 1928 and for five years thereafter re-

lied unequivocally upon the process of arbitration for the settlement of

any dispute arising over difference of opinion as to whether there had

been, in fact or in law, a denial of justice
5

it was unwilling to leave that

decision solely to the government of the country against which the

claim had risen. It therefore advocated perfection of resources for the

arbitration of justiciable disputes.

The Washington Conference on Conciliation and Arbitration, which

assembled in December, 1928, following a resolution of the Havana

Conference, drew up two multilateral treaties: one on conciliation^'^

and one on arbitration. The preamble of the general arbitration treaty

of January 5, 1929, condemned war as an instrument of national policy,

as the Kellogg-Briand Pact of Paris had done six months previously.

The treaty provided for the obligatory arbitration of disputes of a

justiciable nature^ that is to say, disputes arising over: (a) the interpre-

tation of a treaty
3
(b) any point of international law; (c) the existence

of an act which if It were proved would constitute a violation of an in-

ternational obligation; and (d) the nature and extent of reparation

which should be given for the fulfillment of the obligation. Specifically

excepted from the obligations to arbitrate: (a) disputes involving ques-

tions within the domestic jurisdiction of any of the disputant parties

which are not governed by international law, and (b) those which

affect the interests or refer to the action of a state which is not party

to the treaty. Under this treaty disputants must arbitrate justiciable dis-

putes either before a tribunal to be agreed upon between them, or,

failing agreement, before a tribunal to be chosen in the following way:

each disputant to appoint two judges, only one of whom may be of his

own nationality or from those who represent it in the Hague Permanent

Court of Arbitration; the other must be a member of an American
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State
5
the four thus appointed designate the fifths presiding judge. The

assured Latin American character of the tribunal is what distinguishes

this from the Hague Permanent Court of Arbitration. In a dispute

between the United States and a Latin American republic arbitrated

before such a tribunal^ at least three of the judges would be certain to

be representatives of Latin American jurisprudence.'^ There is no doubt

how such a court would interpret a Calvo clause.

Notwithstanding the Latin American predominance of this inter-

American court of arbitration, the United States signed and eventually

ratified (April 16, 1935) the convention. So did the other American

republics ratify (subject to a good many reservations), except the Ar-

gentine Republic (which did not attend the conference), Bolivia, Costa

Rica, Paraguay, and Uruguay. These reservations (by Venezuela, Chile,

Ecuador, Colombia, Mexico, Dominican Republic) refused to arbi-

trate cases of denial of justice until the judicial recourses of the coun-

try had been exhausted. Chile declined to allow any case to go beyond

the competence of its own juridical authorities except when the latter

should refuse to decide a case presented in conformance with the law.^®

Other states declined to arbitrate territorial disputes, or cases arising

before the signature of the treaty. Except for Chile, no state has re-

served, from the principle of arbitration, cases within the competence

of its own courts where justice has been admittedly denied. Of course

there may be much dispute as to whether justice has in fact been denied.

It should also be pointed out that exclusion from the obligation to

arbitration, in the Washington treaty of 1929, of disputes involving

the domestic jurisdiction of a state may leave open a plausible door of

evasion for states which are unwilling to submit an alleged denial of

justice to international arbitration, even to inter-American arbitration.

In sum, the United States advocated the arbitration of cases where

there was a difference of opinion as to whether justice had been denied,

and even went so far as to commit itself to arbitration before a tribunal

with a majority of Latin American arbitrators. In case no other tribunal

should be acceptable to the American disputants/®

This last exception is most significant. Eleven of the republics in-

cluding the United States are parties to the treaty for the arbitration

of pecuniary claims before the Hague Permanent Court of Arbitration,

which provides for arbitration before a tribunal of five judges chosen

from that court: two chosen by each disputant, and an umpire chosen by

* The United States could select only one national
j

the other nomination must be

a national of another American republic.
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the four judges (or by the two disputants^ or an agreed third state—or

by friendly third and fourth states, acting as seconds to each disputant).

In case of a dispute between the United States and one of these other

ten republics over a pecuniary claim which treaty would apply, the

treaty for the arbitration of pecuniary claims, or the Washington treaty

of 1929 for the arbitration of justiciable questions? Since pecuniary

claims are justiciable questions the later treaty would seem to be open

to them.

The United States had joined in branding a war of aggression as a

criminal act against mankind, declaring it illegal and prohibited. It had

renounced war as an instrument of international policy. It had declared

further for the pacific settlement of international disputes between the

American states."^^ But it still refused specifically to give up the right

of intervention as a last resort when justice was denied and arbitration

refused.

Arbitration rather than nonintervention had been the w^atchword of

the Republican Restoration. But, as we have seen in previous chapters,

the apparent safety of the two oceans after the World War of 1914-

1918, the Pact of Paris, the repudiation of the Roosevelt Corollary, the

Washington Treaties of 1929, and the advancing liquidation of im-

perialism, had prepared the way by 1929 for the complete acceptance

of the Doctrine of Nonintervention as the next step in the Latin Amer-

ican policy of the United States.



CHAPTER XV

The Good Neig-hhor at Montevideo

(^933)

I

THE accession of Adolf Hitler to power in Germany (January 30^

1933)5 an event in European history that boded the end of continental

security for the United States and which occurred contemporaneously

with the inauguration of President Franklin D. Roosevelt (March 45

1933)5 had nothing to do with the initial formation of the Good Neigh-

bor Policy, much as it may have had to do with its rapid later devel-

opment. The world, and much less the United States and its political

leaders, did not then sufSciently realize the revolutionary forces that

were banking up across both oceans to threaten freedom in the Amer-

ican Hemisphere. Not fear of European dictators, but respect for the

republican New World and a sincere desire to get along with it on the

most cordial and friendly terms possible, as a means of cultivating com-

merce and culture, and above all of promoting peace, inspired the

Neighbor of the North. Next to the security of the Continental Re-

public itself, these were the most vital interests of the United States.

That security seemed so well established that the protective imperial-

ism of the first quarter of the twentieth century could be renounced

safely, and the United States could turn to a redress of the grievances,

real and fancied, of its neighbors to the south,

Franklin D. Roosevelt, like most Presidents before him, was more
familiar with the languages, culture, and history of Europe than of

Latin America. As a young man he had visited the Caribbean, in 1904,

and the Panama Canal in 1912 while it was still under construction.

His principal experience with Latin American countries seems to have

been with Mexico at the time of the Vera Cruz intervention, when he
256
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was an alert Assistant Secretary of the Navy under President Wood-
row Wilson, and with Haiti, for which protectorate he wrote a con-

stitution following the intervention of 19 15A During the presidential

campaign of 1928, when he supported Alfred E. Smith, on the Demo-
cratic ticket, Roosevelt wrote a significant article on ^‘^Our Foreign Pol-

icy,” criticizing the interventions in the Caribbean under both Repub-

lican and Democratic administrations. To be sure he was harder on the

Republicans whom alone he accused of ‘^‘^dollar diplomacy ” than he was

on his fellow-Democrats^ but he even confessed his ^‘^slight part” in

the sins of the latter. He called upon the United States to renounce

^^for all time” the practice of “arbitrary intervention in the home affairs

of our neighbors.” ^

“It is possible that in the days to come,” he said, “one of our sister

nations may fall upon evil days
5
disorder and bad government may

require a helping hand be given her citizens as a matter of temporary

necessity to bring back order and stability. In that event it is not the

right or the duty of the United States to intervene alone. It is rather

the duty of the United States to associate itself with other xAimerican

Republics, to give intelligent joint study to the problem, and, if the

conditions warrant, to offer the helping hand or hands in the name of

the Americas. Single-handed intervention by us in the internal affairs

of other nations must end, with the cooperation of others we shall have

more order in this hemisphere and less dislike.”
^

This statement affords a key to RoosevelPs later interpretation of the ‘

Doctrine of Nonintervention.^

As President, Mr. Roosevelt showed a very great interest, manifested

in fishing trips on naval ships, in the strategic waters and islands that

guard both approaches to the Canal. He was after bigger fish than

tarpon. These trips displayed a keen understanding of the requirements

of the defenses of the Continental Republic and the New World in

times of future great emergency.

At his inauguration Roosevelt appeared to take over, with no great

change, but with no commitment of continuance, unless it were in the

Far East,^ the foreign policy of the Republican Restoration, including

its Latin American policy. In the midst of domestic panic of unprece-

dented proportions, in a battle at home with fear, the new President

dismissed foreign affairs, for the time being at least, with the felicitous

statement, in his inaugural address, that it would be the policy of his

Administration to be a good neighbor in the world.

* In 1917 he visited Cuba, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic.
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“In the field of world policy,” he said, “I would dedicate this Nation
to the policy of the good neighbor—the neighbor who resolutely re-
spects himself, and, because he does so, respects the rights of others
the neighbor who respects his obligations and respects the sanctity of
agreements in and with a world, of neighbors. We now realize as
we have never realized before our interdependence on each otherj that
we cannot merely take, but must give as well. ...»

This sole allusion to foreign policy was a perfectly diplomatic and
noncommittal utterance. The Good Neighbor pronouncement of March
4, 1933; did not point particularly to Latin American relations; on the
contrary, reference to respect for existing obligations and the sanctity
of agreements seems to have been directed at the volatile Far Eastern
situation; but the general statement of foreign policy might have been
used very" well to describe the Latin American policy of the previous
Republican administrations; performance of duties and preservation of
rights under international law, renunciation of war as an instrument
of national policy, non-recognition of territorial conquest, resort to arbi-
tration and conciliation for the settlement of disputes. No government
could take exception to the classical phrase the Good Neighbor; all
must enty Roosevelt’s happy and latitudinous usage of it, because none
would profess to be other than a good neighbor.
Under the counsel of Secretary of State Cordell Hull and his pro-

essional advisers in the Department, including the experienced Sum-
ner Welles (whom Roosevelt restored to the diplomatic service by
inaking him an Assistant Secretary of State in charge of Latin American
affairs, then presently Ambassador to Cuba), the Good Neighbor Pol-
icy rapidly developed, through speeches of the President, by successive
steps of policy, and in inter-American conferences, to accept the Doctrine

;

of Nonintervention. That Latin American doctrine eventually became
the capstone of the Good Neighbor Policy. The basis for this policy
was laid before shadows from Europe and Asia fell again across the
Western Hemisphere, while the New World still seemed as safe from

intervention as it had in the days of Coolidge and

In the few weeks before Assistant Secretary of State Sumner Welles
took off for Cuba as Ambassador, the Good Neighbor Policy received
some very general specifications for Latin America. Little more than amonth after his inauguration, the President, although immersed in the
most pressing problems of domestic political economy, international
debts, and the coming World Economic Conference, accepted an invi-
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tation to speak to the Pan American Union on April 14, 19333 ,P^a

American Day.^ The address was Roosevelt^s first expression ® of policy

toward the republics of the New World. It did not announce any new
departure. Rather it reflected the conclusions of NahoMs Vineyard.

Sumner Welles’s NaboMs Vineyard had been a panegyric for the

Latin American policy of Secretary Hughes, and a hope for the future,

sounding the note of independence and equality in a cooperative Pan

Americanism. To anyone who has carefully read and re-read the con-

cluding chapter of that work, as a student of the Good Neighbor Policy

must do, it is evident that in this first expression of Latin American

policy, the second Roosevelt, with his emphasis on obligations as well

as on rights and his insistence on the compatibility of the Monroe Doc-

trine with a cooperative Pan Americanism," really was reiterating in

warmer and more sympathetic tones, the policy of Hughes and Kel-

logg, with an additional word of support for Secretary Hull’s desire

for the lowering of trade barriers. Not quite yet had the Doctrine of

Nonintervention won a complete and unqualified convert in the Neigh-

bor of the North.

During the year 1933 presidential pronouncements and steps of for-

eign policy advanced rapidly to the threshold of the new doctrine.

These were: the appeal of President Roosevelt to the nations of the

world to make a nonaggression pact pending complete agreement on

disarmament
5
the agreement for the evacuation of Haiti

j
the Cuban

situation, during the development of which Roosevelt evidenced a dis-

inclination to intervene and announced willingness to negotiate modi-

fications of the Platt Amendment, which had conferred a treaty right

to intervene in the internal and external affairs of the Cuban Republic

j

and the more sympathetic attitude of the United States, in contrast to

the policy of the previous Administration, toward efforts of the League

of Nations to supplement or even to supersede (in the case of the

Peruvian-Colombian clash) conciliation of the Leticia conflict and the

Chaco War.®

The appeal for an universal nonaggression pact came on the eve of

two great international conferences scheduled to meet in Europe during

the summer of 1933: the World Economic Conference at London and

the Disarmament Conference, still surviving after previous adjourn-

ments, in Geneva. Though mankind looked to these meetings for salva-

tion, they were both to fail, because the great powers, including the

United States, could not adjust their individual national interests to the

common weal. Just before the meeting of these conferences, Roosevelt
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launched an identic representation (May 16, 1933) to the chiefs of

state of all nations represented, calling for peace by nonaggression and

disarmament, and for the end of economic chaos.

believe,^^ said the President, ‘^hhat the overwhelming majority of

peoples feel obliged to retain excessive armaments because they fear

some act of aggression against them and not because they themselves

seek to be aggressors?^ He therefore proposed "^hhat all the nations of

the world enter into a solemn and definite pact of non-aggression: that

they shall solemnly reaffirm the obligation they have assumed to limit

and reduce their armaments, and, provided these obligations are faith-

fully executed by all signatory powers, individually agree that they will

send no armed force of whatsoever nature across their frontiers.’’
^

Now that the United States had withdrawn its own forces from

Nicaragua, and was arranging an evacuation of Haiti, the President was

proposing most virtuously to the world that henceforth no nation

should ever move its forces across another’s frontiers. In making this

proposal Roosevelt was holding up, in the most conspicuous way pos-

sible, a version of the Doctrine of Nonintervention. Since the Havana

Conference of 1928, when Hughes had refused to accept the projected

Treaty on States, because of the article prohibiting any state from inter-

fering in the internal affairs of any other American state, the United

States had taken many notable steps, in example and in preachment,

toward the Doctrine of Nonintervention: notably the Kellogg-Briand

Pact of Paris, the Clark Memorandum, the Washington Treaties of

Conciliation and Arbitration, the ‘^^Stimson Doctrine,” the Declaration

of Nonrecognition of August 3, 1932, withdrawal from Nicaragua, and

preparation to evacuate Haiti, and now the Good Neighbor pronounce-

ments and the appeal for a general nonaggression pact.

2

Roosevelt’s universal appeal temporarily eclipsed in public attention,

as doubtless it was calculated to do, a project for a general Anti-War
Treaty of Nonaggression and Conciliation which the Foreign Minister

of Argentina had first proposed in September, and made public in No-
vember of 1932, for the acceptance of the nations of the Western
World, indeed of the whole world, as a comprehensive substitute for

the various Pan American peace treaties of 1923 to 1929. None of these

had been ratified by the Argentine Government, nor had it, for that

matter, ratified the Kellogg-Briand Pact of Paris. That republic had
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never been willing to accept the Pan American peace program^ not be-

cause it felt inimical to the cause of peace, but because It regarded itself

—the 'most highly developed Spanish-speaking country of the Western

Hemisphere—as the rightful leader of any Pan American movement.

No matter how exalted the cause, where it could not lead it would not

join. Persistent refusal of the Argentine Government to ratify Pan

American treaties and conventions exhibited a deep-seated and in-

veterate resentment, scarcely concealed, at the Latin American policy

of the United States, particularly as expressed in the Pan American

movement and In the Monroe Doctrine. As the Argentine Government

and many of the Argentine elite mistrusted and resented Pan Ameri-

canism and the Monroe Doctrine they tended to espouse the ideal of

Hispanism, or cultural reunion with Spain of the ^^Hispanic^^ peoples of

the New World, and they began to look more and more to Geneva as

a diplomatic lodestar.

What was that Pan Americanism, fostered by the United States,

which Argentina so resented? Was it a policy principally of the United

States, or was it first and foremost a common tendency of the republics

of the New World (they did not include the kingdom known as the

Dominion of Canada) to associate together for mutual understanding

of common aspirations and interests? The greatest of these common

aspirations was peace. It had become a policy of the United States to

encourage this tendency in order to cause the American nations not to

look to Europe nor to depend on Europe for international leadership,

because (as history has suggested) Europe might possibly exploit such

tutelage for the selfish interests of particular European powers. This

in turn might lead to the exercise of political influence or even sover-

eignty of a non-American power in the American world, which would

* Up to December, 1933, the Argentine Government had ratified only four out of

fifty-six Pan American conventions signed since 1890: a convention on the status of

naturalized citizens, signed at the Third Pan American Conference at Rio de Janeiro

in 1906, two postal conventions (signed at Buenos xMres in 1921), and one sanitary

convention (signed at Havana, 1924, with an additional protocol at Lima, 1927).

Up to January i, 1943, Argentina had ratified six out of ninety. The t-wo new ratifi-

cations, 1933-1942, were; the Argentine Anti-War Pact (not originally a Pan Amer-

ican treaty), and the Convention on European Colonies and Possessions, signed at

Havana in 1940, which contained a reservation affirming Argentina’s title to the Falk-

land Islands.

This record makes Argentina easily the greatest non-ratifier of all time.

See successive editions of the tabulation by the Pan American Union: Status of the

TreattBs a^td Con’VBntions signed at the International Conferences of American States

and Other Pan American Conferences. I have included only Pan American treaties and

conventions.
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be possibly a menace to the common American republican form of gov-

enimentj perhaps a threat to independence itself. Rather let the Amer-

ican republics look to themselves and their common counsel for such

leadership. In this sense Pan Americanism may be considered a policy

of the United States,

Before the First World War the accomplishments of the Pan Ameri-

can movement had been meager. The intei'vention of the United States

to clinch the secession of Panama, and the installation of the protector-

ates in the Caribbean and in Central America, had provoked a vigor-

ous skepticism of the good faith of the ^Uolossus of the North/^ a mis-

trust which overweighed the protection from European imperialism

afforded by the Monroe Doctrine and the Panama Policy. We have

seen that North American protective imperialism gave fuel for the

flames of burning Yankeephobia critics, and there had been generally

little consideration of the strategic necessities which had produced the

Panama Policy of the United States in a new order of sea power before

1919.

Successive inter-American conferences that followed the conferences

at Washington in 1889—Mexico City, 1902, Rio de Janeiro, 1906, and

Buenos Aires, 1910—really had accomplished very little of vital im-

portance. Their principal achievement was the abatement, by treaties,

of trade nuisances. They provided for the international regulation of

such common conveniences as bills of lading, trademarks, copyrights,

patents, publicity of customs dues, sanitary precautions, etc. Ancillary

to these diplomatic conferences were held numerous professional, scien-

tific, cultural, and humanitarian conferences of the different American

republics, meetings initiated by the major diplomatic conferences them-

selves or organized by the Pan American Union from its headquarters

in Washington: conferences of bankers, journalists, advocates of inter-

American railroads and motor roads, proponents of the advancement of

women^s rights, educators, historians, geographers, and so on. These

meetings had done something to bridge the gap between ^^Anglo-

Saxon” and Latin American culture, and to tone down discordances

among the leaders of thought, but they had not moulded the political

solidarity of the republican New World.

For several reasons it had been difficult to achieve multilateral politi-

cal conventions. The Latin American states suspected that the TJnited

States would like to Impose a political tutelage over them even while

preventing non-American powers from doing so. They had suspected

the Monroe Doctrine of such import, particularly the Roosevelt Corol-
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lary. They were also piqued in their pride because the protective shadow

of the Washington Monument, so to speak, fell across the Pan Ameri-

can Union in the capital of the United Statesd‘’^ This shadow ^ had ap-

peared in the persistent presiding over the Union by a citizen of the

United States, either as a chairman of the group of diplomatic repre-

sentatives from the several Pan American republics accredited to Wash-

ington, which chair according to the rules of the Union until 1923 was

held officio by the Secretary of State of the United States^ or as

Director General of the Pan American Union, which ofEce has always

been held by a citizen of the United States. Until 1923 only a recog-

nized diplomatic representative at Washington could sit in the Govern-

ing Board of the Pan American Unions before that year the rupture

of diplomatic relations for whatever reason, with the United States,

would deprive a republic of its seat. In short, there lingered a general

distrust which it has been a task of the Latin American policy of the

United States to overcome.

Intensive nationalism in South America itself, racial differences in

the midst of a common Hispanic background, economic divergencies

and all the heritages of varying altitude and latitude also had prevented

Pan American political agreements, like treaties for the limitation of

armaments and the lowering of tariff walls. Nevertheless the American

republics had agreed, before the First World War, to the convention

establishing the Hague Court of Arbitration which had been set up in

1899 by a conference in w^hich they did not sit; and in several instances

to the Root arbitration treaties f with the United States, and also to

Bryan conciliation treaties.? Thanks to the initiative of the United

States, they attended the Hague Peace Conference of 1907. In 1923 at

Santiago de Chile they signed, and most of them ratified, with the

United States, the Gondra Conciliation Treaty. And the spirit, If not

* Astronomically, the shadow does fall on the Pan i^merican Building on certain

winter mornings,

f Concluded 1908-1909 with nine Latin American countries: Brazil, Costa Rica,

Ecuador, Haiti, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, El Salvador, Uruguay, Treaties signed with

Argentina, Bolivia, and Chile were never fully ratified.

By these treaties the parties bilaterally agreed in advance to arbitrate all differences,

not settled by diplomacy, which were ^‘of a legal nature or relating to the interpreta-

tion of treaties,” excepting always those questions affecting the “vital interests,” the

“honor,” the “independence” of either party, or “the interests of third powers.” The

Senate in advising and consenting to ratification of each of these treaties, amended

them so as to require that the special agreement defining the terms of the arbitration

be ratified by itself in every instance of arbitration.

$ Concluded with eleven Latin American republics. See above, p. 196.
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the accomplishments^ of Woodrow Wilson^s Latin American policy had

done much to convince the other republics of the New World at least

of the good intentions of the United States. We have noted that dur-

ing the First World War the majority of them were actively or pas-

sively on the side of their neighbor of the north: eight as co-belliger-

entSj five as nonbelligerent friends—only seven remained neutral
3
none

openly took the side of Germany in 1917.

Not until Havana in 1928 did the twenty Latin American republicSj

by that time safe after the First World War from any danger of non-

American intervention, really attempt to debate live questions with the

^^Colossus of the North.^^ Even though Mr, Hughes successfully fought

off the Argentine effort to inject intervention formally into the program

in order to lead an attack on It, the atmosphere at Havana crackled

with that potential issue. Had it been released, it might have broken up

the Conference and perhaps have wrecked the whole Pan American

movement then and there. This risk the Argentine delegation had been

ready, even eager, to take—and we recall that the head of the delega-

tion bolted the Conference when his effort failed. It is well for the sol-

idarity of the New World that the issue was postponed to more propi-

tious days, to which Mr. Hughes himself looked forward sincerely:

the time wAen the interventions of the United States would have been

more largely liquidated.

It was the Chaco War in South America, and the rival efforts of the

United States and Argentina to conciliate that conflict, that raised re-

sentment at Buenos Aires of North American leadership to a full pitch

of Inveteracy and brought forth the celebrated anti-war project of Dr.

Carlos Saavedra Lamas.

3

Just as the Kellogg-Briand Pact of Paris appears to have been a be-

lated requital for the rejection of Woodrow Wilson^s League of Na-

tions by the land of Its author, and an effort at the sam.e time to assume

leadership of world peace by delivery of an exalted substitute pact, so

the Saavedra Lamas anti-war project looks like a compensatory gesture

of statesmanship to atone for Argentine aloofness from both the Pan
American peace structure and the League of Nations. It was a stratagem

to seize from the United States leadership of the Pan American move-
ment by writing the Latin American Doctrine of Nonintervention into

the new peace pact. Therefore, in order to understand the diplomatic

background of the Seventh International Conference of American States
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at Montevideo and the opposing policies that were partially resolved

there at Christmastide of 1933, we must refer at this point, if only in a

summary fashion, to the intricate and unsuccessful efforts to end hostili-

ties between Bolivia and Paraguay, that dreadful w^ar so very close to

the Argentine Republic and so very distant from the United States.

Absence of Argentina at the special Washington Conference of 1928-

1929 had excluded its government unexpectedly from an important

peace maneuver. In addition to formulating the inter-American treaties

on conciliation and arbitration, that Conference had created a Commis-

sion of Neutrals (composed of representatives of the United States,

Colombia, Cuba, Mexico, and Uruguay) to conciliate the Chaco War.

An Assistant Secretary of State of the United States, Mr. Francis

White, presided over the Commission as its secretar)^, and he spoke in

the diplomatic grammar of Washington, This was the Commission

which had drawn from nineteen neutral American republics the non-

recognition Declaration of August 3, 1932,^^ at the direct inspiration

of Secretary of State Stimson, who was applying to the American Con-

tinent the same doctrine he had distilled from Pan American prece-

dents and applied to Manchuria earlier in the year. The Argentine

Government had joined in the Declaration of August 33 meanwhile it

had been busy organizing a rival commission of neutrals (Argentina,

Brazil, Chile, and Peru—ail of them contiguous neighbors to the bellig-

erents) which perfunctorily pledged itself to work in cooperation with

the Washington Commission.^^ Actually the Argentine Government did

its best to obstruct the latteris efforts. The test came when the Wash-

ington Commission proposed (September 14, 1932) to Bolivia and

Paraguay that they agree to end hostilities immediately and arbitrate

their dispute, and that they accept a sub-commission to supervise the

armistice. To the nineteen American neutral states the Washington

Commission proposed that they agree that in case the sub-commission

in the field should establish that either belligerent had violated the

armistice, then the violator be considered as an aggressor, whereupon

the neutrals would withdraw all diplomatic and consular representation

from it, thus implementing the Declaration of August 3.

Meanwhile Mr. Francis White in correspondence with the Secretariat

of the League of Nations, responded in a noncommittal if not discour-

aging manner to the solicitude of that authority concerning the war

between two of its members locked in death grips across the Chaco

Boreal. He declared that the two belligerents already had accepted

the proposals of the Washington Commission of Neutrals for direct
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negotiations looking to the cessation of hostilities and arbitration.

^‘^These negotiations have been duly opened/^ wrote Mr. White^ ^^and

are progressing normally.” In other words, the Washington Commis-

sion had the situation well in hand and needed no help from Geneva.

This exchange reflected the lingering reaction of the United States

against the League of Nations and a new ^ disposition to keep the set-

tlement of American disputes within the purview of all-American con-

ciliation and arbitration. One of the strongest arguments against the

League in the Great Debate of 1920- 1921 had been that It might inter-

fere with the Monroe Doctrine. We remember that Article XXI of

the Covenant had been formulated to overcome this objection: ^^Noth-

Ing in this Covenant shall be deemed to affect the validity of interna-

tional engagements such as treaties of arbitration or regional under-

standings like the Monroe Doctrine, for securing the maintenance of

peace.”

Dr. Saavedra Lamas responded to the proposal of the Washington

Commission with a stinging f refusal to participate in any “commina-

tory” measures against a recalcitrant belligerent. That, he said, would

be intervention, albeit only ^Uiplomatic intervention,” in the affairs of

another state, absolutely unjustifiable, by Argentine policy, unless pre-

scribed by some legal instrument duly ratified by the parties concerned.

He went out of his way to declare that the Chaco controversy was an

appropriate one for the League of Nations to handle, since the parties

to the dispute had accepted the Covenant. No ^ffegional understanding,”

he affirmed, should stand in the way of Geneva. ^^Such regional or con-

tinental understandings,” he declared in closing the correspondence,

^^have neither the adhesion of Argentina nor a sanction created by the

unanimous will of the continent,”

To the League of Nations the Argentine Minister to Switzerland de-

livered suggestively a copy of the portion of the note just quoted.^'^

Thus did the Argentine Government, under the counsel of its For-

* In general the United States has not taken the position of opposing the arbitra-

tion of inter-American disputes before European states or tribunals. Witness the many
such mediations and arbitrations. On the other hand it has been conspicuous in offering

its good offices, and serving as arbitrator. William S. Robertson has an excellent sum-
mary of the role of the United States to 19'! 7 in good offices, mediation, and arbitra-

tion between Latin American disputants, in his Hispanic American Relations ^ith the

United States^ Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, New York, 1923, pp.

i43-S5‘

f Mr. Felipe Espil, Argentine Ambassador to Washington, who delivered the answer

to the Commission, took the sting out of the note by discreetly omitting some expres-

sions. La Prensa of Buenos Aires, November 18, 1932, p. 10.
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eign Minister, block the peace eiSForts of the Washington Commission

of Neutrals, even had the Chaco belligerents been willing to accept the

proposal of that Commission to stop fighting and arbitrate, which they

were not. Nor was the rival ABCP commission of southern neutrals any

more successful in its good offices to stop the war.

It was at this juncture that Dr. Saavedra Lamas made public his

project for an anti-war treaty of nonaggression and conciliation to pro-

vide a definite legal instrument, hitherto lacking, for the governance of

such controversies in the future. His mind had been dwelling on the

problem, he implied, ever since Argentina had backed away from the

League of Nations, but he had not actually drafted the project until

June, 1932. Actually he did not convey it to the Government of the

United States, nor presumably to other American governments, until

September 21, 1932.^^ After preliminary articles, invoking certain prin-

ciples of peace, this treaty would coordinate, so Dr. Saavedra Lamas

explained, all the existing peace machinery of previous multilateral

treaties, from the Gondra Conciliation Treaty of 1923 to the Washing-

ton treaties of 1929, not omitting the League of Nations and the Kel-

logg-Briand Pact of Paris, but carefully avoiding commitment to other

than moral sanctions.

Here was a peace pigeon fluttering forth from the sombrero of a

diplomatic magician whose government had put itself in a weak position

for the leadership of any Pan American movement. It had refused to

ratify any of the inter-American peace instruments, none of which was

of its own fabrication. It had been unwilling to accept the Kellogg-

Briand Pact, which bore in part the name of an United States Secretary

of State, and half of which, at least, had been fashioned in Washington.

It had withdrawn its representation from the League of Nations, the

creation of a President of the United States, w^hose statue stood on the

shore of Lake Geneva (though not on the banks of the Potomac!).

Now to prove its earnestness for the cause of international peace, and

to make a bid for Latin American leadership under the banner of Non-

intervention, the Argentine Government produced this home product

for the world to accept in lieu of less perfect contraptions.

Most of the provisions of Dr, Saavedra Lamas^s treaty were no

longer novel in 1932. The peace machinery did not differ greatly from

that of the Gondra Conciliation Treaty of 1923, of Chilean inspiration,

or the Washington treaties of 1929, of Pan American make. The most

significant feature was the statement of principles, in the first three

articles: condemnation of ^^wzrs of aggression^^ (without defining ag-
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gression), and resolve to settle all disputes by peaceful means
3
denial

of the validity of territorial acquisitions or occupations by forces and

prohibition of intervention^ ^^either diplomatic or armed2^

In one way or another the American republics, including the United

States, already had accepted the first two of these princlplesn'^ In fact

the Keliogg-Briand Pact of Paris had gone further than the renuncia-

tion of ^hvars of aggressiond^ It had renounced ^Svar as an instrument

of national policy^’ and had denied the benefits of the Pact to any party

violating it
3
meaning by this the benefits of neutral conduct by the

other parties? The real pith and core of the Argentine project was

denial of intervention, either military or diplomatic. Here was the

darling hope of Latin American jurisprudence, the goal of Argentine

diplomacy, the rallying cry for Pan American leadership, the challenge,

so it seemed, to the ^‘^Colossus of the North.”

Saavedra Lamas having put forth his project as a panacea for peace

and a true palladium of Pan Americanism, the Argentine Government,

truant from Geneva since 1920,“^ because the nations would not accept

its proposed amendments to the Covenant, turned back now to the

League of Nations, where it might hope to have a directing role, safely

exclusive from the United States, in any efforts of that organization for

the settlement of American wars. On September 27, 1932 (after the

League had invited Argentina to take a seat in the Council), the lower

house of the Argentine Congress voted a resolution for full participa-

tion in the League, subject to the following reservation, intended as

another blow at the Monroe Doctrine: ^Hhe Argentine Republic re-

gards the Monroe Doctrine, mentioned as an example in Article XXI
of the Covenant, as an unilateral political declaration which in its time

rendered signal sendee to the cause of American Emancipation, and not

as constituting a regional understanding as stated in the Article in ques-

tion.”

Before this resolution was confirmed by the Argentine Senate on

September 24, 1933, the United States had given its full approval and

support to efforts of the League of Nations to end wars between its

members in America: first, in the case of the new Leticia War between

Peru and Colombia, finally, in the Chaco War itself. Thus it removed

any fear anywhere that the Monroe Doctrine would be used to stop the

ministrations of Geneva to bring peace in the New World. In the last

days of the Hoover Administration, Secretary Stimson had expressed

to the League of Nations approval by the United States of admonition

to Peru to refrain from intervention by force of arms in the Colombian
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territory of Leticia. This armed intervention had violated the Declara-

tion of August 3, 19325 not to mention the later Anti-War Pact^ both

of which were signed by Peru. Stimson next warmly supported (Feb-

ruary 27, 1933) the peace proposal made by a committee of the League
Council^ v/hich required Peruvian forces to withdraw from Leticia.

Later^ in May^ 1933, the United States accepted representation on a

commission of three (United States, Brazil, and Spain) to administer

the evacuated territory^ pending the final settlement." This disarming

reversal of policy by the Hoover Administration, continued by Roose-

velt, served to cushion throughout Latin America the impact of Dr.

Saavedra Lamas’s blow at the Monroe Doctrine as stated in the Cove-

nant. Whether, as seems likely, the new attitude of the United

States was In response to Argentine attacks on the Doctrine and was

designed to remove Latin American objections to it is a question which

must await future historical research.

A parallel stroke of Argentine diplomacy, as a challenge to the

United States, was to get the proposed anti-war treaty into the agenda

of the approaching Montevideo Conference and thus bring up the sub-

ject of Intervention for debate in a Pan American Conference in order

to attack it there In full forum. Secretary Stimson, represented at the

Governing Board of the Pan American Union by Assistant Secretary

Francis White, accepted the Argentine proposal without demur: at

the instance of Chile, but really upon the initiative of Argentina, the

Governing Board of the Pan American Union added (January 4, 1933)

the item ^‘^Anti War Pacts Argentine Plan”—^to the draft of a program

for the Seventh International Conference of American States that a sub-

committee on program"^ had previously drawn up. From the hands of

this sub-committee the Committee on Program, including Cordell Hull,

accepted the Chilean, really the Argentine, proposal on May 22, 1933.

Then the Governing Board confirmed the whole program on May 31,

1933, including the Anti-War Pact as item 4 of Chapter I on ^Hhe

Organization of Peace.” These details are of significance because they

show that the Department of State under the incumbency of Secretary

Stimson, serving a retiring Republican President, as well as under Sec-

retary Hull of President Roosevelt’s succeeding Administration, ac-

cepted this important new item of the program without objections.

The principles of the Argentine anti-war project, as we have already

suggested, were not such a challenge as had been presumed in Buenos

Aires. By May of 1933 most of them had become good Washington

dogma. By successive declarations, treaties, and other steps of policy
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which we have been reviewing in these last chapters^ the ^^Colossus of

the North’^ had been preparing himself^ ever since the last Pan Ameri-

can Conference at Havana in 19285 for baptism into the new Doctrine

of Nonintervention. This being SO5 why should President Rooseveltj

spokesman of the ^^Colossusj^’ yield the palm of Pan Americanism to

Dr. Saavedra Lamas? It would seem that the mighty North American

seif-convert had determined to step forth before the world as high

priest of the new faith.

It is too early, of course, to determine conclusively, from documen-

tary evidence, whether one of the President’s purposes in his spectacular

plea of May 16, 1933, to all the nations for a general nonaggression

pact was to keep leadership of the new Pan American movement for

the United States. It certainly seems most plausible that he was trying

to steal Saavedra Lamas’s Chaco thunder and roll it round the globe in

Rooseveitian reverberations. The immediate effect of his appeal was to

place the United States and its President, rather than Argentina and her

Foreign Minister, before the people of both hemispheres as the cham-

pion of Nonintervention.

Dr. Saavedra Lamas was not to be out-maneuvered in this competi-

tion for Pan American prestige. He countered with a notable stroke.

On the eve of the Montevideo Conference he induced six Latin Ameri-

can republics (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Paraguay, and Uru-

guay) to sign his Anti-War Treaty of Nonaggression and Conciliation,

at Rio de Janeiro, October 10, 1933. The six signatories then invited

the other American republics to adhere, also the nations of the Old

World, Saavedra Lamas put his project before the Seventh Pan Ameri-

can Conference not as a mere item of the agenda, for discussion and

deliberation, but rather as an actual treaty accomplished under Argentine

leadership without consulting the United States, to be accepted or re-

jected by the others without further discussion.

Again the Argentine diplomatist had taken the lead in this rather

preposterous race. The sooner it could be brought to a seemly end the

better for all concerned. A quiet, sincere, and friendly man, unambitious

for fame, now stepped into the picture: Cordell Hull, Secretary of State

of the United States.

4

At the Montevideo Conference, in striking contrast to Havana six

years before, the delegation of the United States, headed by Secretary

Hull/® assumed an inconspicuous role. They challenged aiothing. They
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did not indulge in debate. They spoke infrequently and briefly, though

to the point. They did not fill a single one of the nine committee chair-

manships. They made no attempt at leadership. That they left to the

Argentine delegation, headed by Dr. Saavedra Lamas. President Roose-

velt at Washington rested on his Good Neighbor pronouncements and

appeals before the world at large for nonaggression and peace.

Most of Secretary HulPs influence was made felt unpretentiously,

behind the doors of hotel rooms, in a sympathetic and cooperative way,

for hemispheric peace and friendship. Until personal diaries, not to

mention official archives, become available to the historian, we shall

not know all the details of the shirtsleeves conversations that took

place outside the formal sessions of the Seventh Conference, its com-

mittees and sub-committees. From accounts of contemporary observ-

ers/® from the report of the United States delegation,-^ and from refer-

ences in the minutes of the Conference itself/'^ it is apparent that

Cordell Hull, in these informal diplomatic conversations with the chair-

man of the other delegations, notably with Dr. Saavedra Lamas, quickly

reached a principal agreement: that the United States would adhere to'

the Argentine Anti-War Pact—^wLich after all did not go so far in the

outlawry of w^ar as the Kellogg-Briand Pact of Paris—if the other re-

publics, those which had not yet done so, would sign the earlier Pan

American peace treaties.

In the informal preliminary conference wdth Dr. Saavedra Lamas,

Secretary Hull said: ^^Mr. Minister, we want this program to be

achieved. We want to support it and we will support it. We w^ant the

best man down here to put it forward so that we can give it our sup-

port.^^ And, after a suggestive pause: ‘^^Now, Mr. Minister, if you

donk do it, we are going to get the next best man to do it.”

On the floor of the Conference, Hull announced the readiness of his

Government to accept the Anti-War Pact. Dr. Saavedra Lamas led a

movement to secure the missing signatures to the older peace treaties,

beginning by pledging those of his own Government: to the Gondra

Conciliation Convention of 1923, to the Pact of Paris of 1928, and to

the inter-American treaties of arbitration and conciliation of Washing-

ton of 1929.

Amidst a rivaliq^ of eloquent good will the respective chairmen of

the delegations of hitherto negligent or recalcitrant states rose succes-

sively and pledged their governments to the signing of all these treaties.

In this grand gesture, as in the exorcising of intervention that was to
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folloWj Saavedra Lamas was the lion of the Conference, Cordell Hull

the lamb. But the lamb has outlived the lion.

It remained for the men of Montevideo to dispose of the one great

issue of intervention, hitherto so corrosive. This had not been wholly

dissolved by Article III of the xlrgentine Anti-War Pact, signed by six

states with fervent promises of adherence from ail the others, but not

yet ratified by any.

We recall that the dissidence at Havana in 1928 had arisen over the

proposed article of the rejected treaty on States: ^^No State has a right

to interfere in the internal affairs of another.^^ In the draft of the Con-

vention on the Rights and Duties of States which the appropriate sub-

committee prepared at Montevideo, the corresponding article VIII

read: ^‘^No State has the right to intervene in the internal or external

affairs of another, Expansion of the Doctrine of Nonintervention to

include foreign affairs as w^ell as internal affairs was, as the reporter of

the sub-committee explained, also an Argentine thesis.^^ This w^’as the

principle with which Saavedra Lamas fended off the proposal of the

Washington Commission of Neutrals to implement the Declaration of

August 3, 1932, by diplomatic intervention in the external affairs of

Bolivia and Paraguay, but it had a wider purview than that.

It is doubtful whether the statesmen at Montevideo, including Saave-

dra Lamas, grasped the full significance of this now expanded dogma.

It meant not only a prohibition of such interventions as had character-

ized the protective imperialism of the United States in the first third

of the twentieth century, and were now being liquidated in a supposedly

safer age. It could mean further, what doubtless no one really intended

it to mean: that if one of the sovereign and equal American republics

should negotiate away its independence, no third state could step in to

stop it, no matter how much the process might endanger the security

of the third state.

It is true that the Conference extolled and the convention confirmed,

above all, the sovereign independence and equality of each state; none

praised this principle more unequivocally than Secretary Hull —^but

that did not answ^er the questions: What if a non-American power by

infiltration and fifth-column tactics should secure control of the internal

affairs of an American republic and turn it inside out? What if an

American state should diplomatically barter its freedom away to a non-

American state, thus placing other American states in danger? The
Monroe Doctrine, expurgated by the Clark Memorandum, could no

longer be an adequate answer, once the United States had agreed not to
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intervene either in the internal or the external affairs of another Amer-

ican state. Kt Montevideo such questions did not seem Immediate. No-

body asked them. They were too theoretical. The phrase fifth-column

did not yet exist. The delegates^ including those of the United States,

were interested first and foremost in closing the door against further

interventions by the ^^Colossus of the Northd^ They did not think of

the non-American implications of the revised article on nonintervention.

Later at Lima in 1938 they did, as we shall see, and made some con-

tingent declarations, but not treaties.

The outstanding convention signed at Montevideo In 1933 was not

the Anti-War Pact but rather the Convention on the Rights and Duties

of States. The text was recast from the two rejected projects of Havana:

on States, and on the Fundamental Bases of International Law. The

new draft of the first mentioned treaty stressed rights rather than du-

ties. It did not rise to the standard of duties, laid down in the orig-

inal Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Nations of the American

Institute of International Law back in 1916. The convention of 1933

bore little resemblance to the declaration of 1916 announced in Wash-

ington shortly after the foundation of the Institute at the initiative of

the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.

Most emphatically the Convention on the Rights and Duties of States

was a sweeping triumph for Latin American jurisprudence and diplo-

macy on such cardinal points as recognition, equality, inexpungibllity of

rights, nonintervention, the Calvo Doctrine, inviolability of territory,

and refusal to recognize the fruits of force. In voting to accept this

treaty. Secretary Hull made a lengthy statement which amounted to

* The other conventions of Montevideo were largely of a nonpolitical technical na-

ture: (i) nationality^ (2) nationality of women
j (3) extradition, with an optional

clause
j (4) political as^dumj (5) revision of textbooks of history (for more peaceful

inter-x4merican edification)
5 (6) an additional protocol to the 'Washington (1929)

treaty of conciliation creating, in anticipation of any controversy, permanent bilateral

commissions of inquiry and consultation. The United States signed and ratified (July

13, 1934) the second, third, and sixth of these, with certain reservations of a technical

nature. In the Convention on the Nationality of Women the contracting parties stipu-

lated that there should be ‘mo distinction based on sex as regards nationality, in their

legislation or in their practice.” To this the United States delegation attached a reser-

vation subjecting it to Congressional action. Because of the uncertainty of pending

legislation in Congress, the plenipotentiaries of the United States did not sign the con-

vention on nationality. They also abstained from signature of the Convention on the

Teaching of History, if only because the federal government lacked powers over edu-

cation. For the Conventions see Intemational Conferences of American States^ First

Sufflementj ipss'’^ 94 ^} PP* ^ 6-1 24.
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this: the United States reserved its rights by ^^the law of nations as

generally recognized2^

The other delegations accepted the treaty unreservedly^ with great

enthusiasm and some ostentation/^' Secretary Hull still clung to the law

of nations. Despite the signatures of nineteen states unreservedly to

the new convention, this single Hull reservation left the new doctrines

in doubt insofar as they had not been generally recognized and accepted

in international law. The reservation applied not only to the Doctrine

of Nonintervention, but also to all other doctrines of the treaty;^®

Before we take leave of Montevideo we must note particularly one

of the ninety-five recommendations, resolutions, and declarations that

the twenty-one republics adopted. Many of these were polite homages,

pious wishes, or earnest exhortations, so satisfying to the American tem-

perament, and indeed so praiseworthy in every way except their lack of

binding force. In a later chapter we shall pay particular attention to

Secretary HulPs reciprocity resolution, adopted by the conference. At

this point we should not fail to note resolution No. 90, presented by

J, Reuben Clark, Jr., of the United States delegation. It provided for

the resuscitation and permanent maintenance of the International Com-
mission of Jurists, which had lapsed into complete desuetude following

its labors at Rio de Janeiro in 1927. It declared for a national commis-

sion in each country to study the progressive codification of international

law, and a commission of experts, seven in number, with a general secre-

tariat—the new juridical division In the Pan American Union—to serve

these bodies.^® Once before the United States in 1923 had restored the

spark of life to the Commission of Jurists, when it had all but passed

away after the First World War, and thus made possible the Projects

of Rio and their novel doctrines, written into treaties at Havana and

Montevideo. Now again in 1933 this resolution of North American

initiation kept the Commission alive for future labors in the codification

of American international law. Since Montevideo the commission of

* When the Committee on Problems o£ International Law votedj by delegations^ on

recommending the treaty for adoption, the United States was the first to vote. Hull

voted for the treaty with the reservation. There was no applause in response to his

vote. As each of the other delegates voted they made a point of casting their votes

“without reservation,” in contrast to the United States, sometimes with gratuitous fiour-

ishes. In every case there was great applause in the hail and galleries. For instance the

Haitian delegate said; “With all my heart.” The Argentine delegate said: “AfBrmative

and without reservations and especially for nonintervention.” The Nicaraguan delegate

said: “Heartily and unconditionally.” The Cuban delegate said: “For the affirmative,

for United and Free America.” Minutes and Antecedeyits of the Seventh Conference,

C. II, 127.
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experts has served as a convenient catch-all for premature projects that

can be gracefully disposed of by reference for further study. The more

exalted body, the International Commission of Jurists, its designation

changed at Lima to the International Conference of Jurists, has not

yet been organized.

After Montevideo it still remained a task for Latin American diplo-

macy to tie down the United States absolutely and unreservedly to the

Doctrine of Nonintervention, as defined in Article III of the Argentine

Anti-War Treaty, and in T^irticle VIII of the Inter-American Treaty on

the Rights and Duties of States. This was done at the Special Inter-

American Conference for the Maintenance of Peace which assembled at

Buenos Aires in December, 1936, at the suggestion of President Frank-

lin D. Roosevelt.



CHAPTER XVI

The Triumph of Absolute Nonintervention

( ^933-^937)

I

CORDELL HULL honored the pledge he had made at Montevideo

to accept the Argentine Anti-War Treaty—subject to a reservation, a

not unreasonable reservation, later formulated by the Secretary himself:

^Tn adhering to this treaty the United States does not thereby waive

any rights it may have under other treaties or under international law.”

The Senate of the United States promptly ratified (June 15, 1934)

Saavedra Lamas^s treaty with the Hull reservation, without a record

vote. Ill fact, the United States was the first of all, including the orig-

inal six signatories, definitively to conclude the treaty by deposit of rati-

fied adherence at Buenos Aires. More than a year later Argentina, and

next Chile, ratified the Anti-War Treaty, and it went into effect between

the parties, who rapidly grew in number as one after another of the

republics ratified their original signatures or adherencesd

The United States also ratified without a record vote of the Senate

(July I, July 13, August 18, 1934) the other conventions signed by its

delegation at Montevideo, including the all-important one on the

Rights and Duties of States. When advising consent and ratification to

this last treaty, the Senate repeated the reservation which Secretary

Hull had originally appended at the Conference, reserving rights under

international law as generally understood and accepted by the nations

of the globe.

On his part, Saavedra Lamas signed the Kellogg-Briand Pact of

Paris and the various Pan American peace treaties on behalf of his

government. That was all. The government of the Argentine Republic

never ratified any of them.

276
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2

Notwithstanding the refusal of the Argentine and some other Latin

American governments to ratify the Pan American peace treaties belat-

edly signed at Montevideo, the United States continued with the Good
Neighbor Policy that had crystallized in 1933. We shall see in this

chapter how the “Colossus of the North,” in order to solidify that pol-

icy on a hemispheric foundation, unreservedly renounced any remaining

right of intervention, direct or indirect, or of w^hatever nature, that may
have lingered in international la^v or have been secured by treaty.

Back in 1928 Franklin D. Roosevelt had written: “Single-handed

intervention by us in the internal affairs of other nations must end;

with the cooperation of others we shall have more order in this hemi-

sphere and less dislike,” This disclaimed only single-handed interven-

tion. Immediately after the Montevideo Conference, President Roose-

velt made certain declarations which, while reassuring to Latin America,

suggested that it was only armed intervention in internal affairs that

had been abjured, and that in the future a breakdov/n in law and order

in one republic, endangering the others, should be the pint concern of

a whole continents If anarchy in one American republic were to become

the joint concern of all, then w^ould not this concern lead to joint con-

sultation and even joint intervention, perhaps joint merely in a nominal

sense, something like a Pan American mandate to the United States?

Franklin D, Roosevelt^s statements seem to suggest the substitution, in

place of the discarded Corollary of Theodore Roosevelt, of some sort

of inter-American obligation to maintain, when necessary, the orderly

processes of government in broken-dowm republics of this Hemisphere.

International law, as generally accepted and understood, w^ould certainly

have sanctioned such action. And the principal force of any collective

intervention, certainly in the Caribbean region, would be the United

States. Did the PresidenPs statements look tow^ard a Pan American

mandate, for future interventions when really necessary and justifiable

in international law?

* The language of Article VIII of the Treaty on the Rights and Duties of States^

^‘^No state,” etc., is unequivocally singular. That of the Additional Protocol of 1936
(see below, p. 289) ^‘any one state” is even more explicit. In a book published in

Bogota, in 1930, Dr. J. M. Yepes, of the Colombian delegation to the Sixth Inter-

national Conference of American States at Havana, where this article had come up for

discussion in the proposed Treaty on States, made the point, in arguing for acceptance

of the treaty, that this article would not rule out a collective intervention. J. M. Yepes,

El Eanamericamsmo y el derecho internacional.
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Whatever the President may have intended by these statements, the

Roosevelt Administration now proceeded to demonstrate its good faith

in having abjured definitively armed intervention by itself alone. One

by one, in the months after Montevideo, it proceeded to divest the

United States of existing treaty rights to intervene in Caribbean ^^pro-

tectorates”: Cuba, Panama, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic.

The Cuban situation doubtless had inspired the PresidenPs allusion

to joint obligations. In this strategic island anarchy threatened to tri-

umph once more over liberty. Here, of course, the United States had

a perpetual right by treaty to interfere directly in the internal or ex-

ternal affairs of the Republic of Cuba, according to the terms of the

Platt Amendment. Since 1902 it had done so repeatedly. Furthermore,

by means of that article of the Platt Amendment which gave the right

to limit the Cuban debt to the reasonable capacity and resources of the

island, the United States had measured out the foreign credits of Cuba

—mostly to North American capitalists. Caribbean republics, not to

mention other states small and great, always want to borrow. Control

of the Cuban fiscal portfolio was a means of ensuring good conduct

from existing constitutional Cuban governments. They remained

friendly to United States creditors and scrupulous toward their obliga-

tions. By 1933, over one billion dollars of American capital was invested

in Cuba, one half of it in the sugar industry, the greater part of which

was owned by that capital.^ Because Cuba, through no fault of commis-

sion or omission ^ on the part of the United States, was a one-crop coun-

try, it can be said that private capital of United States citizens and cor-

porations dominated the economy of the island.

If ever there was a temptation for a government to seek to use the

economic interests of its nationals to advance the political acquisitiveness

of the state, it presented itself to the United States in the case of Cuba,

,

that neighboring island so strategically vital to the security of the Con-

tinental Republic. Despite the treaty right to intervene for the protec-

tion of life, property, or individual liberty, despite the heavy capital in-

terest of its nationals—heaviest in Cuba of all Latin America—despite

the vital strategical relationship, and notwithstanding continual impor-

tunities of Cuban ^^outs” for assistance to get in, and of ^fins” for help

to keep their hold on political power, the United States Government
never took the view that it guaranteed the security of Cuban bonds or

direct investments held by its nationals. Its occasional interventions,

abundantly supported by treaty right, were reluctant and temporary.

They conformed on the whole to the assurances of Elihu Root in 1903
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that the Platt Amendment would be used to intervene only in cases

of ^“^great disturbances” that would menace Cuban independence or

threaten an outbreak of anarchy. This forbearance shows lack of a fun-

damental advancing urge like that of the imperialist powers of the Old
World in Asia and Africa.

Such abstinence^ and the eventual abrogation of the Platt Amend-
ment altogether, to which we are now coming, is the complete answer

to those critics who so unfairly and falsely accuse the United States of

plotting to divide and conquer Cuba, critics who support aspersion by

a document now known to be spurious
3

^ and who further suggest to

the Pan American sisterhood of republics—as Professor Portell Vila did

wTen Cuban delegate at Montevideo, and later in his published histor}^'

—that the Platt Amendment had been merely a mask to cover ultimate

annexation.® If ever there were an emblem of pride on the escutcheon

of American idealism, it is the attitude in our century of the Continental

Republic toward Cuba. The urge to annex was there, no doubt, for a

century, but it was bridled, curbed, and halted by a great and historic

self-denial, checked by the common people of the United States and

their opposition to imperialism.

Cuba is also an example of how President Wilson’s policy of with-

holding recognition, as a sanction against the intrusion of unconstitu-

tional or revolutionary governments, could operate in a way opposite to

that intended. We have seen how in the tropical countries of the West-

ern Hemisphere, not to mention other parts of the globe, governments

constitutionally in powder often stay there by using their control over

the police and army to dominate elections, amending, bending or twist-

ing the constitution under color of legality to cover their designs. Such

was the case with the Machado Government of Cuba. Although always

friendly to the United States, this constitutional President became so

arbitrary, oppressive, and tyrannical toward citizens in opposition that

it was an embarrassment for any government to remain his friend. It

was far worse for a Cuban citizen to be his enemy. Body fragments of

political dissidents are said to have been found in the bellies of sharks

caught in the neighborhood of Morro Castle, so horrendous a proof of

the fate of nonconformists that the captain of the Port of Havana is-

sued an order prohibiting shark fishing in those waters.^ Had anyone

been able to drain the harbor and scan the bottom for weighted corpses,

the world doubtless WTuld have been even more horrified. Under these

circumstances, a rising tide of Cuban revolutionary feeling threatened
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to overthrow the tyrannical government that clutched in its fist the

Pearl of the Antilles.

Fortunately by this time the Hoover Administration had repudiated

the Wilson nonrecognition policy, except , where it rested morally on

the regional peace structure of Central America, based on the Wash-

ington treaties of 1907 and 1923. Secretary Stimson went further than

this on January 26, 1932: he stated that the Platt Amendment, al-

though it gave a right, placed no obligation on the United States to

intervene.® President Roosevelt shared the same reluctance and shrank

from the duty, if it were a duty, of intervening in Cuba to preserve life,

property, and individual liberty. As President Coolidge had sent Colo-

nel Stimson to Nicaragua and Dwight Morrow to Mexico to settle in-

ternal peace without further intervention, so in 1933 President Frank-

lin D. Roosevelt sent Sumner Welles to Cuba, with the title of Ambas-

sador, to mediate a settlement between the contending factions. Welles^

solution of the disturbed politics of Cuba was the suggestion to Presi-

dent Machado that he ask for a leave of absence from the Presidency!

The result of Mr. Welles^ appearance on the scene was the elimina-

tion of Machado, followed by an army revolt and a rapid succession of

three de facto presidents, too feeble or too fleeting on the blurred and

rapidly unrolling film of Cuban revolution to command general recog-

nition. The longest-lived of these (September, 1933-January, 1934),

recognized only by Mexico, Uruguay, Spain,- and Peru, was that of

Professor Ramon Grau San Martin, of the faculty of the University of

Havana. He commanded the support of the radical ABC students’ or-

ganization, and at first of the army under Sergeant Batista. Until Grau’s

authority should become more certain, the United States refused to rec-

ognize him. Professor Grau characterized this delay as ^finterventlon

by inertia”!
®

It was Grau’s de facto regime that appointed the Cuban delegates to

the Montevideo Conference. Grau soon faced a formidable agrarian In-

surrection. Workers’ councils on the soviet model began to take over

private enterprises and attempt to operate them. Over the protests of

the United States, the Grau government seized American-owned power

plants and sugar mills closed down by labor troubles,’-^ but it was unable

to stabilize the elements of revolt.

Although anxious to avoid intervention, even under treaty rights of

the Platt Amendment, President Roosevelt nevertheless had sur-

rounded the island with warships, and mobilized marines ready to land

in Cuba if worse should come to worst. After the fashion of Woodrow
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Wilson, he held diplomatic discussions/^ none too successfully, with rep-

resentative Latin American governments, seeking to convince them, that

anarchy in Cuba would be the joint concern of all American republics.

The Argentine Government, remote from the scene of disorder, and

consistent whth its traditional policy of absolute noninterv^ention, con-

spicuously opposed any kind of intervention in Cuba in any event. Dr.

Saavedra Lamas, when signifying at Montevideo the intention of his

government to vote for the principle of nonintervention, had gone out

of his way, in his hour of personal triumph, to add, almost as an admon-

ishment to the United States, that in the judgment of the Argentine

Government, ^^treaties and conventions authorizing intervention or re-

stricting sovereignty should disappear.^’ His government was unwill-

ing to lend itself to any collective sanction for intervention in Cuba, no

matter what happened there.

After a conference in January, 1934, between Jefferson Caffery, per-

sonal agent of President Roosevelt (succeeding Sumner Welles), and

Colonel Batista, leader of the army, a new coalition government came

into existence under Colonel Mendieta as provisional president, com-

manding wider support, including that of the revolted army. The

United States, France, Italy, Great Britain and the self-governing Do-

minions all recognized this government on January 22, 1934. The Latin

American republics followed suit. Order and tranquillity in Cuba

seemed to have been the joint concern of the United States and the

European powers more than of the United States and the Latin Amer-

ican nations. After January, 1934, Colonel Batista was the strong man
of Cuba, the person behind the successive provisional governments.

With him Cuba was not free from arbitrary power
j
but in 1940 he

was made President after a Cuban election.

Immediately after the recognition of the ne'w government, the naval

forces left Cuban winters, and the United States quickly, we may say

hastily, negotiated a new treaty on Cuban American relations, signed

May 29, 1934, speedily ratified by the Senate May 31, without a record

vote. This treaty abrogated the old Perpetual Treaty of Relations of

1903, gave up the right of intervention altogether, abandoned the re-

striction on Cubans liberty to negotiate treaties impairing her independ-

ence or sovereignty, and left her free to borrow all the money she could

get anywhere. It retained the lease of the naval base at Guantanamo

Bay, validated all acts during military interventions of the United

States, and as a grand anti-climax of supererogation recognized the re-
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ciprccal right of ekher country to lay down in its own territory sanitar}^

embargoes in case cf epidemics of contagious diseases.

Abolition of the Cuban protectorate was a spectacular demonstration

of the good faith of the United States in practicing the Doctrine of

Noninten'ention. To sophisticated diplomatists^ particularly to those of

the Old Worldj it was an incredible self-denial in a vitally strategic

island full of property owned by United States nationals. A further ad-

vance in the Doctrine or Nonintervention was the abandonment in Jan-

uarip 1934, -be last vestige of the Wilsonian sanction of nonrecogni-

tioip, to which the Neighbor of the North had clung as long as the Cen-

tral American peace structure, made in Washington in 1907, rebuilt

there in 1923, had remained intact.

The pillars of this regional edifice began to buckle in December, 1931,

when an army coup overthrew the elected Government of El Salvador,

and installed Mr. Alartinez, Minister of War (he was also Vice Presi-

dent), as President. The new regime’s authority and control over the

whole republic was indubitable, though not constitutional. Immediately

Mexico and several South xALmerican republics recognized it, but the

other four Central American states and the United States at first refused

to do so, governing themselves by the quintuple treaty of peace and

amity of 1923.

Nevertheless, the revolutionary^ government continued to function.

It pointed out that El Salvador had ratified the treaty of 1923 subject

to a reservation of the article withholding recognition from revolution-

governments (Article II). Costa Rica presently gave notice that she

would not observe the treaty beyond its term of ten years, ending Janu-

ary I, 1934, and El Salvador did likewise. On January 2, 1934, Costa

Rica, followed by the other Central American governments (January

25), recognized the Salvadorean Government. The five states then met

at Guatemala City in April, 1934, and made a new Treaty of Central

American Fraternity, a pact of peace and nonaggression, based on the

inter-American formulas of the day. The pact omitted all provision

against recognition of revolution, and at the same time recognized that

the political union of Central America was the supreme aspiration of

its people.

Whether the supreme aspiration of the people of Central America is

possible when each state retains the sovereign right of revolution may
be very doubtful

5
but repudiation of the treaty of 1923 by all five

(parties to it released the United States from any moral obligation to

follow its principles any longer. Promptly the Washington Govern-
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ment recognized Martinez^, January 263 1934. Thus died the Tobar

Doctrine, so hateful to Latin American jurisprudence and diplomacyd’

Thus disappeared Yv oodrow Wiison^s nonrecognition policy. In Central

America it had been a help to peace and order, also a moral commit-

ment that miuht lead to intervention as it did in Nicaragua. Events in

other countries of Latin America, in Peru and in Cuba, for instance,

had shown that the Wilsonian dogma could be as much a prop to tyr-

anny as a bulwark of constitutional liberty. Had the United States not

discarded that policy, how- could it have recognized the new govern-

ments springing up ail over South America in the pandemic of revolu-

tions in 1930-1933? How indeed could it have met with them in the

Conference at Montevideo?

Although the United States has abandoned Woodrow WilsoUs im-

plement of Latin American policy, a vestige of this policy remains in-

corporated in the inter-American Treaty of 1928 on the Duties and

Rights of States in the Event of Civil Strife, now ratified by the United

States, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, El Salvador,

Haiti, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, the Dominican Republic, and Uru-

guay, Article I, paragraph 3, obliges the parties forbid the traffic

in arms and war material, except wLen intended for the Government,

while the belligerency of the rebels has not been recognized, in which

latter case the rules of neutrality shall be appliedd^

After the abrogation of the Platt Amendment, there still remained

three Caribbean countries in which the United States had a treaty right

to intervene: Panama, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic. In. Panama

the treaty of 1903 conferred the right to employ at discretion armed

forces for the safety or protection of the canal, or ships using it, or the

railw^ay and auxiliary works, as well as to acquire land and property for

the operation and protection of the Isthmian passage. Platt Amendment
articles had been incorporated in the treaty of 1916 with Haiti, due to

expire in 19365 and a supplementary protocol of 1919, authorizing flo-

tation of an additional loan in the United States, had extended the

American receivership through the lifetime of the new bonds, that is,

to 1952. The agreement of 1933, by which evacuation of forces from

Haiti took place in November, 1934, had left intact this treaty and the

protocol. The Dominican treaty of 1924 (ratified 1925) scheduled to

* The Montevideo Conference, originally scheduled to meet in 1932, had been post-

poned one year by the Governing Board of the Pan American Union. It is doubtful

whether the proposal for an Anti-War Pact would have been in the Agenda had it

met in 1932 as originally scheduled.
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terminate in 1945, had also introduced Platt Amendment articles^ mod-

eled on the Haitian treaty of 1916, with some extensions to protect new

treatv services set up by that instrument.

As if dutifully to mind the admonishment of Dr. Saavedra Lamas

at Montevideo, the Roosevelt Administration now set about the diplo-

matic labor of dropping these rights and relinquishing the protectorates

themselves. Abandonment of the right by treaty to intervene directly

in Cuba, signature (March 2, 1936) of the new treaty with Panama,

and pursuit of negotiations with Haiti and the Dominican Republic for

the same pur^pose, together whth complete renunciation of the Wilsonian

policy of nonrecognition of revolutionary governments, were rapid steps

along the homestretch to absolute nonintervention. Though the Panama

treaty remained to be ratified by the United States Senate, and new

Haitian and Dominican treaties were still to be concluded, the end of

the road suddenly came into sight at Buenos Aires in December, 1936*

3

The origins of the special inter-American Conference for the Main-

tenance of Peace were principally these: senseless rivalry, soft-pedal it

as we may, of Argentina and the United States for Pan American

leadership, exemplified by the Chaco War and the Montevideo Con-

ference
j

recalcitrance of numerous signatories,^^ despite the eloquent

pledges at Montevideo to ratify the inter-American peace treaties
j
Sec-

retary^ HulPs New Reciprocity, of which more in a later chapter
5
and

the new neutrality policy of the United States enacted in the summer

of 1935.

President Roosevelt’s proposal of January 30, 1936,’^ foi" ^ special

inter-American Conference looked to the full ratification, coordination

and enforcement of the existing peace machinery
j

to inter-American

economic amelioration
3
to the furtherance of cultural rapprochement as

an aid to political solidarity
3
and to fending off from this side of

the oceans the disastrous effects of strife in the Old Worldd’’

The Conference opened wdth a wealth of diplomatic pageantry. The
magnetic President Roosevelt, fresh from the triumph of his re-election,

made a voyage to Buenos Aires aboard a battleship to attend the first

session. The Argentines gave him a clamorous welcome. Behind the

diplomatic stage-setting the international scene at Buenos Aires was to

witness a contest between two proposals, of the United States and Argen-

tina respectively. Secretary of State Cordell Hull had a plan for Pan
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Americanizing the recent neutrality legislation of the United States and

implementing it with an inter-American diplomatic committee. Dr.

Carlos Saavedra Lamas had drafted a masterly project for voluntary

collaboration with the measures and sanctions of the League of Nations

by non-mem.ber states which had accepted the Kellogg-Briand Pact of

Paris or the Saavedra Lamas Anti-War Pact, or both.

Dr. Carlos Saavedra Lamas, elected Permanent Chairman of the

Conference at the nomination of Cordell Hull, chairm.an of the LHited

States delegation/® was now consciously at the height of his fame. All

of the American republics, and a number of small non-American states,

were parties to his celebrated pact of 1933. It was he who had brought

truant Argentina back to Geneva. It was he who had presided at Buenos

Aires over a new neutral commission of mediating neighbors (composed

of representatives of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Peru, the United States,

and Uruguay) which, operating at least technically within the frame-

work of the League of Nations, had brought about the end at last of

the Chaco War.* He had just received the Nobel Peace Prize for his

magic anti-war treaty; it was awarded to him in absentm at Stockholm

on December la, 1936, during the deliberations of the Buenos ilires

Conference,

In addition to his formula for collaboration with the League of Na-
tions, Saavedra Lamas^s new pact called for consultation by negotiation

among the contracting parties in case of violation by any of them of

the principles or obligations of the various existing inter-American peace

treaties, to none of which, except the Saavedra Lamas Anti-War Treaty,

has Argentina ever been a party. In his proposed new pact he restated

and extended these treaties and their principles so as to limit foreign

nationals to an equality of rights before the law with native nationals,

with some highly tenuous restrictive exceptions against denials or delays

of justice. Finally he stipulated for absolute nonintervention, specifically

outlawing ^^excessive diplomatic intervention.^^ Consultation through
regular diplomatic channels might lead conceivably, under this proposed
treaty, to sanctions against violators in the shape of embargoes of ^^arma-

ments^^ and of the raw materials of war—like coal and petroleum—

* By the armistice of June 14, 1935. The ultimate peace terms were not signed until

July 1938. These submitted the boundary line between Paraguay and Bolivia to the

arbitration of the presidents of the six mediating states. Their decision, announced
October 10, 1938, gave nearly all of the Chaco to Paraguay. It may remain a matter
of some debate whether this award violated the principle of the Declaration of August
3, 193^? ^^d a similar declaration in the Saavedra Lamas Anti~War Pact, against rec-

ognizing territorial conquest.
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ao:airiSt either the one or the other of the belligerents, or against a vio-

lator of nonintenTHtion. There was also a provision for endowing com-

missions of conciliation with preventive powers, non-military and mili-

tarv. Absolute nonintervention was the principal purpose of the pro-

posed treaty. Such was Dr, Saavedra Lamas's latest peace plan. It

looked away from the United States, from Buenos Aires to Europe/®

The plan of the United States, on the other hand, looked not to-

ward Europe but away from that continent and its distresses. It called

for a Permanent Inter-American Consultative Committee, comiposed

of the Foreign Ministers of the twenty-one republics. Upon the occa-

sion of hostilities between any of the parties this Committee w^ould de-

termine whether a state of war existed. If it should find that hostilities

constituted a state of war, then the neutral parties to the treaty agreed

to enforce, against both belligerents, embargoes of credits, and of arms,

ammunition and implements of war, the last to be defined by an at-

tached list similar to the list drawn up by the Department of State as

a part of the United States neutrality laws.®^ No party against which

such embargoes should be decreed could regard them as a violation of

existing treaties of commerce.*

The United States project further declared that one of the purposes

of the convention was to provide a means whereby the American repub-

lics ^^wfith full recognition of their juridical equality as sovereign and

independent states and of their general right to individual liberty of

action, may nevertheless in every way consistent therewith, take counsel

together whenever etnergencies arise vohich affect their common inter-

ests?^
- This suggested the possibility of a concerted all-American front

against a menace arising from outside the New World, Unlike the

Argentine project, it did not provide positively for collaboration with

the League of Nations
j

it merely stated that none of its stipulations

wus to run contrary to the existing obligations of any party to other

multilateral treaties (i.e., the Covenant of the League of Nations). It

was not only a projected Panamericanization of the recent United States

neutrality legislation; it was also an effort to bind together, within their

sovereign independence and juridical equality, the republics of the New
World, among wEich the United States was undeniably the most pow^-

erful, for the purpose of holding off a European conflagration from

Italy had protested that the embargo of 1935 was a violation of her treaty of

1871 with the United States ivhich prohibited embargoes against either party. The
United States had numerous other treaties of this kind embarrassing to neutrality em-
bargoes.
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American shores by means of a solidary but diplomatically maneuver-

able neutrality.

The sentence printed above in italics, together with the proposed

permanent Inter-American Consultative Committee, led to most reso-

lute opposition from the Argentine delegation, which considered it an

attempt to create a kind of xlmerican League of Nations working in

opposition to Geneva. For the sake of harmony Secretary Hull

dropped the idea and accepted, along with the other delegations, a com-

promise between the original Lhiited States project and the draft of

the Argentine Minister of Foreign ibffairs and Worship, Chairman of

the Conference, winner of the Nobel Peace Prize.

The resulting Convention to Coordinate, Extend and x-lssure the

Fulfillment of the Existing Treaties Between the American States was

limited strictly to inter-xlmerican affairs. It contained no permanent

Consultative Committee. It prescribed no obligation, in any event, to

embargo munitions or credits to belligerents, although this might be

“considered^’ ils to consultation, it referred to another treaty signed

the same day, December 23, 1936, for the Maintenance, Preservation,

and Reestablishment of Peace, which stipulated mutual consultation,

without specifying the ways and means thereof, “in the event of war

or a virtual state of war between American States.’’ Most of these sig-

natories to the new treaty were already members of the Kellogg-Briand

Pact of Paris, one of the “Existing Treaties,” by which they agreed not

to resort to war as an instrument of national policy, and not to seek the

solution of controversies between them by any other than peaceful

means

!

Secretary Hull’s compromise left only a very wordy husk of a treaty

that did not create much if anything more, perhaps less, than already

had existed in the treaties which it sought to coordinate, extend, assure,

and fulfill.

This husk of a treaty did not say anything about Dr. Saavedra

Lamas’s formula for absolute nonintervention, the principal feature of

his draft. But that had not disappeared like the Permanent Inter-

American Consultative Committee. We shall meet it again in. ao
moment.

The general feeling shared by all except the Argentine delegation,

* In the event of such a consultation to prevent war between American republics,

the parties pledged themselves in the “Coordination and Fulfillment Treaty^’ not to

have recourse to any military action whatever while such consultation was in progress,

nor for six months thereafter.
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that the republics of the New World ought to do something to safe-

^uard their territorial integrity and- foUtkal independence (if we may

use the unforgettable phrase of Woodrow Wilson’s proposed Pan

American liberty pact of 1915)5 that they ought to agree on some way

of protecting their common interests against all emergencies (to use the

language of the United States treaty draft of 1936) including those

that might present themselves from outside the New Worldj found

expression in a statesmanlike project of the Brazilian delegation, led by

Mr. Jose Carlos Macedo Soares. Couched in Monrovian and Wilsonian

phraseology, and echoing Bolivarian backgrounds of thought, it com-

billed the Doctrine of Noninten'Tntlon with the Monroe Doctrine

and made a threat to either a ground for common consultation. If it

could not be said that this would “Panamericanize” or ^^continentalize”

the Monroe Doctrine, at least it would have prepared the way for com-

mon defense in case of emergency
j
meanwhile there was nothing to

prevent the United States from acting independently against a non-

American power to defend the Monroe Doctrine, if consultation failed

or there were no time for it. Noninten^ention had already been accepted

in principle since 1933 by the American republics. Since Woodrow Wil-

son’s time the concept of Panamericanizing the Monroe Doctrine had

enjoyed increasing popularity among intellectuals all over the New
World, including the United States, particularly after the repudiation

by the Coolidge and Hoover Administrations of the Corollary of Theo-

dore Roosevelt.-^ The Brazilian proposal was therefore acceptable to

the United States.

Dr. Macedo Soares’s project united all the American republics. The
Conference split the Brazilian articles into two documents: one, a treaty

for the Maintenance, Preservation, and Re-establishment of Peace, to

which WT have just referred, the other, an Additional Protocol Relative

to Nonintervention. These two instruments now support the arch of

> inter-American solidarity. On that arch rests the present Latin Amer-
ican policy of the United States.

The Convention for the Maintenance, Preservation and Re-estab-

lishment of Peace, of December 23, 1936, first provides, as we have

already noticed, for consultation ^fin the event that the peace of the

American Republics is menaced.” In case it is threatened by a war be-

tween the American republics, they shall consult “for the purpose of

finding and adopting methods of peaceful cooperation.” “In the event

of an international w^ar outside of America which might menace the

peace of the American republics, such consultation shall take place to
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determine the proper time and manner in which the signatory states/'"

if they so desire, may eventually cooperate in some action tending to

preserve the peace of the American Continentd^ In neither case was it

indicated just how the consultation should take place, but in the second

case the stipulation for consultation was much more contingent and

attenuated than in the first. Under such language it was not certain

that consultations would occur at all. But they did materialize, in later

years of m.enace, and when they came to pass, it was by periodic meet-

ings, momentous meetings, of the Foreign Ministers of the American

Republics, just as the United States plan had projected.

The Special Protocol Relative to Nonintervention overrode, with the

tacit consent of the United States, the lengthy reservation which Sec-

retaryr Hull made at jMontevideo and which the United States Senate

repeated when ratifying the Treaty on Rights and Duties of States.

That is to say, it overrode the reservation insofar as that proviso con-

cerned Noninten’entionj it is important to note that it did not wipe out

the effect of the Hull reservation on the other articles of the Treaty

on the Rights and Duties of States. The epoch-making Protocol, which

now has treaty force, ratified by sixteen of the republics (not including

Argentina, Bolivia, Paraguay, Peru, and Uruguay, up to January i,

1943) reads:

^SArticle I. The High Contracting Parties declare inadmissible the inter-

vention of a7iy one of them, directly or indirectly, and for whatever reason,

in the internal or external affairs of any other of the Parties.

^“^The violation of the provisions of this Article shall give rise to mutual

consultation, with the object of exchanging views and seeking methods of

peaceful adjustment.

^‘Article 11. It is agreed that every question concerning the interpretation

of the present Additional Protocol, which it has not been possible to settle

through diplomatic channels, shall be submitted to the procedure of concilia-

tion provided for in the agreements in force, or to arbitration, or to judicial

settlement.’’

A brilliant stroke of Brazilian diplomacy had succeeded in mating

the Latin American Doctrine of Nonintervention, in its most absolute

sense, wLich Argentina had championed so undiplomatically, to the

Monroe Doctrine of the United States, w^hich the Republic of the South

had so recently contemned.

Before we turn our attention from the Buenos Aires peace treaties

we must note the Declaration of Inter-American Solidarity and Co-

operation, The origins of this principle, the heart of inter-American
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solidarity in the Second World War, go back to the First World Wan
Following the entr\" of Brazil into that conflict, the Government of

UruAuav proclaimed, June i8, 1917, the principle of inter-American

solidarity’ as the criterion of its foreign policy, ^‘^understanding that the

grievance against the rights of one country would be considered as a

grievance bv all and provoke them to uniform and common reactiond^

Accordingly it announced “that no American country, which in defense

of its own rights should find itself in a state of war with nations of

other continents will be treated as a belligerentd^

Pursuing this concept of continental solidarity, Uruguay repealed

all neutrality laws so far as the United States, Cuba, Panama, and

Brazil were concerned."® Successive decrees similarly favored other

American belligerents, and eventually the non-American enemies of the

Central Powers. The attitude of Uruguay was reflected after the war

in a resolution of the Fifth International Conference of American

States at Santiago de Chile in 1903 entrusting to the Governing Board

of the Pan American Union the special task of studying bases, sug-

gested by any republic for mutual association and the promotion of

common interests, “including the matter of making more effective the

solidarity of the collective interests of the American Continent.^^ Noth-

ing came of this at Havana in 1928 or Montevideo in 1933. The
Saavedra Lamas Anti-War Pact of 1933 invoked a neutral and solidary

attitude only in case of inter-American wars. The Uruguayan idea came

up again at Buenos Aires in 1936, in the form of a convention proposed

by the Central American delegations. It contained a highly significant

Article 2:

“All of the American nations will consider as an attack upon themselves

individually an attack which may be made by any nation upon the rights of

another, and such a situation shall give rise to an agreement or consultation

between the foreign offices with the object of determining what position is

to be taken or, it may be, the rules of concerted neutrality.’’

The attitude of Argentina,^® opposed to any implementation specifi-

cally of the process of consultation, made it necessary to change the

Central American proposal into a declaration instead of a treaty, and

to pull the teeth from Article 2, After an appropriate preamble, the

Declaration stated;

“l. That the American Nations, true to their republican institutions, pro-

claim their absolute juridical equality, their unqualified respect for their re-

spective sovereignties and the existence of a common democracy throughout

America

;
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“T. That each act susceptible of disturbing the peace of America affects

each and every one of them and justifies the initiation of the procedure of con-

sultation provided for in the Convention for the Maintenance, Preservation

and Re-cstablishment of Peace, signed at this Conference; and

^'3. That the following principles are accepted by the American com-

munity of Nations: (a) Proscription of territorial conquest and that, in con-

sequence, no acquisition through violence shall be recognized; (b) Inter-

vention b}' one State in the internal or external affairs of another State is

condemned; (c) Forcible collection of pecuniary debts is illegal; and (d)

Any difference or dispute between the American nations, whatever its nature

or origin, shall be settled by the methods of conciliation, or unrestricted arbi-

tration, or through operation of international justice/’

As finally adopted this resolution did not state anything which had

not been confirmed by the great multilateral peace treaties. The sup-

pressed second article has been cited as anticipating the all-American

(almost all) front of all for one and one for all created at Lima (1938),

Panama (1939), Havana (1940), and Rio de Janeiro (1942). This

indeed can be construed out of itp^ but the circumstances of the times,

and the language of the proposed article, suggest rather that in 1936

it was intended more as a safeguard against the United States than

against a non-American nation. In signing it the United States paved

the way for the all-American front in the Second World War.

Now the diplomatists had done all that they could do, at least for the

time being. It remained for the peoples to follow and to give faith.

So far as treaties could bind and protect, henceforth the republics of

the New World had nothing to fear from anyone among themselves,

least of all from the ^‘^Colossus of the North,” as they shaped their

soiidar}^* attitude against any threat to their peace or to their territorial

integrity or political independence from a non-American power.

The Argentine Government did not ratify any of the inter-American

peace treaties in any wayy shape or manner, even those which it signed

in its own capital, not even the Additional Protocol Relative to Non-
intervention. Where it could not lead it would not join. It clove to the

Old World, the fount of its vaunted culture, the principal buyer of its

goods, the source therefore of its wealth. The Senate of the United

States, without debate and without record vote, promptly and unre-

servedly ratified the treaties and protocol of Buenos Aires—despite

the fact that the delegation had not contained a single Senator. If the

United States did not lead at least it joined, and most wholeheartedly.

The Old World was equally the origin of North American culture, and
remained the principal taker of North American exports, too; but the
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United States did not hesitate to pledge its troth to the political heri-

tage and independence of the New World in a fraternity of equal, in-

violable, sovereign republics.

There were other notable conventions signed at this Conference,

some of which, like that proposed by the United States for the promo-

tion of cultural relations, we shall consider in a proper place. There

were many declarations, like those against economic barriers and for

the equality of treatment in trade, both of which were introduced by

the United States, and wall be noted in the next chapter. Likewise

sponsored by the LTnited States was a resolution calling for ratification

of the inter-American treaties and conventions by all signatories, and

accession or adherence by non-signatories of the New World. There

were numerous resolutions, recommendations, homages, tributes, com-

mendations, recognitions, and acknowledgments, for which we must be

content to refer the reader to the printed texts.^® Like the product of

every recent international conference of American states, these would

fill a small book. It is to the more transcendental instruments that we

have devoted our attention here. These were the real contribution to

good will among men and peace upon earth, of the memorable meet-

ing at Buenos Aires on the eve of Christmas, 1936.

The Republic of the North was now committed to the Doctrine of

Nonintervention in its most absolute form. It is true that joint inter-

vention, in Mr. Roosevelt^s sense of joint concern, might still be pos-

sible, because the parties to the Additional Protocol had declared in-

admissible only intervention by any one of them. It w^as possible that

there might still be difference of opinion as to wTat constituted inter-

vention, or as to what was meant by indirect intervention, as distin-

* A Treaty on the Prevention of Controversies provided for a series of bilateral

mixed commissions between the various pairs of American republics to devise ways

and means of eliminating the causes of future difficulties and controversies.

An Inter-American Treaty on Good Offices and Mediation drew up rules for medi-

ation between disputants by some eminent citizen of a third American republic.

A Convention on the Pan xYmerican Highway, calling for collaboration, in study,

planning, surveys, and transit regulations,

A Convention on the Interchange of Publications.

A Convention Concerning iVrtistic Exhibitions.

A Convention Concerning the Peaceful Orientation of Public Instruction.

A Convention Concerning Facilities for Educational Films.

See Report of the Delegation of the United States of Jmerica to the Inter-American

Conference, for the Maintenance of Peace^ Buenos Aires, Argentina^ December 1-25,

19yd. Department of State Publication No. 108S, Washington, 1937.

The United States has ratified all but the last two of these conventions. Failure to

ratify these is due to lack of control of the Federal Government over public instruc-

tion and educational films.
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guished from direct intervention^ there might be question whether

there was such a thing as ^'^diplomatic intervention”^ but any such dis-

putation was left to eventual settlement by conciliation, arbitration, or

judicial settlement. Following this last and most sweeping self-denial,

the United States speedily finished with the final liquidation of its past

inter\'^entions and continuing treaty rights of intervention in Panama,

Haiti, and the Dominican Republic.

4

On the morrow of Buenos Aires (December 24, 1936) Panama rati-

fied the treaty signed with the United States on March 2, 1936, abol-

ishing the protectorate over that country, appeasing the Panamanians

by the strict control of commissan^ business in the Canal Zone, and

limiting the purposes of the United States to ^‘^effectual maintenance,

operation, sanitation, and protection of the Canal and its auxiliar)''

works.” There was more hesitation in the United States Senate about

approving this instrument than any of the other Good Neighbor treaties,

because of the vital relationship of the Canal to the protection of the

Continental Republic and with it the liberty of the whole republican

New World. Only when exchanges of notes had made it perfectly

clear that Article X, which called for consultation between the two

governments in case of a threat of aggression, would permit the United

States to act first and consult afterward,^'^ did the Senate finally advise

and consent to ratification (July 25, 1939).

As to the old treaty with Haiti, it expired, without renewal, on May
3, 19365 and thus ended the right of the United States to intervene in

that republic to enforce the customs receivership that had been left in

operation upon withdrawH of the marines in 1934. By the terms of the

executive agreement of 1933, providing for the evacuation of Haiti,

any controversy that might arise in the future over the continuing

receivership and the service of the bonds, and which could not be set-

tled by diplomacy, was to be referred to arbitration conformably to the

treaty of arbitration of 1909 between the two nations.

The treaty of 1924 (ratified 1925) with the Dominican Republic,

which created a protectorate with Platt Amendment features was due

to expire October 24, 1945. It was abrogated by a new treaty signed

at Washington, September 24, 1940, ratified March 10, 1941, ending

the protectorate, and providing for the arbitration if necessary of any

dispute arising over service of the bonds, in accordance with the Inter-

American flrbitration Convention of 1929.
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Thus disappeared, in good faith with the Protocol of Buenos Aires

and on the of the Second World War, the last vestiges of any right

of inten'enrion by the United States alone and on its own responsibility

in the internal or external affairs of any American state.

One of the bitterest of all Yankeephobla critics of United States im-

perialism, was the xirgentiiie writer, Manuel Ugarte, author of the

notorious polemic, The Destiny of a Continent^ He despised the

United States and its people as materialistic and imperialistic, devoid

of all ideals. He never understood them. He drank in the European

propaganda against them and licked his lips over it. When Woodrow
Wilson was elected President in 1912, he wrote him this challenging

letter

:

“We desire that Cuba be freed from the painful weight of the Platt

Amendment; w^e desire that there should be granted to Nicaragua the ability

to dispose of their soil, leaving to the feofle to defose those who govern them
with the aid of a foreign army^ if they deem it necessary

;

we desire that the

status of Porto Rico be settled in accordance wn'th the rights of humanity;

we desire that the abominable injustice committed against Colombia be re-

paired so far as possible; we desire tihat Panama which today suffers the con-

sequences of a temporary displacement be ceded the dignity of a nation; we
desire that the pressure being exerted in the port of Guayaquil shall cease;

w’e desire that the archipelago of the Galapagos be respected; we desire that

liberty be conceded to the heroic Filipinos; we desire that Mexico shall not

alw’ays see suspended above her dag Damocles’s sword of intervention; we
desire that the disorders of Putumayo shall not serve as a pretext for diplo-

matic dexterities; Tve desire that the companies which go beyond their au-

thority shall not be supported in their unjust demands; we desire that the

Republic of Santo Domingo be not suffocated by unjust oppression; we desire

that the United States abstain from officiously intervening in the domestic

politics of our countries and that they discontinue the acquisition of ports and

bays on this continent; we desire that measures of sanitation shall not serve

to diminish the sovereignty of the nations of the Pacific; we ask, in short,

that the star spangled banner cease to be a symbol of oppression in the New
Woridd’

Noting one by one the particulars of Mr. Ugarte^s list of grievances,

real and fancied, against the protective imperialism of the United States

in the new order of sea power that characterized the decades before the

First World War, we see that they have all disappeared. More than

that, the United States has accepted the absolute Doctrine of Non-
intervention together with the conventionalizing of the Monroe Doc-

trine.®^ Here is a proud and idealistic climax of polic}/ and faith which

must now stand the political strains of altitude and latitude, the final

tests of time and tropics.



CHAPTER XVII

The Ne~iJ0 R.ecip7'odty

(^933-^942)

BY the New Reciprocity we mean the program of Secretar}^" Cordell

Hull for the removal of unequal trade barriers the world over, not

only against the commerce of the United States, but against the trade

of all nations. It would abolish the whole armory of ingenious weapons

to which the nations have laid hand for the discriminator}^ control of

imports and exports and the unequal regulation of International com-

merce, symptoms of the New Mercantilism that made its appearance

after the First World War: import quotas, bilateral tariff bargains,

clearing arrangements, exchange controls, sanitar}^ restrictions, com-

pensation agreements, and other devices. The New Reciprocity is not

particularly a regional polic}^ of the United States, but its application

to Latin America is of major interest in any historical interpretation

and contemporary analysis of the Latin American policy of the United

States.

The collapse in American exports caused by the Great Depression

and the restrictive import systems of competing industrial and even

competing agricultural nations, and by autarchical devices for self-suffi-

ciency of nations stocking up for war, caused the Democratic Adminis-

tration of President Franklin D. Roosevelt to embark, like the Repub-

licans in the days of McKinleyism, upon a program of reciprocal trade

agreements for the lowering of tariffs, under the impulse of Secretary

of State Cordell Hull, the last of the log-cabin statesmen.

Cordell Hull was a newly elected low^-tariff Senator from the border

South. A conseiwative Democrat with a long career in the House of

Representatives, he had been a trusted political manager in the party

in the da3^s before the New Deal. As a member of the lower house

he had led the movement for enactment of a federal income tax in

295
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Woodrow Wilsords time. On eveiy possible occasion since then he had

attacked, with vehemence. Republican high tariffs. He had come to

sense, most apprehensively, the tendency of the New Mercantilism, al-

though he did not call it by that academic name. ‘^Hhe world today,

under American leadership over the last ten years, he said in 1931,

^hs in a virtual state of economic war. There can be no real progress

towards confidence or peace nor permanent trade recovery while retalia-

tions and bitter controversies arise.’’ He had worked to secure the

plank in the Democratic platform of 1932 wfiiich pledged the party to

a somewTat ambiguous measure of tariff revision in advance of nomi-

nation of a candidate for the presidency: ^AVe favor a competitive tariff

with a fact-finding tariff commission free from executive interference,

reciprocal tariff agreements with other nations, and an international

economic conference designed to restore international trade and facili-

tate exchange.”

Apparently there was no particular understanding between President-

elect Roosevelt and Cordell Hull as to what would be the controlling

principles of American foreign policy in the new administration. We
recall that the President’s only reference to foreign policy in his in-

augural address was the happy and unexceptionable phrase about being

a Good Neighbor in the world. It looks as though one of the reasons

why Roosevelt shrewdly selected the Tennessean as a conservative

make-w^eight in his Cabinet w’'as to keep the Democratic South solidly

in the party wTile he turned to his New York familiars and advisers for

an unprecedented program of national recovery and political supremacy.

If this w-as the President’s motive, he was supremely successful. On
his part, Cordell Hull appears to have welcomed the appointment as a

possible opportunity to bring about a measured reform in economic in-

ternational relations, particularly in undermining a hateful high tariff,

by diplomacy, at a time when the party did not dare lower it directly

by legislation. The new^ Secretary of State could scarcely have foreseen

the fearful problems that lay ahead of him when he took over the

Department of State on March 4, 1933. He could not have perceived

the coming^ revolution in power and in politics, and in the identity of

states, that was to overwhelm the world and make his duties as a diplom-

atist the most arduous and difficult that any Secretary of State has ever

had to face. Nor did he see that international trade restrictions were

a symptom rather than a cause of strife among nations. Peace could be

won for the world, he seemed to believe, by the removal of economic
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barriers, and he hoped to lead the United States to do its part as an

exemplar.

In the realm of foreign affairs the first year of the new Administra-

tion was taken up with what proved to be the fiasco of the World
Economfic Conference at London, with the failure of the Geneva Dis-

armament Conference, and more successfuliv with the definition and

orientation of the Good Neighbor Policy in regard to Latin America,

particularly in relation to Cuba, and in the Seventh International Con-

ference of American States at Montevideo, to which subjects we have

already devoted so much attention in this history of the Latin Amer-

ican policy of the Lhiited States.

It was to the World Economic Conference, already called during the

Hoover Administration, for the purpose of adjusting inter-governmental

debts, internationally stabilizing currencies, and removing trade barriers

and nationalist controls, that Secretary Hull first directed his principal

attention in the early weeks of the New Deal. Before the Conference

convened he proposed a tariff truce in which each signatory agreed for

the period of the meeting not to raise its tariffs. Practically all of the

nations to be represented agreed to this. Mr. Hull led the United States

delegation to London personally where he made an eloquent appeal for

the amelioration of international commerce.

^^Economic nationalism as practiced since the war,^^ declared the Sec-

retai*}'^ of State to the assembled delegations, ^^has expressed itself by

every known method of obstructing international capital and trade,

such as high tariffs, quotas, embargos, exchange restrictions and depre-

ciated currencies. The reaction upon production, employment, prices and

distribution within ever}' nation has been disastrousd^ He introduced

a proposal for an agreement among the nations to reduce tariff barriers

gradually over a period of time, to make the unconditional form of the

most-favored-nation doctrine the universal basis of commercial policy,

and to extend the life of the tariff truce to a reasonable period beyond

the final adjournment of the Conference. He offered this proposal as

a basis upon which a world program might be developed. The Euro-

pean powers were more interested in writing down, or off, inter-govern-

mental debts, VvLich really meant leaving the United States holding

the bag5 this accomplished, the relieved debtors would stabilize their

currencies, presumably by an international stabilization fund to which

a major contribution would be expected from the United States. The
New Deal, on the other hand, "was striving to raise the price level in

the United States by devaluing the dollar if necessary. Any rigid stabili-
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zation agreement would prevent the Government from devaluing the

dollar.

Roosevelt reinforced Secretary HulPs objections that temporary

international stabilization of currency would be ^fontimely.^^ " When the

President realized the domestic implications of currency stabilization

—

that it might block his program for raising commodity prices v/ithin

the United States—he torpedoed the Conference by a dramatic tele-

gram ^ saying that the United States could not agree to stabilization^ it

would only achieve a temporar}^^ and probably an artificial stability

without dissipating the basic economic errors that underlay so much

of the existing world-wide depression.

The Conference ^"^recessed” without accomplishing Its major aims.

In the final session Mr. Hull introduced a long statement urging that

the various governm.ents continue to develop his proposals in the in-

terim before the next session of the Conference. This was like preach-

ing to desert sands. The Conference never met againd

His New Reciprocity balked in the Old Worlds Secretary of State

Hull turned hopefully to the New World, where the United States as

late as 1928 had repelled a proposal by Argentina for a declaration, at

the Havana Conference, against excessive artificial trade barriers.

At the Sixth International Conference of American States, held In

the capital of Cuba, Dr. Honorio Pueyrredon, chief of the Argentine

delegation, had introduced the subject of trade barriers as a part of his

program of opposition to the United States. The spearhead of the Ar-

gentine opposition at Havana, in 1928, had been the Doctrine of Non-

intervention, as embodied in the proposed treaty on States, which

Charles E. Hughes succeeded in postponing until the next conference

at Montevideo. The subject of trade barriers was not In the agenda at

Havana, but Dr. Pueyrredon succeeded in raising it In an indirect way,

as a sort of rider to the unexceptionable treaty for the conventionalizing

of the Pan American Union. That treaty had contained no preamble,

and the delegation from El Salvador proposed one recognizing the

sovereign independence and juridical equality of the American repub-

lics. Dr. Pueyrredon then proposed to include in the preamble also a

declaration against unreasonable trade barriers.

One such barrier that the Argentine representative had particularly

in mind was the sanitary prohibition which the United States had

maintained against the importation of beef from countries infected with

the foot-and-mouth disease. That there is a real danger of importing the

dread disease “we shall see later in this chapter, but Argentina con-
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sidered that the United States quarantine was merely a pretext to keep

pampa-grown beef from competing with domestic western beef in the

United States.

The quarantine prohibition was an issue which concerned the United

States and Argentina, not the whole Pan American group. But in an

effort to appease Dr. Pueyrredon without straying outside the scope of

the agenda, the committee that had the subject in charge included in

the preamble an allusion to the desirability of ‘^'^promoting efficaciously

the increasing conciliation of their economic interests and intellectual

activitiesd^ Dr. Pueyrredon insisted on adding the words: ^^Economlc

cooperation being an essential factor in the realization of these pur-

poses, the signatory states will direct their efforts toward the suppres-

sion of unjust obstacles and excessive artificial barriers which may hinder

natural interchange or restrict the liberty of commerce between the

nations of America, without according privileges or creating exclu-

sions.”
^

The committee refused to accept this amendment. Mr. Hughes,

chairman of the United States delegation, declared: introduce the

Pan American Union into these most delicate of all subjects, relating

to the exercise by independent and sovereign states of their will with

respect to the articles coming in or leaving their boundaries, would be

simply to invite the destruction of the Pan American Union by making

it the center of controversies which it could not resolve and to put it

in opposition to the Parliaments and Congresses of the various states.”
®

When the Conference refused to accept his amendment, Dr. Pueyr-

redon declined to sign the convention for Argentina. His colleagues

appealed over the head of their chief to their government and received

instructions to sign."^ Thereupon Dr. Pueyrredon resigned his place in

the delegation, and also his position as Ambassador to the United States.

How times changed between 1928 and 1933! At Montevideo in

1933 Secretary of State Hull wanted the states to consider this ^‘^most

delicate of all subjects” and had no fear at all of its "^finviting the de-

struction of the Pan American Union.” It was some of the other states

in 1933, including Argentina, who held back from full commitment.

The agenda for the Montevideo Conference had been drafted by the

committee on program of the Governing Board of the Pan American

^ The Convention has nex'er gone into effect because it requires unanimity of ratifi-

cation. Up to January i, 1943, the following states had not ratified; Argentina, Bolivia,

Colombia, El Salvador, Honduras, Paraguay, Peru. Meanwhile the Pan American

Union continues to function without a treaty basis.
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Union, for the most part, before the inauguration of the Roosevelt

Administration. We have seen how the expiring Hoover Administra-

tion had accepted, in the meetings of the Governing Board, items on

codification of international law and the Argentine plan for an anti-war

pact as parts of the Montevideo program. Before the Governing Board

had finally approved the complete program in its meeting of May 31,

1933, the Cuban Ambassador to Washington, as a member of the

Board, had Inserted additional items ' on import quotas, import prohibi-

tions, and collective commercial treaties (Chapter V, Nos. lO, ii, 12).

These represented Secretary HulBs principal concerns in foreign affairs.

May one be permitted to wonder whether he had something to do with

the inspiration of these Cuban proposals, which were accepted at the

last moment by the Governing Board?

The instructions to the American delegation to the Montevideo Con-

ference ha\^e not yet been made available to historians. As Secretary of

State, Mr. Hull was in a position to write his own Instructions—to the

extent that he believed the President would accept them as a matter of

policy. We are not yet privileged to know wTat the instructions said on

these items of the agenda, so dear to Mr. HulPs outlook on inter-

national affairs. We do know that after the delegates had received the

instructions, prepared for them at the Department of State, a statement

from the White House limited their action on these points: ^^Unsettled

conditions, such as European commercial-quota restrictions, have made

it seem desirable for the United States to forego immediate discussions

of such matters as currency stabilization, uniform import prohibitions,

permanent customs duties, and the like,”
®

This statement may have been a dampener to Secretary HulPs en-

thusiasm for the removal of trade barriers, his principal desire for the

Conference. It estopped him from any conclusive negotiations on that

subject. Nevertheless, in the Latin American capitals en route to Monte-

video and returning he took occasion to inveivh avainst such barriers ando 00
to emphasize the necessity for their removal if the world was to have

peace.^

At Montevideo, as in London, the United States delegation had to

explain that internal conditions at home prevented it from discussing

any project for currency stabilization among the American republics

until the domestic price level had been brought back to a satisfactory

placed® But Secretary Hull at least was able to lay down a plan of fu-

ture attack against the New Mercantilism, the tentacles of which were

already reaching out from Europe to wind themselves about certain
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countries of the New World. An example was the Anglo-Argentine

bilateral commercial treaty of 1933.

This agreem.ent, the so-called Roca Convention (May i, 1933)?

made shortly after the Ottawa Agreements of 1932 confirming intra-

imperial preferences, had given to Argentina a commercial relationship,

in the economic relations of the British Empire, not altogether unlike

that of a Dominion.^* Great Britain agreed to keep future purchases by

her subjects of Argentine beef up to a level at least 90% of the last

yeaEs imports, and Argentina agreed to let the proceeds of these sales

lie in England: (i) to strvt British loans, (2) to purchase British

goods. Such a treaty as this, coupled with the imperial tariff preferences

to British Dominions by the Ottawa Agreements, heavily discriminated

against United States beef in the English market, and at the same time

reserved a major part of Argentine exchange for purchase of British

manufactured goods (rather than those of the United States). It re-

sulted in a forced decline of the United States position in the Argentine

marketd“ This treaty was a precursor of further bilateral treaties of

European powers with Latin American countries, particularly after

Nazi Germany began to perfect the New Mercantilism. To Secretary

Hull it was, like the Ottawa Agreements, a symbol of international

discord.

Some of the Latin American delegations, particularly that of Argen-

tina, shrank from full discussion at Montevideo of these subjects of cus-

tom.s, quotas, and tariffs. Dr. Saavedra Lamas succeeded in separating

these items from the consideration of the Committee, which had to

deal with Chapter IV of the Agenda, on Economic and Financial Prob-

lems, and transferring them to a special committee under his own chair-

manship, the Ninth Committee, on Economic Problems. He did this

on the ground that they concerned more countries than those repre-

sented in an inter-American Conference, touching as they did the trade

relationships with non-American countries, a significant and paralyzing

distinction. The sessions of this committee were then thrown open to

the public. Into the deliberations of the Ninth Committee Mr. Hull

introduced a lengthy resolution as an appeal, without commitment, for

future action, an inter-American battle cry^ for the New Reciprocity^

against the New Mercantilism. The resolution called upon the Amer-
ican republics to enter upon a program of reciprocal lowering of high

tariffs to moderate levels upon the principle of the unconditional most-

favored-nation formula by bilateral and multilateral reciprocity ^^agree-

ments.^^
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Secretar}' HulPs reciprocity resolution provoked a lot of public de-

bate. It immediately met objections on the part of those countries whose

principal exports went to Europe.

A delegate from El Salvador pointed out that his country bought

70% of its Imports from the United States^ but sold the greater part

of its produce to Europe. /Harmed at the prospects of an hemisphere

customs union, he elicited applause when he said, ^^If we enter into

an agreement on lowering of tariffs which would undoubtedly give to

North American goods free entrance to our markets, we would be con-

sidered a sort of Zollverein, a sort of customs understanding which

would endanger the sale of our raw material on the European Con-

tinent.^^

Many of the delegates could not see any sense in unconditional most-

favored-natioii reciprocity treaties or agreements.

^^How does the Anglo-Argentine treaty stand asked a Uruguayan

delegate. ^‘^How does the Brazilian-Argentine treaty stand? How does

the Argentine-Chilean treaty stand? We would have to start by abol-

ishing all the conventions having established clauses, principles, stipu-

lations and preferences, and which in reality are treaties dispensing with

the classic concept of the most-favored-nation clause.”

The chairman, Dr. Saavedra Lamas, justly explained what the Amer-

ican delegation had stressed: that Mr. HulPs proposition amounted

only to a declaration, without obligation of any kind on the part of any

signatory. Nor were all the states hostile to the Hull resolution. The
chairman of the Colombian delegation, Mr, Lopez, pointed out that

the Secretary’s proposal suggested a new and welcome tendency of the

United States to modify its tariff policy, in contrast to the attitude of

the European powers, evidenced at the "World Economic Conference

just held in London
j
the latter were interested rather in increasing

tariffs as a “means of increasing imperial trade for Great Britain and

colonial trade in France.” The audience applauded Mr. Lopez, too,

when he said that a lesson of the London Conference was that the

Latin American countries, having an economy complementary to the

United States, could better travel along with the United States in Mr.
HulPs new pathway, particularly now the United States had pledged

Itself to nonintervention^^

Convinced that they were obligating themselves to nothing, and that

there might be some good and certainly no harm in saluting the Hull

reciprocity ideal, the Ninth Committee, and then the Conference, unan-

imously adopted the resolution in its original wmrding.
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This declaration of intentions was Hallos first step toward carrying

out his new economic policies. It now remained to get a law through the

Congress of the United States enabling the President to lower the

tariff by means of reciprocal trade agreements with foreign govern^

ments according to the unconditional most-favored-nation formula.

Then the United States with the moral support of the Latin American

republics could take the lead in the crusade for the New Reciprocity

against the New Mercantillsmi.

The new law which the ikdministrationj under Hull’s impulse, suc-

ceeded in getting Congress to pass (June 12, 1934) enabled the Presi-

dent to make reciprocal trade agreements with foreign nations, for mu-
tual lowering of tariffs on agreed articles within a range of 50% of the

United States tariff level, with this striking innovation; tariff conces-

sions allowed reciprocally to one nation in such an agreement w^ere to

extend generally to all nations,"^' not only those which had unconditional

most-favored-natlon treaties of commerce or trade agreements with theO
United States, but also to those wLich had conditional most-favored-

aation treaties, and even to those nations which had no treaties or

agreements at all, unless perchance they discriminated against the

United States
j
in the latter case the President mighty but indeed was

aot obliged to, wfithhold extension from them.^®

As a matter of fact, despite a long list of countries which discrimi-

lated against the United States directly or indirectly, the President has

vithheid the favors extended and generalized by the New Reciprocity

Dnly in the case of Germany, because of glaring and abominable dis-

:rimination5 and once temporarily in the case of Australia. With these

exceptions the lower tariff rates successively negotiated under this law

)y individual governments from the United States have been gratui-

ously gene-mlhed in the case of other nations wLich had no uncondi-

ional treaty right to them. On the other hand the partners to the Hull

eciprocal trade agreements, which followed the enactment of the Act

)f 1934, have not always followed the example of the United States

nd generalized their concessions to nations not entitled by treaty to

inconditional most-favored-natlon treatment.

Armed with this authority from Congress and heartened by the

eciprocity resolution of Montevideo, Secretary Hull set up the neces-

ary administrative machinery, the Division of Trade Agreements in

he Department of State, and proceeded with the agreeable labor of

negotiating as many reciprocal trade agreements as possible with the

* Unique preferential tariff treatment was reserved for Cuba^ as always.
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different nations of the world. Preceding or accompanying each nego-

tiation^ an inter-departmental Committee for Reciprocity Information

held hearings on tariff rates and schedules and cognate matterSj out of

fairness to interested business elements. These hearings were scheduled

by docket;, with dates and tim.e limits, country by country according to

the countries which manifested formally a willingness to negotiate.

Private interests now had to argue their cases for or against tariff pro-

tection, not before a congressional committee and in last analysis Con-

gress itself, but rather before a group of tariff specialists from the De-

partments of State, Commerce, flgriculture, Treasury, and the Tariff

Commission.

Unlike members of Congress, the unknown specialists were not de-

pendent upon any voting constituency to stay in office. The member of

Congress depended upon the voters of his district, while the specialist

depended upon his scientific service to Secretary Hull and his Cabinet

colleagues in the interests of the New Reciprocity. Hence the profes-

sional lobbyist of protected interests had less effect on him. Under such

an administrative measurement of national interests a more objective

consideration was possible. But Mr. Hull, and the Roosevelt Adminis-

tration on wTich he depended, had to be careful not to stir up too great

a dissent among the voters by too drastic cuts in the tariff, lest members

of Congress, alarmed at protests, annul the program by new adverse

legislation.

By January i, 1943, there had been negotiated reciprocal trade agree-

ments with twenty-five countries of the world, and four more negotia-

tions scheduled on the docket of the Department of State. Sixteen

of these were with countries of the New World, as were three of the

four countries still remaining on the docket.^®

In the various trade agreements concluded with the Latin American

governments the United States has endeavored: first, to secure recip-

rocally lower tariff rates
3
second, to abolish other trade restrictions, or

at least to do awuy wfith discriminatory application against the United

States of restrictions, like quotas of imports and control of foreign ex-

change, The first and most significant of these agreements, aside from

the unique agreement with Cuba, was that with Brazil (1935), with

wTich country United States commerce and relations have been tradi-

tionally on a most sympathetic footing. The negotiations of the agree-

ment with Argentina signed October 14, 1941, after years of discussion,

presented the greatest difficulties and left unsolved the greatest number
of problems.
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The agricultural products of Argentina and the United States were

competitive. Because of the much higher cost of production in the

United States^ this really meant that articles of Argentine growth,

notably fruit, beef, and hides could undersell in the home market these

same commodities, unless they were kept out by a protective tariff or

by quarantine and sanitary restrictions. The latter kind of exclusion

applied to the importation of meat from countries infected w'ith the

dread foot-and-mouth disease, as certain sections of Argentina unfor-

tunately are. In accordance with a resolution of the Fourth Pan Amer-

ican Commercial Conference held at Washington In 1931, the United

States and Argentina signed in 1935 a convention which would have

allowed reciprocally the Importation of properly inspected animal or

plant products from territories or zones agreed to be free from plant

or animal diseases or insect pests.^” But ]ust as Argentina has failed to

ratify eighty-four out of ninety Pan American conventions and treaties,

rejecting all the great peace treaties (except the Saavedra Lamas Anti-

War Treaty), so the United States, despite the assurances^® made by

President Roosevelt during his historic visit to Buenos Aires in 1936,

has never ratified the sanitary convention. Undoubtedly this is due to

the opposition of western cattle interests but it is also due to a genuine

fear of introducing again a calamitous disease into North American

herds. Eight times since 1870 this dire infection has got into the coun-

try, to be stamped out only by the most ruthless slaughter of all dis-

eased and exposed herds and the burning of carcasses. The last time,

in 1924 alone, 58,791 cattle had to be destroyed in California, and

in Texas 153 Infected herds and 848 exposed herds.^® The foot-and-

mouth disease exists in England, the greatest consumer of Argentine

dressed beef. Its reappearance In the United States would be a major

and unwarrantable disaster. The unratified convention gave either party

a right to exclude products coming from a zone froven to be infected
j

but there ^vas a chance that the first proof might be the outbreak of an

epidemic in the importing state.

It is sad to have to bow to quarantines, if not to protective tariffs,

when one envisions the appetizing steaks of Argentina, the best and

cheapest to be found anyv/here, those delectable edibles that melt in the

historian’s mouth and expand his Weltanschammg with such delightful

feelings of contentment and well-being, making him a free trader,

veritable and agreeable. In longing for these esculent lo?nos of the

pampa-bred cattle, the lean scholar could easily forget the Anglo-

Argentine ‘^‘^Roca Convention” (“Buy from them wEo buy from us”)
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bv which the southernmost of the good neighbors withholds, in favor

of British creditors and sales, foreign exchange that otherwise might be

available for the purchase of North American agricultural machiner)/",

automobiles, and refrigerators, also the cheapest and best on earth. But

one must discipline oneself into remembering that the Roca Conven-

tion works a hea\y discrimination against the manufactures of the

United States. Unpleasant recriminations flew back and forth between

Washington and Buenos Aires about refrigerators and about beef to put

in them. This commercial hostility made more difflcult political rela-

tions. For a long time a reciprocal trade agreement seemed impossible.

The reciprocal trade agreement Anally concluded October 14, 1941,

did not settle these major problems. In fact it was a most one-sided

arrangement, full of emasculating exceptions, and seemed to have been

signed more for the sake of appearance than for any substantial victory

of the New Reciprocity. By signing up Argentina to the New Reciproc-

ity at the cost of heavy concessions and exceptions, the United States

was able to color in a most important country on the Latin American

trade agreement map, in fact, the principal recalcitrant
j
and this acces-

sion in turn could be expected to bring the remaining countries into the

Hull program. The Lhiited States-Argentine agreement reduced United

States tariffs on 69% of its imports (including canned beef) from Ar-

gentina and guaranteed not to increase or le\y duties on most of the

remainder
5
ikrgentina reduced its tariffs on only 18.2% of imports from

the United States (including automobiles and refrigerators), and

promised not to raise existing tariffs on 12%. Some of these reductions,

however, could take place only when the Argentine tariff revenue

should rise above 270,000,000 paper pesos a year. The Argentine Gov-

ernment continued to maintain its quotas, and exchange controls, but

agreed not to exercise them in a discriminatory way against the United

States, excep in favor of Great Britain and the ^^sterling area,’^ and of

states contiguous to Argentina, and of Peruril

Of the nations of the New World only the Dominican Republic,

Panama, and Paraguay have not yet signalized a willingness to nego-

tiate reciprocal trade agreements wdth the United States. Secretary

Hulks reciprocity resolution of Montevideo thus already has borne

fruit in most of the Latin American republics, or is cultivating it ex-

pectantly in the others. It w^ould not seem that the three small countries

which still stand aloof wmuld present very great dilAcuIties for the

future.

By January i, 1943, reciprocal trade agreements had covered countries
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comprising approximately two-thirds of the foreign trade of the United

States. The agreements reduced the tariff rates on 6o% of the dutiable

goods entering the United States, and lowered the general tariff level

on dutiable articles by 2993.““ Exports from the United States to the

trade-agreement countries increased faster than to the non-agreement

countries, though imports lagged behind. This pictures the global effects

of the Hull program.

In the region of Latin America the New Reciprocity would appear

to have the same effect, although it is somiewhat misleading to com-

pare trade with each of these two groups in Latin America over a fixed

period of years, say 1935-1938,“" if only because the several countries

in the agreement category for those years did not all enter that rela-

tionship in the same year. Further, trade had been greatly disturbed

during the years 1935-1938 by unusual fluctuations in the purchasing

power and economy of various individual countries, as well as by war

and rumors of war. Nevertheless, some qualified conclusions are pos-

sible. Trade has increased markedly with each one of the agreement

countries of Latin America except in the case of imports from Brazil

and Cuba, two of the most important commercial countries in the group

;

but Its dollar value has not come back to the level of 1929, despite

the devaluation of the dollar to .596.““^ But it is also true that during

this same period, characterized by gradual recovery in international

trade, the total of exports from the non-agreement countries to the

United States increased even more rapidly, although their total of im-

ports from the United States fell off slightly. Would trade have in-

creased more rapidly with these non-agreement countries, we wonder,

if they had been parties to reciprocal trade agreements with the United

States? Perhaps
5
but w^e cannot say for sure. It seems further true that

trade with the agreement countries of Latin America has increased more

rapidly than the rate of increase in the total world trade of the United

States; but this is not necessarily because of the reciprocal trade agree-

ments; some of the non-American countries are agreement countries too.

One result of the Hull agreements seems fairly certain with the

Latin American countries, proven both by their ofiicial trade statistics

and by those of the United States. This is that to the agreement coun-

tries of that region the United States has supplied a larger share of

their total imports and taken a smaller share of their total exports. On
the other hand, the non-agreement countries to the south have bought

a smaller share of their Imports during the same period from the

United States and sold to the Republic of the North proportionately
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more of their total exports. Of course, it is the share reciprocally of a

countr\''S trade that is the most significant measure of the effect of the

New Reciprocity.

Another way of summing up the apparent results of the reciprocal

trade agreement program in the years before the Second World War
is that the balance of trade of the United States with Latin American

nations has been more ^ffavorable” with the agreement countries than

with the non-agreement countries. It is impossible to determine with

security whether this was due to this feature of the New Reciprocity or

to the generosity of dollar diplomacy in reverse, discussed in a later

chapter. Before Cordell HulPs program could be given a conclusive

trial it collided too heavily with the nationalistic forces of the New
Mercantilism, and with war, the master of mercantilism.

The idealism of the New Reciprocity is like disarmament by example.

At first it did not seem to stem the tide against the New Mercantilism.

The nations that resorted to war as an instrument of national policy

in 1939 were the very powers that, planning to resort to war as an

instrument of national policy, refused the New Reciprocity. But HulPs

policy has become a bulwark to the ^^common and solidary attitude”

of the republics of the New World. More than that, during the Second

World War it established itself as a major principle of the peace of

victory. In both of the international conferences of American states

since Montevideo (Buenos Aires, 1936^^3 Lima, 1938^^), and in the

three successive meetings of the Foreign Ministers of the American

states (Panama, 1939 “‘3 Havana, 1940^^3 Rio de Janeiro, 1942^®)

held since the outbreak of the Second World War, Secretary Hull has

WTitten the New Reciprocity conspicuously into the various declarations

of the twenty-one republics as a design for world peace, seeking to

preserve and advance it at least as a common American ideal whilst

the rest of the world was being conquered by the champions of the

New Mercantilism. He offered it to Japan in November, 1941, as one

of the fundamental principles on which a stable diplomatic settlement

could be basedP^ Since the coming of hostilities to the New World the

United States has insisted, in the various agreements entered into for

the united prosecution of the war against the Axis Powers, on subscrip-

tion to the New Reciprocity as the ruling principle of economic amelior-

ation to be written into the peace of victory.

^ The reader does not need to be reminded of the economic fallacies hidden in a

‘^Tavorable^’ or ‘Unfavorable” balance of trade, particularly when dealing with one

region.
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The Atlantic Charter of the principles of peace, of August la, 1941,

stated, Article 5:

^^They zctll endeaz:or zz-ith due resfeet for their existing obligations

to further the enjoyment by all States, great and small, victor or van-

quished, of access, on equal terms, to the trade and to the raw materials

or the world which are needed for their economic prosperityd'"’

The Declaration of United Nations of January i, 1942, stipulated

the Atlantic Charter as a common program of purposes and prin-

ciples. In the ensuing Mutual Aid Agreement between the United

States and Great Britain, of February 23, 1942, the furtherance of

Secretaiw HulPs New Reciprocity among all other countries of like

mind was m^ade one of the specific conditions by which Great Britain

received lend-lease aid to help win the Second World War:

Article VII

“In the final determination of the benefits to be provided to the United
States of America by the Government of the United Kingdom in return for

aid furnished under the [Lend-Lease] Act of Congress of March ll, 1941,
the terms and conditions thereof shall be such as not to burden commerce
between the two countries, but to promote mutually advantageous economic
relations between them and the betterment of world-wide economic rela-

tions. To that end, they shall include provision for agreed action by the

United States of America and the United Kingdom, open to participation by
all other countries of like mind, directed to the expansion, by appropriate in-

ternational and domestic measures, of production, employment, and the ex-
change and consumption of goods, wTich are the material foundations of the

liberty and welfare of all peoples; to the elimination of all forms of discrim-

inatory treatment in international commerce, and to the reduction of tariffs

and other trade barriers; and, in general, to the attainment of all the eco-

nomic objectives set forth in the Joint Declaration made on August 12, 1 941,
by the President of the United States of America and the Prime Minister of

the United Kingdom,
“At an early convenient date, conversations shall be begun between the

two Governments with a view to determining, in the light of governing eco-
nomic conditions, the best means of attaining the above-stated objectives by
their own agreed action and of seeking the agreed action of the other like-

minded Governments^^

These conditions became the model for ^^master agreements’’ con-

cluded with other nations, including Latin American nations, following

the British-American Agreement."'^ The agreements since concluded

under the lend-lease program have made use of that instrument more
than to win the war. They have made it a contrivance also to formulate

and advance principles of peace by the reconstruction and revitalization
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of world economy. So sincere has been the policy of the United States

in this respect that it has taken exception to Latin American proposals

for Pan American (not to mention smaller regionalizations) reciprocal

preferences not to be extended to non-American nations.

International economic amelioration for this unhappy planet now
depends upon the final outcome of the war. If the Axis Powers win,

there will be no reciprocity of any kind. Victory for the United Nations

will mean the overthrow of the New Mercantilism, and the triumph of

HulPs long struggle against economic discriminations among the

nations.

FOREIGN TRADE OF LATIN AMERICA 1937

{In Per Cent of Total Trade)

Imports Exports

From U, S. Fro7n Europe To U. S. To Europe

Cuba 68.6 18.2 80.7 17.2

Mexico 62.1 32.1 56.2 33.9
Honduras 58.0 16.2 88.8 8.9

Nicaragua 54.2 30.8 55.4 35.2
Venezuela 52.8 41,5 13 -7*

Dominican Republic 52.3 23.8 32.2 51.3
Panama 52.0 19.9 90.9 4.0
Haiti... 51.0 35.3 27.9 68.3

Colombia 48.4 46.4 64.1 ^3-2

Guatemala 45.3 49.2 64.2 33.4
Costa Rica 42.5 40.4 45.1 49.4
Salvador 40 -4 53*2) 60.7 37.1
Ecuador 39.6 48.8 33.2 47.0
Peru 35.5 43.1 '22.2 52.1

Bolivia 27.7 32.9 7.3 89.8
Chile 27.1 46.6 22.5 49.1

13.1 53.5 36.4 49.4
Argentina 16. i <9.1 12.8 74-3
Uruguay 13.6 47.7 I4.1 59.6
Paraguay 7.6 32.5 7.8 46.5

^Venezuela: excluding indirect trade via Dutch West Indies; including exports to U. S. approximately
25 %; to Europe approximately 57%.



CHAPTER XVIII

The Exchange of Culture and Humanity

I

EXCHANGE of knowledge and culture internationally does not neces-

sarily bring political solidarity or even peace. If it did we would have

political solidarity and peace in Europe, where so much exchange of

this kind has taken place, and peace betw^een the Old World and the

New. Where interests are sufficiently vital and common, and endan-

gered^ there will be political solidarity, notwithstanding cultural di-

vergences. Under these circumstances a sympathetic cultural contact

and exchange can further fortify common interests. Where interests are

opposed, a loyal exchange of culture and humanity at least can assist

understanding and soften enmity. Thus such exchanges would seem to

be all to the good, whether interests are opposed or united.

There are painful exceptions to the above conclusion, because in con-

temporary times, at least, cultural exchanges have been exploited in

bad faith as instruments of conquest. Governments of aggressive nations

have studied the character and culture of other peoples not as a means

of liberating and dignifying and ennobling a common humanity by
mutual understanding, but rather for some economic or political pur-

pose: to build up a profitable market, to catalog wealth to be acquired,

to secure strategical positions for conquest, to lay bare weaknesses of

character to be used against a nation for its undoing. In our times, Nazi

Germany with diabolical skill has made of cultural contact an ingra-

tiating device for espionage or turned it into a trick for seducing the

elite as a preliminary step in softening political resistance of a state

marked for destruction. Then, after conquest, the first thing the in-

vading Gestafo does is to liquidate the elite and stamp out native cul-

ture, alw^ays a reservoir of moral strength for patriotic resurgence. This

practice is only an apparent exception to the soundness of the conclu-

313
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sion that the exchange of culture can do no harm and may do much

Rood, foiy of course, in such instance it is not a bona fide exchange of

culture and humanity^ Nazi soldiers were merely disguising themselves

in professors’ caps and gowns to hide their machine guns.

I leave it to the reader to judge whether the interest of the United

States in inter-American cultural exchange, which has risen in our pres-

ent days to such a pitch of enthusiasm, presents a chapter of bad faith or

good faith, just as I am leaving to the reader of this book the privi-

lege of making a similar absolute judgment before the bar of history

on the character of the Latin American policy of the United States in

general.

Not until 1936 did the Government include within its Latin Amer-

ican policy any effort to foment and promote the exchange of culture

and humanity with the other republics of the New World to the south.

There were promising movem-ents within the Pan American Union for

such official ministrations, and the United States cooperated with them

in a dutiful way. But initiative for real activity was left to the privately

endowed foundations for the advancement of science and learning and

the promotion of peace, institutions of international scope and purview

which formed such a distinctive feature of North American culture in

the twentieth century. Even these foundations did not devote their

resources very much to the work of cultural exchange with Latin

America until after the First World War. Before turning to recent

manifestation of government policy it is appropriate to glance back to

the cultural relationships of the people of the United States with Latin

America as they developed without governmental support or interest

through more than a century of independence.

Culturally the Latin American countries did not seem to have much

to offer to the United States. Serious students went from North America

to the German universities to cap their professional training. Large-

minded people w^ent to Europe to broaden their cultural appreciation

amidst the treasures of the Old World. Light-minded tourists went

abroad because it w^as the fashion and came home often to ape Euro-

pean, particularly English, customs. Sons and grandsons of immigrants

went to look at the ^^old country” from which their parents had come

to a world of better opportunity.

On none of these grounds did Latin America offer any appeal during

the nineteenth century, after the earlier interests of the Era of Emanci-

pation had subsided. One regrets to say that there developed a general

indifference tow^ard Latin American culture, if not actual contempt for
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it. The breakdown of self-government among peoples imperfectty

schooled for it, the revolutions, the long interludes of tyrannical dic-

tatorships, convinced the people of the United States that they had

nothing to learn politically from their southern neighbors of the West-

ern Hemisphere. The ^Tlack legend’^ of unmitigated cruelty of the

Spanish conquerors came down rrom a more brutal age, of which the

Spanish people were by no means the sole examples, to darken un-

justly the character of the peoples, the miajoritv of whom were not

related at all to the conquistadores. The major part of the population

of Latin Kmtncz is not descended from the Spanish conquerors any

more than the major portion of the people of the United States is

descended from Puritan or even English progenitors. Ignorance and

prejudice, together with dlfhculties of transportation, combined with

complacence ^ to insulate Latin America from any cultural influence on

the United States. The region and its peoples remained to the northern

republic a profitable place to trade wath, an interesting field for ex-

plorers and geographers, a continent of opportunity for pioneer engi-

neers, a romantic land for footloose soldiers of fortune, a vast and

challenging field for Protestant missionary competition.

Except for the power of its republican example and constitutional

model, the United States made no major cultural contribution to Latin

America during the nineteenth century. Such cultural impact as de-

veloped came mostly from the persisting voyages of traders, from the

academic studies of an occasional historian like Prescott, from the edu-

cational endeavors of missionaries, from the travels of scientists and

explorers, or from the dilettante studies of diplomatic representatives.

North American literary models could not have much effect on Latin

American writing in the Spanish and Portuguese languages, although

Longfellow^s simple rhythm lent itself readily to rendition into Span-

ish, and translations of his long poems are still read in the southern

continent. Emerson, Poe, and Whitman have also been considerably

read, but later generations associated them wdth an older uncorrupted

Monrovlan age of United States history. In the fine arts the United

States had little to offer to the then distant neighbors to the south.

It was rather in the field of public education that the culture of the

United States made the most significant contribution to Latin America

in the nineteenth century. Sarmiento, the eminent Argentine pedagog

and statesman, friend and disciple of Horace Mann, tried to model the

elementary educational systems of Chile (where he had lived in exile)

and of Argentina (where he became President) after the public school
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systems of New England. He even imported Massachusetts women
schoolteachers to help organize normal schools^ Protestant missionaries

(Jvlethodistj Presbyterian)
^
never popular in Catholic countries^ In-

gratiated themselves by the comparative excellence of their elementary

schools and colegios or ^^academies’^ of high-school level, schools which

built up scholastic standards so persistently as to attract not only under-

privileged boys and girls but also those of middle-class families which

were unable to send their children to France for an education. Grad-

uates of such schools began to go to the United States to attend affiliated

denominational colleges. Like their affiliates in the United States, these

missionary schools tended to cast off their sectarianism as time passed.

Catholic students, particularly young women, later appeared to matricu-

late in the more cloistered Catholic colleges. Sometimes these students

from the southern countries continued their work in the new graduate

schools that were developing In the North American universities. Usu-

ally they entered scientific fields rather than the humanities or the arts,

politics, or law. The excellence of technical instruction, particularly In

medicine, dentistry, and engineering, began by its own force to attract,

at the end of the century, students from Latin American countries.

Rarely did a Latin American student who had successfully gone

through a college education In the United States and habituated himself

to North American w^ays of life return to his own country other than

a sympathetic friend and admirer of the Republic of the North and

its people, a convinced disciple of its educational system and political

outlook. But the number of Latin American students who came to the

United States before the First World War was small Indeed compared

with those who went to Europe, and their influence on Latin American

culture was almost negligible. ‘^Hhe mission of American democracy

[in the nineteenth century] to save the world from the oppression of

autocrats, says Ralph H. Gabriel,^ ^Vas a secular version of the destiny

of Christianity to save the wmrld from the governance of Satan.^^

A characteristic motive of the ^American mission,” resting on its

Protestant religious background, has been the urge to ^‘^save” people.

First it was to save them from the pictured hell of the early Calvinists,

next it was to lift them up from ignorance and superstition. In the early

nineteenth century it manifested itself in the sending of missionaries

supported by the small contributions of hundreds of humble farmer

folk and gentle townspeople, particularly of devout women. After the

turn of the century, after the industrial revolution and the rise of the

great cities, it asserted itself in the international work of the humani-
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tarian and educational foundations and finally in the new dollar di-

plomacy for the general advance of civilization which we shall notice

more particularly in the following chapter.

^^The promotion of the well-being of mankind throughout the world”

was the purpose of the Rockefeller Foundation^ established in 1913.

The activities of its subsidiary International Health Board immediately

began to make themselves felt in Latin America as elsewhere about the

globe, particularly in tropical countries. This philanthropical foundation

which recognized no division of nationality, race, or social distinction

was, together with the Carnegie Foundation and its subsidiaries, one of

the supreme contributions to mankind of American philanthropy, which

helped to prepare the way for the religion of humanity in the United

States. John D. Rockefellers hundreds of millions, like those of his

rival humanitarian, Andrew Carnegie/ poured into good works every-

where. In Latin America and the European possessions of the Caribbean

the International Health Board spared no expense in its programs for

the relief and control of hookworm, the eradication of yellow fever,

the fight against malaria, smallpox, respirator)^ diseases, internal para-

sites, yaws and syphilis, and other deadly microscopic enemies of the

human race. It contributed to and cooperated with state and local health

services, public health education, nursing schools, and sanitary engi-

neering in all of the Latin American republics. Bettzeen July i, 1913,

and December ii, 1940, it spent $i 1,393,604.50 for the betterment of

human health in Latin America.^

This monumental benefaction literally did a world of good. It saved

millions of lives. It brought back health, energy, and happiness to mil-

lions more. It was an unique manifestation of the culture of the “Colos-

sus of the North” which no one attempted to gainsay. No other nation

or people of the world offered a similar private philanthropy. There was

something more than materialism in a nation that could beget such

philanthropists as these for the benefit of all mankind. Not unjustly,

nor too lavishly, did the Fifth International Conference of American

States express a vote of appreciation to the Rockefeller Foundation, if

not to Mr. Rockefeller himself, “for the eminent, generous and hu-

manitarian service it has been contributing to international health and

to medical education, by which many of the countries of America have

distinctly benefited.”

It was not from the handful of friendly students returning home
from North America, nor from the international benefactions of the

great humanitarian foundations, that thoughtful people in Latin Amer-
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ica., particularly South America, derived their most confirmed impres-

sions or the United States at the beginning of the twentieth centuiy.

Latin American literature like Latin American education had been

naturally linked to Latin Europe. Higher education rested principally

on French concepts and foundations, Latin American students who

traveled abroad to study art, law, history, or politics, naturally went

to France or Spain. In the university foyers and salons of Latin Europe

these students, and older expatriates, learned little if anything frlendlv

to the Lhiited States
3
on the contrar\^ they took in the legend of crass

materialism dominating the finer things of the spirit in the United

States—another black legend. In Paris and Madrid if not in Rome they

learned that the Latin spirit was the preserving essence of civilization

against the materialism and vulgarization of North America.

It was an Uruguayan writer, Jose Enrique Rodo, who presented this

theme most po’werfully to the elite of Latin America in a work of

matchless grace, Ariely first published in Montevideo. At that time

Rodo had never lived in Europe, but his thought and art rested on

classical European models, including the French and Spanish nine-

teenth-century essayists, particularly Renan and Anatole France. Ariel

offered intellectual support for anti-Yankee polemics nurtured in Eu-

rope on the theme of Caribbean interventions. These works had a

season of great popularity and influence in Latin America. Of such

writers ® the most plausible and popular was Manuel Ugarte. He had

made a brief visit to Mexico and to the United States in 1901-1902,

where he had sampled only the superficial scene of the large cities. Most

of his life after that he lived in France. There he wrote articles against

the United States for French, Spanish, and Italian journals. In 1912-

1913, during Taft^s administration of the government and foreign pol-

icy of the United States, LTgarte lectured against North American

imperialism in the various capitals of the New" World and even on one

occasion in the United States at Columbia University. In a previous

chapter w^e have quoted his letter to President-elect Woodrow Wilson

indicting the imperialism of the United States. At the very time when

the Good Neighbor Policy w"as first taking shape during the Republican

Restoration, Ugarte, then living on the French Riviera, wrote his most

famous tract, El destino de un confmente^ published in Madrid in

1923. In it he told his fellow’- Latins across the seas in the New World
that it was their destiny to be swmllowed up by North American im-

perialism and materialism if they did not organize themselves, under

European Latin tutelage, against the menace.®
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Rodo^s serene analysis and Ugarte^s flaming indictment furnished ser-

viceable ideological background for the purposes of Argentine diplo-

macy in the period after the First World War: to challenge the Pan

American movement by rallying the Latin American states about Ar-

gentina under the banner of Nonintervention, making Buenos Aires

the political as well as the intellectual and cultural entrepbt between

Latin peoples of the New World and the Old.

Until ven-’' recent years promotion of inter-American cultural ex-

change developed spontaneously out of Pan Americanism, and out of

the work of humanitarian and educational foundations established by

John D. Rockefeller and Andrew Carnegie, not out of any policy of

government.

The Pan American movement fostered in an authoritative and offi-

cial wwy, under the joint direction of all the twenty-one republics, the

exchange of culture and humanity among them. Such indeed was its

most useful purpose before 1928, as already has been suggested. In

this direction the Pan American Union soon came to have its most

far-reaching influence. Without a doubt the Union has been the great-

est single factor for international education in the Western Hemisphere.

Its effect has been more potent in the United States, the seat of the Pan

American Union, than in any other republic.

The initial symbol of Pan /American cultural activities was the cre-

ation, by a resolution of the First International Conference of American

States, at Washington, in 1890, of a Latin American Memorial Library

for collections of historical, geographical and literary works, maps,

manuscripts, and official documents relating to the history and civiliza-

tion of America, to be dedicated on the day on wfliich the United States

celebrated the fourth centennial of the discovery of America. The result

was the Columbus Library, housed, through the munificence of Andrew
Carnegie, ^ffienefactor of humanity/^ in the building of the Pan Amer-

ican Union.

The cultural work of the Pan American Union beggars description

within the space available here. From a mere commercial bureau estab-

lished in 1890 the Union has developed Into great international sec-

retariat with activities extending into practically every field of inter-

* So called since 1910. Before then it was the Bureau of American Republics,
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national endeavor/’ under the joint guidance and direction of the gov-

ernments of all the twenty-one republics^ working, we are informed,

with a staif of experts constantly in various fields, gathering and col-

lecting data, disseminating information, answering inquiries, undertak-

ing special studies, and caring for the preliminary details of inter-

American conferences, congresses, exchanges, publications, and activities

of all kinds.’-*’ The Union has had the good fortune to have been ad-

ministered by a series of able and sympathetic directors, the most emi-

nent and esteemed of whom, the present Director General, Dr. Leo S.

Rowe, has held that office since 1920, accumulating universal respect

from the member nations of The Union of American Republics/-'

It w^as through the multiplication of technical and special non-politi-

cal congresses and conferences of scientists, educators, physicians, jour-

nalists, artists, and other professional groups that inter-American cul-

tural development proceeded most rapidly under the aegis of the Pan

American Union. Between 1890 and 1940, 159 special Pan American

congresses or conferences took place, most of them since the First

World Wan These reunions resulted in the creation by 1940 of 73 per-

manent inter-American organizations to carry forward the interests of

the internationally cooperating specialists.

The great majority of these meetings and the continuing organiza-

tions were for the exchange of culture and humanity. During the last

half-century, especially during the last twenty-five years, scholars, teach-

ers, physicians, scientists, journalists, bankers, engineers, artists, and rep-

resentatives of the professions have traveled from all over the New
World. Meeting in turn in the various cities of the different republics

such gatherings have brought together the elite of all lands in order

to build up the Republic of Letters in the Western Hemisphere. Their

permanent organizations keep that Republic a living and growing mani-

festation of inter-American culture.

Efforts to promote the exchange of scholars for long and effective

sojourns were less successful than the inter-American technical confer-

ences and their resulting continuing organizations. The Fourth Inter-

national Conference of American States (Buenos Aires, 1910) went so

far as to ‘^ffecommend to the Governments of America in regard to their

* SucK is the official name o£ the organization of American republics since 1910,

when it replaced the cognomen Pan American Union. Since 1910 the Pan American
Union means the secretariat (formerly called the Commercial Bureau of the American
Republics and the International Bureau of the American Republics), as distinct from
the international organization of which it is an organ.
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public universities and to the universities recognized b\' those govern-

mentsd^ the exchange of professors “talented chieflv in scientific mat-

ters of interest to America.” This resolution did not result in anything

effective, even in the restricted field of science, because, in the first

place, the Government of the United States had no control over univer-

sities, and the Latin American universities and governments lacked the

necessary funds to go far with such exchanges among themselves. But

in the histor}' of Pan American conferences the resolution or recom-

mendation of today often becomes the treatv of tomorrow. It proved to

be so in this instance, when eventually an inter-American diplomatic

conference met again, at the capital of Argentina, in 1936.

We have had occasion to note in previous chapters the very consider-

able Influence which the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,

acting through its Division of International Law, exerted on the Latin

American policy of the United States, particularly in supporting, mate-

rially, morally, and intellectually, a movement for the codification of

American International Law and for treaties for conciliation and arbi-

tration, until they finally became a reality in government policy and

action. Similarly the Endowment, proceeding through its Division of

Intercourse and Education, initiated, supported, and fostered the ex-

change of professors and students, during the quarter century of gov-

ernment apathy that Intervened between the Resolution at Buenos Aires

of 1910 on the Interchange of Professors and Students, and the Con-

vention of Buenos Aires of 1936 for the Promotion of Inter-American

Cultural Relations.

The first Carnegie Visiting Professor to Latin American Universities

W'as sent during the First World War in 1917, Professor Charles M.
Strong, of the University of Washington, who lectured at the Univer-

sity of Chile. At the same time the Endowment brought to the Uni-

versity of Washington Professor Benjamin Oyarzin of the University

of Chile. Between 1927 and 1941 the Endowment dispatched eight

professors and scholars from leading universities of the United States

to lecture in Latin American universities on the specialities of thelr

disciplines, and invited to the United States six distinguished Latin

American educators and men of letters. It also arranged and subsidized

inter-American visits of distinguished citizens and cultural leaders be-

tween the United States and various Latin American countries. One of

the most helpful actions of the Endowment was to provide traveling

expenses for impecunious scholars and scientists to make possible rep-

resentative attendances at various Pan American congresses of teachers.
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students, and professionals. It also provided a number of fellowships,

beofinnino; 1917,"'' for study by Latin /American students in the United

States. It helped to establish international relations clubs on the

North American model in educational institutions in Latin America,

and provided thein with collections of books, including the Spanish edi-

tions of its series Biblioteca Interamerlcana^ devoted to the culture and

politics of the United States. The Endowment subsidized a number of

special publications for distribution in the United States and Latin

Amierica, including the annual numbers of the Handbook of Latin

American Studies already mentioned."^ A typically Carnegian feature

of the Endowment’s inter-American cultural program was the gift of

collections of standard works on the histoiwy literature, and politics of

the United States, and on other subjects. In some cases, as in Chile,

these collections were made available to readers by adequate library ar-

rangement
j

ill other instances they reposed in dark rooms or closets

and accumulated dust and cobwebs.

Thus it was a private foundation, untinctured with politics, and with

no foreign policy of its own except the dissemination of peace and good

wall among men, which sensed as the principal instrument of the

United States for the promotion of cultural exchange with the Latin

American republics, as indeed with all the other nations of the world.

The inter-American interests of the Carnegie Endowment were only a

part of its widespread work all over the WTrld; indeed, compared to

the Endowment’s activities in Europe, they WTre a more recent and

minor part of its WTrld-wide operations.

The Government of the United States took only a passive interest,

before 1936, in this phase of international relations. Often Carnegie

visiting professors, particularly in Latin America, had a hard row to

hoe and cultivate
5
the Endowment, eschewing any connection or sup-

port that WTuld have even the appearance of political purpose or prop-

aganda, did not seek for its exchanges any special recognition, or intro-

ductions, or assistance from the Department of State. Visiting professors

who w^ent out had to depend on the good will and welcome that they

might merit, or receive, in the connections which they themselves estab-

lished whthout official assistance. They might be introduced to a Latin

American audience by the Rector of the University, or by the janitor!

The State Department shrank from imparting to the Good Neighbor

Policy the imputation of cultural propaganda, even for the innocent

purpose of actively assisting cultural exchange by private educational

endowmentsd^ An occasional ambassador of the United States, how-
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even would go out of his way without instructions to ease the way for

these unofEciai emissaries of good will.

The first contribution by the Government of the United States, as

distinct from the humanitarian endowments and foundations, was its

proposal at Buenos Aires in December, 1936, of a Convention for the

Promotion of Inter-American Cultural Relations, setting up a system

of government-supported exchanges of university professors and stu-

dents. This proposal seems to have been inspired originally more by a

desire to breed a climate of peace in the Western Hemisphere than

by a direct motive to counteract the anti-republican propaganda which

the fascist powers were stirring up in the New World.

As originally presented, the proposed convention called not only for

the exchange of students and professors bilaterally among all the con-

tracting parties, but also contained a provision by which the govern-

ments would promote and support the exchange of inter-American

cultural relations between privately organized groups that form public

opinion, such as labor unions, youth societies, women’s clubs, peace so-

cieties and social-service organizations. Remember that this was in 1936,

when the United States w^as still completely under the influence of the

disillusionment which had been so influential in producing the neutral-

ity legislation of 1935, when the principal objective of the Government

at the Buenos Aires Conference w^as establishing and insulating the

peace of the New World from the wars of the Old World by pan-

Americanizing the popular new’' neutrality laW'S. Remember, too, that

this w^as the time wTen groups of this character were pink and pacifistic,

opposed to huge militaiy and naval appropriations and national pre-

paredness for w^ar. This last mentioned proposal, never adopted, "was

of a most radical nature and full of wide-reaching social implications, of

even revolutionary import wTen measured in some of the other repub-

lics.

This convention w^as the sole contribution of the United States to

that chapter of the agenda for the Buenos Aires Conference wTich

called for consideration of ^^Measures to promote intellectual and cul-

tural relations between the American Republics, and the development

of the spirit of moral disarmament.” Numerous other proposals were

made by other governmentsd'* Peru introduced a project very similar

to that of the United States, insofar as it concerned the exchange of

professors and students. Chile had a series of proposals for ^^moral dis-

armament,” involving such features as castigation of warmongers and

agitators for treaty violation, measures against subversive propaganda,
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women's action to consolidate peace, and the use of radio and films to

win peace. Argentina presented proposals for artistic exchanges and ex-

hibitions, conferences of ministers of public instruction,"^ and a proposal

for creating in each state a committee on intellectual cooperation —
again manifesting a policy (in contrast to that of Chile) to steer intel-

lectual cooperation of Latin America toward Europe rather than toward

Pan America.

The delegations of the United States had always made the point in

inter-American diplomatic conferences, that their Government could

not commit itself to treaties involving control over educational matters,

the press, radio, the cinema, and cultural matters in general, no matter

how sympathetic it might be to such arrangements, because the federal

government lacked statutory or even constitutional authority to control

those matters. These were subject to the jurisdiction of the several

states insofar as they were subject to any control. For this reason it

had been unwilling to sign the Convention on the Teaching of History

at the Seventh International Conference of American States at Monte-

video in 1933.“^ The delegation advanced similar reasons for not sign-

ing at Buenos Aires in 1936 two conventions, of Chilean initiative, for

^*^moral disarmament^^ a Convention Concerning Peaceful Orientation

of Public Instruction, and a Convention Concerning Facilities for Edu-

cational and Publicity Films. But the Department of State had so

drafted its proposed Convention Concerning the Promotion of Inter-

American Relations, that it could be carried out by a government which

had no authority over universities within the states of a federal union,

or over other cultural groups, for that matterd^

As signed at Buenos Aires, with some modifications of the original

United States draft, the Convention Concerning the Promotion of

Inter-American Cultural Relations provided for an annual award by

each contracting government of two fellow^ships to graduate students

and teachers from each of the other republics parties to the convention,

and for the appointment by each government of visiting professors to

be sent in alternate years to teach, one to each contracting state. In the

case of the fellowships, travel expenses are provided by the recipient

government, and resident expenses by the aw^arding government. In

the case of the visiting professors, the sending government bears all

expenses, including salary The article for promoting exchange of cul-

tural relations between other groups ^rivhich form public opinion^^

(labor unions, peace societies, youth societies, wmmen^s clubs, etc.) was

* The United States has no such federal office.
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detached from the treaty and passed as a resolution (No. LII) of

recommendation to the several governments.

Another convention provided tor all possible facilities by the signa-

tory governments for the exchange of artistic exhibitions. The various

other proposals for the promotion of intellectual and cultural relations

between the American republics, and the development of a spirit of

moral disarmament, mostly took the final shape of resolutions and rec-

ommendations, thirty-one of them, all more or less important. They

covered such matters as: education and public instruction, libraries and

bibliographies, artistic and cultural cooperation, intellectual property,

the press, radio broadcasting, boy scouts and girl scouts, and various

phases of moral disarmament."^ By signing these statements of principle

the United States, and the other governments, without binding them-

selves, endorsed principles upon which they could act as soon as public

opinion advanced adequately to their support. Because of the lavish

propaganda activity in the New World of the totalitarian powers of

the Old World, and the rapid deterioration of the European situation

after Hitler’s military occupation of the Rhineland in March, 1936,

public opinion, particularly in the United States, advanced much more

rapidly after Buenos Aires than most observers would have imagined

when President Roosevelt had first proposed that conference in January,

1936.

3

As they prepared for war in Europe and Asia, the totalitarian powers,

Germany, Italy, and Japan, organized their propaganda abroad to break

down the institutions of republicanism and ^^pluto-democracy,” to para-

lyze the solidarity of the i\.merican republics, In short, a long-range pro-

gram to divide and conquer. They put their resources and those of their

organized nationals residing in Latin American countries powerfully be-

hind their anti-republican and anti-Lhiited States propaganda. They had

long since played up to movements for Pan Hispanism and Pan Iberian-

ism as opposed to Pan Americanism. During and after the Spanish

^^CiviP’ War of 1936-1939 and the overthrow of the Spanish Republi-

can Government by Germany and Italy, the victorious fascist powers

tried to use Spain as a totalitarian lancehead for the destruction of inter-

* For example. Resolution XIII recommended that the governments seek to avoid

the exhibition of theatrical productions and films which favor aggressive armamentSj

disturb good relations between peoples, or invite hatred against foreigners. Resolution

XVI recommended that moral disarmament be considered at future conferences.
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American cultural relations and democratic ideology and the prepara-

tion of ‘^‘'fifth-column^^ allies in the New World.

Germany and Italy offered numerous and generous fellowships to

Latin American students and professors to come and study in their

countries, and subsidized their own professors for placement on the

faculties of Latin ilmerican universities. They offered free telegraphic

news sendees to Latin American newspapers which would publish their

material appropriately tinctured with fascist propaganda. They beamed

carefully organized short-wave radio programs in Spanish and Portu-

guese across the South Atlantic. They sent out their free films to cinema

owners. Germany, Italy, and Japan organized the advertising of their

nationals to color the editorial policy of Latin American newspapers.

In ever}'' conceivable way they patronized Latin American cultural or-

ganizations as Germany did so successfully when preparing the down-

fall of France.

Propaganda efforts of the totalitarian powers to undo the Good

Neighbor Policy in Latin America had been slow to stimulate the

United States Government to assume an active leadership in inter-

American cultural exchange. Some of the most eminent students of the

Latin American relations of the United States as late as 1939 felt that

the fascist danger in Latin America was greatly exaggerated. The De-

partment of State waited for the various other signatories to ratify the

Convention for the Promotion of Cultural Relations, so that exchanges

of students and professors might be built up. Meanwhile a departmental

order of July 27, 1938, set up a Division of Cultural Relations to take

general charge of international activities of the Department in this field,

and to serve as a clearing house and coordinating center for the activi-

ties of private agencies in the field of cultural relations. ^^What we

seek,^’ explained the first chief of the new division, ^fis to establish the

conditions of a friendly cooperation and peaceful existence in the West-

ern Hemlsphere.^^

During these years the world was teetering dizzily on the edge of

the abyss. At the Eighth Inter-American Conference of States at Lima,

in December, 1938, three months after Munich, the republics were far

more conscious of Impending crisis in Europe than they had been at

Buenos Aires in 1936. In another chapter we shall see how they re-

affirmed their political solidarity by the Declaration of Continental

Solidarity and the Declaration of American Principles. They were In-

creasingly aware also of the value of cultural understanding to fortify

political solidarityv^ They adopted a score of resolutions for the promo-
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tion of inter-American culture, even one proposing a Culture Day; but

it was also necessary to pass one urging the represented governments

to ratify the Buenos Aires Convention for the Promotion of Inter-

American Cultural Relations!

Considering the usual slowness with which Pan Amxerican treaties are

ratified, this Convention progressed reasonably well. By Jan. i, 1943,

only six countries, including, of course, Argentina, had not ratified

it. But even after ratification, the miultifarious process of securing

the necessary appropriations, of drawing up lists and panels, and setting

up the first exchanges under the treaty, was one that required much

time and pother. Not until September, 1940, did the first visiting pro-

fessor set forth from the United States to a Latin American country;

and none of the Latin American states which have ratified the Buenos

Aires treaty has yet f sent a professor to the United States under the

terms of the treaty. First student exchanges did not begin until 1940,

between the United States and Chiled* By this time the Second World

War had broken out.

Belatedly it became obvious that if the Division of Cultural Rela-

tions were to do effective w^ork for the solidarity of the New World

in these fast and trying times it could not w^ait for full ratification of

the Buenos Aires Convention of 1936 and for the slow-moving machin-

ery of academic exchanges to get into complete motion. It was also ap-

parent that in a world struggle against the totalitarian forces of inter-

vention and imperialism the United States could not stand muted by

and allow the enemies of republican liberty to accuse the Good Neigh-

bor of constant materialism and still latent imperialism. It WTuld have

to take measures actively to combat the propaganda efforts of the fascist

powers to break up the Pan American movement. Let the other neigh-

bors of the New World be invited into the household of the Neighbor

of the North for intimate acquaintance wfith his family and his way of

life, to learn all that was wmrst and best about the people of the United

States. That would be the appropriate way to answer the hostile asper-

sions of Germany, Italy, and Japan. To this purpose the Government

at Washington resolved to give active sponsorship and material assist-

ance to the many manifestations of inter-American cultural endeavors

that had elicited the numerous resolutions of the Pan American confer-

ences. The Division of Cultural Relations embarked also on a two-fold

educational campaign: to make the whole people of the United States

* Argentina, Bolivia, Cuba, Ecuador, El Salvador, Uruguay.

4 January 1, 194.3.
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conscious o£ inter-American good-neighborhood and the values of Latin

American culture, and to bring Latin ilmericans more closely into con-

tact with cultural and humanitarian activities in the United States,

Once begun, this government policy led to a rapidly expanding pro-

gram. At first it was conceived of as purely cultural, but as the storm

of war moved ever closer to the New World it became avowedly a

measure of national defense "ho build up a solid bulwark of resistance

to anti-democratic forces?’ The new program included: (i) influencing

opinion by subsidizing visits of representative cultural spokesmen of the

Latin American countries in the hope that first-hand contact with the

United States and its cultural institutions would lead to favorable re-

ports at home
5 (2) encouragement of the work of cultural institutes and

of private schools of United States nationals and of libraries in the other

republics in helping to create a more understanding friendship for the

United States
j (3) encouragement of the general public in ^hhe other

anti-Axis countries” by means of motion pictures showing the defense

preparations and productive capacity of the United States
j (4) broad-

casting of cultural programs, including talks and interviews by travel

grantees, and provision for local broadcasting of programs originating

in the United States.'^ That is to say, this program was a reply in the

coinage of free American democratic culture to the propaganda efforts

of the totalitarian powders. It offered to the liberty-loving peoples of

the New World a better opportunity to judge between the tyranny of

fascist Europe, or fascist Asia, and the free civilization of the United

States with all its weakness and all its strength and virtues. It made

them measure the implications of their judgment for their own freedom

and the preservation of their own ways of life.

Within the United States itself the Division undertook to stimulate

and materially to assist and support the work of many private organi-

zations and institutions interested in the furtherance of inter-American

understanding. These private organizations dealt with such special fields

of activity as student and professor exchanges, Latin /American studies

in universities and colleges, institutes and centers of inter-American

study
j
foundations

3
learned societies

3
libraries, Interchanges of books,

publications and periodicals
3
fine and applied arts

3
music

3
theatre

3
folk

drama
3
films and photography; radio; press; and travel.

The private agencies responded eagerly to official encouragement and

support. The great foundations, the Rockefeller, Carnegie, and Gug-
genheim organizations, finding their international work more and more
restricted by war in Europe and Asia, had already turned their energies
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and funds abundantly but methodically into Latin America, particularly

into fellowships and scholarships, and grants-in-aid for individual and

institutional research projects. They now increased their benevolences

for this purpose. The universities expanded their curricula in the direc-

tion of Latin American studies and augmented the number of their

scholarships to Latin American students, and their research grants to

students of Latin American affairs in the United States, Intellectuals in

the LInited States became not only ^^Latin America conscious, to use a

current rhetoric; Latin American friendship became even a popular fad,

almost a craze, like the revolutionary affinity of France for the United

States at the end of the eighteenth century.

Popular fancy expressed itself in songs and movies, and in fashion

designs for clothes, particularly in greater usage of Indian colors and

forms, Indian seeming to mean anything vivid or angular, and a bor-

rowing of Indian designs in metal work and textiles. Metropolitan de-

partment stores apparently found it profitable to advertise hats from

"^^good South xAmerican neighbors, in the big city newspapers, also

men’s shirts and slacks in mio [sic] amigo colors : Peruvian blue, i\rgen-

tine wheat-color, Chilean honey-color, Brazilian honey-color, Inca red

and gold, Cuzco pink, llama white, and others. A national cosmetic

dealer, affecting an old Puritan name for the firm, advertised ladies’

make-up to match the good-neighbor colors! Even home decoration

caught the fad.®*’

In the multitudinous official ramifications of government so many

agencies appeared dealing with Latin American affairs that it became

difficult to keep track of them all and to keep them from interfering

with each other. The President established as an organ of national de-

fense, in the Office for Emergency Management, a Coordinator of

Inter-American Affairs, to keep the w^ork of the numerous agencies in

orderd® This director and dispenser of good things from the United

States Government soon became known all over the Western Hemi-
sphere as the Nelson Rockefeller Committee, after the Coordinator

himself, son and grandson of the John D. Rockefellers. This use of

the magic Maecenan name, universally respected outside of the United

States, to designate an executive office of the Government, was a happy

accouplement of phraseology which the White House did nothing to

discourage.

As w^ar approached, other significant government agencies dealing

with Latin American affairs cropped up big and thick like mushrooms.

The Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs and the Division of Cul-
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tural Relations maintained a liaison in which the principal function of

the Department of State w^as to place and direct the energies of all the

federal agencies, as coordinated by the Coordinator, in their activities

abroad in Latin America.

Within the short space of five years the United States Government,

spurred on by the propaganda efforts of the Axis Powers in Latin

xALinerica, had advanced from a century-old position of complete passiv-

ity and almost indifference toward interWmerican cultural exchange

to a determined policy of great and multifarious activity. Some confu-

sion accompanying such a rapid change of policy in a democratic coun-

try, particularly under the pressure of war, W'as inevitable
5
perhaps it

has been unnecessarily great. Certainly the largesses may seem to be out

of proportion. But to one who divines the humanitarian nature of the

American mission this latest development may be considered as one

of the most important phases of the Latin American policy of the

United States: a prodigious effort to use the cultural and intellectual

resources of the country, backed by its material and moral strength, to

convince the Latin American peoples of the sincerity of the Good

Neighbor Policy. Conceivably the energy of this effort may subside in

safer times to a lower voltage and more even flow, but it cannot be

regarded as an ephemeral phenomenon. Like the general Latin Amer-

ican policy of the United States, the new policy of cultural rapproche-

ment looks to the security of the New World against the forces of in-

tervention and tyranny. In the security of the New World it seeks the

safety of the Continental Republic, and that has always been the real

touchstone of the Latin American policy of the United States, histori-

cally interpreted.



CHAPTER XIX

Dollar Diplomacy in Reverse

(ig2p-ig^i)

PERHAPS It has been an unpopular effort o£ this study to dispel the

widespread conception of ^"dollar diplomacy^^ as a wickedly aggressive

instrument of power-politics in the selfish hands of Wall Street “inter-

ests” for the economic exploitation of Latin America. We have seen in

a former chapter that the interventions in the Caribbean and Central

America were part of a “large” strategy of continental security designed

amidst a new order of sea power to secure control of the vital naval

communications of the United States between Its two populous seacoasts.

Wall Street had very little if anything to do with it except by invitation

of the Government. The bankers^ loans enabled the protectorates and

some of the other states radically to cut down and refund their de-

faulted European foreign debts transferring them to United States

bankers at a fair rate of interest. The United States interventions light-

ened the ancient burden of debt, restored political and financial stability

to those regions, and removed the danger of European intervention.

When that danger disappeared after Versailles political im.periallsm was

liquidated, the protectorates received back their complete independence,

and finally the United States unreseiwedly accepted for the future the

Latin American Doctrine of Nonintervention.

Another myth is that of the “economic imperialism” of the United

States. What is economic imperialism? It is the use of national power

to advance and protect the investment of capital, brains, and energy in

a foreign country for the puirpose of making money there by exploiting

the natural or human resources of the land and taking the profits out

of the country to spend and enjoy. It is using national power to mine,

harvest, or syphon off the wealth of one country for the profit of an-

other country or of certain of its nationals. The mere profitable invest-
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ment of capital in a foreign country is not an act of economic imperial-

ism^ else Canada, Sweden, Denmark, Belgium, and Czechoslovakia

could be regarded as economic imperia. The essential badge of economic

imperialism is the use of power to sustain it against the will of a foreign

people.

The billions of dollars invested by citizens of the United States in

Latin America either in portfolio investments or in direct investments,^

the treatment of that property by the Latin American governments, the

attitude and conduct of the L^nited States in the face of such treatment,

together with the effect of that attitude on the policy of non-American

powers, are the best test of that ^‘^economic imperialism’^ of which the

United States has been accused after the passing of the old dollar di-

plomacy of Taft and Wilson and the liquidation of the protective impe-

rialism of the pre-Versailles decades.

Following the First World War, and largely as a result of it, the

United States became for two decades, and for only two decades," a

creditor nation, with comparatively little experience in dealing with de-

faulted foreign bonds. Of the loans made to Caribbean countries, Cen-

tral America, and Mexico, only the Mexican issues were in default be-

fore the Great Depression. We have seen that the United States Gov-

ernment refused to make those defaults a subject of diplomatic inter-

vention. Mexico seemed a special case, due to the long revolution, and

continued outbreaks, and the creditors were expecting service to begin

again on the bonds.

The Allied governments and the United States Government had

borrowed from the people of the United States huge sums, funded in

the shape of long-term government dollar bonds, mostly United States

liberty bonds (which provided the cash for the mammoth treasury loans

to ^‘^associates’’ and even former enemies after April 6, 1917). Most of

this money w^as spent quickly in the United States for w^ar materials

and relief supplies. The goods moved out of the country forever, and

the money flowed back into the banks. Avid in booming times for safe

investment at higher rates of interest than afforded by bank deposits

or by United States Government bonds, these funds sought other em-

ployment. They offered a tremendous temptation to bankers with inter-

national connections, ^flnternational bankers,” to float this credit abroad

in loans to foreign governments, including political subdivisions, in the

title of gold dollar bonds.

The words government bond, and dollar bond, particularly the ver-

bal combination of government gold dollar bond, had a traditional
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value for investors who were used to the bonds of the United States

Government and those of the Allied governments (except Russia)* The
profits to be garnered from new issues of foreign dollar bonds were

obesely lucrative. Once the bonds were in the safe-deposit boxes of

trustful individual investors^ the banking houses of issue could lose

nothing by their depreciation or default^ unless they held too much of

these securities themselves
3
this they were generally careful not to dod

The result was an orgy of lending by the international bankers and of

reckless borrowing by foreign governments.

Purchasers of the foreign government gold dollar bonds included

rich man^ poor man^, doctor, lavyer, merchant, thief, and also univer-

sities, hospitals, churches, foundations and charitable institutions, not to

forget the traditional widows, orphans, teachers,^ and clergymen."' The
bankers and their afEliated investment trusts in some instances violated

the fiduciary responsibility which they owed to their clients when they

advertised these loans as good investments. In some cases they did so

in the face of evidence which showed the poor credit resources of the

borrowing governments, particularly in the case of Latin American gov-

ernments. ° On one notorious occasion they paid to the son of President

Leguia of Peru a commission of $415,000 to facilitate the commitment

of that government to a loan, charging it up unbiushingly to expenses

as ^hllegal enrichment.^^

In the decade 1921-1931, over $9,800,000,000 foreign dollar bond

issues were floated in the United States, most of them government

bonds. ^ Of these $1,935,612,000,® that is about two-ninths, were the

bonds of Latin American governments, exclusive of the old Mexican

bonds that were refunded on paper in 1932 at $267,000,000.

Although some of the bankers bore a heavy moral responsibility in

persuading their clients to buy questionable securities as sound invest-

ments, the debtor governments were even more to blame. They bor-

rowed the money, in good faith or bad faith, whsely or unwisely, and

they spent it, honestly or dishonestly, for their own countries. When
the crash came in the Great Depression, they were too prone to make

the bankers scapegoats for their own imprudence or Irresponsibility, par-

ticularly when they found how unpopular the bankers had become in

the United States for selling the bonds.

It is not sufficient excuse for default or repudiation to say that the

borrower was overpersuaded by the lender. Have you ever been able

to advance it successfully yourself? But in cases where people were

harnessed up by irresponsible, arbitrary or even corrupt governments
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to debts greater than their capacity to pay, could whole nations o£ people

be held responsible to their governments’ folly, even after they had

overthrown them by revolutions? Not as long as they were independent

sovereign states. International law does not hold a debtor state respon-

sible for mere default of foreign-owned bonds; only repudiation or

willful breach of contract, or discrimination against one creditor com-

pared with another, is regarded as violation of the law^ of nations.^

Even then, intervention or the use of force to collect contract debts

(which includes bonds, of course) due to the nationals of a state is in-

admissible unless a government refuses to arbitrate.

It is at the discretion of the creditor state’s government to interpose

its good offices diplomatically, formally or informally, on behalf of its

nationals with a debtor state. Considerations of national interests trans-

cending the immediate interests of the bondholders may determine the

decision whether to do so. That has been the case with the United

States. As the reader of this book knows, the United States Government

has never resorted to force for the collection of contract debts; on the

contrary, it supported at The Hague in 1907 the Drago Doctrine, in

principle; and it has not in recent years—so far as published reports

reveal—given any formal diplomatic support to its creditor nationals

for the collection of foreign bonds: witness the Mexican bonds defaulted

for three decades.

In the period which are discussing the debtor governments knew
this vtry well when they marketed their heavy issues of dollar bonds

in the United States. Doubtless this partly explains the readiness with

which they borrowed. The ordinary purchaser of the bonds in the

United States w^as not aware, and not made aware, of the virtual im-

possibility of obtaining redress against defaulting governmentsd® This

accounted in part for his readiness to buy a Latin American govern-

ment’s gold dollar bond.

The United States Government did little if anything to protect peo-

ple within the United States against the purchase of these bonds from

bankers. It assumed the competence and responsibility of the bankers.

It limited itself to passing on the expediency of the issues for diplomatic

reasons, that is, the wisdom of allowing bonds to be issued to govern-

ments which were working against the United States politically or eco-

nomically, for example, by refusing to fund a settlement of public debts

to the United States Government, or by discriminating against its na-

tionals in commerce and investments.’-^

In case there were no diplomatic objections to a proposed loan the
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Department of State would say to the bankers concerned^ as it did in

an official statement of March 3, 1922: the light of the information

before it, the Department of State offers no objection to the flotation

of this issue in the American market.” It is important to note that the

Department did not attempt to pass on the merits of loans as business

transactions, nor assumiC any responsibility for them; this it left to the

bankers. But this is not the way it looked to the unsophisticated public

who did not read the fine print.

When bankers represented to their clients that the Department of

State of the United States offered no objection to a loan, it implied very

strongly to purchasers who had not read the statement ot March 3,

1922, that they could count on the protection of their interests by their

Government. In the words of Senator Hiram Johnson, who almost

single-handed conducted an investigation by the Senate Committee on

Finance into the private international loans of the twenties, the ordi-

nary United States citizen ^ffondly believed that if the State Depart-

ment had no objection to his purchase of foreign securities his rights had

been safeguarded,”

In a work of this scope we can only tabulate the issues of the dollar

bonds to Latin American governments, and the status of their defaults

as it stood, when all returns of the final debacle, precipitated by the

Great Depression, could be recorded by the Pan American Union as

of December 31, 1934. The tabulation is on page 336,

In all this distressing spectacle, which brought loss and even ruin to

so many people in the United States, as did similar defaults by Euro-

pean governments, two bright exceptions must be noted. One is the

proud record of Argentina, the only one of the borrowing governments

of Latin America that has kept within its means and stood behind its

bond. In a time of well-nigh universal default, with examples all about

to tempt, it would have been easy and even plausible for that govern-

ment to have stopped payments on its loans, pleading lack of exchange

or even funds. But the national Government of Argentina preserved its

credit record completely solventd^ The other exception is still more re-

markable: Venezuela, mka-bile dktUy kept herself out of foreign debt

altogether!

The United States Government took no direct action to assist its

bondholders to recover their losses on the defaulted Latin American

government issues. It does not appear to have drawn any distinction

between the defaulting states, even to have examined into the question

whether any of the defaults had been so insouciant and persistent as to
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amount in fact to repudiation, or whether it was moral or tolerable for

a debtor government, which had professed not to have dollar exchange

with which to pay the interest on its bonds, to buy back its obligations

in the open market at defaulted prices! Nor did it seek to raise any

possible questions of international law that might justify a request for

arbitration. As in the case of Mexican defaults, it left the bondholders

to the mercy of the debtor governm.ents, to whom ^‘^on appropriate oc-

casions’^ it sometimes went so far as politely to introduce representatives

of the creditors trtdng to collect something."*’

Even if diplom.atic representations had been resorted to, it is doubtful

whether any satisfaction could have been secured unless the United

States were willing to have recourse to economic sanctions and retalia-

tory discriminations.

Both the Republican Restoration and the succeeding New Deal were

opposed to economic discriminations and reprisals. Secretary of State

Hughes in 1923 had reversed the nation’s traditional policy from the

conditional to the unconditional most-favored-nation formula for com-

mercial treaties. The Hoover Administration had hoped that the World

Economic Conference, called for in the spring of 1933, would do some-

thing further to remove international economic barriers. We have noted

in a previous chapter how, under the Roosevelt Administration, Secre-

tary of State Hull planned a series of reciprocal trade agreements on

the unconditional miost-favored-nation basis to rehabilitate international

trade and prosperity. It was his earnest conviction that this would do

more to restore the credit and confidence of debtor states than anything

else. Bilateral trade-and-clearing agreements, like the Anglo-Argentine

Roca Convention of 1933, were anathema to him. He relied on a New
Reciprocity to save international economy from the spreading vices of

the New Mercantilism.

As a result of the Government’s opposition to economic reprisals, and

its policy of official hands-off the defaulted dollar bonds, the widely

scattered individual investors were helpless to undertake negotiations

with the debtor states. A large number of rival bondholders’ ^protec-

tive committees” sprang into existence to cater to their needs. Some of

these committees were reputable, some on the verge of being disrepu-

tabled® Few of them were disinterested.

The Department of State lent its official approval to only one of

such organizations, the Foreign Bondholders Protective Council, Inc.,

which came into existence December 18, 1933/^ after having been in-

spired by the Department of State under both the Hoover and Roose-
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velt Administrations. It was modeled considerably on the Corporation

or Foreign Bondholders which had been so successful in adjusting for-

eign defaulted bonds owed to British subjects since its formation in

1868.

Thus the Government of the United States launched and sponsored

the Foreign Bondholders Protective Council, Inc., announced its will-

ingness to advise and counsel it, but disavowed any responsibility for

its actions. *^^Such loan and investment transactions,” it gave the world

to understand, wmre primarily private actions, to be handled by the

parties directly concerned, and not a subject for diplomacy. The State

Department visualized the organization of the Council ‘^hiot as a step

toward dollar diplomacy, but as a step away from it.” At about the

same time that the Department of State sponsored the Foreign Bond-

holders Protective Council, it inconspicuously abandoned the policy of

passing on the diplomatic expediency of issues of foreign bonds, the

implications of which had aroused such widespread disapproval. The
Council came into legal existence, as a corporation under the laws of

Maryland, December 13, 1933, ^ost opportunely during the Seventh

International Conference of American States at Montevideo.

At Montevideo, Mexico sought to make the dollar bonds a subject

for inter-American regulation, including as an initial step a resolution

declaring a uniform moratorium on all foreign obligations for a period

of six to ten years
5
her delegation suggested meanwhile the formation

of an international juridical agency for the purpose of negotiating agree-

ments on debts without the intervention of bankers^ committees, and

for the more effective guaranty of debtors and bondholders.

The Mexican proposal precipitated some discussion In the Commit-
tee on Initiative, because, not having been included In the original

agenda for the Conference, it would have to be accepted by a two-thirds

majority of the governments in order to secure a place on the program.

It would have injected into diplomacy a corrosive subject, hitherto left

outside the purview of inter-American politics. For this reason Secretary

Hull tactfully suggested its exclusion.

Argentina, on her part, opposed the idea as a sort of continental

bankruptcy of all the American countries, an implied collective insol-

vency induced by the desire to alleviate the penury of some of them.
^A¥e cannot admit,” said Dr. Saavedra Lamas, with a pardonable pride

in his own country's financial integrity, ^hhat proposed remedies applied

by some countries shall be generalized to others, whose internal ways
we do not know, whose financial condition we are not in a position to un-
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derstand^ and whose life develops with a complete autonomy that no

Panamericanism can destroy.”

The Foreign Bondholders Protective Council, newly created in

Washington, afforded Secretary Hull an appropriate and not unsym-

pathetic response to the Mexican proposal. He first declared that he

had no authority to vote on the new item, were it made a part of the

program, because such bonds were essentially a private matter between

debtor and creditor. At the same time he went out of his way to repu-

diate any connection between his Government and the ^finternational

bankers.” take the liberty to say here with all frankness that the in-

ternational bankers as a rule are not and have not been supporters of

the Roosevelt Administration.” Then he explained how the United

States Government had sponsored the formation of a completely new

independent commission, formed by the most honest and disinterested

men that could be found in the countiy to handle the interests of the

bondholders without representation of the United States Government.

^Hhis Commission has all sympathy for those who need help. In its

personnel it is against what have been called special Interests.”

The Montevideo Conference shelved the subject by recommendation

for further study.““ Had the Mexican proposal been adopted it would

have made the debtor-creditor relationship a part of future Pan-

American political discussion, hazardous for continental solidarity.

There is some reason to believe that the Administration became dis-

appointed in the evolution of the Foreign Bondholders Protective

Council, which Secretary Hull had introduced to the Pan American

world as ^^against special interests,” namely the banking houses that

originally floated the bonds, and which were ^Tot supporters of the

Roosevelt Administration.”

The personnel of the Council w’^as beyond reproach from this point

of view. It had been nominated by officials of the Department of State.

It included such outstanding liberals as former Governor Philip La
Foliette and former Governor Frank O. Lowden. The administrative

ofiicers were men of unexceptionable character and competence. They
were formerly important officials in the Department of State under the

Republican Restoration. The president of the Council was J. Reuben

Clark, Jr., former solicitor of the Department of State, whom we have

met so often in this study, who had been so recently a plenipotentiary

at the Montevideo Conference. The executive vice-president was Francis

White, Jr., a former Assistant Secretary of State, experienced in Latin

American affairs, also well known to the x*eader.
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It proved impossible to raise from the small bondholders the funds

necessaiy for the very considerable expenses, including salaries of the

ofEcers, of this non-profit organization, without soliciting contributions

from the ^finternational bankers,” including some of those who had

handled the bonds. In vain the Council had tried to tap ^^one of the

foundations,” to whom all good men and true nowadays apply for

money to support public and other causes. So the Council turned to the

banks for contributions—to Wall Street.

The Securities and Exchange Commission In an investigation of the

finances of the Council published in 1937, found ‘^^that of total 1934
contributions of $90,238.75, houses of issue had contributed $54,150,

or 60 of the funds raised to sustain the work of the Council in the

year 1934. The Commission gave considerable emphasis, among other

criticism that had been registered, to the implied influence of such con-

tributions; to personally friendly relationships existing between direc-

tors and officers of the Council, on the one hand, and the directors and

officers of houses of issue on the other hand; and to the CouncIPs prac-

tice of accepting fees from governments as well as bondholders upon

the conclusion of adjustments. Nevertheless, It pointed out that the

Council was in existence, had developed its techniques and procedure,

had accumulated experience, and had established its prestige and stand-

ing at home and abroad. Furthermore, its personnel and methods were

recognized and known. Because of these and other advantages, the SEC
declared that continuation of the organization seemed to be ^^war-

ranted,” though some changes were suggested as desirable.^*^

The fact was that the Council had become impregnably established,

with the Administrations original introduction and sponsorship, as the

designated private organization for the handling of the defaulted for-

eign bonds, and that it was Impossible to discontinue it without a con-

stitutional amendment.^^ All the Government could do was not to praise

or encourage it and let It expire slowdy from inanition. One infers that

as years went by, the Administration became less and less enthusiastic

about its accomplishments. Although the Council did not succeed in

reaching adjustments with all the debtor states such as It could recom-

mend to the bondholders registered with it, it nevertheless was the

principal medium for the representation of the creditors,-® and it

worked out a number of adjustments. It served to keep the debts out

of International politics, which is a good thing. One wonders whether

the debtor governments did not sense a waning enthusiasm for the

Council on the part of the Administration that amounted in their eyes
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to a repudiation o£ it^ and whether because of such an idea they paid

less and less attention to its representations. Without the continuing

approval of the Government the Council could not have healthy life

and achievement.

The status of the Latin American dollar bonds as of December 3I5

194O;, as tabulated by the Foreign Bondholders Protective Council^ with

footnotes indicating adjustments offered by the debtor governmentSj

is on the preceding page.

This is dollar diplomacy in reverse!



CHAPTER XX

The Myth of Economic Imperialism

WE have just seen that the attitude of the United States toward de-

faulted dollar bonds of Latin American governments owed to its nation-

als gives no ground for the charge of economic imperialism. Neither

does its policy toward the treatment by those governments of direct

investments of LTnited States nationals.

In 1939, these investments, in mines, oil properties, branch facto-

ries, public utilities, plantations, banking, and distributing enterprises,

amounted to $2,963,000,000 or 43% of all direct investments of

United States nationals abroad. Of this over one-half was incorporated

in extractive industries, which depended on exports for their existence

and profits, and somewLat less than one-half ($1,300,000,000) repre-

sented non-exporting industries.

These direct investments have been unjustly cited as imparting to

some Latin American countries, where they represent a predominating

share of certain industries (as in Mexico, Cuba, Venezuela, Colombia,

and Caribbean countries), a colonial status like that of the British col-

onies in Malaysia and the Dutch colonies in the East Indies. Such

assertations completely ignore the ver^^ obvious fact that the latter col-

onies are under British and Dutch sovereignties, which control the econ-

omy of the countries, whilst the Latin American countries are under

their own sovereignty to which their economy is subjected. The test of

economic imperialism is whether the United States has used its power

to prevent the independent and sovereign states from regulating these

properties in the interest of the sovereign's economy as the sovereign

understands it.

During the existence of the interventions, which temporarily impaired

the sovereignty of the Caribbean republics, there were some rare in-

stances of such interference: for example, the constitution dictated to

Haiti in 1915 provided for the right of foreigners to own land, some-
343
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thing to which the people of that country were opposed hitherto
3
and

we have seen that the intervention in Nicaragua resulted in placing for

a decade the finances of that country under the exclusive control of

private bankers in the United States. These are exceptions
3
generally

speaking the protectorates did not interfere with the local control of

economy except to keep the new foreign loans placed within the United

States and to prevent them from increasing to an amount beyond the

country's reasonable capacity to pa\y and to preserve service on the

refunded loans. In the case of Cuba^ during the existence of the Platt

Amendment, the United States insisted until 1934 on its treaty right

to maintain a government adequate for the protection of froferty (im

eluding foreign-owned property) as well as life and individual liberty—

this w^as undoubtedly one reason for refusing to recognize the Grau

government in 1933. But the interventions have all been liquidated,

and the United States, subject to a reservation retaining all rights ^^un~

der the law of nations as generally recognized and accepted, ratified

the Montevideo Treaty on the Rights and Duties of States mutually

recognizing the sovereign and juridical equality of all the parties, in-

cluding the principle that foreigners may not claim rights other or more

extensive than those of the nationals of a state.

Subject to international law as generally accepted, this treaty recog-

nized the full sovereign control of the state. Article 8 of the treaty has

been implemented since 1936 without any reservation whatsoever, by

the inadmissibility of intervention by any one state directly or indi-

rectly, and for whatever reason, in the internal or external affairs of

anv other American state.

After acceptance by the United States of the Treaty on the Rights

and Duties of States, and particularly after ratification of the Special

Protocol Relative to Nonintervention of 1936, the Latin American re-

publics rapidly increased their measures for the control, exploitation,

and in some instances appropriation of foreign capital within their terri-

tories. These laws usually applied ostensibly not to foreign capital qua

foreign, but to industries owned by foreign capital, and particularly

industries in which United States capital was conspicuous. Therefore

technically they did not discriminate against foreign nationals
3

at least

such a charge would be debatable in native courts.

Such legislation included: percentage limitation of the number of

foreigners who could be engaged by a foreign employer
3
imposition of

^fincome taxes^^ in addition to taxes or royalties stipulated in the original

contracts
5
exchange controls embargoing the exportation of profits or
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selling dollar exchange at an artificially low rate so as to yield revenue

to the government
3

creation of government selling monopolies
j

state

processing plants and distributing trusts^ to bring down consumer rates

and prices by “yardstick^^ competition^ or even to force the foreign-

owned companies out of business
3
labor legislation making it difficult

or impossible for foreign corporations to operate
3
expropriation of for-

eign property at arbitral*}’ appraisal
3
blocking of earnings within the

country
3
and a multitude of other regulations ingeniously devised for

bridling the foreign properties and enterprises to the welfare of the

state as construed by the existing government, de jure or de facto.

Against the imposition of such controls and exploitation the United

States Government has ventured to protest only when they involved

discrimination against its nationals, repudiation of constitutional guar-

anties, confiscation, or denial of justice. Diplomatic expostulations be-

came increasingly ineffective after 1933. The Latin American states

were quick to respond to protests with the ridiculous assertion that they

constituted "^findirect” inten^ention of some sort, and consequently that

they belied the Good Neighbor Policy! After 1936, if a dispute devel-

oped on the meaning of intervention ^^direct or indirect, and for what-

ever reason,” then the only way out was resort to conciliation, arbitra-

tion or judicial settlement under the terms of the Special Protocol on

Noninten^ention, Article 2.

The diplomatic correspondence with the Latin American republics

since 1927 has not been published, even in selected documents that ap-

pear in the standard series Fo^^eign Relations of the United States.

Except for the spectacular issues with Mexico, the contemporary his-

torian cannot analyze the extent and the nature of protests against dis-

criminations, confiscations, and denials of justice—some of which have

been very shocking to international law, notably by de facto dictators

in Ecuador ^ and Bolivia.^

Mexico has afforded a long trial of the sincerity and patience, indeed

of the self-respect, of the Good Neighbor of the North. The satisfac-

tory practical compromises of United States-Mexican issues—land ex-

propriations, damage claims, and ex fost facto legislation for the nation-

alization of petroleum properties—^which had been reached by the irenic

policy of the Republican Restoration, and which is usually associated

with the name of Ambassador Dwight W. Morrow, broke down after

1933 '

Following ratification by the United States in the summer of 1934
of the Montevideo Treaty of 1933 on the Rights and Duties of States,
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the ntwly elected labor government of President Lazaro Cardenas

came into power contemporaneously with the New Deal in the United

States^ which developed more and more into a labor government^ too.

After feeling out the new Administration of the Good Neighbor^ Mex-

ico renewed agrarian takings from United States nationals^ to complete

a program of collective farming and ranching for the hitherto landless

masses of the people.

Despite the promises of previous Mexican Governments to compen-

sate land expropriations not a cent had been paid on the old takings.

The Cardenas Government hardly made any pretense of intention to

pay. This led to the first of the new issues between the two govern-

mentSj but not until after the first re-election of President Roosevelt

for which the New Deal needed the vote of organized labor, which

was conspicuously fraternizing with the labor organizations of Mexico.

The questions of property claims (except for the petroleum properties

about to be mentioned) were eventually settled, following the second

re-election of President Roosevelt, by the convention of November 19,

1941 (ratifications exchanged, April 2, 1942), providing for a lump-

sum settlement (payable in annual installments over 17 years) of all

outstanding claims, including the agrarian claims.^

While the disputes over agrarian takings from United States ^^farm-

ers^’ in Mexico—to use the new appellative of State Department pro-

tests—were dragging leisurely along, the Mexican Government seems

to have interpreted the presidential election of 1936 in the United

States, and the Buenos Aires Special Protocol on Nonintervention, as

green lights from Washington to proceed against the foreign petroleum

corporations. A federal expropriation law of November 13, 1936, was

the first step for such a program. It provided for the expropriation of

private property of public utility satisfy collective necessities in case

of w^ar or interior upheaval.^^

In order to be certain that the Supreme Court of Mexico in last ap-

peal would interpret the law to suit his purpose, President Cardenas

prevailed on the Mexican Congress to pass a law reducing the life-term

of the judges to the tenure of the President who appointed them. The
judges became creatures of the executive and the executive, if only be-

cause of the Buenos Aires Protocol, no longer had any reason to fear

intervention by the United States, direct or indirect, and for whatever

reason, to protect the property of its nationals against denials of justice

in Mexican courts.

The actual program for driving out the foreign petroleum companies
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took the shape of most burdensome labor legislation. Tacitly the Car-

denas Government encouraged the labor unions to strike against the

roreign-owned companies for heaw increases in pa}\ shorter hours,

double pay for overtime, automobiles and chauffeurs for labor leaders,

halls for union meetings, more holidays, vacations and vacation travel

for employees and their families numerously construed, and an increas-

ing control over books and management/^ These demands suddenly

drove up operating costs to the breaking point.

The new labor courts sustained the unions on every score, making

the increases of pay retroaaive to the beginning of the strike, and the

Supreme Court of Mexico confirmed the decision of the labor court.

The foreign companies then announced their willingness to accept the

adjudicated demands on every point except books and management.

Because they would not accept the award in full, President Cardenas

swiftly decreed (March i8, 1938) the expropriation of their properties

under the law of November 13, 1936. In this campaign the Mexican

Government depended on the sympathy of organized labor in the

United States.

The fotentml value of the properties thus taken was estimated by

the foreign corporations at approximately $450,000,000 (U. S.) of

which $200,000,000 belonged to United States nationals^ the rest was

principally British. The Mexican Government contended that the prop-

erties were wmrth at most only $262,000,000. It advanced various in-

genious set-offs and devaluations that brought properties of United

States nationals down to less than $50,000,000—and it had just begun

to calculate! The British Government broke off diplomatic relations

wfith Mexico, only desperately to resume them in 1941 in the midst of

the Second World War, and at the suggestion of the United States.

The United States Department of Commerce in 1938 had listed

American direct investments in Mexico’s petroleum industry at $69,-

000,000 U. S., this based on statistics furnished by the companies them-

selves. On their own books at the close of 1937 the companies had

stated their assets at about ^ $60,247,000 U. S.

The Department of State bestirred itself much more slowly to give

diplomatic representation to the cause of the expropriated petroleum

corporations than it had moved to support the dispossessed ^^farmers.”

^^Corporation” was politically a most unpopular word in the United

States, particularly a Sinclair, or a Standard Oil Corporation
j

was a word deserving of all political deference. The Government did

not abandon the corporations altogether. Following the second re-elec-
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tion of President Rooseveltj the Department of State took up the ques-

tion through diplomatic channels.

The United States did not deny that Mexico had a right to expro-

priate property, including foreign property, for purposes of internal

reform. It objected to expropriation without prompt and effective com-

pensation
3
this meant confiscation. Mexico did not profess any intention

to confiscate
5
she argued about the real value of the properties. Thus

the question settled down to bargaining on value and ways and means

of paying. In such a discussion, carried on while the war clouds thick-

ened across the Atlantic and Pacific, larger diplomatic considerations

played their part.

In the determination of the issues between the United States and

Mexico, domestic politics had given way to international politics as

these negotiations developed in 1941 during the European wan In the

great war of the continents that was rolling up across both oceans, the

United States was anxious to have the unreserved good will of all

Latin America, as well as Mexico.

Considerations of strategy as well as domestic politics now cried im-

periously for fraternity with Mexico, a contiguous neighbor. These were

satisfied by the United States-Mexican treaty of April i, 1941 (ratifi-

cations speedily exchanged April 25, 1941), giving military airplanes

a right of way over Mexico (en route to Panama) with landing and

servicing facilities. At the same time the United States Government

did not wish by too abject a complacency to set an example for con-

fiscation of petroleum properties in other Latin American republics.

Petroleum was the key strategic material of war. Mexican diplomats

made the most of these favorable circumstances.

A settlement took place just three weeks before Pearl Harbor. On
November 19, 1941, the Department of State announced ‘^Vith deep

satisfaction’^ the conclusion of a comprehensive agreement with Mexico

on various matters, including the expropriated properties. By the con-

vention signed that day (ratifications exchanged April 2, 1942), which

we have already mentioned, Mexico agreed to pay over seventeen

years * $40,000,000 in settlement of all property claims, including

agrarian claims, but excluding petroleum properties. By an executive

agreement she consented to the appraisal of the value of the petroleum

properties by a commission composed of one representative each of the

* $3jOoOjOoo already paid on account of agrarian takings, was credited. $3,000,000

was paid on exchange of ratifications. The remainder was to be paid in annual pay-

ments of $2,500,000 beginning in 1942.
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United States and Mexico. She paid over spjooopoo on account toward

the value of the properties as they should be appraised.

The two governments also announced their decision to conclude a

reciprocal trade agreement^ and the United States Treasury declared

its readiness to cooperate with Mexican fiscal authorities to stabilize the

exchange rate of feso and dollar^ and its “willingness’^ to purchase

newly-mined Mexican silver (in preference to the silver of certain other

countries) on a basis similar to that in effect before 19385 about 6p00y-

000 ounces a mouthy yielding Mexico $25,000,000 yearly. The Export-

Import Bank (of which more mention presently) opened a credit to

the Mexican Government by purchase of $10,000,000 a year, for three

years, of “'highway’’ bonds to hasten final full construction of the Mexi-

can link in the proposed inter-American highway,^ Lastly, the Export-

Import Bank also announced its readiness to consider sympathetically

other Mexican requests for credit, provided they were guaranteed by

the Mexican Government. Thus a quasi-official United States Govern-

ment bank loaned government money to a government for bonds which

no private individual banker would think of purchasing, after Mexico’s

spectacular defaults.

The joint two-man commission quickly agreed on the value of these

vast petroleum properties, on April 17, 1942, four months after Pearl

Harbor. In their report they stated: “Expropriation, and the right of

eminent domain, under the respective constitution and laws of Mexico

and the United States, are a recognized feature of the sovereignty of

all states.” They then awarded a total of $23,995,991 U. S.^ for the

value of the properties. The companies were still left open to private

suits in Mexican courts.

The commissioners recommended that the balance of $14,995,991,

remaining to be paid after deducting the down payment already made

of $9,000,000, be paid as follows: one-third on July i, 1942, and

the remainder in five equal annual installments, at 3% interest.

Of course, the nature of the settlement with Mexico is such as to

encourage expropriations and payment therefor at radically reduced

value by other sovereign Latin American states, providing they feel

themselves competent to administer and exploit property thus taken

over. Mexico has not shown this competence. So she may have killed

* This did not include the Sinclair interests (Consolidated Oil Co.) which consti-

tuted approximately ten per cent of the petroleum holding's of United States corpora-

tions in Mexico. In May, 1940, they settled directly with the Mexican Government

for $ 8,500,oooj and made an agreement to buy 20,000,000 barrels of oil from Mexico

during the next four years. See New York Times^ May 8, 26, 29, 1940.
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the goose of private foreign capital that laid so many eggs of pros-

perity for her, A realization of this^ following the historic reconciliation

of 1 94 1-
1 942;, is suggested by a decision of the Supreme Court of

Mexico of July 1942, ordering the return of I550OPOO acres of

petroleum lands to two Mexican-incorporated subsidiaries of the Stand-

ard Oil Company of New Jersey, on the technical ground that they had

not been specifically named in the original decree of expropriation of

March 18, 1938/ ilnother indication of caution on the part of the

Mexican Government was the agreement of November 26, 1942, to pay,

at least in paper fesos for dollars, scheduled over the years 1943-1968,

$235,000,000 of the direct bonded obligations of Mexico sold before the

revolution through foreign bankers.

Any dispassionate study of the economic relations between the United

States and Latin America, particularly those concerning investments,

shows that, far from there having been any exploitation of the Latin

American republics by economic imperialism, it has been the other way

around: it is the Latin American governments which have exploited the

capital of United States nationals indiscreet enough to have allowed

their property to be trapped within the sovereign authority of those

nations. The United States Government has really sacrificed much

property of its nationals for broader political purposes of inter-American

amity, connected intimately and vitally with the security of the Con-

tinental Republic and of the New World.

The loan of very generous amounts of public money to Mexico as

a part of the diplomatic settlement of claims of November 19, 1941,

was an example of the new dollar diplomacy that by this time had

begun to put the foreign debts of Latin America into an inter-govern-

mental relationship with the United States, from which the Good

Neighbor Policy at first had so studiously excluded them. The new

policy recalls the proposal of Secretary of State Bry^an back in 1913 to

refund the foreign debts of Latin American countries into loans from

the United States Treasury at a lower rate of interest, those govern-

ments to set aside the resulting savings in interest as sinking-funds to

pay off the refunded loans, thus soon freeing them altogether from for-

eign indebtedness. Bryan had then said, we remember: ‘^W^e would in

the end profit, negatively, by not having to incur expense in guarding

our own and foreign interests there, and, positively, by the increase of

trade that would come from development and from friendship which

would follow the conferring of the benefits namedfi^ ®
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The new dollar diplomacy differed radically from Bryands idea in

that it did not include the satisfaction of the debts to private bond-

holders, who now happened to be predominantly citizens of the United

States. It left the private creditors to fend for themselves as best they

could against Latin American jurisprudence, with the feeble aid of

that puny, disinherited and starving child of the Department of State,

the Foreign Bondholders Protective Council, whilst it proceeded to

grant public loans through divers new government agencies, set up by

a perplexed Congress, to the very Latin American governments which

had defaulted on their dollar bonds, and who w'ere ^^squeezing^^ the

direct investments of LUited States nationals with their ingenious and

unchallenged national, social, and economic legislation, ^hlnd if any

man would go to law with thee, and take thy coat, let him have thy

cloak alsod^

Official exponents of the new dollar diplomacy explain that in re-

cent years private capital had not been interested in exporting itself in

the old sense
j
because of this, Latin American governments had to make

application to some government institution in the United States. Re-

ceiving such applications, the United States Government, instead of

searching to find a place where a group of people who had privately-

saved money could secure a private stream of profits, was now ^^anxious

rather to find opportunities for sound development which might add to

the general safety, security, and well-being of the Western Henii-

sphereS^ The economic interest in foreign markets had thus become a

matter of social and governmental policy to stimulate not a limited set

of buyers, but general advance in civilization^^

The new government agencies through which the stream of public

funds was placed in Latin American republics, now that private capital

for very understandable reasons naturally had ceased to be interested

in exporting itself, consisted of the Export-Import Bank (established,

1934), the Stabilization Fund (created, 1934, in the Treasury, out of

^^profits” from the law revaluing the gold dollar), and the Federal

Loan Agency (organized, 1939). The following tabulation, as of the

end of 1941, does not include lease-lend aid of undisclosed amounts,

under the Lease-Lend Act of March ii, 1941, for the defense of Latin

American republics, wffiich is best considered in the following chapter.

Nor does it include the benefactions to Mexico of silver purchases by

the United States Treasury. And there is at least one case of direct

militar}^ appropriation by the Congress of the United States after Pearl
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Harbor'^- of Sao^OOOjOOO to be distributed to Central American states

for assistance in building the Pan American motor road through to

Panama.

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT LOANS TO LATIN AMERICA

Through the Export-Import Bank of Washington

{Balance sheet of December igpi—in $ipOo)

Cancelled Not Yet

Author- and Total Dis- Dis- Out-

ized Expired CoTnmitment hiirsed bursed Repaid standing

Argentina 603I250 130 60,120 ^ 60,000 120 45 75
12 12 12

Brazil 83,298 3
AriSlS 78,723 67,196 36,394- 7,269 9,125

Chile 24,425
^

434 -3,991 37,954 6,735 1,629 5,106

Colombia 22,005 22,005 12,218 9,786 870 8,916

Costa Rica 5,100 5,100 4,100 1,000 1,000

25 ,000 25,000 25,000

Dominican Rep.. . 3,300 2,409 891 89 802

Ecuador 1,150 1,150 770 380 12 368

El Salvador . . . , 1,196 1,196 1,196

Haiti 11,000 11,000 6,135 4,865 90

Mexico 30,500 274 30,226 30,000 226 149 77
Nicaragua 4,500 5

4,500 2,229 2,535 264 2,271

Panama 2,500 2,500 200 2,300 179 2,121

Paraguay 4,800 ® 4,800 2,555 2,370 160 2,210

Peru 10,000 10,000 10,000

Uruguay 7,500 7,500 7,500

Venezuela 9,600 9,600 8,702 898 50 848

Total L.A 306,136 5,413 300,723 258,176 8'n
ocT'I- 10,806 37,694

^ $60,000,000 expired January 3, 1942.
- Besides that amount, private banks have participated in financing $1,000,000; total amount repaid.
3 Includes $250,000 revolving credits.
4 “ $225,000
^ “ $500,000

“ “

6 “ $500,000
" “

Source: Balance sheet of December 31, 1941, of Export-Import Bank of Washington.

In addition to the above loans through the Export-Import Bank, the

United States Treasury made agreements with the treasuries of Brazil

(July id, 1937), Argentina (December 27, 1940), and Mexico (No-

vember 19, 1941), setting aside a total of $150,000,000 gold from the

Treasury's stabilization fund to assist the fiscal economy of those coun-

tries: $60,000,000 to make dollar exchange available to Brazil, $50,-*

000,000 for stabilization of the Argentine feso^ $40,000,000 for stabili-

zation of the Mexican fesof^ These items looked like only a beginning

of such inter-American fiscal arrangements.

In the preceding chapter we mentioned the American mission in

terms of cultural exchange. The new dollar diplomacy is another ex-

pression of the American mission in terms of idealistic inter-American
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economics. Its basic motive, however^ is the same political objective or

the Latin American poliq* of the United States as interpreted in this

history from the very beginning: security of the Continental Republic^

which in our days has come to be considered inseparable from ^hhe

general safety, security, mtd ^ell-berng of the Western Hemisphere/’

as contributing to the general advance of ciajiLvzation.

Finally the new dollar diplomacy has brought the debtor-creditor

connection for the first time into the sphere of inter-governmental re-

lationships. This relationship is so likely to bother future inter-Amierican

diplomatic conferences, inviting a line-up of twenty debtor govern-

ments versus one creditor government, that one may wonder whether

in the long run it is best calculated to cement continental solidarity in

the hemispheric sense. Would it not be better if such loans could be

made by an inter-American bank in which all the republics would hold

stock in some agreed proportion?

AN INTER-AMERICAN BANK

The Seventh International Conference of American States at Montevideo

passed a resolution recommending to the Third Pan American Financial

Conference, scheduled to meet at Santiago de Chile, the creation of an inter-

American Organization of Economic and Financial Cooperation. This

would include an autonomous Inter-American Bank to exercise the functions

of a Continental Central Bank as a regulator of credit and currency, its prin-

cipal objectives to be: (a) to establish and promote inter-American credit and

the interchange of capital, (b) to collaborate in the reconstruction of national

monetary conditions, (c) to perform such other tasks as the Third Pan
American Financial Conference should entrust to it. This conference was
never convened by the Government of Chile.

Such an inter-American bank, not yet in operation, was provided by a con-

vention drafted by the Inter-American Financial and Economic Advisory

Committee set up in conformity with Resolution III of the Meeting of the

Ministers of Foreign Affairs (see below, p. 365) at Panama in September,

1939. The convention was open to signature May 10, 1940. The bank is to

be granted a charter by the Government of the United States substantially

in accord v/ith a “proposed charter’’ appended to the convention. The con-

vention will go into force “if and 'when ratifications of this Convention shall

have been deposited with the Pan American Union by at least five of the

High Contracting Parties wTich have agreed to subscribe for at least a total

of 145 shares of stock of the Bank.” Capital stock is authorized in 'the sum
of $100,000,000 U. S.j consisting of 1000 shares with a par value of

$100,000 each. To participate in the Bank each government must subscribe

for a minimum number of shares “determined in relation to the total foreign

trade of each of the American Republics during the year 1938”; these must
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be paid for in gold or in United States dollars, and fifty per cent of the issue

price must be paid for at the time of subscription, excepting the cases of the

states subscribing to the least number of shares, when only twenty-five per

cent of the issue price is called for upon subscription. The states are permitted

to subscribe to stock in addition to the minimum. Only American republics

may subscribe to the stock of the Bank. The Bank will be administered by a

hoard of directors comprised of one director and one alternate appointed by

each participating government. The purposes and powers of the Bank include;

stimulation of prudent investment and full productive use of capital and

credit, stabilization of currencies, general direct exchange, monetary reserves,

the use of gold and silver, monetary equilibrium, the service of international

payments, and the fostering of commerce. By July 15, 1942, nine states had

signed the convention (United States, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Dominican

Republic, Ecuador, Mexico, Nicaragua, Paraguay), but none had deposited

ratification.

See synopsis in International Conjerences of American States^ First Suf-

flament^ of, cit.^ pp. 455--56. Text of convention in Department of State

Bulletin^ II, No. 46 (May ii, 1940), 512-22. See also Bulletin of the Pan
American Union^ LXXIV, No. 7 (July, 1940), 503-11.



CHAPTER XXI

Munich^ 'Lima^ and Panama

(1938-1940)

DURING the two-year interval between Buenos Aires and Lima, Eu-

rope experienced a diplomatic shock of unprecedented force. It de-

prived the United States and the Latin American republics of that

continental security which they had enjoyed since Versailles and Wash-

ington. At Munich in September, 1938, Adolf Hitler used the over-

whelming might of a rearmed Germany to break up the post-Versailles

system of alliances and upset the European balance of power. Without

a war he won the fruits of one. At one stroke he made Germany the

first power in Europe, as he laid his plans for the conquest of the whole

continent: today Europe, tomorrow the entire world. When the Lima
Conference met in December, 1938, the modern Alexander had not yet

torn up the solemn promises made at Munich never to change another

frontier in Europe. Czechoslovakia lived on as a mutilated state until

March, 1939. But the signs were clear to all who cared to see. Great

Britain and France prepared to meet the next German challenge. Not

to resist was to perish without a struggle. The democratic nations of

Europe girded themselves to confront the modern conqueror.

In the New World, too, signs were increasingly discernible of to-

talitarian activity of the kind that preceded political strokes: organiza-

tion of German and Italian—and Japanese—nationals under the control

of their diplomatic officials
5
the thrust of anti-democratic propaganda,

some of it now funneled through fascist Spain; cultural missions cloak-

ing fifth-columns; subsidization and control of the press by the nation-

alist grouping and manipulation of advertising; plebiscites for German

nationals residing in Latin America; in sum, the preparations that in-

nocent nations were always- too late to suspect, and which soon were to

be demonstrated so spectacularly In the fall of France. A New Holy
355
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Alliance had appeared again to threaten the republican independence

of the Western World.

War in Europe seemed certain when the delegates of the twenty-one

American republics assembled at Lima. Their principal concern was to

keep the New World insulated from the conflagration that seemed

imminent across the Atlantic. It w^as a much more burning anxiety than

they had experienced at Buenos Aires in 1936;, when they had been as

much exercised to preserve the peace of the Western Hemisphere from

war or intervention from within as from without. At Lima nobody was

nervous any longer about the ^^Colossus of the North^^, it was the new

Colossus of Europe that they feared. They paid only perfunctory at-

tention to the agenda for the Conference that had been formulated by

the Pan American Union four months before Munich. They did not

perfect one single convention or treaty. Rather they devoted themselves

to crystallizing and defining their common political and juridical prin-

ciples, to reaffirming their political solidarity, and to pointing up and

implementing the process of consultation in case the peace of the New
World were threatened by a non-American power, a process which the

opposition of Argentina, we recall, had left at Buenos Aires unshaped

and unready.

In this forbidding world-setting the United States, purged of its his-

torically ill-fitting imperialism and pledged to the new code of inter-

American public law that had been signed at Havana, Montevideo, and

Buenos Aires, assumed in the person of Secretary of State Hull ^ a

respected leadership of the Pan American movement vis-a-vis the pros-

pective conflagration in Europe.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs and Worship of Argentina, Dr.

Jose Maria Cantilo, made an ostentatious trip aboard a battleship to

the opening of the Conference at Lima, like President Roosevelt to

Buenos Aires, except that he was no president, not he, Dr. Cantilo. He
delivered the opening ^ address and then, after waiting long enough to

hear the words of Secretary of State Hull next day, he steamed away.

While doing lip service to the political independence and republican

government of the New World, the Argentine Minister emphasized

the differences between the cultures, religions, economies, and even for-

eign policies (notably in regard to the Far East) of the United States

and Latin American states. In his peroration ^ he extolled the union of

the republics of the New World, a solidarity ^Vithout hegemonies or

predominances,^^ and closed with a quotation from Montesquieu: ^^An

injustice to one Is a threat to all.^^
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One cannot help feeling that Dr. Cantilo^s address was pointed more

at fancied threats of hegemonies or predominances from the United

States than at danger from a new Napoleonic upheaval in Europe. If

so pointed, it failed of its aim, because it went back to t'esterday rather

than ahead to tomorrow. Yesterday the republics had their liberties,

today they still possessed them, tomorrow they might lose them. At

Lima the delegations were to take up the cue of all for one and one

for all, not against the United States, but with the United States, for

the New'' World versus the danger from the Old.

Secretar}^ Hull, who again personally headed the United States dele-

gation,"^ sounded, to the echo of prolonged appiaused the real pitch of

solidarity in his speech to the plenary session on December 10.® He
voiced the dangerous present rather than the embarrassing past, and

looked anxiously across the ocean tow-ard the ominous morrow. He
stressed the community of interests among the American republics, not

their differences. He warned the Conference of the resurgent forces of

tyranny overseas. “Their ominous shadow falls athwart our hemi-

sphere.^^ “Each and all of us desire passionately to live at peace with

every nation of the W'orld,” he declared.

“But there must not be a shadow of a doubt anywhere as to the determina-

tion of the American nations not to permit the invasion of this hemisphere by

the armed forces of any powder or any possible combination of powers. . . .

Each and all of us desire to maintain friendly relations with every nation of

the wmrld—resting on a basis of mutual respect for national independence,

upon non-interference in the internal affairs of others, upon fair dealing in

every phase of international relationships. But there should not be a shadow^

of a doubt anywhere as to the determination of the American nations not to

permit the invasion of this hemisphere by activities contrary or inimical to

this basis of relations among nations/’

This was the keynote of United States policy at the Conference: to

renew the pledges to the inter-American system already sealed at

Montevideo and Buenos Aires, and to implement the process of con-

sultation particularly in case the peace of the Americas were endangered

from without the New World. Secretary Hull accomplished this in

securing unanimous acceptance to the Declaration of American Prin-

ciples, and the Declaration of Lima.

These Declarations w^ere reaffirmations and extensions of the Decla-

ration of Principles of Inter-American Solidarity and Cooperation,

which the Central American republics had proposed as a convention at

Buenos Aires, but which, owing to the attitude of Argentina, that Con-
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ference had voted after important modifications of Article II^ as a

resolution.

The documents presented by Mr. Hull at Lima were not treaties

either. Accordingly they did not have the binding force of treaties. On
the other hand;, if they had been treaties it would have been impossible

to get them ratified fully enough to make them effective before the

anticipated war in Europe. They therefore depended upon their moral

forccj upon the failk which the peoples of the whole hemisphere had in

these principles, and upon the resolution and determination with which

their governments would consult and act in case they were endangered.

The future was to show that these statements were not pious wishes

like the hundreds of handsome resolutions, homages, tributes, and rec-

ommendations that customarily amplify and embellish the final acts

of Pan American conferences, and which were not missing at Lima.'^

They were something stronger. They had the moral force of funda-

mental principles. When the test came, they proved to be as strong or

stronger than treaties. They lay at the heart of the Latin American

policy of the United States as it faced the coming Armageddon. They

represented also the essence of inter-American policy of all the re-

publics, with the possible exception of Argentina—where still lurked

the “shadow of a doubt.^^

Any study of the Latin American policy of the United States must

quote Articles CIX and CX of the Final Act of Lima in their entirety,

not omitting the preambles. We take the liberty of printing the two

documents in reverse order, placing first the Declaration of American

Principles, introduced to the Conference by Secretary of State Hull

himself. It represents the bases of solidarity that had taken shape in

Pan American conferences since the Good Neighbor Policy appeared

in the interlude of security after Versailles. Second, we reproduce the

Declaration of Lima, as worked out in the Conference from a num-

ber of drafts (Argentina, Chile, Mexico, United States), but presented

as a joint proposal of all twenty-one delegations.^ It represents the com-

mon front which the American republics, because of their agreement on

these principles, were able to turn toward reappearing danger from the

Old World when the New Holy Alliance raised its head after Munich:

CX DECLARATION OF AMERICAN PRINCIPLES

Whereas

:

The need for keeping alive the fundamental principles of relations among
nations was never greater than today; and
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Each State is interested in the preservation of world order under law, in

peace with justice, and in the social and economic welfare of mankind,

The Governments of the American Republics Resolve:

To proclaim, support and recommend, once again, the following prin-

ciples, as essential to the achievement of the aforesaid objectives:

1. The intervention of any State in the internal or external affairs of an-

other is inadmnssible.

2. All differences of an international character should be settled by peace-

ful means.

3. The use of force as an instrument of national or international policy

is proscribed.

4. Relations between States should be governed by the precepts of inter-

national law.

5. Respect for and the faithful observance of treaties constitute the indis-

pensable rule for the development of peaceful relations betw’een States, and

treaties can only be revised by agreement of the contracting parties.

6. Peaceful collaboration between representatives of the various States and

the development of intellectual interchange among their peoples is conducive

to an understanding by each of the problems of the other as well as of prob-

lems common to all, and makes more readily possible the peaceful adjustment

of international controversies.

7. Economic reconstruction contributes to national and international well-

being, as well as to peace among nations.

8. International cooperation is a necessary condition to the maintenance

of the aforementioned principles.

CIX DECLARATION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF THE SOLIDARITY OF AMERICA

[Declaration of Lima]

The Eighth International Conference of American States

Considering:

That the peoples of America have achieved spiritual unity through the

similarity of their republican institutions, their unshakable will for peace,

their profound sentiment of humanity and tolerance, and through their abso-

lute adherence to the principles of international law, of the equal sovereignty

of States and of individual liberty wdthout religious or racial prejudices;

That on the basis of such principles and will, they seek and defend the

peace of the continent and work together in the cause of universal concord;

That respect for the personality, sovereignty, and the independence of each

American State constitutes the essence of international order sustained by

continental solidarity, which historically has been expressed and sustained by

declarations and treaties in forces

That the Inter-American Conference for the Maintenance of Peace, held

at Buenos Aires, approved on December 21, 1936, the Declaration of the

Principles of Inter-American Solidarity and Cooperation, and approved, on

December 23, 1936, the Protocol of Non-intervention,
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The Governments of the American States Declare:

First. That they reaffirm their continental solidarity and their purpose to

collaborate in the maintenance of the principles upon which the said soli-

darity is based.

Second, That faithful to the above-mentioned principles and to their abso-

lute sovereignty, they reaffirm their decision to maintain them and to defend

them against all foreign intervention or activity that may threaten them.

Third. And in case the peace, security or territorial integrity of any Amer-

ican Republic is thus threatened by acts of any nature that may impair them,

they proclaim their common concern and their determination to make effec-

tive their solidarity, coordinating their respective sovereign wills by means of

the procedure of consultation, established by conventions in force and by

declarations of the Inter-American Conferences, using the measures which

in each case the circumstances may make advisable. It is understood that the

Governments of the American Republics will act independently in their

individual capacity, recognizing fully their juridical equality as sovereign

states.

Fourth. That in order to facilitate consultations established in this and

other American peace instruments, the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the

American Republics, when deemed desirable and at the initiative of any one

of them, will meet in their several capitals by rotation and without protocolary

character. Each Government may, under special circumstances or for special

reasons, designate a representative as a substitute for its Minister for Foreign

Affairs.

Fifth. This Declaration shall be known as the ‘^Declaration of Lima.”

We can mention here only one of the other no important resolu-

tionSj declarations, recommendations, and homages—many of them of

a cultural or ceremonial nature—which constituted the Final Act of

the Lima Conference, a recommendation which strikes straight at the

roots of one of the most ugly issues of human relations. Article XLV
resolved: ‘To recommend to the nations of America that they coordi-

nate and adopt provisions concerning immigration, wherein no dis-

crimination based on nationality, creed or race shall be made, inasmuch

as such discrimination is contrary to the ideal of fraternity, peace and

concord wffiich they undertake to uphold without prejudice to each

nations domestic legislation.”

How singularly fortunate that a Pan American Conference had been

scheduled for December, 1938! How timely it was that President

Roosevelt had initiated a special inter-American peace conference at

Buenos Aires two years before this! The twenty-one republics joined

in the Declaration of Lima, implementing the Buenos Aires peace pacts

(which were still unratified by some of the republics, notably by Ar-
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gentina) just in time to confront together the European war in Sep-

tember^ 1939.

When the expected blow fell on Europe the Declaration of Lima
assumed the strength of twenty treaties! There had been no delay or

debate or recriminations about ratification, because no ratification was

necessary. The moral force of the Declaration, backed as it was by the

twin Declaration of American Principles, manifested itself in the re-

quests of nine governments (the United States, Argentina, Brazil,

Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Mexico, and Panama) for an immediate Meet-

ing of Foreign Ministers, which took place at Panama, upon the invi-

tation of that government, September 23-October 3, 1939. It occurred

simultaneously with a special session of the Congress of the LTnited

States called by President Roosevelt to revise the legislation of 1935

and 1937 which had prohibited the exportation from the United States

to belligerent territory of arms, ammunition, or implements of warfare.

The Meeting of Foreign Ministers at Panama was most welcome to

the Government of the United States; in fact it was just what the

United States had been preparing for In the Conferences of Buenos

Aires and Lima. It was President Roosevelt^s policy to line up the re-

publics in a neutrality favorable to the allied democracies, Great Britain

and France.

The embargo feature of the neutrality legislation of the United

States had been a product of that disilluslonist historiography that first

made Its appearance in the Republic of the North ten years after Ver-

sailles, introduced by the German ‘^Revisionist” school of historical

scholarship that stemmed from defeated Germany. Confronting the

prospect of another European war that would close the interlude of

continental security, the United States had actually repudiated Wood-
row WilsonR choice of neutral policy by the neutrality laws of 1935

and 1937, laws which w’-ere to prove better calculated to keep the coun-

try out of the last war than out of the next one. By embargoing the

export to belligerents, directly or indirectly, of arms, ammunition, or

implements of warfare from the United States, Congress had unwit-

tingly played Into the hands of the recrudescing land powers, who were

building up their plans for revenge and imperial conquest.

The neutrality embargo meant that the sea powers, who were the

democracies, could not In the next war procure from the United States

supplies of munitions with which to defend themselves against con-

quest by the totalitarian powders wLo dominated the land in Europe and

the air over it. One diplomatic axiom of the new situation was this: the
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United States and the other republics of the Western Hemisphere,

—

with the possible exception of Argentina—,
as measured by immediate

rather than long-range interests, had nothing to gain and everything

to lose by a victory of Germany and Italy; they had nothing whatso-

ever to lose by a victory of Great Britain and France—the proof of that

was their experience with allied victory after the First World War.

The United States embargo on arms, ammunition, and implements of

war was contributing to the defeat of the allied democracies.

Also disadvantageous to the democracies were the articles of the

Inter-American Maritime Convention of 1928 which assimilated an

armed merchantship to the status and treatment of a ship of war in

neutral ports,^ and which by implication allowed to belligerent sub-

marines the same rights of hospitality as were permissible to belligerent

surface warshipsd^ This convention had been ratified by the United

States and several Caribbean states, also by Ecuador and Bolivia! If

these new rules were to be followed by the unreserved parties to the

Havana Convention, it would be most onerous to the sea powers. It

meant that belligerent merchant ships (in effect, those of the allied

democracies) could not stay in certain Caribbean neutral ports of the

Western Hemisphere long enough to load a cargo if they were armed

against submarines, whilst if they went unarmed, enemy submarines

would presumably get them on the high seas. It meant that belligerent

submarines (including German and Italian) might claim a right once in

three months to visit a neutral port in the United States and certain

Caribbean countries, and load enough fuel and supplies to take them

back to their nearest home port. Little had the diplomats at Havana

in 1928 realized that they were signing a convention that might turn

the ratifying countries into submarine bases for Germany in a Second

World War, while at the same time keeping out, in effect, the merchant

ships of Germany’s enemies.

Although President Roosevelt had signed the neutrality laws of

1935-1937, and proclaimed them to be in operation, September 5, 19393

although the State Department had endeavored to Pan Americanize

the policy of this legislation at Buenos Aires only two years before, the

President had been urging repeal of the embargo ever since the assas-

* Arg-entina has always maintained her title to the Falkland Islands notwithstanding

their occupation by Great Britain since 1S33. Some Argentine statesmen may even hope

to redeem sovereignty over them in case of a German victory in the Second World

War5 butj from the experience of Russia in 1939-19415 it is doubtful whether a prom-

ise of that kind would be honored by Germany. Certainly Germany would impose an

enslaving servitude on any restored Argentine sovereignty over the islands.
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sination of mutilated Czechoslovakia in the spring of 1939 had made

war seem certain in Europe as soon as crops were haiw^ested* Repeal of

the embargo, by the Neutrality Act of November 4, 1939, passed dur-

ing the course of the European War, after a long and thorough debate

within Congress and without, was the first step in a deviation that was

to result in the complete collapse of neutrality by 19416"" The United

States v/as determined to stay neutral, but not content with a neutrality

that would contribute to the defeat of Great Britain and France. Such

an unbalancing of power would leave the Western Hemisphere between

the jaws of a victorious German Empire in a conquered Europe and a

triumphant Japanese Empire in a subjected Asia.

While Congress was in session at Washington, the Meeting of the

Foreign Ministers at Panama had taken steps to insulate the New
World from the war in Europe. The ^Tinal AcF’ of Panama, October

3, 1939, incorporated political decisions more significant than those

made at many a full-dress International Conference of American States

—in fact, the successive Meetings of Foreign Ministers so rapidly oc-

curring since 1939 have assumed a leading political and diplomatic role

in inter-American affairs not inferior to the regular Pan American

Conferences.

The economic, political, social and even religious reach of the reso-

lutions incorporated in the Final Act of Panama far transcended the

subject of the rights and duties of neutrals. A General Declaration of

Continental Neutrality confirmed the duties incumbent upon neutrals,

but laid down some specific resolutions which tended to Pan American-

ize the neutrality policy of President Roosevelt:

Resolution 3 (b); The signatories "^^shail prevent, in accordance with their

internal legislations, the Inhabitants of their territories from engaging in ac-

tivities capable of affecting the neutral status of the American Republicsf’

This was aimed at totalitarian intrigues and plottings.

Resolution 3 (i) : ^‘^Shall consider as lawful the transfer of the flag of a

merchant vessel to that of any American Republic providing such transfer is

made in good faith, without agreement for resale to the vendor, and that it

takes place within the waters of an American Republic.^’

This made it possible for ships flying the United States flag, and thus

prohibited by the Neutrality Act of 1939 from entering European bel-

ligerent ports or combat zones, to escape the restriction of that act by

a bona fide transfer to the flag of another American republic. In this

way many former United States ships were able to carry arms, ammu-
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nitioii;, and implements of war to British and French ports^ mostly

under the flag of Panama,

Resolution 3 (j): “Shall not assimilate to warships belligerent armed
merchant vessels if they do not carry more than four six-inch guns mounted

on the stern, and their lateral decks are not reinforced, and if, in the judg-

ment of the local authorities, there do not exist other circumstances which

reveal that the merchant vessels can be used for offensive purposes. . .
3’

This released those states that were parties to the Inter-American

Maritime Convention of 1928 from the obligation to treat armed mer-

chant ships as warships.

Resolution 3 (k)

:

“May exclude belligerent submarines from the waters

adjacent to their territories or admit them under the condition that they con-

form to the regulations which each country may prescribed’

This released the same states^ including the United States^ from the

obligation to admit belligerent submarines, including German and

Italian undersea craft, into their neutral ports. After the passage of the

Neutrality Act of 1939, which gave him enabling power, President

Roosevelt, fortified by the Act of Panama, immediately excluded bellig-

erent submarines from the ports of the United States (November 4,

1939). So did fifteen Latin American governments successively dur-

ing the next two years.

Resolution 4: “In the spirit of this declaration, the governments of the

American Republics shall maintain close contact with a view to making uni-

form as far as possible the enforcement of their neutrality and to safeguarding

it in defense of their fundamental rights.”

Resolution 5 set up, for the duration of the European war, an Inter-

American Neutrality Committee, composed of seven experts in international

law, to be designated by the Governing Board of the Pan American Union

before November i, 1939.

The recommendations of the committee were to be transmitted, through

the Pan American Union, to the governments of the American re-

publics. The significance of this committee diminished as the neutrality

of the United States passed into a non-belligerent status, but it served

to keep the several governments intimately en raffort during the de-

cline of neutrality

Another declaration (No. VI) w’^as for the humanization of war.

It condemned, among other things, the use of poison gas, bacteria,

inflammable liquids, bombardment of open cities, objects, and places

without military value
5
poisoning w^ater supplies^ and sinking merchant



ships without having first placed the passengers^ crew^, and ship^s papers

in a place of safety. The war was to prove that mere declarations would

not stop such dreadful practices, but the resolutions had the effect of

mobilizing public opinion of the New World to condemn this inhuman

v/arfare.

Another declaration (No. VII) registered the opposition of the First

Meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the ilnierican Republics the

placing of foodstuffs and clothing intended for civilian populations, not

destined directly or indirectly for the use of a belligerent government

or its armed forces^ on lists of contraband^'' By implication of the words

here italicized, this tolerated the ilnglo-American doctrine of continuous

voyage applied to conditional contraband, invoked duidng the First

World War, and again put into operation by Great Britain on Septem-

ber 12, 1939.

Another Declaration (No, VIII) called for the coordination by the

republics of measures to repress ^^unlawful activities that individuals,

whether they be nationals or aliens, may attempt in favor of a bel-

ligerent state.” This was aimed obviously at fifth-columnists.

Another Declaration (No. IX) called for the Maintenance of Inter-

national Activities in Accordance with Christian Morality. It undertook

^ffo protest against any warlike act which does not conform to inter-

national law and the dictates of justice.” This was at least a Christian

expression.

The Final Act of the Meeting also recommended the study of the

International Conference of Jurists, the Colombian proposal for an

oro-anic Association of American Nations ri® and recommended to the
o /

^

signatory governments that they take measures to protect the Americas

against subversive ideologies.

An important contribution of the Meeting was the creation by reso-

lution (No. XIII) of an Inter-American Financial and Economic Ad-

visory Committee to sit at Washington to recommend measures of

economic cooperation, particularly to deal with the dislocation of inter-

national and national economies anticipated from the war. It consisted

of one technical expert from each republic. One of its first offerings

was the preparation of a convention to establish an inter-American bank,

which we noticed at the close of the preceding chapter. We shall come

back to the work of this committee later in the following chapter.

An historical and juridical curiosity of the Final Act was the Declara-

tion of Panama: that a measure of continental self-protection, the

American Republics, so long as they maintain their neutrality, are as
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of inherent right entitled to have those waters adjacent to the Amer-

ican continent, which they regard as of primary concern and direct neu-

trality in their relations, free from the commission of any hostile act

by any non-American belligerent nation, whether such hostile act be

attempted or made from land, sea, or air.” It defined the neutral zone

very expansively by boundaries extending several hundreds of miles

out to sea from the coasts of the Western Hemisphere south of Canada.

This neutrality zone, and the expostulations that followed its violations,

had no more effect on the opposing belligerents than did the commands

of King Canute upon the tides of the sea not to rise against his shores.

The most important declaration of the Act stipulated that ^fin case

any geographic region of America subject to the jurisdiction of any

non-American state should be obliged to change its sovereignty and

there should result therefrom a danger to the security of the Amer-

ican Continent, a consultative meeting such as the one now being held

will be evoked with the urgency that the case may require.” This was

an inconclusive inter-American implementation—only to the point of

agreement to consult—of the celebrated No-Transfer principle of the

United States, older than the Monroe Doctrine, and long since a part

of the Monroe Doctrine.

Finally the Act suggested the desirability of a second Meeting of

Foreign Ministers at Havana on October i, 1940, or earlier if found

necessary.^^

The Act of Panama, although consecrated to the peace of the re-

publics of the New World and to their neutral solidarity, was pointed

up like the foreign policy of the United States to a neutral solidarity

benevolent to the allied democracies. It would keep the war away

from the United States and Latin America by tipping the scales of

neutrality in favor of Great Britain and France. Thus it was a diplo-

matic Instrument of the whole New World. Nothing could more attest

this than the final invocation, in a Pan American declaration, of the

traditional No-Transfer principle in which the Latin American policy

of the United States first took shape in 1811.



CHAPTER XXII

One for All and Almost All for One

(ig^o-ig42 )

GERMAN conquests of Denmark, Norway, the Netherlands, Belgium,

and France brought the United States and the Latin American republics

face to face in the summer of 1940 with the very contingency so greatly

feared by the fathers of American nationality in Jefferson^s time: a

transfer of American colonial possessions from one European power

to another. At the beginning of the nineteenth century the lucky Louisi-

ana procurement of 1803 aborted a transfer which threatened the

very life and independence of the United States as bounded by the

treaty of peace and independence of 1783. That tremendous uncai-

culated piece of Jeffersonian diplomacy not only safeguarded the cis-

Mississippi United States; it also doubled the territory’’ of the new

nation and placed it on the way^ to becoming a Continental Republic.

The No-Transfer Resolution of 18 ii was directed against a threat

which would have undone the Louisiana Purchase, had Spanish Florida

fallen into the hands of Great Britain or Napoleon on the eve of the

War of 18x2. In 1940 the menace suddenly appeared of the Dutch,

French, or even British colonies of the islands and shores of the Carib-

bean falling into the hands of the new Napoleon of the twentieth cen-

tury. As the Mississippi River was the life-line of the United States

in 18 1 1, so the Panama Canal was the life-line of the Continental Re-

public and of the Western Hemisphere of republican independence, in

1940.

German possession of Caribbean naval bases would threaten the

safety and liberty of the whole New World. As the German mecha-

nized hordes were crashing through a prostrate France, the Congress of

the United States, at the proposal of Secretary^ of State Hull, unani-

mously passed a joint resolution, June 18, 1940:

367
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^^(l) That the United States would not recognize any transfer, and

would not acquiesce in any attempt to transfer, any geographic region of this

hemisphere from one non-American power to another non-American power;

and

“(2) That if such transfer or attempt to transfer should appear likely, the

United States shall, in addition to other measures, immediately consult with

the other American republics to determine upon the steps which should be

taken to safeguard their common interests.’’

At the same time the Secretary of State formally notified the Ger-

man and Italian Governments that the United States would not recog-

nize such a transfer. From Germany he received a tart answer.^

How fortunate—to use a pagan word—that the Good Neighbor Pol-

icy had cemented the solidarity of the American republics in an inter-

lude of security before the menace of Hitler rose so visibly and so

portentously across the Atlantic^ while at the same time another con-

queror was towering up across the Pacific! How providential that the

free republics of the New World had placed themselves in such a happy

relationship that at the Second Meeting of Foreign Ministers in

Havana, July 21-30, 1940, they could take a stand of all for one and

one for all 1

The Havana Meeting carried out the intent of the Buenos Aires Con-

vention and the Declaration of Lima to provide consultation for com-

mon safety and common interests of the American republics in case the

New World were threatened by events from a non-American power,

or, as the language of Lima had put it more cautiously and universally

at the insistence of Argentina, from ^^foreign intervention or activityfi^

Havana fulfilled the Latin American policy of the United States as

patiently moulded by Secretary of State Hull during the previous eight

years. Our particular interest in these pages limits us to mention of

the principal resolutions, and the convention, that achieved this purpose.

A series of declarations w^'ere directed against abuse of the diplomatic

and consular function by the agents of foreign powers, to the coordi-

nation of police and judicial measures for the defense of society and

the institutions of each American state, to precautionary measures with

reference to the issue of passports, to defense against activities from

abroad aimed at the integrity of domestic institutions, and against the

diffusion of doctrines tending to place in jeopardy the common demo-

cratic idea or to threaten the security or neutrality of the American

republics, and in general to the promotion of continental solidarity.

Certain resolutions gave further impetus to a program of economic and
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financial cooperation to meet the dislocations caused by the European

War, This was intrusted to the Inter-American Financial and Economic

Advisory Committee that had been set up in Washington after the

Panama Meeting, and to its creature, the Inter-American Develop-

ment Commission.'*" The works of this Commiission multiplied rapidly-

It negotiated a coffee convention (1940) among fourteen coffee-pro-

ducing states and the United States, designed to keep up the price of

coffee. It produced a series of preclusive bilateral purchasing agree-

ments, for strategic war materials, between the United States and Brazil

(May 14, 1941), Bolivia (May 21, 1941), Mexico (July 14, 1941)5

and Chile (January 30, 1942). f It also led to the convening of a spe-

cial Inter-American Maritime Conference in Washington in November,

1940, which prepared the w'ay for taking over interned German, Ital-

ian, and Danish ships for utilization in inter-American trade, thus

releasing that much native tonnage for the trans-Atlantic trade to

Great Britain.

The real diplomatic fruition of the Latin American policy of the

United States at Havana consisted of two particular declarations, and

a convention.

Declaration No. XV embodied the all-for-one-and-one-for-all prin-

ciple, of Uruguayan origin, for which the United States had worked

for so many years, the Declaration of Reciprocal Assistance and Co-

operation for the Defense of the Nations of the Americas:

“That any attempt on the part of a non-American State against the in-

tegrity or inviolability of the territory, the sovereignty or the political inde-

pendence of an American State t shall be considered as an act of aggression

against the States which sign this declaration.

“In case acts of aggression are committed or should there be reason to

believe that an act of aggression is being prepared by a non-American nation

* Created by a resolution of the Committee January 15, 1940, it held its first meet-

ing on June 3, 1940. It consisted of five members, charged with ‘^^promoting the

formation and financing, with mixed United States and Latin American capital, of

such enterprises as will undertake the development of new lines of Latin American

production for which a new or complementary market can be found in the United

States or in other Republics of the Western Hemisphere.^^ The Commission was em-

powered to appoint a cooperating committee in each country consisting of United States

and Latin American experts. These were set up during 1940 and 1941. International

Conferences of American States^ First Supplement^ r 955-1 940, op, ch.^ p. 47a.

f These agreements presaged still broader bilateral agreements for a common col-

laboration, after the war jumped to the Western Hemisphere: Nicaragua (April S,

1942), Alexico (April 17, 1942), Costa Rica (June 16, 1942) were among the first

of such.

J This phraseology conceivably included Canada. See note at end of chapter.
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against the integrity or inviolability of the territory, the sovereignty or the

political independence of an American nation, the nations signatory to the

present declaration will consult among themselves in order to agree upon the

measure it may be advisable to take.

"^^411 the signatory nations, or two or more of them, according to circum-

stances, shall proceed to negotiate the necessary complementary agreements

so as to organize cooperation for defense and the assistance that they shall

lend each other in the event of aggressions such as referred to in this

declaration 3’

This highly important declaration prepared the way for the mutual

defense agreements which the United States proceeded to negotiate

with various republics in anticipation of war. Conversations with Mexico

began early in March, 1941, formulating plans for common defense
j

these led to the creation of a joint United States-Mexican Defense

Commission January 12, 1942/ modeled after the similar United

States-Canadian Defense Commission of August 17, 1940, and serving

to supplement it. A similar military and naval agreement was signed

with Cuba, September 7, 1942. Its terms remained secret, for military

reasons, because both nations by then were formally at war with Ger-

many, Italy, and Japan. Before Pearl Harbor eight bilateral lend-lease

agreements for the delivery of military and naval supplies had been

made wdth: Bolivia, Brazil, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Nica-

ragua, Paraguay, and Guatemala.^ After Pearl Harbor similar agree-

ments were made with Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador,

Paraguay, Honduras, Mexico, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela, and Chile.

Declaration XX, the ^^Act of Havana, stated that in case of danger

of a territorial transfer that might convert European territorial posses-

sions into strategic centers of aggression against nations of the American

Continent, the American nations, ‘^baking into account the imperative

need of continental security and the desires of the inhabitants of the

said islands or regions,” might step in and set up a regime of provisional

administration.

A convention was signed at the same time, the Convention of Ha-

vana, to go into effect when ratified by two-thirds of the signatories

(this took place by January 8, 1942),* to regulate the details and prin-

* Tills is one of the few inter-American treaties that Argentina has ratified and

the only major one aside from the Saavedra Lamas Anti-War Pact of 1933. The Ar-

gentine reservation to the treaty doubtless explains the ratification: *^^The Delegate of

the Argentine Republic in signing this Act places on record that it does not refer to

or include the Malvinas Islands, because the latter do not constitute a colony or pos-

session of any European nation, since they are a part of the Argentine territory and
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ciples of the provisional administration by a committee of the contract-

ing parties. The preamble of the Convention^ among other things,

repeats the sense of the inter-American declaration of August 3, 1932,

against recognizing the fruits of force, and also the joint resolution of

the United States Congress of June 18, 1940.'''

The Act of Havana declared that, pending the ratification of the

Convention, an emergency committee should be set up in anticipation

of such a threatened territorial transfer. ^^Should the need for emer-

gency action be so urgent that action by the committee cannot be

awaited, any of the American Republics, individually or jointly with

others, shall have the right to act in the manner which its own defense

or that of the continent requires. Should this situation arise, the Amer-

ican Republic or Republics taking action shall place the matter before

the committee immediately, in order that it may consider the action

taken and adopt appropriate measures.^^ f

Although the language of this declaration w^as collective, the effect

of the Act of Havana was to secure just exactly what the United States

desired as a cap-stone to its Latin ilmerican policy: a cheerful Pan

American mandate to enforce the No-Transfer principle in the case of

are included within its dominion and sovereignty, as v/as stated at the Panama meeting,

which statement he considers reiterated hereby in its entirety, and also with reference

to other southern Argentine regions as he stated in the deliberations of this Commission.

He likewise states that the signing of this Act and Resolution does not afFect and leaves

intact his Government’s powers established in the Constitutional norms which obtain

in Argentina, with respect to the procedure applicable in order that this Act and Reso-

lution may acquire validity, force, and efFectiveness.”

Chile made reservation of its rights in Antarctica.

* ^^Three. That the American Republics consider that force cannot constitute the basis

of rights, and they condemn all violence whether under the form of conquest, of stip-

ulations which may have been imposed by the belligerents in the clauses of a treaty,

or by any other process.

^^Four. That any transfer, or attempted transfer, of the sovereignty, jurisdiction, pos-

session or any interest in or control over any such region to another non-American

State, would be regarded by the American Republics as against American sentiments

and principles and the rights of i\merican States to maintain their security and political

independence.

That no such transfer or attempt to transfer or acquire any interest or right

in any such region, directly or indirectly, wmuld be recognized or accepted by the

American Republics no matter what form was employed to attain such purposes. . ,

fA final paragraph stated that: ‘^None of the provisions contained in the present

Act refers to territories or possessions -which are the subject of dispute or claims be-

tween European powers and one or more of the Republics of the Americas.” This

excluded territory in dispute between British Honduras and Guatemala, and the Falk-

land Islands, sovereignty over which is in dispute between Argentina and Great Britain.
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great and swift emergency. In line with this the United States with the

cooperation of Brazil occupied Dutch Guiana in November, 1941.

The Havana Meeting also served as a background of Pan American

goodwill for the consummation of the dramatic destroyer-naval base

agreement with Great Britain on September 2, 1940, by which the

United States traded to Great Britain fifty destroyers in return for

ninety-nine-year leases of naval and aerial bases in Newfoundland, Ber-

muda, the Bahama Islands,! ilntigua, St. Lucia, Trinidad, British

Guiana, and Jamaica, new" citadels in the western Atlantic designed to

screen the Continental Republic and the other nations of the Western

Hemisphere from attack by a non-American power, even as the Ha-

waiian Islands, Wake, Midw^ay, the Aleutians, and Samoa were relied

on for the same purpose in the Pacific. In a handsome diplomatic ges-

ture the Secretary of State announced that these Atlantic bases would

be at the disposal of any American republic.^ It was on the basis of the

Act of Havana, too, that the United States occupied Greenland, April

9, 1 94 1 3
under an agreement with the Danish Minister in Washington

which preserved the sovereignty of Denmark and made the bases to be

established by the United States available to the vessels and airplanes

of all the American natiom for purposes connected with the common
defense of the Western Hemisphere.^ The word nations, as distinct

from republics, doubtless included Canada. These new positions rein-

forced the Monroe Doctrine, with its No-Transfer principle.

The supreme test of the Latin American policy of the United States

as it had been built up on the basis of continental security, independence,

and republican solidarity, from the No-Transfer principle of 1811 to

the Act of Havana of 1940, came with Japan^s spectacular surprise

attack on Pearl Harbor, December 7, 1941. The republics of the New
World had said at Havana that any attempt against the territory or

sovereignty of one of them should be considered an act of aggression

against all of them. How now would they react when Japan attacked

the United States, and her allies Germany and Italy declared W"ar on

the United States? How would those nations which had been the

scene of United States interventions respond when the Republic of the

North met its time of trial? Would they welcome the discomfiture of

* The American republics did not consider occupation of the Dutch Caribbean islands

of Curagao and Aruba by allied forces, the day after Germany invaded the Nether-

lands, as a violation of the No-Transfer principle. They did not deem it likely to

convert those territories into ‘^strategic centers of aggression,” On the contrary they

seemed to consider it a protection against aggression.

t The bases in Newfoundland and Bermuda were given without equivalent.
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the ^^Colossus^^ whom they had regarded as an imperialistic power? Or
would they feel that their independence and liberty were bound up with

that of their ^^alien^' neighbor and his Isthmian life-line:

The very countries which had been the ^Slctimxs’^ or closest witnesses

of United States intervention or influence during the decades of pro-

tective imperialismi, namely Cuba, Panama, the Dominican Republic,

Haiti, Nicaragua, Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, and Costa Rica,

immediately and spontaneously declared war against the enemies of the

United States, and took their stand with the United Nations in the

Declaration of January i, 1942. Colombia, Mexico, and Venezuela

severed diplomatic relations with Germany, Italy, and Japan. IMexico

and the United States promptly set up a mutual defense commission.

All of the other South American states sent messages of sympathy

and assured the United States of their solidarity according to the prin-

ciples of the Havana Resolution. None proclaimed its neutrality so far

as the United States was concerned. Argentina,* Bolivia, Chile, and

Uruguay specifically declared that they would not treat the United

States as a belligerent. Chile promised that she would take all precau-

tions to protect the production and furnishing of strategic materials to

the United States, and called for a Meeting of the Foreign Ministers

to convene immediately in Rio de Janeiro. Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,

Colombia, and Paraguay specifically denounced the aggression of

Japan.” These actions and expressions showed conclusively that all the

Latin American republics really regarded the United States as a good

neighbor.

The Second World War, for such it came to be after Pearl Harbor,

brought the Latin American policy of the United States to its climax

at the Third Meeting of the Foreign Ministers of American States at

Rio de Janeiro, January I5“28, 1942, to consult as to what they should

do as a result of the aggression committed against a sister republic of

the New World. Their first act was to reaffirm their declaration that

any act of aggression against one of them was to be considered an act

of aggression against all of them. Therefore:

^^The American Republics, in accordance with the procedures established

by their own laws and in conformity wu'th the position and circumstances ob-

taining in each country in the existing continental conflict, recommend the

breaking of their diplomatic relations v/ith Japan, Germany, and Italy, since

* The Argentine note referred only to the war between the United States and Germany

and Italy.
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the first-mentioned State attacked and the other two declared war on an

American country^’

The original declaration^ as proposed by Mexico^ Colombia, and

Venezuela, was for a clean-cut break by all with the three enemies, but

the contingent language was adopted to secure the assent of Argentina,

wTo had objected. As a result of this recommendation, all the South

American republics who had not already done so, except Argentina and

Chile, severed their diplomatic relations with Japan, Germany, and

Italy.

The Meeting then proceeded to the consideration of vital inter-

American problems brought up by the extension of the war to the

Western Hemisphere. We may best group the forty-one resolutions and

declarations—there were no treaties or conventions—of the Rio de

Janeiro Meeting into three categories: inter-American political cooper-

ation for the conduct of the warj the reiteration of old principles of

inter-American solidarity, and the formulation of new principles, and

inter-American economic collaboration, including the creation of new

inter-American economic institutions for the execution of that collabora-

tion. The spectacular break of diplomatic relations with the enemies of

the United States has tended to divert public attention from these other

important accomplishments. They did nothing less than mobilize the

American belligerents and non-belligerents under the leadership of the

United States for the defense of the New World.

The articles for political cooperation included the suppression of

subversive activities, with an ^^Emergency Advisory Committee for

Political Defense^^ to concert policy coordination in great detail of

police and juridical measures and of systems of investigation^ the con-

trol of civil and commercial aviation and telecommunication, particu-

larly between the republics and the ‘^‘^aggressor states^V finally and

most important of ail, the meeting immediately in Washington of an

Inter-American Defense Board composed of military and technical rep-

resentatives of all the twenty-one republics to recommend to their sev-

eral governments ^^measures necessary for the defense of the continentfi^

This board had its first meeting in Washington, March 30, 1942. It

became the diplomatic apparatus for joint war effort.

The political articles of the Final Act served to confirm the cause

* This committee was organized by the Governing Board of the Pan American

UnioHj February 25, 1942, with members from Argentinaj Brazil, Chile, Mexico,

United States, Uruguay, Venezuela. Its permanent seat and secretariat is at Montevideo.

The first meeting was held April 15, 1942.
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of the United States and the United Nations. They baptised that cause

with the established principles of inter-American public law. The re-

publics at Rio repeated their devotion to continental solidarity in the

observance of treaties.® They reiterated the principle that aliens re-

siding in an American state are subject exclusively to the jurisdiction

of that state—this time aimed not at the United States but at the in-

trusive tactics of the aggressor nations in the organization of their

nationals abroad. They affirmed the traditional theor}'" of law in the

face of a deliberate disregard of international justice and morality. They

declared that no American state could represent before another Amer-

ican state the diplomatic or other interests of a non-American state.

They recommended the improvement of health and sanitary measures

and the humanization of war. They also condemned again all inter-

American conflicts—it was at this conference that the last great boundary

conflict, between Ecuador and Peru, w'as placed in the way of final

settlement. They went out of their way to condemn the existence of

European penal colonies (like DeviPs Island in French Guiana) on the

American continent.

More important were the principles which the Foreign Ministers at

Rio adopted specifically in favor of the United Nations. They recom-

mended the continuance of diplomatic relations with the governments

of the occupied countries. They roundly condemned the aggression of

Japan against the United States. They transformed the Inter-American

Neutrality Committee, created at Panama, into an Inter-American

Juridical Committee,® the better to conform to the ‘^hiew situation.”

They resolved: ^flhat in conformity with the principles of American

solidarity, the Republics of this continent shall not consider as a bellig-

erent any American State which is now at war or may become involved

in a state- of war with another non-American State.” In looking for-

W’'ard to post-war problems, they declared that world peace and collec-

tive security must be based on the principles which had inspired the

inter-American system. They expressed to the President of the United

States their satisfaction with the inclusion in the Atlantic Charter of

^Trinciples which constitute a part of the juridical heritage of America

in accordance with the Convention of the Rights and Duties of States”

of Montevideo of 1933*

The Foreign Ministers at Rio de Janeiro came out, in effect, for the

type of international economic amelioration, envisaged by Secretary

HulPs New Reciprocity. To this end they requested the Governing

Board of the Pan American Union to entrust the consideration and
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formulation of present and post-war economic problems to the Inter-

American Financial and Economic Advisory Committee and the Inter-

American Juridical Committee. Finally, they gave an accolade to the

Good Neighbor Policy as ^^proclaimed and observed by the United

States,” which the reader of this book may consider a tribute to the

Latin American policy of the United States: ^“^That the principle that

international conduct must be inspired by the policy of the good neigh-

bor is a norm of international law’* of the American continent.”

The Rio Meeting had to consider with the greatest concern practical

economic problems that were bound to result from the further disloca-

tion caused by the waris leap to the New World. To cope with these,

the Foreign Ministers recommended a program of economic collabora-

tion: production of strategic materials 3* measures for maintaining the

internal economy of the American countries
j

the mobilization and

control of transportation facilities, cutting off those with the Triple

Alliance
3
the creation of an inter-American stabilization fund

3
the mo-

bilization of raw materials to raise the standard of living of the Amer-

ican peoples
j
and support for the Inter-American Statistical Institution

at Washington. Under the heading of commercial facilities for inland

states, they recommended a multilateral convention binding each other

not to claim most-favored-nation treaty privileges in regard to special

concessions that each of them might grant to the commerce of inland

countries (Paraguay, Bolivia) to eliminate or minimize geographical

disadvantages. They urged the Inter-American Financial and Economic

Advisory Committee to encourage inter-American capital Investments.

They requested the states that had not yet ratified the convention for

the creation of an Inter-American Bank to study the matter and make

known their decisions. They recommended the severance of all com-

mercial and financial relations with the belligerent states members of

the Tripartite Pact.f This placed the seal of Pan American approval

* In accordance with this resolution (No. II) the United States in 1 942 quickly

negotiated agreements with the rubber-producing countries of Latin America, in the

following sequence; Brazil, Peru, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Colombia, Bolivia, Ecuador,

Honduras, El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, Panama. Agreements were also concluded

with Trinidad and British Guiana, and British Honduras. It was agreed to buy the

entire rubber production over domestic consumption for the next £ve years (i.e., to

December 31, 1946), and to provide stipulated amounts of capital to stimulate pro-

duction.

f Argentina entered a reservation here limiting such severance of relations, in the

case of firms and individuals, to those “managed or controlled by aliens or from for-

eign belligerent countries not in the American continent.’^

Chile made the reservation that these measures must be approved by her National

Congress.
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and collaboration on the action of t-ne United States, Initiated early

in the summer of 1941, prohibiting trade by its nationals with a blacklist

of Axis firms and nationals in Latin America. Finally they resolved

upon the creation, within the Inter-American Development Commis-
sion, of a permanent body of technical experts to study the national re-

sources of each country when so requested by its government.

All these rapidly conceived meas-

ures brought the political, economic,

and, in some instances, military col-

laboration of the other republics to

the support of the United States in

the Second World War.'’^

In one of the darkest hours of the

Second World War, on June i, 1942,

Mexico—following the torpedoing

without warning of several of her

ships in the Gulf of Mexico—pledged

her final fraternity to the Good

Neighbor in a declaration of war

against Germany, Italy, and Japan.

This valiant action sealed an histori-

cal reconciliation. In an even darker

moment, Brazil, after a number of

her merchant ships, and a military

transport, had been similarly attacked

and sunk, with heavy loss of life, declared w^ar, August 22, 1942, on

Germany and Italy. This courageous decision dramatized again the

historic Brazilian-American affinity. Both Mexico and Brazil joined the

LTnited Nations and entered into militar}" cooperation with the United

States.

Two important exceptions to complete inter-American solidarity in

time of supreme crisis were Argentina and Chile. These governments,

as WT have observed, announced that they would not treat the American

republics at w^ar with non-American powders, as belligerents
j
and they

participated in the various inter-American meetings and conferences,

before and after Pearl Harbor, and in the various inter-American con-

tinuing organizations for collaboration
j
but they did not sever diplo-

matic relations with the Tripartite Powers, as recommended at Rio de

Janeiro. Their solidarity, particularly in the case of Argentina, appeared

more and more perfunctory. Despite the resolutions of Rio, their offi-

MAP 13. UNITED STATES BASES
IN GALAPAGOS ISLANDS AND

SANTA ELENA
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dai spokesmen began to refer to their position as one of ^bieutrality,”

^"^prudent neutralityd^

Argentine policy had been not unwilling to cooperate^ rather grudg-

ingly? with a Pan American neutrality—the ostensible goal of the

Panama Meeting of 1939—and even to ratify the Havana Convention

of 1940 after reserving an assertion of sovereignty over the Falkland

Islands. When the United States began to veer away from neutrality

following the German invasion of the scrupulously neutral kingdoms

about the North Sea, and the fall of France, Argentina stood off and

attempted to take the leadership of a continuing Latin American neu-

trality. The American naval disaster at Pearl Harbor, the fall of

Manila, the British defeats at Hong Kong and Singapore, coupled with

the German victories in Russia, gave plausible weight to the advocates

of a ^^prudent neutrality” in the distant republics of Argentina and

Chile, which seemed on the map so far from the theater of conflict,

but which actually in the days of global war were not so distant as

might be desired. Military alliance of Great Britain and the United

States with Soviet Russia strengthened the specious arguments of those

who distrusted democracy and its Four Freedoms. They argued, down

there at the southern tip of the New World, first, that it would be im-

prudent to get involved in the tail-end of a war already lost to the

Tripartite Powers; and then, that if the United States and her allies

should win, the world would be engulfed in communism and they

wmuld lose their property.

Both arguments, opposite as they were, appealed to the large prop-

erty owners of Argentina and Chile. By the same token such reasoning

rallied the champions of democracy successively to support Pan Amer-

ican solidarity, the United States, and the United Nations. In Argen-

tina, at least, the advocates of neutrality carried the day. After the re-

tirement and death of President Ortiz, they controlled the executive.

In the regular legislative session of 1942 the lower house of the Argen-

tine Congress voted a resolution in favor of breaking with the Tripar-

tite Powers, but the Senate rejected it. The new President, Mr. Ramon
S. Castillo, formerly Vice President and Acting President, determined

to ride out the storm on the badly battered ship of neutrality, hoping

that the war would be over before the national elections of 1943. In

Chile, fresh elections in 1942 proved to be indecisive; there the new
government at first clung to neutrality against a rising popular clamor.

It is interesting to note that in the conflict of policy that raged in Ar-

gentina and Chile, as it had raged only a year previously in the United
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States, it was the executive power which clung to neutrality, whereas

in the United States the executive had led the countiw away from

neutrality.

Advocates of neutrality in Chile and Argentina and their frustrated

followers in other Latin American countries turned fondly aaain to-
» o

ward Hispanism as an antidote for Pan Americanism while they still

gave lip service to Continental Solidarity. In Europe, the fascist Gov-
ernment of Spain, installed by the intervention of Germmn}-' and Italy

in the Spanish Civil War, became the spearhead of totalitarian political

penetration in the guise of cultural affinity. Hts^anhnio or Hlsfcmidad

became now more than a movement for cultural reunion of the Latin

American republics with the mother countiy^ it appeared as a politi-

cal weapon in the hands of Hitler, who held the butt of the fascist

spear of power, with Mussolini and Franco in front of him supporting

the shaft as it pointed across the South xWlantic. On January 8, 1941,

General Franco, dictator of Spain, set up a Cousejo de Htsfamdad in

Madrid for the purpose of promoting his own fascist brand of Hispan-

ism in Latin America.^^

Argentina and Chile, who maintained their diplomatic contacts with

the Tripartite Powers after Rio de Janeiro, became the last refuge of

fascist intrigue and secret service in the New World. The embassies and

consulates of the totalitarian powers organized their nationals and sym-

pathizers into political fifth columns. Working under cover of their

embassies these operatives furnished information to their governments

about the movements of ships to the United Nations and gave other

valuable military information. Acting Secretary of State Sumner Welles

characterized this sinister passiveness of tw^o of the signatories of the

Rio resolutions as equivalent to a stab in the back at sister republics

engaged in a life-and-death struggle to preserve the liberties and integ-

rity of the New World.^^

Sumner Welles timed his speech, prepared only after consulting with

the governments of the other American belligerents, for the eve of a

scheduled visit in October, upon invitation, of the new President of

Chile, Juan Antonio Rios, to the White House. The statement led to

formal protests by the Governments of Argentina and Chile, wffiich

Welles received and answ^ered personally as Acting Secretary of State.

The Chilean Government postponed President Rioses visit to Wash-

ington but immediately arrested the German spies that were, among

other grievances, the subject of the Welles statement. Foreign Minister

Ruiz Guifiazu of Argentina responded with an international fraternal
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broadcast to General Franco on the occasion of Columbus Day, October

12, 1942, the day invoked by the advocates of Hisfamsmo as El dta

de la ra-zay the day of the Spanish race. Argentina and Spain, said the

Minister of Foreign Affairs and Worship over the ether waves from

Buenos Aires, were two nations ^hvhich find themselves traveling the

same road and which have parallel interestsd^ The ostentatious partici-

pation of the President and other high officials of the Argentine Gov-

ernment in obviously pro-Franco ceremonies was echoed through other

South American nations, in feeble contrast to the ceremonies in favor

of the American belligerents sponsored by popular groups/' The Ar-

gentine Government of the day stood revealed in its true colors. It had

displayed to the world an avowed affinity with General Franco and his

totalitarian friends who held with him the butt and shaft of the fascist

spear pointed at the liberties of republican Latin America. A few days

later, November 2, 1942, despite a state of siege in Argentina, a fascist

party, La Alianza de Jtiventud Nacionallstay was allowed to make open

appearance in the streets of Buenos Aires and to parade symbols and

paraphernalia in imitation of similar European organizations.^®

Meanwhile the attitude of the Argentine and Chilean Governments

did not go unrebuked by their injured belligerent sister republics of

Latin America. At Montevideo, the Inter-American Emergency Advi-

sory Committee for the Political Defense of the Western Hemisphere,

created under Article XVII of the Final Act of the Rio Meeting, voted

(November 3, 1942) 6-1, Chile in the negative and Argentina abstain-

ing, to make public the 7000 w^ord memorandum submitted by the

United States to the Chilean Government June 30, 1942, giving full

particulars of the operations of totalitarian spies in Chile. Thus was the

inter-American handiwork of Rio promptly brought forth diplomati-

cally to implement Pan American solidarity. The Chilean Government

then took action to banish the Axis agents complained of. On January

20, 1943, Chile formally broke off diplomatic relations with Germany,

Italy, and Japan. Upon the request of Argentina, the United States

furnished that Government with detailed memoranda upon the opera-

tion of Axis agents within that republic. The Inter-American Emergency

Advisory Committee for the Political Defense of the Western Hemi-
sphere also gave pitiless publicity to these memoranda, over the nega-

tive vote of Argentina, Chile abstaining. The Argentine authorities

arrested a group of German spies, and the Supreme Court of Argentina

indicted the German naval and air attache as their head and declared

that the Minister of Foreign Affairs should request the German Govern-
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ment to waive its diplomat's immunity so that he could stand trial in

Argentine courts. When the German Government refused, the Argentine

Government expelled the obnoxious attache for conduct incompatible

with his diplomatic status ^^and with Argentine neutrality.” Thus, in

expelling the diplomat, the Argentine Government referred studiously,

and officially, to its neiarallty.

In Argentina the rupture of relations with the Tripartite Powers,

test of professions of inter-American solidarity, became the political issue

of 1943. All internal politics hinged on that issue of foreign policy'.

Meanwhile President Castillo choked off all public discussion of foreign

affairs. BraziPs entrance into the war in August had helped to strain the

political situation in both of the southernmost republics. As the fateful

y^ear 1943 opened, the great question of inter-American affairs was

whether Argentina would continue to stand aloof while the liberties of

the republics of the New World were at stake. It was the same question

which had agitated the United States before 1941.

Closer to the Caribbean danger zone, other strategically located

republics responded wholeheartedly to the dangers of the situation. The

Governments of Ecuador and the United States announced on Septem-

ber 8, 1942, through the press a ^ffiriendly agreement” by which the

United States had established naval bases in the Galapagos Islands, that

strategic archipelago six hundred miles off the coast of Ecuador, lOiO

miles southwest of the Pacific entrance of the Panama Canal, and at

Santa Elena, the w^esternmost tip of the Ecuadorean coast. This was

a move of extreme significance, for the Galapagos Islands are to the

Pacific defenses of the Panama Canal and the Pacific Coast of muddle

America what the Bahamas, the Bermudas, and the Caribbean bases are

to the defenses of the New^ World. The coasts of Ecuador and of Co-

lombia are the southern flanks of the Panama Canal. Japan’s successful

campaign against Singapore in Malaya has shown how, after a naval

defeat, the most powerful fortifications pointing out to sea can be out-

flanked by^ land approaches of an enemy even through the most pesti-

lential and impassable jungles. Since Singapore the land approaches to

Panama assume a new and vital significance.

The United States has regarded the Galapagos Islands as one of the

most vital danger spots to the Monroe Doctrine. Its policy toward them

was aptly summed up by Assistant Secretary of State Alvey A. Adee

in 1906: ^AVe don’t want them ourselves and won’t allow any European

(or extra-American) power to secure control of them.” Since the open-

ing of the twentieth century it had declined several offers of the Ecua-
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dorean Government to sell or lease the islands, and opposed occasional

projects of that government to dispose of them to a non-American

power, such as Germany, Great Britain, or Franced^

At any time previous to the Second World War such an event as

the United States-Ecuadorean agreement would have been excoriated

throughout Latin America as a wicked stroke of ^AUnkee imperlalismd^

In 1942 it was welcome. It had become evident that on the defenses

of the Panama Canal depended not only the security of the Continental

Republic but the safety of the whole New World, This truth has been

the foundation of the Latin American policy of the United States since

the dawn of the twentieth century.

History, if not geography, has joined the security of the Continental

Republic and the defense and well-being of the whole New World to

make of them the touchstone of the Latin American policy of the

United States. To make possible hemispheric solidarity the Republic of

the North had accepted as principles of inter-American public law the

dicta of Latin American jurisprudence to which we have devoted so

much attention in the latter half of this book, and Secretary Hull had

put them forward as his own at Lima. In 1942-1943 the fruit of the

carefully and sincerely cultivated Good Neighbor Policy was being

gathered.

What more could be asked of the Latin American policy of the

United States than that the other republics should rally behind the

Republic of the North in the time of supreme test to help support its

heavy burden in a war for the survival of free men and nations? Only

that Argentina should fall perfectly into line with her sister republics

in the all-American front. This was a prayer for the immediate future

as the year 1943 began.

CANADA AND THE PAN AMERICAN UNION

Canada fs in the enviable position of enjoying the protection of the Monroe
Doctrine and the Pan American “system^’ without having to share recipro-

cally its responsibilities in any one-for-all-and-all-for-one sense, i.e., she is not

pledged to consider an attack on the United States or on a Latin American
state as an attack upon herself. It is doubtful whether Canadian public

opinion would bring itself to such a commitment, separately from the British

Commonwealth of Nations, especially with respect to such a remote country

as Chile or Argentina. As far as the United States is concerned, Canada
attitude is demonstrated by her immediate declaration of war on Japan after

Pearl Harbor.
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The Latin American policy of the L'nited States has not concerned itself

with Canada except in a negative way, and this has net been made a matter

of public record: opposition to the entrance of Canada into the Pan American
Union or the Pan American ^"'system/’ because the Dominion is a member
of another essentially non-American and imperial system, the British Com-
monwealth of Nations. Prime Minister Mackenzie King may haye been de-

ferring to President Rooseyelt’s thought yvhen he declared at the close of the

session of Parliament on August i, 1942: ^'During this war there are reasons

why the South American Republics and the United States might wish to dis-

cuss their econom.ic and other problems without haying representation from*

any member of the British Commonwealth of Nations. This is an aspect of

the situation which I mention simply to show that it is not simply a matter

of relations between Canada and other countries in this hemisphere.”

A twenty-second chair originally yvas set aside for Canada in the Pan
American Union at Washington. Presumably that anticipated the eventual

independence of Canada from the British Empire. No invitation has ever been

issued to the Canadian Government to send a representative to sit in the still

vacant chair, although Canada has had her own legation at Washington since

1927. Canada has participated in a score or so of inter-American conferences

of a professional and technical nature (architecture, travel, aeronautics, radio,

roads, postal, intellectual cooperation, medicine, etc.). For a list of these see

Humphrey, loc, cit,^ p. 261, n. 7. The Canadian Government on August

22, 1 94 1 5
informed the Inter-American Labor Organization of its intention

to appoint a representative in the inter-American Committee to Promote So-

cial Security. Until very recently, that is, not until the Second World War
and all its implications, there has been no indigenous urge in Canada to join

the Pan American ^^system,” but in 1941 Professor John P. Humphrey of

McGill University strongly advocated it in his book on The Inter-^Ameyican

Systeniy a Canadian VieWy published in Toronto under the auspices of the

Canadian Institute of International Affairs. Professor R. G. Trotter, dean of

Canadian historical scholars, and devout imperialist and advocate of world

collective security, in an article on ^^Canada and Pan Americanism,” Qiieen^s

Quarterly^ XLIX, No. 3 (1942), straightway challenged Mr. Humphrey^
view, but prudently did not close the door wholly against entry: ^'To join the

Pan American Union now would strengthen those forces both in this country

and across the border that are still hoping and working for continental or

hemispheric isolation.”

I have not felt called upon in this study to consider Canada as an element

in the Latin American policy of the United States except in the negative way
explained in this note.



CHAPTER XXIII

Conclusion: An Act of Faith

FROM the Era of Emancipation to the Second World War, the Latin

American policy of the United States has reflected constantly the vital

necessities of national security and the idealism of the i^merican people.

Of these two elements, national security has always been uppermost.

It is natural and understandable that this should be so, for without

national security there could be no American idealism, no so-called

^American mission.”

During the Era of Emancipation the danger to national security

existed in the territorial problems of North America, as represented by

the questions of Louisiana and Florida, and crystallized in policy in the

No-Transfer Resolution of i8ii. The idealism of the people during

the same period presented itself in a desire to help the Latin American

revolutionists despite the restrictions of a weak neutrality. Not until

the definitive cession of Florida had secured the Louisiana Purchase

could the aspiration of the people be satisfied by the recognition of the

independence of the new states. Not until the danger of European in-

tervention to restore Spanish sovereignty seemed exorcised by Great

BritaiUs ultimatum to France (statement of March 31, 1823) could po-

litical idealism as well as the dictates of national security be invoked

in the Monroe Doctrine. Despite this caution, the United States con-

tributed more to the cause of Latin American Independence than any

other power, Great Britain included.

Following the Era of Emancipation, the focus of foreign policy, in-

cluding Latin American policy, remained still fixed principally on North

America: pushing the Continental Republic through to the other ocean,

then preserving the constitutional union at the cost of a great Civil War,

finally securing the naval communications between the Atlantic and

Pacific seacoasts. In the achievement of the Manifest Destiny of con-

384
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tinental expansion, the European powers were loosened of their titles

by the peaceful process of diplomacy unaccompanied b}' aiiv threats of

force—there was no force with which to threaten!

The Continental Republic took shape in the empty spaces of North

America without willful aggression against an\' civilized nation or

people, and this Is said wdth due cognizance of the circumstances of

the War with Mexico of 1846-1848, before which President Polk made
honorable if not anxious attempts for peace with Mexico on the line of

the Rio Grande River. The vtryr existence of the Continental Republic

created a bulwark against imperialism in the Western Hemisphere. It

made possible a power capable of protecting the republican New World
against the imperialism of the Old in today’s great time of trial. Had
it not been for the development of the Continental Republic and the

preservation of its united nationhood, North America would have been

South-Americanized, so to speak, divided up into a number of small

and feeble independent states that would be easy prey to any aggression

from Europe or Asia.

Those who accept this interpretation might still revolt at the impe-

rialism which the United States itself displayed in the first decades of

the twentieth century. Certainly the Latin American republics then be-

came alarmed, and conviction took root among them that the ^^Colossus

of the North” was an imperialistic power bent on devouring the liber-

ties of the New World. The southern neighbors of the Western Hemi-

sphere were led to believe that the Monroe Doctrine was only an in-

strument to fence off the imperialism of Europe from regions which

the United States intended to appropriate for itself.

Then was the heyday of North American imperialism. At first blush

it does look as though there were something to the charge of aggression,

and many good people in the United States were persuaded that in the

past their country had been guilty of a wicked imperialism in the Carib-

bean and Central America, something that could be summed up in those

glitteringly alliterative phrases, Roosevelt Corollaiy and Dollar Diplo-

macy,

That the United States has been an imperialistic power since 1898

there is no doubt, although that comparatively mild imperialism was

tapered off after 1921 and is fully liquidated now. A careful and con-

* If some exception be made for the intrigues in West Florida, on the eve of the

War of 1812, it must be remembered that they %vere designed to thwart British or

French aggression in that 210-man’s land of the dissolving Spanish Empire, a region

strategically so dangerous to the United States.
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sdentious appraisal of United States imperialism shows, I am convinced,

that it was never deep-rooted in the character of the people, that it was

essentially a protective imperialism, designed to protect, first the security

of the Continental Republic, next the security of the entire New World,

against intervention by the imperialistic powers of the Old World. It

was, if you will, an imperialism against imperialism. It did not last

long and it was not really bad.

To understand the nature of the temporary phenomenon of United

States imperialism from 1898 to 1921, we must step back and fix our

historical and diplomatic perspective on the new political constellations

that appeared in the international firmament at the end of the nine-

teenth century to complicate the foreign policy of Great Britain and

the United States.

After Waterloo, during the happiest century that mankind has ever

known on this planet, the British navy ruled the seas, and Great Britain

held the balance of power in the world. As long as this was so, the

United States was in a safe, almost a foolproof, position behind the

ramparts of the two great oceans and Britain’s balance of power in

Europe. The British navy was the only force which could really exert

a powerful coercive pressure on the United States, and against this

power there was always to be balanced the long, weak and undefended

flank of empire on the Canadian border- If only because of the position

of Canada as a hostage for the benevolent conduct of the British navy,

not to mention reasons of a happier nature, the United States was safe

even when practically unarmed. North of the border there was no war

potential which could effectively threaten and coerce the Continental

Republic.

The end of the nineteenth century is notable in the history of inter-

national relations for the sudden appearance of three new great powers:

the United States, Japan, and Germany. Ordinarily the rise of one new

great power is a shock to the international balance
3
but the simultaneous

appearance of three, all on the way to becoming world powers, was a

major conjunction the like of which the world had never seen. It meant

radical rearrangements of power and diplomacy, particularly on the part

of the British Empire. It was also of vast significance for the United

States.

Across each ocean, the Atlantic and the Pacific, there had arisen a

new naval and military power, which had no hostage of empire^ exposed

to our own force. On the contrary, the United States had acquired, at

this very conjunction, territorial possessions on the other side of the
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Pacificj subject to easy coercion and threat from one of the new naval

powers. Thenceforth it had to consider the possibility of a war in the

Pacific with Japan, or a war in the Atlantic with Germanv. Few strat-

egists at the turn of the century went so far as to envisage a war with

both powers at the same timej the existence of the Anglo-Japanese

alliance made it unlikely that Japan would be the ally of Germany;
here was at least one advantage of that alliance to the United States,

not usually recognized by the historian. The nightmare of a simultane-

ous two-ocean war had not begun to obsess students of diplomatic his-

tory before the First World War. Nevertheless, it was apparent, par-

ticularly to men like Captain Mahan, and Theodore Roosevelt, and

others of Mahan^s disciples among his own countrymen, that to defend

the continental homeland and with it the whole national heritage, a

large navy was necessary, and that it must be able to fight in either

ocean. It was also evident that to use the navy in either ocean there

would have to be an Isthmian canal to pass it back and forth.

An Isthmian canal was indeed a substitute for a two-ocean navy, as

well as a waterway of v^ast commercial and economic significance. It

would be an indispensable life-line for the future United States, and

let it also be said, for the security of the whole New World, against

the possibility of war with either one of these two new nav^al and mili-

tary powers in Europe and Asia, or both together. When all is said and

done, this explains the war with Spain, for which the Cuban question

lay so conveniently to hand: to secure control of the Caribbean ap-

proaches of the future canal. This, as well as the protection they

afforded for naval communications to operations in the Philippines, was

also the reason for the sudden annexation of the Hawaiian Islands in

the summer of 1898.

On the Isthmian question, on the Panama Canal, was based the

strategic imperialism of the first two decades of the twentieth century.

Without the existence of the Panama Canal under the unchallengeable

control of the United States there would be no strength in the solidarity

of the Union of American Republics. It would be a limp and flaccid

organization.

We can realize today, amidst the high danger of the Second World

War, what it would mean if the United States had never become a

Continental Republic and North America had been politically broken

up like South America, what it would mean now to have left Spain as

a power in the Caribbean, what it would mean had Germany got a

lodgment there, as she would have done had it not been for the United
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States. Any President who had frustrated the Manifest Destiny of con-

tinental expansion, any President who had permitted an intrusion of

European power in the Caribbean to neutralize the effectiveness of the

Panama Canal, wTuld not have deserved well of his country, indeed

WTuld not have deserved well of the New World, or of humanity

today.

This picture does not justify the methods by which Theodore Roose-

velt ^ffooIP^ the Canal Zone. It was an intervention by force which did

a great injustice to a sister republic. It was unnecessary. It profited

hugely a private foreign interest that -was actively lobbying in Wash-

ington, namely the French New Panama Canal Company. An Isthmian

canal under United States ownership and control could have been se-

cured, alternately from Nicaragua, or unexceptionably from Colombia,

wdth a little more time and patient diplomacy. It was an act for which

reparation has since been paid, and we may hope that the rancor that

it caused lies wholly buried today in the grave of the rough-riding

statesman who was responsible for it. The canal itself was and is an

indispensable necessity to the defense and liberty of the New World

as well as of the United States, and to the liberation of the United

Nations today.

Once the canal had been decided on as the mainstay for the defense

of the United States and of the New World against the imperialist

powers of the Old World, wEether of Asia or of Europe, it would have

been folly for the United States to have tolerated an intervention by

one of those powers that would give it a base within striking distance

of that naval waterway. The measure of such folly is today multiplied

by the development of the submarine and airplane
3
but it was apparent

before the First World War. We now know that Germany was then

seeking naval bases in the Caribbean and in Central America, and that

she would have taken advantage of the defaults of small states of that

region to land forces there, if the United States had tolerated it. Such

explains the Venezuela affair: Germany v/as testing out the United

States
3
and Great Britain was going along with Germany to prevent

her getting an exclusive foothold near to British positions.

The interventions of the United States in the Caribbean and in Cen-

tral America in the pre-Versailles period were not impeccably carried

out, but the dominating motive of those interventions and of the ‘^ydlar

diplomacy” that is usually associated with the interventions was not the

exercise of dominion over alien peoples—the hall-mark of imperialism

—nor their exploitation by an ^Economic imperialism”
3

it was to foster
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their political and economic stability so that there could be no justifica-

tion, or pretext, for European intervention in such a vitally strategic

area of the New World. It was also, in the case of Haiti, to protect

foreign citizens, including those of the United States, during a complete

collapse of law and order there. The diplomatic correspondence barely

suggests, moreover, that these Intenmntions took place under the im-

plied mandate of the governments of the very European powers whose

professors and publicists held up these actions to Latin American polem-

icists to inspire and give fuel to a Yankeephobia and enmity for the

United States and the Pan American movement, really in order to

weaken the solidarity of the New World against the inteiwenrions or

the Old.

This Yankeephobia has now been dissipated. In the interlude of ap-

parent continental security between Versailles and Munich the interven-

tions were liquidated by the Good Neighbor Policy which originated

with Secretary of State Charles E. Hughes in i9'2i, If indeed before

him it was not conceived by Woodrow Wilson despite the reluctant in-

terventions of that great noninterventionist. It was President Franklin

D. Roosevelt who happily christened the new policy and brought it to

full and thriving maturity by 1936.

The Good Neighbor Policy did not spring from any fear of Adolf

Hitler, although it Is certainly fortunate that it developed before he

seized the center of the world stage. It stemmed from two principal

causes: (i) the inherent idealism and traditional anti-imperialist senti-

ment of the people of the United States, who had supported, or at least

tolerated, a protective or strategic imperialism only in order to keep

away from the United States and the New World a worse imperialism

that might threaten the security and liberties of the American republics,

(2) the apparent safety of the two oceans that seemed secure after

Versailles by the defeat of Germany and by the Washington treaties

of 1922 for the settlement of the naval and diplomatic problems of the

Pacific and the Far East. Only when the naval defenses of the Con-

tinental Republic seemed perfectly secure did the idealism of the Amer-

ican people come to the fore as a controlling influence on policy.

Public opposition to naval appropriations and overseas interventions

developed, during the post-Versailles decades, into an anti-imperialist

and pacifistic crusade which profoundly affected United States foreign

policy. This movement has not yet received sufficient attention from

historians, but it is easy to see that among its results were the Wash-

ington Conference of 1922, preparation for the evacuation of the Carib-
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bean and Central American countries, the Kellogg-Briand Pact o£

Paris, repudiation of the Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine,

disarmament by example, the Good Neighbor Policy, and finally the

neutrality legislation of 1935-1937.

When danger of intervention from the Old World seemed after

1922 to have vanished, the republics of the south naturally became

more restive against the interventions of the Republic of the North,

and eager to do away with them. Dr. Carlos Saavedra Lamas tried to

rally the Latin American republics under the banner of noninten^ention

to make Buenos Aires the diplomatic and cultural entrepot between the

Latin nations of the Old World and the New, and thus to shoulder aside

the Pan American movement and the alien Anglo-Saxon Republic of

the North, leaving Argentina the leader of the Latin American states.

For a while there was some danger that this campaign might succeed,

particularly in the years between 1928 and 1933, between the Havana

Conference and the Montevideo Conference
j
but the anti-imperialism

of the American people, expressed through the new policies of their

Government, under both Republican and Democratic administrations,

disarmed the Pan Hispanic movement and saved the cause of Pan

Americanism, which has righted itself remarkably since 1936 in face

of the common European danger.

Today the gyroscope of Pan Americanism is the Good Neighbor

Policy. The fundamentals of that policy are the Doctrine of Noninter-

vention and the Monroe Doctrine, including the No-Transfer princi-

ple. Thus developed and formulated, the Latin American policy of the

United States has become identified in our times with the security of

the whole Western Hemisphere. It has built up the policy of one for all

and all for one which so promptly met its supreme test in the Second

World War. It has been further baptized and galvanized by the Amer-

ican mission.

Although national and continental (in the hemispheric sense of the

word) security is the real watchword of the Latin American policy of

the United States today, there is more to it than that. From the begin-

ning it has had an ideological and missionary background, originally

derived from Protestant Christianity, now resting also on the gospel of

progress. The political reflection of this was popular sovereignty and

republican government as opposed to monarchy and totalitarianism. It

has received a missionary impulse to save peoples not only from politi-

cal tyranny, but also from political instability, from ignorance, from

disease, from poverty, all of which the Latin American countries have
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possessed in varjdng measure. In the past missionary endeavor has not

served to curb imperialism or political intervention
j
on the contrary.

Today it has inspired the Good Neighbor of the North, working loyally

within the diplomatic framework of Pan American collaboration, to for-

tify the political independence and territorial integrity of the nations

of the New World by increasing their economic and sociological ^eli-

being in order to further a general advance in civilization^^

We must not overlook the ven/ recent tendency to apply Latin Amer-

ican policy to the solution of the wLole w^orld^s troubles. This is not a

reference only to the New Reciprocity with which Secretary of State

Cordell Hull so valiantly opposed the forces of the New hlercantiiism

all over the globes in this respect Latin American policy was only an

area of effort at general international economic amelioration. Practice

of the Good Neighbor Policy by the United States in Latin America

served as a proving ground for the application of those principles to

the Pacific area, Europe and everyw^here else, and for a future world

order, f

Secretary of State Hull proposed to Japan a settlement based on the

principles of ^^peace, law and order and fair dealing among nations.^’

Reciting these principles from the historic note of November 26, 1941,

"we recognize them at once as the familiar precepts of inter-American

relations: ‘^hhe principle of inviolability of territorial integrity and sov-

* The italicized words are not mine. They are utterances of an official spokesman^

Assistant Secretary of State xA. A. Berle, Jr., ‘'Economic Interests in Inter-American

Relations,” of. cit.

Upon occasion of the visit of President i\rroyo del Rio of Ecuador to the White

House in November, 1942, President Roosevelt in a press conference compared the eco-

nomic condition of some of the Latin American republics to that of the southern States

of the United States and said that it would be a policy of the United States to raise

the level of prosperity in those republics as it had done in its own southern States.

New York Times, November 25, 1942- The increase in the prosperity of the southern

States of the United States, of course, w^as due primarily to subsidies from the United

States Government.

t'Trom the time [1931] when the first signs of menace to the peace of the wmrld

appeared on the horizon, the Government of the United States strove increasingly^ to

promote peace on the solid foundation of law, justice, non-intervention, non-aggression

and international collaboration. With growing insistence we advocated the principles of

a broad and constructive world order in political, economic, social, moral, and intellec-

tual relations among nations—principles which must constitute the foundation of ana

satisfactory future world order. We practiced these principles in our good-neighbor

policy, which w'as applicable to every part of the earth and which vrc sought to apply

not only to the Western Hemisphere, but in the Pacific area, in Europe, and ever>^where

else as well.” Radio Address of Secretary of State Cordell Hull, July 23, 1942. Depart-

ment of State Bulletin, HI, No. 161 (July 25, 1942), p. 641.
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ereignty of each and all nations; the principle of non-interference in

the internal affairs of other countries; the principle of equalityj includ-

ing equality of commercial opportunity and treatment; and the prin-

ciple of reliance upon international cooperation and conciliation for the

prevention and pacific settlement of controversies and for improvement

of international conditions by peaceful methods and processes3 ^ Japan^s

rejection of these principles is a measure of her imperialism in Asia

compared with the policy of the Good Neighbor in the American world.

The same inter-American principles were reflected in the Atlantic

Charter of August 14, 194I5 and in the agreements that have been built

around it as the price of lend-lease aid. Such at least is the official inter-

American interpretation of the Charter by the Third Meeting of For-

eign Ministers in Rio de Janeiro, who resolved to express to the Presi-

dent of the United States their satisfaction at the inclusion of principles

which ^ffonstitute a part of the juridical heritage of America in accord-

ance with the Convention on the Rights and Duties of States approved

at the Seventh International Conference of American States held at

Montevideo in 1933.” This resolution, signed without reservation by

the representative of the United States, Undersecretary of State Sumner

Welles, if not actually proposed by him, suggests very strongly that it

is the policy of the United States and the other republics of the New
World to make the inter-American system a cornerstone of the future

peace structure of the world.'^

As Woodrow Wilson sought to apply the principles of his Latin

American policy to the peace settlement at the end of the First World

War, so Franklin D. Roosevelt began to invoke the principles of the

Good Neighbor Policy to govern the peace settlement that w^ould fol-

low the Second World War. In these larger dimensions the Latin

American policy of the United States, with the inter-American system

which it supports, is an Act of Faith, faith of the kind that is said to

move mountains. On the part of the United States it calls for faith that

American distillation of great human and juridical principles and

* This suggestion was confirmed by Mr. Welles^ Memorial Day address at Arlington

National Cemetery in 1942:

“In taking thought of our future opportunities we surely must undeitake to pre-

serve the advantages we have gained in the past. I cannot believe the peoples of the

United States and of the Western Hemisphere will ever relinquish the inter-American

system they have built up. Based as it is on sovereign equality, on liberty, on peace,

and on joint resistance to aggression, it constitutes the only example in the world today

of a regional federation of free and independent peoples. It lightens the darkness of

our anarchic world. It should constitute a cornerstone in the world structure of the

future.” Department of State Bulletiiiy VI, No. 153 (May 30, 1942), 44E.
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generosity in economic relationships can hold together in a common

program twenty-one equal and sovereign but heterogeneous nations,

great and small, varied in conditioning geographical and economic back-

grounds, so different in race, creed, culture, and power. On the part of

the Latin American nations it requires faith in the United States, not

only in its material and human resources, its pledged word and its

infinite great-heartedness and good-will, but faith also in the power,

stamina, and competence of its people and government to win their way

through in the supreme crisis of the greatest war of history. For the

non-American world it requires universal faith in global good neighbor-

hood.

In spontaneous words of burning- sincerity Ezequiel Padilla, Secretary o£ Foreign

Affairs of Mexico, testified to this faith at an historic moment at Rio de Janeiro in

January, 1942: “How must w^e regard the United States?” he asked his fellow-ministers.

“A nation with the highest living standards of all, a country w'hose people enjoy every

comfort and convenience, how can w^e rightly estimate its action, as we see it cast into

that fier>^ furnace. the fantastic figure of its accumulated wealth, and divert into it the

whole mighty stream of its prosperity, without thought of danger or of economy, to

defend the heritage of its freedom and the untrammeled destinies of our continent?

The answer may only be sought in the spirit of self-sacrifice shown by that nation in

behalf of the loftiest incentives to the onward march of peoples!”
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which the United States Minister at Madrid discovered and aborted, in The
Last Spanish War^ Revelations In ^^Diflomacyf^ New York, 1937. See also

Porteli Vila, op. cit.^ Ill, 210-14. Cleveland’s belief in the sincerity of the

Spanish Government must have been shaken by this secret move.
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y
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141.

15. The Cubans intercepted and gave to the New York press a personal letter from
the Spanish Minister, Dupuy de Lome, appraising McKinley as ^‘weak and a

bidder for the admiration of the crowd, besides being a would-be politician

{politicastro) who tries to leave a door open behind himself while keeping on

good terms with the jingoes of his party.” Moore, Digest of International Law,
VI, 176.

16. Charles S. Olcott, The Life of William McKinley

y

Boston and New York, 1916,

11
, 27. we are to have war with Spain, and I assume that w^e are, the

President should lead and not be pushed.” Elihu Root to Cornelius Bliss, April

Zy 1898. Philip C. Jessup, Elihu Rooty 2 vols., New York, 193S, I, 196.

17. Moore, Digest of International Lav}y VI, 195.

18. Lester B. Shippee has written a carefully documented account of ^‘Germany and

the Spanish-American War,” in Am. Hist. Rev., XXX (July, 192.5), 754-7S.

19. Moore, op. cit.y pp. 205-06.

20. Frederick Ensor Chadwick, The Relations of the United States and Spmny Diplo*

fnacy. New York, 1909, pp. 562-71.

21. Henry White to Richard Oiney, private and confidential, Harrogate, Yorkshire,

June 17, 1896. Henry James, Richard Oiney and His Public ServicSy Boston,

1923, p. 244.

22. The Marquis of Salisbury to Queen Victoria, April 22, 1898. The Letters of

Queen Victoria, Third Series, George Earle Buckle, ed., 3 vols,, London, 1930-

1932, III, 236-7, 244, 268.

Orestes Ferrera, op. cit., has supplemented with additional multi-archival

material the earlier but valuable accounts of Dennis, Shippee, Rippy, and Vagts

on this interesting episode.

The British Documents on the Origins of the War, i8g8-zgi^, ed. by G. P.

Gooch and Harold Temperley, ii vols., London, 1926-1938, do not enlighten

us here.

23. “The time for intervention has arrived. Humanity demands that we shall act,”

said Bryan on March 31, 1898, according to Leland Hamilton Jenks in Our

Cuban Colony, New York, 1928, p. 55. The title of this book suggests its

tendency.

24. This is one of the established theses of Julius W. PratPs Expansionists of i8g8.

25. The McKinley tariff act of 1890, while letting in raw sugar free from abroad,

had compensated domestic planters by a bounty of two cents a pound which

continued from July i, 1891, to July i, 1905. This bounty was another handi-
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the other hand the Sug^ar Trust benefited by a protective duty of a half a cent

a pound on refined sugar, under the McKinley Act of 1890 and the Wilson

Act of 1894. It continued to prosper in the United States on almost a monopoly

of the business of refining domestically grown sugar and Hawaiian reciprocity

sugar.

26. Selections from th-e Correspondence of Theodore Rooseoelt and Henry Cabot Lodge^

1884-igiSy 2 vols.j New York, I, 300-10. Professor Pratt has exploited the

published and unpublished sources on the formation of policy at this time.

27. Horatio S. Rubens, a citizen of the United States who was a member of the Cuban
Revolutionary Junta, and its legal adviser, made the claim in his Liberty^ the

Story of Cubay New York, 1932, that he suggested to Senator Teller a reassur-

ing declaration of purpose by the United States, and that Teller forthwith

penciled the amendment out on a pad. It is one of the canons of historical

criticism that one must weigh most cautiously an old man’s recollections of his

youth forty years before.

The reader ought to be reminded that Rubens made use of the so-called

Breckenridge Memorandum, a forgery which made it appear that the United

States supported the weaker against the stronger contestant in Cuba in order

that both might be exterminated and the island annexed. Thomas M. Spaulding

has shown this document to be ‘‘Propaganda or Legend,’’ Am, Hist. Rev.,

XXXIX (April, 1934), 485-88.

28. . . The avowed purpose and cause of our action [in the war with Spain],”

wrote Captain Mahan, “w^ere not primarily redress for grievances of the United

States against Spain, but to enforce the departure of the latter from Cuba.

, . Intervention in Cuba, he pointed out, brought up the strategical position

of Puerto Rico, not so much because of its importance as a base for Spanish

operations in Cuba, as because of its wider strategical import. “This estimate

of the military importance of Puerto Rico should never be lost sight of by us

as long as we have any responsibility, direct or indirect, for the safety or inde-

pendence of Cuba. Puerto Rico, considered militarily, is to Cuba, to the future

Isthmian canal, and to our Pacific Coast, what Malta is, or may be, to Egypt
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Great Britain to hold the other for the security of her position in Egypt, for

her use of the Suez Canal, and for the control of the route to India.” Lessons

of the War with Spaiii, Boston, 1899, pp. 26, 28-29.
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the Old World or the New.
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vention described in the third clause of the Platt amendment is not synonymous

with the intermeddling or interference with the affairs of the Cuban Govern-

ment, but the formal action of the Government of the United States, based
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and the maintenance of a government adequate for the protection of life,

property and individual liberty and for discharging the obligations with respect

to Cuba imposed by the Treaty of Paris on the United States.” Jessup, Elihu

Rooty I, 317.

30. Philip G, Wright has given a summary of The Cuban Sktiation and Our Treaty

Relations
y
Brookings Institution, Washington, 1931.

The powerful domestic sugar-beet constituencies fought reciprocity until
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they were boug-ht out by the (cane) Sug-ar Trust. I am indebted for this reve-

lation to Dr. Richard Daniel VVeigle of Carleton Collegej %vho is preparing a

valuable work on The Role of Sugar in American Diplomacy’.

51. Selections from Roosevelt and Lodge^ 11
, 232-38.

The sincerity of these preferences not to annex Cuba is proven by the tem-

porary character of the intervention of 1906-1909. Compare Korea.

CHAPTER IX

1. Harold and Margaret Sprout, The Rise of American Nansal Pczoer^ Princeton

University Press, 1939. In fact, the first stages of the development of the
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Germany and the language of the German press. Later, 1 904.-1 905, it -was a
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Europe. E. L. Woodward, Great Brham and the Ger7nan Navy^ Oxford, Eng-

land, 1935, and A. J. Harder, The Anatomy of British Sea Bovcer^ New York,

1940.
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whole history of American naval construction and policy in A Navy Second

to NonCj New York, 1939. For a lucid summary of the new factors in naval

strategy at the end of the century see the introductory chapter of Harold

and Margaret Sprout, Tovoard a Nevj Order of Sea Povser; American Naval

Policy and the World Scene^ igi8-ig22, Princeton University Press, 1940.

Curiously enough none of these writers has grasped the simple factor of Canada

as a hostage. One would expect to find much illumination on this subject when

the British archives are opened for this period, particularly the correspondence

with the Canadian Government.

3. To John Hay, February 18, 1900, J. B. Bishop, of. cit.y I, 144-45. He had just
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war.” Ibid.

4. The treaty was concluded November 18, 1901. The Senate advised ratification,
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6. Bonds had very little to do with the Venezuelan dispute.

7. Henry Pringle, Theodore Roosevelt, New York, 1931, p. 283. Moore, Digest of

International Law, VI, 593.

8. Diligent scholars (Hill, Dennis, Rippy, Vagts, Perkins, Gelber) have not been
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Sternburg, On this point the personal papers of Speck von Sternburg, succes-

sively first secretary, counselor, and charge d'affaires of the German Embassy

from March, 1898, to September, 1900, and German Ambassador in 1903,

might be most enlightening. The presence of the United States fieet in the

Caribbean was doubtless a powerful factor.
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^
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^

Columbia University
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in 1912, in a memorandum to a congressional investigating committee. No one
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12. J. Fred Rippy has given an instructive summary of the evolution of policy behind

the Roosevelt Corollary in The Caribbean Danger Zone^ New York, 1940,

PP* 3 d-53 *

13. Vagts, op. cit.y 11
, 1536.

14. In a letter to Andrew Carnegie, December 18, 1902, which Carnegie turned over

promptly to Hay and Roosevelt. Burton J. Hendrick, The Life of Andrevo

Carneghy New York, 1932, II, 180-82.

15. Perkins, Monroe Doctriney i86y-igoyy pp. 362-65.

16. “In reply to your No. 34 of September 8 last, I have to say that the Department

approves your refusal to unite with the representatives of the other powers in

making a joint demand on the Dominican government for a settlement by an

international commission of the claims against that government growing out

of the late revolutions. If any Americans hold claims against the Dominican

government, they should prepare and present them to the Department. . .

Instructions to T. C. Dawson, Esq., Minister of the United States in Santo

Domingo City, No. 33. November 30, 1904, Department of State Records,

National Archives, Dominican Republic
y

Instructions.

17. W. F. Powell to the Secretary of State, No. 828, Santo Domingo City, April 14,

1904 (received May 2). Department of State Records, National Archives,

Dominican Republic [Despatches], XI, March i, 1904-August 22, 1904. In-

quiries instituted immediately through the Embassy at Rome elicited a denial by

the Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs. See George von L. Meyer to the
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June 17). Ibid.y Despatches
y

Italy

y

XLI.

18. Ibid.y for text of the award.
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any reference to the Hague Court decision.

20. Theodore Roosevelt to Theodore Roosevelt, Jr. [at Groton School], February lo,

1904. Theodore Roosevelt Papers, Library of Congress. President’s personal

letterbooks, XV. Printed by permission.

21. ^'Confidential Memorandum for the Secretary of State on the Dominican Republic.

Present conditions observed during a recent visit—financial situation—historical

notes—some suggestions, March 19, 1904.” Printed. Enclosed in John Hay to

the President, March 25, 1904. Theodore Roosevelt Papers. Library of Congress.

Confidential File, Santo Domingo.

22. for annexing the island, I have about the same desire to annex it as a gorged

boa constrictor might have to swallow a porcupine wrong-end-to. Is that strong

enough?” Bishop, of, cit.y I, 431.

23. Roosevelt Papers, Library of Congress, Confidential File, Department of State.

See also message to the Senate of February 15, 1905, quoted below.

W. F. Powell, the United States Minister of long service in Santo Domingo,

having heard that an irresponsible Senator had brought up a proposal for an-

nexation of the Dominican Republic, wrote a long despatch to Hay, No. 796,

of March 13, 1904, urging that the w’ay to annex the country, if so desired,

was not by force, but by the promise of peace, security and prosperity that

would result from a financial receivership under United States protection. This

could bring about peaceful annexation within a decade, he said, indeed almost

recommended. Department of State Records, National Archives, Santo Domingo
[Despatches], XX, March i, 1904-August 22, 1904.

Powell was soon replaced by a new Minister.

24. The State Department “would have dropped this altogether, but the Dominican

commissioners insisted upon its being included. They had been alarmed by a

warning from the Dominican consul-general in New York that the United

States was seeking a wedge for annexation. The American Minister ‘^chose the

form . . . [least] likely to meet with objections on the part of Americans

who dread the responsibilities implied in a general protectorate,” which was

accepted by Washington. Foreig^i Relations^ P-

25. W. Stull Holt has explained this as one of the significant Treaties Defeated by

the Senate
y
a Study of the Struggle between President and Senate oz^er the

Conduct of Foreign Relations
y Johns Hopkins Press, 1933, pp. 2x2-95.

26. Foreign Relations
y
igojy pp, 307-10.

27. Foreign RelationSy 2905, pp. 298-394.

2S. Foreign RelationSy igoy, pp. 334-35. See also the annual message to Congress,

December 5, 1905.

29. “The Initiation of the Customs Receivership in the Dominican Republic,” Hisf.

Am. Hist. Rev.y XVII, November, 1937, 419-57. I have also consulted the

Department of State records, now in the National Archives, and the papers of

Theodore Roosevelt, in the Library of Congress.

30. Annual message to Congress, December 5, 1905.

31. Latin America and the United StateSy Addresses by Elihu Root, Harvard University

Press, 1917, p. 98.

32. Below, pp. 235, 255.

33. “It would be an error, then, and a profound one, to imagine that the Roosevelt

corollary marks a metamorphosis in our relationships with the states of Latin

America.” Dexter Perkins, Monroe Doctriney i 86 y-i gojy pp- 45 -“ 55 *

34. J. Fred Rippy has given us a useful analysis of "^Titerary Yankeephobia in

Hispanic America,” Journal of International Relations
y
XII (January, April^
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1922)5 350-715 524-38. See also the summary in his introduction to the Eng-

lish edition of Manuel Ugarte, The Destiny of a Continent^ New York, 1925.

35. In his later article on “The Initiation of the Dominican Customs Receivership,’’

Iqc. dt,^ Professor Rippy points out that the official representatives of the

Italian, French, German, Belgian, and Spanish Governments in Santo Domingo
positively approved Roosevelt’s receivership. As has been noted above, British

spokesmen suggested the idea.

36. Sumner Welles, Nabotlh^s Vineyard^ the Dominican Republic^ New
York, 1928, II, 918-19.

37. Jessup, Rootj I, 496-99.

38. Ibid.^ I, 500-14.

39. They also recommended the establishment of a number of Central American cul-

tural institutions, including a pedagogical institute and allied technical schools,

and a secretariat to be called the Bureau of Central American Republics. These

proved abortive.

For texts of the conventions, and observations on them, see the report of

William I. Buchanan, United States plenipotentiary at the Conference, The

Central American Peace Conferenccy Held at Washington^ D. C., rpo/, Wash-

ington, 1908.

40. The doctrine received its name from Carlos R. Tobar, retired Ecuadorean diplo-

mat and foreign minister, who defined it in a letter written from Barcelona,

March 15, 1907, to a friend who was Bolivian consul in Brussels. Said Tobar:

“The American Republics, for their own credit and renown, if not for other

considerations, ought to intervene in an indirect way in the internal dissensions

of the Republics of the Continent. Such intervention might consist at least

in the nonrecognition of de facto governments sprung from revolutions against

the constitution.” Leonidas Garcia in an article w^ritten in 1909, but not pub-

lished until 1913, developed this principle, with the title Tobar Doctrine in

“La doctrina de Tobar,” Revista de la sociedad juridico-literaria (Quito, Ecua-

dor), Nueva Serie, I, No. i (January-February, 1913), 25-71.

41. H. C. Hill, Roosevelt and the Caribbean^ of. cit.^ pp. 1 74-214.

42. Sumner Welles, of. cit.^ II, 919,

Charles A. Beard makes of Nicaragua an illustration far excellence of how
private interests supplanted public ‘interests in formulating The Idea of Na-

tional Interest^ New York, 1934. He bases his conclusions upon the impressive

but ex farte testimony of Toribio Tijerno, an ex-Nicaraguan financial agent

in New York, and Thomas P. Mofiat, a critical and discontented former

United States consul-general in Nicaragua, in Hearings before the Subcommit-

tee on Foreign Relations of the United States Senate^ 6 gth Cong. 2d Sess.j Pur-

suant to S. Con. Res. 75, Relative- to Engaging the Resfonsibility of the Gov-<

ernment in Financial Relations betvjee^t its Citizens and Sovereign Foreign

Governments. January 25, 26, 27, and February 16, 1927.

In his caustic treatment of the Nicaraguan intervention, Mr. Beard makes

no mention of the significance of the Panama Canal, nor in his whole book

for that matter.

Rippy’s more temperate analysis of “dollar diplomacy” and strategical factors

in Nicaragua, Caribbean Danger Zone^ of. cit.y gives almost no consideration

to the Central American treaties of 1907 and 1923, which in my opinion ex-

plain the policy of the United States more than does “dollar diplomacy.” A
great many details on The Caribbean Policy of the Ufitted StateSy

but little new understanding of it, are brought out in Wilfrid Hardy Callcotfis

new book of that title, published by the Johns Hopkins Press, 1942.
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43. Henry F. Pringle, The Life and Times of William Horjjard Taft, 2 vols., Ne%v
York, 1939, II, 678-79.

44. Dana G. Munro, The Five Republics of Central America, New York, 190S, p. 219.

45. In the case of the Emery Company the Government had supported a claim for

cancelation of a lucrative but legal lumbering concession, and Knox had nego-
tiated a treaty with Nicaragua submitting the dispute to a mixed claims com-
mission. Before the claim wms arbitrated, however, the Nicaraguan Govern-
ment settled for a lump sum of $600,000 j

but the revolution broke out before

the award was paid. It W'as paid later in 1917 out of the canal treaty money.

46. Isaac J. Cox has written an excellent summaiy' of Nicaragua and the United

States, I gog-i g2y, World Peace Foundation, Boston, 1927.

47. The diplomatic correspondence (see Foreign Relations, igog, pp. 448-52) avers

that prisoners of war had not been executed in Nicaragua for fifty years. Tech-

nically, this was not a state of war, until outside nations had recognized the

belligerency of the rebels. The execution of insurrectionists was unprecedentedly

harsh in Nicaragua; but the Spanish American protocol of 1877 had agreed

that when United States citizens were caught in the rebel forces with arms in

their hands they might be tried by military tribunals.

48. In the case of the Dominican receivership, the receiver-general w^as to be ap-

pointed directly by the President of the United States. In the case of the rejected

Nicaraguan and Honduran treaties the nomination originated with the bankers,

but must then be accepted and approved by the President of the United States

for appointment by the Presidents of the respective republics.

49. The commission completed its labors in 1914. It passed on 7,908 claims for a

total of $13,808,161 gold and allowed $1,840,432.31. The awards w^ere put

in the way of payment out of a tranche of customs revenue. Munro, op, cU.^

p. 241-42.

50. Munro, op, cit., p. 243.

51. The total foreign debt of Nicaragua on December 31, 1915 (before the Bryan-

Chamorro Treaty went into effect), was:

Ethelburga bonds [London] (£1,179,620) $5,740,131

Brown Brothers and Seligman 1,060,000

$6,806,131

Munro, op, cit,, p. 293.

52. See Chapter XI, p. 187.

53. For his ^^efforts that failed,” see Rippy, Caribbecm Ranger Zone, op, cit,, 206-23.

54. This memorandum, originally dated October 5, 1912, has since been published

in a third revised edition, with supplemental appendix to 1933, as Publication

No. 538 of the Department of State, Washington, 1934. This was prepared

prior to the meeting of the Seventh International Conference of American

States at Montevideo in December, igss*

CHAPTER X

1. Harley Notter, The Origins of the Foreign Policy of Woodrov> Wilson, Johns

Hopkins Press, 1937, p. 127,

2. Latin America and the United States, Addresses by EUhu Root, Harvard Univer-

sity Press, 1917, p. 168.

3. Pringle, Taft, II, 700.
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4. For analysis of holdings, in fesosy see Edgar Turlington, Mexico and Her For-

eign CredilorSy Columbia University Press, 1930, p. 323.

5. Pringle, Tafty II, 670-715.

6. Elton Atwater has published an exhaustive study of American Regulation of Arms
Exforts^ Washington, Carnegie Endow'ment for International Peace, 1941.

7. Foreign Relations, igi2, pp. 736-50 j 19 pp. 872-75.

8. To give constitutional color to the proceeding, Huerta had Congress ‘legally’’

called together. It received the resignations of Madero and Suarez, and under

the constitution then declared the succession of the Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Lascurain, as Provisional President. He then appointed Huerta as Minister of

Gobernacion, and resigned. “By provision of the Mexican constitution,” Henry

Lane Wilson solemnly recorded, “General Huerta thus became automatically

provisional president of the republic and his title was approved by Congress

without a dissenting vote.” Diplomatic Episodes in Mexico, Belgium and Chile,

New York, 1927, p. 291 et passim.

9. Ernest Gruening, Mexico cmd Her Heritage, Boston, 1934, p, 306, citing Ramon
Prida, jDe la dictadura d la anarqiiial El Paso, 1914, pp. 555-66.

10. Within a year Wilson recognized (February 12, 1914) a new provisional gov-

ernment of revolutionary origin in Peru, because he judged that it genuinely

preserved constitutional self-government instead of violating it. Notter, op,

cit., p. 284. It was another diplomatic judgment on a revolution.

11. Foreign Relations, 1913. See index under “Mexico, Huerta, recognition of his

government.”

12. Foreign Relations, 1913, p. 7.

13. See note 10.

14. Ray Stannard Baker, Woodro^o Wilson, Life and Letters, 8 vols., New York,

1927-1939, IV, 267.

15. Charles Seymour, The Intimate Papers of Colonel House, New York, 1926, I, 201.

16. Foreign Relations, 1914, pp. 451-52.

17. From a technical point of view it is interesting to note that although the United

States refused to recognize Huerta in any way, it still maintained in Mexico

City, after Ambassador H. L. Wilson’s recall, an embassy staff under Nelson

O’Shaughnessy as charge ddaffalres, O’Shaughnessy delivered notes from the

United States to Huerta’s Government, and remained on most cordial personal

terms with the general. Upon the occupation of Vera Cruz, Huerta handed him

his passports and these anomalous “diplomatic relations” were terminated.

18. The Ypiranga. It is said that the cargo of this ship eventually reached Mexico

through another port.

19. The voluminous correspondence of the United States Government relating to in-

tervention in Mexico and the ABC mediation, is printed in Foreign Relations,

1914, pp. 442-904.

20. “Confidential Memorandum to the Mediators,” undated, clipped to mimeographed

formal reply, in Wilson Papers, Library of Congress, File II-A, Box 36.

21. There is much to suggest, in John Lind’s papers as presented in George M. Ste-

phenson’s John Lind of Minnesota, University of Minnesota Press, 1935, that

the President was not displeased at Carranza’s refusal to accept a settlement

from the hands of the mediators. Wilson followed Lind’s recommendation to

insist on the installation of a constitutionalist provisional regime
j
and Carranza

accepted the Minnesotan’s advice to stand aloof from the mediators.

22. Wilson stressed the agrarian problem as the key to Mexican politics and peace

in a celebrated interview (April 27) with Samuel G. Blythe published in the

Saturday Evening Post, May 23, 1914.
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23. Notter, of ck.y pp. 397-98.

24. The Lansing Papers^ Tgi^-zg 2 o^ 11
, 529-30.

Charles W. Eliot of Ha.rv3.rd Lad proposed to the President a similar idea,

in a letter of February 19, 1915; American League to Set Mexico, and
perhaps Hayti and San Domingo, in Order. . . .” Wilson could not accept it

because it involved the use of force. Baker, Wilson^ VI, 60 n,

25. These six republics constituted the three Latin American nations with ambassa-
dorial representation at Washington plus three others whose ministers ranked
first in terms of service at that capital. Ibid.^ il, 537.

26. Foreign Relations, rgi§, pp. 780-82.

27. Baker, Wilson, V, 68.

28. Foreign Relations, igij, pp. 1078-84.

29. Notter, of. cit., pp. 617-18
j
Baker, Wilson, VI, 75.

CHAPTER XI

1. W. J. Bryan to Wilson, August 6, 1913, cited and quoted by Baker, Wilson, IV,

433-35. Italics inserted.

2. See Chapters XIX, XX, below.

3. See the official freels, The United States and Nicaragua, a Survey of the Rela^

tions from igog to igs^, Department of State Publication No. 339, Latin

American Series, No. 6, Washington, 1932, particularly pp. 28-37, and 46.

^

“Under this financial plan,” stated President Coolidge in a special message

to Congress of January 10, 1927, “the finances of Nicaragua have been rehabil-

itated in a very satisfactory manner. Of the $3,744,000 of internal customs

bonds issued in 1917 about $900,000 have been paid. Of the external debt,

bonds issued in 1909 amounting to £1,250,000 there now remain only about

£770,000. The total public debt of Nicaragua has been reduced from about

$22,000,000 in 1917 to $6,625,203 at the beginning of 1926. Furthermore, the

country in time of peace has ample revenue for its ordinary budget expenses

and a surplus which has been used in extensive public improvements. The Nica-

raguan National Bank and the National Railroad, controlling interests in which

•were formerly owned by American bankers, were repurchased by the Nicaraguan

Government in 1920 and 1924, and are now wholly owned by that government.”

4. For a standard factual account of Nicaragua under American occupation, see

Dana G. Munro, The United States and the Caribbean Area, World Peace

Foundation, Boston, 1934.

5. Thomas A. Bailey has given us a dependable survey of United States “Interest

in a Nicaraguan Canal, 1 903-1 931,” in Hisfanic American Historical Reme^^,

XVI (February, 1936), 2-28.

6. “This interference,” wrote Sumner Welles in 1928, was “plainly foreign to the

treaty rights of the United States, and in complete disregard of the sovereignty

of the Dominican Republic.” Nahotids Vineyard, II, 694,

7. Politics makes strange bedfellows
j

so does diplomacy. Bryan the politician was

the anti-imperialist of 1900, the opponent in 1902 of the Platt Amendment for

a Cuban protectorate, the uncompromising enemy of “dollar diplomacy” from

1907 to 1913. Bryan, the Secretary of State in 1913-1915, became the advocate

of a Piatt Amendment for a Nicaraguan protectorate, a dollar diplomatist

despite himself, and a vigorous interventionist in the Dominican Republic and

Haiti. Selig Adler has brought out these contrasts and the interrelationship of
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“Bryan and Wilsonian Caribbean Penetration/’ in Wsf. Am. Hist. XX
(May, 1940), 198-226.

8. Bryan to Wilson, June 14, 1913. Baker, Wilson^ VI, 87.

9. Ibid.

10. Dexter Perkins has printed this note in full in his recently published Hands 0/,

a History of the Monroe Doctrine^ Boston, 1941, pp, 263-64, from the files

of the Department of State (838-51). It contains this further important para-

graph :

“Probably a participation of the Government of His Imperial Majesty in

any method which might be agreed upon by which the Government of the Re-

public of Haiti should be assisted in the orderly, efficient and economical ad-

ministration of its customs revenues did not present itself to His Imperial Maj-

esty’s Government as a departure from the traditional policy of the Government

of the United States when its note was drafted. But this Government would

regard such participation as a very serious departure from that policy alike

in principle and in practice. The Government of the United States regards as

one of the grave possibilities of certain sorts of concessions granted by gov-

ernments in America to European financiers and contractors and of certain sorts

of contracts entered into by those governments with European banking houses

and financiers that the legitimate and natural course of enforcing claims might

lead to measures which would imperil the political independence, or at least,

the complete political autonomy of the American states involved, and might

issue in results which the Government of the United States has always regarded

as its duty to guard against as the nearest friend and champion of these states

whenever they need a friend and champion.” Printed by permission.

11. It was, of course, unnecessary, in 1915, to ask Germany not to land forces in

Haiti. France landed a token force to guard her legation during the riot.

12. Bryan had resigned before the treaty was actually signed, but the policy was his,

approved unequivocally by Wilson.

13. New York Herald^ August 19, 1920, p. 3. See also Inquiry [of a congressional

committee] into Occupation and Administration of Haiti and Santo Domingo

^

Hearings. , . . Washington, 1921-1922, 2 vols. 7 parts, X, 194, 264,

14. Lansing Papers^ II, 501-12.

15. This is suggested by a letter of Wilson to his friend Arthur W. Page, March 28,

1914, which Philip LowTy noted for me:

“I have read the paper by Hale and like it very much indeed
j
but there

is one thing that he has not done which it is very important indeed to the

interests of the country that he should do. He has not distinguished betw^een

the South American states and the Central American states. His generalizations

about Latin America are, I think, true with regard to the Central American

states, but they are not true with regard to the South American states, and it

would be very much to the advantage of the article and of the impression it is

to make if this distinction were carefully drawn. The conditions in South

America have elements of disturbance in them but they are few as compared

with the disturbing elements in Central America.” Woodrow Wilson Collec-

tion, Library of Congress, VI, file 240. Printed by permission.

16. Official Proceedings of the Twenty-fi-rst Annual Session of the Trans-Mississippi

Commercial Congress Held at San Antonio^ TexaSj December 22, 25, 24, 25,

zpjo, pp. 1 14, 237, 356 [San Antonio? 1910].

17. December 14, 1910.

18. House Joint Resolution 278. Congressional Record^ January 26, 1911, p. 1461.
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19. Amerkmt Journal of International V (April, 1911), 463-64: Congressional

Record^ 6ist Congress, 3rd Session, p. 1461, and House Report No. 2057.

20. Foreign Relations^ igi2^ pp. 1-2.

21. Department of State Archives, 710-1 1/146.

22. Siayden had written personally to Bryan, who sent his letter to Wilson. Baker,

Wilson^ IV, 285 j
Notter, of. cit.^ z'j'i. Bryan himself had attended and ad-

dressed the convention at San Antonio, speaking on Latin American relations.

23. Wilson to Bryan, January 28, 1914, cited by Baker, Wilson^ IV, 285.

24. Baker, Wilson^ VI, 83.

25. Intimate Papers of Colonel Houses I, 209-10.

26. Lansing Papers, II, 472-73. The articles were presented February i, 1915. Colo-

nel House had already discussed the project with the Ambassadors in Washing-

ton of Argentina, Brazil, and Chile. Intimate Papers, I, 210-18.

27. Philip Lowry is making a special study of this,

28. ^‘Draft Articles for Proposed Pan-American Treaty. Article I:

“That the high contracting parties to this solemn covenant and agreement

hereby join one another in a common and mutual guarantee of territorial in-

tegrity and of political independence under republican forms of government.

Article II:

“To give definitive application to the guarantee set forth in Article I the

high contracting parties severally covenant to endeavor forthwith to reach a

settlement of all disputes as to boundaries or territory no'w pending bef^veen

.them by amicable agreement or by means of international arbitration.

Article III:

“That the high contracting parties further agree, First, that all questions,

of whatever character, arising between any ttvo or more of them which cannot

be settled by the ordinary means of diplomatic correspondence shall, before

any declaration of war or beginning of hostilities, be first submitted to a per-

manent international commission for investigation, one year being allowed for

such investigation
5
and. Second, that if the dispute is not settled by investiga-

tion, to submit the same to arbitration, provided the question in dispute does

not affect the honour, independence, or vital interests of the nations concerned

or the interests of third parties.

Article IV

:

“To the end that domestic tranquillity may prevail within their territories

the high contracting parties further severally covenant and agree that they will

not
,

permit the departure from their respective jurisdictions of any military

or naval expedition hostile to the established government of any of the high

contracting parties, and that they will prevent the exportation from their re-

spective jurisdictions of arms, ammunition or other munitions of war destined

to or for the use of any person or persons notified to be in insurrection or

revolt against the established government of any of the high contracting

parties.^^ Lansing Papers, 11
, 495-96.

29. These are the wmrds of Ambassador Henry P. Fletcher in personal letters to

Secretary of State Lansing, from Santiago, November i, 19x5, and January

21, 1916, Lansing Papers, Library of Congress.

30. Cuba, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Salvador, Uruguay. Department of State

Archives, 710. 11/226-70.

31. The Lansing Papers, II, 459-70. See also Perkins, Hands Off, pp. 266-69.

32. See Map 9.
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CHAPTER XII

1. Addresses In Brazil Delivered by the Hon, Charles Evans Hughes^ Secretary of

StatCy September 1922, Washington, 1922, p. 3.

2. Nabot/ds Vmeyardy II, 836-99.

3. See D. G. Munro, of. cit.y for more detailed account of American Efforts to Pro-

mote Stable Government in Central America.

4. Laudelino Moreno, Historia de las relaciones interstatuales de Centroamericay Ma-
drid, 1928, p. 181.

5. For this controversy, see pp. 188-99.

6. The official Department of State published freciSy The United States and Nka-
ragiiay p. 32, contains the curious statement: “This protocol has not been ratified

by either country.’’ It is not usual for protocols to be ratified by the Senate,

although this has been done in some instances (like the Rush-Bagot agreement

of 1817) them the force of treaties rather than of executive agree-

ments.

7. “The Gondra Treaty was undoubtedly the foundation of the Washington treaties

for conciliation and arbitration.” Statement of Frank B. Kellogg, quoted in

David Bryn-Jones’s biography, Frank B. Kelloggy New York, 1937, p. 129.

8. This seems to have meant no immediate reelection without an interval of one term.

For the text of Article II of the treaty, see note 1 1 below.

9. Foreign RelationSy 1925, II, 432-34.

10. The United States and Nicaragua-y p. 49. For the text of Article II see note ii

below.

II* “Article II: Desiring to make secure in the Republics of Central America the ben-

efits which are derived from the maintenance of free institutions and to con-

tribute at the same time toward strengthening their stability and the prestige

with which they should be surrounded, they declare that every act, disposition

or measure which alters the constitutional organization in any one of them

is to be deemed a menace to the peace of said Republics, whether it proceed

from any public power or from the private citizens.

“Consequently, the Governments of the Contracting Parties will not recog-

nize any other Government which may come into power in any of the five

Republics through a coup dktat or a revolution against a recognized Govern-

ment so long as the freely elected representatives of the people thereof have

not constitutionally reorganized the country. And even in such case they obli-

gate themselves not to acknowledge the recognition if any of the persons elected

as President, Vice-President or Chief of State Designate should fall under any

of the following heads:

“i) If he should be the leader or one of the leaders of a couf d^etat or rev-

olution, or through blood relationship or marriage be an ascendant or descend-

ant or brother of such leader or leaders.

“2) If he should have been a Secretary of State or should have held some

high military command during the accomplishment of the couf ddetaty the

revolution, or the election.

^furthermore, in no case shall recognition be accorded to a government

which arises from election to power of a citizen expressly and unquestionably

disqualified by the Constitution of his country as eligible to election as Presi-

dent, Vice-President or Chief of State Designate,”

12. These munitions were carried from Mexico to Nicaragua in four successive ves-

sels, the steamships Foamy Concon-y El Troficaly and Suferiory between August
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and December, 1926. Henry L. Stimson, A?nerlcan Policy in Nicaragua^ New
York, 1927, p. 33.

President Coolidge did not say whether the evidence shoxved that these muni-

tions were part of those which the United States Government had recently

sold to the Obregon Government of Mexico (see below, p. 217) to enable it to

put down a revolution.

13. 3000 rides, 200 machine guns, 3,000,000 rounds of ammunition w'ere sold to

Nicaragua by the War Department in 1927. An earlier sale had taken place

in 1921. The total for the tw’-o sales ivas $289,898.78. Interest charges had

increased this amount to approximately $484,000 as of August 30, 1937. Nica-

ragua claimed a total of $641,115.91, principal and interest, from the United

States Government for refund of income tax levies on the Ferrocarril del Pa-

cifico de Nicaragua, a State of Maine corporation owned and operated by the

Government of Nicaragua. The claim was acknowledged and set off against

the munitions debt in a treaty signed April 14, 1938, by which the United

States paid Nicaragua a balance of $72,000. See Department of State Press

Releases No. 446, April 16, 1938.

14. The refunding bonds issued under the Financial Plan of 1917 were written in

Nicaraguan cordovas^ a cordo-va equal to a United States dollar. An iniiation

of the currency could easily dissipate the substance of the bondholders.

15. Fifteen days later, in a public address, Coolidge declared that ^ffhe person and

property of a citizen are a part of the general domain of the Nation, even when

abroad,’’ and, ^ffhere is a distinct and binding obligation on the part of self-

jespecting governments to afford protection to the persons and property of

their citizens, wdierever they may be.” Address of the President of the United

States before the United Press Associations^ Hotel Biltmore^ Ne^iv York, April

25, 2927, New York, no date, pp. lo-ii.

16. Cox, Nicaragua and the United States, igog-ig27, World Peace Foundation, Bos-

ton, 1927, p. 786.

17. Congressional Record, 69th Congress, 2nd Session, p. 1645-53.

18. Claude M. Fuess, CaUAn Coolidge, The Man from Vermont, Boston, 1940, p.

415-

19. American Policy in Nicaragua, op. cit., pp. 113-16.

20. See A. H. Feller, The Mexican Claims Commissions, ig2s-ig34, a Study of the

Lam and Procedure of International Tribunals, New York, 1935*

21. The munitions sold to the Obregon government of Mexico (to which Calles

succeeded by regular election) by the United States War Department in 1924

amounted to $1,286,611.48. See Shipments of Arms to Mexico. Senate Docu-

ment 104, 68th Congress, 1st Session, Washington, 1924. In 1929, $480,908.94

more was sold to Mexico. Payment for all the above-mentioned munitions has

long since been completed by the Mexican Government. Department of State Ar-

chives, RA, 710.11/2790.

22. Bryn-Jones, op. cit., p. 183.

23. Harold Nicolson, Dmight Morrow, New York, 1935, pp.

24. Fuess, op. cit., p. 414-

25. General Pact for the Remmeiation of War, Hearings before the Senate Commit-

tee on Foreign Relations, UniteJ. States Senate, joth Congress, 2d Session, De-

cember 7, II, 1928, Washington, 1928, pp. 19-20.

z6. James T. Shotwell, War as an Instrument of National Policy, New York, 1929,

p. 297.

27. General Pact for the Renunciation of War, op. cit., p. 15- Hunter Miller, in his
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exeg-esisj The Peace Pact of Paris^ New York, 1928, concludes^ p. 123; “The
right of self-defense remains unchanged, including expressly the British Re-

gional Doctrine and sub silentio the Monroe Doctrine.”

28. See particularly his addresses on the Monroe Doctrine, at Minneapolis, August 30,

1923, and at Philadelphia, November 30, 1923. The Pathway of Peace^ pp.

113-64.

29. See below, p. 252.

30. Pathway of Peace

^

p. 121.

31. American Policy In Nicaraguay p. 112. This book was published late in 1927.

32. Naboths Vlneyardy II, 924.

33. For the personal reasons leading to the separation of this experienced career

diplomat from the service, from 1925-1933, see New York Times Magazine

^

Sunday, August 3, 1941, p. 9.

34. Memorandum on the Monroe Doctriney prepared by J. Reuben Clark, Washing-

ton, 1930, Department of State Publication No. 37, pp. xxiii-xxiv.

35. William Starr Myers, The Foreign Policies of Herbert Hoovecy New
York, 19405 pp. 41-54. W. J. Dennis has written a monograph on Tacna and

Arica; an Account of the Chile-Peru Boundary Disfute and of the Arbitral

tions by the United Statesy Yale University Press, 1931.

36. The United States and Other American Refublics^ a Discussion of Recent Eluents,

Address by the Honorable He^iry L. Stimsony Secretary of State
^ before the

Council on Foreign Relationsy New York Cityy February 6, 2951. Publications

of the Department of State, Latin American Series, No. 4, Washington, 1931.

37. Department of StatCy Press Releases

y

No. 92, July 4, 1931, p. 31.

38. Address at the Gridiron Club, Washington, April 13, 1929. Myers, op, cit.y p. 43.

39. Myers, op, cit,y p, 45. A wave of revolutions affected practically all the South

American countries during the depression years of 1930-1933. They were po-

litical reactions to the economic dislocations caused by abrupt decline in exports.

40. The full text of the “Stimson Doctrine” read as follows: “[The United States]

cannot admit the legality of any situation de facto nor does it intend to recog-

nize any treaty or agreement entered into between those governments, or agents

thereof,, w^hich may impair the treaty rights of the United States or its citizens

in China, including those which relate to the sovereignty, the independence, or

the territorial and administrative integrity of the Republic of China, or to the

international policy relative to China, commonly known as the open-door policy,

and that it does not intend to recognize any situation, treaty or agreement which

may be brought about by means contrary to the covenants and obligations of

the Pact of Paris of August 27, 1928, to which treaty both China and Japan,

as well as the United States, are parties. Griswold, Far Eastern Policy
y

op. cit.y

p. 424.

41. The first Pan American Conference at Washington in 1890 adopted a resolution

recommending to the governments represented in the Conference, signatories

to a general treaty of arbitration (never ratified), that they adopt the follow-

ing declarations:

“First, that the principle of conquest shall not, during the continuance of

the treaty of arbitration, be recognized as admissible under American public

law.

“Second, that all cessions of territory made during the continuance of the

treaty of arbitration shall be void if made under threats of war or in the pres-

ence of an armed force.

“Third. Any nation from wLich such cessions shall be exacted may demand

that the validity of the cessions so made shall be submitted to arbitration.
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“Fourth. Any renunciation of the right to arbitration, made under the con-
ditions named in the second section, shall be null and void.’’ Internalional

American Conference. Reforts of Committees and Discussions Thereon, Washing-
ton, 1890, 11, 1084-1121.

Because the signatories did not ratify their treaty of arbitration, these reso-

lutions of 1890 never had more than academic force. The delegates of Brazil

proposed the same doctrine to the Second Hague Conference in 1907, and, as

we have seen, the Havana Pan American Conference of 1928, before calling

for the special conference that produced the inter-American treaties of concilia-

tion and arbitration of Washington of 1929, resolved unconditionally that;

“i. All aggression is considered illicit and as such is declared prohibited.

“2. The American States will employ all pacific means to settle conflicts

which may arise between them.” The International Conferences of American

States, i88g~ig28, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, New York,

1931, p. 442.

CHAPTER XIII

1. I do not speak here of the numerous minor interventions, by landing forces, not

to undertake acts of sovereignty but to protect citizens in foreign countries.

For a list of these occasions, see Right to Protect Citizens in Foreign Coun-

tries hy Landing Forces, Me^noranduin of the Solicitor of the Department

of State [J. Reuben Clark], October 5, ign. revised edition vAth supple-

piental appendix up to igss, Washington, 1934.

2. A. Pearce Higgins, The Hague Peace Conferences and Other International Con-

ferences Concerning the Laws and Usages of War, Texts of Conventions with

Commentaries, Cambridge, England, 1909, pp. 195-96.

3. E. M. Borchard, “The ‘Committee of Experts’ at the Lima Conference,” Am,

Jour, of Iniemat. Law, XXXIII (April, 1939), 269-84.

4. Charles Calvo, Le droit international, theorique et pratique; precede ddun ex-

pose kistorique des progres de la science du droit des gens, 3d ed., 4 vols., Paris,

i88oj I, 238.

5. Alvyn V. Freeman has set forth The International Responsibility of States for

Denial of Justice, New York, 1938, in a most learned and impartial way.

“Resort to the arbitral process,” he demonstrates, “should be cheerfully wel-

comed as an opportunity to vindicate the judicial activity against which attack is

directed. At the present era [1938] of international relations, the submission

of these cases to the scrutiny of an impartial body is the only sound assur-

ance of an objective determination of the rights of aliens,” p. 545. See also

Edwin M. Borchard, “The ‘Minimum Standard’ for the Treatment of Aliens,”

in Mich, Law Rev., XXXVIII (February, 1940), 445“^^-

6. “Latin America and International Law,” Am. Jour. I?tternat. Law, III (April,

W09)> 335j ^5* ...
7. International American Conference, Reports of Com-7jiittees and Discussions

Thereon, English edition, Washington, 1890, II, 93^-37- Italics inserted.

8. For texts, signatures, ratifications, adherences, see The International Confer-

ences of American States, iSSg-ig^S, Carnegie Endowment for International

Peace, New York, 1931. I am informed by the juridical division of the Pan

American Union, which keeps a careful up-to-date tabulation of the status

of inter-American treaties, that no party has denounced the treaty (1941).

9. Actas y documentos de la segunda Conferencia Pan-Am.ericana. Second Pan-Amer-

ican Conference, Minutes and Documents, Mexico, 1902, pp. 122, 307, 342, 364,
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3655 502, 525^ 713. The following- republics sig-ned a convention to this ef-

fect: the United States, Argentine Republic, Bolivia, Colombia, Chile, Ecua-

dor, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Paraguay,

Peru, Uruguay.

10. Memorandum by the Solicitor on the Codification of Public International Law,

December 22, 1927. State Department Archives, 7 10.C2/265-5/6.

11. One or more states might designate the same jurist, but each state retained a vote.

12. Treaties, Conventions, lnternatio?Tal Acts, Protocols, and Agreenieyits hetvjeen the

United States of America and Other Po'Zvers, ipio-ip2^, Washington, 1923,

in, 2886.

13. Never held in the sense of a general conference, although a special conference

on the codification of international law took place in 1930. It was limited to

the subjects of nationality, territorial -waters, and the responsibility of states

for damages caused in their territory to the person or property of foreigners.

The only Latin American states present were Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Cuba,

Mexico, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Uruguay. The others were conspicuous by

their absence, doubtless scared away by the appearance of responsibility on

the agenda. Because of the opposition of the smaller Latin American states

present, the Conference was unable to agree upon any recommended code

on responsibility. At this conference the delegation of the United States ac-

cepted the following: “A state is responsible for damage suffered by a foreigner

as the result of the courts following a procedure and rendering a judgment

vitiated by faults so gross as to indicate that they did not offer the guarantees

indispensable for the proper administration of justice.” Edwin M. Borchard,

‘Responsibility of States’ at the Hague Codification Conference,” Am. Jour.

Int. Law, XXIV (July, 1930), 5i7-4.0y and Freeman, Denial of Justice, pp. 528,

658-713.

14. Cuarta conferencia internacional Americana, tpio, anexos, resoluciones y con-

venclones, Buenos xMres, 1911, pp. 26-31.

15. February 3, 1911. State Department Archives, 710.C2/39A.

16. State Department Archives, 710.C2/75.

17. “The Department suggests the great desirability, indeed the necessity, of avoiding

at the present time the setting down for discussion of any matter as to which

there has already developed among the various countries which will be repre-

sented, a seemingly irreconcilable difference of opinion and practice since such

a course would probably render abortive the entire work and purpose of the

Commission. Moreover since the w^ork of the Commission to be effective must

represent the wishes and views of all the governments concerned, it is unnec-

essary to point out to you the necessity of adopting some rule of procedure for

the Commission under which nothing shall be submitted for the consideration

of the various governments which shall not have received the unanimous

approval of the delegates of all the governments represented.”

Secretary of State Philander C. Knox to John Bassett Moore, Esq., Dele-

gate, and Frederick Van Dyne, Technical Delegate of the United States on

the International Commission of Jurists, Rio de Janeiro. Washington, June 3,

1912. State Department Archives, 7io.C2/73b.

The countries represented at the Congress were: the United States of Amer-

ica, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Guate-

mala, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, El Salvador, Uruguay, Venezuela.

18. J. B. Moore to the Secretary of State, Rio de Janeiro, July 19, 1912. Depart-

ment of State Archives, 710.C2/85. Also see Refort of United States Delegates
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to International Commission of Jurists, Rio de Janeiro, June, igz2. H. R. Doc.

134.3, 6 id Cong'., 3d sess., Washington, 1913, and International Commission'

of Jurists, Acts, Resolutions and Documents, First Assembly in Rio de Janeiro

(from June 26 to July 19, 1912), Rio de Janeiro, 1914.

19. Dr. James Brown Scott, President of the American Institute of International La"w,

in an address of welcome at the Erst meeting of the Institute in Washington,
in 1916, explains the origin of the Institute. See James Brown Scott, The
American Institute of International Lazu; Its Declaration of the Rights and

Duties of Nations, American Institute of International Law, Washington, D. C.,

1916, and ^Hhe Gradual and Progressive Codification of International Law,’’

Am. Jour. Internat. Lazo, XXI (July, 1927), 417-50, and his report to the

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace in the Endowment’s Year Book
for 1912, pp. 126-283 iti successive Year Books. Professor Alvarez has an

account of his own activities in promotion of American international law in

“International Life and International Law in America, their Development

during the Last Fifty Years,” Bulletin of the Pan American Union. Commem-
orative Issue of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Pan American Union, April,

1940, pp. 241-42.

20. The relation of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace to the Institute

and the movement appears in the annual Year Books published by the Endow^-

ment.

21. Alejandro Alvarez, La codificacion del derecho internacional en America, trabajos

de la tercera comision de la Asamhlea de Jurisconsultos reunida en Santiago

de Chile, Santiago de Chile, Imprenta Universitaria, 1923.

22. The American Institute of International Lazo, of. cit., flyleaf.

23. “Article 7 [Project i].

“The States of America guarantee to foreigners in their territory all civil

rights in like manner as to their own nationals, and especially:

“a). Inviolability of property so that nobody can be deprived of his posses-

sion or title except by judicial proceeding founded on law, or by expropriation

also by law and previous indemnification.

“b) . Liberty to enter and remain in any part of the State’s territory, observ-

ing police regulations, without prejudice to immigration laws and the right of

expulsion.

“c). The right to meet and associate for legal purposes.

“d). Freedom of the press.

“e). Freedom of worship,

“f). Freedom of conscience.

“g). Freedom of commerce, navigation and industry, subject to the laws of

the respective country.

“h). Nobody can be judged except by courts indicated by law and established

previously to the crime to be punished nor condemned without process of law

and by virtue of a law promulgated for the act at judgment.” Alvarez, of. cli.,

p. 67.

24. The American Institute of International Lam>, of. cit., flyleaf.

25. See full text at end of chapter.

CHAPTER XIV

I. The idea of consulting the other governments concerned was suggested by Mr.

Wilbur E. Carr, then Director of the Consular Service in the Department of
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State, in a routine memorandum attached to Dr. Moore’s letter of resignation,

and approved by Assistant Secretary of State A. A. Adee. See also William Phil-

lips, Undersecretary of State, to J. B. Moore, July 19, 1922. State Department

Archives, 710.C2/121.

2. Department of State Archives, yio.Ca/iaia to 146.

3. At the instance of the United States it had been included by a sub-committee on

program of the Governing Board of the Pan American Union, in a tentative

agenda. 7io.Eia/i4, 15. No objection appears to have been raised either

by the United States or other states to its inclusion in the definitive agenda.

4. He was a member of that tribunal, 1928-1930.

5. Italics inserted. Instructions to the delegates of the United States of America to

the Fifth International Conference of American States, Santiago, Chile. Wash-

ington, March 5, 1923. State Department Archives, 7io.Eoo2/68a.

6. Verbatim Record of the Plenary Sessions of the Fifth International Congress of

American States [in English and Spanish], Santiago de Chile, 1923, I, 426-33.

7. For an early statement of Alvarez’s views, with reference to antecedent expressions,

see his ‘‘Latin America and International Law',” in Am, Jour. Int, Lavj^ loc. cit.^

270-353. His recent more general and popular account of “International Life

and International Law in the Americas,” in the Bulletin of the Pan A^nerican

Union^ loc. clt.^ 232-62, has references to many of his publications before and

since 1923. For an ungrudging enumeration of his contributions and activities

see Who'^s Who in Latin America^ Percy Alvin Martin, ed., 2d ed. 1940. Pro-

fessor Alvarez published at Paris, in 1924, Le nouveau droit international fub^

lie et sa codification en Ameriqtie^ flan develoffe des matures d^un ouvrage

en 2 'S)olu7nes, descant faraitre sous ce titre^ et etre fresente a PAssemble des

Juristes AcnericainSy a Rio de Ja 7ieiro en 1925, four la Codification du Droit

International. This sketched in detail the basis of a monumental work and proj-

ects for codification which the author said he w’as preparing to have ready

before the Commission of Jurists should convene at Rio de Janeiro. Soon he

was engulfed w'ith the activity of preparing, with Messrs. Anderson and Scott,

in the summer of 1924, the projects of the executive council of the Institute.

Regrettably, the great work never has appeared.

In 1916-1918 the Carnegie Endow'ment for International Peace appointed

Professor Alvarez to deliver at various American universities and learned so-

cieties a series of lectures on International Lasjj and Related Sithjects from the

Point of Vievj of the American Continent

y

Carnegie Endowment, Washington,

1922.

8 . Alvarez, Codificacioity of. cit.

9. Verbatim Record of Plenary Sesslonsy II, 342. The Conference passed a resolution

of homage to Professor xAlvarez.

10. State Department Archives, 710.C2/155.

11. On November 10, 1923, Secretary of State Hughes instructed the United States

Embassy to inform the Brazilian Government of the appointment of Messrs.

Reeves and Scott as delegates to the 1925 meeting of the Commission of Jurists.

State Department Archives, 7io.C2/i5ia. The actual appointments seem to have

been made on November i, 1923. Ibid.y 710.C2/151.

12. James Brown Scott, “The Codification of International Law,” Am. Jour. Int. LmjOy

XVIII (April, 1924), 270. Dr. Scott solemnly explains in this article that in

transmitting the resolution to the president of the Institute the chairman of

the Governing Board of the Pan xAmerican Union, Secretary Hughes, expressed

the hope that the suggestion might have the approval of the executive council

of the Institute.
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13. The first rneeting" of the Institute in connection with the Second Pnn Americmi
Scientific Congress afforded a convenient precedent.

14. Professor Alvarez resided at this time in Paris, a member of the faculty of the

Institut des Hautes Etudes Internationales. Doctor Bustamente was a justice of
the Permanent Court of International Justice at The Hague. Dr. Anderson was
attending the meeting of the Institute of International Law (not the American
Institute of International Law) in Europe

j and Dr. Scott was attending the

meeting of the American Bar Association in London.
Dr. ReeveSj Dr. bcotPs colleague on the Commission of Jurists, was in Europe

that summer, as a lecturer at the Academy of International Law at The Hague
(another Carnegie Endowment achievement), but he does not appear, in the

archival record, to have been consulted. He was not a member of the American
Institute of International Law,

15. Informal Con^versations of Lima^ December 20-51-, ^9~4j Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace, Washington, 1925. For the code of the Executive

Council see Re^vista de Derecho Internaclonal^ organo del Tnstiiuto Arnericano

de Derecho Internacional^ aho III, numero extraordlnarlo^ tomo VI, Habana,

noviembre, 1924.

16. The Carnegie Endow^ment for International Peace appears to have provided for

the expenses of travel and maintenance of the members going to the special

meeting of the Institute at Lima. ^‘The meeting of the members of the Amer-
ican Institute would have been impossible, had it not been for the material

support of the Carnegie Endow^ment for International Peace, and, therefore,

the success of the labors of the Institute is of interest to the Trustees.’’ Carnegie

Endovmient for International Peace^ Year Book, 1^26

y

no. 15, Washington,

1926, p. 74, An item of $25,557.40 appears in the report of the treasurer for

the fiscal year ended June 30, 1925, as having been disbursed under “American

Institute of International Law,” and $6,100 for the Revista de Derecho hrter^

nacionaly organ of the American Institute, -which, with other journals of inter-

national law, depended on subventions from the Endowment.

17. Dr. Bustamente did not sign the projects. He was laboring on a code of private

international law to present to the jurists at Rio, and felt that his ,contribution

to the projects of public law was too insignificant to take credit for himself

by signing them. In his letter to the President of the Institute of December 8,

1924, he said; “The work which has been accomplished in such an exceedingly

short time by yourself and our eminent friends Messrs. Alvarez and Anderson,

constitutes an achievement of honor for the Institute and for America and will

undoubtedly be the basis of our international Pan American legislation^ In-

formal Conversations of Lima, p. 6. Italics inserted.

18. The one on “The acquisition and loss of territory.”

19. The projects, with ancillary material of great historical value, are printed in

Codification of American International LaWy “Projects of conventions prepared

at the request on January 2, 1924, of the Governing Board of the Pan Amer-

ican Union for the consideration of the International Commission of Jurists,

and submitted by the American Institute of International Law to the Governing

Board of the Pan American Union, March 2, 1925,” Pan American Union,

Washington, 1925.

20. “I do not know to what extent, if at all, the thirty projects prepared by the

American Institute of International Law were considered by the Department

before they were submitted to the Commission of Jurists. They apparently were

not considered by the legal office.” Memorandum of the Solicitor dated the
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twenty-first of November, 1927, of 10 1 typed pages of foolscap on “Projects

for the codification of international law recommended by the Commission of

Jurists for transmission to the Sixth Pan American Conferenced’ State Depart-

ment Archives, 710.C2/265 1/6.

In presenting the projects, Mr. Hughes praised the effort of the Institute, but

stressed the fact that all action by conference, other than procedural, must be

ad^ referendum to the got'ernments concerned. Codification of American Inter-

national La^jjj Addresses by Charles E^uans Hughes^ James Ero^n Scotty Elihu

Rooty Antonio Sanchez de Bustamante y Sirven-y Washington, 1926, p. 10.

21. Ihid.y 7 1 0.C2/2 65 1/6.

22. The full text of Article i is as follows:

“The following principles are declared to constitute American Public Law
and shall be applied and respected in America by all Nations:

“i. The American Republics, equal before international law, have the rights

inherent in complete independence, liberty, and sovereignty. Such rights can in

no way be restricted to the profit of another Nation, even wdth the consent of

the interested American Republics.

“2. No American Republic can cede away any part whatever of its territory

to a non-American nation, even if it consents to do so.

“3. No nation shall hereafter, for any reason whatsoever, directly or in-

directly, occupy even temporarily any portion of the territory of an American

Republic in order to exercise sovereignty there, even with the consent of the

said republic.

“4. No nation has a right to interfere in the internal or foreign affairs of

an American Republic against the will of that Republic. The sole lawful inter-

vention is friendly and conciliatory action without any character of coercion.”

23. State Department Archives, 710.C2/213. The memorandum is stamped as received

on March 19, 1927, bears a penciled notation, “by Dr. Reeves,” and is further

stamped “Asst. Secretary, Mr. Olds, March 19, 1927.” The passages above

italicized are scored on the margin in red, apparently by somebody in the De-

partment.

24. Postponement of the meeting of the Commission of Jurists until April, 1927, had

resulted in its assembly following the third regular meeting of the American

Institute of International Law at Montevideo in March, 1927. Messrs. Reeves

and Scott attended this meeting as delegates of the component organization in

the United States, the American Society of International Law, but not as dele-

gates of the United States Government, which refused to commit itself in any

way to their participation in the Montevideo meeting, where Dr. Scott introduced

a resolution to proceed immediately (rather than gradually and progressively,

as some other delegations preferred) with the codification of international law.

25. See International Co7nmission of American Jurists, 1927 Meetingy 4th volume,

Ministry of State for Foreign Affairs, Rio de Janeiro, 19275 and J. B. Scott,

“The Gradual and Progressive Codification of International Law,” Am, Jour,

Int. Law, XXI (July, 1927), 417-50.

26. The Argentine, Dominican, and Mexican delegations in the Commission of Jurists

had presented the following propositions embodying still more sweeping pro-

hibitions of intervention, which were not accepted by the commission:

The Argentine proposal: “No State can interfere in the domestic affairs of

another State, nor can it interfere in its foreign affairs.”

The Dominican and Mexican proposal: “From now on, no State may even

temporarily occupy, neither directly no indirectly, nor for any reason

whatsoever, any part of the territory of another State. The consent given by
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said State to the one that occupies it -will not leg-itimize the occupation and

occupying State will be responsible for all facts arising out of the occupation,

both as regards the occupied State and third parties.”

International Commission of America^n Jurists
j

Meeting, Eng. ed., IV,

9-10.

The essence of these propositions was later adopted at Montevideo and Buenos

Aires in 1933 and 1936.

Report of Delegates Reeves and Scott, June 10, 1927. State Department Archives,

710.C2/ 240.

“[There are] certain articles to which Mr. Keiser [Robert L. Keiser, a foreign

service officer then serving a tour of duty in the Division of Latin American

Affairs] thinks the Department may find it necessary to object when they come

up for discussion in Habana. Some of them will, I believe, be found unobjec-

tionable when subjected to discussion. Many of them are taken directly from

the ^Codification of American International Law’ submitted by the American

Institute of International Law to the Pan American Union in March, 1925.

While these projects were not formally approved by the Department they were

apparently not disapproved of and were submitted with a discourse by Mr.

Hughes.”

Memorandum from Mr. Morgan, Division of Latin American Affairs, to

Assistant Secretaries Olds and White, June 16, 1927, State Department Archives,

710.C2/244 1/2.

State Department Archives, 710.C2/209.

These opinions were based in large part upon the memorandum of the Solicitor

[J. Reuben Clark, Jr.] for the Department of State of October 5, 1912, cited

above, on the Right to Protect Citizens in Foreign Countries by La-nding Forces,

printed in 3d revised edition, with supplemental appendix up to 1933. This

established the right of intervention under certain conditions in international

law, and distinguished particularly between ^‘political intervention,” disturbing

the sovereignty of a state, and non-political intervention (interposition) to pro-

tect citizens against injustice. During the Havana Conference Mr. Hughes tele-

graphed to the Department of State for a copy of the Clark memorandum on

“intervention, etc.” 710.C2/266.

State Department Archives, 710.C2/265 1/6.

The Solicitor noted in his loi-page memorandum the following question-

able innovations : Provisions for appeal to Pan American Union by Stams which

consider their rights in international law to be violated (I). Exemption from

military service of foreign nationals who have taken out first papers (III, 5)*

Validity of forced loans on foreigners as well as nationals (III, 6 ). Denial of

diplomatic protection to foreigners who meddle in domestic politics (V, 7) [no

matter how falsely accused, unjustly condemned, or outrageously or barbarously

punished]. Requirement for immediate publication of treaties after exchange of

ratification (IV, 4). Reciprocal acceptance of all amendments or reservations

of treaties (IV, 8). Annulment of treaties if incompatible with new constitu-

tions (IV, 11). Right to abrogate a treaty in toto by denunciation by a state

entitled to a benefit thereunder (IV, 14)- Sanction of all treaties by reference

to the decision of a court of international justice, or of arbitration, in case of

not being settled by diplomacy: denouncement of treaties in effect at the will

or even whim of one of the parties (IV, 15). Exchange of government publi-

cations (V). Exchange of professors and students (VI). Certain technical de-

tails concerning the status of diplomatic agents (VII), and consuls (VIII).

Certain comparatively minor technicalities concerning the convention of man-
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time neutrality (IX). Breathing new life into the dying principle of asylum

for political offenders (X). Principle that a rebellion or insurrection remains

entirely a matter of municipal public law until the party in rebellion is recog-

nized as a belligerent (XI). Pan American tribunals of conciliation, and of

arbitration (XII)

.

32. President Coolidge sought the suggestions of his Ambassador to Mexico, Dwight

Morrow, who was one of the delegates to Havana, for points to be put in his

speech. Morrow telegraphed about 1000 words of carefully rounded ^‘ghosd’

text, stressing fundamental moral rights and the conscience of mankind in inter-

national law, and recommending the first sixteen pages of John Bassett Moore’s

Principles of A 7?ierican Diplomacy [1918]. Morrow stated ‘^^Rights and duties

must be correlative if la’w is to supplement caprice.” The President used this

point, but did not avail himself of the rest of Morrow’s abundant phraseologyn

State Department Archives, 7io.F/i92a.

33. The delegation was, in the order recited in their instructions: Charles Evans

Hughes, Chairman
5
Noble Brandon Judah, Ambassador to Cuba, a distinguished

officer in the American Expeditionary Force during the First World War
5
Henry

P. Fletcher, Ambassador to Italy, who had been Chairman of the United States

delegation to the previous Fifth Pan American Conference at Santiago in 1923,

and had served as Ambassador to Chile and to Mexico
5
Oscar W. Underwood,

Senator and minority leader in the Committee on Foreign Relations; Dwight

W. Morrow, Ambassador to Mexico; Morgan J. O’Brien, a New York lawyer

wffio was an eminent Catholic layman and had served as Justice on the Supreme

Court of the State of New York; James Brown Scott, trustee and secretary of

the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, director of its Division of

International Law, one of the triumvirate who had drafted the thirty projects

of codes presented by the American Institute of International Law, of which he

was president; Ray Lyman Wilbur, President of Stanford University; Leo S.

Rowe, Director of the Pan American Union.

34. Instructions of Frank B. Kellogg, Secretary of State, to the Delegates of the

United States of America to the Sixth International Conference of American

States, Havana, Cuba, January 5, 1928. State Department Archives, 7io,Foo2/

191a.

The American Federation of Labor urged Mr. Hughes to attach to the United

States delegation in an advisory capacity a representative of organized labor to

speak from the standpoint of workers not only of the United States but of the

other countries wffiich were to participate in the Havana Conference. Mr. William

Green in a letter to Mr. Hughes of February 17, 1928, urged precisely the two

proposals to which the United States Government was most opposed:

^^The wmrking people of the United States are firmly convinced that cordial

and friendly relations can only be established and maintained between ail coun-

tries represented in the Pan American Union throug'h the development of a per-

fect understanding that the government of the United States will not at any

time interfere in the affiairs of any Latin-American nations, and wdll not, either

directly or indirectly, encroach upon their sovereign or territorial rights. Such

a guarantee should be absolute, without reservations, and should be made in

such a way as to remove all doubt in the minds of all people who reside within

all countries represented in the Pan American Union. , . .

‘‘The [hope] that the United States will again adopt the policy wffiich in the

main it adhered to during the first century of our national life, a policy based

upon the proposition that Americans and so-called American interests in foreign
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countries must abide and accept the consequences of the laws of those countries,

just as foreigriers and foreig'n interests within our borders must abide and accept
the consequences of American law” State Department Archives, 7 io.Foo2/a59.

These suggestions correspond closely to the propositions introduced at the Rio
meeting of the Commission of Jurists by Argentina, and by Mexico and the

Dominican Republic.

This crystallizing interest of organized labor in the United States, in the Latin
American policy of the United States, was to become a poTverful influence after

the advent of the New Deal in 1933.

35. ^‘It appeared,” wrote Dr. Scott, a member of the United States delegation, “from
the animated discussion on the 4th of February [1928], in which each dele-

gation expressed the views of its members, that they were individually and
collectively in favor of accepting the rights, but not so eager to impose upon
themselves the duties.” '^The Sixth International Conference of American States,

Held at Havana, January i6-February 20, 1928, a Survey,” International Con--

ciltation^ no. 241 (June, 1928), p. 25.

36. Charles P. Howfland, Survey of American Foreign Relations, ig2g, Yale Univer-

sity Press, 1929, p. 298.

37. Thirteen states made strong declarations in favor of nonintervention. It required

a two-thirds majority to introduce new subjects into the Conference.

38. In an address on ^^The Centenary of the Monroe Doctrine,” Annals of the Amer-

ican Academy of Political and Social Science, A Supplement to VoL XCI (Jan-

uary, 1924), P- 5 -

39. Refort of the Delegates of the United States of America to the Sixth International

Conference of American States held at Havana, Cuba, January i6 to February

20, ig28, Washington, 1928. This report does not include the lengthy steno-

graphic minutes of the debates of the sub-committee on the vital question of

intervention, which I have looked at.

40. A etas de las sessiones flenarias de la Sexta Conferencia Internactonal A^nericana,

inaugurada en la Habana, ei dia 16 de enero de 1928. Habana, 1933.

For Mr. Hughes’ public speeches at Havana, and other sources, see Sixth Inter-

national Conference of American States, Havana, ‘‘Hearings before the Com-

mittee on Foreign Affairs, H. R., 70th Cong., 1st sess. on H. J, Res. 220, a

resolution tendering the thanks of the American people ... to Charles E.

Hughes, March 27, 1928,” Washington, 1928.

41. To the Chamber of Commerce of Havana, January 21, 1928. Ibid., pp. 19-20,

42. Refort of the Delegates to the Sixth International Conference, p. 14.

43. Ibid.

44. The Gondra Convention signed in 1923 at the Fifth (Santiago) Pan American

Conference provided for the creation of ad hoc commissions of inquiry of five

members, all nationals of American states (two appointed by each disputant,

only one of whom could be a national, and an umpire chosen by the other

four), who were to inquire into the controversy and publish a non-compulsory

report thereon, within one year. During that year (established by majority vote)

each disputant was obligated not to undertake hostile acts or preparation for

hostilities
5
and a period of six months after the report of the commission al-

lowed time for renewed negotiations before the parties recovered entire freedom

of action.

This was really a Bryan “cooling-off” conciliation treaty on a multilateral

basis. Its weakness was that it might be possible for one party to a dispute to
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frustrate conciliation by refusing to cooperate In the organization of the con-

ciliation commission ad hoc.

The Washington (1929) inter-x4merican treaty of conciliation gave not only

to the ad hoc commission but also to the permanent commissions erected accord-

ing to the Gondra Conventionj powers of conciliation as well as inquiry and

report. The United States ratified the treaty February 28, 1929. Thus if a

disputant refused to cooperate in the organization of an ad hoc commission,

one of the permanent commissions could enter with an attempt at conciliation.

45. For complete text of the inter-American treaties of conciliation and arbitration

of January 5, 1929, and the reservations of the signatories, see Conferencias

mternaclonales AmericanaSj i8Sg-ig-^6y Dotacion Carnegie para la paz inter-

nacional, Washington, 193S, pp, 569-87, For ratifications to May, 1940, see

Perfecciona?menio d.e los Instrumentos de Paz^ Tomo III, Union Panamericana,

Washington, D. C., 1940, p. 127.

46. It is curious and significant how this vitally important feature, of a majority con-

sisting of Latin American arbitrators, of the arbitration treaty escaped the at-

tention of contemporary commentators in the United States. See for example:

the report of the Foreign Policy Association^ Information Service, Vol. V, No. 18

(November 13, 1929), on “The Pan-American Arbitration Treaty’’^ and the

meager mention by Charles P. Howland, of. cit. James Brown ScotPs comment

on this feature, in Am>. Jour. Int. La'w, XXIII (July, 1929), 152, was merely:

“This is as it should be,”

47. Resolution of February iS, 1928, of Sixth International American Conference.

CHAPTER XV

1. Foreign Affairs, VI (July, 1928), 573-86.

2. Ibid.

3. See below, p. 277,

4. Henry L. Stimson, The Far Eastern Crisis: Recollections and Conversations, New
York, 1936, p. 226. Griswold, of. cit., p. 436.

5. The Governing Board of the Pan American Union, acting upon the motion of

the Ambassador of Brazil, Dr. S. Gurgel do Amaral, by resolution of May 7,

1930, recommended to the twenty-one Republics the observance of April 14 as

“a commemorative symbol of the sovereignty of the American nations and the

voluntary union of all in one continental community.” The Presidents of each

one of the Republics carried out the suggestion by appropriate proclamations.

6. . . Friendship among Nations, as among individuals, calls for constructive

efforts to muster the forces of humanity in order that an atmosphere of close

understanding and cooperation may be cultivated. It involves mutual obligations

and responsibilities, for it is only by sympathetic respect for the rights of others

and a scrupulous fulfillment of the corresponding obligations by each member

of the community that a true fraternity can be maintained. ... In this spirit

the people of every Republic on our continent are coming to a deep under-

standing of the fact that the Monroe Doctrine . , . was and is directed at the

maintenance of independence by the peoples of the continent. It was aimed and

is aimed at the acquisition in any manner of the control of additional territory

in this hemisphere by any non-American power. , , , Your Americanism and

mine must be a structure built of confidence, cemented by a sympathy which

recognizes only equality and fraternity. ... It is of vital interest to every
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Nation of this Continent that the American Governments, individually, take,

without further delay, such action as may be possible to abolish all unnecessary

and artificial barriers and restrictions which now^ hamper the healthy fiow' of

trade between the peoples of the American Republics.” The Public Papers and

Addresses of Pranklin D, Roosevelt, vAitk a Special Introduction and Explana-

tory Notes by President Roosevelt, New York, 1938, II (1933), 130-31.

7. ^‘^Conceiving a Latin American policy constructed on this foundation, Secretary

Hughes, during the four years he remained in office, succeeded in establishing

beyond doubt that the Monroe Doctrine Moes not stand in the way of Pan

American cooperation,’ but rather that it affords ‘the necessary’ foundation for

that cooperation in the independence of the American States.” NabotEs Vineyard^

11, 925.

8. Arnold J. Toynbee, Survey of International Affairs, igs3j London, 1934, pp.

410-18.

9. Public Papers and Addresses^ IT (1933), op. cit., 1S5-88.

10. Diplomatic History of the United States, pp. 760-62, wdth acknowledgments to

Henry Holt and Company for these passages.

11. Proceedings of the International Conference of American States on Conciliation

and Arbitratio7i Held at Washington, Dece?nber 10, ig28Hanuary 5, rp-Pj

Washington, 1929.

12. Above, p. 224.

13. Alberto Ostria Gutierrez has traced the historical precedents of the doctrine of

nonrecognition of territorial conquests in his instructive book, La doctrina del

no-reconochniento de la conquista en America, Rio de Janeiro, 1938. He relates

(pp. 19-35) how Stimson proposed that the Commission of Neutrals invite the

nineteen neutrals to make the Declaration of August 3, 1932? after first having

sounded out the Argentine, Brazilian, Chilean, and Peruvian Governments. See

also the learned discussion of this doctrine by Quincy Wright, H. Lauterpacht,

Edwin M. Borchard, and Phoebe Morrison in relation particularly to Legal

Problems in the Far Eastern Conflict, Institute of Pacific Relations, New York,

1941.

14. Declaration of August 6, 193a, signed in Buenos Aires by Argentina, Brazil, Chile,

and Peru. La politica argentina en la guerra del Chaco, Ministerio de Rela-

clones y Culto, Buenos Aires, 1937, I, 39 ^-93 -

15. League of Nations, Official Journal, December, 1932, pp. 1945-52.

16. The Argentine Government, in November, 1932, released the correspondence,

which took place during the months of September, October, and November.

See La Prensa, Buenos Aires, November 16, 18, 19. 1932. An Argentine blue-

book later published the official texts, including translations of the exchanges

between Mr. White and the League of Nations, without precise dates, in La

politica argentina, op. ctt., I, 414-42.

17. La Prensa, Buenos Aires, December 23, 193^. According to the Geneva correspond-

ent of this well-informed newspaper, the Minister asserted orally to the Secre-

tariat of the League that the Washington Commission of Neutrals had no legal

power; this belonged to the League of which both Bolivia and Paraguay

were members; and suggested that the League had better take up the matter.

tif this statement were made, it ignored the legal basis of the Washington Con-

ference on Conciliation and Arbitration (not attended by Argentina), which

had created the Commission and which stemmed from the Havana Pan Amer-
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ican Conference of 19285 and it passed over the fact that both belligerents had

accepted negotiations with the Commission of Neutrals.

iS. The text of the project, with an extensive official commentary, was released to

the Argentine press by the Foreign Office on November 18, 1932. The Argen-

tine Embassy in Washington translated these documents and published them in

English in Washington, in September, for communication to the United States

Government. A copy of this publication is in the Yale Law Library*

19* Francis White, Secretary of the Commission of Neutrals, to Felipe Espil, Argen-

tine Ambassador at Washington, November 4, 1932. PoUtlca argentina^ of. cit.^

433 “37 -

20. The Havana Resolution of February 18, 1928, had declared all aggression illicit

and as such prohibited. The Kellogg-Briand Pact of August 27, 1928, had re-

nounced war as an instrument of national policy, so had the preambles of the

Washington treaties of conciliation and arbitration of January 5, 1929. The

‘ffitimson Doctrine” of January 7, 1932 (reaffirmed by the Resolution of the

League of Nations Assembly of March ii, 1932), and the Declaration of

August 3, 1932, had pledged refusal to recognize territorial acquisitions made

by force.

21. The Executive acceded to the League in 1919, wdthout a vote of Congress, which

later delayed appropriations. Owing to the failure of the First Assembly of the

League to adopt certain proposals made by the Argentine delegation, including

some for amending the Covenant, the delegation withdrew from the Assembly

in 1920. Manley O. Hudson presented an authoritative discussion of ‘‘The

Argentine Republic and the League of Nations,” in Am. Jour. International

Law, XXVIII (January, 1934), 125-33.

22. La Prensa, Buenos Aires, September 27, 19325 Ne^w York Thnes^ September 28,

1932.

Mexico, when accepting an invitation to membership in the League in 1931,

had made this reservation: “Mexico thinks that it is necessary to state when

accepting that she has never recognized the regional understanding mentioned

in Article XXI of the Covenant.”

23. The League suggested a peace conference at Rio de Janeiro between Colombia

and Peru. Under the presidency of Mr. Mello Franco, Brazilian Foreign Min-

ister, a protocol of settlement %vas signed May 24, 1934, by wdiich Colombia

retained the territory, and the two countries agreed to submit any further dis-

putes over the question to the Court of International Justice. They ratified the

protocol, belatedly, September 27, 1935.

24. Minutes of the Governing Board of the Pan American Union, January 4, 1933.

At this meeting Secretary Stimson, Chairman of the Board, was absent, having

been called into conference by the President of the United States. Assistant Sec-

retaiy of State Francis White represented the United States. The Minister of

Guatemala presided as Acting Chairman. For formal Chilean initiative see also

opening explanations of Chairman Miguel Cruchaga Tocornal of Committee I

at the Montevideo Conference, December 6, 1933. Se^jenth International Con^'

ference of American StateSy Minutes and Antecedents ’with General IndeXy Mon-
tevideo, 1933, C. I, p. 8.

25. Minutes of the Governing Board of the Pan American Union for May 31, 1933.

At this meeting of the Governing Board Secretary Hull wms absent attending

the World Economic Conference at London. The Minister of Guatemala presided
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as Acting Chairman. Undersecretary of State William Phillips represented the
United States.

26. The other plenipotentiaries of the United States delegation were J. Reuben Clark,

Jr., Republican author of the Clark fvfemorandum on the Monroe Doctrine, a

most significant appointment; Alexander W. Weddell, recently appointed Am-
bassador to the Argentine Republic; J. Butler Wright, Minister to Uruguay
since 1930; Spriiille Braden, a financier with extensive experience in Latin

America; and Miss Sophonisba Breckenridge, a professor of sociolog-c at the

University of Chicago.

27. 'When our delegates, acting under the instruction of President Roosevelt, figura-

tively took off their coats, invited the other delegates into their confidence, and
dispensed with all possible formality in approaching the work of the Confer-
ence, an immediate response was evoked.’^ Statement of Secretary Cordell Hull
upon his return to Washington, January 21, 1934.. Addresses and Stateinents by

the Honorable Cordell Hull in Connection <sjAth his Trip to South America,

^933-^934) Department of State Publication No. 694, Washington, 1935, p. S4.

28. Ernest Gruening, "Our New Latin American Policy,” Forum-y XCI (March, 1934),
140-44. Gruening was a journalist of much experience in Latin America (see

Mexico and its Heritage^ of. cit.)^ who felt that HulPs commitments at Monte-

video were only a first step in a new Latin American policy, still to be validated

by the Administration.

See also the article by the journalist and missionary, Samuel Guy Inman, "The
New Deal at Montevideo,” Nation^ CXXXVIII (January 24, 1934), 97-99.

29. Rep.ort of the Delegates of the United States of America to the Se-venth Inter-

national Conference of American States
^
Montevideo

^
Uruguay

^
December 3-2 <5,

1933. Washington, 1934, p. 8.

30. Mmutes and Antecedents of the Seventh Conference^ op. cit., C. I, p, 23.

31. Harold B. Hinton, Cordell Hull^ a Biography^ New York, 1942, pp. 247-4S.

I have verified this conversation independently.

32. Report of the Delegates of the United States to the Seventh Conference^ op. cit.y

p. 8.

33. This was the second sub-committee of the Second Committee of the Conference

on Problems of International Law. While all states members of the Conference

were represented on the Second Committee, which controlled its second sub-

committee, only the following states sat on the second sub-committee; Brazil,

Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Haiti, Peru, El Salvador.

34. Minutes and Antecedents of the Seventh Conference^ C. II, 104. Italics in the

quotation above are inserted.

35. "I am safe in the statement that each of the American nations wholeheartedly

supports this doctrine—that every nation alike earnestly favors the absolute in-

dependence, the unimpaired sovereignty, the perfect equality, and the political

equality of each nation large and small, as they similarly oppose aggression

in every sense of the word.” Cordell HulPs "Peace Address” to the Sixth Session

of the First Committee, December 15, 1933. Mmutes and Antecedents of the

Seventh Conference^ C. I, p. 24.

36. Report of the Delegates of America to the Seventh International Conference of

American States, Montevideo, Uruguay, Dece?nber 3-26, 1953, pp. 170-72. See

also Minutes and Antecede^tts of the Seventh Conference, C. I, 23-25, slightly

garbled.

37. Costa Rica did not send a delegation to the Conference,

38. The reservations when presented in Committee by Secretary Hull applied to the
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first ten articles which were voted on separately. In repeating the reservation

in plenary session, he attached it to the whole convention, thus including Article

XI containing the obligation not to recognize territorial acquisitions nor special

advantages which had been obtained by force or coercion.

39, For text see International Conferences of American States^ First Sufflement^ ^933~

1940^ pp. 84-87.

CHAPTER XVI

1. Before proclaiming this treaty the President W’-aited until Argentina and Chile

had ratified it, thus bringing it into effect between at least two of the original

signatories. On March ii, 1936, he proclaimed the adherence of the United

States had become effective (according to Article XV of the treaty) thirty days

after it came into force between Argentina and Chile, namely, on November

133 5935-

All the republics of the New World are now parties to this treaty. Bulgaria,

Czechoslovakia, Finland, Roumania, Spain, and Yugoslavia deposited ratifica-

tions of adherence between 1935 and 1938. Greece, Italy, Norway, and Portugal

adhered, and ratified by their domestic processes, but did not complete ratifica-

tion by the deposit of ratification of adherence in the Foreign Office of the

Argentine Republic as required by the treaty. Inter-A^nerican Peace Instruments^

of. cit.^ Ill, 13 1.

Ironically enough, Italy, first to violate the principles of the treaty as tvell

as of the Covenant of the League of Nations and the Kellogg-Briand Pact of

Paris, in 1935 by the attack on Ethiopia and subsequent conquest, was the first

to ratify adherence by domestic process.

Ironically enough, the Argentine Government was the first to violate in prin-

ciple the treaty of its own conception, the only inter-American peace treaty it

had ever ratified, by accrediting an ambassador in 1938, to the King of Italy

and Emperor of Ethiopia, thus recognizing Italian intervention and conquest,

in violation of Articles I, II, and III of the Anti-War Treaty of Non-

aggression and Conciliation.

2. therefore has seemed clear to me as President that the time has come to sup-

plement and to implement the declaration of President Wilson by the further

declaration that the definite policy of the United States from now on is one

opposed to armed intervention.

^Hhe maintenance of constitutional government in other Nations is not a

sacred obligation devolving upon the United States alone. The maintenance of

law and of the orderly processes of government in this hemisphere is the con-

cern of each individual Nation within its own bordei*s first of all. It is only if

and when the failure of orderly processes affects the other Nations of the

continent that it becomes their concern, and the point to stress is that in such

an event it becomes the joint concern of a whole continent in which we are

neighbors.’’ Address before the Woodrow Wilson Foundation, December 28,

1933-

“We have, I hope, made it clear to our neighbors that we seek with them

further avoidance of territorial expansion and of interference by one Nation

in the internal affairs of another.” Annual Message to Congress, January 3,

1934-

Public Pafers ani Addresses^ of. cit,^ II (1933), 545-46, III (1934), ii.
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Toynbee, Survey^ ^ 933 j
N his excellent summary of Cuban-American relations,

tabulates investments of United States nationals as follows:

Value {in millions of dollars)

Cuban Government bonds

Cuban Non-Government bonds

Sugar plantations and centrales

Fruit and agriculture

Petroleum distribution

Manufacturing enterprises

Railroads, including sugar lines

Public utilities

Miscellaneous

T'otal $1040

The United States Department of Commerce in 1924 estimated the total at

$1,360,000,000. For other estimates, see R. H. Fitzgibbon, Cuba and the United

StateSy jpoo-1935, Menasha, Wise., 1935, pp. 228-50.

4. Professor Portell Vila, of. cit.y takes the United States to task for not transform-

ing Cuba from a one-crop country during the intervention of 1899-1902. Such

a revolutionary transformation could not have been achieved in the island’s econ-

omy without much greater and longer intervention in Cuban affairs, which

that writer would be the first to castigate.

5. See above, Chapter VIII, p. 138, note 27.

6. Minutes and Antecedents of the S^e^centh Conference^ C. 11
,
105-6. See also Portell

Vila, HistoriUy of. cit. In a pamphlet published at Havana in 1934, Cuba y la

Conferencia de Montevideo

,

Professor Portell Vila related the achievements of

the Cuban delegation to Montevideo, appointed by Ramon Grau San Martin,

“President of the Cuban Republic in the Cuban Government for the Cuban

people, which disavowed the Platt Amendment and brought to triumph at

Montevideo the principle of Nonintervention.” If one read only this pamphlet

on the subject, and were sufiiciently credulous, one wmuld gain the impression

that the victory of Nonintervention at Montevideo and the abrogation of the

Platt Amendment were principally the work of the Cuban delegation.

7. Toynbee, Survey
^ 193 3

y

p. 373.

8. Letter of Secretary of State Henry L. Stimson to Representative Hamilton Fish

of Committee of Foreign Affairs of House of Representatives, Nevo York Thnes,

January 27, 1933, p. ii.

9. In an interview published in the Nevj York TimeSy October 29, 1933.

10. Toynbee, Surveyy 1955, of. cit.y p. 385-87.

11. Nevj York Times

^

September 7, 1933. Press Releases, Department of State Pub-

lication No. 500 (September 9, 1933).

Toynbee, Stirvey, 1933, of. cit., p. 383.

12. Minutes and Antecedents of the Seventh Conference, C. II, 113.

13. Sergeant Batista, leader of the successful army golfe de cuartel, promoted himself

to Colonel.

14. For proliferation of this feeling against the Tobar Doctrine, wTich had come to

be identified with the United States and which, the Mexican Minister of Foreign

Affairs, Genaro Estrada, opposed with a contrary doctrine in 1930, see the

compilation. La ofinion universal sobre la Doefrma Estrada exfuesfa for el

Gobierno de Mexico, hajo la fresidencia de Don Pascual Ortiz Rtibio, Publica-

$ 103

3

544
•

• 35

10

45

120

100

So
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clones del Institute Americano de Derecho y Legislacion Comparada, Mexico,

D. F., 1931.

15. Argentina had not ratified the Gondra Treaty of Conciliation of 1923*

Argentina, Bolivia, and El Salvador had not ratified the Kellogg-Briand Pact

of Paris of 1928.

Argentina, Costa Rica, and Venezuela had not ratified the General Convention

of Inter-xA.merican Conciliation, of Washington, of 1929.

Argentina, Bolivia, Costa Rica, Paraguay, and Uruguay had not ratified the

General Treaty of Inter-American Arbitration of Washington of 1929.

All the American republics had ratified the Saavedra Lamas Anti-War Treaty

of Nonaggression and Conciliation of 1933.

16. Letter of President Roosevelt to President Justo of Argentina, January 30, 1936,

proposing a special inter-American Conference at Buenos Aires, Public Pafers

and Addresses, VI (1936), 72-73.

17. Public Pafers and Addresses, of. cit., VI (1936), 74.

18. The delegation consisted of Cordell Hull, Secretary of State
5
Sumner Welles,

Undersecretary of State
j
Alexander W. Weddell, Ambassador of the United

States to Argentina
j
Adolf A. Berle, -who at the moment held the title of

Chamberlain of the City of New York, and was a close adviser of the Roosevelt

Administration, particularly in economic and financial matters
5
Alexander F.

Whitney, President of the Brotherhood of American Railway Trainmen; Charles

G. Fenwick, Professor of International Law at Bryn Mawr College; Michael

Francis Doyle, a Philadelphia lawyer and member of the Permanent Court of

International Arbitration; Mrs. Elise F. Musser, member of the Utah State

Legislature, a prominent social welfare worker and feminist, naturalized since

1 91 1. It is to be observed that in addition to the professional and technical

talent, the delegation, as has been customary for conferences of this kind, re-

fiected representatives of different political complexions and religious faiths.

It was the first time that a labor leader served in this capacity. The student

of the Conference should not overlook the Refort of the Delegation of the

United States of America to the Inter-American Conference for the Maintenance

of Peace, Btienos Aires, Argentina, December 1-2^, ^ 93 ^^ Department of State

Publication No. 1088, Washington, 19375 nor the similar reports of the other

delegations.

19. Carlos Saavedra Lamas published the Spanish text of the project in his La Con-

ferencia Inter-Americana de Consolidacion de la Paz, Buenos Aires, Imprenta

Nacional, 1938. An English translation of the project, with official commentary,

was published in Washington, D. C., in May, 1936, under the title. Draft of

a Contention for the Mainte^tance of Peace, a Contribution to the Labors of

the Porthcoming Inter-American Peace Conference, by His Excellency the Min-

ister of Foreign Affairs of the Argentine Refublic, Dr. Saavedra Lamas.

Presumably the Argentine Embassy published this. There is a copy in the Library

of the Yale School of Law.

20. See text in Department of State Press Releases, IKSf, No. 375 (December 12, 1936).

Philip C. Jessup published some interesting editorial comments on these drafts in

American Journal International Lavs, XXXI (January, 1937), 85-91.

21. This, in turn, was similar to the list in the Geneva Arms TrafEc Convention of

1925, finally ratified by the United States in June, 1935.

22. Italics inserted.

23. Professor Charles G. Fenwick, a plenipotentiary of the United States delegation,

summarized the diplomacy of ^‘The Inter-American Conference for the Main-
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tenance of Peace,” in Jm. Jour. International Lav:, XXXI, No. i (Tanuan-,
1937), 201-26.

24. The Brazilian proposal read:

Article I. The High Contracting PartieSj firmly determined to defend the
American Continent against the expansionist tendency of other peoples, declare
that the doctrine of lack of raw materials, over-population or any other pre-
text gives right to acquire foreign territory, shall not be applicable to the
Americas.

''Article II. The High Contracting Parties consider as an unfriendly act the

intromission \^sic in translation] of any noncontinental power in an American
country with which said power has no preexisting relation of political depend-
ence, provided that such intromission threatens the national security of' that

country or affects, directly or indirectly, its territorial integrity, or determines
the use in any form or preponderant foreign influence on its destiny.

"Article III. The High Contracting Parties agree to communicate with one
another at once for the common defense and protection of all, if the national

security, territorial integrity or political independence of any American country

should be threatened or endangered by any non-continental country.

"Article IV. The High Contracting Parties likewise consider as an unfriendly

act the intromission of any one of them, whether directly or indirectly, whatever
be the pretext, in the internal affairs of any one of the parties, even though
it be on the pretext that the provdsions of this Pact must be enforced. The High
Contracting Parties, in the case of any violation of the provisions of this Article,

agree to communicate at once with one another at the initiative of any one of

the Parties.

hiter-American Conference for the Maintenance of Peace
^
Proceedings^ Buenos

Aires, Imprenta del Congreso Nacional, 1937, pp. 215-16. The Argentine Gov-
ernment also published an official Spanish Diario of the Conference.

25. For opinion in the United States see George H. Blakeslee’s analysis of "A New
Basis Needed for the Monroe Doctrine,’^ North American Revie^c^ Vol. 19S

(December, 1913)5 779-89*

The Uruguayan statesman, Dr. Baltazar Brum (deceased 1933), had been

an eminent Latin American exponent of this idea since his presidency in 1920.

See his American Solidarity^ Montevideo, Imprenta Nacional, 1920. Dr. Brum
proposed to base a League of American Nations upon the Monroe Doctrine

Panamericanized or "continentalized.’’ The Uruguayan delegation brought forth

such a proposal at the next Pan American Conference, the Fifth International

Conference of American States, at Santiago de Chile in 1923. At that time the

United States, under the Republican Restoration in reaction against Woodrow
Wilson’s League of Nations, gave no encouragement either to an xVmerican

League of Nations or to any "continentalizing” of the Monroe Doctrine. Mr.

Henry P. Fletcher, chairman of the United States delegation, declared that the

Monroe Doctrine was "originally and essentially national,” See Perkins, Hands

Off, of. ciL, pp. 33^-3 3

•

26. Presumably this would include a signatory state that had not ratified the Conven-

tion, At least, so it wmrked out in the case of Argentina, at Panama in 1939,

and Havana in 1940.

27. Italics inserted.

28. It will be observed that the words or external used in Article VIII of the Treaty

on the Rights and Duties of States, had not been written into Article IV of

the Brazilian project.
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29. Percy Alva Martin, Lathi America and the War^ Baltimore, 1925, pp. 349-82.

30. John T. Humphrey, The Inter-American System^ a Canadian Vie-zUj Toronto, 1942,

pp. I 49 ‘
5 H I 53 -59 -

31. /i:>id.

32. Congressional Record, Senate, June 29, 1937.

33. The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace has printed the text of all' the

inter-American treaties, conventions, resolutions, etc., from 1889 to 1940 in-

clusive in The International Conferences of American States, x88g-ig28, New
York, 1931, and Ibid,, First Supplement, ig^^-ig^o. New York, 1940.

34. ^k4rticle X. In case of an international conflagration or the existence of any threat

of aggression which would endanger the security of the Republic of Panama
or the neutrality or security of the Panama Canal the Governments of the

United States of America and the Republic of Panama will take such measures

for prevention and defense as they may consider necessary for the protection

of their common interests. Any measures, in safeguarding such interests, which

it shall appear essential to one Government to take, and which may affect the

territory under the jurisdiction of the other Government, will be the subject of

consultation between the two Governments.’’ For the exchange of notes, and

other data bearing upon the treaty, see Senate Executive Report, No. 5, 76th

Cong., ist Sess.

35. El destino de un continente, Nice, France, 1923. An English translation, with an

editorial introduction by Professor J. Fred Rippy, was published in New York

in 1925.

36. Quoted by J. F. Rippy from Salvador G. Merlos, America Lathia ante el peligro

(San Jose, Costa Rica, 1914) in ^Titerary Yankeephobia in Hispanic America,”

Journal of International Relations, XII (i 921-19 22), 365-66.

37. Professor Dexter Perkins has given us a characteristically thoughtful analysis of

the Monroe Doctrine in recent years in his recent notable book Hands Off,

op. cit., and ^‘The Monroe Doctrine Today,” Yale Review, XXX (1941), 686-

yoz.

CHAPTER XVII

1. Hinton’s EIull, op, cit., p. 210.

2. Statement of the United States Delegation to the press. London, June 22, 1933.

Department of State Press Releases, No. 195 (June 24, 1933), 470.

3. would regard it as a catastrophe amounting to a world tragedy if the great

Conference of Nations, called to bring about a more real and permanent finan-

cial stability and a greater prosperity to the masses of all nations, should, in

advance of any serious effort to consider these broader problems, allow itself

to be diverted by the proposal of a purely artificial and temporary experiment

affecting the monetary exchange of a few nations only. Such action, such diver-

sion, shows a singular lack of proportion and a failure to remember the larger

purposes for which the Economic Conference originally was called together.

do not relish the thought that insistence on such action should be made

an excuse for the continuance of the basic economic errors that underlie so

much of the present world-wide depression.

world will not long be lulled by the specious fallacy of achieving a

temporary and probably an artificial stability in foreign exchange on the part

of a few large countries only.

‘‘^The sound internal economic system of a nation is a greater factor in its
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well-being than the price of its currency in changing terms of the currencies

of other nationsf=* The President’s communication of July 2, 1933. Department
of State Press Releases, No. 197 (July 8, 1933), 15.

4. League of Nations Journal of the Jvlonetary and Economic Conference, London,

^933? PP- 20-27, 241-42. For text of Secretary Hull’s statement at the close of

the session, see The Monetary and Economic Conference, a report of the Inter-

national Chamber of Commerce (Paris, xA.ugust, 1933), pp. 13-14J and Depart-

ment of State Press Releases, No. 200 (July 29, 1933), pp. 63-68.

5. William Monger, ^Hhe Pan American Union at the Sixth International Confer-

ence of American States,” American Journal of International La-c, XXII
(1928)3 768. See also Re'port of the Delegates of the United States, op. clt.,

p. 6.

6. ^Hhe Sixth Pan American Conference. Part 1 . Status of the Pan American Union,”

Foreign Policy Association, Information Semcice, IV, No. 4 (April 27, 1928), 59.

7. Items 10, II, and 12 of Chapter V were proposed by the Cuban Ambassador at

the session of the Governing Board of April 5, 1933, the last date at which

member governments could propose new topics for the program of the Seventh

International Conference of American States. After consideration by a sub-

committee on program, the three topics were included in the definitive program,

as approved by the Governing Board at its meeting of May 31, 1933. Minutes

of the Goaserning Board of the Pan American Union, for meetings of April 5

and May 31, 1933.

8. Department of State Press Releases, No. 215 (November ii, 1933), p. 268.

9. Addresses and Statements by the Honorable Cordell Hull, Secretary of State of the

United States of America, in Connection amth His Trip to South America (/p55-

1934) to Attend the Seventh International Conference of American States,

Montemdeo, Uruguay, Washington, 1935.

10. Seventh International Conference of American States, op. clt., C. IV, p. 20-

The act authorizing the President to revalue the gold dollar to less than

fifty cents was passed on January 30, 19345 and on January 31, 1934, the

President fixed the value at 59.06 cents.

11. Nicholas J. Spykman so characterizes it in Americans Strategy m World Politics;

The United States and the Balance of Povcer, Yale Institute of International

Studies, 1942, p. 267, For text of treaty see League of Nations Treaty Series,

VoL 143 (i 933-W 34 )> 69-156.

12. Virgil Salera has analyzed in great detail Exchange Control ami the Argentine

Market, Columbia University Press, 1941.

13. For text, see International Conferences of American States, First Supplement, 1955-

1940, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Washington, 1940, pp.

20-22.

14. For these debates, see Seventh International Conference of American States, Min-

utes and Antecedents, of. clt., Ninth Committee, pp. 87-106.

15. The President also had power under the tariff act of 1930 (continued from 1922)

to levy retaliatory tariff increases of 50% above the statutory tariff against

nations which discriminated against American commerce, and even to pronibit

imports from such countries if the discrimination continued. This retaliation of

increased rates was applied only to Germany.
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1

6

. TRADE AGREEMENTS CALENDAR

Trade Agreements in Process of Negotiation

{From Department of State Press Releases May ig42^ revised to January /, 1943)

Date of Latest Date for Opening Date
Issuance of Submitting Written of Public

Country Public Notice Statements Hearings

Chile- Oct. 2, 1939 Nov. II, 1939 Nov, 27, 1939
Iceland Nov. 17, 1941 Dec. 8, 1941 Dec, 15, 1941

Iran July 29, 193.2 Aug. 22, 1942 Sept. 9, 1942
Bolivia May 4, 194a May 18, 1942

Trade Agreements Signed

{In chronological order)

Country Signed Effective

Cuba Aug, 24, 1934 Sept. 3 ? 1934
Brazil Feb, “5 1935 Jan. L 1936
Belgium (and Luxemburg) Feb. 27, 1935 May L 1935
Haiti Mar. 28, 1935 June 3 ? 1935
Sweden May 193s Aug. 5 > 1935
Colombia Sept. 13, 1935 May 20, 1936
Canada (superseded by new agreement) Nov. 1935 Jan. I, 1936
Honduras Dec. 18, 1935 Mar. 1936
The Netherlands (including Netherlands Indies, Surinam

and Curacao) Dec. 20, T-9ZS Feb. -L 1936
Switzerland Jan. 9 . 1936 Feb. 1936
Nicaragua ^ Mar. ID 1936 Oct. L 1936
Guatemala April 24, 1936 June HA 1936
France (including its colonies, dependencies and protec-

torates other than Morocco) May 6, 1936 June 1936
Finland May 18, 1936 Nov. <2 1936

Costa Rica Nov. 28, 1936 Aug. 1937
El Salvador Feb. 19, 1937 May 3^5 1937
Czechoslovakia - Mar. 7 ,

I93S April 16, 193B

Ecuador Aug. 6. 1938 Oct. 23. 1938
United Kingdom, Newfoundland, the British non-self-

governing colonies and certain protectorates and pro-

tected states and mandated territories Nov. 1938 Jan. I, 1939
Canada (second agreement) Nov. 17, 1938 Jan. L 1939
Turkeiv’- April L ^939 May 5 , 1939
Venezuela Nov. 6, 1939 Dec. 16, 1939
Cuba (first supplementary agreement) Dec. 18, 1939 Dec. -3 ? 1939
Canada (supplementary fox-fur agreement) ^ Dec. 13. 1940 Dec. 20, 1940
Argentina Oct. 143 1941 Nov. 1941

Cuba (second supplementary agreement) Dec. 23, 1941 Jan. 5 > 1942

Peru May 1. 1942 July 29, 1942

Uruguay ; July 1942 Jan. L 1943
Mexico Dec. 23. 1942 Jan. 30, 1943

1 The duty concessions and certain other provisions of this agreement ceased to be in force as of March
10, 1938.

2 The operation of this agreement was suspended as of April 22, 1939.
3 This replaced a previous supplementary agreement relating to fox furs, signed on December 30, 1939.
4 Chile was dropped off the Trade Agreements Calendar of January 5, 1943.

17. Congressional Record^ Senate, August 22, 193 5) pp. 14044-45, for text of the

convention, and communications from the President and the Secretaiy of State*

18. Remarks of President Roosevelt at a luncheon given for him by President Justo,
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Buenos Aires, December 2, 1936. Department of State Press Releases, XV, No.
375 (December 5^ i93^)-

19. Thomas G. Hull, Diseases Transmitted from Animals to Men (Baltimore, 1930),
53-59. The disease is communicable to man to whom it is not usually fatal.

20. Taking- the year 1940 as the base.

21. All of these were balanced off successfully in the negotiation against the unique
preference which the United States allowed to Cuba.

For text of agreement and supplementary notes, see Department of State
Bulletin, V, No. 121A (October 18, 1941, Supplement).

22. Effect of Trade Agreement Reductions on Tariff Levels in the United States,

United States Tariff Commission, Washington, D. C., June, 1942. The com-
putations were based on trade statistics for 1939 but reflect all trade agreement
reductions through May 1, 1942.

23. These represent four full years between the Initiation of the New Reciprocity,
wdth its first agreement, with Cuba in 1934, and the outbreak of the European
War in 1939 which so deranged normal commerce,

24. This statement is based upon a detailed statistical analysis, too elaborate to repro-
duce here, made by Dr. John H. Adler for the Yale Institute of International

Studies, which may be seen upon application.

25. Nos. XLIV and XLVI of the Final Act.

26. No. II of the Final Act. International Conferences of American States, First Sup-’

plement, op, cit,, 172, 175, 232.

27. No. Ill of the Final Act.

28. No, XXV of the Final Act.

29. Reservation of the Delegation of the United States of America to Resolutions VII

and XIV. See beiowq note 34.

30. ^‘(i) The principle of non-discrimination in international commercial relations.

‘^(2) The principle of international economic cooperation and abolition of

extreme nationalism as expressed in excessive trade restrictions.

‘‘(3) The principle of non-discriminatory access by all nations to raw mate-

rial supplies.

‘^4) The principle of full protection of the interests of consuming countries

and populations as regards the operation of international commodity agree-

ments.

^45) The principle of establishment of such institutions and arrangements of

international finance as may lend aid to the essential enterprises and the con-

tinuous development of all countries and may permit payments through proc-

esses of trade consonant with the welfare of all countries.’’

‘‘Outline of Proposed Basis for Agreement between the United States and

Japan.” Department of State Bulletin, V, No. 129 (December 13, 1941), 461-70.

31. Italics inserted.

32. Department of State Bulletin, VI, No. 140 (February 28, 1942), p. 192.

33. Report to Congress on Lend-Lease Operations for the Year Ended March x i, 1942,

Transmitted by the President, March ir, 1942. W^ashington, 1942. See pp. 31-35,

34. See the reservation of the United States delegation to Resolutions VII (for Pan

American commercial preferences to be reserved in making commercial and cus-

toms agreements with non-American po-wers) and XIV (for special preferences

reserved for inland counties of [South] America, to be exempt from uncondi-

tional most-favored-nation agreements) at the Third Meeting of the Foreign

Ministers of the American Republics at Rio de Janeiro, as “inconsistent with

the traditional policy of liberal principles of inte..national trade maintained by

the United States of America and as enunciated and reafErmed at the recent
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International Conferences of American States and the First and Second Meetings

of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American Republicsf’ International

Conciliatio 7t, No. 378 (March, 1942), p. 143.

35. U. S. Tariff Commission. The Foreign Trade of Latin America^ Part II (Wash-

ington, 1940-1941).

CHAPTER XVIII

1. See Henry Grattan Doyle’s “Cultural Elements in Inter-American Understanding,”

Modern Language Journal^ XXII (May, 1938), 641-46, and other articles re-

ferred to therein.

2. William Spence Robertson has an excellent chapter on educational contacts in his

pioneer appraisal of Hispanic American Relations "uAth the United States. Car-

negie Endowment for International Peace, New York, 1923.

3. The Course of American Democratic Thought, New York, 1940, p. 37.

4. Rockefeller amassed $900,000,000 j
wdien he died he left $23,000,000. Carnegie

made $500,000,000, left $25,000,000. Both men spent their later years organiz-

ing their humane philanthropy as carefully as they had built up their money-

making businesses. They were precursors of others. At the very time when

United States imperialism was at its height these North American philanthropists

were laying their plans to devote their vast fortunes to a global philanthropy

to better human life and spirit everywhere. Two notable biographies summarize

the life and wmrks of these men: Burton J. Hendrick, Life of Andrew Carnegie,

2 vois.j Garden City, 1932, and xMlan Nevins, John D. Rockefellery the^ Heroic

Age of American Enterprise, 2 vols., New York, 1940.

5. Statement from the Rockefeller Foundation, June 5, 1942.

6. Professor J. Fred Rippy has presented a precis of their work in his instructive

article on “Latin-American Literary Yankeephobia,” op. cit.

7. Translated into English by Catherine A. Phillips and published in New York in

1925 under the title, The Destiny of a Continent, with an informing introduc-

tion by J. Fred Rippy.

8. Another similar work, among many, -written at about the same time, was Isidro

Fabela, Los Estados Unidos contra la libertad, Mexico, D. F., no date.

9. The Fourth International Conference of American States, at Buenos Aires in 1910,

resolved that Andrew Carnegie “deserves the gratitude of the American Repub-

lics” and ordered a medal to be struck in homage to him: on the obverse, “The

American Republics to Andrew Carnegie,” on the reverse, “Benefactor of Hu-

manity.”

10. Warren H. Kelchner, The Development of the Fan American Union. Pan Amer-

ican Union. History Series, No. 2. Washington, 1930.

11. For a list of these special technical Pan American conferences and congresses, with

synopses of their actions, and bibliography, see The International Co 7%ferences

of American States, First Supplement, ig23'-£g4o, op. cit., pp. 381-452.

12. See ibid., 453-94, for full list of continuing Pan American commissions and

other bodies, and synopses of their activities.

13. One was granted as early as 1917, one in 1930, two in 1931, one in 1932. Since

1937 they have been much more numerous.

14. The first of these was established in Latin America in 1930. By 1942 there were

82 such clubs in the various republics south of the Rio Grande.

15. From 1917-1926 it published a bilingual monthly periodical Inter-America; and

from 1 914- 1 924 the Bulletins of the inter-xYmerican section.
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1 6. See the Summary of Organization and Worky igii-rg^z. Further details are In

the annual Yearhooksy of, dt.

17. The Guggenheim Foundation began in 1936 to grant fellowships to Latin Amer-
ican scholars for higher studies in the United States.

18. “The United States w^as convinced that the maintenance of peace requires not only

the existence of machinery for the settlement of international disputes but also

the existence of a will to use that machinery. It was believed that the promo-

tion of cultural relationships was one of the most practical means of developing

in the American Republics a public opinion wFich would favor and support a

rule of peace throughout the Western Hemisphere.^’ Report of the Delegation

of the United States of America to the Inter-American Cofiference for the Main-

tenance of PeacBy Buenos Aires, Argentina, December 1-23, ^93 by Washington,

1936, p. 34.

19. Conferencia inter-Americana ie Qonsolidacton de la Paz, Diario de sesiones, op. cit.,

531-650.

20. In several countries cultural institutes had originated spontaneously from friendly

association of local citizens and resident nationals of the United States such as

the Instituto Cultural Argentino-Norteamerlcano (founded 1927), and the bisti-

tuto Cultural Peruano-Norteamericano (founded 1938). Since then similar

stitutos have been established with the cooperation of the Department of State

in Santiago de Chile, Cordoba, Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Porto Alegre, Fiori-

anopolis, Bogota, Tegucigalpa, Montevideo, and Caracas.

Chile has a law requiring all such cultural institutes to be organized under

the Chilean Institute for Intellectual Cooperation. Thus the Chilean Govern-

ment can exercise any desired superintendence over activities. The United States,

quite in contrast to Germany, has cooperated with this law, and has supported

the Chilean movement for an inter-American affiliation of such bilateral intel-

lectual cooperation, which resulted in a meeting at Santiago in 1939 of the

First American Congress of National Committees on Intellectual Cooperation.

21. “To revise the textbooks adopted for instruction in their respective countries, with

the object of eliminating from them whatever might tend to arouse in the im-

mature mind of youth aversion to any American country,” and to found an

“Institute for the Teaching of History” at Buenos Aires.

The teaching of history has always been a most sensitive point in education

in the United States, and its control subject to wide and sometimes grotesque

variations in the several states of the Union, "which retain exclusive control.

For many years after the Civil War of 1861-65 the southern and northern

States could not agree upon texts of United States history, and publishers some-

times got out different editions of the same book for the North and the booth

!

In more recent years anti-British elements attacked certain reputable textbooks

as unpatriotic and occasionally succeeded in some States in having them removed

from the schools. Still more recently, official local committees discarded texts as

being socially too radical. Bessie Louise Pierce has reviewed carefully this thorny

subject of Citizens^ Organizations and the Civic Training of Youth, in Report of

the Commission on the Social Studies, Part III, New \ork, 1933*

22. The convention provided that each party should provide lists or panels of students

and professors available for exchange, from which the receiving party would

make selection. This involved, on the part of the Uffited States Government, no

more than inviting universities and college authorities to send in the lists, and

provide the necessary funds.

23. The original United States proposal placed the expenses of visiting professors on

the receiving state. The Conference adopted a most sensible provision of the
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Chilean draft which made the sending state responsible for all expenses. For

obvious reasons it would have been most awkward for a visiting professor to

depend upon the receiving state for his expenses, so variegated are the financial

customs of the different republics.

24., Ben M. Cherrington, “The Role of Education in International Cultural Relations,’’

July 6, 1939. Department of State Publication No. 1369, Inter-American Series,

^ 7 -
^

25. The Lima Conference passed the following resolution (XCIX) on the Progress

of Intellectual Cooperation in the Americas, which cannot but be flattering to

the United States;

“Resolves:

(1) To note, with great satisfaction, the active interest shown by the Gov-

ernments in the creation of efiicient agencies for intellectual cooperation since

the Inter-American Conference for the Maintenance of Peace, as revealed by the

existence of National Committees in thirteen countries and of bureaus, divisions,

and special sertdces with similar functions in the Ministries for Foreign Affairs

of various republics.

(2) To stimulate the interest shown in directing their activities tow^ard the

greatest progress in cultural interchange in the Americas, the activities of the

Carnegie Institution, the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, the

Rockefeller Foundation, the Guggenheim Foundation, the Institute of Interna-

tional Education, the Pan American Bibliographic and Library Association, the

Inter-American Federation of Education, the Pan American Medical Association,

the Pan American Odontological Association, the Committee of Cooperation in

Latin America, and other private organizations, in various countries of the

Continent, whose complete enumeration would be too extensive.

(3) To express its pleasure for the establishment of the “Mary Moors Cabot”

prizes, to be awarded by Columbia University to those journalists of American

countries who most distinguish themselves in the service of inter-American cor-

diality.

(4) To suggest to the larger commercial organizations engaged in business

in various American countries the establishment of scholarships and the granting

of facilities to distinguished students, as is now being done by W. R. Grace &
Company and Pan American Airways.

(Approved December 24, 193S.) International Conferences of American

States, First Sufflement, of, cit,^ p. 301.

26. Charles Carroll Grifiin, of Vassar College, to Venezuela.

27. Miss Dorothy. M. Field, of Phillips, Maine, who was already studying in Chile

as a graduate student
5
and Messrs. Eugenio Salazar and Leopoldo Sequel, who

were already studying in the United States.

28. This enumeration is taken from a candid and detailed summary of The Program

of the Defartment of State in Cultural Relations^ as explained to the sub-

committee of the committee on appropriations of the House of Representatives,

77th Cong., 2d Sess. on Department of State appropriation bill for 1943. See

State Department Publication 1702, Inter-American Series 21. The most recent

official exposition is Charles A. Thomson’s description of “The Cultural Basis

of Inter-American Solidarity,” in Cultural Bases of Understanding, Papers read

at a Conference on Latin American Culture sponsored by the University of

Texas, Austin, Texas, 1942.

29. In 1926 the Rockefeller Foundation began a series of substantial grants to individ-

ual institutions in the United States and Latin America for work on projects

in social science and the humanities relating to Latin America.
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30. For articles on Latin American desig’n in North American use, see House and
Garden^ May, 1941, April, 19425 House Beautiful^ June, 1942; He<tv York
Times Magazine

^

May 3, 1942.

31. In 1942 there were fifty separate offices in nineteen federal agencies performing
functions directly connected w'ith Latin American affairs, including those ad-

ministering the Panama Canal Zone and Puerto Ricoj and in addition the United

States participated officially in forty international organizations in the field of
inter-American relations. These are tentatively listed in an unpublished memo-
randum prepared in the office of the National Archives, which was interested

in the ultimate deposit of their papers. The best survey of recent coordination

of inter-American cultural relations, focused on the year 1941, is by William

Rex Crawford, in Inter-A^nericait Affairs, 1941, an Annual Survey, No, i,

Arthur P. Whitaker, Editor, Columbia University Press, 1942. The same publi-

cation also contains a valuable section on Public Health, Social W-elfare and

Labor, by William L. Schurz.

32. At first this office went by the inept official designation of Coordinator of Xnter-

American Commercial and Cultural Relations,

33. For quotations from visitors from various Latin American states after returning

home, see Program in Cultural Relations, of. cit., pp. 4-5.

CHAPTER XIX

1. Amidst a considerable literature on the technical aspects and details of this subject,

see three successive summaries prepared for the Council on Foreign Relations:

James W. Angell, Financial Foreign Policy of the United States, New York,

19335 Benjamin H. Williams, Foreign Loan Policy of the United States since

1933, New York, 19395 Willy Feuerlein and Elizabeth Hannan, Dollars in

Latin America, New York, 1941. More spectacular is Max Winkler’s sympathetic

and witty work on Foreign Bonds, cm Autofsy, Philadelphia, 1933. John T.

Madden, Marcus Nadler, and Harry Sauvain prepared a dispassionate study of

Americans Exferience as a Creditor Nation, Ne%v York, 1937.

2. For the collapse of the United States position as a creditor nation see Diplomatic

History of the United States, 2d edition, 1942, pp. 750-53.

3. “The bankers, after having taken their profits, ceased to concern themselves and

went about their ordinary business.” Secretary of State Cordell Hull, speaking

to the Montevideo Conference, December 5, 1933, Seventh International Con-

ference of American States, Minutes and Antecedents, of. cit., C. IX, p. 162.

4. The author hopes it is not impertinent for him to say, in the interests of objec-

tivity, that he has never owned, and has never been aware of being related to

anyone who has ever owmed, a defaulted foreign dollar bond, and that simi-

larly he has never had any interest in direct investments in Latin America.

5. Dwight W. Morrow, “Who Buys Foreign Bonds?” Foreign Affairs, V (January,

1927), 219-32. See also Securities and Exchange Commission, Report of the

Study and In^vestigation of the Work, Activities, Personnel and Functions of

Protective and Reorganiszation Co^nmittees, Part V, Protective Comtnittees and

Agencies for Holders of Defaulted Foreign Governmental Bonds, Washington,

D. C., 1937, pp. 6-7. Hereinafter cited as SEC Report on Protective Committees.

6. See Report of the Committee on Banking and Currency on Stock Exchange Prac-

tices, 73d Congress, 2d Sess., Senate Report No. 1455, Washington, 1934, pp.

125-45.
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7. Madden, Nadler, and Sauvain, A?nerlcd^s Experiences as a Creditor Nation^ of. clt.^

P- 70 -

8. Feuerlein and Hannan, Dollars in Latin America, of. cit., p. 16.

9. Edwin M. Borchard, ‘international Loans and International Law,” Proceedings

American Society of International Lave, April 28-30, 1932.

10. S'EC Report on Protective Committees, V, 18.

11. To this end the Department of State issued a public statement, March 3, 1922,

requesting but not requiring bankers to consult with it before underwriting loans

to foreign governments. It is conveniently printed in Benjamin H. Williams,

Economic Eoreign Policy of the United States, New York, 1928, pp. 87-8.

12. The formula varied slightly from time to time. See the lengthy Statement of

Secretary of State Stimson, of January 7, 1932, printed in appendix to Max
Winkler, Foreign Bonds, an Autopsy, Philadelphia, 1933, pp. 163-72.

£3. So described by Senator Pat Harrison, member of the Committee, who declared

that at first “no one thought much would be gained from the investigation.”

Congressional Record, March 15, 1932, Senate, p. 6062.

14. For voluminous and most revealing testimony about the issue and sale of these

foreign dollar bonds, see the four volumes on Sales of Foreign Bonds or Se-

curities in the United States, consisting of hearings before the Committee on

Finance, United States Senate, 7 2d Congress, ist Session, pursuant to Senate

Resolution 19 introduced by Senator Johnson, December 10, 1930, held Decem-

ber 18, 19, 21, 1931, January 4-15, January 27, and February 10, 1932.

Washington, 1932.

Basing his remarks on these hearings, Senator Johnson delivered a formidable

indictment of the bankers responsible for the loans, giving names of the firms

and particulars of loans 5
and of the Government policy which put nothing in

their way, in a speech in the Senate, March 15, 1932. Congressional Record,

Senate, pp. 6052-6062.

15. Certain provinces (Buenos Aires, Cordova, Mendoza, Santa Fe) of Argentina, and

the city of Cordoba, temporarily defaulted, but succeeded in converting their

bonds and arrears of interest into new issues at lower rates of interest. The City

of Cordoba was still in default on sinking fund in 1939. The Argentine Gov-

ernment stood behind such provincial bonds as it had guaranteed, and, through

the Foreign Bondholders Protective Council, succeeded in arranging conversions

into new bonds at radically lower rates of interest. See Foreign Bondholders

Protective Council, Annual Report, igsg, New York, 1940. One should com-

pare the complete repudiation of certain of the states of the United States, in

the nineteenth century, described in Reginald C. McGrane^s study of Foreign

Bondholders and American State Debts, New York, 1935. These were never

guaranteed, however, by the Government of the United States.

16. “The Department [of State] has consistently taken the position that settlement of

the questions arising out of default in debt service by foreign governmental en-

tities may best be obtained through direct negotiations of the bondholders or

their representatives with the entities concerned. The Department uses its in-

formal good offices on all appropriate occasions to facilitate such negotiations

between the directly interested parties.” SEC Report on Protective Committees,

V, 28, citing Proceedings before the Securities and Exchange Commission in the

Matter of Foreign Bondholders Protective Council, at aL, Washington, 1935,

p. 76.

17. The SEC Report on Protective Com?nittees, p. 36, estimated them at forty in

number.
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1 8. So described in a statement o£ an ofHcial o£ the Department of State, in March,

193 3) quoted by ibid., pp. 68-9.

19. Department of State Press Releases, No. 212 (Saturday, October 21, 1933), pp.
227-30.

20. Memorandum of ‘‘An Officer of the State Department,’’ March, 1933, printed in

SEC Re-port on Protective Committees, V, 69.

21. Benjamin H. Williams, Foreign Loan Policy, op. cit., p. ii, notes that this took

place “some time after the Senate Finance Committee Hearings of 1933,’^ but

states that “no definite date can be ascribed to this change in policv since no

public announcement appears to have been made concerning it.”

22. For the text of the Mexican proposal and discussion in the Committee on Initia-

tives, see Seventh International Co-nference of American States, op, cit., C. IX,

i55“S5«

23. Resigned March 3, 1933.

24. SEC Report on Protective Committees, V, op, cit., pp. 88, 735.
The Secretary of State and. the chairman of the Securities and Exchange

Commission announced on July 22, 1937, that they had designated a Board of

Visitors to visit the Commission from time to time to examine its income and

disbursements. This announcement was not included in the Press Releases of the

Department at that time, but a summary of the visitations is printed in the

Bulletin, V, No. 131 (December 27, 1941), 600-02.

25. Since the Council, though sponsored by the Government, was a private nonshare-

holding corporation, with a co-opting directorate, organized under the laws of

the State of Maryland, it %vouid be very difficult for the Federal Government

to discontinue it.

26. The Council has recorded its accomplishments in a series of Annual Reports, be-

ginning 1934, which are a valuable source for the history of the subject.

CHAPTER XX

1. Ecuador began to le\^ ex post facto income and other taxes on United States

mining companies and British petroleum companies, in confiict with concessions

that exempted them from all but stipulated taxes. The de facto government of

General Enriquez, since repudiated by his disgusted countrymen, in 1938 exiled

from the republic native lawyers who attempted to defend the case of the for-

eign companies “unpatriotically” even before the courts of Ecuador.

2. Particularly heinous was the action of a Bolivian de facto government which con-

fiscated the property of the Standard Oil Company of Bolivia, a Bolivian cor-

poration owned by the Standard Oil Company of New' Jersey, which had in-

vested a total of $17,000,000 in developing a concession for wffiich it had con-

tracted in good faith with a preceding constitutional Bolivian Government in

1922. During the course of its operations, in 1925-1926, it supplied a total of

704 tons of oil through two-inch pipe for drilling operations of an affiliated

company working just across the Bermejo River in Argentina. Before transfer-

ring the oil, the company made appropriate declarations to the Bolivian customs

authorities, and received from them declarations of origin, after which it paid

customs duties to the Argentine Government. In 1935 the Bolivian de facto

government raked up this transaction and charged the company with “clandestine

exportation” of oil through a secret pipeline in violation of Bolivian law. On

this pretext the government of the time confiscated all the company’s property

with one fell swoop, March 13, 1937. The dictator’s government then revised
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a statute of limitations so as to make the company appeal to the courts im-

mediately. A packed Supreme Court sustained the validity of the seizure. The

de facto g-overnment did all possible to stir up public opinion to intimidate any

Bolivian lawyers from defending the companies even in the packed courts of

the country. There could be no clearer case of a denial of justice, both sub-

stantive and procedural. So far as has been revealed, the United States made no

demand for the arbitration of this grievance. The Standard Oil Company of

New Jersey made an agreement with the Bolivian Government on January 27,

1942, by which it sold out all its rights and interests, and those of its subsidiary,

the Standard Oil Company of Bolivia, for $1,500,000 in full settlement. Since

the text of this agreement was published in the Bulletin of the Department of

State, VI, No. 139 (February 21, 1942), one assumes that the Department had

a hand in it.

Meanwhile the Bolivian Government had contracted to sell the oil in question

to an Argentine state distributor.

For a summary see Feuerlein and Hannan, op. cit.y pp. 75-76. The Standard

Oil Company of Bolivia has published its side of these happenings in Confisca-^

tion^ a History of the Oil Industry in Bolivia^ New York, 1939.

3. Department of State Bulletin^ V, No. 126 (November 22, 1941).

4. For a more extensive summary of recent relations between the United States and

Mexico, arising out of agrarian and petroleum expropriations, see my Diplomatic

History of the United StateSy 2d Ed., New York, 1942, from which the above

sentence is taken
j
and more particularly a recent article by Arthur W. Mac-

Mahon and W. R. Dittmar, “The Mexican Oil Industry Since Expropriation,’’

Political Science Quarterly

y

LVII, Nos, i and 2 (March, June, 1942), 28-51,

161-89.

5. MacMahon and Dittmar, “Mexican Oil Industry Since Expropriation,” op. cit.y

pp. 42-43-

6. The idea of a Pan-American Railway from the United States to Chile and Ar-

gentina had elicited the interest of inter-American conferences since 1889, but

in recent decades gave way to the concept of a Pan American motor highway.

Following a resolution of the Buenos Aires Conference for the Maintenance of

Peace, in December, 1936, and sequent recommendations of the Governing

Board of the Pan American Union, the United States, Mexico, and Nicaragua

appointed a committee of three to make reports on estimated costs and plans

for financing. After further consideration by the Third Pan American Highway
Congress, the Committee presented a report, February 29, 1940, recommending

the creation of a Pan American Highway Finance Authority. Meanwhile links

of the road appeared in Mexico and the Central American states. After Pearl

Harbor the Congress of the United States appropriated $20,000,000 to assist

the Central American republics to accelerate completion of their links, so valu-

able for overland communications to Panama. See below, p. 352, and end maps.

7. There is question whether they exceeded the scope of their authority in making

their recommendation. It is for the two governments to agree on the manner

of payment.

8. New York Herald Tribuney July 2, 1942- As this is written (Jan. i, 1943), it is

uncertain how this will afiect the obligation of the Mexican Government to

pay that $23,995,991 appraised by the joint decision of April 17, 1942.

9. Above, p. 1S6.

10.

The last report of the Board of Visitors was on May 6, 1941. The operating ex-

penses (mostly salaries and office expenses) of the Council had then dropped to

$54,292.65 for 1940, as compared with $90,449.18 in 1937. The work of the
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Council declined. It had a deficit of $21,300.85 for 1940, as compared with

a surplus of $37,931.47 the previous year. “The Council is presently dependent

for the greater part of its financial support,” said the Report of the Visitors,

“upon the voluntary contributions w'hich it requests from individual bondholders

and from foreign governments after the consummation of particular debt set-

tlements of a permanent character.” Apparently contributions from houses of

issue not owning bonds had ceased. Department of State Bulletin^ V, No. 13

1

(December 27, 1941), 600-02-

11. Address by Assistant Secretary of State Eerie, Jr,, on “The Economic Interests of

the United States in Inter-American Relations,” delivered at the Fourth Con-

ference on Canadian American Affairs, Queens University, Kingston, Ontario,

Canada, June 24, 1941. Department of State BuUetm, IV, No, 105 (June 28,

1941), 756-61. In this highly illuminating statement the Assistant Secretary

exposed further particulars of policy.

12. Act of December 26, 1941.

13. See Press Releases of Treasury Department, No. 10-7S, July 16, 19375 No. 23-5,

December 27, 19403 No. 28-56 of November 19, 1941.

CHAPTER XXI

1. “Unbelievable as it might seem, an American Foreign Minister had made himself

master of the esteem and respect of Latin America beyond any other person-

.ality there.” A. il. Berk, Jr., himself a delegate plenipotentiary, “After Lima,”

Yale Review

y

Spring, 1939, pp. 449-7

2. That is, the opening address following the conventional address of welcome by

the President of the Conference, the Peruvian Minister of Foreign 2\ffairs5 Dr.

Carlos Concha.

3. “Our cultural tradition holds an even stronger place in our spirit than the memory

of the men [from Europe] w-ho discovered and populated these lands. From

Spain came our blood, our religion. From France and Great Britain, as in the

case of the United States, came the doctrines of our domestic institutions. If

we owe to our mother country the foundations of our literature, French culture

contributed to the formation of our intellectual life, as did Italy and Germany

to various important features of our evolution. European influence predominates

in our higher education, as in general it does also in the structure and methods

of our schools,

“All this counts for a great deal in the foreign policy of /Argentina, as it

does, I am sure, in that of all the Latin peoples of this Continent, just as British

interests cannot but be dear to our brothers in the North. . . Octava Con-

jerencia Internacional Americana-y Lhnay Peruy Uiciembfe de Didrio Be

Sesionesy Lima, 1939, pp. 882-84.

The missionary-journalist, Dr. Samuel Guy Inman, has printed an interview

wdth Dr. Cantilo, following Mr. HulPs speech (quoted in our text) the next

day, w'hich afforded an exegesis of Dr. Cantilo’s speech by its author. “We

differ in this,” said the Argentine Minister: “Mr. Hull seems to get his key

from what is outside this continent. He expressed his fear of what Europe or

Asia with their new ideologies might do to America, so he wants to arm. I

say our business is to go forward in building our American life in the Amer-

ican spirit. When a nation from the outside really threatens us, then is the time

when we are to take decisive and united action to defend ourselves.”
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^‘Doesn^t it seem to you, Dr. Cantilo,” asked Dr. Inman, ^Hhat Chancellor

Hitler might be starting off on a second Napoleonic era?’’

replied the Minister, do not at present see that. . , Annals^ of,

Clt.^ p. 10.

4. The United States delegation was carefully chosen to include major political,

social, and even religious constituencies in the United States, thus demonstrating

that the Good Neighbor Policy was more than a policy of the existing Admin-

istration. The plenipotentiary members of the delegation were: Cordell Hull,

Secretary of States Alfred M. Landon, ex-Governor of Kansas and candidate

of the Republican Party in the presidential election of 1936, thus titular head

of the Republican Party
5
Adolf A. Berle, Jr., Assistant Secretary of State;

Laurence Steinhardt, Ambassador to Peru; Henry Norweb, Minister to the Do-

minican Republic, and designated to succeed Ambassador Steinhardt in Peru;

Doctor Emilio del Toro Cuevas, President of the Supreme Court of Puerto

Rico; Green H. Hackworth, Legal Adviser of the Department of State; the

Rev. John F. O’Hara, President of Notre Dame University; Prof. Charles G.

Fenwick, Professor of International Law at Bryn Mawr College; Dan W.
Tracy, President of the International Federation of Electrical Workers; Mrs.

Elise F. Musser, ex-Senator of the State of Utah, a leading feminist; Miss

Kathryn Lewis, daughter of Mr. John L. Lewis, President of the Committee

of Industrial Organization.

5. The official minutes of the Conference note grand.es aflausos^^ after Dr. Cantilo’s

speech; after Secretary Hull’s ^^frolongados aflausos?^

6. The address was prepared before Dr. Cantilo’s, and was published December 10,

1938, in the Fress Releases of the Department of State, XIX, No. 480. All of

Secretary Hull’s utterances at the Lima Conference, and en route to and from

it, are printed in Addresses and Statements by the Honorable Cordell Hull, Sec-

retary of State of the United States of America^ in Connection <with the Eighth

International Conference of American States Held at Lima^ Peru, December 9-27,

1955, Washington, 1940.

7. There were 112 such expressions voted at this, the Eighth International Confer-

ence of American States.

8. The original Argentine draft presented to the Second Commission of the Con-

ference eschewed any reference to the danger of ^international wars outside of

America,” threatening the peace of the American nations, which was so charac-

teristic of the other drafts, and it alluded to the desirability of consultation on

other subjects like economic and cultural matters. See Octava Conferencia Inter-

americandj of. cit.y p. 109. The United States draft, prepared by its delegation

on the way to the Conference, made specific reference both to threats of force

by non-American powers, and to ^^activities of whatever kind directed by a non-

American government with intention to subvert the domestic institutions of an

American Republic or to establish therein a non-American system of govern-

ment,” and it proclaimed a common recognition that each of the American re-

publics was ‘^equally concerned,” and that each had an “equal responsibility” in

resisting such acts and activities. The Brazilian delegation was willing to go

even further than the United States in recognizing the need of concerted action:

it also proposed that the declaration be extended to include an attack by one

American state upon another; in such case consultation was to be initiated by

the state whose peace was threatened. See Charles G. Fenwick (one of the

United States delegates), “The Monroe Doctrine and the Declaration of Lima,”

American Journal of International XXXIII (1939), 257-68; and Charles
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A. Thomson, ‘^Tesults of the Lima Conference,’’ Foreign Pclicv Retorts XV
(March 15, 1939).

-

The principal concession made by the United States to insure unanimity, par-
ticularly to include Argentina, was excision of specific reference to threats ’from
^^non-American states,” accepting the phrase (which implies peculiar family re-
lationships among the American republics) «all foreign intervention or activity
that may threaten them [i.e., the American states],”

9.

Section II. Article 12. Where the sojourn, supplying and provisioning of belliger-
ent ships in the ports and jurisdictional waters of neutrals are concerned, the
provisions relative to ships of war shall apply equally:

^4 . To ordinary auxiliary ships;

To merchant ships transformed into warships, in accordance with Conven-
tion VII of the Hague of 1907. . . .

To armed merchantmen.”

10. Section IL ''Article 10. Belligerent ships may supply themselves with fuel and
stores in neutral ports, under the conditions especially established by the local

authority and in case there are no special provisions to that effect, they may
supply themselves in the manner prescribed for provisioning them in time of
peace.

"Article ii. Warships which obtain fuel in a neutral port cannot renew their

supply in the same State until a period of three months has elapsed.”

11. The following countries had ratified the Havana Convention on Maritime Neutral-

ity: the United States, Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Haiti, Nicaragua, Panama,
,the Dominican Republic. Colombia had not yet deposited its ratification as re-

quired. The United States attached a reservation to Section II, Article 12, as-

similating armed merchant ships to the status of warships, so it was not bound

by that.

12. For a more detailed analysis of the Third Collapse of American Neutrality, see

Diplomatic History of the United States^ 2d edition, 1942, pp. 847-63.

13. Brazil (September 2, 1939), Venezuela (September 12, 1939), Chile (October 3,

1939), Mexico (October 5, 1939), Dominican Republic (October 18, 1939),

Panama (November 6, 1939), Honduras (November 13, 1939), Ecuador (March

27, 1940), Cuba (June 17, 1940), Guatemala (June 17, 1940), Uruguay (June

19, 1940), El Salvador (June 25, 1940), Argentina (May 13, 1941), Peru

(June 27, 1941), Colombia (October 7, 1941). Of the maritime states this left

only Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and Haiti, who had not issued such decrees by July

16, I94Z. They went to war with the members of the Tripartite Pact in De-

cember, 1941.

14. See the publication of the Pan American Union, Decrees and Regulations on Neu-

trality, Transmitted to the Pan American Union by the Member Go'vernments

Pursuant to Resolution I of the Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs

of the American Republics Held at Panam-a from September 23 to October 3,

i 9S 9 y
Pan American Union, Washington, D. C., with successive supplements.

15. It further declared that they [the signatories] did not consider contrary to neutral-

ity the granting of credits by a neutral state to belligerents for the acquisition

of "raw materials, plant or animal,” "whenever permitted by the domestic legis-

lation of the neutral countries.” The purpose of this apparently was to sanction

the principle of neutral credits, even neutral state credits, to belligerent govern-

ments for the purchase of foodstuffs and clothing intended for civilian popula-

tion—a principle cherished by the Argentine Government and possibly by the

executive branch of the Government of the United States, certainly under the

preceding Hoover Administration.
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1 6. A project, of Colombian and Dominican origin, for such an organization, is due

to come up in the Ninth International Conference of American States originally

scheduled to meet at Bogota in 1943.

17, The complete text of the Final Act of Panama is published in the Department

of State I, No. 15 (October 7, 1939). The italics are introduced in

quotation in our text.

CHAPTER XXII

1. For the resolution and notes, and statement of Secretary Hull of July 5, 1940,

see Jones and Myers, Documents on American Foreign Relations^ of. cit.y II

(1939-1940), 86-96.

2. Department of State Bulletin^ IV, No. 89 (March 8, 1941), and VI, No. 134

(January 17, 1942).

3. Third Report of the President to Congress on Operations under the Lend-Lease

Act of March ii, 1941. 77th Cong., i Sess., Sen. Doc. 149.

4. On September 11, 1942, lend-lease agreements had not been concluded with Ar-

gentina and Chile in Latin America. Seventh Refort to Congress on Lend-Lease

Oferations by the President, December ii, 1942.

5. Circular Instruction by the Secretary of State to Diplomatic Missions in the Amer-

ican Republics, September 6, 1940. Documents on American Foreign Relations^

of. cit.j III ( 1 940-194 1), 214-15.

6. Agreement [with the Danish Minister at Washington] Relating to the Defense of

Greenland, Washington, April 9, 1941. Documents on American Foreign Rela-

tions
^

III (1940, 1941), 232-35. The German-controlled Danish Government

repudiated the Minister and his unauthorized agreement, but the United States

continued to recognize him.

In July, 1941, the United States landed troops in Iceland, jointly with British

forces, in order ^^to ensure the safety of the Western Hemisphere.’’ As Iceland

has not been positively considered by the United States to be a part of the West-

ern Hemisphere, the Act of Havana was not specifically invoked, but in the

exchange of letters between President Roosevelt and the Prime Minister of Ice-

land agreeing to the occupation, under recognition of Iceland’s complete inde-

pendence and promise of withdrawal after the war, the President declared (to

the Prime Minister of Iceland) that he was communicating the statement to all

the other ‘‘^Nations of the Western Hemisphere” for their information. Depart-

ment of State Bulletin.^ V, No. 107 (July 12, 1941), p. 18.

7. For attitude of the Latin American governments, see Department of State Bulletin^

V, Nos. 129, 130, 13 1 (December 13, 20, 27, 1941),

8. Peru made a reservation holding this to be outside the agenda of the Meeting,

which concerned only “dangers from without the continent.”

9. Peru entered a reservation that she understood measures for the requisition of un-

mobiiized merchant ships ‘^^or those of a non-American enemy state” meant only

those of a non-American enemy state.

10. Guatemala reserved all its rights vis-a-vis Belize (British Honduras)

-

11. The United States entered a reservation to this as in conflict with the New Reci-

procity. See above, Chapter XVII, p. 312, note 34.

12. An Inter-American Conference on Systems of Economic and Financial Control,

held at Washington, in the Pan American Union, June 30-July 10, 1942, and

attended by delegates from all twenty-one republics, agreed upon detailed spe-

cific measures for severance of commercial and financial relations, which it
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recommendeii to tlie governments of the American republics, A multigraphed
copy of the Final Act is available at the Pan American Union.

13. For text of the Final Act of the Meeting, see “Third Meeting of Ministers of
Foreign Affairs Ox the American Republics, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, January'

15-28, 1942, with introduction by the Honorable Sumner Welles, International
Conciliation^ No. 378, March, 1942. Secretary of State Hull, engrossed with
other vital business, did not represent the United States at either the First or
Third Meeting of Foreign Ministers. He appointed a deputy, as provided by
the Declaration of Lima, the Undersecretary of State, Mr. Sumner Welles. Fir.

Hull represented the United States at the Havana meeting.

14. In an historical interpretation of this scope one cannot go in detail into the multi-

farious expressions of inter-American collaboration that followed, and indeed

preceded, the Rio de Janeiro Meeting of Foreign Ministers. Two useful sum-
maries have appeared: John C. DeWilde, “War Time Economic Cooperation

in the Americas,” Foreign Policy Reforts, XVH, No. 23 (February 15, 1942),
Foreign Policy Association, Inc., New York

5
and David H. Popper, “Hemispheric

Solidarity in the War Crisis,” Ibid., XVIII, No. 5 (May 15, 1942).

15. A. P. Whitaker, Inter-American Affairs, 1941, of. cit., p. 50.

16. “As a result of the reports on Allied ship movements sent by these agents,

Brazilian, Cuban, Mexican, Colombian, Dominican, Uruguayan, Argentine,

Chilean, Panamanian, and United States ships have been sunk without warning

while plying between the American republics, and as a result many nationals

of these countries have lost their lives within the waters of the Western Hemi-
' sphere. But I cannot believe that these 2 republics will continue long to permit

their brothers and neighbors of the Americas, engaged as they are in a life-and-

death struggle to preserve the liberties and the integrity of the New World, to be

stabbed in the back by Axis emissaries operating in the territoiy^ and under the

free institutions of these 2 republics of the Western Hemisphere.” Public Address

of Acting Secretary of State Sumner Welles in Boston, October 8, 1942. De-

partment of State Bulletin, VII, No. 172 (October lo, 1942).

17. New York Herald Tribune, October 13, 1942*

18. Ibid., November 2, 1942.

19. The best and only scholarly account of the place of these islands in the diplo-

matic history of the United States is by E. Taylor Parks and J. Fred Rippy,

“The Galapagos Islands, a Neglected Phase of American Strategy Diplomacy,”

Pacific Historical Reme^uo, IX (March, 1940), 37-45. The subject cannot at

present be pursued in official archives beyond the year 1906.
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ington Inter-Amer. (1929), 205-07; San-

tiago de Chile, 243; Bryan; Gondra, 263
Conference of Latin Amer. states (Lima,

1864), 113
conferences, 234; small accomplishments at

first, 262; number of, 320. See also names
of conferences, and numbers.

“Conflict, Irrepressible,” 93
conquest, Spanish, ii, 14; ban proposed by

Perez Triana, 195
consulates, U. S., 25-26, 32, 34, 56

consultation, provision for, 288-89
Consultative Committee, Permanent Inter-

Amer., proposed, 286-87

Continental Republic. See Manifest Destiny,

continental solidarity, 208

“Continental System,” Napoleon’s, 32
contraband of war, 365
control, financial, of Amer. republics, 198
controversies, provisions for settlement, 199;

treaty for prevention, zgzn
conventions (agreements). See treaties; also

names of treaties and subjects.

Coolidge, Pres. Calvin, 210, 21 1, 213, 217,
219-21, 258, 280, 288; at Havana Conf.

(1928), 250; cited, 41572, 41972

“cooling off” period, and treaties, 196-97, 199,
206-07, 243, 28772

cooperation, 355-66, 367-83
cooperation, inter-Amer., 160; and Solidarity,

Declaration of, 289-91; Economic and Fi-

nancial, Organization of, proposed, 353
Coordinator of Inter-Amer. Affairs, 329-30
Corollary, Roosevelt. See Monroe Doctrine.

Corporation of Foreign Bondholders, 338
Costa Rica, 188-89, 205, 206, 20972, 238, 254,

26372, 282; suit against Nicaragua, 189;
withdrawal from treaty of peace and amity,

208; party to arbitration treaty, 235
Court of Arbitration, Inter-Amer., 253-55
Court of International Justice, 242, 245, 245,

248
Court of International Justice, Central Amer.,

160

Court of Justice, Pan Amer., proposed, 244-45
courts, national, sovereignty of, 230-31
Cox, Isaac J., cited, 41372, 41972

craze for Latin Amer. modes and goods, 329
Crenshaw, Ollinger, cited, 40272

Crittenden Compromise, 93
Cromwell, William Nelson, 149
Cuba, 27, 28, 30, 48, 6ij 62, 73, 93, 94-97,

127, 164, 203, 265, 283, 290, 300, 308, 343,

344, 361, 387; annexation question, 62, 94;
tribute to Lincoln, 94; proposed tripartite

agreement, United States, Great Britain, and

France, 95-96; question of, and war with

Spain, 128-41; Teller Amendment, 136,

138; annexation favored by imperialists,

137-38; Platt Amendment, 138-41, 278-82,

344; suggested modifications of Amendment,

259; investments of U. S., 278; abjuration

of “protection” by U. S., 278-82 ; misgovern-

ment under Machado, 279-80; abrogation of

Platt Amendment, 279; fleeting regimes,

280-81; treaty with U. S., 281; favored in

U. S. tariff laws, 30372, 304
Cultural Relations, Convention for the Promo-

tion of Inter-Amer. (Buenos Aires, 1936),

321, 323, 326-27
Cultural Relations Division, State Dept., 326-

30
culture and humanity, exchange of, 313-30
Culture Day, proposed, 327
Curasao and Aruba, 37272

currency stabilization, 300
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customs. See tariff.

danger from non-Amer. countries, 368-69
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U. S.). See West Indies, Danish; also Vir-

gin Islands of U. S.

Darwinism, 124
Davis, George T., cited, 406??, 4097^

Davis, Tom B., Jr., cited, 403-0472^

Day, William R., 133
Deane, Silas, 26

debt-collection case, Venezuelan, 151-33

debts, foreign, collection of, 215
debts, inter-Amer., convention for arbitration,

^ 57
^

debts, international, collection of, 151-59

debts, public, of Latin Amer. governments, 331-

42
Declaration (1932), 224
declarations- See names of subjects, and places.

Defense and Assistance, Declaration for, 369-70

Defense Board, Inter-Amer., 374
Defense Commissions, U. S.-Mexico, and U. S.-

Canada, 370
Defense, Political, Emergency Advisory Com-

mittee for, 374-75, 380
democracy, 390-91

Denis, Pierre, cited, 3957^

Dennia, A. L. P., cited, 40777, 40977

Dennis, W. J., cited, 42077

De Pradt, Abbe, 60

Destiny, Manifest. See Manifest Destiny,

destroyer-naval base deal with Great Britain,

193-945 372
devaluation, monetary, 297-98, 308

Development Commission, Inter-Amer., 369,

377
de Ware, Robert C., cited, 39577

Dewey, George, 148, 155

De Wilde, John C., cited, 45377-

Diaz, Adolfo, 163, 186, 210, 21 1, 212

Diaz, Porfirlo, 160-62, 229 ;
downfall of, 163;

policy and rule, 169-71

“diplomacy, dollar.” See “dollar diplomacy.”

diplomacy, greatest victory of U. S., 37-38

disarmament. See armaments, limitation of.

Disarmament Conf. (Geneva, I 933 )j 259, 297

“disarmament, moral,” 323-24

disease, war on, 317
distrust of the U. S- See Yankeephohia.

disputes, provisions for settlement, 199; treaty

for prevention, 29277

Disraeli, Benjamin, 115, 116

distrust of the U. S. See Yankeephohia.

Dittmar, cited, 44871

dollar bonds, 332-42

dollar devaluation or revaluation, 297-98, 308

“dollar diplomacy,” 142-67, 185-87, 193, 209,

257, 310, 317, 330-545 3S55 ill reverse, 331-

42
Dominican Republic (Santo Domingo), 19? 935

95, 96, 108-09, III, II4 )
116-175 125 ,

128,

129, 153, 160, 164, 203, 234, 254, 306,

354, intervention by XJ- S., and debt receiv-

ership, 154-57; history of, by Sumner Welles,

158 (see also Welles, Sumner, for notes In

w^hich the history is cited); occupation, 167;

insurrections, 1S9-91; present stability, 190;

intervention (1916-24), 190-91; evacuation,

203; party to arbitration treaty, 235; abjura-

tion of “protection” by U. S., 27S; right of

U. S. to intervene, 2S3; abolition of protec-

torate, 293
Doyle, Henry Grattan, cited, 442.^7

Drago, Luis M., and Doctrine, 147, 157, 228,

^

334
drama, 32557

Dupuy de Lome letter, 133
Dutch Guiana (Surinam), 372
Dutch West Indies, 37277

duties (customs). See tariff.

Duties and Rights of Nations, Declaration of.

Sec Rights and Duties, etc.

Economic and Financial Advisory Committee,

3655 3695 376
economic and financial cooperation, proposed

organization of, 353
Economic Conf,, World (London, 1933), 258,

259, 297-98, 300, 302, 337
“economic imperialism,” 331-32, 343-54, 388-

economic improvement of Latin Amer., 39177

economic nationalism, 297
economic problems, study of, 376

Ecuador, 233, 238, 254, 26377, 345, 354, 3625

party to arbitration treaty, 235; boundar>'

dispute with Peru, 375, U. S. naval bases in,

377, 381-S2

education, Convention Concerning Peaceful
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lic, 315-16

Eighth International Conf. (Lima, 1938), and

Declaration, 229, 273, 291, 310, 326-27,

355-66, 368, 382

Eliot, Charles W., cited, 41577

El Salvador. See Salvador, El.

emancipation, era of, 16

embargoes on arms, etc., 171, 17-5 181, 182,

209, 211, 217, 286, 2S7, 361-62; Jefferson^s,

26

emigres in Washington (1819), 39

eminent domain, right of, 349
England- See Great Britain,

era of emancipation, 16

Espil, Felipe, z66n

espionage, Axis, in Argentina and Chile, 313-

14, 380

Ettinger, Amos A., cited, 40377
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European Colonies and Possessions, Convention

on, 26177

Evarts, William M., 117

Everett, Edward, 83, 96; cited, 96

exchange of culture and humanity, 313-30; of

scholars, 320-25

expansion, continental. See Manifest Destiny-

expansionism. See imperialism.

Export-Import Bank, 349, 351, 35 -
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tion of right, 349
extradition, 238

Fabela, Isidro, cited, 442^
faith in U. S., 393
Falkland (Malvinas) Islands, 100, 362«, 37OW,
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Fall, Albert B., 214
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propaganda, 325-28, 330
Federal Loan Agency, 351

Feller, A. H., cited, 41 9^

Fenwick, Charles G., cited, 436^, 450^
Ferdinand VII, 23, 33, 35, 51, 58

Ferrera, Orestes, cited, 407-;^

Feueriein, Willy, cited, 445 ^^j 446'W, 4487^

‘‘fifth columns,’^ 272, 273, 326, 365, 379
Fifth International Conf. (Santiago de Chile,

1923), 242-47, 263, 290, 317
“fifty-four forty or fight,” 87

filibustering, 24, 78, 93, 103, 130, 1317^

Fillmore, Pres. Millard, 92, 95
films, 325731

Financial and Economic Advisory Committee,

365)369. 376
Financial and economic cooperation, proposed

organization of, 353
Financial Conf. (Santiago de Chile), 353
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(Washington, 1890), 126, 232, 233, 319
First World War. See World War I.

Fish, Hamilton, 115, 117, 129, 130, 152, 186

Fitzgibbon, R. H., cited, 43572

Fletcher, Henry P., cited, 41772, 43772

Fletcher, William G., cited, 41072

Flores, General, 103

Floridas, the, 17, 19, 22-23, 27-30, 35-37, 48,

49 ) 73 ) 77 ) ^6, 385; Treaty (1819), 36-37,

41-43, 48, 75, 76, 81, 92} annexation, 43
foot-and-mouth disease, 298-99

force, nonrecognition of fruits of, 370-71

Ford, Worthington C., cited, 39872, 39972, 40072

Foreign Bondholders Protective Council, 337-

3^3 352
^

Foreign Enlistments Act (British, 1819), 34
foreign ministers, meetings of, 208, 289, 3105
Panama (1939), 353, 361-66, 3785 Havana

(1940), 366, 368, 370-7H 37S; de Ja-

neiro (1942)) 310, 373 -77 ) 392, 393«
Foreign Relations of the U. S., 345
foreign trade. See trade,

foreigners, rights of, 231-34
Forsyth, John, 152
Fort Mims, massacre at, 22

“foundations,” 317, 328-29

Four Freedoms, 378
Fourth Commercial Conf. (Washington, 1931),

305
Fourth International Conf. of Amer. States

(Buenos Aires, 1910), 234, 236, 237, 320-21

France, Revolution, 18} plans for French mon-
archies in Latin America, 525 attitude to-

ward Monroe Doctrine, 53, 54, 57-59; inter-

est in the Texan question, 101
; impugning

of Monroe Doctrine, in Mexico, 108-12; and
Venezuela, 160; proposed intervention in

Haiti, 191 ;
reservation in accepting Pact of

Paris, 219
Francis Joseph, Emperor, 134
Franco, Francisco, 379-80; greeted by Argen-

tina, 379-80
freedom of the seas, bases of, 72
Freedoms, Four, 378
Freeman, Alvyn V-, cited, 42122, 42272

French New Panama Canal Co. See New
Panama Canal Co.

French Revolution, 18

Fuess, Claude M., cited, 41972

“Fundamental Rights of Amer. Republics,” 246

Gabriel, Ralph H., cited, 316
Gadsden Purchase, and Treaty, 91, 92, 11072

Galapagos Islands, 294; U. S. naval base in,

377 (map), 381-82

Galveston, 34
Garber, Paul Neff, cited, 40272

Garcia, Leonidas, cited, 41272

Garfield, Pres. James A., 125, 126

Garner, John Nance, 195
Garrison, George P., cited, 40172

Gelber, cited, 40972

Geneva Disarmament Conf. See Disarmament
Conf., Geneva,

geographers, cited, 39572

geopoUtikf 395^
Germany, invitation to Mexico and Japan to

make war on U. S. (Zimmermann note,

1917), 92, 184; naval power, 97; and the

Monroe Doctrine, 11572, 117; action in

Venezuelan debt case, 146-48; proposed in-

tervention in Haiti, 19 1; Hitler, 256, 389;
New Mercantilism, 301 ; tariff relations with,

303; espionage, 313-14; Nazi propaganda,

325-28, 330; plans for world domination,

355; danger from, 367-68; rise of, 386-87;
seeking of naval bases, before World War I,

388; not cause of Good Neighbor policy, 389
Ghent, Treaty of, 33
Goebel, Julius, Jr., cited, 40372

gold dollar bonds, 332-42
Golden Circle, Knights of the, 93
Gondra Conciliation Treaty (1923), 199, 206-

07, 243, 263, 267, 271, 28772

Gooch, G. P., cited, 40772

Good Neighbor Policy, 160, 200, 208, 221,

226, 256-75, 271, 277, 293, 296, 297, 318,

322-23, 326, 330, 345, 350, 358, 368, 373,

376, 382, 389, 390; application to all the

wmrld, 391
Governing Board. See Pan Amer. Union.

Gran Chaco War. See Chaco (Gran Chaco)

War.
Grant, Pres. Ulysses S., 114-16, 129, 130
Grau San Martin, Ramon, 280, 344
Great Britain, intrigue in northwestern U. S.,

17; Treaty of 1794 with U. S., 18; colonial

administration, 23 ; early influence in Brazil,
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34; Latin Amer. policy (1817), 36; policy

after 1813, 50-51 ; and the origin of the

Monroe Doctrine, 51-53; treaty with U. S,

(1818), 53; and Monroe Doctrine, 54-68;
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71; policy in Texas, 80; policy on U. S. ex-

pansion, 90, conflict of diplomacy with, 97;
naval power, 97, 99, 106, 142, 143, 386

boundary dispute wuth Venezuela, and
U. S. action, 118-22; Anglo-Amer. relations

after 1898, 143; action in Venezuelan debt

case, 146-48; destroyer-naval base deal, 193-

94; reservation in acceptance of Pact of

Paris, 219; commercial treaty wdth Argen-
tina (Roca Convention, 1933), 301, 302;
Ottawa Agreements (1932), 301 ; mutual aid

agreement with, 31 1; and Mexico, negotia-

tions on expropriation, 347; holder of bal-

ance of power, 386; alliance with Japan,
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before World War I, 388
Great Lakes region, 6; naval disarmament, 53
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Greenland, 193, 372
Gresham, Walter Q., 119
Griffin, Charles Carroll, cited, sgSn, 398??

Griswold, A. Whitney, cited, 406^, 420K
Gruening, Ernest, cited, 41472, 43372

Guadalupe Hidalgo, Treaty of, 91

Guantanamo, 155, 281

Guarantee, mutual, Slayden proposal, 194-95

Guatemala, 103, 118, 160, 165, 181, 206, 229,

233, 234, 37122; party to arbitration treaty,

235
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147, 157, 196, 215, 228, 237, 263; conven-

tions not ratified by South America, 228, 229

Hague Permanent Court of Arbitration, 245,

147, 148, 151-535 ^555 ^595 3:94, 228, 229,

234> 253-55, 263

Haiti, 125, 128, 155, 203, 229, 26372, 343,
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formal protectorate, 192-93; withdrawal of

forces from, 221, 259, 260; abjuration of

“protection” by U. S., 278; right of U. S.
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(Sixth, 1928), 199-200, 260, 264, 270, 2-2,

277, 290, 298, 326, 390; (1940), 122, 199,

291,^ 310, 356, 357, 366, 368, 370-71, 37S
Hawaiian Islands, 93, 119, 124, 126, 127, 137,

387; and Monroe Doctrine, 99
Hay, John, 144-47, 149
Hay-Bunau Varilia Treaty, 150-51
Hay-Herran Treaty, 149
Hay-Pauncefote Treaties, 144-45, 14S, 177
Hayes, Pres. Rutherford B., 115, 117
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Henry, John, 30
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Heureaux, Pres, of Dominican Republic, 15S
Higgins, A. Pearce, cited, 228-29, 42172

highlands and lowlands, 7, 8

Highway, Pan Amer., 352
Hill, H. C., cited, 41272

Hill, Lawrence F., cited, 39677, 40977

Hinton, Harold B., cited, 43372, 43S72

Hispanic America. See Latin America.
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anism, 325
historians on the Spanish-Amer. War, 136
history, convention on teaching of, 324
Hitler, Adolf. See Germany.
Holt, W. Stull, cited, 4.1172.

Holy Alliance, 35-36, 51, 54, 61, 62, 68, 71,

109, 133
Honduras, 160, 163, 165, 18S, 204, 206, 207;

neutralization of, 161; revolution; landing

of marines, 209; party to arbitration treaty,
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Honduras, British. See British Honduras,

hoof-and-mouth disease, 298-99
Hoover, Pres. Herbert, 221-23, -80,
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_
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Hoover (Stimson) Doctrine, 223, 260
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42972
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368, 372, 375, 382, 391; New Reciprocity
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humanitarianism, leadership In, 74; U. S., 330
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74) 93, 9^) I05> 212, 214, 227, 256, 318,

327, 331, 385-86, 388-895 protective and

acquisitive, 1105 advent of, 123-41 ;
attacks

on, and liquidation of, 2025 opposition by

people of U. S., 2795 disappearance of, 294
‘‘imperialism, economic,” 331-32, 388-895

myth of, 343-54
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“independence, political, and territorial integ-

rity,” Wilson phrase, 199, 288
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J4

Indians, South Amer., 10, 145 North Amer,, 17
industrial revolution, 50, 72, 123
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;
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